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LEN KHALLIKAN'S 

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY. 

ABU ABD ALLAH AL-HUMAIDI. 

The celebrated hdfiz Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abi Nasr Fati111 Ibn Abd 
Allah Ibn Humaid Ibn Yasil al-Humaidi, was a member of the tribe of Azd and 
a native of the Spanish island of Majorca, but his family originally belonged to 
ar-Rusafa, a suburb of Cordova. 	He delivered traditional information on the 
authority of An Ibn Hazm az-Zahiri (vol. II. p. 267), to whom he had been par-
ticularly attached, and from whose lips he had learned so much, that he became 
generally known by the appellation of Ibn Hazm's disciple. 	One of the other 
masters whose authority he cited was Abtl Omar Yilsuf Ibn Abd al-Barr, the 
author of the Kitdb al-Istiydb (1). 	In the year 448 (A. D. 1056-7) he set out for- 
the East and made the pilgrimage to Mekka. 	Having heard Traditions taught in 
that city and in Ifrikiya, Spain, Egypt, Syria, and Irak, he finally took up his 
residence in Baghdad. 	He bore a high reputation for nobleness of character, 
learning, solid information, piety, and devotion; the progress which he made in 
studying the written texts of the Traditions was evidently- a mark of divine 
grace. 	The emir Ibn Maktila (vol. II. p. 248), the author of the Ikmdl, speaks 
of him in these terms : " We have been informed by our friend Abtl Abd •Allah 
tt al-Humaidi, a man of great learning, talent, and intelligence;"—he then adds: 
" And I never saw his like for virtue, austerity of life, piety, and application 
" to study." 	Al-Hum aidi is the author of a celebrated work, entitled: al-Janio 
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2 	 1BN KHALLIKAN'S 

bain as-Sahihain (the united contents of the Sahihs) of al-Bukhari and Muslim; this 
production he taught publicly. 	Another of his works is a history of the learned 
men of Spain, to which he gave the title of Judwa tal-Muktabis (a brand for him 
who wishes to light his fire), and which forms one volume. 	In the preface, he 
mentions that he wrote it from memory at the request of some persons in Bagh- 
dad. 	He used to say: "There are three points connected with the study of the 
" Traditions to which, first of all, attention should be directed; namely : the 
" (Ilal or) motives of the Prophet's sayings, and the best treatise thereon is 
" that of ad-Darakutni (vol. 1/. p. 239); the Miltalif wa Mukhtalif (synonymy of 
,. proper names), and the best work on the subject is that of the emir Abu Nasr 
" Ibn Makilla; the third point is, to know the precise date of each traditionist's 
" death, but on this we possess no work. 	I undertook to compile one on the 
" subject, and the emir told me to draw it up in chronological order and, un • 
" der each year, to arrange the names alphabetically."—" But," says Abet Bakr 
" Ibn Tarkhan (2), his attention was so much engaged by the two Sahibs, that 
" he died without being able to execute that task." 	The same person relates 
as follows : " Abet Abd Allah al-Humaidi recited to us the following verses corn- . 
it posed by himself: 

" Visiting (learned) men produces nothing useful ; all we gain by it is ( that we may 
" afterwards repeat their words under) the stupid form of an it is said, or such a one said. 
" Visit them therefore but seldom; unless it be to acquire knowledge or amend thy 
" conduct." 

Al-Humaidi met the Khatib Abet Bakr (vol. I. p. 75) at Damascus, and has 
given some information on his authority; and his own authority is occasionally 
cited by the Khatib. 	He was born some time before the year 420 (A. D. 1029), 
and he died at Baghdad on the eve of Tuesday, the 17th of ZU'l-Hijja, A. II. 
488 (December, A. D. 1095.) 	As-Samani says, in his Ansdb, under the word 
al-MayArki (belonging to Majorca), that al-Humaidi's death took place in the 
month of Safar, A. H. 491; so at least I found it written in the abridgment 
which Ali Ibn al-Athir al-Jazari (vol. H. p. 289) composed of that work. 	Sus- 
pecting this to be a fault of my own copy, I examined the passage in a number• 
of other manuscripts, and found them all to agree; as-Samani's original work, 
of which we possess Ibn al-A thir's abridgment, I had no means of consulting, as 
it was not to be found in this country (Egypt). 	The great discordance of these 
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two dates remained upon my mind, and having at length consulted as-Samani's 
Supplement, I met the following passage: " Al-Humaidi died on the eve of Tues- 
" day, the 17th of Zit 'l-Hijja, A. H. 488, and was interred the next morning 
" in the cemetery at the Abrez gate, near the tomb of Abti Ishak as-Shi- 
" razi. 	The funeral prayer was said over the corpse in the great mosque of 
" the citadel (Jdmi, 'l-Kasr), by the jurisconsult Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ah- 
" mad as-Shashi (vol. //. p. 625); but, in the month of Safar, A.H. 491, it was 
ti removed to the cemetery at the Harb gate and buried near the tomb of Bishr 
" Ibn al-Harith al-Hall (vol. I. p. 257)." 	By this I perceived that the fault 
originated with Ibn al-Athir whilst he was making his abridgment ; the copy of 
the work which he was then condensing may have here offered a fault of the 
transcriber, and Ibn al-Athir copied it without searching for the date in other 
quarters; or perhaps the copyist may have omitted a line, a circumstance which 
sometimes happens.—Al-Humaidi was so called after his ancestor Humaid: I have 
been informed by an historical writer that he found this surname mentioned, in 
a work on history, as being derived from the name of Humaid, the son of Abd 
ar-Rahman, the son of AM (3) ; but this derivation is false, for Abtl Abd Allah 
al-Humaidi belonged to the tribe of Azd, and Abd ar-Rahman to the Zuhra 
family, a branch of the tribe of Koraish : how then could any relationship have 
subsisted between them ?—Maydrka (Majorca) is the name of an island in the 
Western Sea, near the land of Spain. 

(1) The life of this hdfiz is given by our author. 
(2) Abd Bakr Ibn Tarkhan was one of the masters under whom Ibn al-Arabi studied at Baghdad.—(Sitat.) 
(3) Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Ant az-Zuhri, an eminent member of the tribe of Koraish and one of the eight first 

converts to Islamism, was also one of the ten persons to whom Muhammad promised paradise. 	Before his con- 
version he bore the name of Abd al-Kaaba. 	During the persecution, he took refuge in Abyssinia. 	He fought 
at the combat of Badr and Itt all the other engagements in which Muhammad commanded ; at the battle of 
Ohud, he received a severe wound in the leg, and halted ever after. 	In the lifetime of Muhammad he acted as 
mufti, On the death of Omar, he was one of the six delegates (ashdb as-Shdra) appointed to make choice of 
another khalif. 	His birth took place ten years after the year of the Elephant; he died at Medina, A. H. 32 
A.D. 632-3), at the age of seventy-five, and was interred in the Bald cemetery. 	He had acquired great wealth 
in mercantile pursuits. 	On one occasion, he contributed half his property to the service of Islamism; another 
time, he sold lands to the value of forty thousand dinars and bestowed the amount on the poor. 	He equipped 
also five hundred horse and fifteen hundred foot for the cause of religion. 	On his death, the eighth part of 
of his estate, the share allotted by law to be divided among the widows of the deceased, amounted to three 
hundred and twenty thousand (pieces of silver).—(Siar as-Salaf.-41-Bahr az-Zdkhir.) 

   
  



IBN KHALLIKAN'S 

A L-MA ZARI A L-MALIKI. 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Omar Ibn Muhammad at-Tamimi (mem-
ber of the tribe of i'amim) al-Mazari was a doctor of the sect of Malik and one of the 
most noted persons of the age for his knowledge of the Traditions and the man- 
ner in which he lectured on that subject. 	He composed a good commentary on 
Muslim's SaMh and entitled it Kitdb al-Molim bi fawdid kitdb Muslim, (the indicator 
of the instructive passages contained in the book of Muslim); this work served the 
kddi Iyad (vol.11. p. 417) as the basis of his Ikmdl, which is, in fact, the comple- 
ment of al-Mazari's treatise. 	He composed also a number of literary works and 
a book called Iddh al-Mahs4l fi Burhdn il-Osdl (1). 	This doctor, so highly dis- 
tinguished for his talents and varied information, died at al-Mandiya (in the pro-
vince of Tunis) on the 18th of the first Rabi, A. H. 536 (October, A. D. 1141), 
aged eighty-three years. 	Some place his death on Monday, the second day of 
that month.—Mdzari means belonging to Mdzar (Mazzara), a village in the island 
of Sicily. 

(1) This work is not noticed by Hajji Khalifa; its -title seems to indicate that it was a commentary on a 
work of divinity or jurisprudence, entitled: Burhdn al—Ost11. 

ABU MUSA AL-ISPAHANI. 

Ain't Milsa Muhammad Ibn Abi Bakr Omar Ibn Abi Isa Ahmad Ibn Omar Ibn 
Muhammad Ibn Abi Isa al-Ispahani al-Madini, the first hafiz of the age for his 
vast memory and learning, composed a number of useful works on the Tradi- 
tions and their subsidiary sciences. 	His Kitdb al-Mughith (the assister), in one 
volume, forms the complement of al-Harawi's Kitdb al-Gharibain (vol. I. page 
78); in it he corrects the faults of that author, and it is really a useful book. 
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He left also a small volume entitled Kitdb az-Ziddat ',book of additions), designed by 
him as a supplement to the Ansab, a work composed by his master Abil '1-Fadl 
Muhammad Ibn Tahir al-Makdisi (1) : in this treatise he indicates the errors 
and omissions of the Anal). 	After travelling abroad in search of Traditions, he 
returned to Ispahan and continued to reside in that city. 	He was born in the 
month of Zil '1-Kaada, A. H. 501 (June-July, A. D. 1108), and he died on the 
eve of Wednesday, the 9th of the first Jumada, A . H. 584 (August, A. D. 1185). 
Hig birth and death took place at Ispahan.-- Madini means belonging to the city 
(madina) of Ispahan ; the illifiz Abil 's-Saad as-Samani states, in his Ansab, that 
this adjective may mean : 	1. belonging to Medina ; 2. belonging to Marw ; 3. 
belonging to Naisapar; 4. belonging to Ispand,n; 5. belonging to the city (madina, 
of al-Mubarak near Kazwin; 6. belonging to Bukhara; 7. belonging to Samarkand; 
8. belonging to Nasaf. 	He adds that, to express belonging to Medina, the relative 
adjective Madani is generally used. 

(1) See the next article. 

ABU 'L-FADL IBN AL-KAISARANI AL-MAKDISI. 

Abil '1-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Tahir Ibn Ali Ibn Ahmad al-Makdisi, generally 
known by the appellation of Ibn al-Kaisarani, was one of those doctors who had 
undertaken long journeys in search of Traditions. 	He heard (traditional in- 
formation delivered) in Hijaz, Syria, Egypt, Mesopotamia and its northern bor- 
ders, Arabian and Persian Irak, Fars, Khnzestan, and Khorasan. 	He then 
took up his abode in Hamadan and obtained a high reputation for his knowledge 
of the Traditions and his learning in the sciences connected with them. 	A 
great number of works and compilations were drawn up by him on that sub-
ject, and they all serve to prove the extent of his learning and the correctness 
of his information. 	He composed the Atrdf (index of the principal words) of 
t he Six Books, that is to say, of the Saliihs of al-Bukhari, Muslim, Abi Dawild, 
at-Tirmidi, an-Nasai and Ibn Maja ; 	the Atrdf of ad-Darakutni's al-Ghardib 

   
  



6 	 IBN KHA LLIKAN'S 

obscure terms occurring in the Traditions), and the Kitdb al-Ansdb 	(book of 
patronymics). 	This last work forms a small volume, and is the same for which 
the hafiz AbA Musa al-Ispahani (see the preceding article,) composed a supple- 
ment. 	He possessed a sound knowledge of the science of Sufism and its different 
divisions ; there even exists a work by him on the subject. 	lie left also some 
good poetry. 	The hdfiz AbA Masa and some others wrote Traditions under his 
dictation. 	Abil 'I-Fadl al-Makdisi was born at Bait al-Makdis (the house of the 
holy place, Jerusalem), on the 6th of Shawwal, A. H. 448 (December, A.D. 105'6); 
he commenced learning Traditions in 460; he entered Baghdad in 467 (A. D. 
1074-5) and afterwards returned to Jerusalem, where he assumed the pilgrim- 
dress and proceeded to Mekka. 	He died at Baghdad on Friday, the 28th of the 
first Rabi, A. H. 507 (September, A. D. 1113), on his return from the pilgrim- 
age, which duty he had fulfilled more than once. 	His body was interred in the 
Old Cemetery (al-Makbara al-Atika), situated on the west bank of the Tigris. 
Some place his death on Thursday, the 20th of the month just named. — His 
son AhA Zara Tahir Ibn Muhammad al-Makdisi was renowned for the extent and 
high authority of his information in the Traditions, but he was unacquainted 
with the science (of jurisprudence); his father having merely sent hint, when a 
boy, to hear the lessons of some (Traditionists), such as AV' Muhammad Abd 
ar-Rahn 	Ibn Ahmad ad-DAbi, who was then teaching at Rai, AbA '1-Fatli 
AbdAs Ibn Abd Allah at Hamadan, Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Othman 
al-Kamikhi, and AbA 1-Hasan Makki Ibn Mans& as-Sallar. 	He then took him 
to Baghdad, where he heard the lessons of Abil 1-Kasim Ali Ibn Ahmad Ibt, 
Raiyan and other masters. 	On the death of his father, he went to reside at 
Hamadan, whence he proceeded to Baghdad (every year) to see the pilgrim 
caravan and teach the greater part of the Traditions which he had learned. 
Amongst those who received Traditions from him were the vizir AbA '1-Mu-
zaffar Yahya Ibn Hubaira (1) and others. 	He was born at Rai, A. H. 481 (A. H. 
1088-9), and he died at Hamadan on Wednesday, the 7th of the latter Rabi, 
A.H. 566 (December, A. D. 1170).—Kaisarani means belonging to Kaisariya (Cae-
sarea), a maritime village of Syria which is now in the hands of the Franks (2), 
whom God confound ! 

(1) Atm ad-din Abet 1-Muzaffar Yahya Ibn Hubaira, vizir to the khalif al-Muktall liamr illah, was born at 
ad-Mr, a village situated in the province of Dujail, and afterwards called, on his account, DCr al-Wazir (the 
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mansion of the vizir). 	His,  father, a husbandman of that place, encouraged him to pursue the study of lite- 
rature, and took him occasionally to Baghdad, where he attended.the most eminent masters. 	Left an orphan 
at an early age, he nevertheless persevered in his studies, and after undergoing all the evils which poverty 
could inflict, he entered into the civil service, successively advancing from, one post to another, till he was 
finally appointed vizir to al-Muktafi. 	This place he filled for a considerable time, and a yearly salary of 
one hundred thousand pieces of gold gave him the facility of fully indulging his generous disposition. 	Such 
was his liberality, that, at the end of the year, he never had even a piece of silver remaining in his coffer. 	He 
displayed great abilities in resisting the encroachmenti of the Seljtik dynasty, and the khalifs al-Muktafi and 
al-Mustanjid used frequently to declare that the Abbaside family never had a vizir like Yahya Ibn Hubaira. 
This eminent statesman died A. H. 560, whilst prostrated in prayer. 	Amongst the numerous anec- 
dotes related of his generosity, may be noticed the following : When appointed vizir, he entered the divan, 
clothed in his robes of state; and, observing a servant employed in the office who was keeping in the back-
ground, he called him forward with an encouraging smile, and bestowed on him some gold and a cloak. 
He then said : "There is no god but God! I remember that, once coming into this divan, I sat down on one of 
" the seats, and this boy came, and, taking me by the hand, made me stand up, telling me that that was not 
" my place. 	Seeing him now standing there *ith terror marked on his countenance, I felt a pleasure in allay- 
" ing his fears and setting his mind at ease."— (A l-D u a l al-Isldmiya, No. 84, p. 281 et seq.)—Ibn Khallikhn 
also gives a notice on this vizir. 

(2) Caesarea was retaken by the sultan Bibars in the year 663 (A.D. 1265). 

ABU ABD ALLAH IBN MANDA. 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Manda al-Abdi, a celebrated trans-
mitter of traditional information, and the author of a history of Ispahan, was a 
tuifiz of the highest authority. 	He belonged to a family of eminence which pro- 
duced a number of learned men ; he did not draw his origin from the tribe of 
Abd (as the surname Abdi would imply), but Barra, his mother, was connected 
with the tribe of Abd Yalil (1) through her father Muhammad, and Ibn Manda 
bore this surname after his maternal ancestors. 	The hd/lz Abil Musa al-Ispa- 
hani mentions him in theliaddt (vol. III. p. 5) and traces up his genealogy, 
but this list I shall not insert on account of its length. 	Al-Hazimi (vol. /H. 
p. 12) speaks of him also in the Kitdb al-Ujdla, but omits the genealogy. 	The 
hdfiz Ibn Manda died A. H. 301 (A. D. 913-4).—In a subsequent part of this 
work, we shall give the life of his descendant, Yahya Ibn Abd al-Wahhab. 

(1) Abd YAM, the son of Jurham, left his name to a Yemenite tribe established in HijItz. 

   
  



8 	 IBN KHALLIKAN'S 

AL-FAR A BRI . 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yilsuf Ibn Matar Ibn Salih Ibn Bishr al- 
Farabri is well known as the teacher, from memory, of al-Bukhari's Sahih, 
which work he had learned under the author. 	People came from all quarters 
to hear him repeat this book. 	He was born A. H. 231 (A. D. 8/15-6), and he 
died on the 3rd of Shawwal, A. II. 320 (October, A. D. 932).— Farabri means 
belonging to Farabr, a town situated on the bank of the Jihiln (Oxus), and on 
the same side of the river as Bukhara. — Al-Farabri was one of al-Bukhari's 
pupils, and the last survivor of those who taught, from memory, their master's 
Sahth. 

AL-FARAWI. 	- 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn al-Fadl Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn 
Ahmad Din Abi 1-Abbas as-Saidi al-Farawi an-Naisaptiri (native of Naisopilr), 
surnamed Kamal ad-din (perfect in religion) (1), was a distinguished juriscon- 
sult and Traditionist. 	He attended the sittings of the Shafite doctor Imam al- 
Haramain, author of the Nihdya tal-Matlab (v. II. p.121), and took notes of his 
lessons on the principles (of jurisprudence). Al Farawi passed his youth among the 
SAfis, and became a doctor of the law, a Traditionist, a mufti, a controvertist, 
and a preacher. 	Though advanced in age, he used to carry food to travellers, 
and serve at table when visitors came to see him. 	Having set out on the pil- 
grimage to Mekka, he preached before crowded assemblies at Baghdad and the 
other towns through which he passed. 	In the two Holy Cities (of Mekka and 
Medina), he gave public lessons. 	On his return to Naisapilr, he took his seat as 
professor in the Ndsihiya college, and discharged also the -duties of imam in the 
Mosque of al-Mutarriz. 	He learned Muslim's Sahilt from Abd al-Ghafir al-Farisi 
(vol. II. p. 170), and al-Bukhari's from Said Ibn Abi Said. 	His other masters 
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were Abtl Ishak as-Shirazi (vol. I. p. 9 ), Abil Bakr Ahmad al-Baihaki (vol. I. 
p. 57), Abil '1-Karim Abd al-Karim Ibn Hawazin al-Kushairi (vol. II. p. 152), 
and the Imam al-Haramain. 	He was the sole person authorised to repeat and 
explain some of the helfiz al-Baihaki's works, such as the Daldil an4Vubtlwa (proofs 
of Muhammad's prophetic mission), al-Asmd wa 's- Sip (the names and attributes of the- 
Divinity), al-Baath wa 'n-Nushilr (the resurrection and revivification of mankind;, 
and the two collections of prayers, the greater and the less. 	It was ( punningly) 
said of him : al-Fardwi alfo rdwi (al-Fardwi is worth one thousand transmitters of 
traditional information). 	He was born at Naisapitr, A. H. 441 (A. D. 1049-50), 
some say, 442; at the age of six years he commenced learning Traditions, and 
he died on Thursday morning, the 21st— some say the 22nd—of Shawwal, 
A. H. 530 (July, A. D. J 136). —Fardwi means belonging to Fardwa, a village on 
the frontiers of Khowareim ; it is called also Ribdt Fardwa, and was built in 
the khalifate of al-Mamtln, by Abd Allah Ibn Tahir, the governor of Khorasan. 

(1) According to al—Yttfl, in his Mirdt, and al-OthmAni, in his Tabakdt al-Fokand, al-Farawi bore also the 
surname of Fakih al•Haram (the jurisconsult of the sacred territory of Mekka). 

AL-AJURRI. 

Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Abd Allah al-Ajurri, a jurisconsult 
of the sect of as-Shafi and a- Traditionist, is the author of that collection of 
forty Traditions which is called after him Arbain al-Ajurri. 	This doctor, who 
was noted for his piety and virtue, delivered Traditions on the authority of • 
Abil Muslim al-Kajji, Abil Shoaib al-Harrani, Ahmad 	Ibn Yahya 	al-Hul- 
mini, al-Mufaddal Ibn Muhammad al-Jundi, and a great number of other 
masters contemporary with them. 	Muhammad Ibn Ishak an-Nadim mentions 
him -in the work entitled al-Fihrest (1). 	Al-Ajurri composed many treatises 
on the law and the Traditions. 	In the History of Baghdad, the Khatib AIM 
Bakr al-Baghdadi (vol. I. p. 75), speaks of him as conscientious, veracious, 
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pious, and the author of numerous works ; lie taught Traditions at Baghdad 
previously to the year 330 (A. D. 941). 	He then proceeded to Mekka, and con- 
tinued to reside there till his death. 	A number of the ltdfizes gave Traditions on 
his authority, and Abil Noaim al-Ispahani (yd. I. p. 74,', the author of the Hilya 
tal-Awlid, was one of them. 	A certain learned man informed me that when al- 
Ajurri entered Mekka, he exclaimed, in admiration : " I implore of thee, 0 God ! 
" the favour to remain here one year;" and that he heard a voice reply : "Nay, 
" thirty years." 	He survived thirty years, and died at Mekka in the month of 
iVIuharram, A. H. 360 (November, A. D. 970). 	The Khatib says that he found 
this date on his tombstone, and, in a copy of (Ibn Bashkuwill's) Silat, I myself 
read the following marginal note : "The imam Abit Bakr, surnamed al-Ajurri 
" because he belonged to a village near Baghdad called al-Ajurr, resided at 
" Mekka, and died there on the 1st of Muharram, A. II. 360."— Ajurri is de-
rived from Ajurr (brick), but I know not why hg received this surname. 

(1) See vol. I. p. 630. 

AS-SALAMI THE HAFIZ. 

Abil '1-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Nasir Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Amr, a native 
of Baghdad and generally known by the surname of as-Salami, was an accom- 
plished scholar and the most eminent hd/iz of Baghdad at that epoch. 	He pos- 
sessed great literary acquirements, having studied the belles-lettres under Abit 
Zakariya at-Tibrizi (4). 	The works which he transcribed were of the utmost 

. correctness. 	He was indefatigable in the search of useful hints and instructive 
observations, and these he carefully noted down. A great quantity of information 
has been given on his authority by the very first masters. 	The learned men 
of that age were his pupils, and the hafiz Abil '1-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. 
p. 96), who was one of the number, cites his authority very frequently. 	The 
hdfiz Ain't Saad as-Samani (vol. II. p. 4 561 mentions him in his different works. 
As-Salami's birth occurred on the eve of Saturday, the 1 5th of Shaaban, A. H. 
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467 (April, A.D. 1075), and he died at Baghdad on the eve of Tuesday, the '18th 
of Shaaban, A. H. 550 (October, A. D. 1155). 	The next morning, his body was 
carried forth, and funeral prayers were said over it thrice, near the mosque of 
the Sultan (JAW '8-Sultdn); it was then taken across the river to the mosque 
(Mud) of al-Mansiir, where the funeral service was again performed, after which 
they bore it to the Harbiya cemetery, at the Harb Gate, and interred it under 
the sidra (2), at the side of Abil Mansiir Ibn al-Anbari the preacher's tomb.— 
" Salami means native of Madina tas-Salcim (the city of welfare), that is, Bagli- 
" dad. 	Such," says as-Samani, " was• the note written by himself on his own 
" surname." 

(1) His life is given by Ibn Khallikan. 
(2) The word sidra means lotus-tree. 	It may perhaps designate here some religious edifice.  

AL-HAZIMI THE HAFIZ. 

Abet Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abi Othman Masa Ibn Othman Ibn Milsa Ibn 
Othman Ibn Hazim al-Hazimi al-Hamadani (native of Hamaddn), surnamed 
Zain ad-din (*ornament of religion), was distinguished by the exactitude of 
his information as a htlfiz, and the eminent sanctity of his 	life. 	Having 
learned by heart the sacred Koran, he attended the lessons of Abil '1-Wakt 
Abd al-Auwal as-Sijazi (vol. II. page 171) at Hamadan, and learned Tradi-
tions in the same city from Abil Mansilr Sheherdar Ibn Shirilyah the Dailemite, 
Abil Zara Talk Ibn Muhammad al-Makdisi (vol. III. page 6 ), the hdfiz Alga 
'1-Ala al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad (1), and a great number of other masters. 	He 
studied the law at Baghdad under the shaikh Jamal ad-din Wathik Ibn Fad-
lan (2) and others; it was there also that he heard Traditions delivered by 
Abil '1-Husain Abd al-Hakk and Abil Nasr Abd ar-Rahim, the sons of Abd 'al- 
Khalik Ibn Ahmad Ibn Yilsuf, Abu 'l-Fath Obaid Allah Ibn Abd Allah Ibn 
Shatil, and others. 	He then undertook to collect Traditions himself, and with 
that view he visited a number of the cities of Irak, whence he proceeded to 
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Syria, Mosul, Fars, Ispahan, Hamadan, and most of the towns in the province 
of Adarbaijan. 	He wrote down Traditions under the dictation of nearly all 
the shaikhs at these places, and devoted his attention so specially to this branch 
of study, that he attained in it a great eminence and a high reputation. 	He 
composed on this and on other subjects a number of instructive works, such as 
the Ndsih wa 'l-Munsil,h on (the annulling and the annulled) traditions; the Kitdb al- 
Faisal (discriminator), treating of those patronymics the origin and pronunciation 
of which might be mistaken; the Kitdb al-Iljella (the ready assister) on patrony-
mics and ethnic names ; a work on geographical synonyms and the names of 
places which, when written; are liable to be mispronounced ; the Silsila tad-Da-
hab (golden chain), treating of the Traditions delivered.by  Ibn Hanbal (v. 1. p. 44\ 
on the authority of as-Shari (v. H. p. 569); the Shurilt al-Aiyinima (conditions of 
the imdms), etc. 	He resided at Baghdad, ot► the east side of the river, constantly 
engaged in study and the practice of virtue, till fate cut through the branch of 
his life whilst yet green. 	This event happened at Baghdad on the eve of 11on- 
day, the 28th of the first Jumada, A. H. 584 (July, A. D. 1188). 	He was 
interred in the Sininizi cemetery, beside (the grave of) Samniin Ibn Hamza (3), 
and opposite to the tomb of al-Junaid (vol. I. page 338 ). 	Crowds of people 
attended the funeral service which was said over him in the court of the 
Mosque of the Castle (Jdrni 'l-Kasr ) ; the body was then taken to the west 
side of the river, and the prayer was there repeated. 	His books were distri- 
buted among the Traditionists. 	AI-Hazimi was born A. II. 548 (A.D. 1153-4), 
or 549, on the road leading to Hamadan. 	He was carried to that city, and in it 
he passed his youth.—He bore the surname of Hdzimi because one of his ances-
tors was called Hdzim. 

(1) Abet 1-Ala al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad, a hdfiz and teacher of the Koran-readings, died A.H. 569 tA. D. 1173-4' , 
aged 81 years. 	He was a native of Hamadan.— ?Vii.p1m. Huffdz.) 

(2) The learned intdin Jamal ad-din Abd 'I-Kasim Wathik Ibn Ali Ibn al-Fadl Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Fadlan, 
a doctor of the Shafite sect, was born at Baghdad, A. H. 515 (A. D. 1121-2). 	He made his studies at Baghdad 
and Naisapur, and became professor in the Nizdmiya college of the former city. 	His death occurred in Shaa- 
bAn, A.H. 895 (June, A.D. 1199). 	The author of the Tabakdt al-Fokand observes that some persons call this 
doctorYahya, notIrdthik,and Ibn KAdi Shohba gives him the name of Yahya in his Tabakdt as-Shdfiyin. 	The 
latter author says that Ibn FadlAn held a high rank as a jurisconsult, a theologian, a controvertist, and a dia- 
lectician. 	The author of the Tabakdt al-Fokand informs us that Abd Abd Allah Muhammad, the son of this 
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tbn FadIan, was professor. at the 3fustansiriya college in Baghdad, that he acted as Kddi 1-Kuddt for the 
khalif an-Nksir lidin 114ah, and died A. 11—. 631 (A.D. 1233-4). 

(3) Abd 'I.-Masan Sammln Ibn Hamza '1—Khawwis was a disciple of as-Sari as-Sakati (vol. I. p. 555) and 
other stlfis. 	He used to discourse with great eloquence on the love of God, and he replied, when asked what 
was sttfisnt: " to possess nothing and to let nothing pssess you." 	This eminent shaikh died some time after 
al-Junaid.--(Lawdklh al-A nwdr fi Tabakdt il, ,Ikhydi, by Abd al-Wahhhb as—Shin-Atli; MS. of the Bib. du 
Roi, fonds Asselin.) 

ARILI EAKR LEN AL-ARABI. 

Aht‘ Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn 
Ahmad, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-Arab4 was a celebrated 
itaftz, a member of the tribe of Maafir and a native of Seville in Spain. 	Ibn 
Bashkuwal speaks of him in these terms, in his Silat : 	" That helfiz Idled 
" with learning to overflowing; the last of the learned, the last imdm and the 
" last ha/is of Spain. 	I met him in the city of Seville on Monday morning, 
" the 2nd of the latter Jumada, A. H. 516 	( August, A. D. 1122). 	He 
" informed me that it was on Sunday, the first of the first Rabi, 	A. H. 
" 485 (April, A. D. 4092), that he set out with his father on their jour- 
" ney to the East (I), and that he went to Syria, where he met Abet Bakr 
" Muhammad Ibn al-Walid at-Tortilshi (vol. II. P. 665), under whom he stu- 
" died jurisprudence. 	Having gone to Baghdad, he heard Traditions from" 
— some of the most eminent masters —" and then proceeded to Hijaz. 	He 
" performed •the pilgrimage in the year 489, and, on his return to Bagh- 
" dad, he became the pupil of Abit Bakr. as-Shashi (vol. II. page 625), Abil 
" Hamid al7Ghazzali (vol. II. p. 621), and other doctors and philologers. 	He 
" then left Baghdad, and went to Egypt. 	In Alexandria and other places of 
" that country he met some of the Traditionists, and wrote down Traditions 
" under their dictation, communicating to them the fruits of his own researches 
" whilst he received theirs. 	In the year 493, he returned to Spain, and entered 
" Seville with a greater stock of information than any person who travelled to 
" the East had ever brought back before. 	He was deeply versed in a variety of 
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" sciences, and had attained a high proficiency in all the branches of knowledge ; 
" on these subjects he discoursed with great ability, and, being enabled by his 
" penetrating genius 'to comprehend them all, he displayed the utmost ardour 
" in diffusing information, whilst he eitployed the acuteness of his mind in 
" distinguishing what was exact therein from what was not. 	We may add 
" that he was equally distinguished by the amenity of his 	character, 	the 
" charm of his manners, his affability, humility, nobleness of mind, obliging 
" disposition, 	and 	constancy in friendship. 	Having been appointed kildi iii 
" his native .town, he rendered the highest service to the inhabitants by the 
" firmness with which.. he discharged his duties and the severity which made 
44  him an object of terror for the wicked. 	On his removal from office, 	he 
" turned his mind to the task of diffusing learning. 	I asked him the date of his 
44  birth, and he informed me that he was born on the eve of Thursday, the 21 si 
,c of Shaaban; A. p. 468 (April, A. D. 1076). 	He died in North Africa and was 
" interred in the city of Fez, in the month of the latter Rabi, A. II. 543 'Aug.- 
" Sept, A. D.. 1148)." 	To these words of Ibn Bashkuwal I may add that the 
heifiz Ibn al-Arabi left a number of works, and amongst others that entitled al- 
A arida tal-Ahwadi fi Sharh it-Tirmidi (the fluency of the expert, being a commentary 
on the Traditions collected by at-Tirmidi) (2). 	He was born at Seville ; some say 
in the year 469 (A. D. 1076-7). 	His death is stated to have taken place in the 
month of the first Jumada, whilst he was returning from Morocco to Fez, and 
at a day's journey from the latter city. 	His corpse was transported to Fez and 
interred in the cemetery of al-Jaiyani.—His father was born A. H. 435 (A. D. 
1043-4), and he died in the month of Muharram, A. H. 493 (November-De-
cember, A. D. 1099), in Egypt, on his return from the expedition which he 
and his son had made to the East ; he was an accomplished scholar and an 
able kdtib. - The title of Ibn al-Arabi's work, al-Adrida tal-Ahwadi, requires 
explanation ; adrida means command of language ; they say : Such a one has an 
extreme adrida, to indicate that he has a great command of language ; ahwadi 
means: one who gets through a business lightly, owing to his skill ; or, according to 
al-Asmai, one expert in business, completely master of it, and who lets no part of it 
escape his attention 
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(1) Ibn al-Arabi wrote an account of this journey; Ibn Khaldammentions it, in his History of the Berbers,under 
the title of Rihla 	 journey), and informs us that the author speaks in it of his shipwreck on the coast of 
Barka, where he and his father were hospitably treated by the nomadic Arabs of that region. 

(2) There exists in the Bibliotheque du Roi a large volume of mysticism in five hundred and sixty chapter's, 
and entitled al—Futftha tal,11141thiya (Mahan revelations). 	The author of this work is also an Ibn al-Arabi : 
his names are Muhl ad-din Muhammad Ibn Ali, and lie died A. H. 638 (A. D. 1240). 

AN-NAKKASH AL-BAGHDADI. 

Abtl Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ziad al-Mukri 
;teacher of the readings of the Koran, and) surnamed an-Nakkash, belonged to a 
family of Mosul, but was born and brought up at Baghdad. 	He possessed great 
learning in the Koran and its interpretation, on which last subject he composed 
a work entitled : Shafa as-Suddr (medicine of the heart). 	Amongst his other pro- 
ductions we may notice the Ishdra (indication), on the obscure terms of the 

Koran; the Maudih (elucidator), on the. Koran and its style; the Didd el-Akl (con-
tradictory to reason); the Manasik (rites of devotion); the Fahm al-Mandsik (compre-
hension of the rites); the Akhbdr al-Kussds (?) (History of the story-tellers); the Zainm 
al-Hasad (dispraise of envy); the Daldil an-Nubuwat (proofs of Muhammad's prophe-
tic mission); the Abwdb (doors, or chapters), on the Koran; the Irani Zeit al-Imdd 
(the Iram of many columns) (1); the greater, the less, and the medium diction-
ary of Koran-readers and their readings ; the greater Book of the Seven (readings), 
with the reasons of these readings; the lesser Book of the Seven (readings) ; the 
medium Book of the Seven (readings), and the as-Sdfir al-Kabir (the great tra- 
vellef) to the East and West. 	He heard Traditions delivered at Kilfa, Basra, 
and Mekka, in Egypt, Syria, and Mesopotamia, at Mosul, in Persian Irak, Kho-
rasan, and Transoxiana, but some of those which he taught are merely rejected 
Traditions headed with approved isndds (2). 	His name happening to be men - 
tioned in the presence of Talha Ibn -Muhammad Ibn Jaafar, this person said : 
" He was false in his Traditions, and addicted to story-telling." 	He delivered 
orally pieces of literature on the authority of the most eminent among the 
learned, and his own authority was cited by them for some which they delivered. 
Al-Barkani (3) said : " All the Traditions taught by an-Nakkash are false, and 
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" in his interpretation of the Koran, there is not a single genuine Tradition.- 
An-Nakkash was born A. H. 266 (A.D. 879-80); some say, 265; and he died on 
Tuesday, the 2ndof Shawwal, A.H. 351 (November, A.D. 962). 	The next day, 
he was interred. 	By other accounts his death is placed a year sooner, or a 
year later.—Nakkdsh means a painter of walls and ceilings, etc.; which profession 
this doctor had followed in the early part of his life. 

(I) See Lane's Thousand and one Nights, vol.II. p. 342, for the description of this fabulous place. 
(2) See Introduction to vol. I. page xxii. 
(3) The hdfiz Abe Bakr Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ghblib al-Barkhni, born (at Barkdn, a 

village) in Rhowarerm, A. H. 339 (A. D. 950-1), died in the month of Rajab, A. H. 425 (May-June, A.D. 1034). 
He had some acquaintance with Arabic philology (arabiyal, and composed a lffusnad, or authenticated hod) 
of Traditions, in which he inserted the contents of al-BukhAri's Sala and those of Muslim's. 	The Hhattb, who, 
as well as al-Baihaki and Abtt Ishak as-Shirazi, gave some Traditions on his authority, says: 	"Amongst all 
" our masters we did not find one possessing more solid information than he. 	His piety was conspicuous 
" and he possessed deep learning in the law."— (Nuplin. 	Al-Yaft. 	Tab. al-Huffdz. 

IBN SIIANBUD. 

AWL 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn AiyiTh Ibn as-Salt Ibn Shanbild, 
an eminent master of the Koran-readings and a native of Baghdad, was a pious 
and well-intentioned, but weak=minded man. 	It is said that he uttered much 
nonsense and little real learning. 	Having become the sole depository of some 
rare and singular readings of the Koran, he introduced them into his recitations 
from that book whilst presiding at the public prayer (1). 	By this he incurred 
general reprehension, and the vizir MAI Ali Muhammad Mil Mukla, the cele-
brated penman, having been informed of his conduct and that he had 'changed 
some passages of ,the Koran by substituting certain words for others belonging 
to the primitive revealed text, had the delinquent brought before him, in the 
beginning of the month of the latter Rabi, A. H. 323 (March, A. D. 935), and 
kept him prisoner in the palace for some days. 	On Sunday, the 7th of the 
same month, he convoked an assembly composed of the kddi Abit 1-Husain 
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Omar Ibn Muhammad, 	Abil Bakr Ahmad Ibn Milsa jbn al-Abbas Ibn 
Mujahid, teacher of the Koran- readings, and other persons of the same pro- 
fession. 	Ibn Shanbild was then brought in and examined in the presence 
of the vizir, but he replied with great insolence to him, the klidi, and Ibn 
Mujahid, calling them persons of little information and reproaching them 
with not having travelled in the pursuit of learning as he had done ; 	the 
kddi was even treated by him as a mere dotard. 	On this, the vizir ordered 
him to be flogged, and the prisoner, whilst undergoing this punishment, 
which consisted in seven distinct beatings, invoked God's vengeance on rim 
Mukla, 	praying that his hand might be cut off and his prosperity ruined ; 
and such was really the case, as will he seen in our account of that vizir's 
life. 	They then examined him relative to the readings which he was ac- 
cused of having employed, and he answered by denying those which gave 
scandal, and declaring that some readers did make use of the others. 	Being 
called on to recant, he consented and said : 	" I renounce my manner of 
" reading, and in future I shall follow no other than that of the manuscript 
" drawn up by (the khalif) Othman Ibn Affan, and that which is publicly 
" received." 	The vizir ordered' this declaration to be taken down and made 
him subscribe his name to it. 	This subscription contained evidently the ex- 
pression of Ibn Shanbild's sincere repentance. 	The words of the document 
were : " Muhammad Ibn Ahmad, generally known by the name of Ibn Shanbild, 
" being questioned as to the report of his having read : When you are called to 
" prayer on the day of the assembly, go (2) to the commemoration of God ; he ac- 
" knowledged it. 	And being questioned as to the reading : and (do) ye make 
" this your gratitude that ye declare (the Koran) to be false? (3), he acknowledged 
" it; and as to the reading : may the hands of Abil Lahab perish, and he has already 

perished (4), he acknowledged it ; and as to the reading : because there was a- 
" king before them, who took every ship by force (5), lie acknowledged it ; and 

as to the reading : like wool carded (6), he acknowledged it ; and as to : this 
" day we will save thee on account of thy invocation (7), he acknowledged it ; 

and as to: and, when he fell down, the men plainly perceived that the Genii, had 
" they known that which is secret, had not continued (a year) in ignominious punish- 
" ment (8), he acknowledged it; and as to : by the night when it spreads its shades! 
" by the day when it shineth forth ! by the male and the female ! (9), he acknow- 

vo L. III. 	 3 
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" ledged it; and as to : the infidels have already charged (Muhammad) with impos- 
" ture, but (the punishment) shall be eternal (10), he acknowledged it ; and as 
" to : and that there may be a band of you inviting to the best (religion), and com- 
" manding that which is just, and forbidding that which is evil, and asking God's 
" assistance against the misfortunes which befal them ; these shall be happy 

mei! (11) he acknowledged it; and as to : if you do it not, there will be trouble 
" in the earth and wide-spread corruption (12), he acknowledged it. 	And the 
" witnesses here present have written their testimonies to this instrument, 
" showing it to accord with his own declaration, and Ibn Shanbtid has written 
" with his own hand what follows :—I, Muhammad, the son of Ahmad, the son 
" of Aiytib, generally known by the name of Ibn Shanbild, acknowledge the 
" contents of this paper to be true, and to be my words and belief ; and I take 
" to witness Almighty God and the persons here present. 	And if I act against 
44  this declaration, or if any thing in my conduct denote other sentiments than 
" those here expressed, I declare that the khalif may lawfully shed my blood. 
" Written on Sunday, the 7th of the first Rabi, of the year 323, at the sitting 
" held by the vizir Abil Ali Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Mukla ; may he long enjoy 
" the favour of God ! " 	Abil 	Aiya as-Simstir then interceded with 	the 
vizir in order to procure Ibn Shanbild's liberation, but observed to him that if 
he allowed his prisoner to return home, the unfortunate man would be mur- 
dered by the populace. 	He therefore requested that he should be sent by 
night to al-Madain, whence, after a few days' delay, he might return to Baghdad 
privately, and not appear in public for some time. 	The vizir granted this re- 
quest and sent Ibn Shanbild to al-Madttin. 	This reader died at Baghdad on 
Monday, the 3rd of Safar, A. H. 328 (November, A. D. 939) ; some say that he 
died a prisoner in the sultan's palace.— Abil Bakr Ibn Muythid died on Wed-
nesday, the 18th of Shaabttn, A. H. 324 (July, A. D. 936), and was interred in a 
mausoleum .erected for him in the Silk al-Itr (the 'perfume market). 	His birth 
took place in the year 245 (A. D. 859-60). 

(1) Literally: He read (the Koran) with them, in the Mihrab. 
(2) Go ; in Arabic, famdtt. 	The received text has fascia (hasten). 	See Koran, sfirat 62, verse 9. 
(3) For gratitude (shukr), the Koran has risk (sustenance). 	Sale renders the passage thus: "And do ye 

" make (this return for) your food (which ye receive from God', that ye deny (yourselves to be obliged to 
" him for the same)." 	S6rat 56, verse 81. 
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(4) Had tabba, for the received reading tabba (and may he perish). 	Sarat 111, verse 1. 
(5) Before (amdtn), in place of behind (ward). 	Stirat 18, verse 78. 
(6) Wool (stlf ), in place of wool of various colours (ihm). 	St:rat 101, verse 4. 
(7) On account of thy invocation (bi niddika), for with thy body (bi-badanika). 	Sarat 10,verse 92. 
(8) The Koran has: And when he fell down, the Genii plainly perceived that, if they had known that which 

" is secret, they had not continued in ignominious punishment." 	S6rat 34, verse 13. 	 — 
(9) Koran, s6rat 92, verses 1 and 2. 	The last words are not to be found there. 
(10) The Koran has : "Ye have already charged," etc. 	Surat 25, verse 77. 
(11) Koran, stirat 3, verse 100. 	Ibn Shanb6d read fiyet (band) for ommet (people), and inserted the words: 

and asking God's assistance, etc. 
(12) Koran, sttrat 8, verse 74. 	Ibn ShanbAd interpolated the words: if ye do it not, and substituted arid 

(wide) for kabir ( great). 	To judge from these specimens, his readings were generally plausible. 

IBN AS-SAMMAK. 

Abil 1-Abbits Muhammad Ibn Sabih, surnamed al-Mazknr (1), and generally 
known by the appellation of Ibn as-Sammilk, was a mawla to the tribe of IP, a 
native of Kida, and a professional narrator of anecdotes. 	His devotion and 
self-mortification, the elegance of his language, his pious exhortations and say-
ings (which were collected and learned by heart,) acquired him great celebrity. 
He met some of the Moslims belonging to the class called al-Sadr al-Auwal (2), 
such as Hisham Ihn Orwa (3) and al-Aamash (vol. I. p. 587), and received 
information from them; Traditions were given on his authority by Ahmad Ibn 

Hanbal and that imdm's contemporaries. 	It was in the time of Harem ar-Rashid 
that he left litlfa, his native place, and proceeded to Baghdad ; after remaining 
in that city for some time, he returned to Kilfa and died there. 	One of his 
sayings was : " Fear God as if you had never obeyed him, and hope in him as 
" if you had never disobeyed him." 	Harem ar-Rashid, having sworn one day 
that he himself was one of those who were to enter Paradise, consulted doctors 
of the law on the subject (4). 	None of them opined that he was one of those 
persons, and as Ibn as-Sammak's name was then mentioned to him, he had him 
called in and asked his opinion. 	Ibn as-Sammak proposed to him this ques- 
tion : " The Commander of the faithful, had he ever the occasion of committing 
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44  an act of disobedience towards God, and abstained from it through fear of 
i 4 offending him ? " — " Yes," said ar-Rashid ; " in my youth, I loved a slave 
" girl belonging to a person in my service, and having once found a favourable 
" opportunity, I resolved on committing the wicked act with her, but reflecting 
tl  on the fire of hell and its terrors, and recollecting that fornication was one of 
" the grievous sins, I abstained from the girl through fear of Almighty God."-- 
" Then let the Commander of the faithful rejoice ! thou art one of those who 
,, shall enter Paradise," said Ibn as-Sammak.—" How," said ar-Rashid, " doss 
" thou know that? " — " From the words of the Almighty himself," replied 
" the other; " he has said : But whoever shall have dreaded the appearing before 

his Lord and shall have restrained his soul from lust ; verily Paradise shall be his 
" abode (5)." 	These words excited in ar-Rashid a lively joy. 	Ibn as-Sainimik 
went one day to intercede with a grandee in favour of a man for whom he felt 
interested, and_he addressed him in these terms: " The beseechcr and the be- 
" sought will feel honoured if the request for which I come be granted, and dis- 
" graced if it be refused. 	Choose therefore for thyself the honour of giving, not 
" the shame of refusing, and choose for me the honour of obtaining, not the 
44  shame of being refused." 	The request was granted. 	One of his sayings 
was : 	"He who, being inclined to the world, is sated with its sweetness, will 
" be drenched with the bitterness of the other world, though he abhor it." 
Having held a discourse one day in the hearing of his 	slave-girl, he asked 
her what she thought of it. 	She replied that it would have been good, were it 
not 	for the 	repetitions. 	" But," said he, 	" I make use of repetitions in 
" order to make those understand who do not."—"Yes," she replied; " and ii'o 
" make those understand who do not, you weary those who.do." 	The anec- 
dotes told of him and the exhortations which he delivered are very numerous. 
He died at KAN, A. H. 1183 (A. D. 799-80 ).— Sammdk means a seller, or a 
catcher, of fish (samak). 

(1) A /-11/mkar signifies the mentioned, the well-remembered. 	It here seems to be a surname, for in the 
Nujiim, under the year 183, there is an article on him in which he is called Muhammad Ibn Sablh Abtt '1- 
Abbils al-Mazkar. 

(2) M. de Sacy renders the words J.5T)..t...4)1 by les musulmans des premiers temps. 	See his Abd-allatif, 
page 473, line 26. 

(3) His life is given by our author. 
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(4) Had his oath been declared false, he would have been obliged, in conscience, to expiate it in the pre- 
scribed forms. 	See vol 	I. p. M. 

(5) Koran, seirat 79, verse 40.—Ibn as-Sammak's argument is not conclusive, for the virtuous man may 
relapse. 

ABU TALIB AL-MAKKI AL-HARITHI. 

AV]. Talib Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Atiya al-Harithi al-Makki, a celebrated 
preacher and the author of the work entitled Kat al-10,110 (food for the heart) (1), 
was noted for his piety and the austerity of his life. 	He pronounced discourses 
in the mosque, and composed some treatises on the Tauhid (2). 	Al-Jabal (Per- 
sian Irak) was his native country, but, as he had resided at Mekka, he obtained 
the surname of al-Makki. 	He carried the practices of self-mortification to such 
a length that, it is said, he abstained from ordinary food during a considerable 
period and lived on nothing but wild herbs. In the use of this nutriment he per- 
severed so long, that his skin took a green. tinge. 	In the Traditions and Stifism 
he received the lessons of numerous masters. 	He went to Basra after the death 
of AV]. 'l-Hasan Ibn Salim and represented himself as a follower of his doctrines. 
Having proceeded to Baghdad, he gave a public exhortation, but, got so much 
embroiled in his discourse that the audience retired and never returned to him 
again. 	Muhammad Ibn Tabir al-Makdisi (vol. III. p. 5) relates, in his Ansdb, 
that, when AbA Talib al-Makki went to Baghdad and preached to the crowded 
congregation which had assembled to hear him, he•got embroiled in his dis-
course, and in one passage he was well recollected to have said : " Nothing is 
" more hurtful to the creature than the creator (3)." 	This caused the people to 
exclaim against him as a heretic, and, finding himself abandoned by them, he 
renounced preaching. 	Abil Mb al-Makki died at Baghdad on the 6th of the 
latter Jumada, A. H. 386 (June, A. D. 996), and was interred in the Mhlikiva 
cemetery ; his tomb, situated in the eastern side of that burying-ground, is a 
well-known monument and attracts pious visitors.—Hdrithi means related to .._ 
al-Hdrith, or to al-Hdritha ; a number of tribes are designated by i hese names, and 
I do not know to which Abti Talib belonged.— Makki signifies native of Mekka. 
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(1) This work was designated as a guide to novices entering into the stlfi life. 
(2) Tauhid signifies the profession of the divine unity, but, in the technical language of the Stills, it means : 

the highest station to which the soul can be elevated by contemplation and the practices of the devout lifo.. 
This is the point which the Oft must reach in order to obtain eternal felicity. 

(3) He probably meant to say than the world, but pronounced khdlik instead of khalk. 

IBN SAMOUN. 

Abill-Husain Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ismail Ibn Anbas Ibn Ismail, sur-
named Ibn Samoun, was a native of Baghdad and a celebrated preacher. • For 
extemporaneous speaking he had not °an equal, and, in the eloquence of his ex-
hortations, the charm of his allusions, and the grace of his style, he remained 
without a rival. 	Amongst the numerous doctors whom he had met and on 
whose authority he delivered Traditions, we may mention Abti Bakr as-Shibli 
(v. I. p. 511)7 	The Sahib Abet 1-Kasim Ismail Ibn Abbad (v. I. p. 212) relates 
that he heard Ibn SamOun utter these words one day, when seated in the 
preacher's chair : " Extolled be the Being who hath enabled (man) to speak by 
.4  (means of a piece of) flesh, and to see by (means of a piece of) fat, and to hear 
" by (means or)  a bone!"—an ingenious allusion to the tongue, the eye, and 
the ear. 	One of his sayings was: 	"Seeing sin to be vile, I renounced it 
" through a feeling of dignity, and it was replaced in me by devotion." 	His 
discourses abounded in delicate turns of thought. 	The people of Irak con- 
ceived the highest opinion of his merit and became his enthusiastic admirers. 
It is to him that al-Hariri alludes, in the beginning of his twenty-first makama, 
entitled ar-Rdziya (1), where he says : 	"And I saw there, a certain morning, 
" bands after bands, swarming like locusts and running like race-horses; de- 
" scribing to each other the preacher whom they were going to hear, and set- 
" ting Ibn Samoun beneath him." 	Never did such a preacher exist since that 
lime. 	lie died at Baghdad in the month of Zit 1-IIijja, A. H. 387 (December, 
A. D. 997); others say on Friday, the 15th of Zit 1-Kaada of that year; and was 
buried at his residence, in the street called Shari 1-Attabiyin. 	On Thursday, 
the 11th of Rajah, A. H. 426, his corpse was removed to the cemetery at the 
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Harb Gate and there interred; it is said that his shroud was Still in perfect pre, 
servation.-- Saindun is stated to be an alteration of Ismail, the name of his 
grandfather.—The primitive signification of Anbas (the name of his great-grand-
father) is lion; but the word was subsequently employed as a proper name for 
men, 	The latter n of this word is not a radical; anbas being formed from abis 
(to frown) as fdnal is formed from fdl. 

(i) See do Saefs Hariri, page r. f . 

ABU AIM ALLAH AL4IASHIMI THE ASCETIC. 

Abli Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ibrahim al-Kurashi al-Hfishimi 
(descended front Ildshint of the -tribe of Koraish), a holy and pious ascetic and a 
native of al-Jazlra tat-Kliadrfi (Algeziras in Spain), was distinguished by the 
gift of miracles. 	I heard the people of Egypt relate most extraordinary things 
of him, and I saw a number of his disciples whO had all participated in the 
divine favour shown to their master; from them I learned that he had pro-
mised to some of his followers an exaltation in holiness which they really attained. 
He ranked among the great saints of the first class, and, when in his native 
country, the West, he frequented the society of the most eminent ascetics and 
profited by their instructions. 	On his arrival in Egypt, all those who became 
his disciples, or even saw him, derived advantage from the circumstance. 	Hay- 
ing gone to Syria on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, he continued there till his death. 
This event took place on the 6th of Zit 'l-Hijja, A.H. 596 (August, A.D. 120:3). 
The funeral prayer was said over him in the (mosque called) al-Masjid al-Aksa. He 
died at the age of fifty-five years. 	His tomb is a remarkable object and attracts 
pions visitors, anxious to participate in the divine favour through his merits. 
—Al-Jazfra tal-Khadrd (the green island) is a city in Spain, opposite to Ceuta.— 
One of his counsels to his disciples was : " Journey towards God though you be 
" lame or crippled (in soul); to wait for healing is to remain in idleness." 
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IBN AL-AAR ABI. 

The philologer AbA Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ziad, generally known by the 
surname of Ibn al-Adrdbi, was a native of Mira and a mawla to the Ihishim .._ 	- 
family,-being a client of al-AbbAs Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Ahd Allah Ibn al - 
Abbas Ibn Abd al-Muttalib (lbn Hdshim). 	His father Ziad was a slave brought 
from Sind; others say, a inawla to the Bani Shaiban, or some other tribe; but 
the first statement is the most correct. 	Ibn al-A(1111W had a cast in his eyes 	i 	: 
he was a genealogist, a philologer of the highest reputation, and one of those 
masters who transmitted orally the poems composed by the Arabic tribes. 
It is said that, of all the learned men of MN, lbn al-M][111)i came nearest to 
those of Basra in respect to the readings of the poems taught by him ( 2). 	Ile 
was brought up by al-Mufaddal Ibn Muhammad ad-Dabbi., the author of the 
illufaddahydt (3), who had married his mother. 	He obtained his knowledge of 
literature from him, Abil Moawia ad-Darir (vol. I. p. 157:,, al-K5sim Ibn Maan 
Ibn Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Masad, the same whom the khalif al- 
Mandi appointed kddi (4), and' al-Kisili (vol. II. p. 237). 	Amongst. his own dis- 
ciples were Ibrahim al-Ilarbi (vol. I. p. 46), Abil '1-Abbits Thfilab 'vol. I. p. 83, , 
and Ibn as-Sikkit (5). 	He examined closely the productions of the learned, 
and pointed out a great number of faults' committed by those who transmitted 
down philological information. 	He held the first rank by his.knowledge of the 
rare and exalted expressions of the language (al-kaldin al-gharib), and he pre- 
tended that Abtl. Obaida and al-Asmai never produced anything good. 	He said 
that it was allowable in Arabic to substitute the letter de/d ( ci) for the letter 
zd (I), and Mee versa, and that no one should be censured for so doing; he then 
recited this verse : 

To God I complain of three qualities in a friend whom I love, each of which excites 
my anger (ghdid); 

—Pronouncing ghdid instead of ghdiz ; " and thus," said he, " did I hear it 
4 4 pronounced by the most correct speakers among the desert Arabs." 	His 
sittings were attended by crowds of people, anxious for instruction, and to them 
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he addressed his dictations (6). 	Abil 1-Abbas Thalab said : "I went to the 
" sittings held by Ibn al-Aarabi, and found there upwards of one hundred per- 
" sons, some asking him questions and others reading to him ; apd he answered 
" every question without referring to a book. 	I attended his lessons upwards of 
" ten years, and I never saw him with a book in his hand; and yet he dictated to 
" his pupils camel-loads of (literary) information." 	Never was a man seen 
who" knew by heart a greater quantity of poetry. 	Observing one day at his sit- 
ting two persons engaged in conversation, he learned with surprise, on asking 
them whence they came, that one belonged to Isfijab and the other to Spain. 
He then recited this.verse : 	. 	 . 

(We are) two companions, once separated till time joined us; for the separated 
sometimes-meet and unite together. 	 . 

After which he dictated to the assembly the rest of the piece, which ran as 
follows : 	 • 

We halted at the tent of a female, allied both to the tribe of Kais and to the Arabs 
of Yemen, nobly descended from pious forefathers; and she said, whilst drawing the 
curtain of the tent before her : 	" What is your country? who are you two men ? " 
I replied : " My companion and his people are of the tribe of Tamim ; I draw my origin 
" from Yemen. 	(We are) two companions, once separated till time joined us ; for the 

separated sometimes meet and unite together." 

Abil 1-Abbas Thalab gives the following lines as having been dictated to him 
and his fellow-students by Ibn al-Aarabi : 

May God shed his favour on a tribe whose dwelling—place is near ButnAn I may bless- 
ings attend the youths therein and the men gray with years I 	Though they reside-  far 
away, I and they are (united) like wine mingled with water in the glass. 

Amongst the works composed by Ibn al-Aarabi were : the Kitdb an-Nawd,dir 
(book of anecdotes), a large work ; the Kitdb al-Anwd (7); the Sifat al-Khail (de- 
scription of the horse); the .Sifat az-Zari (description of corn in the blade); 	the 
Kitdb an-Nabdt (book of plants); 	the Kitdb al-Khail (book of horses); 	the Tdrikh 
al-Kabdil (history [or epochs] of the tribes); the Milani as-Shin (ideas occurring in 
poetry); the Tafser al-Amthdl (explanation of proverbs); the Kitdb al-Al fdz (voca-
bulary); the Nisab al-Khail (pedigrees of [famous] horses); the Nawddir az-Zu- 

vol.. III. 	 4 
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bairiyin (anecdotes respecting *the family of Zubair); the Nawddir bani Fakds ,lanec- 
dotes of the tribe of Fakds); the Kitab ad-Dubab (book on flies), etc. (8). 	The anec- 
dotes told of him, and the philological observations which he dictated, are VOW 

numerous. 	Thalib said : " I heard Ibn al-Aarabi mention that he was born on 
" the night of the imam Abil Hanifa's death; " and this, according to the most 
authentic account, took place in the month of Rajah, A. II. 1 50 (August, A . D. 
767). 	Ibn al-Aarabi died at Sarra man raa on the I 4th of Shaaban, A. II. 231 
'April, A.D. 846); at-Tabari says in his History, on Wednesday the 13th of that 
month. 	Some place his death in the year 230, but the former date is nearer 
the truth. 	The funeral prayer was said over the corpse by the ketch Ahmad Ilm 
Abi Duwad al-Iyadi (vol. I. p. 61).—The relative adjective Attrabi is derived from 
Adrab; Ahil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ozair as-Sijistani (9), generally known by the 
appellation of al-Ozairi, says, in his work wherein he explains the uncommon 
words occurring in the Koran : " They call a man Aajam or Aajami if there be 

an ujma (impediment) in his tongue (or language), even though he belong to 
" the Arabian race; and they call a Persian Ajami, even though he speak ,:Ara- 

"" Inc) with correctness. 	A man is Adrdbi, if he he an inhabitant of the desert, 
" though not an Arab ; and he is Arabi if he belong to the Arabian race; even 
" though not an inhabitant of the desert."—/sitjab is a city in the farthest part ,— 
of the East ; I imagine it to belong to the cli mate (kingdom) of China, or to be 
near it (10).—Butrain is a plural of bath, which word signifies a low ground. 

J) Obliquity of vision was considered by the Arabs as a mark of beauty. 
(2) See vol. I. page 379. 	 • 
(3) Abd 'I-Abbas. (or Abu Abd ar-Rahman) al-Mufaddal Ibn Muhammad Ibn Yale Ibn Atimir Ibn Salim, a 

member of the tribe of Dabba, a branch of that of Thalaba Ibn as-Sind, was a native of Kftfa. 	Having sided 
with Ibrahim Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Hasan surnamed an-Nafs az-Zakiya who revolted against al-Mans6r in the 
year 145 (A. D. 762-3), he was taken prisoner, but received his pardon from that khalif, who attached him to 
the.  service of his son al-Mandi.. It was for this young prince that he compiled his lilufaddaliy4t, a selection 
of one hundred and twenty-eight kasfdas composed by the Arabs. 	He died A. H. 168 (A. D. 784-5). 	In the 
manuscripts of the MufaddaliyOt, the number and the order of these poems vary, having been taught tradi- 
tionally by different-persons. 	They were commented by Ibn al-Aarabi and Ab6 Zakariya at-Tabrizi. 	The 
collection commences with the poems of Taabbata Sharran. 	The other works of al-Mufaddal ad-Dabbi were, 
a book of proverbs, a treatise on prosody, another on the ideas usually expressed in poetry. and a vocabulary 
Al-Mufaddal was held to be of the first authority as a philologer, a genealogist, and ; relator of the poems 
and battle-days of the desert Arabs. 	Jahza (vol. 1. p. 118) tells the following anecdote of him : " We were 
" together at ar-Rashtd's, and he said to al-Mufaddal: 'Let us know the best thing the Arabs have said of 
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4 ,  • the wolf, and you shall have this ring,' which cost one thousand six hundred dinars. 	The other replied : 
,, , The best thing said of him is this:  

,,.1.:,..J1  

" ' He sleeps with one eye and guards against danger with the other; thus at once waking and 
." ' sleeping.' 

•' Ar-Rashid here said : 'God brought that passage to your lips for the sole purpose of taking away my ring.' 
,, He then handed it to him. When Zubaida was told of the circumstance, she sent al-Mufaddal one thousand 
" six hundred pieces of gold for the ring, which she offered to ar-Rashid, observing that she had remarked how 
" much he liked it. 	The khalif immediately gave. it to al•Mufaddal a second time, saying: 'Keep it and keep 
' i, ' the money, for I am not a person to take back what I give away.'"—(Fihrest, fol. 95. 	Nujdm. 	See also 
my Diwtin d'Amro'l-Kais, p. 117).— It was probably an edition of the illufaddaliydt which Ibn al-Anbari 
gave under the title of the Jdhiliydt. 	See his life in this volume. 

(4) Al-Kasim Ibn Maan Ibn Abd sir-Rahman Ibn Abd Allah Ibn.Mastid al-Mastidi, a native of Ktifa, sur-
passed all his contemporaries by the variety of his information; the Traditions and traditionists, poetry and 
poets, history and historians, scholastic theology and theoltigians, genealogy and genealogists, being the sub- 
jects on which he displayed the extent of his acquirements. 	He died A. H. 175 (A. D. 791-2 ).— (Fihrest, 
fol '77. 	Arujelm.) 

(5) The life of Ibn as-Sikklt will.be  found in this work. 
(6) See vol.II. page 159. 
(7) Like many other works on the same subject, this one doubtless contained observations in prose and verse 

relative to the supposed influence of the anwd, or mansions of the moon, on the weather. 
(8) The nature of these and similar works is explained in the Introduction to the first volume, page xxxiii. 

G/P 

(9) AbIl Bakr M6hammad Ibn Ozair (J'.1°)  as-Sijistani, the author of the Gharib al-Kurdn, a work on 

the composition of which he spent fifteen years, was a man of great piety and virtue. 	He resided at Baghdad 
and was still living towards A.H. 330 (A.D. 941-2). 	His father's name is often mistaken for Azlz (• 	). 
(Ad-Dahabi's Tdrlkh al-Isldm, No.646.) 

(10) This place lay in Transoxiana, 

MUHAMMAD IBN AL-KALBI. 

Abet 'n-Nadr Muhammad Ibn as-Saib Ihn Bishr' (or Mubashshir) Ibn Amy• 
al-Kalbi, a .native of KAfa, the author of an interpretation of the Koran and a 
genealogist, was a master of the7highest authority in these two branches of sci- 
ence. 	Muhammad Ibn Saad (4) sets forth his genealogy thus : Muhammad Ibn 
as-Shib al-Kalbi Ibn Bishr Ibn Amr Ibn al-Harith Ibn Abd al-Harith Ibn 
Abd aI-Ozza Ibn Amr al-Kais Ibn Aamir Ibn an-Noman Ibn Aamir Ibn Abdiin 
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Ibn Kinana Ibn Aid Ibn Ozra Ibn Zaid Ibn Abd al-Lat Ibn Rufaida Ibn Thaur 
Ibn Kalb. 	I then consulted Hisham Ibn al-Kalbi's Book of Genealogies, 	and 
found their descent given as here indicated, with the exception of the link Abd 
al-Hdrith, which 	is omitted. — The following anecdote was related by him 
and has been transmitted down by his son Hisham : " I went into the house of 
" Dirar Ibn Otarid Ibn Hajib Ibn Zurara at-Tamimi, at Ufa, and found with 
" him a man similem mentulw molienti in rims muliebri (2); and this was 
" al-Farazdak the poet. 	Dirar winked at me and told me to ask him who 
" he was. 	I put the question, and the other replied : 	' If thou art a gened- 
" ' logist, trace down my descent; 	I am sprung from Tamim.'—I imme- 
" ' diately repeated the list of Tamim's descendants till I came to Ghalib, the 
" ' father of al-Farazdak, of whom .I said : ' And Ghalib begot Hammam"—
this was al-Farazdak's real name --" On this al-Farazdak sat up and exclaimed : 
" ' By Allah ! my parents never called me by that name except for a single 
" ' hour of my life.'—' And, by Allah! ' replied I, 'I know the day on which 
" 'thy father called thee al-Farazdak .'—' What day was" it ?'— 'He sent thee 
" ' out on some business, and, as thou wert walking forth with a mustuka (cloak_ 
" ' on thy shoulders, he said : By Allah ! one would take thee foi' a farazdak 
" ' (a loaf) made by the farmer of such and such a village, in the Mountain r3: : 
" ' That is quite true,' replied the poet. 	He then asked me if I could repeat 
" any of his poems. 	' No,' said I, ' but can repeat one hundred of Jarir's (vol./. 
" ' page 294) kasidas." Ah,' said he, ' thou canst repeat Ibn al-Martigha's 
" ' (rot. I. p. 297) verses, and canst not repeat mine ! 	By Allah ! I shall satirize 
" 4  the tribe of Kalb for a whole year, unless thou do as much for me as for 
" 4  Jarir.' 	This threat induced me to visit him repeatedly, and read over his 
" Nakdis (4) under his tuition, although I had not the least use for them."— 
Mustuka means a fur cloak with long sleeves ; its plural is masiltik. 	Some persons 
pronounce inustaka, not mustuka. 	A tradition informs us that Omar prayed in a 
mustuka, and we learn from another tradition delivered by Anas Ibn Malik, that 
the king of the Greeks sent a mustuka of fine silk to the blessed Prophet, who — -- 
put it on : 	" And I think," said he, " I still see his hands as they appeared (at 
" the extremity of the sleeves)." 	He then sent it to Jaafar, the son of Ali Ibn 
Talib, who said to the Prophet : " Send it to thy brother the Najashi (king of 
" Abyssinia)." 	An-Nadr Ibn Shumail (5) says that the mustuka is a sort of wide 
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robe.—Muhammad lbn al-Kalbi was• a follower of Abd Allah Ibn Saba (6), him 
who taught that Ali Ibn A bi ralib was not dead and that he would return into 
the world.— Sofyan ath-Thauri (vol. I. page 576) and Muhammad Ibn Ishak 
(vol. II. p. 677) cited his authority for some of their Traditions, but, lest it 
should be known who he was, they gave them under this form : " We were 
told by Abil'n-Nadr that," etc. 	This al-Kalbi fought at the battle of Dair al- 
Jamajim (7), on the side of Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Ashath Ibn 
Kais al-Kindi ; his grandfather Bishr, his father as-Saib, and his uncles Obaid 
and Abd ar-Rahman fought under the khalif Ali at the battles of the Camel (A.B. 
36) and Siffin (A. II. 37). 	As-Saib was slain with Musa]) Ibn az-Zubair, and the 
following verses were pronounced on his death by Ibn Warka an-Nakhai : 

Who will tell Obaid, for me, that I struck off his brother's head with the sharp sword. 
If he wish to know where he is, tell him that he reposes near ad—Dairain, without a 
pillow. I struck off his head with my sword, to render orphans SofyAn and Muhammad. 

Sofyan and Muhaviemad were the sons of as-Saib.—Muhammad Ibn al-Kalbi 
died at Kilfa in the year 146 (A.D. 763-4). 	Under the letter H we. shall give 
the life of his son Abill-Mundir Hisham, the celebrated genealogist.—Kalbi 
means descended from Kalb,. the son of Wabara ; the tribe of 'Kalb forms a large 
branch of that of Kudaa, and a great number of persons have derived their 
patronymic from it.—Mustuka is a Persian word admitted into the Arabic lan- 
guage (8). 	. 

(1) His life will be found in this volume. 
(2) The meaning of this obscene comparison is unknown to the translator. 
(3) Or, " like Farazdak, the dihkdn of such and such a village," etc. 	In the life of al-Farazdak, eve shall 

find mentioned that he received the nickname of Fa rm.  dak (dough) because his face was marked with the small- 
pox. 	The similitude appears to lie here in the porous appearance of leavened bread. 

(4) Nakdis is the plural of nakisa ; this word means: Carmen alteri carmini contradicens et argumentum 
eius quasi dissolvens. 	These poems were probably al-Farazdak'S answers to those of Jarir. 

5) His life will be found in this work. 
(6) See Sale's Preliminary Discourse, section VIII , and Dr. Cureton's Sharastdni, Arabic text, p. In% 
(1) The battle of Dair al-JamIjim was fought A. H. 82. 	The fullest account we possess of Ibn al-Ashkth's 

revolt is that given by Price in his Retrospect, vol.!. p. 455 et seq. 
(8) The Persian word to which our author alludes is probably mushteh (a,::.:«..), 
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KUTRUB. 

Abil Ali Muhammad Ibn al-Mustanir Ibn Ahmad, the grammarian and philo-
loger, generally known by the name of Kutrub, was a native of Basra and a 
mawla of Salim Ibn Ziad. 	He acquired his literary information from Sibawaih 
(vol. II. p. 396) and some of the learned men of Basra. 	Ardent for the acqui- 
sition of knowledge and devoted to study, he always went to Sibawaih's lessons 
much earlier than the other pupils, and this induced his master to say to him 
one day : " Thou art nothing else but a night-kutrub," and this surname stuck 
to him. 	'the kutrub is a little animal always running about. 	Ibn al-Mustanir 
was one of the chief (philologers) of the age ; his works are : the Marini 'l-Kurdn 
(rhetorical figures of the Koran), the Kitdb al-Ishtikak (treatise on etymology), the 
Kitdb al-Kawdfi (treatise on rhymes), the Kitdb an-Natvddir (book  of anecdotes, the 
Kitdb al-Azmina (book of the times [seasons?]), the Kitdb al-Fark (on the difference 
between the names given to the members of the human body and those given to the 
same members in animals), the Kitdb al-Aswdt (book of cries [or interjectio.ns]), the 
Kitdb as-Sifdt (book of epithets), the Kitdb al-Ral ft 'n-Nahwi (on the examples gene-
rally used in grammar), the Kitdb al-Adddd (on the words bearing each two different 
signification), the Kitdb Khulk al-Faras (on the frame of the horse), the Kitdb Khulk 
al-Insdn (on the human frame), the Kitdb Ghat* al- Hadith (on the unusual expressions 
occurring in the Traditions), the Kitdb al-Hainza (on the letter hamza), the Kitdb 
Aida wa afala (on the change of signification undergone by certain verbs in passing 
from the first to the fourth form), the Kitdb ar- Radd alal-Mulhidin. fi Tashabith al- 
Kurdn (refutation of the impious, with respect to the passages of . the Koran which, if 
taken literally, would lead to anthropomorphism), etc. 	He was the first author who 
composed one of those philological treatises called Ternaries (1); his work, 
though small, has the merit of priority, and served for model to Ibn as-Sid al- 
Batalyausi (vol. II. p. 61) in his ; .the latter forms a large book. 	I have seen a 
third Ternary composed by a native of Tauris (tabrizi 	who was, however, a 
different person from the Abil Zakariya at-Tabrizi, whose life is given in this 
work. 	I do not at present recollect the author's name, but the work itself 
is of considerable extent and merit, 	After all, it was Kutrub who marked out 
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• the way. 	Kutrub was preceptor to Abu Dulaf's sons (vol. II. p. 502). 	The 
tbllowing verses are attributed to him by (Harem) Ibn al-Munajjim in his Kitab 
al-Bari (2): 

Though thou art not with me, thy remembrance is ; my heart sees thee, though thou 
art absent from my sight. 	The eye sees the beloved and perceives her absence ; but 
the interior of the heart is never deprived of her presence. 

These verses are very well known, but it is only from this work that.I•learned 
who was their author. 	Kutrub died A. H. 206 (A. D. 821-2). 	Some say that 
his real name was Ahmad Ibn Mutamniad, and others, al-Hasa'n Ibn Muham-
mad; but that given at the head of this article comes probably nearest to the 
truth. 	 . 

(1) Ternary, in Arabic Illuthallath. 	By this term is meant such nouns as bear a different signification ac- 
cordingly as their first syllable is pronounced with an a, an i, or an u. 

(2) The life of this Ibn al-Munajjim will be given later. 

. 	. 
• 

AL-MUBARRAD. 

Abtl 1-Abbas Muhammad, generally known by the name of al-Mubarrad, was 
the son of Yazid Ibn Abd al-Akbar Ibn Omair Ibn Hassan Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Saad 
Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Zaid Ibn Malik Ibn al-Harith Ibn Aamir Ibn Abd Allah Ibn 
Bilal lbn AM Ibn Aslam Ibn. Ahjan Ibn Kaab Ibn al-Harith Ibn Kaab Ibn Abd 
Allah Ibn Malik Ibn ati-Nadr Ibn al-Asad Ibn al-Ghauth. 	The Aslam.of this list 
was called also Thumala, and Ibn al-Kalbi, who makes • the same observation, 
adds that al-Asad is the same person as al-Azd (the progenitor of the tribe of that 
name). 	The grammarian al-Mubarrad, surnamed ath-Thumali al-Azdi (descended 
from Thumdl of the tribe of Azd), was a native of Basra, but resided at Baghdad. 
This eminent philologer and grammarian composed a number of works on lite-
terary subjects, such as the Kamil (perfect), the Ruda (meadow), the Muktadib 
(rough draught), etc. 	He studied under Abit Othman al-Mazini (vol. 1. p. 264), 
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and Abet Intim as-Sijistani (vol. I. p. 603); amongst the many eminent masters 
who had received lessons from him, Niftawaih (vol. I. p. 26) was one of the 
most distinguished. 	Al-Mubarrad and Abil 'I-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Yahya, sur- 
named Thalab (vol. I. p. 83), the author of the Fasih, were perfectly maiched in 
learning, and their existence formed an epoch in the history of literature. 	It 
was of them that a contemporary, Abil Bakr Ibn Abi 'l-Azhar said, in one of 
his poems : 

Searcher of knowledge! act not blindly, but have recourse to al—Mpbarrad or to 
ThAlab. 	In them you will find united the learning of all other men; remain not then 
(in ignorance, lest you be shunned) like a mangy camel. 	All the knowledge in the world, 
from East to West, is combined together in these two. 

Al-Mubarrad liked to meet with Thalib, because he had then an opportunity 
of discussing questions with him and acquiring information, but. this was highly 
disagreeable to Thalab, who therefore avoided him. 	Abill-liasim .Jaafar Ibn 
Muhammad Ibn Hanidan, a jurisconsult of Mosul and a friend to both, related 
as follows : 	"I asked Abil Abd Allah ad-Dainawari, Thal'ab's son-in-law, why 
" his relative had such a dislike to meeting with al-Mubarrad, and he replied, 
" because al-Mubarrad expressed himself with elegance and charmed the hearer 
" by his ingenious allusions, purity of language, and speciousness of reasoning ; 
". whereas Thalab's mode of speaking was that usual with persons accustomed 
" to teach. 	It therefore happened that, when they met, the assembly were 
" seduced by al-Mubarrad's outward show before they could appreciate his real 
" talent." 	Al-Mubarrad dictated a great quantity of information and abounded 
in anecdote. 	One of the anecdotes dictated by him was the following : " Abet 
" Jaafar al-Mansilr appointed a person to act as guardian of the blind, the 
" orphans, and distressed housekeepers who were widows. 	A man reduced to 
" great misery went one day with his son to this oilicer and said : 	4  Would you 
" ' have the kindness to inscribe my name on the list of distressed house- 
" 6  keepers ?'—' Those housekeepers are femalts,; observed the guardian, ' how 
" 6  then can I.inscribe you among them ?'—'Well,' said the man, ' put me on 
66 4  the blind list.'—' That I will,' answered the other, ' for God bath said: It is 
44 4  not the eyes which 'are blind, but the hearts contained .in men's bosoms (1).'— 
‘, , And inscribe my,boy on the list of orphans.'—' That also I shall do, for he 

6 6 6  who has a father like you is really an orphan.' 	The man then withdrew, 
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" after obtaining his inscription on the blind list and that of his son on the list 
,t of orphans." 	A certain grandee having asked al-Mubarrad to procure him a 
preceptor, he sent him one with a letter to this effect : " I here send what you 
64  wished for, and I may say this much for him and in his name : 

" When I visit princes, all the protection I require is, [hat they put my talents to the- 
" test." 

The idea of this verse is borrowed from a note addressed by Ahmad lbn Yilsuf 
(vol. I. p. 271) the kdtib to al-Marnim, on the day of Nevirtlz (2), with the pre-
sent of an embroidered robe : "I have sent to the Commander of the faithful an 
44  embroidered robe which will speak for itself. Adieu." 	I once saw al-Mubarrad 
in a dream, and the singularity of our conversation was such that I am induced 
to relate it : In the year 636 (A. D. 1238-9), I passed five months in Alexandria, 
and happening to have with me al-Mubarrad's Kdmil and Ibn Abd Rabbih's Ikd 
(vol. I. p. 92), I perused them occasionally. 	In the latter work I remarked 
a 	chapter entitled : 	Mistakes of which poets have been accused, and contain- 
ing verses in which it had been pretended that the authors were mistaken, 
whereas they were really in the right ; the blunders having been made by cri-
tics not sufficiently acquainted with the subjects they were examining. Amongst 
the persons mentioned in this chapter is al-Mubarrad, of whom the author says : 
" And similar to this is a mistake committed by Muhammad Ibn Yazid the gram- 
" marian, in his Banda, where he blames al-Hasan Ibn Hani —meaning Abil 
" Nuwas—for having said : 

" (The tribe of) Bakr Ibn Wail has left no recollections but that Of its foolish wo- 
" man (hankti) and its lying man." 

' ' ' Because,' says al-Mubarrad, ' by the word hamkd the poet meant Habannaka 
" , al-Kaisi, and he should not therefore have designated him as the hamkd (stul- 
, 6  ' ta): 	Now the fact is that Abil Nuwas meant the female of the tribe of Ij1 
" called Dugha, whose silliness was proverbial, and IP is a branch of the tribe 
" of Bakr." 	By this, the author of the Ikd means to say that al-Mubarrad, in 
blaming AV.' Nuwas for having here made use of the word hamkd (stulta), ima-
gined that the poet had in view Habannaka, and, as Habannaka was a man, that 
be should have said ahmak (stultus), not hamkd ; whereas according to Ibn Abd 

VOL. II! . 	 5 
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Rabbih, the poet really meant the woman called Dugha. 	Therefore, concludes 
the author of the Ikd, it is al-Mubarrad who is in the wrong, not Abil Nuwas. 
A few nights after reading this passage, I dreamt that I was in Aleppo, in the 
college of the kddi Baha ad-din Ibn Shaddad, where I had formerly pursued my 
studies. 	And it seemed as if we were saying the afternoon prayer in the place 
appropriated to that purpose, and that the congregation was assembled. When the 
prayer was ended, I stood up to retire and then saw, at the lower end of the room, 
a man standing and praying. Being informed by one of the persons present, that 
it was ALAI '1-Abbas al-Mubarrad, I went over and sat down beside him, waiting 
till he had done. 	I then saluted him and said : " I am now reading your work, 
" the Kdmil ;" on which he asked me if I had seen his Rauda. 	I replied that I 
had not, and this was in fact the truth, as I had never seen the work. 	" Well," 
said he, 	" come With 'me and I will show it to 	you." 	On this I. arose 
and went up with him to his chamber, wherein I perceived a great quan- 
tity of books. 	He then sat down before them, looking for his Rauda, and I 
took my seat at some distance. 	Having drawn out a volume, he handed it to 
inc. 	I opened it and, placing it on my knees, I said to him : 	" They have re- 
t, marked a mi,stake of yours 'in this book."—" What mistake can they have 
,, remarked in it ?"—" They say that you found fault with Abii Nuwas for hay- 
" irig said so and so in such a verse."—" He was certainly wrong there."- 
" Nay," said I, " he was in the right, and they say that you were in the wrong 
" when you accused him of making a mistake."—" How can that be ?" 	I then 
told him what the author of the Ikd had said, on which he bit the end of his 
finger and stared at me in amazement, looking quite abashed and not uttering a 
word. 	He remained in the same posture till I awoke. 	My only motive for men- 
tioning this dream is its singularity. 	Al-Mubarrad was born on Monday, the 
festival of the Sacrifice, A. H: 210 (February, A.D. 826); some say in A. H. 207. 
He died at Baghdad on Monday, the 27th of Zil '1-Hijja—some say, of Zil '1- 
Kaada, A. H. 286 (January, A. D. 900); but others place his death in A. H. 
285. 	He was interred in a house bought for the purpose, and situated in the 
cemetery at the Kilfa Gate. 	The funeral service was said over him by the kddi 
Abil Muhammad Visuf Ibn \aka) (vol. II. p. 664). 	The following lines, writ- 
ten after his death by Abil Bakr al-Hasan Ibn al-Allaf (vol. I. p. 398), are cur-
rently known, and were frequently recited by Ibn al-Jawaliki (3) : 
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Al—Mubarrad is gone ! his days are past ! and ThAlab must follow al-Mubarrad. 	Be—
hold the mansion of literature half demolished, and destruction awaiting the remainder. 
Lament what time has snatched away, and prepare your minds for another privation. 
Lay in a provision out of ThAlab's learning, for he shall soon drink of the same alp as 
al—Mubarrad . 	I should tell you even to take note of his sighs, if it were possible to 
write them down. 

An idea similar to this is thus expressed by Abil Abd Allah al-Husain Ibn 'Ali 
an-Namari (4), a philologer'of Basra, in a piece of verse recited by him on learn-
ing the death of his rivar Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn al-Mualla al-Azdi : 

Al—Azdi is gone and an-Namari is going; the parts of one whole are ever closely 
united. 	He was my brother, the partaker of my love, although he never repaid my 
attachment. 	A coolness always reigned between us, but it redounded to his honour and 
mine own. 	For I never despised the men of Azd, although their country was far apart 
from mine. 

—Thumcili means descended from Thumdla, a person whose real name was AU 
Ibn A slam and from whom a branch of the tribe of Azd drew its origin. 	Al- 
Mubarrad says, in his Kitdb al-Ishtikdk: "This tribe was called Thumdla, because 
" it lost most of its members in a battle, and the people said: There is only a 
" thumdla of them remaining. 	Thumdla means a feeble remnant."— The follow-
ing satirical lines were composed on al-Jklubarrad and his tribe by a contempo-
rary poet ; Abil Ali al-Kali (vol. I. p. 210) attributes them, in his Amdli, to Abd 
as-Samad Ibn al-Muaddal : 

We asked every tribe where was Thumdla, and they asked us what was Thumdla, 
I told them that to it belonged Muhammad Ibn Yazid, and they said : You make it less 
known to us than ever. 	Then al-Mubarrad spoke to me and said : "Spare my feelings, 
" that tribe of mine is a vile race."  

It is even stated that these verses were composed by al-Mubarrad himself, from 
a desire of being known as a member of this tribe : his verses got into circula- 
tion, and he obtained his wish. 	He used frequently to recite at his assemblies : 

0 you who, in sumptuous array, strut about like princes scorning the wretched ; 
know that the saddle—cloth changeth not the nature of the ass, neither do splendid 
trappings change the nature of the pack—horse. 

The learned explain diversely the 'origin of his surname al-Hubarrad, and here 
is what the hdfiz All 1-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96) says, in his treatise on 
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patronymics: "Al-Mubarrad being asked how he came by this surname related 
" as follows : The chief of the shurta (police-guards) wanted me to pass the 
,, evening with him in conviviality and conversation, but not wishing to go, 1 
,, went to Abii Hatim as-Sijistani's. 	Soon after, a messenger of that officer 
" (wdli) came in search of me, and Abil Hatim bid me hide in the wicker-case 
,i of a large earthen water-cooler. 	Having followed his advice, he put on the 
" lid, and went to the messenger, saying : He is not in my house.— Nay, said 
" the other, I am told that he is in it.—Well; replied Abil Hatim, come in 
" and look for him. 	The man went in, and searched every corner of the 
' house, without noticing the wicker-case. 	When he went away, Abil Haan] 
iLi clapped his hands, calling at the same time towards the case : Al-muhan•ad 1 

al-mubarrad 1 (who wants cool water! ).When the public heard of this, they 
" kept it up against me." 	Some say that this surname was given to him by 
his master Abit Othman al-Mazini, and others again explain it in a different 
manner.—Habannaka was the surname given to AU. 1-Wadaat-.-or Abti Nafi— 
Yazid Ibn Tharwan al-Kaisi, whose stupidity had become so notorious that it 
was proverbially said : ( Such a one is) more stupid than Habannaha al-Kaisi.— 
One of his camels having goje astray, he offered two camels to whoever would 
bring it back. 	They said to him : " How can you offer two camels for one?" 
and he replied : " You do not know ,the pleasure it is to find what one has lost." 
This g've rise to the proverb. 	Verses were also made on him which got current 
(among the tribes), and the following piece, composed by Yahya Ibn al-Mubarak 
al-Yazidi, a person whose life we shall give, and directed against Shaiba Ibn al- 
Walid al-Absi, the uncle of Dakaka, contains an allusion to the same subject : 

Live protected by fortune and thy natural stupidity will harm thee not ; those whom 
we see living in prosperity are merely the favorites of fortune. 	The man of talent is 
often poor, and the fool enjoys opulence. 	Live protected by fortune, and .you may be 
like Habarniaka al—Kaisi or Shaiba Ibn al—Walid. 

The circumstance which induced al-Yazidi to compose these lines was, that, 
being in a discussion with al-Kisai at the court of al-Mandi and in the presence 
of that khalif, he remarked that Shaiba Ibn al-Walid, who happened to be there, 
displayed a great partiality for his adversary and even attacked himself. 	He in 
consequence lashed him in a number of pieces, from onee.ol which these verses 
are taken.—Dugha was the surname of Mariya, the daughter of Rabia Ibn Saad 
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Ibn IP Ibn Lujaim. 	Thig Rabia bore the surname of Maghnaj or Mighnaj. 	Her 
silliness became so notorious that it was currently said : (Such a one is) a greater 
fool than Dugha. 	Ibn al-Kalbi assigns her a different origin in his Jamhara tan- 
Nisab ; in speaking of the descendants of al-Anbar, he says : " And Jundub, the 
ti son of al-Anbar, engendered Adi, Kaab, and Owaij ; their mother was Alariya, 
" the daughter of Rabia Ibn Saad Ibn Ijl, or, according to another statement, 
" she was Dugha, the daughter of Maghnaj Ibn Ziad." 	He therefore considers 
Mariya and Dugha as different persons ; whether he be in the right or not, God 
only knows ! 	What established her character fOr silliness was that, having 
brought forth a child and hearing it cry, she said to her mother: "Is it the jaar 
" which opens its mouth (yaftah felh4)?" to which the mother replied: "Yes; 
" and it reviles its father tyasubb abaht1)." 	The word jaar, in its primitive ac- 
ceptation, signifies the dung of any wild animal armed with claws. 	It was then 
applied, by a species of licence, to the excrements of other animals. 	Dugha, on 
bringing forth her child, imagined that it was an excrementitious discharge, 
and on hearing the child cry, she was filled with wonder and asked whence the 
noise proceeded. 	She had married a member of the family of al-Anbar Ibn Ann. 
Ibn Tamim, and, on her account, the Baal 1-Anbar were called the Bang 'l-Jdrd 
( filii podicis).— These notes, though foreign to our subject, furnish some curi-
ous particulars, and that induces me to insert them. 

(1) Koran, sarat 22, verse 45. 
(2) See vol. I. page 340. 
(3) The life of Ibn al-Jawallki is given by Ibn Khallikan. 
(4) The author of the Fihrest notices two persons of the name of Aba Abd Allah an-Namari; the first as au-

thor of a treatise on colours, entitled Kitdb ca-Luma fil-Alwan; of a work entitled Marini 7-11amasa, 
perhaps a commentary on the flamdsa of Abet Tammam ; and of a treatise having for title 	 .m-1 ,_,L.‹.— 
The other Abd Abd Allah an-Namari spoke with elegance the language of good society and that of the people 

r l.21 i 	1..J1 C 	Cn' St(11 	.) 5   but,says the author of the Fihrest, no works are mentioned as having been Le  
composed by him.—Fihrest, fol.112,121. 
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IBN DURAID. 

Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Duraid Ibn Atahiva Ibn Hantam Ibn 
Hasan Ibn Hamami Ibn Jarw IbnWasi Ibn Wahb Ibn Salama Ibn Hadir Ibn Asad 
Ibn Adi Ibn Amr Ihn Malik Ibn Fahm Ibn Ghanim Ibn Daus Ibn Adnan Ibn 
Abd Alldh Ibn Zahran Ibn Kaab Ibn al-Harith Ibn Kaab Ibn Abd Allah Ibn 
Malik Ibn Nasr Ibn al-Azd Ibn al-Gauth Ibn Nabt Ibn Malik Ibn Zaid Ibn Kahlan 
Ilan Saba Ibn Yashjub Ibn Yarub Ibn Kahtan, a member of the tribe of Azd 
and a native of Basra, was the most accomplished scholar, the ablest philologer 
and the first poet of the age. 	Al-Masn' di speaks of him in these terms, in his 
Illurdj ad-Dahab : " And, at Baghdad, Ibn Duraid•was one of those who, in our 
" times, excelled as a poet and attained eminence as a philologer. 	In this 
" science he held the i'ank-  of al-Khalil Ihn Ahmad (vol. I. p. 493), and made 
" known peculiarities of the (Arabic) language which had not been noticed in 
" the works of his predecessors. 	In poetry he could assume every tone, from 
" grave to gay; and his poetical productions are too numerous to be reckoned ; 
" otherwise, we should mention the greater part of them and have inserted them 
" in this book. 	One of his best pieces- is the kasida, so well known under the 
" title of al-Maksdra, in which he celebrates the praises of al-Shah Ibn Mikal 
" and his son ; the former, named Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mikal, and 
" the latter Abil '1-Abbas Ismail Ibn Abd Allah (1). 	It is said that, in this 
" poem, he has inserted most of the words terminated by a short alif (inaksflr). 
" It begins thus : 

" If thou seest my head resemble by its colour the rays of morning (appearing) un-
derneath the training robe of darkness, and its white (hairs) shining through the 

" black, as Shineth the fire in a log of Ghada wood—(2) 
. 	. 	. 

He then adds : " In this well-known kasidci, he has had a number of imitators, 
" such as Abil 'l-Kasim Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abi 'l-Fahm al-Antaki at-Ta- 
" nilkhi" (vol. II. p. 304), etc.—This poem has occupied the attention of many 
writers, in ancient and modern times, who explained its meaning and elucidated 
the signification of its words : the fullest of these commentaries is that composed 
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by the jutisconsult Abtl Abd Allah Muhammad Ibm Ahmad Ibn, Hisham Ibn 
Ibrahim al-Lakhmi as-Sibti (3), a modern author who died towards A. H. 570 
(A. D. 1174). 	It was commented also by the iindm Alai Abd Allah Muhammad 
Ibn Jaafar al-Kazzaz, the author of the philological treatise, the Kitdb al-Jdmi : 

*we shall give this writer's life. 	Amongst Ibn Duraid's most celebrated works are: 
the Kitdb al-Jamhara (the collection), a highly-esteemed philological treatise (4) ; 
the Kitdb al-Ishtikdk (on etymology); the Kitdb as-Sarj wa 'l-Lijdin (on the saddle 
and bridle) (5) ; a large and a small book on horses ; a treatise on the Anwd (in-
fluence of the stars on the weather); the Kitdb al-Huktabis (book for him who seeks 
information); the Kitdb al-Muldhin (the elucidator (?)); the Kitdb awdr it-Arab (the 
Arabs noted for visiting their friends); the Kitdb al-Lughdt (on the dialects [or idiom-
atic expressions] of the Arabs); the Kitdb as-Sildh (on weapons); the Kitdb Ghartb al- 
Kurdn (on the obscure expressions of the Koran); this work he left unfinished; the 
Kitdb al-Mujtaba (chosen selection), a work small in size bu

t
t ample in matter ; the 

Wishdh (embroidered belt), a short but instructive treatise. 	He composed also 
some beautiful poetry, and the men of learning in former times used to say : 
" Ibn Duraid is the most learned amongst poets and the ablest poet amongst the 
" *learned." 	In one of his pieces, the eulogistic portion is turned thus : 

A brilliant (maiden); did her cheeks display their brightness to the rising sun, he 
could not shine; (her waist) a pliant branch waves on a round sand-hill ( the haunches), 
and over it is seen a moon (her face) shining through the cover of the night (her dark 
hair). 	'Were beauty, told to choose its representative, it would not pass her by; and 
were it told to address any other female, it would not speak. 	The darkness of her hair 
(shades the world and) makes us think the sun is set; the brightness of her face (en- 
lightens it and) makes us think him rising. 	She appears, and her lustre dazzles every 
eye ; woe befal the eyes that close not then I 

Were I not apprehensive of lengthening this article boo much, I would give 
numerous passages from his poetry. 	He was born at Basra in the street (sikka) 
of sail], A. H. 223 (A. D. 837-8), he passed his youth in that city, and there • 
he made his studies. 	His masters were Abil Hatim as-Sijistani (vol. I. p. 603), 
ar-Riashi (vol. H. p.10), Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Abd Allah, surnamed the nephew 
of al-Asmdi (Ibn Akhi 1-Asindi ) (6), ALA Othman Said Ibn tlariln al-Ushnan- 
dani (7), author of the Kitdb al-Madni, and others. 	He left Basra in company 
with his paternal uncle al-Husain, when the Zenj stormed that city and murdered 
ar-Riashi (vol. II. p. 11). 	He then dwelt at Oman (8) twelve years. 	Having 
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returned to Basra, where he again resided for a time, he set out for Persia and 
there became the companion of the sons of Mika' who were at that epoch the 
administrators of the province. of Fars. 	It was for them that he composed his 
Jamhara. 	They appointed him director of the government office of Fars, and 
no official papers were published without his approval, neither was any order 
executory without his signature. 	lie gained large sums in their service, but, 
being prodigal of his money and always ready to oblige, he never kept a dirheni 
in his possession, and indulged his generous inclinations to their full extent. 	In 
his kasida, the Maksilra, he introduced the eulogium of his patrons and received 
from them a present of ten thousand pieces of Old. 	In the year 308 (A . D. 
920-1), subsequently to the deposition of the soils of Mikal and their removal to 
Khorasan, he proceeded to Baghdad, where he found a generous protector in Ali 
Ibn Muhammad al-Khuwari. 	The imam al-Muktadir having been informed 
by al-Khuwari of the history and high literary attainments of his guest, settled 

for i 
on him a monthly pens on of fifty dinars, and this allowance was regularly 
continued to Ibn Duraid as long as he lived. 	This philologer could repeat from 
memory a Vast number of poems and other pieces ; in the quantity of produc-
tions which he had learned by heart he surpassed all his predecessors, and,when 
students read over, under his tuition, the poetical compositions of the Arabs of 
the Desert, he immediately repeated from memory the remainder of the piece 
which his pupil had commenced. 	Ad-Darakutni (vol. II. p. 239) having been 
asked if Ibn Duraid was to be considered as a true transmitter of pieces pre-
served by tradition, replied that some doubts had been 'expressed on the subject; 
indeed, it is said that he was careless in his delivery of theft pieces, attributing 
them to the first author whose name came uppermost. 	The philologer Abii Man- 
sur al-Azhari (v. III. p.-49) relates that, having gone to see Ibn Duraid, he found 
him drunk, " and therefore," said he, " I never returned to his house again." 
" When we went to see him," said Ibn Shahin (vol. I. p. 324), " we were 
,c shocked at the sight of lutes hung up on the wall and of wine unmixed with 
" water." 	It is related 'that a beggar having asked him for something, he be- 
stowed on him a cask of wine, having nothing else to give at the time. 	One of 
his boys disapproved of this act and said to him : " How can you possibly give 
" wine in charity (9)?"—" Why," replied Ibn Duraid, 	"'that was the only 
" thing I had." 	Some time afterwards, he received ten casks of wine as a pre- 
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sent, on which he observed to the same boy : " We bestowed one cask and re- 
" ceive it back tenfold." 	A great number of similar stories are told of him. 
Towards the ninetieth year of his age he lost the use of his side by a paralytic 
stroke, but recovered by drinking theriac. 	He then relapsed deeper than ever 
into his old habits and denied himself no indulgence. 	He resumed also his 
lessons, reciting and dictating to his scholars; but, a year afterwards, having 
eaten something which disagreed with him, the palsy returned. 	All his body, 
from head to foot, 	was completely paralysed, but he could still move his 
hands in a slight degree. 	When in this state, he uttered cries of pain if any 
person happened to enter the room, even without going near him. 	Alluding 
to this, his disciple Abil Ali Ismail al-Kali al-Baghdadi (vol. I. p. 210) made 
the following remark: " I said to myself: The Almighty has punished him 
" thus, for having'said, in his MaksAra, when speaking of time and its effects : 

" (0 Time!) thou hast engaged with one who, if the spheres fell on him from every 
" point of heaven, would not utter a complaint (10)." 

" And his sufferings were such that he would cry out like one trod under 
" foot or pricked with needles, although the person who went in did not approach 
" him." 	Though reduced to this miserable state, he retained all his mental 
faculties, and answered with perfect justness every question which was proposed 
to him. 	" He survived this attack two years," says Abtl Ali, " and, whilst he 
" was in that state, I consulted him on the points of philology respecting which 
" I had doubts, and, as quick as thought, he returned me satisfactory answers. 
" I asked him, one day, a question relative to a certain verse, and he replied : 
" ' Had the light of my eyeballs been extinguished, you would not have found a person 
" ' capable of satisfying your thirst for knowledge. 	And these very words, my son, 
46 4  were addressed to me by AV]. Hatim when I once happened to ask him a 
" ' question ; and he told me that al-A smai had spoken them to him under the 
" ' same circumstances.' "—" To the last question I ever addressed to him," said 
Abil Ali, " he made this reply : Hdl al-jarid d'4n al-karid (choking has put a stop to 
" verses); and these were the last words I heard him utter. 	Before that time, 
" he used frequently to recite this verse, applying it to himself : 

" Wretch that I am ! a life of pleasure was not mine, neither have I wrought a good 
" deed whereby I may please God." 

VOL. HI. 	 6 
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" The following anecdote," says al-Alarzubani (10), "was related to me by lhn 
" Duraid : I fell from (the top of) my house in Fars, and broke my collar-bone. 
" I passed a sleepless night, and towards morning, having just closed my eyes, 
" I dreamt that a tall pale man with a thin beard came to my room, and, having 
" taken hold of the door posts, one in each hand, he said : 	' Repeat to me the 
64 4  best verses you ever composed on wine.' 	I replied that AV' Nuwas (;vol. 1. 
" p. 391) had left nothing for me or any one else to say on the subject. 	' Well,' 
" said he, ' I am a better poet than Abil. Nuwas.' 	This induced me to ask him 
" who he was, and he answered : 	' Abil Najiya, a native of Syria.' 	lie then 
46  ' recited to me these lines : 

" Red before it is mixed and pale after, (this wine) comes forth arrayed in narcissus 
" (yellow) and in anemony (red); pure, it resembles the cheeks dof the beloved ; mixed, 
" it assumes the (pallid) colour of the lover." 

"When he had done, I declared the verses bad, and,-on his asking my reason, 
44  I replied : ' You begin by calling it red, and then you say arrayed in narcissus 
" 4  and in anemony, thus putting the yellow colour first ; why did you so?'— 
" 4  Such hypercriticism is most untimely, you reprobate ! ' was his answer." 
In another version of this anecdote it is stated that Alul Ali'l-Farisi said : 	" Ilm 
44  Duraid recited me these two lines, composed by himself, and told me that 
44  Satan appeared to him in a dream and asked him if he had not essayed to rival 
44  Abil Nuwas? 	Ibn Duraid answered that he had. 	4  Well,' said Satan, ' your 
44  ' verses are not bad, but you have committed one fault.' " 	The rest of the 
narration agrees with what precedes.— Ibn Duraid died at Baghdad on Wed-
nesday, the 17th of Shaaban, A. H. 321 (August, A. D. 933), and was buried on 
the east side of the river, in the Abbasiya cemetery. 	His tomb is situated be- 
hind the Arms Bazar, near the main street (as-Shdrt 'l-Aazam). 	The celebrated 
Motazelite divine Abil Hashirn Abd as-Salim al-Jubbai (vol. //. p. 132) died the 
same day, and this caused the people to say : " To-day, philology and theology 
" have ceased to exist ! " 	It is stated that he lived precisely ninety-three years. 

Jahza tal-Barmaki (vol. I. p. 118) lamented his death in the following lines : 

Learning disappeared when Ibn Duraid made the third with the gravestone and the 
earth (tarb). 	I at first lamented the departure of generosity, but I now lament the de- 
parture of generosity and erudition. 
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Tarb (an unusual word) is the plural of tarba, (a lump of earth.)—Duraid is the 
tarkhini diminutive of Adrad (toothless). 	This species of diminutive is called 
tarkhim (softening), because the letter a, the initial of the primitive word, is sup-
pressed ; it is thus that of aswad and azhar they form suwaid and zuhair.—Han-
tham, the name of one of his ancestors (mentioned at the commencement of this arti-
cle), means an earthen jar coated with green varnish; it is used also as a proper 
name for men.—Hamdmi, another of his ancestors, was, according to the emir 
Abil Nasr Ibn Makilla (vol. II. p. 248), the first of the family who became a con- 
vert to Islamism. 	lie was one of the seventy horsemen who accompanied Amr 
Ibn al-Aasi from Oman to Medina, on learning that the Prophet was dead; the 
circumstance is well known (12).-11111 al-jai-id &In al-harid is a well-known pro-
verb ; it originated with Abid Ibn al-Abras, an ante-islamic poet, who pro-
nounced these words on meeting an-Noman Ibn al-Mundir al-Lakhmi, the last 
king of Ifira, in one of his bad days (13). 	An-Noman resolved to put him to 
death according to the custom he had adopted, but first asked him to repeat 
some verses of his own composing; Abid, who had discovered his intentions, 
replied : Hdl-al-jarid detn al-kartd (choking has put a stop to verses). 	It was as 
if the poet bad said : Strangulation has put a stop to the reciting of verses. 	It 
is a well known story, and I merely give its outline here (14).—Abtd, for so 
his name must be pronounced, was a celebrated poet, contemporary with Abd 
al-Muttalib Ibn llashim, the grandfather of the Prophet. 

(1) According to ad-Dahabi, igAtis Annals, life of Ibn Duraid, that philologer was employed by Abd Allah 
Ibn Mikal, who was then governor of al•Ahwaz for the khalif al-Muktadir, as preceptor to his son Ismail.— 
MS. No. 646, fol.115 v. 

(2) See vol. II. page 453. 
(3) The manuscript of the Bib.du Roi, No. 490, ancien fouls, contains a very ample and learned commen- 

tary on Ibn Duraid's Maksara. 	Although the first pages of this commentary have disappeared, it may be 
easily perceived by a comparison with the edition of the Maksura and of the commentary of Ibn Hishism, the 
first part of which was published at Copenhagen in MB by L.N.Boisen, that the Bib. du .Roi possesses, in this 
MS., the great commentary of Ibn HAshim al-Lakhmi, and that the printed edition of it is a mere abridgment. 

(4) A copy of the last half of the Jamhara is in the Bibliotheque du Roi . 
(8) See the observations in page xxiii of the Introduction to vol. I. 
(6) " Ibn Akhl 1-Asmai: al-Yazidi writes as follows: His name was Abd ar-Rahman Abd Muhammad ; 

" some say, Abtt 1-Hasan. 	He was a dull heavy man, but the pieces which he transmitted orally on the 
" authority of his uncle and other learnqd men are held to be correct. 	He composed a treatise on the ideas 
" occurring in poetry (Madni 's-Shlr)."—(Fihrest, fol. 75 v.) 
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(7) The name of Alnk Othman al-Ushnandani occurs in the Fihrest, fol. 81 v. and 115 v. 	He is there stated 
to have been one of the learned men of Basra and the author of a Kitdb Madni 's-Shfr, and a Kitdb al-Abydt. 

(8) Perhaps the word 0  loo must be pronounced Ammdn. 	There was a city of this name in the Balkh 
of Syria. 	Oman is that province of Arabia which is situated at the entrance of the Persian Gulf. 

(9) To give wine in charity is an infringement of the Moslim law. 
(10) Horace has said, in a similar strain: Si fractus illabatur orbis, Impavidum ferient ruinte.— (Od. 3. 3. 7.1 
(11) His life will be found in this volume. 
(12) None of the historians whom I have consulted allude to this circumstance. 
(13) See Pococke's Specimen hist. ar. 2nd ed. p. 73. 
(14) Le roi d'Atwa (Moundhir ou Noman) avait deux amis qui dtaient ses convives habituels. Un jour, irrite 

de quelques propos imprudents qu'ils avaient tenus, et 6chautTe par les fumes du yin, il ordonna de les 
mettre a mort. Le lendemain, revenu de son ivresse, il fut vivement affligd et fit elever hors de Ilira, deux 
mausoldes a ses amis. II s'imposa la loi de passer, tous les ans, deux jours aupres de ces monuments funebres. 
L'un de ces jours fut appeld jour de bien ,mow t_, l'autre jour de mal Lt .) it ,?,. La premiere personne 

qui se presenta au roi assis Imes des mausoldes, dans le jour de Bien, il la combla de prdsents; la premiere 
qui s'offrait a sa vue, dans le jour de mal, il la faisait perir et on arrosait de son sang les deux mausoldes, qui 
furent nommes 	,t.5.i.) I. Dans undo ses mauvais jours le roi dtant pros des mausoldes, vit venir le poete Abld t.:.)  
qu'il connaissait et qu'il aimait, Ah! lui dit-il, pourquoi faut-il quo tu sois la victime quo je dois immoler ! 
au moins, recite-moi une derniere fois to piece de vers.—Le gosier serre par l'angoisse, ripondit Abid, ne peut 

ariiculer des vers 0.49.).:¢.1 	c„,..3.) jayv 	j1...—Choisis, dit le roi, quelle veine tu veux que l'on t'ouvre, 
cello du col, cello du bras, ou celle de la jambe ?—Si tu est decide a m'Oter la vie, reprit Abid, fais-moi don-
ner du Till et quand j'aurai bu jusqu'a ce que la sensibilitd soit dteinte en moi, tu feras ce que tu voudras. 
On apporta du yin au poete, et lorsqu'il 	fut enivrd on lui ouvrit une veine du col et on arrosa de son sang 
les deux mausoldes.—(Kitdb al-Aghdni, tom IV. fol. 260.)—(A. Caussin de Perceval.) 

ABU OMAR AZ-ZAHID AL—MUTARRIZ. 

AbA Omar Muhammad Ihn Abd al-Wahid Ibn Abi Hashim al-Bawardi, gene-
rally known by the appellation of al-Mutarriz and surnamed Ghuldm Thdlah 
( Thdlab's boy), received also the denomination of az-Zahid (the ascetic) for his 
mortified life, and ranked among the most eminent and the most learned of the 1 
philologers. 	For a considerable time, he had been an 	assiduous disciple 
of Abil 1-Abbas Thalab (vol. I. p. 83), and to this circumstance he was indebted 
for his surname. 	He acquired a great stock of information under the tuition of 
that master, on whose work, the Fasih, he composed two treatises, the first, a 
small volume of corrections, and entitled Fdit al-Fasih (omissions of the Fasih), 
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the second, a commentary, forming also one volume. 	His other works were 
the Kitab al-Yawdkit (book of jewels); the Kitdb al-Jurjdni ; the Kitdb al-Mildih (the 
elucidator); the Kitdb ag-Sddt (book of hours); the Kittib Yaum wa Laila (book of the 
day and the night); the Kitdb al-Mustahsan (the approved); the Kitdb al-Ashardt 
(book of decennaries); the Kitdb as-ShIlra (treatise on counsel); the Kitdb al-Buyoet 
(treatise on sales); a treatise on the meaning of the names of the poets ; a work on 
the Arabian tribes; the Kit lb al-Makniln wal-Maktilm (the concealed and the hid-
den); the nab at-Tuffdha (on the apple); the Kitdb al-Madaltil; the Ilal al-Mudd-
khil ; the Kitdb an-Nawddir (book of anecdotes); the Kitab Fdit al-Ain (omissions of 
[al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad (vol. I. p. 493) in his work] the Ain); the Mb Fdit al- 
Jamhara (omissions of [Ibn Duraid (vol. III. p. 38) in his work] the Jamhara), 
and a notice on the expressions which the Arabs of the Desert reprehended as 
inaccurate in the lessons and writings of Abil Obaid (vol. H. p.486). 	Many rare 
obsolete terms of the language were made known by MAI Omar, and the greater 
part' of the words indicated by Ibn as-Sid al-Batalyausi (vol. II. p. 61), in his 
Ternary, is taken from his indications. 	Many strange stories are told of this 
philologer. 	The information which he communicated to his scholars was then 
transmitted down by AM 1-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Zarkilya, Abu Ali Ibn 
Shadan, and others. 	His birth took place in the year 261 (A. D. 874-5), 
and he died at Baghdad, on Sunday, the 13th of Zil 'l-Kaada, A. H. 345 

(February, A. D. 957), or 344. 	He was interred the next day in the cloister 
(suga) situated near the tomb of Martif al-Karkhi (1), from which it is only 
separated by the road. 	Abii Omar devoted himself to study with such assi- 
duity that he had not time to provide for his livelihood, and always remained 
in a state of poverty. 	The quantity of information which he communicated 
to his disciples and of the pieces which he knew by heart was so great that the 
learned men of that time impugned as false the greater part of his philological 
observations, and they used to say that if a bird flew by, Abil Omar would 
bring forward 	something on the subject, heading it with these 'Words 
" Thalab told us, on the authority of Ibn al-Karabi, that," etc. 	lie is tonSi- 
dered, however, as a correct and trustworthy Traditionist by all competent 
masters in that branch of knowledge. 	The greater portion of the works and 
pieces which he taught was dictated by him from memory without his having 
recourse to a book; it is said that the philological matter which he thus made 
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known filled thirty thousand leaves of paper. 	It was this copiousness which 
exposed him to the imputation of falsehood. 	A number of persons concerted 
together and imagined a question which they might propose to him ; when they 
obtained his answer, they let a year pass over, and then submitted to him the 
same question, but his answer corresponded exactly with that which he had 
previously given. 	A similar attempt to ensnare him was made by some per- 
sons who were going to hear his lessons : they happened to be conversing of (1w 
vast quantity of information which he was ever ready to communicate, and ob-
served that, by this very talent, he had incurred the imputation of falsehood. 
On their way, they passed by a bridge, and one of them said : " Let us write 
" down the name of this bridge and ask him about it; we shall see what answer 
" he makes." 	When they entered the place where Abil Omar was, that person 
addressed him, saying.: " 0 shaikh! what does the word bridge (kantara) mean i 
" with the Arabs ? " 	The professor answered that it meant so and so (stating 
its different signification), and his auditors received this answer with a secret 
smile. 	A month afterwards, they set forward a person to ask him about 
that particular bridge, on which he replied : 	"Was not the same question 
" proposed to me a month ago, and did I not answer it so and so?" 	On 
hearing these words, the assembly was filled with admiration at his quick 
apprehension, acuteness, and promptitude in calling to mind the question and 
the time at which it had been proposed; but whether his answer was exact or 
not, they had no means of verifying.—Moizz ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih (vol. I. 
page 155) had given the command of the Baghdad police-guards to one of his 
young slaves whose name was Khuwaja. 	When Abil Omar heard of this appoint- 
ment, he was dictating to his scholars the contents of his Kitdb al-Yawdkit (book 
of jewels), and at his next lesson he said, on taking his seat : " Write : 	Ydkiit 
" khuwdja (a merchant's jewel); the word khuwdj, in the dialect of the Arabs, 
" means hunger." 	He then discussed this subject in its various ramifications 
and made his scholars write down his remarks. 	The persons present were 
struck with amazement at his boldness in advancing such falsehoods, and be- 
gan to look out for the word in the treatises of philology (2). 	Abil Ali al-Ha- 
timi (vol. III. p. 75), the kdtib and philologer, said : 	"We extracted from a 
" dictation made by al-Hamid (vol. I. p. 591) on the authority of al-Asmai who 
" cites Ibn al-Ahi4bi, that the word khuwdj means hunger."—Abil Omar al-Mu- 
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tarriz was giving lessons to the son of the kddi Abil Omar Muhammad Ibn Yilsuf, 
and one day he dictated to him nearly one hundred philological questions, 
indicating their niceties and concluding with two lines of poetry. 	(Some time 
after,) Abtl Bakr Ibn Duraid (vol. III. p. 38) came in to the kddi Abil Omar's, 
with Abil Bakr Ibn al-Anbari (vol. //I. p. 55) and Abil Bakr Ibn Muksim (3). 	The 
kddi submitted to them these questions, but they had no idea of them and 
knew nothing of the, verses. 	"Well," said the kddi, " what say you to that? " 
—" For my part," said Ibn al-Anbari, " I am so much engaged in composing 
" 4 a treatise on the obscurities of the Koran (Mushkil al-Kurdn), that I can say 
" nothing on the subject." 	Ibn Muksim answered in similar terms, pre- 
tending that he was taken up with the readings of the Koran, but Ibn Duraid 
declared positively that the questions were all of (the philologer) Abil Omar's 
invention and had no foundation whatever in the language : after this, they with- 
drew. 	When Abil Omar heard of what had passed, he Went to the kddi and told 
him to bring in the collected poetical works (diwdns) of some ancient poets 
whom he named. 	The kddi opened his library and took out the books. 	AU 
omar then began to discuss each question successively and adduced from these 
diwdns a number of passages in proof of all his statements and pointed out those 
passages to the kddi. 	On concluding, he said : " As for the two verses, they 
" were recited by Thalab in your own presence, and you yourself wrote them 
" down on the cover of such a work," naming it. 	The kddi brought in the 
book and found the verses written on the cover and in his own handwriting. 
—"I found," said the Rais ar-Ruasa (4), "in the works of the philologers, and 

particularly in AM Obaid's Gharib al-Musannaf, many of the expressions 
" which had been considered as the mere fabrications of Abil Omar."—Abil 
1-Kasim Abd al-Wahid Ibn Ali Ibn Barhan al-Asadi said : 	" None of the 
" ancients or of the moderns ever treated philological points so well as Abu 
" Omar az-Zahid."—Abil Omar composed a Gharib al-Hadith (obscure terms oc-
curring in the Traditions), founded on Ahmad Ibn IIanbal's work, the Masnad, 
and on this production he set the highest value.—Abu Ali Muhammad Ibn 
al-Hasan al-Hatimi said : "An indisposition having prevented me from attending 
" the sittings of Abil Omar az-Zahid, some days passed over and he at length 
" asked for me. 	Being informed that I was unwell, he came the next morning 
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" to see me, and, as I happened to have gone out to take a bath, he wrote the 
" following line on my door with a piece of chalk : 

" The strangest thing we ever heard of is that of a sick man whom people come to 
" visit, but cannot find. 

" The verse was his own."— Mutarriz signifies an embroiderer; as Abft Omar 
practised that art, he derived from it a surname which has been borne also by other 
learned men.—Abu Omar professed an excessive admiration of Moawia,and, having 
composed a treatise on the merits of that khalif, he obliged every person who 
came to study under him to read that book. 	He was a man of great merit and 
extensive information, but what we have said in this article must suffice. —I 
looked out for the name of AV' Omar in as-Samani's Kitdb al-Ansdb, under the 
word AL-MUTARRIZ ; he .does not mention him, but he speaks of a poet called 
AIA '1-Kasim Abd al-Wahid Ibn Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Aiyilb al-Mutarriz, 
a native of Baghdad; this may perhaps be the father of Abit Omar, if we are to 
judge from his name ; if not, he is a person unknown to me. 	Ag-Samani adds 
that his poetry bore a high reputation and obtained great publicity. 	He then 
cites the following passage of his composition : 

Overcome with grief, we stopped at as—Sark (5) one evening, to exchange adieus ; 
and, despite of envious foes, we stood unsealing (the packets of) every passionate desire. 
On saying farewell, she saw me borne down by the pains of love and granted me a 
kiss. 	Impelled by startled modesty, she drew her cloak across her face, on which 1 
said : " The full—moon has now become a crescent." 	I then kissed her through the 
cloak, and she observed: " My kisses are wine, to be tasted on passing through the 
" strainer." 

Although as-Sam'ani says nothing of Abil Omar in that article, he mentions 
him under the head of GHULAM THALAB, adding the remarks which we have 
already made at the commencement of this notice.—Since writing the above, a 
number of years had elapsed when I found at Baghdad the Diwdn of Abil Kasim 
Abd al-Wahid, surnamed al-Mutarriz. 	He was a native of that city, and the 
greater part of his poetry is very good. 	His birth took place in the year 354 
(A. D. 965-6), and his death in 439, on Sunday, the first of the latter Jumada 
(November, A. D.1047). 	It is therefore evident that he was not the father of 
Abit Omar, but another person of the same trade.— Bawardi means belonging to 
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Bdward or Abiward, a village in Khorasan and the native place of Abit '1-Mu-
zaffar al-Abiwardi, a poet whose life we shall give. 

(1) The life of MAW will be found in this work. 
(2) Regular dictionaries did not then exist. 
(3) The imdm Abff Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Yaktib Ibn Muksim al-Attar, a learned Koran-

reader and grammarian of Baghdad, composed some works on the koranic sciences, one of which, the Hitdb 
al-Anwdr (book of lights) contains an explanation of the meaning, and an elucidation of the style, of the 
Koran. 	Having adopted the readings taught by Ibn Shanbfid (see page 16 of this vol.), he gave such scan- 
dal to the public that he was cited before an assembly of doctors presided by Ibn Mujahid and forced to re- 
tract, but on the death of Mujahid he returned to his former opinions. 	Born A.H. 265 (A.D. 878-91; 	died 
A. H. 354 (A.D. 963).—(Tabalcdt al •Surrd, fol. 84.) 

(4) The Rais an-Ruasa Ali Ibn al-Husain lbn Ahmad Ibn al-Muslima, vizir to the khalif al-Kaim, com- 
menced his career in a subordinate station at Baghdad, and rose by his talents to the vizirate. 	He was 
versed in jurisprudence, the Traditions, and other sciences. 	Having incurred the enmity of the Turkish 
guards, he was expelled by •them from Baghdad, but returned soon after; being tben attacked by Abit 
1-Harith al-Bashslri at-Turki (see vol. I. page 172), and having fallen into the hands of his enemy, he 
perished in excruciating tortures, A.H. 450 (A.D. 1058) —(Ad-Dual al-IsIdmiya.)—Reiske calls him supremus 
Rais; see Abulfedce Annales, t. III p. 173. 

(5) See vol. I. page 318. 

• 

• 

ABU MANSUR AL-A ZHARI. 

Abil Mansilr Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Azhar Ibn Talha tbn Nith Ibn 
Azhar al-Azhari al-Harawi (native of Herat), a philologer of the highest rank and 
celebrity, was a doctor of the Shafite sect, but addicted himself so exclusively to 
the study of the language that his reputation is founded on his acquirements in 
that branch of knowledge. 	His piety, his talents, and his exactitude as a trans- 
mitter of philological information were universally acknowledged. 	The matter of 
his lessons was derived by him from the philologer Abti '1-Fadl Muhammad Dm 
Abi Jaafar al-Mundiri, who had received it from Abet '1-Abbas Thalab and other 
masters. 	Having proceeded to Baghdad, he met Ibn Duraid, but never taught 
any thing on his authority. 	He received also a part of his information from 
Abit Abd Allah Ibrahim Ibn Arafa, surnamed Niftawaih (vol. I. p. 26), and from 
Abet Bakr Muhammad Ibn as-Sari, a grammarian more generally known by the 
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name of Ibn as-Sarraj. 	(We shall give his life.) 	Some say, however, that he 
obtained no part of his information from the latter person. 	To acquire a more 
complete knowledge of the Arabic language, al-Azhari travelled over Arabia ; 
and a person of merit has stated that he read a note, to the following effect, in 
Abil Mansitr's handwriting : " I had the misfortune to be made a prisoner, the 
" year in which the Karmats intercepted the pilgrim-caravan at al-Ilabir. 	The 
" people to whose share I fell were Arabs, bred in the desert; they passed the 
" grazing-time in visiting with their flocks the regions in which rain had fallen, 
" and, in the hot season, they returned to a number of watering-places situated 
" at the spots where they usually stationed ; they kept camels and lived on the 
" milk of these animals; they spoke an idiom suited to their Bedwin habits, and 
4, very rarely indeed, did they mispronounce a word or commit a gross fault of 
" language. 	I remained in bondage amongst them for a long time; our winters 
,, we passed at ad-Dahna, our springs at as-Samman, and our summers at as- 
" Sitaran. 	From discoursing with 	them and from their conversation one 
" with the other, I learned a great quantity of words and singular expressions ; 
" and most of these I inserted in my book"— by his book he means the Tandib 
—" where you will find them classed under their proper heads." 	He again 
resumes the subject in this discourse, and mentions that he passed two win- 
ters at as-Samman. 	MAI Mansiir al-Azhari had a passion for collecting 
loose scraps of philology and possessed a perfect acquaintance with 	all the 
secrets and niceties of the language. 	His philological treatise, the Tandib (ar- 
rangement) fills upwards of ten volumes and is a highly-esteemed work. 	His 
Gharib al-Alfdz (signification of rare words), a work in one volume, is held by 
jurisconsults as their main authority for the signification of every obscure and 
doubtful word in the law language. 	The Kitdb al-Tafsir (liber interpretationis 
koranicce (?)) is another of his productions. 	At Baghdad he met Abit Ishak az- 
Zajjaj (vol. I. p. 28) and Abil Bakr Ibn al-Anbari, but has given nothing on the 
authority of either. 	He was born A.H. 282 (A.D. 895-6), and he died at Herat 
towards the close of the year 370 (ends in July, A. D. 981). 	Some place his 
death a year later.—The surname al-Azhari he derived from the circumstance 
of having an ancestor who bore the name of Azhar.—Of Harawi. we have already 
spoken (vol. I. p. 7i3).—The Karmats (Kardmita) were so called after a man 
named Kirmit, who belonged to the Sawad (1) of Ufa. 	They held a most re- 
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prehensible doctrine, and they made their first appearance in the year 281 (A .II 
894-5), under the khalifate of al-Motadid billah. 	This sect subsisted for a long 
period and acquired such strength that it not only rendered the roads dangerous 
for travellers, but conquered a great number of provinces. 	Of these events a 
full account will be found in the works of historians (2). 	The combat of al- 
Habir to which al-Azhari alludes, took place A. H. 311 (A. D. 923-4); the Kay-
mats, who had then for chief Abil Tahir al-Jannabi al-Kirmiti, mastered the 
pilgrim-caravan, slew some of the travellers, reduced others to slavery, and 
seized on all their property. 	This occurred in the khalifate of al-Muktadir, son 
of al-Motadid. 	It is said that the Karmats made their first appearance in the 
year 278 (A. D. 89'1-2), and that their first chief was Ain't Said al-Jannabi, who 
established his authority in the province of Bahrain and Hajar. 	He was mur- 
dered in the year 301 (A.D. 913-4) by one of his slaves. 	Abil Tahir lost his life 
in A. H. 332 (A. D. 943-4).—Jannabi means belonging to Annaba, a town in 
the province of Bahrain, and situated on the sea-coast, near Siraf.—Habir (as an 
appellative noun) signifies a low ground.— Ad-Dahnd, or ad-Dahna with a short 
final a, is the name of a large tract of country in the Arabian desert, forming 
part of the territory belonging to the tribe of Tamim. 	It is said to consist of 
seven mountains of sand ; according to some, it is situated in the desert of Basra 
and in the territory of the tribe of Saad.—As-Sammdn is a red mountain in the 
neighbourhood of ad-Dahna ; an easy road leads across it in three days' time, 
and its height is not great. 	Some say that it is situated near the sandy desert 
of Aalij, at nine days' journey from Basra.—As-Sitdrdn, the dual of Sitar, is a 
name serving to designate two valleys which lie in the territory of the tribe of 
Saad ; one of them is called as-Sitar al-Aghbar (the dusty Sitar), the other the 
as-Sitar al-Hdiri (3), and both bear the denomination of Sada. 	They contain 
some springs of running water which serve to irrigate date-trees. 	The pre- 
ceding remarks have no direct connexion with our subject, but, as they serve to 
explain some words which might embarrass the reader of this compilation, we 
have judged it useful to insert them. 

(1) See vol. II. page 417. 
(2) Ibn Ithallikan has already given some account of them. 	See vol. 1. p. 427 et seq. 
(3) The MS. of al-Yaluatils Igushtarik, in the Bib. duRoi. reads al—Jdbiri Lc t)k.s31), 
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ABU ABD ALLAH AL-YAZIDI. 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahi Muham-
mad al-Yazidi, a mawla to the tribe of Adi Ibn Abd Maria t (al-Adawi), was a 
grammarian and philologer of the highest rank, a relator of (philological) anec-
dotes and a transmitter of the phraseology current among the Arabs of the desert. 
We shall give the life of his ancestor Abil Muhammad Yahya Ibn al-Mubarak. 
One of the anecdotes told by him was the following : An Arab of the desert loved 
a female of the same region and sent her, by a slave, a present of thirty sheep 
and a skin filled with wine. 	On the way, the slave killed one of the sheep and 
eat a portion of it, and drank part of the contents of the wine-skin. 	When he 
brought the rest to her, she perceived the trick, and on the slave's asking her, 
when about to return, if she had any message to send back, she resolved on ac-
quainting the master with the fellow's conduct, and answered : "Give him my 
" salutation, and tell him that our month was.  mandk, and that Suhaim, the 

keeper of our sheep, came here with a bloody nose (marthIlm)." 	The slave, 
not knowing what she intended by these expressions, bore them back to his 
master, who immediately perceived their drift, and calling for a cudgel, said to 
the messenger : " Tell me the truth, or I will give you a sound drubbing." 	The 
slave confessed his fault and obtained pardon. 	This message contained the most 
subtle and elegant allusions to what the slave had done. 	The word marthelm 
means one whose nose is broken and bleeds ; ratham, another derivative of •the 
same root, means a white spot on the upper-lip of a horse. 	illarthum is employed 
metaphorically to designate a wine or water-skin (1). — He left some works, such 
as the Kitdb al-Khail (book of horses), the Mandkib, etc. (merits of the Abbasides), the 
Akhbdr al—Yazicliyin (history of the Yazid family), and a compendious treatise on 
grammar. 	Having been employed, towards the close of his life, as preceptor to 
the children of al-Muktadir billah, he filled that office for some time. 	Soon after 
his entry into the khalifs service, one of his friends met him and asked his pro- 
tection, but he replied : " I am too busy for that." 	Abil Abd Allah al-Yazidi 
died on the eve of Monday, the 18th of the latter Jumada, A. H. 310 (October, 
A .D. 922), at the age of eighty-two years and three months.—Yazidi here means 
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related to Yazid Ibn Mansar ; of this we shall again speak, in the life of his an-
cestor Abil Muhammad Yahya Ibn al-Mubarak. 

(1) Our author has here imitated the manner of many Arabian commentators, who explain what is clear 
enough and pass over what is obscure. 	He might have added that a mandk month is one, on the last night of 
which there is no moonshine. 	So that it contains only twenty-nine moonlight nights in place of thirty. 	The 
expression: the month was mandk is therefore equivalent to one of the thirty was wanting. 	This, of course, 
referred to the thirty sheep. 	Our author might also have observed that Suhaim, a very common Bedwin 
name, means the little black; an epithet designating perfectly well a. wine—skin rubbed over with pitch to 
preserve it. 

IBN AS-SARRAJ THE GRAMMARIAN. 

Alml Bakr Muhammad Ibn as-Sari Ibn Sahl the grammarian, generally knpwn 
by the name of Ibn as-Sarraj, was one of the most distinguished masters in that 
science, and his high abilities in it and in philology are universally acknowledged. 
Amongst the persons from whom he acquired his philological information was 
Abil '1-Abbas al-Mubarrad (vol. Ill. p. 31); and some eminent masters, such 
as Abti Said as-Sirafi (vol. I. p. 377), and Ali Ibn Isa ar-Rummani (vol. H. 
p. 242),studied it under his tuition. 	Al-Jauhari cites his authority in a num- 
ber of passages in his Sandh. 	Ibn as-Sarraj composed some grammatical works 
of great repute, and his Kitdb al-Osill (principles), one of the best treatises on the 
subject, is always ,referred to when the traditional information on any gram- 
matical point is uncertain or contradictory. 	His other works are the Jumal al- 
OM (the collected principles), a short treatise called the MIljaz (compendium); the 
Kitdb al-Ishtikdk (on etymology), a commentary on Sibawaih's Kitdb (vol. II. page 
396), the Ihtijdj al-Kurrd (appreciation of the motives which influenced Koran-
readers in their readings), the Book of the Poets and of Poetry, the Book of the 
Winds, the Air, and Fire; the Book of the Camel, and the Kitdb al-Mitwdsildt 
(book of loving unions, or book of gifts). 	He pronounced the letter r incorrectly, 
giving it the sound of gh, and happening, one day, to dictate a word in which 
this letter occurred, and perceiving that his disciple wrote it with a ghain, he 
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exclaimed : " No, no ! with a gha, with a gha I" (1) 	I found in an anthology 
some verses attributed to him, but am unable to ascertain whether they are 
really his or not. 	They relate to a girl whom the poet loved and are familiar to 
most persons. 	The lines to which I allude are these : 

I compared her beauty with her conduct, and found that her charms did not coun- 
terbalance her perfidy. 	She swore to me never to be false, but 'twas as if she had 
sworn never to be true. 	By Allah 1 I shall never speak to her again, even though she 
resembled in beauty the full moon, or the sun, or al-Muktafi 1 

This article was already terminated when I discovered that these verses are 
certainly his, and a curious anecdote is connected with them : The author, Abil 
Bakr, loved a young girl, but she treated him with marked disdain : it hap-
pened at that time that the imam (khalif ) al-Muktafi returned from ar-Rakka, 
and the people assembled to witness his entry into the city, and Abu Bakr was so 
much struck with his beauty that he recited these verses to his companions. Some 
time after, the kdtib Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ismail Ibn Zenji (2) repeated 
them to Abil 1-Abbas Ibn al-Furst (vol. .//. p. 358), saying that they were com-
posed by Ibn al-Motazz (vol. II. p. 41), and Abil 1-Abbas communicated them 
to the vizir al-Kasim Ibn Obaid Allah (vol. II. p. 300). 	The latter then went to 
the khalif and recited the verses to him, adding that they were by Obaid Allah 
Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Tahir (vol. II. p. 79), to whom al-Muktadir immediately 
ordered a present of one thousand dinars. 	" How very strange," said Ibn 
Zenji, " that Abil Bakr Ibn as-Sarraj should compose verses which were to pro- 
" cure a donation to Obaid Allah Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Tahir !" 	Abil Bakr died 
on Sunday, the 26th of Li 1-Hijja, A. H. 316 (February, A. b. 929).—Sarraj 
means a saddler. 

(1) He meant to say : with a rh. 
(2) "Abfi Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ismail Ibn Zenji, a kdtib celebrated for the beauty of his penman- 

" ship, left a collection of epistles composed by himself and a work entitled: a.c.U.,,,Jt, ,........,lz.0.1 yam. " 
—(Fihrest, fol.178.) 
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IBN AL-ANBARI THE GRAMMARIAN. 

AM Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abi Muhammad al-Kasim Ibn Muhammad Ibn 
Bashshar Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Baiyan Ibn Samaa Ibn Farwa Ibn Katan Ibn Diania 
al-Anbari the grammarian, and author of various well-known treatises on 
grammar and philology, was the most learned man of his time in the different 
branches of general literature, and their superior also by the quantity of literary 
matter which he knew by heart. 	He was a veracious and conscientious tradi- 
tionist, pious, virtuous, and a strict follower of the sunna. 	Amongst his nume- 
rous works were treatises on the different Koranic sciences, on the rare and the 
obscure expressions occurring in the Koran, on the pause, on the commence-
ment of phrases, a refutation of those who impugn the edition of the Koran in 
general use, and a book called az-Zdhir (the blooming). 	High praise is bestowed 
on him by the Khatib (vol. I. p. 75) in his History of Baghdad ; this author says : 
" I have been informed that AM Bakr made dictations even in his father's life- 
" time, each of them dictating in a different part of the mosque. 	His father 
" was learned in philology, and an exact, veracious, and trustworthy transmitter 
" of literary pieces preserved by tradition. 	He inhabited Baghdad. 	A num- 
" ber of learned men and his own son delivered such pieces on his authority. 
" He composed a treatise on the (names of the parts of the) human frame, a trea- 
" tise on the frame of the horse, a book of proverbs, a treatise on the long and the 
" short final alif, a treatise on the genders, a treatise on the uncommon expres- 
" sions occurring in the Traditions and other works." 	AM Ali al-Kali (vol. I. 
p. 210).says : " It is stated that AM Bakr Ibn al-Anbari knew by heart three 
" hundred thousand verses illustrative of expressions occurring in the Koran, 
" and that,'a person having, said•to him : ' The great quantity of pieces which 
66 6  you know by heart is often spoken of; how much do you really know?' he 
" answered : '1 have in my memory (as much as would fill) thirteen chests.' " 	It 
is mentioned that he knew by heart one hundred and twenty explanations of 
the Koran with their isndds (1). 	AM 'l-Hasan ad-Darakutni (vol. II. p. 239) 
relates that, on a certain Friday, he happened to be present at one of the sittings 
held by Ibn al-Anbari for the purpose of making dictations, and that he gave a 
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wrong pronunciation to a name occurring in the isnold of a Tradition. 	" He 
" said Haiydn ( ok;,-.)," relates ad-Darakutni, " instead of Ilabbdn (01.-:), or Hab- 
" bfln instead of Haiydii. 	I thought it would be a pity that an error of this 
" kind should be adopted and propagated on the authority of so able and so 
" eminent a man as Ibn al-Anbari, but not daring to acquaint him with his 
" mistake, I waited till the lesson was over, and approached the disciple to whom 
" the dictations were directly addressed, pointing out the error of the master and 
" informing him of the true reading. 	I then retired. 	The following Friday, I 

attended the next sitting, and Abil Bakr said : ' Let it be known to all here 
" ' present, that, last Friday, in dictating a certain Tradition, I gave a wrong 
" 6 pronunciation to a name, and that youth indicated the true one; and let that 
" ' youth know that I referred to the source whence I derived the Tradition and 
" 6  found the_ word written as he said.' " 	Amongst Ibn al-Anbari's works may 
be noticed his Gharib al-Hadith (unusual terms occurring in the Traditions), filling, 
it is said, forty-five thousand leaves, a commentary on the grammatical trea- 
tise the Kdfi (2), filling about one thousand leaves ; 	a treatise on the final h, 
in about one thousand leaves ; a list of words each of which bears two contrary 
sigsifications, the Kitdb al-Jahilfyilt (3), filling seven hundred leaves, a treatise 
on the genders, the most complete ever composed ; the Risdla tal-Mushkil (epis-
tola dubii (?) ) in which he refutes Ibn Kutaiba (vol. II. p. 22) and Abil Ilatim 
(vol. I. p. 603). 	He was born on Sunday, the 44th of Rajab, A. H. 271 
(January, A. D. 885), and he died on the eve of the Festival of the Sacrifice, 
A. H. 328 (August, A. D. 940); some say,. A. H. 327.—His father al-Kasim 
died at Baghdad, A. H. 304 (A. D. 916-7) ; some say, in the month of Safar, 
A. H. 305.—We have explained the meaning of the word Anbari (vol. II. p. 58). 
—At one of his dictations he quoted the following verses by a Bedwin. Arab : 

When you hindered her from speaking to me, why did you not hinder her image 
from leaving the distant region where she now resides and visiting my slumbers in its 
unerring course? 	May God shed his favour on a certain dwelling, in the sands of the 
tribe's reserved grounds, although the aspect of its ruins made me betray the passion I 
concealed. 	Were my corpse borne on its bier past these abodes, the very owl which 
dwells therein would say : " 0 my friend 1 come and stay with me." 

. 
At another sitting, he dictated these lines : 

In the white regions of al-Orba, it you visit its people, you will see fair gazelles 
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roaming at liberty without a keeper. 	They go forth for the pleasure of encountering 
danger, and incur no jealous suspicions ; chaste they are, and he who wishes to sport 
with them may despair. 	 . 

(1) See vol. I, page xxii.  
(2) Hajji Khalifa notices a treatise on grammar entitled the Kdfi, and composed by Abil Jaafar Ahmad Ibn 

an-Nahhas. 	As this grammarian was a pupil of Ibn al—Anbari's ( see vol. I. p. 81), it is possible that the 
commentary mentioned by Ibn Khallikan referred to the work of Ibn an—Nahhas. 	The author of the Fihrest 
mention; the grammatical treatise the Kelfi,..as the work of Ibn al—Anbari himself, and takes no notice of, the 
commentary. 

(3) This appears to have been a collection of poems composed in the times anterior to Islamism, a work 
similar to the Iffufaddaliydt (see page 26 of this volume). What may help to confirm this conjecture is, that in 
the list of Ina al—Anbari's works, as given in the Fihrest, fol. 103 v. we find a MUM alfAlufraddaliydt and 
no KUM) al-Jdhiliydt. 

'ABU 'L-AINA. 

Abit Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn al-Kasim Jbn Khallad Ibn Yasir Ibn Sulai-
man al-Hashimi (a member, by enfranchisement, of the Hdshim family), surnamed 
Abill-Aina, was a mawla to. (the khalif) nil Jaafar al-Manstlr. 	The family of \. 
Abil 1-Aina, who .was a blind man, remarkable for his repartees, verses, and 
literary knowledge, belonged to (the province of) al-Yamarna (in Arabia), but he 
himself was born at al-Ahwaz and bred at Basra. 	He there learned Traditions 
and cultivated literature, having heard the lessons of Abil Obaida (1), al-Asmai 
(vol. H. p. 123), Abli Zaid il-Ansari (vol. I. p. 570), al-Otbi (2), and other mas- 
ters. 	He was an excellent hafiz and spoke with great elegance ; fluent in his 
discourse, prompt in his repartees, and surpassing in penetration and sharpness 
all his contemporaries, he ranked among the most brilliant wits of the age. 
Numerous amusing anecdotes are related of what.passed between him and Abit 
Ali ad-Darir (3), and of the charming pieces of verse which he composed on 
those occasions. . Being one day in the society of a certain vizir, the conversa-
tion turned on the history of the Barmekides and their generosity; on which the 
vizir said to Abill-Aina, who had just made a high eulogiurn of that family for 
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their liberality and bounty : " You have praised them and their qualities too 
cc much; all this is a mere Fabrication of bock-makers and a fable imagined by 
" authors." 	Abet '1-Aina immediately replied : 	"And why then do book- 
cc makers not relate-such fables of you, 0 vizir ?" The vizir remained silent, and 
the company were struck with astonishment at Abel 1-Aina's boldness.—Having 
one day complained of his distressed circumstances to Obaid Allah Ibn Sulaiman 
Ibn Wahh (vol. I. p. 29), the latter replied : " Did I not write in your favour to 
" Ibrahim Ibn al-Mudabbar (4) ? " — " It is true," said Abet 1-Aina ; "but you 
cc wrote to a man prevented from satisfying his generous inclinations by the pro- 
" traction of poverty, the humiliation of captivity, and the cruelty of fortune ; so . 
t4  my efforts were frustrated and my hopes disappointed."—"But," said the vizir, 
" it was you yourself who made choice of him."—" 0 vizir !" replied Abet /- 
AMA, " I am not to be blamed for that ; Moses chose (out of) his people seventy 
'.' men (5) and there was not a prudent man among them; the blessed Prophet 
cc chose for secretary Abd Allah Ibn Saad Ibn Abi Sarh, and he fell into apos- 
" tic),  and joined the infidels; and Ali, the son of Abil Talib, chose for arbi- 
" trator Abet Milsa 1-Ashart, and he 'decided against him." — By the words 
humiliation of captivity,. A bill-lina alluded to the circumstance of Ibrahim Ibn 
al-Mudabbir's having been imprisoned at Basra by Ali Ibn Muhammad, chief of 
the Zenj (v.1.1". p.11). 	Ibrahim effected his escape by breaking through the prison 
wall.—Abil 1--Aina having one day gone to visit Abil 's-Sakr Ismail Ibn Bulioul 
(v. II. p. 612), that vizir said to him : " Wliat has kept you away from us so 
long, "Abei'l-Aina? "—" My ass was stolen from me."—" How was it stolen ?" 
" —I was nQt with the thief, so 1. cannot say."—" Why then not ride to visit 
" us on another?"-44  My poverty prevented me from buying; my pride, from 
" hiring; and my independence, from borrowing."—He one day had a dispute 
with a descendant of Ali, and his adversary said to him : " You attack me, and 
64  yet you say in your prayers : Almighty God I bless Muhammad and the family 
" of Muhammad." —" Yes," replied Abet 1-Aina, " but I add : who are virtu-
l, ous and pure." — A common fellow having .stood in his way, he perceived 
it and said : "What is that?"—" A man of the sons of Adam ;" was the reply. 

Welcome, welcome 1 " exclaimed Abil 1-Aina, "God grant you long life! 1 
" thought that all his sons were dead."— Having gone one day to the door of 
Said Ibn Makhlad and asked permission to enter, he.was told that the vizir was 
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engaged in prayer. 	"Ah!" exclaimed Abil 1-Aina, "there is a pleasure in no- 
" velty." 	It must be here observed that Said had been a Christian. before his 
appointment to the vizirat (6).— Happening to pass by the door of Abd Allah 
Ibn Mansilr, who was then recovering from an attack of sickness, he asked the 
servant how he was. 	" Just as you could wish," was the answer. 	" Why 
" then," replied Abil 1-Aina, " do I not hear the funeral cry ?"— A men-
dicant whom he invited to partake of his supper having eaten it all up, he 
said to him : "I asked you through charity, and it will be a charity in you to 
"leave me."--=One of his friends met him at an early hour of the morning and 
expressed his astonishmenj at his being up so soon : " You do as I do," replied 
Abil 1-Aina, "and yet you wonder at me." Having been informed that al-Muta-
wakkil had said of him: "Were he not blind, I should take him for a boon com- 
" panion ;" he said : "Provided the khalif dispense me from watching for the 
" new moon"—(which U the duty of a muwazzin)—and from reading the inscrip,  
" tions on seals"— (which is the duty of a katib) —"I should make a good boon 
" companion."—Being asked how long he would continue to praise some and 
satirize others, he replied: " As.long as the virtuous do good and the wicked 
" do evil; but God forbid that I should be as the scorpion which stingeth 
" equally the Prophet and the infidel." 	Ibn al-Mukarram (7), with whom he 
frequently engaged in playful dispute, having heard a man observe that he 
who loses his sight loses his shrewdness, he said : " Wlrat makes 'you forget 
44  AU 1-Aina ; he has lost his sight and gained, immensely in shrewdness." 
The same Ibn al-Moltarram heard him say one day, in his. prayers : " 0 Lord, 
" hearken to th? petitioner !" on which he exclaimed: "You son of a prostitute ! 
" whom have you not petitioned ?" 	The same person once asked .Abu 1-Aina 
maliciously, how many liars there were -at Basra, and obtained for answer : " As 
" many as there are reprobates at Baghdad (8)."—Having gone to see Ibn Tha-
waba (9), who had got the better of Abil's-Sakr (4 0) in "a dispute, he said to him : 
" I have learned what passed between you and Abil 's-Sakr, and if he did not make 
" you a full reply, it was because he could find no pride in you to humble, and 
" no honour to blast; and moreover he detested your flesh too much to devour 
" it, an& despised your blood too much to think it worth spilling."—" And what 
" business have you," exclaimed Ibn Thawaba, " to thrust yourself °into my 
" affairs and those of people in his station? beggar that you are!':— "Blame not 
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" a man of fourscore," replied Abet 1-Aina, "a man who has lost his sight and 
" who is ill-treated by his prince, if he has recourse to the charity of his bre- 
" three; that is a better occupation than the trade of a catamite (11)."—"When 
" two persons rail at each other," said Um Thawaba, " it is the vilest who gains 
" the day."—" Right ! " retorted Abtl '1-Ainti, " and you gained the day over 
" Abil 's-Sakr, and silenced him yesterday:" - Happening, in . the yeai' 246 
(A. D. 860-7), to enter into the presence of al-Mutawakkil, who was then in 
his palace called al-Jaafari, that khalif said to him : 	" What thinkest thou of 
" .this our dwelling-house?" to which he made this reply : "Others have built 
" houses in the world, but you have built a world ill your house." 	Al-Muta- 
wakkil expressed his satisfaction at the answer, and then asked him how he 
stood wine. 	The other replied : "I am overcome by a small quantity, and dis- 
" grace myself if I take much."--"Come!" said the khalif, "do not say so, 
" but be our boon-companion."—" I am a sightless man," replied Abil '1-Aina ; 
" all who sit in your company are ready to serve you, and I require a person to 
" serve me ; neither am I free from the apprehension that you may look at me 
" with the eye of one who is well pleased whilst your•heart is wroth against me, 
" or 'that your eye may eipress wrath whilst your heart is well-pleased ; and ii 
" I cannot distinguish these two.signs, it may cost me my life. 	So shall I prefer 
" safety to risk." — "I am told," said the khalif, 	" that thou hast an evil 
" tongue."— "Commander of the faithful !" replied Alni'l-Aina, "the Almighty 
" himself has uttered praise and satire; he has said : How excellent a servant!. for 
" he frequently turned himself unto God (I 2),.and :. a defamer; going about with slan: 
" der, a preventer of good, a transgressor, a wicked wreten (13). 	And a poet hath 
" said : 	 - 

" If I praise not the honest man and revile not the sordid, the despicable, and base, 
" why should I have the power of saying, That is good, and this is bad? And why should 
" God have opened my ears And my mouth? 

• . 	 . 
—" Whence dost thou come ?" said the khalif.—"From Basra."—" What hast 
" thou to say of that place?"—"Itsplace? 	water is b.itter ; its heat is a torment, and 
" it is pleasant when hell is pleasant (14)." 	When Najah Ibn Salama ovas deli- 
vered oltr to Musa Ibn Abd Allah al-Ispahoni, who had been commissioned to 
exact from hini the sums which he owed (to government), the cruel tortures to 
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which. the prisoner was submitted caused his death (15). 	This happened on 
Monday, the 22nd of Zit 1-Kaada, A.H. 245 (Feb. A. D. 860). 	The same even- 
ing, al-Mutazz billah, the son of al-Mutiwakkil, attained the age of puberty, and 
some persons of high rank were assembled at Abti'l-Aina's. 	One of them hav- 
ing asked him if he t ad any news of Najah Ibn Saluda, he answered (in the 
words of the Koran, silrat 28, verse 14): " Moses (M1lsa) struck him and killed 
" him." 	Those words came to the ears of Mtisa, who, soon after, met Abit 
'1-Aina in the street and threatened him, on which the latter said (in the words 
of the same ehipter, verse 18) : "Dost thou intend to kill me, as thou killedst a 
" man yesterday ?'— A certain great man having made him a promise which he 
did not fulfil, Alnl '1-Aina wrote to him in these terms : " The confidence I have 
" in your word prevents me from complaining of your slowness; and the know- 
" ledge I have of your constant occupations induces me to awaken your recol- 
" lection. 	Yet, confident as I am in your kindness though slow, and con- 
" vinced of your generous spirit, I dread lest death overtake me, and death is 
" the destroyer of hope. 	May God increase your days and make you attain the 
" term of your wishes. 	Adieu."— The anecdotes told of Abil '1-Aina are very 
numerous; 01  the following one is stated to have been related by himself : " I was 
" one day sitting with AM 'l-Jahm when a man came in and said to him : 
44 6  You made me a promise, and it depends on .your kindness to fulfil it.'—. 
" Abit 1-Jahm answered that he did not recollect any thing of it, and the other 
4i replied : ' If you do not recollect it, 'tis because the persons like me to whom 
46  ' you make promises are numerous ; and if I remember it, 'tis because the 
44 4  persons like you to whom I may confidently address .a request are few:- 
4 4 6  Well said! blessings on you: father !' exclaimed Abil 1-Jahm, and the pro- 
44  wise was immediately fulfilled."—Abu '1-Aina was born A. H. 191 (A. D. 
806-7) at al-Aliwaz, as we have already said; 	he passed his early youth at 
Basra; on attaining tis fortieth year, he lost his sight, and, having resided for a 
time at Baghdad, he returned to Basra, and died there in the month of the fader 
Jumada, A. H. 283 (July-August, A. D. 896); some say, 282. 	His son Jaafar 
says that his death took place on the 10th of the first Jumada, and his birth in 
A, H. 190 ; God best knows which of these statements is the more correct. 
—He received the 'surname Qf Abill-Aind ( father large-eye) from the circum-
stance of his having asked Abti 'Laid al-Ansari (vol. I. p. 570) how he formed 
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the diminutive of ain (eye), to which he received this answer: " Oyain, 0 Abtl 
" 1-Aina !'" which nickname stuck to him ever after.—We have already spoken 
of al-Yanglma (vol. II. p. 10) and al-Ahwelz. 

(14 His life will be found in this work. 
(2) The life of al-Otbi will be found in this volume. 
(3) Abou Ali ad-Dartr (the blind), called. also (perhaps by antiphrasis) Aba Ali al-Bostr 	U.—ail 

(the clear-sighted), was an eminent poet and 'epistolary writer ; the author of the Fihrest informs us under 
the heads of Atka Ali al-Bastf and Abal-Aind, that the former corresponded with and satirized the latter.— 
(Fihrest, fol. 169, 171.) 

(4) Ibrahim Ibn al-Mudabbar and his brothers, Ahmad and Muhammad, were eminent poets and prov- 
writers cai J.....p jsk.t., 	 ..".— (Fihrest, fol. 169.)—The word j.......i.:4 seems to indicate that they 

were employed in the Board of Correspondence. 	: 
(5) Koran, strat 7, Arse 154. 
(6) Said Ibn Makhlad was one of al-Motamid's vizirs. 	Ibn al-Athir informs us in his Irdmil, under the 

year 296, that Said Ibn Makhlad went that year to Wasit, where al-Muwaffik ieceived him with the highest 
marks of honour.: On this occasion, Said conducted himself with much haughtiness, and, soon after, el-111uwaf- 
fik imprisoned him and his family. 	 • 

(7) According to the author of the Fihrest, fal. 170, Muhammad Ibn Mukarram was an eloquent kdtib and 
epistolary writers 	In the Khan's great History of Baghdad, we find mention made of an bid Jaafar Mu- 
hammad Ibitinukarram as-Saffar who died, as it would appear, in the year 231 (A..D 854-6). 

(8) Baghdad was the native place of Ibn al-Mukarram, as Basra was that of Abti'l-Aina.  
(9) The author of the Fihrest indicates two persons bearing the surname of Ibn Thimble, one called Abfi 

1-Hasan Ibn Thawaba, a man of learning and talent; and the other, Abet Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad 
Ibn Thawaba, an accomplished epistolary writer and secretary of the khalif al-Motadid.—(Fihrest, f. 176 v.). 

(10) He means the vizir; see vol.II. p. 612. 	. 
(11) Instead of this word, Aloft 1-Aina uses a periphrase still grosser; but as some of the terms he employs 

are not perfectly intelligible, it may be here observed that J  }l signifies emissio seminis; ji.:,.\i'....1 provo- 
catio ad emissionem • 	1...0)i-k..4 	semen. 	The word 	I' 	I here signifies: burthen of crime. , 	 r-- 	- 	, 	 ) 

(12) Koran, sdrat 38, verse 29. 	- 
(13) Koran, OW 68, verses 11 and 12. 
(14) See something similar to this in vol. I. p. 239. 	 • •. 
(15) Najah Ibn Salamra was president of the board of requests ((Ulan at-taurna), 4th office in which were 

drawn up the answers to the memorials presented to the sovereign. 	He was charged• also with the control of 
the agents who administered the estates belonging to the government. 	Having discovered some extensive 
peculations committed by Musa Ibn Abd al-Malik, chief of the revenue-office (al-kharddj) and al-Hasan Ibn 
Makhlad, president or the board of estates, he sent in a memorial to the khalif al-Mutawakkil, representing 
to him •that these two officers had retained in their poisession forty minions of dirhems. 	The khalif rep1jed 
that, the next day, Aifisa and al-Hasan should be delivered over to him that he might proceed against them. 
But that night, -the vizir Obeid Allah.lbn Yahya, who favoured these two officers, induced Najah to with- 
dra'w his accusation and promised that lie would arrange the affair. 	The next morning, Najah's retraction 
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was presented to the khalif with a declaration signed by Mesa and al-Hasan,ow herein they stated that they 
had already paid into the hands of Najah upwards of two millions of dinars, for which he had not accounted 
to the state. 	Al-Mutawakkil immediately delivered over Najbh and his sons to Mesa, who obliged them to 
confess that they had in their possession about forty millions of dinars, without counting their magazines of 
corn, their horses, and landed property. 	Mesa took all this wealth from his prisoners, and after inflicting a 
severe flogging on Diajah, he put him to death by the compressing of his testicles. 	The sons of the victim 
were then beaten till they acknowledged having in their possession seventy thousand dinars and other pro-
perty! Mesa took 4il from them, and extorted also large sums from the agents employed by Najlth in the 
different cities of the empire.—(Ibn al-Athlr's Kama, year 245.) 

MUHAMMAD IBN OMAR AL-YAKIDI. 

Abit Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn Wakid.al-Wakidi, a native of Me-
dina (al-Madani) and a mawla to the Hashim family—or to that of Sahm Ibn 
Aslam, according to some—was a man eminent for learning, and the author of 
some well-known works on the conquests of the Moslims and other subjects. 
His Kitdb ar-Ridda (history'of the apostacy), a work of no inferior merit, contains 
an account of the apostacy Of the Arabs on the death of the Prophet, and of the 
wars between' the .Companions and Tulaiha Ibn Khmvailid al-Azdi, al-Aswad 
al-Ansi and Musailama al-Kaztab (the liar) (1). 	He received traditional infor- 
mation from Ibn Abi Dib (vol. IL p. 589), Mamar Ibn Rashid (vol. I. p. xxiv), 
Malik Ibn Anas (vol. II. p..545), ath-Thauri (vol. I. p. 576), and others ; his 
secretary Muhammad Ibn Saad (whose life comes immediately after this), and a 
number of other distinguished men delivered traditional information on his 'au- 
thority. 	Ile held the post of kddi in the eastern quarter of Baghdad, .and was 
appointed by al-Mamim to fill the same office at Askat al-Mandi. 	The Traditions 
received from him are considered of feeble authority, and doubts have been 
expressed- on the subject of his veracity. 	Al-Mamtin testified a high respect for 
him and treated him with marked honour. 	Al-Wakidi once wrote to him, corn- 
plainifig that straitened circumstances had obliged him to contract debts, and . 	. 
specified the amount of what he,owed. 	On this memorial al-Mamtln inscribed 
the• following answer : " You possess the qualities of liberality and modesty : 
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" liberality allows your hand to disperse freely what you possess, and modesty 
" induces you to mention only a part of your debts. 	We have therefore ordered 
" you the double of what you ask; if this be not sufficient, the fault is your own ; 
" and if it answer your'expectations, be yet more liberal than before, for the 
" treasures of God are open, and his hand is stretched forth to do good. 	When 
4i you acted as Icadi to ar-Rashid, you told me that the blessed Prophet said to • 
" az-Zubair (2) : ' 0 Zubair! the keys of the provision which God grants to his 
" ' creatures are placed before his throne; *He bestoweth on them in proportion 
" ' to their expenditure ; if they spend much, He gives much, and if they spend 
" ' little, He gives little.' "—" I had completely forgotten this Tradition," ob-
served al-Wakidi, " and I derived rpore pleasure from his reminding me of it 
" than from the present he .made me." 	Bishr al-Hafi (vol. I. p. 257) related 
one single fact relative to al-Wakidf, which wag that he heard him say : " How 
" to write a charm to cure fevers. 	Take some olive leaves, and, on a Saturday, 
it  being yourself in a state of purity, write on one of these leaves : Hell is hungry, 
" on another, Hell is thirsty, and on the third, Hell is refreshed. 	Put them in a 
" rag and bind them on the left arm of theperson suffering from fever. 	I made 
" the experiment myself)" said äl-Wakidi, " and found it successful." 	Such 
is the relation given by Abel 'l-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. page 96) in his Life 
of Bishr al-Hafi.—Al-Maseidi mentions, in his NurAj ad-Dahab, that al-Wakidi 
related the following anecdote 	" I had two friends, one .of whom belonged 
" to the family of Hashim, and we were. all 'as if animated by one soul. 
" Misfortune then came upon me, and I was reduced by poverty to deep dis- 
" tress, when my wife said to me, as the great Festival was drawing near : 
it  i  As for ourselves, we can support in patience our misery and affliction ; but 
' 	' there are our children, and it cuts me to the heart to think that they will 
“ 6  see. the neighbours' children dressed out and adorned for the Festival, whilst 
e t  i  they must continue as they now are, in their worn-out clothes. 	Could you 
"' contrive to procure the .means• of clothing them?' 	I immediately wrote to 
it  my friend, the Hasiiimide, requesting him to let me have whatever sum he 
44  could dispose of, and he sent me a purse sealed up, and containing, he said, 
" one thousand dirliems. 	I had 'hardly recovered from the joy I experienced 
"...when I received a note from my other friend, wherein he made me a request 
it  similar to that which I had addressed to the Hashimide; I immediately gent 
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" him the pulse without even breaking the seal, and, being then ashamed of 
ii appearing before my wife, I went to the mosque and remained there till morn- 
" ing. 	When I returned home, instead of being reproached for what I .had 
" done, I had the satisfaction of receiving her full approbation, and just at that 
" moment, the Hashimide came in, with the purse sealed up as before. 	' Tell 
" ' me sincerely,' said he, ' how you disposed of what I sent you.' 	I told him 
" the plain fact. 	'Well,' said he, ' when you applied to me, I sent you all I 
" ' possessed on earth, and having then written to my friend requesting him to 
" ' share with me what he had, I received from him my own purse, sealed with 
" ' my signet:- " We then decided on making an equal partition of the thou- 
" sand dirhems, having first taken out one hundred for my wife (3). 	Al-Mamiln 
" having heard of the circumstance, sent for me and made me• relate what had 
ii passed ; he then ordered us a present of seven thousand dinars, two thousand 
" dinars for each of us, and one thousand for my wife." The Khatib relates this 
anecdote, with some slight difference, in his history of Baghdad. 	Al-Wakidi 
was born in the beginning of A. H. 130 (Sept. A. D. 747); he died on Monday 
evening, the 11th of LI 1-1-lijja, A. H. 207 ;:April, A. D. 8231, being then kddi 
of the quarter of Baghdad situated on the western side of the Tigris. 	Such is 
the statement of Ibn Kutaiha, but as-Samani says that he was kddi of the eastern 
quarter of Baghdad, as we have already mentioned. 	The funeral service was 
said over him by Muhammad Ibn Samaa at-Tamimi, and he was interred in the 
Khaizur?in cemetery. 	Some place his death in 209 or 206, but the date we 
have given is the true one. 	The Khatib says, in his History of Baghdad, towards 
the beginning of his notice on al-Wakidi, that he died in the month of VI '1- 
Kaada, but towards the end of the article, he places his death in VI '1-11ijja. 
I found among my rough notes, and in my own hand-writing, that al Wakidi 
died at the age of seventy-eight years. 	Wdkidi means descended from Wdkid :. 
one of his ancestors bore this name.— Of al-Madani we have already spoken 
(viol. III. page 5). —Askar al-Mandi (al-Mandi's camp), a place now known by the 
name of •ar-Rusdfa, is situated in the eastern quarter of Baghdad. 	It was built 
by AU Jaafar al-Mansilrfor his son al-Mandi, after whom it was called. 	This 
confirms the statement that al-Wakidi was kddi of the eastern quarter of the 
city, not of the western. 

VOL, III. 
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(1) See Ab6 'I•Feda, reign of Ab6 Bakr; Price in his Retrospect, vol. 1 ; 	Kosegarten's.Anntds of at-Tabari. 
part I. 
. (2) Abia Abd Allah az-Zubair Ibn al-Auwam Ibn Khuwailid Ibn Asad Ibn Abd al-Ozza Ibn Kusal, a member 
of the tribe of Koraish and of the family of Asad, was a cousin of Muhammad by the mother's side, and one 
of the ten proselytes to whom the founder of Islamism announced their certain entry into paradise. 	Perse— 
cuted, like the other Moslims, by the Pagan Arabs, he took refuge in Abyssinia, 	but returned' 	in time to 
accompany Muhammad in his emigration to Medina. 	He fought in all Muhammad's battles, and. at the com- 
bat of Badr, he was the only warrior among the true believers who took the field on horseback. 	At the con— 
quest of Mekka, he bore Muhammad's standard, and upwards of thirty wounds received in various combats 
against the infidels attested his bravery and his attachment to that faith in the cause of which his was the first 
sword ever drawn. 	Jealous of Ali, he espoused the quarrel of Ailisha, and fell by the hand of Ana lbn Jar- 
maz the 10th of the latter Jumada, A.H. 36 (December, A. D. 656), soon after the battle of the Camel. 	lie 
met with his death in a valley near Basra, called Wddi 's-Sabda (the valley of the lions.) — Ab6 17Feda. 
Tabakdt al-Muhaddithin 	Siar as-Salaf.) 	. 

31 One thousand pieces could not be equally divided between three persons; the difficulty was obviated by 
reducing the sum to nine hundred. 

MUHAIVIMAD IBN SAAD. 

Alill Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Saad Ibn Mani az-Zuhri, was a man of the 
highest talents, merit, and eminence. 	He lived for some time with al-ANTakidi 
(see the preceding article) in the character of a secretary, and for this reason he 

became known by the appellation of Kdtib al-Wdkidi. 	Amongst the masters un- 
der whom he studied was Sofyan Ibn Oyaina (vol. I. p. 578); traditional infor—
mation was delivered on his own authority by Abil Bakr Ibn Abi 'd-Dutiva 
(vol. I. p. 531) and AU Muhammad al-Hhrith Ibn Abi 0s5ma at-Tamimi. 	He 
composed an excellent work5  in fifteen volumes, on the different classes (tabaktit ;) 
of Muhammad's Companions and of the Mrs; it contains also a history of the 

khalifs, brought down to his own time. 	He left also a smaller Tabakdt. 	His 
character as a veracious and trustworthy historian is universally admitted. 	It is 
said that the complete collection of al-Wakidi's works remained in the possession 
of four persons, the first of whom was his secretary, Muhammad Ibn Saad. 
This distinguished writer displayed great acquirements in the sciences, the Tra- 
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ditions, and traditional literature; most of his books treat of the Traditions and 
law. 	The Khatib ALA Bakr (vol. I. p. 75), author of the History of Baghdad, 
speaks of him in these terms: " We consider Muhammad Ibn Saad as a man of 
" unimpeached integrity, and the Traditions which he delivered are a proof of 
" his veracity, for in the greater part of the information handed down by him, • 
46  we find him discussing it, passage q passage." 	He was a matvla to al-Husain 
1bn Abd Allah Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ihn Abd al-Muttalib. 	At the age 
of sixty-two, he died at Baghdad, on Sunday the 4th of the latter Jumada, A. H. 
203 (December, A. D. 818), and was interred in the cemetery outside the Da• 
mascus Gate (Bdb as-Shdin). 

ABU BISHR AD-DULABI. 

Abit Bishr Muhammad Ibn Ahmad ibn Hammad Ibn Saad al-Ansari ad-Dil-
labi ar-Razi, was a native of MIA in the province of Rai, and allied, by adop- 
tion, to .the Ansars of Medina. 	The surname of al-Warrak was borne by him 
(because he copied or sold books). 	Ad-Dillabi displayed great learning in the Tra-
ditions, historical narrations, and general history ; he learned the Traditions in 
Syria and Trak from Muhammad Ibn Bashshar (1), Ahmad Ibn Abd al-Jabbar 
al-Otaridi, and a great number of other teachers. 	His own authority was 
cited for Traditions by at-Tabarani (vol. I. p. 592) and Abil Hatina Ibn Haiyan 
al -Busti. 	He left some useful works on 	history and on the dates of the 
births and deaths of the learned; these productions are so correct that persons 
who cultivate such branches of knowledge place full reliance on the information 
they derive from them, and his statements may be found quoted in works of the 
highest repute. 	In a word, he was one of the first masters on these subjects, 
and an authority to whom constant reference is made. 	His productions are 
drawn up with great care. 	He died at al-Araj, A. H. 320 (A. D. 932). 	It is 
related that he gave the following lines as the production of Orwa Ibn Hizam 
al-Ozri (vol. I.- p. 671) : 
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When my heart designed to abandon her, it found its project opposed by two stre— 
nuous intercessors (her eyes) 	It said No; they said Yes; but all were soon unanimous, 
for they prevailed. 

—DiIldbi, or Dauldbi, which last is considered by as-Samitni as the more exact 
pronunciation, means belonging to ad-Dilldb, a village in the province of' Rai. 	An- 
other place of the same name lies in the province of al-Ahw5z, and near it was 
fought the celebrated battle against the A-Arika (vol. II. p. 514). 	Another M- 
IA is situated to the east of Baghdad, and a fourth place of this name is Dillah al- 
Jar. 	Allah, pronounced also Dauldh, is the name of the thing which turns 
round (the wheel for raising water).— Al-Arj is a steep mountain-pass on the pil- 
grim-road from Mekka to Medina. 	Near Tait' is a populous village called al-Arj, 
the native place of al-Arji the poet (vol. 1. p. 267), whose real names were : Abd 
Allah Ibn Omar Ibn Amr Ibn Othman Ibn Afam. — I do not know in which of 
these two places ad-Dill5bi died. 	There is also a place in Yemeit called Silk 
al-.4 j. 

1) Abet Bakr Muhammad Ibn Bashshar lbis Othnian .1bn Daweid lbn Kaistin al-Abdi, called also Bandhr. 
was a traditionist and a native of Basra. 	AI-Bukhari cited his authority for some Traditions. 	He died A. H. 
252 (A. D 866).— ( Tab. al-hfuhaddithin.) 

ABU ABD ALLAH AL-MARZUBANI. 

Abit Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Imran Ibn Mitsa Ibn Said Ibn Obaid Allah 
al-Katib al-Marzuhani was born at Baghdad, but his family belonged to Kilo- 
rasan.• 	Besides 	drawing up numerous works and curious compilations (1), 
which are well known, he delivered orally a- great deal of literary and historical 
information. 	As a transmitter of the Traditions relative to Muhammad, he bore 
the character of a sure authority, but in his religious belief he leant towards 
the Shiite doctrines. 	He gave his Traditions on the authority of Abd Allah Ibn 
Muhammad al-Baghawi (vol. 1. page 323), Abli Bakr Ibn AN Thiwild as-Sijistani 
(vol. 1. p. 590), and other masters. 	It was he who first collected and revised 
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the poetical worksuf the Omaiyide (khalif), Yazid the son of Moawia, the son of 
Abil Sofyan ; they form a small volume-of about sixty pages (2). 	After him, 
other persons undertook the same task, but they inserted in the collection a 
great number of pieces which were not Yazid's. 	The poems of this prince, 
though not numerous, are highly beautiful; one of his sweetest passages is that 
contained in the piece rhyming in ctin, where he says : 	.. 

Separated from Laila, I longed for a glimpse of her figure, thinking that the flame 
which raged within my bosom would be calmed at her aspect; but the females of the 
tribe said : "You hope to see the charms of Laila! die of the (lingering) malady of hope ! 
" How couldst thou look on Laila, whilst the eyes which you cast on other women are 
" not yet purified by tears? 	How canst thou hope to enjoy her discourse, since thy 
" ears have hearkened to the voice of strangers? 	0 Laila ! thou art too noble to be 
" seen ! he only can see thee whose heart is humble and submissive (3)." 

. 	• 

I conceived so great an admiration for Yazid's poetry, that, in the year 633 
(A. D. 1235-6), being then at Damascus, I learned it all by heart, and succeeded 
in distinguishing the genuine pieces from those which were falsely attributed 
to him. 	I examined also the Utter with attention, and was enabled by my re- 
searches, to discover by whom each of them was composed ; these results I should 
set forth here were I not apprehensive of lengthening this article too much.— A f-' 
Marzubani was born in the month of the latter Jumada, A.H. 297 (Feb.-March, 
A. D. 910) 	some say 296—and he died on Friday, the 2nd of Shawwal, A. II. 
384 (November, A.D.- 994). 	His death has been placed incorrectly in the year 
378. 	The funeral service was said over him by the doctor XVI Bakr al-Kha- 
warezmi. 	He was interred in his house, situated in the shart of Amr the Greek 
(Antr ar-Ritini), a street in that quarter of Baghdad which lies on the east side 
of the river. 	He delivered traditional information on the authority of Abet 'I- 
Kasim al-Baghdadi (4), Abu Bakr Ibn Duraid (vol. III. p. 38:, and Abil Bakr 
Ibn al-Anbari (vol. III. p. 55) ; his own authority was cited by Abu Abd Allah 
as-Saimari, Abill-Kasim at-Taniikhi (vol. I/. p. 567 , Abet Muhammad al-Jan-
hari, and others. — He received the surname of al-Marzubdni because one of his 
ancestors bore the name of al-Marzubdn, a designation applied by the Persians 
to great and powerful men only. 	This word signifies guardian of the frontier, 
as we learn from lbn al-Jawaliki's (5) work, entitled al-iluarrab. 
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(I) lbn Maniki] mentions, in the life of the poet Abet Bake al—Khowarezmi, that al-Marzubani s‘as tile 
author of a Hojamas-Shitard, or dictionary of notices on the poets. 

(2) The original has: Of about three kurrdsas. 	A kurrdsa, or quire, generally contains twenty pages. 
(3) These verses seem to hate a mystic Import; the Beloved signifying the Divinity. 
(4) This I believe to be the same person as the Abd Allah al-Baghawi already mentioned in this article. 
(5) His life will be found in this work. 

ABU BAKR AS-SULI. 

The kdtib Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas 11)11 
Muhammad Ibn Sill Tikin, generally known by the appellation of as-S111i as- 
Shetranji (as-S4li the chess-player), bore a high reputation as a man of talent and 
an accomplished scholar. 	He delivered traditional information on the authority 
of Abu Dawild as-Sijistani (v. I. p.589), Abil '1-Abbas Thalab (v. I. p. 83), Abti 
'1-Abbas al-Mubarrad (vol. /H. p. 31), and other great masters ; Abill-Abbils 
ad-Darakutni (vol. II. p. 239), AU. Abd Allah al-Marzubani (see the preceding 
article), and others have transmitted down the information which he imparted. 
He became one of (the khalif) ar-Radi's boon-companions, after having been his 
preceptor; .the khalif al-Muktali and his successor al-Muktadir received him also 
into their intimacy on account of his convivial talents. 	He composed a number 
of celebrated works, .such as the Kitdb al-Wuzard (book of vizirs), the Kitdb 
al-Waraka (book of leaves), the Adab al-Kdtib (the knowledge requisite for a kdtib) 
the Kitdb al-Anwai (Liber specierum), the history of Abil Tammam (vol. I. 
p. 348), the History of the Karmats, the Kitdb al-Ghurar (book of brilliancies), 
the History of Alml Amr Ibn al-Ala (vol. II. p. 399), the Kitdb al-lbdda (book of 
depotion), the History of Ibn Harma (1), the history of as-Saiyid al-Himyari 
(vol. II. p. 241), the History of Ishak Ibn Ibrahim (vol. I. p. 183), a biographical 
dictionary of modern poets, etc. 	The science which he chiefly cultivated was 
biography, but he knew by heart and transmitted down a great number of lite- 
rary productions. 	Sincere in his religious belief and virtuous in his conduct, 
he merited the deference which was always paid to his opinions. 	In chess- 
playing he remained without an equal, and, even to the present day, it, is said 
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proverbially of a pl yer whose abilities are intended to be extolled, that such a 
one plays at chess lie as-Sall. 	I have met a great number of persons who be- 
lieved that as-Stili N as the.inventor of chess, but this is an erroneous opinion ; 
that game having ben imagined by Sissa Ibn Dahir the Indian, for the amuse- 
ment of king Shih "m. 	Ardashir ibn Babek, the founder of the last Persian 
dynasty, invented he game of nerd (tables) (2),. which was therefore called 
nerdashir (3). 	He 
and therefore divia 

esigned it as an image of the world and its inhabitants, 
ed the board into twelve squares to represent the months 

in the year; the thi ty counters (or men) represented the days of the month, and 
the dice, fate, and t ie vicissitudes through which it conducts the people of the 
world. 	But, to ex a atiate on these points would lead us too far, and make us 
digresS from the su a ect in which we are now engaged. 	The Persians count the 
game of nerd as one of the inventions which did honour to their nation. 	[Balhai t 
was at that time king of India, and for him Sissa invented the game of chess. 	The 
sages of that epoch a eclared it superior to the game of nerd, and that for reasons 
too long to be expla ned] (4). 	It is said that, when Sissa invented the game of 
chess and .presented it to Shihram, the latter was struck with admiration and 

filled with joy; be o dered chess-boards to be placed in the temples, and consi- 
dered that game as he best thing that could be learned, in as much as it served 
(as an introduction) 
and as the foundatio 

o (the art of) war, as an honour to religion and the world, 
of all justice. 	He manifested also his gratitude and joy 

for the favour whit heaven had granted him in illustrating his reign by such an 
invention, and he s.ict to-Sissa . " Ask me for whatever yOu desire."—" I then 
" demand," replied issa, "that a grain of wheat be placed in the first square of 
" the chess-board, t o in the second, and that the number of grains be progres- 
" sively doubled til the last square is attained : 	whatever this quantity may 
" be, I ask you to b stow it on me." 	The king, who meant to make him a pre- 
sent of something considerable, exeliimed that such a recompense would be too 
little, and reproach . Sissa for asking so inadequate a reward. 	Sissa declared 
that he desired nothi g but what he had mentioned, and, heedless of the king's 
remonstrances, he p rSisted in his demand. 	The king at length consented, and 
ordered that quantit Of wheat to be given him. 	When the clerks of the go- 
vernment office received orders to that effect, they calculated the amount, and 
answered that they did not possess near so much wheat 	as 	was required. 
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These words were reported to the king, and he, being unable to credit them, 
ordered the clerks to be brought.before'him. 	Having questioned them on the 
subject, they replied that all the wheat in the world would be insufficient to make 
up that quantity. 	He ordered them to prove what they said, and, by a series of 
multiplications and calculations, they demonstrated to him that such was the fact. 
On this, the king said to Sissa : " Your ingenuity in imagining such a request is 
" yet more admirable than your talent in inventing the game of chess."—The 
way in which this doubling of the grains is to be done consists in the calculator's 
placing one grain in the first square, two in the second, four in the third, eight in 
the fourth, and so on, till he comes to the last square; placing in each square the 
double of what is contained in the preceding one. 	It appetred to me doubtful 
that the amount could be so great as is said, but having met one of the account-
ants employed at Alexandria, I received from him a demonstration which con-
vinced me that their declaration was true : he placed before me a sheet of paper 
in which he had doubled the numbers up to the sixteenth square, and obtained 
thirty-two thousand seven hundred and sixty-eight grains (5). 	" Now," said 
he, " let us consider this quantity to be the contents of a pint measure, and this 
44  I know by experiment to be true ;"— these are the accountant's words, so let 
him bear the responsibility—" then let the pint be doubled in the seventeenth 
44  square, and so on progressively. 	In the twentieth square it will become a 
44  waiba (peck), the waibas will then become an irdabb (bushel), and in the 
" fortieth square we shall have one hundred and seventy-four thousand seven 
" hundred and sixty-two irdabbs. 	Let us suppose this to be the contents of a 
44  corn-store, and no corn-store contains more than that ; then, in the fiftieth 
', square we shall have the contents of one thousand and twenty-four stores; 
't suppose these to be situated in one city — and no city can have more than 
'‘ that number of stores — we shall then find that the sixty-fourth and last 
" square gives sixteen thousand three hundred and eighty-four cities (6). 	Now, 
" you know that there is not in the world a greater number .of cities than that, 
" for geometry informs us that the circumference of the earth is eight thousand 
44  parasangs (7) ; so that, if the end of a. cord were laid on any part of the earth, 
" and the cord passed round it till both ends met, we should find the length of 
`' the cord to be twenty-four thousand miles, which is equal to eight thousand 
Cg parasangs. 	The truth of this is positive and indubitable."—Wete I not.ap- 
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prehensive of extending-  this article to too great a length and being led away 
from my.  subject, I Should render this evident, but, in my .notice on the sons of 
Musa, I shall touch again on the subject (8). 	You know also that the inha - 
bited portion of the earth forms about one quarter of its surface. — These 
observations have caused us to digress, but as they convey some useful infor-
mation and a curious piece of calculation, I decided on inserting them so that 
they might come under the notice of such persons as treat with incredulity the 
result obtained by doubling the squares of the chess-board, and oblige* them 
to acknowledge its exactitude ; for the demonstration here given clearly proves 
the truth of what has been said on the subject. - Let us return to is-SAli. 
Al-MasUdi relates, in his 11144j ad-Dahab, that the inzdin ar-Radi billah went 
to a delightful garden filled with flowers, at one of his country-seats, and asked 
the boon-companions who accompanied him if they ever saw a finer sight. 	They 
all began to extol it and describe its beauties, declaring that it surpassed every 
garden in the world; on -Which ar-Radi said : " As-Silli's manner of playing 
4i chess is yet a finer sight and surpasses all you. could describe." 	It is related 
that when al-Muktafi (billah) first heard of as-SUli's extraordinary talent in that 
game, he had already taken into his favour a chess-player named al-Mawardi, 
whose manner of playing had excited his admiration. 	When as-Sidi and al-Ma- 
wardi were brought together and set to play in the presence of al-Muktafr, that 
khalif, yielded to his partiality for the latter, and, led away by the friendly feelings 
which a long acquaintance had established between them, he prompted him and 
encouraged him so openly that as-Silli felt at first embarrassed and confused. 
HOwe'ver, as the game went on, he recovered his self-possession and vanquished 
his adversary so completely that no one could gainsay it. 	Al-Muktafi being then 
,convinced of his talent, lost all his partiality for al-1\iawardrand said to him; 
"Your ma-ward (rose-water) is turned into urine."—Innumerable anecdotes are 
told of as-Silli and his adventures ; yet, with ill his talent, his acknowledged 
learning, humour, and elegant taste, he met with a depreciator in Abet Said al- 
Akili, who attacked him, but not severely, in a satire : as-Sidi had a library filled 
with works compiled by himself and all in differently-coloured bindings; these 
he used to call the fruits of his studies (9;, and, when he had occasion to refer 
to any of them, he would tell his boy to bring him such and such d book. 	This 
led Abil Said to cornpose the following lines : 

VOL. III. 	 10 
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Of all men, as—StIli possesses the most learning—in his library`s 	if we ask him for 
an explanation on a point of science, he answers: " Boys ! bring here such and such a 
" packet of science (10)."  

As-Silli died at Basra, A. H. 335 (A. D. 946-7), or 336 ; he had sought con-
cealment there to avoid the active search which people of all ranks were making 
after him with the intention of putting him to death: 	The crime' imputed to 
him was his publishing a certain Tradition rblative to (the rights of) Ali, the 
son of Abil Talib. 	Some time previously, he had been obliged, by straitened 
circumstances, to leave Baghdad.—We have already spoken of the word Silli in 
the life of Ibrahim Ibn al-Abbas as-Silli, the uncle of Abil Bakr's father (vol. I. 
p. 22).— Sissa is to be pronounced with an i followed by a double s.— Ddhir is 
pronounced with an i in the second syllable. — Ardashir is thus spelled by 
ad-Darakutni; another author says that it is a Persian word signifying flour and 
milk; ant means flour, and shir, milk. 	Some say- that Ardashir means flour and 
sweetness (11), and others state that it should be Written Azdashtr. 	It was this 
prince who overthrew. the provincial kings (Hula at-Tawdif) and formed, out . 	. 
of their empires, a kingdom for himself. 	He was the ancestor of that Persian 
dynasty which ended in Yazdajird (Yezdegird) and was overthrown in the thirty, 
second year of the Hijra, in the khalifate of Othnaan Ibn Affan. 	Their history is 
Well known. 	This dynasty must not be confounded with the first series of the 
Persian kings which terminated in Dara, the son of Dara, him who was slain by 
Alexander. 	This conqueror established provincial kings throughout the coun- 
try, and he gave them thin name because each of them had a different people 
under his rule; previously to this, these states belonged to a single man. 	Arda- 
shir was one of the provincial kings, but he succeeded in subduing the others 
and establishing the empire in its primitive unity. 	The country remained under. 
the provincial kings during four hundred years. 	The last Persian dynasty sub- 
sisted. for the same period. — I am unable to -fix with certainty the orthography 
of Balhait, the name of the king of India, but I found it. thus written by the 
copyist of the book which 1 consulted. 	It may or it may not be exact. 

	

(1) " In A. H. 170 (A. D. 972-3) died Abd Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Ali Ibn Muslima Ibn AAmir 	Ibn Harma 
" (L.71t) al-Fihri:a celebrated poet of whom al-Asmai said: ‘Ibn Harma was the last of the poets.' 	No tes- 
" titnony can be stronger than this in favour of his talents."—(Nujtitn.) 	.. 
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(2) Hyde has fully treated of these games in his.  treatise De Ludis Orientalium. 
(3) Ibn Khallikan, or his author, seems therefore to have considered the word nerdashir as the equivalent of 

nerd Ardashir (Ardagh4r's .nerd). 
(4) If the passage here placed between crotchets be not an inmrpolation, the author has been hid into a 

contradiction by his forgetting to compare the additional notes which he inserted in the margin of his work 
with what he had already written. 	It may be here mentioned that nothing positive is known of Sissa, Shih— 
ram, and Balhait. 

(5) This is perfectly exact. 
(6) These sums are exact. 
(7) The reasoning which follows is so inconclusive, that we must suppose our author to have misunder-

stood what was said. 
(8) See the life of Muhammad Ibn Mhsa Ibn Shah.. 
(9) Literally : his hearing; that is, what he learned at his masters' lectures. 
(10) The grammatical construction of this last verse is imorrept: for Ai% we should read A:1%11. 
(11) These derivations, which have been already given (vol.!. p.555), are too futile to merit attention. 

• • 

AL-HA TIMI. 

AM Ali Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn al-Muzaffar,. surnamed al-Hatimi, a na- 
.tive of Baghdad, a kdtib and a philologer, was one of the most eminent among 
those illustrious men who hid attained celebrity by their extensive information 
and numerous productions. 	Ile studied the belles-lettres under AM Omar az- 
Zahid (vol. III. p. 44), and dictated historical information on his authority at 
literary assemblies. 	He gave also some pieces' on the authority of other mas- 
ters. 	The kddi Abtl 1-Kasim at-Tanfikhi (vol. II. p. 567) and a number of other 
highly-talented men tr.ansmitted down information received from him. 	Al-Ha- 
timi composed an epistle called ar-Bisdla tal-Ilittimiya, in whiCh re relates his 
interview with al-Mutanabbi (vol. I. p. 102), and the manner in which he ex-
posed, on that occasion, the plagiarisms and defects which occur in that poet's 
compositions. 	This treatise is a proof of the extensive acquirements and vast 
information possessed by its author. 	In commencing, he explains the motive 
which led him to (write it), and he then says-: " When Ahmad Ibn al-HuSain al- 
" Mutanabbi arrived at Madina tas-Salam (Baghdad), on his return from Egypt, 
" with the project of fixing his abode at the court of the vizir Abil Muhammad 
" al-Muhallabi (vol. I. p. 410);  he folded himself up in the cloak of pride and 
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" swept along with the train of ostentation, whilst his haughty mien and lofty 
" gait displayed his arrogance and vain presumptiOn (1); from every person, whom 
" he .met he turned away in .disdain, and spoke of none but with insidious 
4i calumnies. 	Deluded by self-admiration, he imagined .that all literary talent 
" pertained to him alone ; he thought that poetry Was an ocean. to whose pure 
" waters none but himself had a right to approach, and a garden whose blooming 
" flowers he alone was entitled to gather; he therefore plucked its nosegays 
" and gathered its fruits to the exclusion of all who attempted to enter. 	But 
" the pleasure of the presumptuous man lasts only whilst he remains in his 
" solitude (2), and every reputation requires a foundation to support it. 	For a 
" length of time, he continued to run in this path; and I allowed his insolence 
" to roam even to the full extent of its tether 	he strode about in his vanity, 
" thinkinc that he was the unrivalled courser of the hippodrome, the steed 
" which never yet had found another to run With it neck and neck, the sole 
" master of the• language, the only deflowerer of virgin phrases, the sovereign 
" lord of eloquence in prose and verse, the unequalled hero of the age- in talent 
ti and in learning! 	His heavy tread bore down many of those who distinguished 
" themselves by the insignia of the belles-lettres, whilst he forced out from the 
" soil of literature springs of the sweetest water. 	Some hung down. their heads 
'.' before him, others drooped the wing, testifying.by their looks humble sub, 
" mission. 	Buf•Moizz ad-Dawlat Ahmad Ibn Buwaih"-- I have already traced 
his history (vol. I. p.• 155) — " saw with displeasure that his capital, the abode 
" of the khalifate, the seat of glory, the pearl of the empire, should be visited 
" by a man who had just left the court of Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Hahadan"—I have 
also spoken of this prince (vol. II. p. 334) — " the open enemy of Moizz ad- 
" Dawlat, awl that he should not'  ind in his kingdom a person able to compete 
" with the new comer in his art. 	For that monarch had a lofty soul, an im- 
" perial resolution, and a will which, if directed towards the conduct held by 
" fortune, would have prevented her vicissitudes from sporting with -the just 
" and her changes from revolving over them. 	As for the vizir al-Muhallabi, 
" he was led by mere supposition to imagine that none could cope with al-Mtrta- 
" nabbi, that he himself could not equal him nor attain to the freight of any of 
" his thoughts, much less lift the burden of talent which the .poet. bore so 
" lightly. 	Great men have various ways of exalting, extolling, and honouring 
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~" tliose whom they think fit; but their sentiments sometimes alter, and then 
they promptly abandon their former line of 'conduct. 	This was the case with 

" the vizir al-Muhallabi in the change which his opinion underwent respecting 
" the man whorl!' he patronised-; for, in reality, Abir 't-Taiyib had no oth6 *merit 
" to distinguish iiim from the vulgar herd of literary men (not to speak of the 
" noble leaders of the flock), but a talent for pcittry. 	Herein; I avow, his vari- 
gt ous productions were brilliant, and the flowers he culled were full of sweet- 
" ness. 	I therefore undertook to seek out his faults, cut-off his nails, publish 
" his secrets, disclose to view what he kept, folded up, and put to the test the 
44 negligences of his compositions, till such time as the palace of some distin- 
" guished man should unite us, so that I and he might race in the same hippo- 
" drome and make known who was the vanquisher, who the vanquished, who 
" reached the goal, and who was distanced: 	I then possessed a talent copious 
t4 as the rain-cloud, a mind which, in all accomplishments, flashed forth a spar- 
" kling radiance, and a genius like the pure wine which is crowned with bub- 
" tiles and betrays the secret of the liquor contained in the goblet. 	Besides 
" this, the lake of my youth was translucent and its raiment ample, the stuff of 
" my life was glossy, its zephyrs mild, and its clouds dropping genial rain. 	But 
" my youth, ardent though it was, had to await the harbinger of a- fitting time ; 
" for horses run not on the day of trial by means of their nerves and strength, 
" but by the impulse of their riders. 	However, each man obtains in his day a 
" moment wherein he may fully accomplish his wishes, and, though great his 
" expectations, the path to their fulfilment opens wide. 	At length, a succes- 

sion of days withdrew from before the time of our meeting, and I set out. for 
" his dwelling-place, having underneath me a quick-paced, hawk-eyed mule, its 
" head towering as if borne on the wings of an eagle. 	It was really a rnagnifi- 
" cent conveyance, and I seemed like a blazing star mounted on a cloud con- 
" ducted by the south wind ; whilst before me a number of handsome pages, 
" some free-horn, some slaves, ran in succession, as pearls run off the string. 
" I mention this, not through ostentation and boasting, but because Abel 't-Taiyib 
" himself saw it all ; its beauty did not, however, excite his admiration, neither 
64 did its splendour attract his attention ; that brilliant troop, which, as I suspect, 
" filled his eyes and heart (with wonder); served only to increase his self-love and 
" make him turn his face away from me. 	He had opened a shop ;school). 	in that 
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" place and'ultered his literary wares to some youths who had never received 
" a learned education, nor whetted their talents in debate (3), nor trained their 
" minds by study ; unable to distinguish between the beauties of language and 
" its faults, its facilities and its difficulties ; 	their utmost talent consisting in 
" being able to read the poems of Abil Tammam, to discourse on some of his 
" ideas, and to cite some of the readings which the editors of his works had 
" written down as authorised. 	I found there a company of young men., learning 
" from al-Mutanabbi passages of his poetry ; hut, when my arrival was an- 
" nounced and permission asked . for me to enter, he sprung up from his 
" seat and hastened to hide from my sight. 	I had however anticipated his de- 
" parture by dismounting from my mule, and he saw me full well, for I had 
-" ridden up to a spot where his eyes could not fail to light upon me. 	On en- 
" tering the assembly, I was received with profound respect by all, and seated in 
t, al-Mutanabbi's own place. 	I then perceived that his seat was covered with 
" an old cloak which, through the injuries of time, had become a tattered rem- 
" nant, a collection of loose threads. 	I had scarcely time to sit down, when 
" he entered ; I rose and saluted him politely, not withholding a salutation 
" which he did not really deserve: for he had left his place to avoid rising pp on 
" my "entrance. 	When I saw him, I applied to myself the words of the poet : 

• 
• " It was a disgrace for me to visit thee, but my desire to see thee prevented my 

retreat. 	_ 

" And he (might well have) applied to his own case these words of another 
" poet: 

" Some men render others as wretched as themselves; and God permits that some 
" make others happy. 	Man obtains not his subsistence by superior cunning; wealth 
" and subsistence are portions (distributed by fate). 	'Tis thus the skilful archer some- 
" times misses the deer, and one who is no archer strikes it. 

" I observed that he had put on seven vests, each of a different colour ; and 
" yet we were in the burning- heat of summer, and the day was warm enough to 
" melt the contents of the skull. 	I sat down, ready to rise up if necessary; 
" he sat down in a kneeling poture and averted his heatl, as if he saw me 
" not. 	I then turned from him negligently, reproaching myself with my folly 
44  in coming to see him, and the trouble I had taken in setting out to meet him. 
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" He remained for some time, his face averted and not deigning to lend me a 
"-glance of his eye, whilst every one of the hand assembled before him was 
,, making signs to him and pointing towards me, endeavouring to arouse him 
" from his torpor and rudeness. 	Their efforts served only to augment his in- 
" difference, insolence, and. pride ; but he at length thought proper to turn 
" towards me and show me a certain degree of politeness ; and I declare upon 
,, my honour,• and that is the best of oaths, that the only words he said 
" were : ' How are you ? ' (4) 	I replied .: ' Well; were it not for the wrong I 
" ' did myself in coming to .see you, the degradation which my dignity. has 
" 4  incurred in making you this visit, and the determination which led me 
" ' reluctantly to one like you who has never profited by the lessons of expe— 
" ' rience.and prudence.' 	I then fell upon him as the torrent falls pn the depths • 
" of the valley : ' Tell me,' said I, ' Whence come your. pride and presumption, 
" '. your self-conceit and haughtiness? 	What motive have you to aspire to a 
" 4  height which you can never attain? Have you ancestry to ennoble you ; ho- 
" ' Dour to exalt you ; a sultan to patronise you, or learning to distinguish you ? 
46  ' Had you weighed your merits in a just balance, vanity would never have se— 
"' duced you, and you would have remained what you always were, a mere 
" 4  poet, rhyming for a livelihood.' 	At this invective; his colour changed, his 
" respiration became embarrassed, and he commenced making humble excuses, 
" and asked for indulgence, swearing repeatedly that he had not recognised me, 
" and that it was not his intention to insult me. 	I replied : ' Niy, sir ! if your 
" 4  ' visitor be a man ndbly born, you appear ignorant of his descent; if an accom- 
" t plished scholar, you seem not to perceive his learning; and if a favourite of 

i the sultan, you refuse him the place of honour ! 	Are you then the heir of 
" , all glory ? 	No, by Allah ! but you have taken pride as a veil to hide your 
4 ' 4  inferiority, and have made it an antechamber, that you may avoid being 
" ' questioned ! ' 	He again uttered excuses, but I only made answer : 	' All 
" ' your entreaties are of no avail.' 	The assembly then began to request me to 
" spare him and accept his excuses, acid 'to show that moderation which offended 
" dignity employs in its own defence ; but I still continued to reprimand him 
" and 	reproach him with his 'despicable' character; whilst he persisted in 
" swearing that he had not recognised me in time to do me fitting honour. 
" To this I replied : ' Did I not send in to you my name.  and surname when 
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c ,  4 I applied for permission 'to enter ? 	If you recognised me not, there were 
,, 4  persons in .this assembly who did.; and even were the case as ypu say, did 
,, ,. you not remark my aspect ? did you -not scent the odour of my superiority? 
,, 4  did you not feel that I was a man apart?' 	Whilst rwas thus *filling his 
,4 ears with invectives, 'he continued to exclaim .1.  ' Be calm ! moderate your 
" g passion ! restrain your impetuosity ! have patience ! patience is the charac- 
" 4  teristic of persons so respectable as you.' 	I at length resumed my affability 
" and softened towards him, regretting to have passed the bounds in repri-

manding him ; but I had already broken him in as you would tame a young 
" and restive camel. 	He then began to extol my merits and praise me, swear- 
" ing that, since his arrival in Irak, he had ardently longed to see me, and was 
" always promising to himself the satisfaction of meeting me and gaining my 
" friendship. 	•He had :just ended his declarations, when a young student from 
" Kitfa, a descendant of Ali Ibn Abi Talib, requested permission to enter : he 
4-4 ordered him to be introduced, and in came a boy of an active form, moving 
" with all the grace and vivacity of youth, who explained the objoet of his visit 
" with a gentle voice, a sweet tongue, a gay humour, a ready answer, a smiling 
" mouth, the gravity and dignity of old age. 	I was struck at the aspect of 
" such endowments and captivated by the talents he displayed. 	Al-Mutanabbi 
" then made him repeat some verses." 	Here the author commences the relation 
of his discourse with al-Mutanabbi relative to the plagiarisms and faults: in 
that poet's compositions. 	The preceding extract is very long, but the passages 
were so closely connected that it was impossible to make suppressions. 	The 
epistle itself contains a mass of inf2rrnation (5), and if, as the author states, 
he pointed out to the poet, in -one sitting, all the faults he. there mentions, 
such a feat must be considered as a-  proof of prodigious information. 	*He enti- 
tled this work al-M4diha (the exposer) ; it. is of a considerable size, filling, _as it 
does, thirteen quires (two hundred and sixty pages), and it •serves as a testimony 
of the eminent talent possessed by the author; of his presence of mind, and of 
the readiness with which he adduced his numerous proofs. 	The Hilya tal-Muhd- 
dara (ornaments of conversation), another work of his, forms two volumes and 
contains a •great quantity of literary matter. 	He died- on Wednesday, the 26th 
of the latter Rabi, A'. H. 388 (April, A. D. 998).—He received the surname of 
al-Hatimi. because one of his ancestors bore the name of Hdtim (6). 
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(1) The arrogance and extravagant vanity of al-HAtitni are fully displayed in the long declamation which follows. 
(2) The writer means to say that, if the man who presumes on his talents mingles with the world, he will 

quickly find a rival or a superior. 
(3) Literally : He had established a market with some youthsovhom learned men had not educated and who' 

had not been triturated by the mill-stone of adversaries. 
(4) In Arabic dish khabarak. 	It is remarkable that the vulgr form aish, for aiyu shaiyir., was in use at 

that early period. 	Al-Hatimi seems to have been struck with the singularity of such an expression corping 
from the mouth of al-Mutanabbi. 

(5) An extract from this epistle is given in the notice on al-Mutanabbi and his writings, which has been 
cited in vol. I. page 110, of this work. 

(6) The author here introduces, by inadvertence, the same anecdote which he has already given in the life of 
Abd Omar az-Ziihid. 	See page 47 of this volume. 

IBN AL-KUTIYA. 

Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Isa Ibn 
Mttzhhim, generally known by the name of Ibn al-Kittiya (son of the Gothic wo—
man), was born in Cordova and resided in that city, but his family belonged to 
Seville. 	In the latter place he received lessons from Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah 
Ibn al-Kilk (4 ), Hasan Ibn Abd Allah az-Zubaidi (2), Said Ibn Jabir (3), and other 
masters ; in Cordova he studied under 'Mir Ibn Abd al-Aziz (4), Ibn Abi '1-Wa- 
lid al-Aaraj, Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wfahhab Ibn Mughith, and others. 	He was 
not only one of the ablest philologers and grammarians of the age, but possessed 
extensive information in the Traditions, jurisprudence, and history ; he also 
knew by heart a fund of curious anecdotes, and, by the quantity of poetical 
pieces which he transmitted down and of historical facts which he discovered, 
he outstripped every competitor. 	In the history of Spain he displayed the 
highest acquirements, and he passed much of his time in dictating from me-
mory the biography of the emirs, jurisconsults, and poets who flourished in that 
country. 	The works which treat on philology formed the principal subject of 
his lectures, and their contents were taken down under• his dictation ; but, in 
transmitting Traditions and maxims of jurisprudence, he was by no means cor- 
rect, not having the original works to refer to. 	It therefore resulted that the 
texts which he,delivered were appreciated for their meaning only, not for•their 

voL. III. 	 it 
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literal Accuracy, and it frequently happened that, under his tuition, students 
read over works the contents of which, as far as implies correctness, he could not 
repeat from memory. 	He lived to.an advanced age and gave lessons to successive 
generations ; shaikhs and old men cited passages which they had learned from 
him, and, as he himself had met and conversed with all the eminent masters of 
that epoch who lived in Spain, he transmitted down a great quantity of instructive 
observations which they had communicated to him. 	Amongst the useful works 
composed by him on the Arabic language may be noticed the Kitdb Tasalif it-affil 
(on the conjugation of verbs); this was the first treatise ever composed on the sub-
ject, that of Ibn al-Kattaa (vol. II. p. 265) having been drawn up in imitation of 
it. 	His treatise on the words which terminate in a long or in a short alif, con- 
tains an immense quantity of information, and surpasses all the imitations of 
later writers as much as it surpassed  all the former productions on the same 
subject (5). 	When Abit Ali 1-Kali (vol. I. p. 210) went to Spain, he frequented 
the society of Ibn al-KUtiya and always spoke of his talents in the highest terms : 
being asked by the reigning sovereign of Spain, al-Hakam, the son of an-Nasir 
li-din illah Abd ar-Rahman, who was the ablest philologist whom he had met 
in that country? he replied : " Muhammad Ibn al-KUtiya." 	The eminent abi- 
lities of Ibn al-KUtiya were accompanied by a spirit of profound piety and an 
assiduous attachment to the practices of devotion; he displayed also considera-
ble talent as a poet, but h'e afterwards renounced that occupation, although his 
poetical compositions were remarkable °for correctness of style, perspicuity of 
thought, the beauty of the exordiums and grace of the transitions. The accom-
plished scholar and poet AbU Bakr Yahya Ibn Hudail at-Tamimi (6) relates that as 
lie was going, one day, to a country-house which he had at the foot of the Cordova 
mountain, in on 	of the most delightful spots on earth, he met Ibn al-Katiya re- 
turning from a country-seat which he possessed in the +same neighbourhood. 
" On seeing me," said Ibn Hudail, " he reined his horse over to me and ex- 
46 pressed great pleasure at our meeting. 	I then, in a sportive mbod, recited 
" extempore this verse : 

" Whence comest thou, incomparable man ? thou who art the sun and whose sphere 
" is the world 1 	 • 

"'On hearing these words, he smiled and answered with great promptitude : 
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“ I come from an abode where the devotee can enjoy solitude, and where sinners may 
" transgress in secret. 

" I was so highly delighted with his reply, that I could not forbear kissing his 
hand and praising him, and invoking God's blessing on him; he was more- 

"" over my old master, and therefore deserved these marks of respect."---Abet 
Bakr Ibn al-Kittiya died at Cordova on Tuesday, the 23rd of the first Rabi, A. H. 
367 (November, A. D. 977) ; he was interred the following day in the Koraish 
cemetery, at the hour of the evening prayer. 	Some persons place his death in 
the month of Rajab of the year just mentioned, but the former date is more 
correct.— Kiltiya (the Gothic woman) is derived from Kilt (Goth); this Kitt was the 
son of Ham, the son of Noah, and from him the &Wan (thenegroes), the Indians, .._. 
and the natives of Sind draw their origin. 	Al-Ktitiya was the mother of Ibra- 
him, 

 
the son of Isa Ibn Muzahim, this Abit Bakr's ancestor, and the daughter of 

Obba (Eba), the son of Guitisha (Witiza). Her father was king of Spain, and from 
him it was and from his brothers, Artabas, (Ardebast), count of Spain (7), and.Sida 
(Sisebtit) (8), that Tarik lbn Nasir (9), at the head of the Moslims, took the cities 
of Spain. 	Al-Kirtiya went to (the khalif) Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik to complain of 
theinjustice with which she had been treated by her uncle Artabas, and, when 
in Syria, she married Isa Ibn Muzahim, a maw la of the Omaiyide (khalif) Omar 
Ibn Abd al-Aziz. 	Her husband, Ibn Muzahim, accompanied her back to Spain, 
and his descendants continued to inhabit that country. 	She returned with a 
letter of recommendation addressed by Hisham to (A141-Khattar(10) as-Shobfal- 
Kalbi, the chief to whom he had entrusted the government of Spain. 	(A NI) 'haat- 
tar put a stop to the persecutions which she suffered from her uncle, rendered 
full justice to all her claims against him, and treated her with marked respect. 
She lived to an advanced age and saw the vicissitudes of fortune establish the 
Omaiyide -prince, the emir Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Moawia Ibn Hisham Ibn Abd 
al-Malik, surnamed ad-Dakhil (the enterer, the new corner), on the throne of Spain. 
She sometimes went to see him, and he granted whatever requests .she had to 
make (11). Her posterity have continued to bear the name of the Sons of the Gothic 
woman, even to the present day. 	Such is the statement made by Abil Bakr al- 
Kubbashi in hiss enlarged and embellished extract from the jurisconsult Abir 
Omar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad NI Afif at-Tarikhi's (12) work, entitled, Kitdb al— 
Ihtifdl fi Aaldm it-ilijd1 (the careful remembrancer of eminent men), which is a com- 
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pilation of notices on the jurisconsults and learned men of Cordova who flou- 
rished in later times. 	Abil Bakr al-Kubbashi, whose full names were Abit Bakr 
al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mufarrij Ibn Abd Allah Mufarrij, a member of the 
tribe of al-Maafir and a native of Cordova, transmit ted down at-Tarikhi's work 
from memory (13). 	Abt‘ Muhamniad Ibn ar-Kushati (vol. I/. p. 69) says, in his 
Anselb, that Ain Kubbash, a spring of water in the western suburb of Cordova, 
gave the title of al-Kubbashi to Abti Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Mufarrij al-Maa-
firi al-Kubbashi, who died on the eve of Friday, the 5th of Ramadan, A. H. 371 
!March, A.D. 982). I may here observe that this person was-the father of the Ain't 
Bakral-Hasan just mentioned. • 

(1) Al-Makkari, MS. of the Bib. du Roi, ancien fonds, No. 704, fol. 205, notices an Abd Abd Allah Muham- 
mad Ibn Abd al-Hakk al-Khaulhni, surnamed Ibn al-Kilk, who:died A. H. 318 (A. D. 930). 	This may per- 
haps be the person whom Ibn Khallikan meant. 	According to al-Makkari, Ibn al-Kdk was a native of Seville; 
he studied at Co;dova and proceeded to Mekka in A. H. 266 (A.D. 879-80). 	He took lessons in that city and be- 
came an eminent jurisconsult of the Hanifite sect ( fakih fi 'l-rdi ). 	He drew up bonds with great ability and 
bore the reputation of a pious Moslijn and a trust-worthy traditionist. 

(2) Al-Hasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Madhij az-Zubaidi died towards A.H. 320 (A.D. 932).—(Bughya.)• 
(3) Said Ibn yabir Ibn Mdsa al-Kilai, a native of Seville, died A. H. 326 (A. D. 937-8).—(Bughya.) 
(4) Abd 1-Hasan Mir lbn Abd al-Azlz ar-Roaini, a native of Cordova, a traditionist, and a philologer of 

eminent abilities, died A.H. 304 (A.D. 916-7). —(Bug hya ) 
(5) The MS. of the Bib. du Roi, ancien fonds, No. '706, contains two curious works on the conquest of 

Spain by the Moslims and the history of that country under the Arabian governors and first Merwanide emirs. 
One of these works bears Ibn al-Kdtiya's name as the author; the other is anonymous. 

(6) Abd Bakr Yahya Ibn Hudail, an accomplished scholar and a poet of great reputation, died A. H. 385 
(A. D. 995), or 386, aged eighty-six years.— (Bughya.) 

(1) Mariana says that Ardebast, count of Spain, was a Greek refugee. 
(8) Sisebutus, in Mariana; ,......) 	' 	(Shishberb), or, as I should prefer reading, 	( Shishbout), in .' 	 ,.):).4,..t, •

the anonymous MS. mentioned in note (5). 	• 
(9) lbn Khallikan probably meant to write Tdrik, the mawla of Mtlsa Ibn Nash-. 
(10) In place of al-K hattdr () Ilk -) I ) the MSS. read al-II hat&lb ( ,.....)Unj 1). 	This error seems to have 

originated with Ibn Khallikan or his copyist. 	Abd'I-Khattar al Kalbi was the nineteenth governor of Spain. 
(11) See al-Makkari, in Gayangos's translation, vol. II. p. 50. 

• 
(12) Abd Omar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn AM', a native or Cordova, was distinguished for his learning, 

profound piety, and skill in drawing up bonds and contracts. 	He is the author of a work in five volumes 
destined as a guide to students (fi addb al-mutaalimin), and a history of jurisconsults, occasionally cited by 
Ibn Bashkuwal. 	Having removed from Cordova to Altheria, he was appointed kddi of Lotca, and died there, 
A. H. 420 (A. D. 1029), in the month of the second Rabi.— (lbn Baslikuwal's Silat; — The author of the 
Bughya mentions an Ahmad Ibn Muhammad at-Tarlkhi, probably the same person as the above, and informs 
us that he composed a number of works on the history of Maghrib, and wrote a large volume in which he 
described the roads, harbours, and cities of Spain, the six funds, or military divisions of that empire, etc: 
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(13) Abil Bakr al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mufarrij al-Maafiri al-Kubbashi, a native of Cordova and a 
' 	learned traditionist, the author of the Ihtifal, or history of the khalifs, jurisconsults, and kadis mentioned 

here by Ibn Khallikttn, died somewhat later than A.11.430 (A. D. 1039).—(Ibn Bashkuwal's Silat.) 

ABU BAKR AZ-ZUBAIDI. 

Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Madhij Ibn Muhammad 
Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Bishr az-Zubaidi, a native of Seville and a resident of Cor- 
dova, was the ablest grammarian and the most learned philologer of the age. 	He 
surpassed all his Spanish contemporaries by his knowledge of syntax, rhetoric, and 
curious anecdotes; besides which, he was well versed in biography and history. 
The works which he left us are a proof of his extensive learning, and, amongst 
them, we may notice his abridgment of the Ain (vol. /. p. 496), and his classified 
list (tabakdt) of grammarians and philologers who flourished either in the East or 
in Spain, from the time of Abil '1-Aswad ad-Duwali (vol. I. page 662) to that 
of his own master, Abil Abd Allah ar-Riahi the grammarian. 	He composed 
also a refutation of the doctrines held by Ibn Masarra (1) and his followers; this 
work he entitled : Hatk SutAr al-Mulhidin (the impious unmasked). 	His other 
works are : a treatise on the incorrect phraseology of the.Nulgar ; the Wddih 
(plain treatise), a highly instructive work on grammar; and a treatise on the gram- 
matical forms, which has never been surpassed. 	(The Oniaiyiae prince) al-Hakam 
al-Mustansir billah, lord of Spain, confided his son and publicly decl4red sue-
cessor, Hisham al-Muwaiyad billali, to the tuition of az-Zubaidi ; and the young 
prince not only, learned arithmetic and grammar under this preceptor, but ac- 
quired a great stock of other information. 	To the favour of his pupil, az-Zu- 
baidi was indebted for his large fortune, his appointment to the place of kddi at 
Seville, and his nomination to the command of the police-guards (shurta). 	The 
ample wealth which he accumulated was long enjoyed by his descendants. 	He 
used to extol in terms of the highest praise the abilities and intelligence of his 
young pupil, al-Mu waiyad, declaring that, amongst all the boys of the' imperial 
family and the sons of the grandees, he never conversed with one more acute, 
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more quick of comprehension, more sagacious, or more prudent. 	He related 
of him also a number of extraordinary anecdotes. 	Az -Zubaidi composed a 
great quantity of poetry, and, in one of his pieces, directed against Abil Muslim 
Ibn Fihr (2), he says : 	• 

nil' Muslim 1 a man must be judged from his intelligence and discourse, not from 
his equipage and dress. 	A man's clothing is not worth a straw, if he possesses a 
narrow mind. 	It is not long sittings in the professor's chair, my good Abil. Muslim ! 
which can procure learning, wisdom, and intelligence. 

When employed in the service of al-Hakam al-Mustansir, he ardently longed 
to see a slave-girl whom he had left at Seville, and, being unable to obtain the 
permission of going to visit his beloved concubine, he wrote to her these lines : 

Alas, my dear Salma 1 take it not to heart 1 separation must be endured with forti- 
tude. 	Think not that I bear your absence with patience, unless it be with the patience 
of the dying man. 	God bath not created a torture more excruciating than the moment 
of adieus. 	Death and separation appear to me the same, except that the former is 
accompanied by the wailing of the funeral mourners. 	Promptly severed as we were, 
though once closely united, reflect that every meeting leads to -a departure, that the 
boughs divide into branches, that proximity tends to remoteness, and union to sepa-
ration. 

He frequently recited the following lines : 

To be poor in one's native country is like living in a foreign land ; a foreign land 
with wealth is home ; the earth is all the same ; mankind are brothers and neigh-
bours. 

When Abel Ali 'al-Kali (vol. I. p. 210), arrived in Spain, az-Zubaidi took notes 
at his literary and philological lectures; he studied also under Kasim Ibn As- 
bagh (3), Said Ibn Fahli'm (4), and Ahmad Ibn Said Ibn Hazm (5). 	His family 
belonged to the military division of Syria called the fund of Emessa. 	He died at 
Seville on Thursday, the 1st of the latter Jumada, A. H. 379 (September, A. D. 
989). 	He was interred the. same day, after the celebration of the afternoon 
prayer, and the funeral service was said over him by his son Ahmad. 	He lived 
to the age of si)ity-three years.— Madhij, in its primitive acceptation, served to 
designate a red sand-hill in Yemen. . Malik, the son of Odod, was born on it and 
received the name of Madhij for that reason. 	This word then got into such use 
among the Arabs as a proper name for men, that they ended by considering it 
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as such and forgetting that it applied to this hill.— Zubaidi means 'descend0 from 
Zubaid; this was the surname of Munabbih, the son of Saab, the son of Saad al- 
Ashira (vol. 1. page 1067, the son of Madhij, him who 'vas called by the name of 
the hill. 	Zubaid is a large tribe established in Yemen, and has produced a great 
number of remarkable persons, some of them companions of Muhammad. 

(1) I Iirid in the Bughya two persons of this name, the first: Ahmad Ibn Masarra, a jurisconsult of Tortosa, 
who died A. H.322 (A.D. 934) ; and the second : Wahb Ibn Masarra, a traditionist who had studied under Mu- 
hammad Ibn Waddah. 	Nothing is said of their religious opinions in that work. 

(2) In the Bughya, this name is written•Fand. 
(3) Ab6 Muhammad Kasim Ibn Asbagh Ibn Muhammad al-Baiyhni, an eminent hdfiz, traditionist, and ge-

nealogist, composed a great number of works, the titles of which, with the names of the persons under whom 
he studied, are given in the Bughya on the authority of Abfi Muhammad Ibn Hazm. .He bore a high reputation 
for learning and for his exactitude as a traditionist, and his Ansdb, or patronymics, is a most copious and an 
excellent work. 	His family belonged to Baena ( I...3t,:j1), but he himself resided in Cordova and died at an 
advanced age in that city, A.H. 340 (A.D. 951-2).— (Bughia tal-Alultamis.) 

(4) Abd ()thrall Said Ibn Fahltfin ( or Fahl ) Ibn Said, learned Traditions at Cordova in A. H. 274 (A. D. 
887-8) frbm Muhammad Ibn WaddIh; he studied also under other masters, and was giving lessons himself in 
A.M. 341 (A. D. 952-3).— (Bughya.) 

(5) Abti Omar Ahmad Ibn Said Ibn Hazm as-Sadafi al-Muntajili ( L31..*:";411), the author of a voluminous 
biographical work, died A.H. 350 (A.D. 961 2).— (Bughya.) 

ABU ABD ALLAH AL-KAZZAZ. 

The grammarian Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Jaafar at-Tamimi (member o f 
the tribe of Tamim), surnamed al-Kazzaz, was a native of Kairawan. 	He applied 
himself with ardour to the study of grammar and philology, and composed a num- 
ber of works on various subjects. 	One of his productions, the Kitdb fil-Jdrril, (col- 
lector), treats of philology and is a work of great extent and high repute. 	Abil 
1-Kasim as-Sirafi (v. H. p. 276), the Egyptian Irdtib, says that Abil Abd Allah al- 
Kazzaz was employed in the service of al-.Aziz Ibn al-Moizz al-Obaidi, the sovereign 
of Egypt, and that he composed some works at the desire of his master. 	Accord- 
ing to another statement, al-Aziz Ibn al-Moizz ordered him to compose and draw 
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up in alphabetical order a work containing all the words of that third class 
which is indicated in the well-known grammatical definition : The parts of speech 
are: the noun, the verb, and the particle (1). 	And Ibn al:Jazzar (2) observes that 
he does not know of any grammarian's having composed a work on a similar 
plan. 	In pursuance to the prince's commands, al-Kaziaz collected all the scat- 
tered information contained in the most esteemed treatises on this subject, and 
arranged it in a clear, simple, and easy order. 	He thus formed a volume of two 
thousand pages. 	The preceding indications are taken from the emir al-Mukhtar 
al-Musabbihi's (vol. III. p. 89) greater History. 	In a work called Kitdb at-Tdrid 
(book of allusions), he inserted the parables and allusions employed in common 
discourse. 	Abil Ali al-Hasan Ibn Rashik (vol. I. p. 384) says in his Anmildaj : 

Al-Kazzaz brought the ancient writers to shame and reduced .the modern au-
thors to silence ; respected by the princes, the men of learning and the men 

" of rank, he was beloved by the people. 	He rarely engaged in conversation 
" unless to speak of the religious or the profane sciences ; he had a great com- 
" mand of language (3) an‘clo9posed equally well in the natural and the- arti- 
" ficial styles of poetry. 	He sometimes pronounced his verses to enliven con- 
" versation without seeming to care about them; 	and he attained with great 
,4 ease, and in a gehtle quiet way, the highest point to which persona having a 
" talent for poetry can aspire ; namely, novelty of thought and force of ex- 
“ pression. 	Versed in all the forms of rhetoric, he was equally well skilled in 
” the art of poetry. 	As specimens of the pieces to which we allude, we may 
" here insert the following : 

" I swear by the place which thy beloved image holds in my heart, by the lasting 
" sway of love over my bosom, that if my wish were granted to dispose of thy person 
" at my will, I should treasure thee up in the pupil of my eye and shelter thee under 
" the curtains of my eyelids ! 	Then I should enjoy my utmost wishes, and fear no 
" longer for thy character the danger of unjust suspicions; suspicions which dairy force 
" my soul to taste the goblet of death. 	When the hearts of other men are at peace, 
" mine fears for thee the secret glances of the evil eye; and why should I not fear for 
" thee who art my world : nay, God's vengeance alone preirents me saying: Who art 
" my divinity ! 

" Love me in secret and let thy thoughts alone inform me of my happiness. 	Sure of 
" thy affection, I care not for the lot which may await me. 

" Who will console the travellers whom fortune has separated, and who now proceed, 
" some to the far East and some to the distant West (4.): 	Fate seemed to have dreaded 
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" meeting with'its fate,.had' it kept them together; and it therefore dispersed them 
" throughout the world. 

" In Abet Rabia we find a meadow (rabia) where our hopes may roam unconfined; 
" he always remembers his promises, and he forgets the favours he bestows. 

" Since you known that you are the light of my eye, and that I see nothing if I see 
" not you, why have you withdrawn from my sight ? Then indeed every object but thy- 
" self is hidden from my view." 	• 

. 	 . 
After giving many other pieces by the same author, Ibn Rashik adds : "Some 

" of the poems by Abil Abd Allah"— (meaning al-Kazzaz).=. are yet finer than • 
" thoSe I have quoted; but I could not recal them to memory, and besides)  I 
" made it a rule, in composing this book, to limit the number of poetical cita- 
" tions. 	He died at al-Hadra, A. H. 412 (A. D. 1021-2), aged nearly seventy 
" years."—By al-Hadra he means Kairpman, which was at that time the capital 
of the kingdom (5).—Kazzdz means a.  worker, or a dealer, in silk ,kazz). 	A 
number of persons were known by this surname. . 	. 

(I) In Arabic, the words particle and letter are called harf. 	To distinguish them, the former is called the 
harf employed to modify the sense (jda li mdna.) 	 - 

(21 It is barely possible that this may be the Ibn al-Jazztir mentioned in vol. I. p.672. 
(3) Or, as the Arabic may also signify: He kept a strict command over his tongue. 
(4) Literally: to Najd and Tihdma (

14
.fczt, ,),F:v3 ); a frequent expression with the poets. 

(5) Hadra signifies presence, and therefore the metropolis, because the sovereign is there present. 	Mad- 
ratkum (your presence) is the equivalent of your majesty, your excellence, and sir. 

• 

THE BIM AL -MUKHTAR AL-MUSABB1HI. 

The emir al-Mukhtar Izz al-Mulk (the chosen, the glory of the empire) Muham-
mad Ibn Abi 'l-Kasim Obaid Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ismail Ibn• Abd al-Aziz, 
generally known by the appellation of al-Musabbihi the kdtib, drew his origin 
from a family of Barran, but Egypt was the place of his birth. 	This highly 
accomplished and learned scholar. was the author of a celebrated history (of 
Egypt) and other works, all of them attesting (by their popularity) the eminent 

VOL. HI. 	 12 
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talents with which he had been favoured. 	He always wore the military dress, 
and it was in the service of al-Hakim al-Obaidi, the son of al-Aziz, sovereign of 
Egypt, that he rose to fortune. 	He mentions in his history, that he entered 
into al-Hakim's service in the year 398 (A. D. 4007-8), and that, after hold-
ing the governments of al-Kais and al-Bahnasa, in the province of as-Said, 
he was apppinted head of the Diwdn at-Tartib (1). 	The interviews and con- 
ferences which he had with al-Hakim are attested by his Greater History. 
He compiled about thirty works, and, in speaking of his History, he says : 
" This valuable work, the contents of which render all other treatises on the 
4g same subject unnecessary for the reader, offers him the history of Egypt, of 
"'its governors, emirs, imams, and khalifs, the description of its wonders, its 
" edifices, its various productions which serve for food, a notice on the Nile, a 
" history of the persons who settled in that country, brought down to the time 
" in which the copy of this title-page was first written, the compositions of the 
" poets, the biography of learned men, and an account of the sittings held by 
" the kddis, the magistrates (hdkims), the muaddils (2), the literary men, the 
,i amatory poets, etc." 	This work fills twenty-six thousand pages (3). 	Another 
of his works, containing two thousand pages, bears the title of at-Talw'h wa 
't-Tasrih (indirect and direct indication), and treats of .  the ideas occurring in 
poetry, and the other species of composition. 	His Kitdb ar-Rdh wa 1-Irtidh 
(repose and activity) fills three thousand pages ; his Kitdb al-Ghark wa 's-Shark 
((blown* and strangling), in which he mentions the persons who met with their 
death in either of these manners, four hundred pages ; his Kitdb at-Tarim wa '1- 
Acim (book of meats and sauces), two thougand pages ; his Darak al-Bughia (the ful-
filment of wishes), treating of religions and religious practices, seven thousand 
pages; his Kisas al-Anbiyd (history of the prophets),three thousand pages ; his Kitdb 
al-Mufdtaha wal-Mundkaha (liber initionis et coUgressils"), treating de variis congres-
s4s modis, two thousand four hundred pages; his Kitdb al-Ainthila lid-Dual il- 
Mukbila (book of emblems for the kingdoms which are to come), a work founded on 
the stars and.calculations, one thousand pages; his Kaddyd 's-Sdbiya ( Sabean 
judgments), on judicial astrology, six thousand pages; his Jilna tal-Melshita (&ui de 
la coiffeuse), containing curious relations, pieces of poetry, and anecdotes seldom 
heard repeated, a miscellaneous collection, three thousand pages; his Kitdb as- 
Shajan wa 's-Sakan (sadness and alleviation), containing the history of true lovers 
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and their-  sufferings, five thousand pages ; and his Kitdb as-Suwdl wa 'l-Jawdb 
(book of questions and answers), six hundred pages. 	He composed also the Mukhtdr 
al-Aglidni wa Madniha (selections from the Kitdb al-Aghdni with an explanation of its 
verses) (4), and other works. 	We possess some good poetry of his composition, and 
in one of his pieces, which is an elegy on the death of his concubine, he says : 

0 let me take the path which leads to God 1 .my heart is broken, and affliction has 
exhausted my tears. 	Can I bear my loss with patience, now that my love sojourns in 
the tomb ? 	0 how great, how poignant are my sorrows 1 	0 that I had died before 
her, or that we had both expired together I 

The celebrated scribe and book-copyist, Abtl Muhammad Obaid Allah Ibn Abi 
'l-Jaz, having accepted an invitation from al-Musabbihi, and gone to visit him, 
was, addressed by his host in these extempore lines : 

By lodging with me you have lodged joy in my heart, and it is ready to fly from excess 
of felicity. 	Thy science has showered (copious as) the clouds of heaven; were it. not 
for thee, no rain had fallen to-day. 	Your presence has spread around a reviving per— 
fume, and the darkness has been changed into light. 

This Ibn Abi 'Wait was a poet, an accomplished scholar, a pleasing compa- 
nion and universally agreeable. 	He composed a great quantity of epistolary, expos- 
tulatory, and satirical pieces. 	He copied books at the rate of fifty leaves Or one 
hundred pages) for a dinar (about ten shillings), and' his writing was so extremely 
beautiful, that the specimens of it still in the hands of the public are in the 
highest request. 	He died A. H. 395 (A. D. 1004-5). 	Al-Musabbihi was born, 
as he himself informs us in his Greater History, on Sunday the 40th of Rajab, 
A. H. 366 (March, A.D. 977). 	He died in the month of the latter Rabi, A. H. 

ith 
420 (April-May, A. D. 1029). 	His father died on Monday morning, the 9th of 
Shaaban, A. H. 400 (March, A. D. 1010), at the age of ninety-three years, and 
the funeral prayer was said over him, in the Great Mosque of Old Cairo. 	He 
was interred in the (court of the) house where he resided. 	Al-Musabbihi la- 
mented his death in the following lines : 

To deplore this misfortune (our) tears are not sufficiently abundant.; it repels resigna- 
tion, and betrays the feelings we suppressed. 	A misfortune which slays our hearts within 
our bosoms, which casts us into restless affliction. 	0 fate I thou hast struck thy talons 
into my heart and covered it with wounds. 	0 fate 1 thou bast clothed me in a robe of 
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sadness, since a person so dear to is has been laid in the tomb. 	Hadst thou accepted 
a ransom, I should have, ransomed him for whose sake my bones are broken (with 
grief) whilst his are mouldering into dust. 	0 thou who setst me overcome by an 
event so unexpected, and blamest my weakness 1 why dost thou blame me? 	I have lost 
my father 1 no orphanage is more painful than the loss of parenfs in our youtli (5). 

1 used to grieve When death seemed to approach him, or When worldly cares took him 
by surprise. 

A number of other poets whose names are mentioned in the Greater History, 
composed elegies onlis death. 	As-Samani says, in his Ansdb : " Al-Musabbihi (6) 
gi means descended from an ancestor whose name was Musabbih. 	This surname 
4i was borne by the author of the History of the Maghribins and of Misr." 	The 
writer means the emir of whom we have been just speaking. 	 : 

(1) I am inclined to believe that the Diweln at-Tartib was the same establishment as the Diwdn ar-katvd-
tib, or military pay-office. 

(2) The muaddil is the public officer who certifies the morality of such persons as appear before the kddi 
to giie evidence. 	He is also called the muzakki (purifier). 

(3) The author says : Thirteen thousand leaves (waraka). 
(4) See vol. II. page 249. 
(5) AMVIusabbihi was not then so very young; he had passed his thirty-third year, and probably did not 

feel so much as he pretends. 	The sentiments expressed in these verses are too artificial for real grief. 
The 	 historian is 	incorrectly (6) surname of this 	often 	written al-Masthi; ,s-,,`,--.1•1! for cs..--74••,01.- 

IBN HAMDUN THE KATIE. 

Abti 1-Maili Muhammad Ibn Abi Saad al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn 
Hamden the laltib, surnamed Kafi 1-Ktifat (the most serviceable of assistants) Baha 
ad-din {splendour of religion), was a native of Baghdad, highly distinguished for 
his talents and, consummate abilities as a literary man and a kdtib. 	He came of 
a family noted for producing men of influence and merit, as not only he, but 
his father and his brothers, Abit Nasr and Abtl 'l-Muzaffar, occupied emi- 
nent posts in the service of the- state. 	Having pursued his studies under Abti 
'l-Kasim Ismail Ibn al-Fad) al-Jurjani and other masters, Abil 1-Maali com- 
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posed his Tazkira (remembrancer), an excellent compilation of historical notices, 
pieces of literature, anecdotes, and poems. 	Nothing like it has ever been 
produced by later writers, and, being a most useful work, it still retains its 
reputation and continues in the hands of the public. 	Imad-  ad-din al-Ispa- 
hani mentions him in the Kharicla, and says : " He was army-inspector under 
" al-Muktafi (li, amr Utah}, and intendant of the palace under al-Mustanjid ; 
" ardent for praise and eager for renown, he spread the shade of his protection 
" over literary men ; and gifted with talents and genius, he composed a work 
" entitled the Tazkira, wherein he combined -  gaiety with seriousness, frivolity 
" with knowledge. 	But the khalif al-Mustanjid having remarked in it some 
,, anecdotes;  extracted, according to the author's account, froM historical works, 
" but which seemed allusions to the fallen state of the empire, he imagined that 
" Abill-Maali's object was to vilify the government, and he therefore took, him 
" from his seat of office and cast him into prison, where he remained in suffering 
" till he died. 	This occurred at the beginning of the year 562 (November, 
" A. D. 1166). 	He once recited to me the following piece of his composition, 
tg containing an enigmatical description of the linen fan (4) : 

" Fast and loose, it cannot .touch what it tries to. reach ; though tied up, it moves 
" swiftly, and though a prisoner, it is free. 	Fixed in its place, it drives before it the 
" gentle breeze ; though its path be closed up, it moves orr in its nocturnal journey. 
" It received from Solomon an inheritance (2). 	It remains dry when the star SimAk 
" (Spica Virginis) exerts its (cooling) influence (over tht weather), but it sheds its mois- 
" tune when the ardours of Orion return. 	Its salutatiOn consists in one of the ( four) 
" elements, and for that reason every soul is its friend (3)." 

Imad ad-din gives also the following passages as his : 	
• 

May your-glory never require augmentation 1 May thy gifts never require pressing to 
be granted I 	But yet I desire increase of fortune, though reason bids me to remain 
contented. 

Little of head and of wit 1 heavy in breath and in bodyl you pretend to smell sweet 
like me; sweet you smell, but it is of perfumes (4). 

Another writer says tha,t he learned by heart a great quantity of Traditions. 
Ibn Hamdi'm relates that he heard the imam (khalif) al-Mustanjid repeat the 
following verses, composed by AJA Hafs as-Shetranji on a girl who had a cast 
in her eves : 
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When tormented with love, I praised God for the obliquity of vision which rendered 
sidelong glances unnecessary; I looked at her, and the spy who watched me thought 
that I Idoked at him (5) ; I thus felt secure from treachery (6). 

This is certainly a novel and striking idea.— Ibn Hamdiln was born A. H. 495 
(A. H. 1101-2), and he died on Tuesday,- the 11th of Zil 'l-Kaada, A. H. 562 

'(August, A.D. 4467). 	He was interred the next day, in the Koraish Cemetery, 
at Baghdad. 	He died in prison.— His brother, Abil Nasr Muhammad Ibn al- 
Hasan, surnamed Ghars ad-Dawlat ( plant of the empire), an officer of the civil 
administration ( admit ), was esteemed a highly virtuous and holy man, and his 
society was much sought after. 	He was born in the month of Safar, A. H. 488 
(Feb.-March, A.D. 1095 ), and he died at Baghdad in the month of Zii'l-Hijja, 
A. H. 545 (March-April, A. D. 1151). 	He was interred in the Koraish Ceme- 
tery. 	Their father was a kdtib of high rank, a skilful administrator and a good 
accounthnt. 	He composed a work on the nature of the different posts in the 
civil service ( fi maarifa tat-Adinal), and lived to an advanced age. 	He died on 
• Saturday, the 10th of the first Jumada, A. H. 546 (August, A. D. 1151). 

-(1) The linen fan (mirwaha tal-khaish) is a large piece of linen stretched on a frame and suspended 
fron the ceiling of the room. 	It is moistened with rose-water and set in motion by a cord. 	They make use 
of it in Irak.—See de Sacy's illirlri,,page fVf. 

(2) This is an allusion to the 81st verse of the 21st sfirat of the Koran : " And unto Solomon (we subjected) 
" a strong wind which ran at his command." 	The next hemistich of Ibn Hamdtin's verse presents a double 
difficulty r the verb ,..:_•..4):, may be read in various manners, and the allusion made by the poet is very obscure. 
From the opposition which exists between the ideas of Arab and Nabatean, I am inclined to read this doubtful 
verb as if it were pointed thus: ..Z......c. ; the meaning of the hemistich would then be : and its materials. i.e. 
the substance of which it is formed, have received an Arabic appearance, as the Nabateans have received one. 
We should then haye an allusion to the proverbial expression: 1.3.)1 ,......) 	" 	1 .1.:i (the Nabatean may become 
like an Arab), and another allusion to the fact that the name of the material employed to make the fan is katttln 
(linen), an Arabic modification of the Persian word ketan. 	The text, however, is too uncertain to justify any 
attempt at translation, and r therefore pass to the next verse. 

(3) Nafs, here translated soul, is the equivalent of the Latin anima. 	The author plays upon the double 
meaning of the word. 

(4) The word cr) appears, in this verse, to bear the meaning of ok.i or ,s....J. 
(5) It was therefore the poet who squinted, not the girl ; Ibn Khallikan sometimes forgets himself. 
(6) The MSS. and the printed text read)  is') I, but the true reading appears to be ),..‘.101. 
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IBN KURAIA. 

The kddi Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-Rahman, a native of Baghdad 
and generally known by the surname of Ibn Kuraia, filled the functions of his 
office in as-Sindiya and other places in the province of Baghdad, by the ap- 
pointment of the kddi AM 's-Saib Otba Ibn Obaid Allah. 	Ibn Kuraia was one 
of the wonders of the world for the promptitude with which he replied to every 
question submitted to his opinion; and his answers were expressed in the purest 
style and in the most beautiful rhythmical prose. 	Having been received into 
the intimacy of Abet Muhammad al-Muhallabi (vol. I. p. 410), he attached him- 
self exclusively to that vizir. 	There exists, in the hands of the public, a well 
known work containing a collection of questions proposed to Ibn Kuraia and the 
answers which he returned. The men of rank and the literary characters of that 
age took great pleasure in jesting with him and  consulting him, by writing, on 
odd and laughable questions; to these he immediately replied by written answers 
in the same style. 	The vizir of whom we have just spoken encouraged some 
persons to invent a number of ridiculous questions on a variety of burlesque sub-
jects, in order to obtain his answers, and the kdtib Abil '1-Abbas Ibn al-Mualla 
wrote to him as follows : " What does the kddi (niay God favour him! ) say of a 
" Jew who committed fornication with a Christian, and she brought forth a 
" child with a human body and the head of an ox ? They are now both under 
tl  arrest. 	What does the kddi opine respecting them ? " 	On this paper he im- 
mediately inscribed an answer in these terms : " This evidence none can refuse 
" — it bears hard upon the accursed Jews — and proves that they drank down 
" the love of the calf into their-hearts (1)— so that it now comes out from their 
" lower parts —I opine that on the Jew's neck the calf's head•you should tie — 
t, and on the Christian's shoulder fix the leg and the thigh—and that they should 
" he dragged on the ground — whilst the words : Darkness upon darkness (2) are 
" proclaimed' around.—Receive my salutation."— When the Sahib Ibn Abbad 
(v. I. p.212) visited Baghdad, he went to the vizir al-Muhallabi's levees (3), and 
was there so greatly struck by the kddi Ibn Kuraia's wit and delicate repartees, 
that, in a letter addressed by him to Abil 'l-Fadl Ibn al-Amid (4), he said : 
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" And there was at the levee a facetious shaikh, called the kddi Ibn Kuraia;  with 
" whom I discussed some questions too indelicate to be mentioned here ; and I 
cc must say that I found his conversation singularly witty." 	' An elderly man 
who smelt strongly of perfumes having asked him, in the presence of the vizir Abil 
Muhammad, the definition of the term kafa (5), he replied : " It is that part 
" which is surrounded by thy skirts (jurubbdn); whith draws on thee the raffle- 
" ries of thy friends ; the part on which thy sultan corrects thee, and in which 
" te -familiariter utuntur ephebi tui (6). 	There are four definitions of it." 
The jurubbdn of a coat is the broad piece of stuff which covers the os coccy- 
gis and hides the kafa. 	It' is a Persian word Arabicized (7). 	All the questions 
proposed to him were of this sort, and I should mention some more of them 
here, did. I not wish to avoid prolixity; but a good number of them, with the 
answers, have been inserted by the celebrated poet Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn 
Sharaf al-Kairawani (8), in his work entitled Abkdr. al-A fkdr. 	The kddi Abit 
Bakr Ibn Kuraia died at Baghdad on Saturday, the 19th of the latter Jumada, A.H. 
367 ( Feb. A. D. 978 ), aged sixty-five years.—Kuraia was the surname of one of 
his ancestors,. according to as-Samani.—As-Sindiya is the name of a village situ- 
ated on the (canal called) Nahr Isa, between.  Baghdad and al-Anbar. 	To indi-
cate that a person is a native of this place, they say Sindawdni (not Sindi), lest 
he should be taken for a native of Sind, the country which lies on the borders of 
India. 

(1) Koran, sffrat 2, verse 87. 
(2) Koran, setrat 24, verse 40. 	. 
(3) The word majlis, here rendered by levee, signifies in general a sitting held to render justice, a tribunal ; 

but in this work it usually designates the levees of a vizir, or of a kddi. 
(4) The life of Ibn al-Amid will be found in this volume. 
(5) Kafa signifies the bhck of the neck. 	It is also employed to designate the lower part of the back. 
(6) By these words he alluded to the muliebris patientia, of which men who perfumed their person were 

often suspected. 
(7) The Persian word is ghiribdn ( ot...4)...< ). 
(8) Imkd ad—din, in his Kharlda (MS. of the Bib. du Roi, fonds Asselin, No. 363, fol. 8 v.), gives nume—

rous extracts from the poems of Ibn Sharaf al-Kairawbni, and says that he was a contemporary of Ibn Ra— 
shlk (vol. I. p. 384). 	Hajji Khalifs places his death in A. H. 460 (A.D. 1067-8), which agrees with DIM ad—
din's statement. 
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IBN MUHRIZ AL-WAHRANI. 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Muhriz Ibn Muhammad al-Wahrani, sur-
named Rukn ad-din (column of religion) — some say, Jamal ad-din (beauty of 
religion) - was a man of wit and talent. 	He left his country and came to Egypt 
in the reign of the sultan. Salah ad-din, but,. as the art in which he excelled was 
the drawing up of official papers, and as he found there al-Kadi 'l-Fadil (vol. H. 
p. 111), the kdtib Imad ad-din al-Ispahani, and other distinguished, individuals of 
the same class, he felt his inferiority, and perceived that his abilities, eminent as 
they were, could not be employed with profit to himself. 	He therefore aban- 
doned the grave style of writing, and, having taken to light compositions, he 
wrote the collection of visions and epistles which bears his name. 	This work, co- 
pies of which are very common, is a proof of the facetious humour, acute mind, 
and accomplished wit possessed by the author. 	The Great Vision alone would 
suffice for his reputation; it abounds in charming ideas, but its length pre- 
cludes its insertion here. 	He afterwards visited different countries, and-, hav- 
ing resided for some time at Damascus, he was nominated preacher (khatIb) at 
Daraiya (1), a village situated-in the Glifita. (2) and at the gates of the city. 	He 
died at Daraiya, A. H. 575 (A. D. 1179-80), and was interred at the entrance Of 
the funeral chapel erected over the grave of the shaikh Abil Sulaiman ad-Darani 
(tot. H. p. 88). 	I found in the handwriting of al-Kadi'l-Fadil that, on the 17th 
of the month of Rajab, the news of al-Wahrani's death came (to Egypt) from 

Damascus. — Wahrdni means native of Wahrdn (Oran), a large city in the land of 
Kairawan. 	It is situated on the Syrian Sea (the Mediterranean), at the distance of 
two days' journey from Tilimsen. 	Ar-Rushati (vol. H. p. 69) says that it was 
founded A. H. 29.0 (A. D. 903), by Muhammad Ibn Abi Aim, Muhammad Ibn 
Abdils and a Band (of adventurers from Spain) (3). 	It has produced many dis- 
tinguished characters, some of them remarkable for learning. 

• 

(1) In vol. II. p. 89, this name is incorrectly spelt Ddriya. 	Its orthography is here fixed by Ibn lihallikim. 
(2) The cultivated country around Damascus is called the Ghilta. 
(3) An account of their proceedings is given by Ibn Klialdfin in his History of the Berbers: 

VOL. III. 	 13 
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IBN TAIMIYA AL-HARRANI. 

Ahti Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abi 1-Kasim al-Khidr Ibn Muhammad Ibn 
al-Khidr Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah, generally known by the appellation of Ibn Tai-
miya al-Harrani and surnamed Fakhr ad-din (glory of religion), was an eminent 
preacher and a jurisconsult of the Hanbalite sect, holding the first place in his 
native country by his learning, and highly distinguished for his piety. 	Having 
cultivated the sciences under some men of great erudition, he proceeded to Bagh-
dad, where he studied jurisprudence under Abil '1-Fath Ibn al-Manni (vol. /./. 
p. 237), and learned Traditions from Shuhda Bint al-Ibari (vol. I. page 625 ) 
Ibn al-Mukrab, Ibn al-Batti (vol. II. p. 66), and others. 	He composed a very 
good compendium of the doctrines professed by Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (vol. I. page 
44), and an excellent collection of khotbas (sermons), a- work of high repute. 	He 
left also 1 commentary on the Koraii, and some good poetry. 	He occupied the 
post of preacher (khatdba) at Harran, and this office was afterwards filled by other 
-members of his family. 	His life was one uniform course of rectitude and virtue. 
He was horn at Harran towards the end of the month of Shaaban, A.H. 542 
(January, A. D. 1148 `, and he died in that city on the 11 th of Safar, A. H. 
21 (March, A. D. 1224). 	Abil 1-Muzaffar Sibt Ibn al-Jauzi:;vol. I. pp. 439, 

674) says : " He incurred general odium in Harran, and, when any person of 
" that place commenced to display abilities, he never ceased persecuting him till 
" he drove him out of the city. 	He died on. the 5th of Safar, A. H. 621." 
This date differs from ours. 	He then adds : " I heard him, one Friday, on the 
i4 conclusion of the public prayer, recite the following verses in the great. 
" mosque of Harran : 

" My beloved friends! I have told my eyes that they and sleep shall never meet un— 
" less we meet again. 	Spare a heart tortured with love, and pity an enfeebled body 
" worn away. 	How often have you adjourned the night of our promised meeting! 
" life has passed away, and yet we do not meet." 

Abti Visa Mahasin lbn Salama Ibn Khalifa al-Harrani mentions Ibn Taimiya 
with commendation in-  his history of Harran, and says that he died on Thurs-
day, the 10th of Safar, A.H. 622 (February, A . D. 1225), soon after the hour 
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of the asr prayer (1). 	Abet 1-Barakat Ibn al-Mustaufi )vol. // p. 556) speaks 
of him in his History of Arbela, and states that he arrived in that city in the 
year 604, with the design of making the pilgrimage to Mekka. 	He.  then extols 
his merit and adds : 	" He gave lessons every day on the interpretation of the 

Koran ; he related anecdotes with great elegance, his discourse had a peculiar 
" charm, and this, joined to an agreeable disposition, rendered his company 

most acceptable to all ranks. 	His father was one of the abddls (2) and holy 
" ascetics. 	He (the son) acquired his knowledge of jurisprudence at Harran and 
" at Baghdad; in controversy he displayed singular acuteness. 	He composed 
" some compendious treatises on jurisprudence, and left a collection of sermons 

in the style of Ibn Nubata's (vol. II. p. 110). 	As an expounder of the Koran 
" he stood pm-eminent, and in all the sciences his abilities were highly conspi- 
" cuous. 	He learned Traditions from the first masters at Baghdad." 	Ibn al- 
Mustaufi then cites the following piece as the production of Ibn Taimiya : 

Receive my salutations and let the past be forgotten ; my departure from you was 
sore against my will. 	Ask the night if sleep has ever closed my eyelids since Heft you. 
Friends beloved of my heart ! I swear by Him who decreed our separation, that if the 
joyful day of our meeting return and the woes which afflict me be healed, I shall• go 
forth to meet the camels which bear you hither, and lay my face as a carpet in their 
path ; even should I apply my forehead to the ground—even should the (heat, ardent as) 
brands of ghada wood (3), scorch my cheeks ! 	Then I should receive new life— then 
wrapt in joy, I should exclaim : Receive my salutations ! the past is now forgotten ! 

lie then adds : " I asked him the meaning of his name Taimiya, and he re- 
" plied : ' My father or my grandfather, I am not sure which, made the pil- 
ii 4 grimage, leaving his wife in a state of pregnancy. 	On arriving at Taima, a 
46  'little girl who came out of a tent attracted his attention, and, on his return 
" 4  to Harran, he found that his wife had lain in of a daughter. 	When the 
44  ' child was presented to him, he exclaimed : Ya Taimiya 1 ya Taimiyal (0 the 
,, ' girl of Tainzd ! the girl of Taimd1)---heing struck with its resemblance to the 
44 4  little girl he saw there. 	The child was therefore named Taimiva.' 	Such was 
" the purport of his words."— Taimd is the name of .a. village in the desert of 
Tabilk, half-way between Khaibar and Syria. 	Taimiya means a female belonging 
to Taimd ; but the more correct expression (in this case) is Taiindwiya, because 
the masculine form of the relative adjective derived from Taiind is TcuntIwi. 	The 
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statement is furnished, however, by Ibn Taimiya himself, and has been gene-
rally adopted. 

(1) See vol. I. page 394. 
(2) The Moslim saints are supposed to form a corporation composed of a certain number of members and 

always subsisting. 	In this corporation the highest rank is 'acid by the chief, or Ghauth; the next, by four 
Autdd; the third, by seven Akhydr ; the fourth, by forty Abddl; tho fifth, by seventy Nujab; and the sixth, 
by three hundred Nukab.— See on this subject a passage of al-Ishhki, quoted by Lane in his translation of the 
Thousand and One Nights, vol. I. p. 233.—In the dictionary of technical terms employed by the safis, MS. 
of the Bib. du Roi, fonds 4sselin, No. 893, I find the following explanations of these terms: The Kutb (axis) 
is the individual to whom has been delegated Almighty God's inspection over the universe at all times.— The 
Kutb, at the moment in which recourse is had to him is the Ghauth (assistance).—The Autdd (pegs) are the 
four men who preside over the four regions of the world, the east, the west, the north, and the south. 	By 
them God preserves these regions, because they are charged to inspect (over their respective quarters).— The 
Budald (substitutions; the word abddl has the same meaning;) are seven men; when one of them travels 
forth, he leaves behind him a body in his image, so that no one can perceive his absence.—The Nujabd (ex-
cellent) are forty persons occutied in rectifying the affairs of men, in bearing their burdens, and in exercising 
the rights of the creature (not of the creator, like the kutb and the authd).—The Nukabd (administrators) 
are those who inspect and produce to view the secret of men's bosoms. 	They are three hundred in number. 
It would appear that, in the safi confraternity, these names served to designate the grand-master and the 
principal chiefs. 	 • 

'13) According to the Arabic philologers, the wood of the Ghada tree gives out great heat and retains its fire 
very long. 

AL-ATTABI THE GRAMMARIAN. 

. Abil Mansilr Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Zibirj the grammarian, 
surnamed al-Attabi, possessed a good knowledge of grammar, philology, and 
the belles-lettres. 	His writing was so beautiful and correct, that specimens of 
it are much sought after by literary melt. 	He studied the belles—lettres- under 
Abii 's-Saadat Hibat Allah Ibn as-Shajari (a sharif whose life we shall give;, 
Abu Manstir Manila Ibn al-Jawaliki (1), and others. 	He learned Traditions front 
the first masters of that age, and transcribed a great number of books. 	Volumes 
in his handwriting are highly prized. 	His birth took place in the month of the . 
first Rabi, A. H. A-84 (April-May, A. D. 4091), and his death occurred on the 
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eve of Tuesday, the 25th of the first Jumada,.A. H. 556 (May, A. D. 1161;.— 
Attdbi means belonging to al-AttelbiOn, a place in Baghdad so called, and situated 
on the west side of the river. 	AM Mansur resided there, but he afterwards 
removed to the east side. 	The surname of al-Attabi was also borne by a cele- 
brated poet called Abil Amr Kulthimi Ihn Amr Ibn Aiyilb, but he derived it 
from the circumstance of his being descended from•Attab Ibn Saad Ibn •Zuhair 
Ihn Jusham. 	'Kulthilm was an eloquent and able poet, who celebrated the 

praises of Harlin ar-Rashid and other great men. 	Ile belonged to Kinnisrin, an 
arient city of.Syria, near Aleppo. 	I should have mentioned him in this work, 
but, as it was designed to contain notices on those persons only the dates 'of 
whose death were known, and as I was unable to ascertain the time of his death, 
I felt constrained to omit him. 

(1) The life of Ibn al-JawAliki will be found in this work. 

TAJ AD-DIN AL--BANDAHL 

_ Abti Said—some say Abil Abd Allah—Muhammad Ihn Abi 's-naaoat litict ar- 
Rahman Ihn Muhammad Ibn MasiId Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Muhammad 
al-Masildi, surnamed Taj ad-din (crown_ of religion) al-Bandahi, was a native of 
Marwarrild in Khorasan, a doctor of the Shafite sect and a silfi. 	He displayed 
great talents as a philologer and composed on al-Hariri's HaMinas (vol. II. p. 
490) the fullest and most complete commentary ever written on that work. 	I 
saw a copy of it in five large volumes, which is more than twice the size of any 
other commentary composed to elucidate the Malcanias. 	,This work hears a high 
character, and copies of it are very common. 	He resided at Damascus, in the 
Sumaisat convent (Khdnakdh), and gave public lessons there. 	Previously to this, 
he had been preceptor to al-Malik al-Afdal (vol. II. page 353), the son of the 
sultan Salah ad-din, and, through his means, he Vas enabled to procure the 
numerous rare and valuable books, by the assistance of which he composed his 
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commentary on the Makdmas. 	Abil 1-Barakat al-Hashimi, a native of Aleppo, 
relates as follows : " When the sultan Salah ad-din entered Aleppo in the year 
" 579 (A. D. 1183), al-Masadi went down to the great mosque of that city, and 
" having installed himself in the library formed of the books given as wakfs (1) 
" to that establishment, he selected a great number of them (and took them away) 
" without meeting the slightest opposition. 	I myself saw him pack them up in 
C4  a pannier." 	I met some of al-Bandahi's disciples and received from them 
lessons and certificates of licence. 	We read, in the work of a modern histo- 
rian, that al-Bandahi's birth took place in the year 521, but one of our literati • 
states that he found the following note in al-Bandahi's own hand-writing : " I 
it was born at the hour of sunset, on the eve of Tuesday, the first of the latter 
"Rabi of the year 522 (April, A. D. 1128)." 	This statement is evidently more 
correct than the former, because it is taken from the handwriting of the person 
himself and indicates the day and month. 	He died at Damascus on the eve of 
Saturday, the 29th of the first Rabi, A. H. 584 (May, A.D. il 1 88'. 	Some place 
his death on the 1st of the latter Rabi. 	He was interred at the-  foot of Mount 
Kasiyiln. He settled his books as wakfs on the convent of which we have spoken. 
The following verses were often in his mouth : 

" I saw tears of blood flow from your eyes," said she, " through apprehension of our 
" departure; why now bast thou replaced tfiose tears of blood by tears of water ?" 	I 
replied : " Not that I was solaced in thy absence or that F.yielded to consolation ; 
" those tears have turned grey from the lengthened age of my weeping." 

Similar -to this are the, words of another poet : 

Soad said : " Post thou shed tears of water after tears of blood ? " 	I replied : " My 
" tears have turned grey from the lengthened age of my weeping." 

This doctor bore the surname of al-Masildi because he had an ancestor called 
Masild.— Of Marwarrdd we have already spoken (vol. I. p. 50).— Bandahi means 
belonging to Penj Dih, a district of Marwarriid. 	Penj Dili signifies five villages. 
To designate a native of this place, they employ also the words al-Fanjdilli and 

t 
al-Banjdihi. 	It has produced many eminent and learned men.— lidsiyiln is the 
name of a mountain rising on the north side of Damascus. 	It contains many 
beautiful country-seats, schools (macldris), convents (rubt), and gardens ; 	the 
river Yazid (has its source) in it, and the Thaura flows at its foot. 	It possesses 
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also a large mosque built by the sovereign of Arbela, MuzalTar ad-din, the son 
of 'Lain ad-din (vol. II. p. 535). 	Ibn Onain, a poet whose life we. shall give, 
composed a kasida, rhyming Ur 1, in praise of the sovereign of Yemen, Saif al- 
Islam Ibn Aiyilb (vol. I. p. 655), and, as he expresses in this piece his desire of 
seeing Damascus again, he enumerates the delightful spots in its vicinity, and 
says, when speaking of Mount KitsiyAn ; 

The ardent love of my heart for Kilslynn will subsist even when the foundations of 
that mountain have passed away. 

It is a brilliant poem, full of originality and ornament. 

(2) See vo1.I. page 49. 

IBN NUKTA. 

ALAI Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abel al-Ghani Ibn Abi Bakr Ibn Shujaa Ibn Abi 
'n-Nasr Ibn Abd Allah al-Hanbali (doctor of the Hanbalpe sect);  generally known 
by the appellation of Ibn Nukta and surnamed Moon .ad-din (defender of the faith), 
was an eminent traditionist and a native of Baghdad. 	His ardour.  in search 
of Traditions, the quantity of them which he heard and committed to paper, . 
and the frequent journeys which he undertook for the purpose of procuring 
them remised him to celebrity. 	He travelled to Kitotisitn, Persian Irak, Meso- 
potamia,- Syria, aord Egypt, visiting the principal traditionists, hearing their 
lessons, and obtaining information from their lips. 	He wrote a great deal and 
took down a quantity of useful notes. 	In the supplenient which he composed to 
the emir Ihn-Makilla's Ikmdl (vol. II. p. 248), and which forms two volumes, 
he displayed no inferior talent. 	He wrote also a small work on patronymics 
(mud), which serves as'a supplement to the treatise composed on that subject 
by Muhammad Ihn TAU. alNaktilisi (vol. III. p. 5), and to that of Abil Mitsa 
al4spahinai (vol. III. p. 4).• 	Another work of his, the Etat) at-Taky1d (book of 
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fixation), contains all the (requisite) information respecting (the right orthography 
of the names of) the traditionists, (of the unusual words occurring in) the different 
collections of Traditions and (*of the names occurring in) the isndds (4). 	When I 
I first heard of him, he was still living, but I never had an opportunity of 
meeting him. 	Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. II. p. 556) mentions him, in the History of 
Arbela, as one of the persons who visited that city and heard Traditions delivefed 
there. 	He speaks of him with commendation and adds : " He recited to me the 
" following verses as having been composed by Abil Ali Muhammad Ibn al-Hu- 
" sain Ibn Abi 's-Shibl, a native of Baghdad and one of the best poets that Irak 
" has produced in modern times : " — Ihri al-Haziri (vol. I. p. 563) gives them 
also in his Zina tad-Dahr— 

" Discover not thy sufferings or thy joys to a censor or a false friend; for pretended 
" sympathy is as.bitter to the heart as the exultation of foes." 

Um Nukta died at Baghdad on the 22nd of Safar, A. H. 629 (December, 
A. b. 'I 231), at an advanced age. 	I was then residing at Aleppo for the pur- 
pose of pursuing my studies, and it was there we received intelligence of his 
death.— his father Abd al-Ghani died at Baghdad on the 4th of the latter Ju-
mada, A. H. 583 (August, A. D.4187), and was intern 1 near the mosque of his 
(quarter). 	His frugality and disinterestedness renk,',iid him celebrated. — Abil 
Ali Ibu Abi 's-Shibl died A. H. 473 (A. D. 4080-4). 	The lattib Imad ad-din 
speaks of him in the Kharida. 

(1) See vol. I 	Introduction, page xxii. 

IBN AD-DUBAITH1. 
• . 

Ai't Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn.  Abi."1-Maali Said Ibn Abi 'Faith Yahya 
Ibn Abi 1-Hasan Ali Ibn al-Hajjaj Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hajjaj, generally 
known by the appellation of' Ibn ad-Dubaithi, was a native of WaSit, an 
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historian, and a doctor of the sect of as-Shafi. 	He received a great quan- 
tity of Traditions by oral transmission, and formed some collections of useful 
notes 	(tadlek). 	His memory was stocked with pieces of great beauty, and 
these he often cited in conversation. 	By his learning in the Traditions and 
his correct knowledge of the names of the traditionists and of history, he ac- 
quired the reputation of an able hdfiz, and a genius of the first order. 	He com- 
posed a work which he designed as a continuation to Abil Saad Abd al-Karim • 
as-SpamAni's (vol. II. p. 156) supplement to the Khatib's (vol. I. page 75) HiStory 
of Baghdad, and in it he gives notices on the persons whom as-Sam5ni had for- 
gotten and on those who lived subsequently to that writer. 	It fills three vo- 
lumes and possesses considerable merit (1). 	He wrote 'also a history of Wasit 
and other works. 	Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. I. p. 556) makes mention of him in the 
History of Arbela and says : " He entered out• city in the month of VI 1-Kaada, 
" A.H. 611 (March, A.D. 1215). 	He was a fine-looking old man." 	He then 
adds that Ibn ad-Dubaithi recited to him the following piece as of his own com-
position 

• 
I put mankind to the test, but found not a true friend, a helper in adversity. 	I 

showed, them the sincerest friendship, but received a troubled and insincere attach-
ment in return. Never, when I chose from among them a companion who pleased me, 
had I cause to praise his conduct in the end. 

Ibn ad-Dubaithi continued to study and take notes up to the moment of his 
death. 	His birth took place at Wtisit on Monday, the 26th of Rajab, A. H. 558 
(June, A.D. 1163); he died at Baghdad on Monday, the 8th of the latter Rabi, 
637 (November, A. D. 1239): 	The next day, he was interred in the Wardiya 
cemetery. — Dubaithi means belonging to Dubaitha, a village in the neighbour- 
hood of Wasit. 	His ancestors belonged to Kanjah .(in the province or Arlin), and 
his, grandfather removed from Dubaitha to Wasit, where the family multiplied.— 
His father Abu 1-Maali Said died at Wasit on the eve of the Festival of the Sacri-
fice, A.H. 585 (December, A.D. 1189 ); he was born in that place on the 27th 
of Safar, A- H. 527 ( January, A. D. 1133 ). 

(1) The second volume of this work is in the Bib. du Bei, ancien fonds, No. 145. 	It begins with the 
Ahmeds and finishes with the ha, the sixth letter of the Arabic alphabet. 

VOL. 	III. 	 1.i. 
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IBN ZAFAII AS-SAKALIA. 

Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abi Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Zafar 
as-Sakalli (native of Sicily )y surnamed Hujja tad-den (proof of religion), was an 
accomplished scholar versed in the belles-lettres, and author of some instruc- 
tive works. 	One of these, the Sulwdn al-Mutda fi Odwdn al-Atbda (consalatiowfor 
the master who suffers from the enmity of his servants), he composed in the year 554 
(A. D. 1159), for a certain chief who was then in Sicily (1). 	Ilis other works 
are : 	the Khaix al-Bishr bi-Khair il-Bashar (excellent news concerning the best of 
mankind) 1,2), a large commentary on the Koran, entitled al-Yanb4a (the source), 
the Kitdb Nujabd 'l-Abnd (history of clever children) (3), a Hd,shia, or appendix to 
al-Hariri's Durra tal-Ghawwds (vol. II. p. 492), and two commentaries on the 
same author's Makeintas,— one ample, the other concise. 	He left also some other 
compositions of great elegance. 	I read, towards the beginning of his commen- 

..Lary, that he had been taught. ( the Makdmds) by the hdfiz Abu Tahir as-Silati 
(\voi. I. p. 86), who had learned them from the author, al-Hariri : people say, 
however, that when as-Silafi saw al-Hariri in the mosque of Basra, teaching his 
Makdmas to a circle of students, he asked who he was, and receiving for an-
swer: "That man has fabricated a set of lying stories, and is now dictating 
" them to the public," he said not another word, but turned away from him in 
disdain. 	God best knows which of these statements is true. 	The following 
anecdote has been handed down as a relation made by the shaikh Taj ad-din 
al-Kindi (vol. I. p. 546) : 	"Having obtained a draught on 	the government 
" office (diwdn) in Hamat for a gratuity, I went to receive the amount, and, on 
" my arrival, an interview was brought about between me and lbn Zafar. 	We 
" then engaged in a grammatical and philological discussion, during -which 1 
" proposed to him some questions on the former subject and brought him to a 
44  stand. 	His skill in philology appeared nearly as limited, and, when the 
" assembly was about to break up, he said : ' The shaikh Taj ad-din surpasses 
44 4  me in grammar, but I excel him in philology ; ' on which I answered : 	' Thy 
44  ' first assertion is granted and thy second denied.' We then separated." 	Ibn 
Zafar was of a short stature, a puny figure, and by no -means well-looking. Some 
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poetry is ascribed to him, and I found the following verses in a compilation 

	

which goes under his name : 	. 

	

. 	. 
I bear thee in my heart; dost thou then know that thou art borne about even when 

thou remainest at home ? 	Is not that person highly prized by me whom I long to meet 
and who dwells within my bosom? 

He has borrowed this thought from an Arab of the desert, who said : 

Though I never inhabited the land where Sulaima took up her abode, I pray that a 
a dark cloud may show her its lightnings, and refresh with its showers the dwelling— 
place of a person dear to my heart. 	 • 

Imad ad-din al-Ispahani quotes, in his Kharida, a number of pieces composed 
by Ibn Zafar, and, amongst others, the following : 

A man's misfortunes correspond to his merits; and, by his patience under affliction, 
his share of merit may be known. 	He who has but little firmness in facing what he ap- 
prehends, will have but little chance of gaining what he hopes for. 

Ibn Zafar was born in Sicily and brought up at Mekka ; he kept removing from 
one country to another, and at length died at Hamat in the year 565 (A. D. 
1169-'70). 	The whole period of his life was passed in the sufferings of poverty : 
it is even related that, in Hamat, want and misery forced him to marry his daugh-
ter to a person much beneath her ; the bridegroom then left the city with his 
wife, and sold her as a slave in another country (4).—Zafar is the noun of action 
belonging to a verb which,.taking zafira in the preterite and yazfaru in the aorist, 
means to obtain a thing. 	(It is here employed as a proper name.) 	Having already 
spoken of Sakalliya (Sicily) (vol. II. p. 161), we need not repeat our observa-
tions here. 

\f) Sicily was at that time under the domination of William the Bad, the second Norman king. 	This cir- 
cumstance induced me to examine Ibn Zafar's work in the hopes of finding some information respecting the 
stet of that country, but was unable to discover any thing of the kind. 	It is a collection of apologues and 
historical anecdotes. 	This work, of which- three or four copies are preserved in the Bib. du Roi, is highly es— 
teemed in the East, and has been translated into Persian and Turkish. 

(2) A copy of this work is preserved in the Bib. ,du Roi. 	It is divided into four chapters: the first on 
the passages in the Books of God (the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Gospel) which foretel the mission 
of Muhammad. 	The second contains the ancient popular traditions relative to this event; the third, the 
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predictions on the same subject made by the Hdhins (Arabian diviners); and the fourth, such information 
respecting the coming of Muhammad as was derived from the Jinn (genii). 

(3) A copy of this work is in the Bib. du Roi. 	As the title indicates, it contains anecdotes of children' re- 
markable for precocious talent. 	The historian and the philologer will find in it much curious information. 

(4) This act was contrary to law. 

AL-OTBI THE POET. 

Abet Abd ar-Rahman Muhammad Ibn Obaid Allah Ihn Omar lbn Moawia Ihn 
Omar Ibn Otba Ibn Abi Sofyan Sakhr Ibn Harb Ibn Omaiya Ibn Abd Shams, sur-
named at-Otbi,was a member of the tribe of Koraish and of the family of Omaiya, 
a native of Basraand a poet of great celebrity. 	This accomplished scholar and 
able poet delivered orally historical Traditions and the narrations of the com-
bats which took place between the Arabs of the desert; he composed also some 
elegies on the death of his sons. 	The authorities which he cited for his infor- 
mation were Sofyan Ibn Oyaina vol. I. p. 578':, Lilt Ibn Muhnaf, and his own 
father; amongst those who delivered traditional information on his authority 
were: Abtl Hatim as-Sijistatti (v../. p. 603), Abtl 'l-Fadl ar-Riashi (v. II. p. 10`, 
and Ishak Ibn Muhammad an-Nakhai. 	Having proceeded to Baghdad, he taught.  
Traditions to the people of that city, but he was more generally noted for drink- 
ing wine and composing love-verses on Otba. 	He and his father held a high 
rank by the respectability of their family, and both bore the reputation of ac- 
complished scholars and elegant speakers. 	Amongst the works which he com- 
piled were : a Book of Horses, a collection of poems composed by the Arabs of 
the desert, a collection of poems composed by females whose love had turned to 
hatred, ,the Kitdb ad-Dabili (victims for sacrifice), and the Kitdb al-Aklddk (de 'mo- 
ribus), etc. 	Ibn Kutaiba 1:vol. II. page 22) mentions him in the Kitdb al-Madrif, 
and lbn al Munajjim ;II ) in the Kitdb al-Bdri. 	The latter writer gives the fol- 
lowing verses as al-Otbi's : 

When the maidens remarked the tinge of grey appearing on my cheeks, they turned 
away from me their faces radiant with beauty. 	When they saw or heard me, they ran 
off to the tops of the sand-hills at al—MahAjir (2). 	But though they turn their eyes away 
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from me, they cast (towards me) furtive glances like those of the fawn and gazelle; for I 
belong to a family. of high renown, whose feet were formed to tread the pulpit (3) ; 
khalifs in' Islamic times; mighty chiefs in the times of idolatry; to them belonged .every 
glory, and such an ancestry might form -the boaster's proudest vaunt. 

A collection of pieces in my own handwriting contains some verses of the 
sharif ar-Rida's (4), in which a similar thought is expressed.—Ibn al-Munajjim 
quotes also these verses as his : 

When Sulaima saw me turn my eyes away—and I turn my glances away from all who 
resemble her—she said :, " 1 once saw thee mad (with love) ;" and I replied : " Youth 
" is a madness of which old age is the cure." 

This verse has now acquired the force of a .proverb. 	Al-Mubarrad ,,vol. M. 
p. 31) cites, in his Kdmil, two verses in which al-Otbi deplores the death of one 
of his sons; they are as follows : 

Tears have furrowed my cheeks through grief for thy loss, and wounds have covered 
my heart. 	Resignation meets with approval in every case, but in thine it merits 
blame. 

This verse also has obtained great currency. 	The poetical pieces of al-Ofbi 
are numerous and good; he was one of the best poets of Islamic times. 	He 
died A. H. 228 (A.D. 842-3).-- The surname of al-Otbti was borne by him be- 
cause he drew his descent from Otba, the son of Ahil SofvAn. 	Otbi signifies also 
descended from Otba Ibn Ghavtdin, one of the Prophet's companions. 	It is pos- 
sible also that our poet may have received this surname on account of the poems 
which he composed in' praise of his beloved Otba. 

(1) His life will be found in this work. 
(2) This is merely a conjectural translation of the verse. 
(3) Literally: 	"For whose feet the tops of the pulpits were formed." 	In the first ages of Islamism, the 

khalif in person pronounced the khotba from the pulpit. 	The poet here alludes to his descent from the 
Omaiyides. 

(4) His life will be found in this volume. 
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ABU BAKR AL-KHOWAREZMI. 

Abti Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Abbas al-Khowarezmi, surnamed also at-Ta-
barkhazi, (because, says as-Samani (vol. II. p. 156), his father belonged to Rho-
warezm and his mother to Tabaristan, and the son combined these two denomi-
nations into one,) was, as we have already said in the life of lbn Jarir at-Tabari 
(vol. II. p. 597), a sister's son to that historian. 	Abil Bakr ranked among the 
gre.atest and the most renowned of the poets; he was held also as a first—rate au- 
thority in philology and genealogy. 	He resided for some time in Syria, in the 
neighbourhood of Aleppo, and was highly distinguished by his contemporaries. 
It is related that having gone to see the Sahib ibn Abbad (void. p. 212), who was 
then holding his court at Arrajan, he requested one of the chamberlains to an- 
nounce to him that a literary man desired permission to enter. 	The chamber-
lain took in the message, and his master replied : " Tell him that I have bound 
C4  myself not to receive any literary man unless he know by heart twenty thou- 
" sand verses composed by the Arabs of the desert." The chamberlain returned 
back with this answer, and Abil Bakr said : 	" Ask him if he means twenty 
" thousand verses composed by men, or twenty thousand composed by wo- 
" men?" 	This question was repeated to the Sahib; who immediately exclaimed : 
" This must be Abit Bakr al-Khowarezmi ! let him come in." 	Abil Bakr then 
entered, and being recognised by the Sahib, he met a most favorable reception. 
Abil Bakr left a collection (diwaii) of epistles and another of poetry. 	Ath-Thaa- 
libi (vol. II. p. 129) mentions him in the Yatima and quotes a passage from his 
prbse-writings, to which he subjoins some extracts from his poems. 	Amongst 
the pieces given there are the following : 

I see that, when wealthy, you pitch your tent close to us, and that, when you are in 
- want, you visit us seldom. 	'Tis with you as with the moon : when her light is diminish— 

ing, she delays her visits, but when it increases, she remains with us long. 

0 thou who longest for draughts of pure wine, but who, occur what may, wilt never 
break the seal of the paper (in which thy money is rolled up) ; 	know that the purse 
and the. goblet cannot be filled at the same time; empty then thy purse, that thou 
unayest fill thy goblet. 
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Abil Said Ahmad Ibn Shuhaib, a native of Khowarezm, composed the following 
verses on Abil Bakr : 

Aba Bakr possesses learning and talent, but he does not adhere to his engagements. 
The attachment which he shows for a friend lasts from morning to night (and no longer). 

The anecdotes told of Abil Bakr are very numeraus. 	On his return to Syria, 
he settled at Naisapilr /  and died in that city on the 15th of Ramadan, A.H. 383 
'November, A. D. 993), but, in the historical work of our master Ibn al-Athit 
(vol. II. p. 288) his death is placed ten years later. 	God best knows which is 
right. 	AbuBakr took leave of the Sdhib Ibn Abbad, little pleased with his 
reception, and he then composed on him these lines : 

Praise not Ibn Abbad when his hands shower forth generosity so as to shame the 
rain-cloud. 	Such acts are merely the suggestions of his fancy ; he grants, but not 
from liberality, and he refuses, but not from avarice. 

Ibn Abbad was told of this, and,.on receiving intelligence of the poet's death, 
he said : 

I said to the caravan returning from Khorasan : " Is your Khowarezmite dead ?" 
and they answered : " Yes." 	On this I said : " Inscribe these words upon his tomb : 
" May the curse of the Almighty light upon the ungrateful! " 

I found these verses given as having been composed by Abil Bakr al-Khowa-
rezmi upon the Sahib Ibn Abbad, and a number of literary men have made the 
same statement in their compilations and in conversation ; but happening since 
to examine al Marzubani's (vol. Ill. p. 68) Mojarn as-Shuard, I met the following 
lines in the life of Moawia Ibn Sofyan, surnamed Mail 1-Kasim al:-Aama (the 
blind), a poet and one of the persons who, at Baghdad, repeated from memory 
the compositions of former authors; be.had.been a pupil of al-KisM's (vol. II. 
p. 2371, and was employed by al-Hasan Ibn Sahl (vol. I. p. 408) to instruct his 
children. 	Having incurred Ibn Sahi's reprehension for something which he had 
dorie, he pronounced these satirical lines : 

Praise not Hasan for generosity, though his hands shower gifts in abundance;.  
blame him not, if lie withhold his favours. 	It is not through parsimony that he re- 
fuses, neither.  is .it in hopes of fame that he bestows. 	Such acts are merely the sug- 
gestions of his fancy; he grants, but not from liberality, and he refuses, but not from 
avarice. 
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God best knows the truth in this matter.—We have already spoken of the 
' word Khowdrezmi (1). 

(1) This, I believe, is an error; in the part of his work which precedes, the author has said nothing on the 
-subject. 	In Arabic, the word is pronounced Khuwdrazmi, and means native of Khowdrezin (or Kharizm). 

• 

AS-SALAMI THE POET. 

- _ AV.! 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah (1)-Ibn Muhammad Ibn•Muhammad 
Ibn Yahya Ibn Khulais lbn Abd Allah Ihn Yahya Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Harith Ibn 
Abd Allah Ibn al-Walid Ibn al-Walid Ibn al-Mughaira Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Oman 
Ibn Makhzilm Ibn Yakza Ibn Murra Ibn Kaab Ibn Luwai Ibn GUM) Ibn Fihr 
Ibn Alalik Ibn ah-Nadr Ibn Kinana Ibn Khuzaima Ibn Mudrika Ibn al-Yas Ibn 
Modar Ibn Nizar lbn Maadd Ibn Adnan al-Makhzarni as-Salami, a celebrated poet, 
drew his descent from al-Walid, the son of al-Walid Ibn al-Mughaira al-Makh-
zilmi and the brother of Khalid Ibn al-Walid (the first Moslim conqueror of Syria). 
Ath-Thaalibi (vol. 11. p. 129) speaks of him in these terms (2) : 	" He was in- 
,, controvertibly the best poet of Irak, and his right to that rank is sufficiently 
" evinced by his merit. 	The opinion which AT have expressed concerning 
" him is supported by a sure testimony, that of his poems ; and the beauties of 

" his compositions which we have here inscribed are a delight for the eye, a 
LI charm for the heart, and a satisfaction for the mind. 	He began to utter 
" verses at the.age of ten years, and the first piece he ever pronounced was the 
" following, recited by him one day at school : 

" The charms of beauty (we remark) in him are various; the eyes of mankind are 
" fixed on him with one accord. 	The arrow of his glances is sharp, and his glance 
" never misses its aim. 	-Beauty has inscribed upon his cheek : 	This is a beauteous 
" being; as true as his creator exists,!" 

" He passed his early youth at Baghdad, and removed to Mosul when yet a 
" boy. 	He there met some poets of the highest eminence, such as AB Oth- 
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4 4  man al-Khalidi, (one of the two Khalidites) (3), Abit 'I-Faraj al-Babbagha 
4 4  (vol. II. p. 147), Abil 'l-Hasan at-Tallafari, and others. 	When they saw him, 
" they were astonishenhat such talents could exist in a boy so young, and they 
" suspected that the verses which he repeated were not his own. 	Al-Khalidi 
" then observed that he would undertake to put him to the test, and having 

.4 4  prepared a banquet, he invited these poets and as-Salami. 	When in the midst 
" of their potations, they proceeded to make a trial of his talents, and a heavy 
" fall of snow having very soon after covered the face of the earth, al-Khalidi 
" took an orange and threw it .upon the snow : ' Now,' said he to his compa- 
" nions, ' let us try and describe that object.' 	Upon this as-Salami delivered 
" extemporaneously the following lines : 

" How admirable the talent of al—Khalidi, a Oiling unrivalled,'generous, and grand ! 
" To the frozen water of the cloud he made a present of an ardent fire (4.), and wh&n 
" the noble hearts of (his companions) addressed reproaches to hilt, the hands of joy 
" offered him this excuse drawn from my mind : Blame him not; he has only made the 
" cheeks a present to the mouth (5). 

• 
" When they saw him capable of producing such verses as these, they let 

" him alone; all praised his talents and acknowledged his merit and acuteness, 
" with the exception of al-Tallafari, who persevered in his former opinion. 	In 
" this he was so obstinate, that as-Salami at length attacked him in these lines : 

• 
" At-Tallafari aspired to my friendship, but the soul of a dog would despise such 

" friendship as his. 	His character is repugnant to mine, and my actions scorn to be 
" joined with his. 	Ars mea nobilis in lingua sita est, ars emus. vilis in tergo. Homo 
" non est ille mihi versus facienti conveniens ; homo non sum ad ilium pertundendum 

aptus (6). 

" He composed also many more satires on the same person. 	Having gone one 
" day to see Abil Taghlib,"—Abil Taghlib al-Hamdani (7) I suppOse is meant,— 
" the latter, who had a coat of mail lying before him, desired the poet to de- 
" scribe it in verse. 	As-Salami immediately extemporised these lines : 

" How often has an ample (coat of mail) rendered me service and I requited it with 
" evil, yet no one reproached me : from morn to night it preserved me from death, and 
" yet I exposed it to the strokes of every sword." 

This idea is borrowed from a piece already quoted (vol. II. p. 43), in which 
Abd Allah Ibri al-Motazz speaks of boiled wine ; he there says : 

VOL. III. 	 15 
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It preserves me from the fires of hell, and that, we must allow, is a great service. 

As-Salami proceeded to the court of as-Sahib Ibn Attbad (vol. I. p. 212) at 
Ispahan, and recited to him the poem rhyming in b, which contains this verse : 

We abandoned ourselves to sin, when we found that forgiveness was the fruit of 
crime. 

This verse, which is one of his finest, contains an allusion to the idea ex-
pressed by Abil Nuwas al-Hasan Ibn Hani (vol. I. p. 391) in a poem the subject 
of which is self-mortification ; 	he says : 

You shall gnaw your hands with regret, for the • pleasures which you 	avoided 
through fear of hell. 

• It approaches also to the thought which (the khalif) al-Mamim thus expressed : 
" If criminals knew what pleasure I take in pardoning, they would strive to 
" 	favour by 	 " 	Whilst gain my 	committing crimes." — 	(8) 	as-Salami remained 
" with the Sahib, he enjoyed favours in profusion, ample honours and untrou- 
" bled pleasure. 	At length he resolved on visiting the court of Adud ad-Daw- 
" lat Ibn Buwaih (vol. II. p. 481) at Shiraz, and the Sahib not only provided him 
" with a conveyance for his journey, but gave him a letter of recommendation 
" addressed to the katib Abit 'l-Kasim Abd al-Aziz Ibn Yiisuf, an eloquent writer 
" and one of the persons employed by Adud ad-Dawlat in the capacity of vizir. 
" Here is a copy of the letter : 4  Your lordship knows that the traders in poetry 
" ' (shir) are more numerous than the hairs of the head (sitar), and that those 
" ' persons are much less so whose jewels, when offered ( for sale), can be confi- 
" 4  dently taken as the workmanship of their own genius, and whose embroi- 
" 6  dered tissues, when presented (to purchasers), can be considered as wrought 
46  ' on the loom of their own imagination. 	Now, amongst the persons whom I 

46  ' have put to the test and approved, whom I have tried and chosen, is Abet 1- 
" 6  Hasan Muhammad as-Salami, the originality of whose talent surpasses ex- 
" ' pectation, and the peculiar art with which he displays its excellence excites 
44 4  the ear to listen with delight to his compositions and the eye to peruse 
666 them. 	Mounted on the steed of hope, he is induced to visit the Majestic 
s6 4 Presence, in the expectation of being admitted into the band of his fellow- 
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44 4  poets and attracting notice by the lustre of his endowments. 	I have there- 
" 4  fore dispatched (to you), in his person, the emir of poets, escorted by the train 
44 4  of his (accomplishments), and I have adorned that vigorous courser of elo- 
44 ' quence with the harness which becomes him. 	This, my letter, serves him 
,4  ' as a guide towards the (regions watered by the). showers (of liberality), or 
444 rather as a path conducting him to the ocean (of beneficence); 	therefore, if 
" 4  your lordship judge proper to take into consideration these words of mine 
444 in his favour, and to let them be the means of procuring your consent to 
" 4  his wishes, you will, I hope, execute what you resolve.' 	When Ahit '1- 
" liasim received this letter, he took the poet under his charge and treated him 
" with special favour. 	He then presented him to Adud ad-Dawlat, that he 
,, might recite to that prince the kasida which contains.-this passage : 

" To reach thee, a man who made the sight of thy palace the term of his camel's 
" journey, crossed the wide—extended desert. 	I and my courage in the depths of 
" darkness, and my sword, were three companions, united like (the stars of the con- 
" stellation of) the eagle. 	I encouraged my hopes with the sight of a king who (for 

- 	" me) would replace mankind, of a palace which (for me) would be the world, and of a 
" day of meeting which ( for me) would be worth an eternity." 

We have already mentioned these verses 	in the life of Adud ad-Dawlat 
(vol. II. p. 482). 	" Adud ad-Dawlat then took him under the wing of his favour, 
" and handed him the key which opened (the door) to the advantages he expected ; 
4 ,  sojourning or journeying, he kept him attached to his person, and raised him 
" to ample fortune by his donations. 	' When I see as-Salami,' said he, ' at my 
64 4  levees, it seems to me as if the planet Mercury (9) had descended from its 
" ' sphere to stand before me.' 	On the death of this prince, as-Salami returned 
" to his usual habits, and his means underwent diminution ; sometimes they 
"rose, sometimes they fell; and so they continued till the moment of his 
" death." 	He composed a number of highly beautiful kostdas on Adud ad- 
Dawlat, and it is in one of those pieces that we find the following passage : 

I roused my boon companions as the.  dog-star passed above us, and the moon in the 
expanse of heaven seemed like a pond in the midst of a meadow. 	" Awake !" (said I,) 
" the spy now sleeps from fatigue, and pleasure has awaked !" 	Satan prompted us (to 
sin), and we all declared him an excellent counsellor ! 	Prostrated on the battle—field (of 
pleasure), our aspect caused the beasts of prey and the vultures to shun us (10). The 
blooming flowers of our meadow are female cheeks, and female waists are its pliant 
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shrubs. 	The enjoyments of life are always best hidden when the veils (in which false 
modesty shrouds us) are rent away. 	" Awake 1 hasten to drink of generous wine ! this 
" world is a mere illusion." 	The cupbearers passed the goblet around, and offered it to 
the guest as the falcon offers the game to the sportsman. 	This virgin liquor comes dis- 
guised by the admixture of water, concealed in it as the soul is concealed in the body. 
The red surface crowned with bubbles seems like a cheek receiving a kiss (11). 	We 
at length sunk in prostration, but we had then before us for imdm (to direct our devo—
tions) the lyre and the guitar 1 

In another piece of verse, he says of Adud ad-Dawlat : 

Thy bounty visits the needy, thy sword the rebel, and are received, that by hands, 
and this by necks. 	Each day adds to the treasury of thy glory, whilst it exhausts the 
wealth of thy treasury. 

He said also of the same prince : 

For bravery and generosity his eulogists compared him to persons who, had they 
seen this prince, would have become the humblest of his servants. 	Why 1 in hls army 
he has fifty thousand Antars braver even than he, and in his treasurers a thousand 
HAtims (12). 

In one of his pieces he says : 

If (our) lips be impressed upon thy cheek, they are imprisoned in the chains of thy 
izdr (13). 

And from this verse at-Tallafari took the idea expressed in the following line : 

Suppose that a cheek be pressed to thine, how can thy ringlets, then imprisoned, 
roam freely (1.4.). 

As-Salami had in fact recited to at-Tallafari the piece to which this verse 
belongs. 	At-Tallafari's names were as-Shihab (Shihdb ad-din) Muhammad Ibn 
Yilsuf Ibn Masild as-Shaibani (15). We may sum up as-Salami's merits by saying 
that the greater part of his poems are exquisite. 	He was born in Karkh, the 
suburb of Baghdad, on Friday evening, the 6th of Rajab, A. II. 336 (January, 
A. D. 948), and he died on Thursday, the 4th of the first Jumada, A. H. 393 
(March, A. D. 1003).— Salami means belonging to Dar as-Saldm (the abode of ..._.  
wejk_tre), that is, Baghdad. 	This remark we have already made in the life of the 
lidfiz Muhammad Ibn Nasir (vol. /H. p.11). 
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(1) In the MS. of. the Yatitna, No. 1370, as-Salami's names are written: Abd Husain Muhammad Ibn Obeid 
Allah. 

(2) See Yatlma, MS. of the Bib. du Roi, ancien fonds, No. 1370, fol. 194 verso. 
(3) Vol. II. page 263. 	 • 
(4) The poet thus designates the orange on account of its colour. 	 .. 
(5) That is: He permitted the mouth to kiss the cheeks.—The teeth are often compared to hail-stones, and 

the red-skinned orange is compared to the cheek of the beloved. 
(6) The verb cit,o (colaphum itnpingere alicui) bears also the obscene signification of pertundere. 

(7) For the history of Abd Taghlib al-Ghadanfer al-Hamdhni, see vol. I. p. 405, and Alitt'l-Feda's Annals, 
years 358, 359, 367, 369. 

(8) Ibn Khallikan here resumes his extract from the Yatima. 	See MS. 5,0.1370, fol.196 v. 
(9) See vol. II. p. 562, note (8). 
(10) The poet here imitates a verse of Amr '1•Kais, where he says : Et pernoctavimus, feris d nobis retroce-

dentibus, humi jacentes ac si duo occisi essemus.— (Diwdn d'Amro 'l-Kais, p. 72.r 
(11) The mouth, or rather the teeth, are compared to white objects, such as flowers, hailstones, bubbles on 

water, etc. 	The inverse also takes place. 
(12) The bravery of Antar and the generosity of Hatim are well known. 
(13) See vol. I. page xxxvi. 
(14) The verb z.

..,
.1

.) 
here rendered by roam freely, bears also the signification of to smell sweetly. 	The poet 

plays upon this double meaning. 
(15) Ibn Khallikan has committed an error here : The author of the Yattma informs us that at-Tallafari's 

names were Abd 1-Husain Ali Ibn Ahmad. 	As for the poet and philologer Shihab ad-dIn Muhammad Ibn 
Ydsuf Ibn Masud as-Shaibani at-Tallafari, we learn from the Nujtlm that he was born at Mosul, A. H. 593. 
(A.D. 1196-7), and died at Munk in the month of Shawwal, A. H. 675 (March, A.D. 1277). 

• 
IBN SUKKARA AL-HASHIMI. 

Abil 1-Hasan Muhammad Ibn, Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad, a celebrated poet of 
Baghdad and generally known by the appellation of Ibn Sukkara al-lfashimi, 
drew his descent from Ali, the son of al-Mandi, the son of Abil Jaafar al-Manstlr, 
the Abbaside khalif. 	Ath-Thaalibi has an article on him, in which he says (1): 
" This poet had a great command over all the beauties of composition; in the 
4, expression of novel and witty allusions he surpassed the ablest poets, even 
" those who took the lead, directing, as he pleased, his course through the hip- 
" podrome of humour and licentiousness. 	It was currently said at Baghdad 
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" that an epoch which bestowed upon the world such men as Ibn Sukkara and 
" Ibn Hajraj (vol. I. page 448) was extremely bountiful, and that these two 
" were-for that age what Jarir (vol. 1. p. 294) and al-Farazdak were for theirs." 
It is said .that the.  diwdn of Ibn Sukkara's works contains upwards of fifty thou- 
sand verses. 	A charming comparison of his is that expressed in the following 
lines, composed on a boy bearing in his_hand a branch tipped with flowers : 

A branch of willow (a slender—waisted youth) appeared, and in his hand a branch bear- 
ing a string of pearls. 	I stood in admiration at these two branches; one bore a rising 
moon (a handsome face), and the other bore stars ( flowers ) (2). 

In another of his pieces he says : 

By Allah ! I perish I I despair of my life, unless I see that waist which caused my 
trouble (3). 

Al:al-Hasa!) Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Fath, a poet of Baghdad and generally 
known by the surname of Ibn Abil-Asb--or Ibn al-Ash—al-Ushnani al-Milhi (A) 

• relates as follows : " Ibn Sukarra al-Hashimi wrote to me these lines : 

" 0 friend whom fortune has bestowed upon me ! fortune so avaricious in bestowing 
" true friends ! 	We are now far asunder, and cannot meet except in dreams (5). 
" One single cause has placed a distance between us : I am sukkar (sugar) and thou 
" art milk (salt). 

" To this I wrote in reply :. 

" How can united brethren be induced to say to a friend the sincerity of whose at-
" tachment is tainted with sarcasm : ' There is sugar between us, spoil it not ! ' or how 
" can they say : ' Wretch that thou art I there is salt between us (; prove not a traitor 
" to it) (6).'" 

In a satire directed against a man in power, Ibn Sukkara said : 

You treat us with haughtiness, yet you are not a khalif or a khalif's heir. 	Be insolent, 
even more than you' are, (I care not), I have neither pension nor place to lose. 	Say 
not : " I am faultless ; " the chastest maiden is exposed to the strokes of slander. 
Poetry is fire without smoke, and rhymes possess a subtle magic. 	How many the pow— 
erful, the aspiring, whom a few words have hurled from their elevation. 	Musk, though 
worthy of all praise, is converted by satire into carrion (7). 
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Another of his pieces is the following : 

I was asked what I had prepared against the cold which had just set in with inten-
sity; and I replied :. A waistcoat of nakedness, and underneath it a shirt of shivering. 

He is also the author of the two following verses, quoted by al-Hariri in his 
Makama, entitled al-Karajiya (8)': 

The winter set in, and I provided myself with seven things necessary when the rain 
prevents us from pursuing our usual occupations. 	(These things are :) A shelter, a 
purse, a Stove, a cup of wine preceded by a bit of meat, a tender maid, and a 
cloak (9). 

• 
Ibn at-Taawlzi, a poet whose life we shall give, composed the following lines 

on the same model : 

When seven things are collected together in the drinking-room, it is not reasonable 
to stay away. 	These are : itoast meat, a melon, honey, a young girl, wax-lights, 	a 
singer to delight us, and wine .(10). 	. 

And Abil 1-Thana Mahmtld Ibn Nem Ibn Arslan, the grammarian, corn-
posed these verses on the same subject : 

They say that the k's of winter are numerous, and yet none can.doubt that there is 
only one : If you possess the k of kis (purse), you possess all the rest; in the flesh of the 
onager is found the taste of every species of game (11). 

• 
Speaking of youth, Ibn Sukkara said : 

Youth has departed ! that youth which once was full of sap, covered with fruit and 
shady foliage. 	It was a portion of thyself, but it has perished ; know that when a por- 
tion of thyself has perished, all of thee has perished: 

The poetical compositions of Ibn Sukkara abound in beauties. 	He died on 
Wednesday, the 11th of the latter Rah!, A. H. 385 (May, A . D. 995). — The 
birth of Ibn Abi '1-Asb took place subsequently to the year 285 (A. D. 898), and, 
in the year 374 (A. D. 984-5), al-Hasan Ibn Ali al-Jauhari heard him repeat the 
verses quoted above.—Abit 'l-Thana Mahmtld Ibn Nema died at Damascus, A.H. 
565 (A.D. 4169-70). 	The latib Imad ad-din speaks of him in the Kharicla, and 
mentions that, in the year 563, he met him at Damascus and heard him repeat 
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numerous fragments of his poetical compositions.-:- Sukkara (sugar) : this word 
is so well-known that it requires no explanation. 

(1) Yatima, MS. No. 1370, fol. 207. 
(2) Here follow, in the original, two other pieces, each containing two verses. 	As they evidently refer to 

an unnatural passion, they have not been translated. 
(3) In the original is a play upon the words kdrnat, akdmat, and kidmat, all deriving from the same root. 
(4) Ushndni means belonging to Ushndn, a place near Baghdad. WM signifies a seller of salt. 
(5) Literally: Unless the khidl (image of the friend, or of the beloved, seen in a dream) kindly effect 

(our) meeting. 
(6) These words appear to mean: Friendship still subsists between us; spoil it not! 	Friendship cemented 

by conviviality subsists between us, but thou art about to ruin it. 
(7) Musk may be considered as carrion, because it is animal substance. 
(8) See de Sacy's Hartri, page r1r. 
(9) In the Arabic, the names of these seven things commence with the letter k; for which reason they are 

designated as the seven k's. By the sixth k (al-Kdf as-Sddisa) is meant the female sexual organ. 	Ibn Arab- 
shah relates, in his history of TimAr, that Shah Mansttr, on being advised by his principal officers to avoid a 
battle with so powerful a chief, held up his mace and exclaimed: " 04 1......A....31 	41,J I 	Or tab ...5.5 
, , )3,,,:,:,' L.), .St), c:70 r i may this (mace, as strait as the letter) alif be stuck into the sixth kdf of the mother 

" of him who flies from TimAr !" --Manger, the editor of the text and Latin translation of that work, has, as 
usual, completely misunderstood the passage. 

(10) Here, the seven words begin by an sh. 
(11) This is a common proverbial expression. 	See Freytag's Meidanii proverbia, tom. II, p. 316. 

THE SHARIF AR-RIDA. 

The Shartf ar-Rida (the.  favorably accepted descendant of Muhammad) (1) AbA '1- 
Hasan Muhammad, surnamed al-Milsawi (the descendant of Milsa), was the son of 
at-Tahir ZAI-Manakib, the son of Abil A hmad al-Husain, the son..2f Musa, the 
son of Muhammad, the son of MAsa, the son of Ibrahim, the son of Musa al- 
Kazim (2), the son of Jaafar as-Sadik (vol. I. p. 300), the son of Muhammad al- 
Bakir (vol. II. p. 579), the son of Ali Zain al-Aabidin (vol. II. p. 209), the son 
of al-Husain, the son of Ali, the son of Abil Talib; God's blessing on them all ! 
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The shall an-Rida is the author of a diwdn of poems, and ath-Thaalibi (vol. /I. 
p. 129) has an article on him in the Yatima. 	" He began," says this writer (3), 
" to utter verses soon after he had passed his tenth year, and he is, at this day, 
" the most remarkable person that the igp has produced, And the most illustri- 
" ous of the descendants of Muhammad who inhabit Irak. 	Tolis noble origin 
" and exalted hereditary glory, he joins the ornaments of brilliant literary infor- 
" mation, splendid talents, and a copious portion of every fair endowment. 	He 
" is moreover the ablest poet of all the descendants of Ali Ibn Abi Talib, past or 
" present, though many of .them were eminent in that art; were I even to de- 
" dare him the best poet ever produced by the tribe of guraish, I should not 
" be far from the truth. 	My words will be fully confirmed by a strong testi- 
" mony, that of his high-aiming verses which defy the severest criticism and 
" combine ease with majesty, facility with the perfection of art, and contain 
" thoughts easy of comprehension and profound in meaning. 	His father had, 
" in former days, exercised the functions of chief president of the descendants 
" of Ali (nikdba nukabd it-Talihiyin), first magistrate of the empire (an-Nazar ft '1- 
" Mazdlim) and commander of the pilgrim.  caravan; these offices then devolved 
" to his son ar-Rida, in the year 388 (A.D. 998), his father being still alive." 
One of his most brilliant kastdas is that which he addressed in the form of a letter 
to the imam (khalif) al-Kadir billah Abil '1-Abbas Ahmad, the son of al-Mukta-
dir, and in which we find the following passage : 

- I crave indulgence, Commander of the faithful I we are not borne on different branches 
of the tree of glory I 	On whatever day we may vaunt our honours, no difference shall 
appear between us : we are both firmly rooted in our illustrious rank. 	The khalifate 
aloile makes a distinction between us; you wear that noble collar, I do not. 

He is the author of these lines.: 	 • 

I. aspired to honours, but they repelled my advances; the beloved always repels the 
lover. 	I waited with patience till I attained them, and I never said, through disgust : 
For'an untoward wife, repudiation is the cure. 

hi of his pieces he says : 

0 my two friends 1 stop and satisfy my wishes : give me news of the laird of Najd (4.).. 
Is the enclosure of al—Wasa (the sandy grounds) covered with flowers? 	Have the rains 
refreshed lihamila lal-Talk kthe acacia groves), where flourish the willow and the laurel ? 

VOL. tit. 	 16 
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Must a dwelling between this and KAzima be my place of: repose to-night? 	Shall I 
pass this evening in conversation with the people of that tribe? When they approach, 
the perfumes of Najd breathe from their garments, so lately was it that they departed 
from that home. 

His poetical works fill a large diwdn of four volumes. 	This collection is so 
frequently to be met with that it is useless to quote more passages. 	The 
grammarian Abtl 'l-Fath Ibn Jinni (vol. II. p.191) relates, in one of his compila-
tions, that the Shari(' ar-Rida, when a mere boy, under ten years of age, went 
to take lessons from the grammarian Ibn as-Sirall (vol. I. p. 377), and one day, 
as he was sitting in the circle of scholars, his master questioned him on some 
points of syntax, according to the usual mode of instruction : " When we say," 
said he, " rditu Amran (I saw Amr) (5), by what mark is it known that Ann. is 
" in the accusative case (6) ? " 	To this the Sharif made answer: "His hatred 
" for Ali." 	As-Sirafi and all the other persons present were struck with his 
acuteness of mind.—It is said that he commenced learning by heart the Koran at 
an advanced age, and completed the task in a very short time. 	He composed a 
work on the rhetorical figures of the icoran (Marini 'l-Kurdn), to which it would 
be difficult to find one equal in merit; it indicates the author's vast information 
in grammar and philology. 	He drew up also a treatise on the metaphors of the 
Koran (Majdzdt al-Kurdn), one of the most remarkable works on the subject. 	Dif- 
ferent persons 'have essayed to collect the poetical works of the Shall ar-Rida, 
but the best edition is that of Ain't Hakim al-Khabari. 	I was told by a man of 
considerable talent, that he read the following anecdote in a certain compilation : 
" One of the literati happened to pass by the house of the Shall ar-Rida at Sarr 
ti man raa ; he was not aware of the 'circumstance, but, being struck .by the 
it ravages it had sustained from time, by its ruined magnificence, its mouldering 
it walls, and the shattered ruins which still testified its former splendour and 
" beauty, he stopped to contemplate it, and reflect upon the vicissitudes of. time 
" and the sudden strokes of adversity. 	He then recited the following lines, 
" composed by the Sharif ar-Rida, applying them by an appropriate allusion to 
" the objects before his eyes : 

" I stopped at the vernal habitations of my friends, but the hand of ruin had de- 
" vastated their walls. 	And I wept till my weary camel grew impatient and my fellow- 
" travellers rebuked my delay. 	I then turned my eyes away from those mouldering 
" remains ; yet, when hidden from my sight, my heart still turned towards them. 
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" A person who passed by. and heard him recite these verses, asked him if he 
" knew to whom that house had belonged'? 	He answered that he did not. 
" ' Well,' said the man, ' it belonged to the author of these verses—to the Shall 
64 t ar-Rida.' 	The other was filled with astonishment, at this singular .coinci- 
" dente." 	This reminds me of an anecdote somewhat similar which is related 
by al-Hariri (vol. II. p. 492) in his Durra tal-Ghawwds. 	.Abid Ibn Sharya al- 
Jurhami lived three hundred years (7); he attained the epoch of the promulga- 
tion of Islamism and became a convert to that faith. 	Having entered into the 
presence of Moawia Ibn Abi Sotyan, who was then in Syria and established - in 
the khalifate, 'that prince said to him : " Relate to me the strangest thing thou 
44  ever sawest." 	Abid replied : 44  I passed one day near some people who were 
" committing to the tomb the body of a relative. 	Having gone up to them, 
" my eyes overflowed with tears and I recited these verses of a poet as applicable 
" to the spectacle which I there beheld : 

" 0 my heart ! thou hast been seduced by (the charms of) Asma ; reflect (upon thy 
" stale); but can admonition now be of avail? 	Thou hast revealed thy love; thou con- 
" cealest it from none; nay, thy rapid (tears) flow unrestrained. 	Thou knewest not, 
" neither dost thou know, whether the prompt fulfilment of thy wishes will be more 
" favourable to thy welfare than their tardy accomplishment. 	Let God dispose for thy 
" good, and be resigned to his will; in the depth of misfortune happiness may arrive. 
" Whilst man yet enjoys the pleasures of existence, he is turned into dust, and the 
" winds efface even the marks of his tomb. 	The stranger who knew him not then 
" weepeth over him, whilst his relations in the tents of the tribe are rejoicing. 

" One of these people then asked me if I knew whO was the author of these 
" verses. 	I replied that I did not., on'which he said : ' Him who first uttered 
44 4  them we have just buried ; thou art the stranger who weepeth over him 
44 4  without knowing him, and that person who now cometh out from the tomb 
" ' is his nearest relation and the man who most rejoiceth- in his death.' " - 
" Truely," said Moawia, " thou sawest a thing to wonder at ; who was the dead 
" man ? " 	Abid answered : "He bore the name of Ithyar Ibn Labid al-Ozri." 
Let us return to the Shari f. 	The Khatlb (vol. I. p. 75) says, in his History of 
Baghdad, that, being in the presence of Abu 'l-Husain Ibn NIaliftlz, who held a 
high -rank in the service of the empire, he heard the katib Abil Abd Allah Mu-
hammad Ibn Abd Allah say that some literary men had declared, in his hearing, 
that the Shartf was the best poet ever produced by the tribe of Koraish. 	On this 
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Iba Mahfitz said : " That is perfectly true ; some poets there were among them 
" who expressed themselves well, but their compositions were not numerous : 
,i none of them shone by the excellence and the quantity of his works but ar- 
" Rida." 	The Shag ar-Rida was born at Baghdad, A. H. 359 (A.D. 969-10) ; 
he died there on Sunday morning the 6th of Muharram—some say, of Safar— 
A. H. 406 (June, A. D. 4015), and was interred at his residence situated in that 
part of the suburb of al-Karkh, which is called the street of the Anbarite Mosque 
(khutt masjid it-Anbdriyin). 	The house in which he resided fell into ruin, and 
all traces of his tomb disappeared. 	When the burial was about to take place, his 
brother Abil 'l-Kasim withdrew to the mausoleum of Milsa Ibn Jaafar (8), feeling 
his inability to support the sight of the bier and the interment; it was therefore 
the vizir Fakhr al-Mulk who recited the funeral prayer in the house of the de-
ceased, before a large assembly.—His father at-Tahir Zei'l-Manakib AUL Ahmad 
al-Husain was born A. H. 307 (A. D. 919-20); he died at Baghdad in the month 
of the first Jumada, A. H. 400 (Dec.-Jan. A.D. 1009-10)— some say, 403—and 
he was interred in the funeral chapel of the Koraish cemetery, near the Fig Gate 
(Bdb at-Tin). 	His son ar-Rida composed an elegy on his death, and AM 'l-A la 
al-Maarri (vol. I. p. 94) deplored his loss in a kasida which begins thus : 

0 that misfortune would cease to afflict us ! the flocks of the shepherd and the amber 
of the perfume-bearer have perished I 

It is a long poem and displays the highest excellence.—We have already spoken 
of his brother the Shelf al-Murtada Abil 'l-Kasim Ali (vol. I/. p. 256). — Pro- 
nounce -`,; 	Ab4. — Iurhami means destended from Durham, the son of Kahtan 
and the progenitor of a large and celebrated Yemenite tribe. — Ithyar, in its 
primitive acceptation, means dust, but it has been employed as a proper name 
for men.—Of al-Ozri we have already spoken (vol. I. p. 331). 

(1) This 'person must not be confounded with Ali ar-Rida, another member of the same family. 	See vol.I1. 
page 212. 

(2) His life is given by our author. 
(3) See Yatima, MS. of the Bib. du Roi, No. 1370, fol. 251. 
(4) See vol. II. page 453, note (18). 
(5) The manuscripts read yes (Omara), but it appears from Abit'l-Fecla, year 406; and from the sequel, 

that 1.).4s (Amratt), is the true reading. 
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(6) Literally : What is the sign of the nasb in Amr? Nasb, when employed as a technical term of grammar, 
means the accusative case; but, as it bears also the signification of disaffection, the question may be under-
stood in this manner : What was the mark of Ames disaffection ? It is here necessary to observe, for the under-
standing of what follows, that the adversaries of the khalif Ali mere designated as the A Ill an-Nasb (the dis- 
affected); see Kdnitts and de Sacy's Religion des Druzes, page 62. 	One of the principal men of that faction 
was Amr Ibn al-Aasi, who openly pronounced the deposition of Ali. 	See Aba 1-Feda, year 37. 	It is to Amr 
Ibn al-Aasi that the Shartf's answer applies. 

(7) Arabic writers are singularly credulous respecting the longevity of certain Arabs who flourished towards 
the time of Muhammad. 	According to them, Labld the poet lived one hundred and fifty years; AIM al-Jur- 
hami, three hundred; and Abd al-Maslh, three hundred and fifty; but they died prematurely, compared with 
the two celebrated diviners Shikk and Satlh, who attained the advanced age of six hundred years. 

(8) The life of Masa Ibn Jaafar al-Kazim is given by Ibn KhallikAii. 

IBN HANI THE POET. 

Abil 'l-Kasim, surnamed also AM 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Hani, a member 
of the tribe of Azd, a native of .Spain, and a celebrated poet, is said to have drawn 
his descent from Yazid Ibn Hatim Ibn -Kabisa Ibn al-Muhallab Ibn Abi Sufra 
al-Azdi, or from Rilh Ibn Hatim (vol. I. p. 529), Yazid's brother. 	His father 
Hani belonged to a village in the territory of al-Mandiya, a city in Ifrikiya, and 
displayed considerable talents as a poet and a philologer. 	Having passed into 
Spain, he there became the father of Muhammad, who was born at Seville and 
passed his early youth in that city. 	Muhammad Ibn Hani acquired, in the 
course of his studies, an ample stock of literary information, and displayed a 
superior talent for poetry. 	He knew by heart a great number 'of poems com- 
posed by the Arabs of the desert and. numerous facts relative to the history of 
that people. 	Having gained the favour of the prince who governed Seville, 
he plunged into dissipation and incurred the suspicion of holding the doc- 
trines of the philosophers (materialism). 	This report acquired at length such 
consistence, that it drew on him the hatred of the people; they murmured 
also against his patron, whom they imagined to hold the same impious opi- 
nions. 	The prince recommended him to retire from the city and -remain 
absent till his conduct was forgotten; and Ibn Hani left the place, being 
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then twenty-seven years of age (1). 	His subsequent adventures would afford 
matter for a long narration., but we shall only state, in a summary manner, 
that he crossed over to Maghrib, where he met and - celebrated the praises 
of the Kaid Jawhar (vol. I. page 340), mawla to al-Mansilr, and the same 
general who (afterwards) marched into Egypt and conquered that country for 
al-MOizz. 	.He then went to visit Jaafar and Yahya, the sons of Ali (vol. 1. 
p. 326), who were at that time governors of al-Masila, the capital of the pro- 
vince of az-Zab. 	They treated him with the utmost honour and kindness, but 
his reputation having reached al-Moizz Abil Tamirn Maadd al-Obaidi, the son of 
al-Mansilr, that prince, whose life we shall give under the letter M, sent for him, 
and received him, on his arrival, with the highest marks of favour. 	Al-Moizz 
having then set out for Egypt, as we shall relate in his life, Ibn Hani accompa-
nied him to some distance and then returned to Maghrib with the intention of 
taking his family and rejoining the prince. 	Having set out with them, he ar- 
rived at Barka, where he met a hospitable reception from one of the inhabitants, 
and passed some days with him in friendly intercourse. 	He there lost his life, 
in a drunken squabble it is said. 	But some persons relate that he went out of 
his host's dwelling in a state of intoxication, and, having fallen asleep on the 
road, he was found dead the next morning, but the cause of his death could not 
be ascertained. 	According to a third account, he was found strangled in the 
waistband of his trowsers in one of the gardens (2) of Barka. 	This event occui-- 
red on Wednesday morning, the 23rd of Rajab, A. H. 362 (April, A.D. 973). 
He had then attained his thirty-sixth year; some say, his forty-second. 	Such 
is the inforination furnished by the author of the History of Kairawan (3), but 
he gives us to understand that the poet was (travelling) with al-Moizz (when he 
lost his life), which is in contradiction with the statement which we have made, 
namely : that he accompanied al-Moizz to. some distance and then returned to 
take his family. 	Al-Moizz had arrived in Egypt when he heard of Ibn Hani's 
death. 	He expressed great grief at his loss and said : " We hoped to have placed 
" this man in competition with the poets of the East, but that pleasure was 
refused us." 	Ibn Hani composed some brilliant and exquisite poems on al-Moizz. 
In one of them, which is the kasida rhyming in n, he begins thus (4) : 
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Has Yibrin then become one of the valleys of Ahlij? or, rather, do the large-eyed 
gazelles (maidens) whom the camels bear along in covered litters belong to both these 
regions (5). 	To whom were we indebted for the nights which, from the time these 
(maidens) existed, never excited our complaints, although (these fair ones) were sources of 
affliction (by their cruelty); (maidens,) brilliant as stars, graceful as the (pliant willow-) 
branch, whose clear complexion (spread radiance around) even before the first smiles of 
the dawn; and yet they were dark with the musk (blackness)uf the fringe which adorns 
'handsome females (the hair). 	For them the coral ensanguined the surface of its cheek, 
and (their teeth) made the pearls weep (with envy) in their shell. 	My lamentations for 
their departure excited the mournful cry of the turtle-dove, and served as an accom- 
paniment to its monotonous melody. 	They departed rapidly and, as they saw (our 
grief ), sighs 	proceeded from their litters, 	and plaintive cries were uttered 	even 
by their camels. 	Their (red) tents seemed to have given a tint to the morning (6) ; or 
rather, (the evil influence of jealous) eyelids had cast a yellow hue over its cheek. 	'Why 
should the robe of anemony (the carnation complexion) not reveal to sight the maidens 
who clothed therewith their cheeks? 	Now that they have departed, I let the meadows. 
(where they sported) be patched with drought, and no copious tears of mine shall water 
(the thirsty soil). 	Shall I permit my eyes to borrow a stolen glance at the splendid 
aspect of Their beauty, and thus deceive (their modest coyness)? 	No ! I should then be 
disloyal. 	(Forme) the land is no longer a brilliant land, even though arrayed in flowers ! 
(For me) the water of the spring is no longer pure I 	Let (these fair ones) not depart! 
the soil of this land is amber, its woods are the (graceful) willows, and the sun its 
humble slave. 	(0 for) the days when the canvass (tents) displayed in that land their 
alternate stripes, and the fine tissues (which formed our dress in times of peace) were 
folded up and laid by—when the lances were couched, the swords glittering, and the 
steeds drawp up in ranks! (I dwell with pleaswse on) the recollection of (my beloved ) 
Lamya; her people were not jealous, neither did her cruelty last for ever. 	(Hers' is 
the land which I regret, and yet it was a land of lances, and the coverts where its fawns 
took shelter were dens of lions. 	Can a sleek and rapid steed, well-girthed and mettle- 
some, bear me thither? (My companion shall be) a sword, the watered blade of which 
shows on its surface traces like the paths of the emmet, and which waits in ambush be-
hind the point of my spear; its sharp edge is without a defect, and the souls (of foes) 
dwell upon its point (7) ; the moisture which bathes that steel is the heart's blood of 
enemies (8), and its sharp edge was not forged by (human) workmen. 	Before it de- 
scends, the victim seems already struck by the might of al-Moizz or by (the terror of) his 
cherished name. 	• 

In the same piece he gives the following description of horses : 

And neighing (steeds), for whom, on the day of inroad, the hills were not hills, nei-
ther was the rugged ground rugged; they were recognised the instant they passed all 
rivals, not by the fact that the eye could have followed them in their career on the day 
of trial. 	All that the lightning knows of them is, that they were borne along on its 
wings, and that their speed was equal to that of thought. 	The- copious rains may serve, 
(0 prince ! ) as an emblem of thy liberality ; thy right hand seems to have touched the 
constellations which shed their humid influence upon the earth (9). 
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Were this high-sounding poem not so lbng, I.should insert it all here; but the 
specimen we give may suffice to prove how highly the author ranked as a poet 
and to exhibit the peculiar beauty of his manner. 	His poetical works form a 
large Volume, and were it not that he carries his eulogiums to an excess bor-
dering on impiety, the diwdn of his verses would be one of the finest which exists. 
The people of the western countries have never possessed his equal either in an-
cient or modern times; he is incontestibly their best poet, and they esteem him 
as much as the people of the East esteem al-Mutanabbi (vol. 1. p.102):'both were 
contemporaries, but some difference of opinion subsists relatiye to the supe- 
riority of the latter to Abft Tammam (vol. 1. p. 348). 	To discover the date of 
Ibn Hani's death, I never ceased consulting historical works and other sources 
where that information might be expected to be found ; I questioned a great 
number of masters in this branch of science, but all my pains werespseless, till, 
meeting with a little volume composed by Abtl 1-Hasan Ibn Rashik al-Kaira-
wani (v. /. p. 384), and entitled Kurdda tad-Dahab, I discovered in it what I sought. 
From another quarter I learned the age at which he died. 	I found in a notice 
composed on the life of Ibn Hani by an author of talent and prefixed to the diwdn 
of his poems, that he lived to the age here mentioned; but the date of his death • 
is not given, the writer not having been able Po meet .with it. 	It is said that, 
when Abil '1-Ala al-Maarri (vol. I. p. 94) heard any of Ibn Hani's verses recited, 
he used to say : " I can only compare that to a mill grinding horns ; " alluding to 
the harshness of the poet's phraseology; he pretended also that, under these rug,- 
ged terms no real meaning existed. 	This opinion I am obliged to declare un- 
just, but he was led into it by his partiality for al-Mutanabbi. 	To sum up in 
a word Ibn Hani's merits, we cannot but pronounce him one of the good 
poets. 

(1) This must have taken place in the year 347 or in 383. 	The prince Omaiyide Abd ar-Rahman an-Nash 
As at the former epoch sovereign of Spain and held his court at Cordova. 	It was probably his son al—Hakam 
al-3Iustansir who then governed Seville and protected Ibn Haiti. 

(2) The word sawdni, the plural of sdniya, means irrigated gardens. 	In its primitive acceptation, it de— 
signates the camels and wheels employed to draw up water from wells for agricultural purposes. 

(3) In all probability, Ibn Rashtk (see vol. I. p. 384) is the historian alluded to. 
(4) This piece, which is extremely obscure and very incorrecbly given in all the copies, does not admit of a 

literal translation. 	I have given, however, all the ideas, and followed the text as closely as I could, but it 
was necessary to paraphrase most of the verses. 
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(5) YabrIn and AAlij are the names of two places in Arabia. 	The meaning of the verse appears to be this: 
" Has the territory of Yabrin been removed to the neighbourhood of Aalij, so that the numerous gazelles 
" (nymphs) of both regions have been collected together? Or rather, do not these gazelles of Maghrib come 
" from Yabrin and Aalij ?" 

(6) Red tents were used only by persons of the highest rank. 
(7) In the original Arabic, this verse offers a curious example of the tajnis or jeu de mots, a figure in which 

most Moslim poets take great delight.  
(8) Literally : Its dampness is death. 
(9) In the Diwdn of Ibn Htini, MS. of the Bib. du Roi, fonds Asselin, this poem is preceded by the follow-

ing short introduction : "It is said that this was the first kasida which he recited at Kairawttn, and that al— 
." Moizz ordered him the present of a sofa (dast) valued at six thousand dinars, and the poet said: ' Com— 
" . mander of the faithful ! I have no place large enough to hold it, if it be spread out.' 	On this, the prince 
" ordered a palace to be built for him at the expense of six thousand dinars 	and- sent to it three thousand 
"dinars' worth of furniture to match (the beauty of) the palace and the sofa." 	The Diwdn of Ibn Mini 
contains a great number of pieces, some of them highly beautiful ; unfortunately the copy in the Bib. du Roi 
has neither gloss nor comment. 

• 

IBN AMMAR ZU 'L-WIZARATAIN. 
• 

Zil 'l-Wizaratain (1) Abtl Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ammar al-Mahri al-Andalusi 
as-Shilbi (native of Silves in Spain) was a celebrated poet, the rival of Ibn Zaidim 
al-Kortubi (vol. I. p. 123), and nurtured, like him, in the practice of the varied 
styles of elegance in literary composition; they were, in fact, the two great poets 
of that age. 	The princes of Spain dreaded Ibn Ammar for the acrimony of his 
tongue and his talent (as a satirist), and more particularly when al-Motamid 
ala 'llah Ibn Abbad, the sovereign of the west of Spain (2)., (his life will be 
found [in this volume) under the letter ill,) took him into favour, adopted him 
for a companion, and raised him to the rank of vizir and privy counsellor. 	Al- 
Motamid then confided to him the seal of the empire and dispatched him as emir 
(to lead his armies). 	And yet the time had been when Ibn Ammar was a person 
of no importance ; but now, he marched in pomp, followed by tents, steeds, 
led-horses, standards and squadrons, drums beating behind him, banners and 
colours flying over his.head. 	Having taken possession of the city of Todmir (3), 
he became one of those who mount the pulpit and the throne (4), notwithstand- 
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ing his incapacity as a statesman and his inability as a ruler. 	He then rose against 
the sovereign who had every right to his gratitude, and hastened to disobey his 
orders and infringe his rights. 	But al-Motamid had recourse to stratagem and 
directed against him the arrows of wily artifice, till he deprived him of all means 
of escape and got him into his power. 	He then slew him, by night, 	in the 
palace, with his own hand, and ordered the corpse to be buried. 	This occur- 
red at Seville in the year 477 (A. D. 1084-5). 	Ibn Ammar was born A. II. 422 
(A. D. 1031). 	His friend Abil Muhammad Abd al-Jalil Ibn Wahbiln al-Mursi 
(v. I. p. 10$ n.) composed an elegy on his death, in which he said : 

. 	'Tis strange ! I shed floods of tears for his loss, and yet I must exclaim : May the 
right hand of him who slew him be never blasted ! 

Abu Nasr al-Fath Ibn Khakan (vol. //. p. 455) says, in his Kaldid al-Ikiydn : 
" Some years later, I saw the bones of Ibn Ammar's legs taken out of an exca- 
" vation which was making close to the palace; the bracelets were still closed 
" around them, having never been taken off or undone. 	0 that they were still 
" closely filled (5) ! 	The people looked on at this moral lesson, and the most 
" incredulous then believed the history of his .death." — By bracelets (asdwir -
the writer means fetters.— One of Ibn Ammar's most celebrated kasidas is that 
in which he says : 

Pass round the glass ! the zephyrs are come, and the Pleiades rein in (their steeds) and 
cease their nocturnal journey. 	The morning has bestowed upon us its camphor (bright-
ness), now that the night has taken from us its amber (darkness). 

In the eulogistic part of that poem, he says of al-Motamid Ibn Abbad : 

When princes crowd towards the fountain (of glory) and he approaches, they ad— 
vance not to it until he has quenched his thirst and retired. 	(Ms presence is) more 
soothing to the heart than the dew—drop, and more grateful to the eyes than balmy 
sleep. 	It is he who striketh sparks from (the steel.of) glory; he never leaves the fire of 
war, but he lights the fire of hospitality. 

It is a long and excellent poem (6). 	Another of his good pieces is that rhym- 
ing in m, and composed also in honour of al-Motamid Ibn Abbad. 	It begins 
thus : 

If not for me, for whom do the clouds shed their tears ? 	If not for me, for whom do 
the doves utter their plaintive cry ? 
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He gives in it the following description of his native place : 

May the rains clothe it in a mantle of youth, for there it was that youth delivered me 
from the amulets of childhood. 	(Standing) there, I recalled to mind the days of love, 
and that recollection awoke the flames of passion in my bosom. 	(I thought of-) those 
nights when I heeded not the advice of reproving friends, and turned not away from 
the delusive path of the lover; when the eyes of slumbering maidens kept me in watch- 
fulness, and their graceful figures kept me in torment. 	(I thought of) the night we 
passed at Suddatain, where the meandering river glided on like a serpent; (when the 
breezes) flitted to and fro, like envious tale-bearers passing between us. 	We passed 
the night, unseen by treacherous spies, in a spot as retired as that in which the secrets 
of the bosom lie concealed. 

In the eulogistic part of the 'same poem .he says : 

—Princes at whose abodes glory took its station,— palaces, the dwellings of renown. 
Their noble house, founded by the sword, is supported by the spear. 	When terror ar- 
rests the step (of the warriors), these (princes) lead them on with long lances in the 
outstretched arm. 	Their hands scorn to return (from combat) without cutting off (a 
prisoner's) forelock or a foeman's head. 	(Constant) guests (at the banquet) of war, they 
pass the death-cup around, as their swords, with redoubled strokes, cleave the skulls. 
With them we see the lance couched in support of honour, and the spear brandished 
in execution of noble designs. 

In the same piece, he says (of the prince) : 

See him, when they take to horse, the first to strike the foe; behold him, when they 
dismount, the last to partake of food. 

This is also a long and magnificent piece.—One of the crimes imputed to him 
by al-Motamid Ibn Abbad was his having composed two satirical lines on his 
father al-Motadid and himself. 	These lines, which we here give, were, the 
principal cause of his death : 

What makes me dislike conversing of Spain, is to hear of a Motadid's being there and 
a Motamid ; two royal names out of their place (7) ; it reminds n* of the cat which 
strives, by swelling, to attain the size of the lion. 

His poetry abounds in beauties.— Mahri means descended from Mahra Ibn 
Haidan Ibn al-Haf Ibn Kudaa, (the progenitor of) a great tribe from which many 
persons derive their surname. — Shilbi means belong* to Shilb (Silver), a mari-
time city in the Spanish peninsula.— Todmir is the same city as Murcia (8) ; al- 
Motamid Ibn Abbad sent Abil Bakr Ibn Ammar to Todmir as his lieutenant ; 
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Ibn Ammar revolted there, and al-Motamid never discontinued his efforts to 
circumvent him till he took him prisoner and put him to death, as we have 
already said. 	This event is so well known, that we need not enter into details. 
— The ktitib Imad ad-din al-Ispahani says, in his Kharida, when giving a no-
tice on Ibn Ammar and an account of his death : " One of the principal circum- 
" „stances which conduced to his death was, his composing a satirical poem on 
" ar-Ramlkiya, the concubine by whom al-Motamid had his children ; in one 
" passage he says : 

. " You chose her from among the daughters of an ignoble stock, that Ramikiya, a 
" woman who (if slain) would not be worth the price of her blood. 	She brought (into 
" the world) a puny race, doubly vile by their paternal and maternal descent." 

I must here observe that' ar-Ramikiya, the concubine of  al-Motamid, was 
purchased by him, in his father's lifetime, from (one) Ramik Ibn Hajjaj, and that 
she was surnamed after her former master. 	Al-Motamid displayed an extreme 
attachment to her and allowed her to acquire a great ascendancy over him. • Her 
real name was Itimad (support), and this induced him to assume the correspond- 
ing surname of al-Motamid (the supported). 	She died at Aghmat (in Morocco) 
subsequently to al-Motamid. 	After his death, she neither shed a tear nor 
uttered a sigh, but expired of grief. 	It was she who excited al-Motamid's 
anger against Ibn Ammar, being incensed at the satire which that poet had 
directed against her. 	It is said, however, that he was not the author of the 
piece, but that his enemies passed it under his name with the intention of irri-
tating al-Motamid's heart against him. 

. ,1) Zt 1-wizaratain, the regular title of the grand vizir under the first Spanish dynasties, signifies holder 
of the two vizirships, namely, that of the sword and that of the pen ; this officer was ge.neralissinro and se-
cretary of state. 

(21 The Abbadite dynasty, of which al-Motamid was the third sovereign, reigned at Seville. 
(3) See note (8). 

(4) That is, he pronounced the khotba from the pulpit as representative of the sovereign, and lie sat on the 
throne as governor of the city. 

(5) By this he expresses his wish to see Ibn Ammar again among the living. 	A fetter. is closely filled when 
the prisoner is alive, and loosely filled when the flesh has mouldered away in the tomb. 

(6) Ibn Khalil gives it in the Kaldid. 
(7) These names were first borne by Abbaside khalifs. 
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(8) The city and territory of Todrnir were so called after Theodomir, a Gothic general N ho encoun- 
tered the Arabs on their first invasion. 	He continued his resistance for same time after the defeat and death 
of king Roderic, but finally made peace with Abd al-Aziz, the son of Masa Ibn Naslr, and obtained for him-
self a principality which included the kingdoms of Valencia and Murcia, with a portion of New Castile.— See 
Continuation de l'Arr de vdrifier les Dates, edition of 1821, tom. II. pages 301, 306.) 

ABU BAKR IBN AS-SAIGH IBN BAJJA (AVEMPACE). 

Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Bajja at-Tujibi al-Andalusi as-Sarakosti (native of 
Saragossa in Spain) and generally known by the appellation of Ibn as-Saigh (the son 
of the goldsmith) the philosopher, was a poet of considerable celebrity. 	Al-Fath 
Ibn Khakan (vol. II. page 455) mentions him, in the Kaldid al-lkiydn and repre-
sents him as an atheist and an infidel, professing the doctrines held by the (an- 
cient) sages and philosophers. 	The same author says of him, in his 'Matmah 
al-Anfus (1): " He studied these doctrines (2) and directed his mind towards the 
" dimensions of the -spheres and the boundaries of the climates ; he rejected the 
" book of God the all-wise, and haughtily cast it behind his back (3); he wished 
" to prove false that revelation which falsehood never does nor can attain (4), and 
" applied himself exclusively to astronomy. 	He denied that we should return 
i c unto God, and he declared his belief in the governing influence of the stars ; 
" boldly insulting the majesty of the intelligent and all-knowing God, 	he 
" hearkened with audacious indifference to his threats and prohibitions, laugh- 
" ing to scorn these words of His : He who hath placed thee under the rule of the 

Koran will surely bring thee back unto him (5) ; he believed time to be a revo- 
" lution (of viciss'itudes), and considered man as a plant or a flower for which 
" death was the' ripening, and for which the snatching.out (of existence) was the 
" gathering of the fruit. 	Faith disappeared from his heart and left not a trace 

behind ; his tongue forgot (the praises of) the Merciful, neither did (the holy) 
" name cross his lips." 	But I must say that Ibn Khakan's statement is exagge- 
rated, and that he passes all bounds in accusing him of doctrines so perverse (6',. 
God, however, knows best what his principles were. 	The same writer'quotes 
the following amongst other pieces of Ibn as-Saigh's poetry : 
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Inhabitants of Nomhn aI-Arhk (7), know that in my bosom also you possess an abode ! 
Continue to preserve (fan me) your friendship; alas ! how long have I suffered from 
the perfidy of men in whom I placed my trust. 	Ask the nights which I have passed, if 
slumber ever imbued my eyelids since you pitched your tents in a distant land 1 	Ask 
your skies if ever the swords of their lightnings were drawn without their finding 
sheaths in my eyes (8). 

. When I was in Aleppo, a learned Maghribin shaikh recited to me these lines 
as having been composed by Ibn as-Saigh, but, some time after, I met with them 
in the diwdn containing the works of Abil 'l-Fityan Muhammad Ibn Haiyi‘s, a 
poet whose life- shall be given (in this volume). 	This led me to doubt the exac- 
titude of the shaikh's statement, and I said (to myself) that he was probably mis-
taken, but I then found the same piece in (1bn Khdledn's) Matmah, where it is 
given .as Ibn Saigh's. 	God best knows by which of the two it was composed. 
The following piece is also by Ibn as-Saigh : 

. 	(The travellers) encamped amidst the flowers of the meadow, where the fluttering ze— 
phyr breathed perfumes around. 	1 sent my heart to accompany their heavy—laden 
camels, and, bleeding from its wounds, it followed in the path of the caravan. 	Why 
didst thou not ask their captivated (lover) if they had not among them a prisoner to be 
set free ( from the bonds of love)? thou mightst have asked him, jealous (though he was). 
I swear by Him who formed their (slight und) graceful figures with the (slender) twig (of 
the willow), and their teeth with the (white) anthemis flowers, that, as the zephyr fleets 
by me since their departure, I never inhale lt, but I breathe it forth an ardent flame 

When his death drew - near, he repeated these lines : 

I said to my soul when death stood before it, and, impelled by terror, it fled to the 
right and to the left : " Stand and support the evil thou abhorrest ; how long wert thou 
" accustomed to seek for death as a refuge (against afflietion)?" 

He died at Fez in the year 533 (A. D. 1138-9), from eating a poisoned btldin- 
On (9). 	By another account, his death is placed in 525.-- Bdjja is the name of 
silver. in the language of the western Franks (10). — Tujibi, pronounced also 
Tajibi, means descended from Tujeb, the mother of Adi and Saad, the sons of 
Ashras Ibn.Shabib Ibn as-Sukiln. 	She herself was the daughter of Thauban 
Ibn Sulaim Ibn Madhidj, and her sons were surnamed after her.— Sarakosti 
means belonging to Sarakosta (Saragossa), a city of Spain which produced a 
number of learned men. 	It was taken by the Franks in the month of Rama-
dan, A . H. 512 (January, A . D. 1119) (11).  
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(1) This passage is also to be found in the Saldid. 
(2) I suspect that the word tadlim, here rendered by doctrines, means the mathematics. 
(3) Koran, sttrat 3, verse 184. 
(4) Koran, sttrat 41, verse 42. 
(5) Koran, snrat 28, verse 85. 
(6) Through the diffuse and pretentious phraseology of 1bn Khakan, in his Kaldid, we perceive that Ibn 

Bajja was vizir to the emir AM' Bakr Ibn Ibrahim (wali of Murcia), and that he removed ,  to Valencia on per— 
ceiving the progress made by the Christians. 	He then proceeded to Saragossa, and, after the capture of that 
city by king Alphonso, he went to Setuba, where he was imprisoned by AM Ishak Ibrahim, the emir of that 
place, and returned to Islamism that he might save his life. 	It appears also that, during his vizirate, he had 
offended ImAd ad-Dawlat (Abd al—Malik Ibn A hmad) Ibn Mid, sovereign of Saragossa, and, at a later,period, 
that prince was on the point of putting him to death. 	Ibn lattkagn informs us also that Ibn Bajja was a skil- 
ful musician. 	 • 

(7) Nomdn al- Artik (Nomdn of the acacia trees) is the name of a valley near Mekka. It is frequently men-
tioned by the Arabic poets, because the manners of its inhabitants presented a perfect image of pastoral life. 

(8) The poet's meaning is, that he kept his eyes always turned in the direction of their abodes. 	He plays 
also upon the words jufsln (sheaths of the eye, eyelids) and ajfdn (scabbards.) 

(9) The badinjdn is the egg-plant, or solanum melongena of Linnaeus. 
(10) I know of no European word bearing a resemblance to bdija and signifying silver, except the Italian 

baiocco;the coin so called; the word pajola existed in the old Italian, but, according to the cardinal Zurla kin a 
treatise cited by the viscount de Santarem, in his Recherches sur la decouverte des pays situis sur la Me 
occidentale de l'Afrique), it signifies gold. 

(11) It was taken by Alphonso I., king of Arragon.--M. de Gayangos has given a translation of Ibn Abi 
Osaibiya's life of Ibn Bajja in the appendix to the first volume of his Muhatntnedatt Dynasties in Spain. 

• 

• . 

IIIN AR-RAFFA AR-RUSAFI. 

Abtl Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ghalib ar-Raffa al—Andalusi ar-Rusafi (a na-
tive of ar-Rusdfa in Spain and) a well-known poet, is the author of some charm- 

ing verses in which he displays a singular subtilty of thought. 	His poems are 

widely circulated throughout all (Moslim) countries. 	One of his most celebrated 

pieces is that composed on a young girl who followed the trade of weaving : 

(My friends) made me long reproaches for loving her, and they said : " Wert thou 
" enamoured with any but a vile and worthless creature (we should excuse you)." 	I 
replied : " Had I power to control my passion, I should hearken to (your advice), but I 
" have not that power. 	I love her for her pearly teeth, the perfume of her mouth, the 
" sweetness of her lips, the magic of .her eyes; (I love) that gazelle (ghozail) in whose 
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" fingers the thread (ghazl) ever revolves, like the mind (of the poet) when composing 
" sonnets ( ghazai) on his mistress. 	Gaily her hand plies the shuttle across the warp, 
" playing it as fortune plays with the hopes of man ; pulling with her hand, striking 
" with her foot, she seems like the deer entangled in the toils of the hunter." 

Another exquisite piece of his is that which -he composed on a young girl, 
who pretended to weep and moistened her eves with saliva : 

Let me be excused for loving that wanton (maid) who weeps (as if) in sadness and yet 
whose bosom is free from the (sorrow) she affects. 	She moistens her eyes with saliva to 
imitate tears, though she smiles, like the (opening) flower. 	She would make us think that 
moisture totbe the drops of her.eyelids ; but when was wine (saliva) extracted from the 
narcissus (the eye) (1) ? 

In another piece he says : 

A maid who resembled the willow—branch by'her slender waist, (but not by her as-
pect, for that troubled every heart,) was sleeping during the noon-tide heats, her cheek 

. 	crowned with perspiration ; and I said : " Behold the rose moist with its own sap." 

This poet died at Malaga in the month of Ramadan, A. H. 572 (March, A. D. 
1177).— Rusdfi means belonging to ar-Iiusdfa, a small town in Spain, near Valen- 
cia. 	There is anotber village of the same name near Cordova; this one was 
built by Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Moawia Ibn Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik, the first 
Omaiyide sovereign of Spain; he was called ad-Ddkhil (the enterer, the new comer) 
because he entered into Spain on leaving Syria, whence he had fled through 
fear of the Abbaside (khalif), Abel Jaafar al-Mansilr. 	His adventures are well 
known. 	On entering Spain, he obtained possession of the country and was 
proclaimed sovereign at Cordova on the day of the Festival of the Sacrifice, A. H. 
138 (May, A. D. 756), at the age of twenty-five years. 	He built this place and 
named it after the celebrated village in Syria, founded by kis grandfather Hisham 
Ibn Abd al-Malik. 	Such are Yakilt al-Hamawi's words, in his Mushtarik (2); he 
indicates nine places hearing this name, but these I abstain from mentioning, to 
avoid lengthening the present article. 	He does not, however, notice the Rusafa 
of Valencia ; that would have made up ten places of the name. 

(1) See Introduction to vol. I. page xxxvi. 
(21 The life of this geographer is given by Ibn Khallikisi. 
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IBN ZUHR (AVENZOAk THE PHYSICIAN. 

Abil Bakr Muhammad al-Iyadi, the son of Abil Marwan Abd al-Malik, the son 
of Abil '1-Ala Zuhr, the son of Abil Marwan Abd al-Malik, the son of Abil Bakr 
Muhammad, the son of Marwan, the son of Zuhr, a native of Seville in Spain, 
belonged to a family of which all the members were (either) men of learning (in 
the law), chiefs (in the civil administration), physicians, orvizirs (1); they obtained 
the first offices in the state, they enjoyed the favour of sovereigns and exercised 
great authority.. 	The hdfiz Abti 1-Khattab Ibn Ifiliya (v. II. p. 384).says, in his 
work entitled al-Mutrib min Ashadr Ahl il-Maghrib (the charming [portion] of the pOems 
composed by people of the West): "Our shaikh Abil Bakr," meaning Ibn Zuhr, " oc- 
" espied a firm station in philology, and his knowledge of medicine was drawn 
".front the purest sources; he knew by heart the poems of ZU 'r-Rumma. (v. II. 
" p. 447), (and they form the •third part of.the language spoken by the desert 
" Arabs,) to which he joined a full acquaintance with all the doctrines held by 
" the physicians; he enjoyed high favour under the sovereigns of the Westr his 
" family was ancient, his wealth great, and his possessions ample. 	I frequented 
" his society during a long period, and derived from him a copious share of 
" literary information."— He then gives the following verses as Ibn Zuhr's : 

i 	 .. 
Whilst my friends fay reclining, their cheek pillowed on the arm, a hostile inroad of 

the dawn took us by surprise. 	I had passed the night in filling up their cups and drink- 
ing what they left; till inebriation overcame me, and my lot was also theirs. 	The wine 
well knows how to avenge a wrong; I turned the goblet up, and that liquor'  urned me 

• down. 

After quoting this passage, he adds : "1 a-sked him the year of his birth, and 
he replied, in 507 A. D. '1113-4); towards the close of A. H. 595 (October, 

" A. D: 1499) I received news of his death."---;  In these verses, Ibn Zuhr comes 
near the idea expressed by the rdis MAY Glialib Obaid Allah Ibn [Bat Allah 
al-A slkhi (2) in the following lines : 

• . 
I filled them out cool draughts of a liquor which, were it mild, had never been named 

ulufr (3). 	It called to mind the wrongs it suffered of old when it lay prostratt (in the 
VOL. III. 	 18 
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vintage-vat) and the pressers trod it under foot. 	It then yielded to them, but when 
they drank to intoxication, it got them in its power and cried : " Now is the time for 
" vengeance ! " 

It is said that he is the author of the following lines on one df the most 
esteemed and voluminous works studied by physicians, namely, Galen's Hila 
tal-Bare 	ii,): 

The- Hila tal-Bare was composed to keep the.sick in hopes of life or to divert their 
fears; but, when death comes, it says : the Hila tal-Bare is not a means of cure (5). 

In one of his poems, Ibn Zuhr expresses the ardent desire which he felt for 
the sight of his child ( from whom he happened to be separated) ; in 'this piece he 
says : 

I have a little one, a tender nestling (6), with whom I have left-my heart. 	I dwell far 
from him ; how desolate I feel in the absence of that little person and that little face. 
He tongs for me, and I long for aim; fame he weeps, and I Weep for him. (Our) affec— 
tionate wishes are weary with passing from.him to me, from me to him. 

• 

When his hair turned grey with age, he composed these lines : 

I looked into the ptlished mirror and my eyes know not the object they beheld. 	I saw 
a little old man 'whom I did not recognise, although I had formerly seen him a youth. 
" Where," I exclaimed, " is the person who was here yesterday? when, when dW he 
" depart?" 	The mirror smiled and answered with surprise: "He is here, but thy eyes 
".recognise him not. 	The fair Sulaima used to call thee brother, but now she calls 
" thee papa." 

This last verse is a reminiscence of the idea expressed by the celebrated poet 
al-Akhtal (T) in the following lines :  

When the girls call thee uncle, that title only serves to increase thy vexation, but when 
they call thee dear brother, it indicates a feeling nearer to love and attachment. 

On his death-bed, he gave directions that these lines should be inscribed upon 
his tomb ; they contain an allusion to his medical occupations : 	

• 

Stand and reflect ! behold the place to which we are all impelled. 	The earth of the 
tomb covers my cheek, as if I had never trod upon its surface. 	I treated people to save 
them from death, yet here I am, brought to it myself. 
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I received these verses from the lips of some learned men who attributed them 
to Ibn Zuhr, but God best knows whether thefare genuine or not; we have 
nothing in support of their authenticity but the word of those who transmitted 
them. 	Ibn Dihya speaks of him in these terms : " And a species of composition 
" for which our master was specially distinguished and wherein his imagination 
" swayed his genius, so that persons of the highest talent became his humble 
" followers, was that of muwashshandt (8), compOsitirms which are the cream, 
" the quintessence, the substance, the pure extract of poetry, and an art,- by 
" the invention of which the people of the West surpassed those of the East, 
" anti wherein they shone like the rising sun and the brightness which illumi- 
" nates." 	He then gives a muwashshah of the poet's which is very fine. 	Speak- 
ing of Abill-Ala Zuhr, Ibn Zuhr's grandfather, the same writer says : ". He' was 
" the vizir of that epoch and its grandee, the philosopher of that age and its 
" physician. 	He died at Cordova, A. H. 525 (A. D. 1130-4), from the suffer- 
" ifigs caused by an ulcer (9) which broke out between his shoulders." — Of 
his great-grandfather, Abd al-Malik, he says : . " He travelled to the. East, where 

he long practised as a physiciatt and became head of the faculty in Baghdad ; 
" he then removed to Egypt and afterwards to Kairawan. 	At a later period, 
" he took up his residence at Denia, whence his reputation spread over all the 

regions of Spain•and Maghrib. 	His pre-eminence in the art of medicine was 
" so conspicnouk displayed that he outshone-all his contemporaries. 	fle died 

at Denia." Of Muhammad Ibn Marwan, the grandfather of Ibn Zuhr's grand-
father, Ibn Dihya writes as follows : "He was learned in speculation (10),a hdfiz 
" in literature (11) and a jurisconsult singularly acute in his fatwas (opinions);. he 
" held a high rank in the general council (of his native place) (12), he was versed 
" in various science's, remarkable for his handsome mien and talents, a trans- 
" mitter of traditional literature, and, moreover, a man of extensive information. 
" He died at Talabira (Talavera) A. H. 422 (A. D. 1031), aged eighty-six years. 
" A great number of learned Spaniards delivered traditional information on his 
" authority, and they spoke highly of his piety, merit, generosity, and beneli- 
" cence."— We have already explained the words /yddi (vol. 1. p. 72) and Tala-
bira; this diSpenses•us from repeating oureobservations• here.— Zuhr is to be 
pronounced with an 4 after the z, then an h, without a vowel, followed by an r. 
—The latib Imad ad-din says, in his Kharida, that the f011ow.ing lines were 
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composed on a member of this family, called Abil Zaid Ibn Zuhr, by Abit ' t-Tai- 
• vib Ibn al-Bazzar : 	 . 

Tell the plague and Ibn Zuhr that they have passed all bounds in working deeds of 
woe. 	Say to them : Spare mankind a little! one of you is quite enough. 

• 
1 have since found these verses attributed to Abet I3akr Ahmad Ibn Muham-

mad al-Abyad, a person ,who is stated to have died.  in the year 544 (A. D. 
1149-50) (13). 

1) Here is a manifest proof that none of the Avenzaars were Jews. 	Their names alone would sullice to 
show that they were Muslims. 

(2)-Aba Ghalib al-Asbaglii, surnamed Thj ar-Ruwasii (crown of the raises, most probably because he held 
under the empire the highest rank as a rdis, or chief in the civil administration,) was deputy-intendant of the 
palace (1  .1..,• ' I 	• ty.) (.:/ 	,._.,U) in .he reign Of the khalif al-Muktadi. 	Rider 	the reign of al-Mustazhir. .." 	‘.2 	•• 	• 
lie acted for a time as secretary of state. 	He composed a work as a guide for secretaries (ial.,01 	 1.c.) 

14 	' • and the kdtibs of Irak drew hp the public accounts after the system introduced by him ...)1...a-1 	:)...4Z) 
(.i.:;:ii?1 J.  He embraced Islamism in the month of Safer, A.H. 484 (March-April, A.D. 1091), one day 
before the conversion of Ibn al:Milsalaya (see vol. II. p. 415), 11‘consequence of an .edict emanating from the 
court of the khalif (,....1.•?..).t.i) c_ii1) by which the zimmis, that is, the Christians, Jews, and Sabeans, were 

obliged to wear certain marks by which they might be distinguished from the Muslims.—(khariila, MS. 
No. 1447, fol. 7.) — This Abfi Ghalib was probably the son of the Hibat Allah mentioned its the life of Ibn al- 

'Mnsalliya. 
(3) The word .)1.ic' if pronounced ukdr, signifies wine, and if ikdr, altercation. lathe putt alludes to this 

double signification. 	 , 
(4) Htla tat-Bard ;the means of cure) is the title given to the Agabic translation of Galen's work de me- 

Mode medendi PtpalTIVI IA tl AOC 7 00. 
(S) The lasrverse may also be translated thus: But when death comes, the Haida tol-Bard says: 	" There is 

" no means of cure." 
(6) Literally : Like a young kata. 	The kata Is a species of grouse. 	 • 
(7) The life of al-Akhtal, an anteislamic poet, has been given gy M. Caussin 'de Perceval in the Journal 

Asiatigue for April 1834. 	 • 
(8) See Introduction to vol.I. p. xxxv. 
(9) The word naghla (ilij) means a mortification, oP ulcer. 	 . 
(10) Speculation, in Arabic rdi. 	He perhaps means liLifite jurisprudence. 	See vol. I. pages xxvi, 534. 
(11) That is, he knew by heart a great number of literary pieces preserved by tradition. 
(12) In Spain and North Africa, every city possessed a committee or connsel (shitra), instituted to assist 

the governor in his administration. 	The shdretwas composed of the chiefs of 	he different trades, the kddi 
and the heads of the old and influential catnilies who resided in or near the place. 	It frequently happened 
that the slraras, like tht Spanish juntas, took the supreme authority into thfflt ciwn hands; but their inter-
vention, in such cases, was alwayi temporary. 
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(13) In the appendix to the Mohammedan Dynadtih in Spain, by M. de Gayangos, will be found a trans-
lation of lives of Abd al-Malik Ibn Zuhr and Abe Bakr Muhammad Ibn Zuhr, from the Arabic of Ibn Abe 
Osaibiya. 

IBN HAIYUS. 
. 	. 

Abti 1-Fityan Muhammad Ibn Sultan Ibn Mithammad Ibn HairIs Ibn Muham-
mad Ibn al'Murtada•Ibn. Muhammad Ibn al-Haitham Ibn Othman al Ghana'wi (1), 
surnamed Mustafa 'd-Dawlat (the chosen of the empire), and styled al-Amir (the 
emir) because his father was emir over the Arabs of the desert, ranks aniolg the 
ablest poets of Syria. 	The collection of his poetical works forms a large diwein. 
He met a number of princes and great men by whom he was amply rewarded 
for the poems which he composed in their praise, but he attached himself more 
particularly to the Barth Alirdas, a family which then reigned at Aleppo. 	Al- 
Jauhari says, in (his lexicon) the Sandh, under the root r d s ; ‘rmirdds signifies 
" a stone which is thrown into a well for the purpose of discovering if there 
" be water in it or not. 	It is used also itts a proper name for men." 	Ibn Mi.- 
Os composed in their honour some beautiful kastdas, and his adventure with 
Jalal ad-Dawlat Samara ad-Dawlat (2) Abti 1-Muzaffar Nasr Ibn Mahmtld Dm 
Shibl ad-Dawlat Nasr Ibn Salih Ibn Mirdas al-Kilabi, the sovereign of Aleppo, is 
well known. 	The circumstances of it were these : Having celebrated the praises 
of Mahmad Ibn Nasr, ihat'prince rewarded him with the gift of one thousand 
dinars. 	On the death of Mahmild, he went to his son and successor (fatal ad- 
Dawlat) Nasr and recited to him his poem rhyming in r, in which he extolled 
the qualities of dye young prince and condoled with him on the loss of his 
father. 	It began thus : 

The rank which fortune has bestowed upon.thee is a sufficient glory for religio❑  ; 
those who (like me) have made a vow 'for thy accession) must now engage in its fulfil- 
ment. 	. 	. 

In one passage of it, he says : 

(In thee) eight (qualities) are combined, which never were nor never will be separated 
as long as the eyelash protects the eye: firm belief and piety, beneficence and wealth, 
eloquence and depth of thought, resolution and success. 
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Alluding to Nasr's accession on the death of his father, he says : 

We bore with patience the sentence pronounced by tyrant time, but, without thee, pa— 
tience had not existed. 	(Time) overwhelmed us with a misfortune which surpassed (our 
deepest feelings of) affliction, and was equalled only by those favours (of his) for which 
(our utmost) gratitude was insufficient. 	 . 

In another passage, he says : 

I left thee through constraint, not through self—mortification ; I went to find thee, 
when evil fortune overtook me, and (with thee) I found a secure shelter to which no 
obstacle debarred access, and a door of glory to which no curtain impeded our ap— 
proach. 	Long did I dwell in the bondage of thy beneficence ; thy noble acts ceased 
not, neither did my bondage cease. 	Thus the Lord of the heavens fulfilled his gene= 
roespromise, that adversity should be followed by prosperity. 	The son of Nasr be— 
stowed upon me one thousand pieces taken from the stock (of his treasures), and I well 
know that his son Nasr will repeat the gift. 	I was told to expect as much; and why 
should I not, since command and prohibition depend upon thy will? 	I need not press 
and insist; the merchandize is known and the price is fixed. 	I have pitched near thee 
the tent of my hopes, and how, many are the mortals who sojourn whilst their hopes 
range through the world 1 	In thy hands is the object for which I express my wishes in 
polished phrase; the least of,thy favours would enslave even a freeman's heart. 

• 
,When he had finished the recitation of this piece, the emir Nasr exclaimed : 

" By Allah ! had he said, Nasr will redouble the gift, in place of Nasr will repeat  
" the gift, I should have done so." 	He then bestowed on him one thousand 
dinars in a silver tray.—A number of poets had assembled at the court of the 
emir Nasr and celebrated his praises, but the recompense which they expected 
did not appear. 	They therefore proceeded to the, house of Baulos (Paul) the 
Christian, where the emir used to drop in occasionally and make up a social 
party. 	Amongst these poets was Abu 'l-Husain Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn ad— 
Duwaida al-Maarri (native of Mdarra tan-Noindn (3), and /  having written on a sheet 
of paper the following verses, in the composition of which they all had a share, 
they sent them in to the emir. 	(Some say, however, that the lines here spoken 
of were composed by Ibn ad-Duwaida :) 	 • 

At youf well—guarded door is a band of the indigent; turn your attention towards the 
state of the indigent. 	The whole troop would be satisfied with the tenth of what you 
gave to Ibn Haiyits. 	Our talents do not differ from his in that proportion (4) ; but the 
lucky man cannot be placed in comparison with him who is•unlucky. 

When the emir Nasr read these verses, he ordered them one hundred dinars, 
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declaring at the same time that, if they had said, with as much as you flare to 
Ibn Haiy4s, he would have given it to them. 	The kdtib Imad ad-din quotes 
these verses in the Kharicla and ascribes them to Abit Salim Abd Allah Ibn Abi 
1-Husain Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn ad-Duwaida, the son of the poet named 
above, and who was generally known by the surname of al-Kaf ; God' knows 
best ! — The emir Nasr, a prince distinguished for his generosity and liberality, 
became sovereign of Aleppo, in A. H. /1.67 (A. D. 1074-5), on the death of his 
father Mahmild. 	He had not been tong on the throne when sortie of  his own 
troops attacked And slew him on the 2nd of Shawwal, A. II. 468 (May, A. D. 
1076.). 	We have already-spoken of his, great-grandfather Sahli Ibn Mirdas (v. I. 
p. 631). — Ibn Haiyils arrived at A4eppo in the month of Shawwal, A. H. 464. 
(June-July, A.D. 1072), and the-house in which.he there resided is now knoNYit as 
the House of the emir Alam ad-din Sulaiman Ibn Haidara. 	One of Ibn Haivus's 
finest .pieces is the kasida rhyming in 1 (ldmiya), wherein he praises Abel 'l-Fa- 
dail Sabik Ibn Mahmild, the brother of the emir Nasr. 	In the eulogistic portion 
of that poennehe says : 

Whenever I was asked about you, I replied, (my object always being, to direct him 
,who goes astray): "If you wish to know them well, nieet them in the midst of their be- 
" neficence, or on the day of battle; you will find them white (brilliant) .in honour, 

black with the dust of the combat, their shoulders green (stained with the friction of 
" their armour), and red the points of their spears." 

How beautiful this enumeration ! it seems ty have ()muffed to him quite natu-
rally and bears some resemblance to a passage in a magnificent kasida composed 
by the celebrated poet Abil Said Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan ar- 
Rus4mi (vol. 1. p. 217 ), and containing the eulogium of the SOO Ibn Abbad 
" vol. I. p. 212). 	The verses to which we allude are these : 

• 
A band illustrious in peace and war, a family crowned with noble deeds anal formed 

to wield the spear. 	When they encamp, the soil turns green (receives fresh verdure).; 
when they encounter the foe, their spears turn red. 

• 

There, by Allah ! is poetry in all its purity, unmixed with superfluous words. 
— Ibn Haiyils acquired' great wealth by the favour of 'the Mirdas family, and he 
built. a house at Aleppo, on the door of which he inscribed the following lines : 
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We built this abode and in it we resided, enjoying the bounty of the Mirdasides, a 
family which delivered me from adversity and the tyranny of fortune. 	Say to the sons 
of earth : " Let men act thus towards their fellow-men." 

• 
— Some persons ascribe these verses to the grand emir (al-Amir al-Jalil) Abti 'I- 
Fath al-Hasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Abd al-Jabbaro. native of Aleppo and generally 
known by the name of Ibn Abi Hasina. 	In this, They are quite right.— A 
splendid and well-known kastda of Ibn Haiyus's is that which commences thus : 

Here was the vernal abode of tine fair Malikian maid; let us halt and ask of the summer 
rains where larthe dwelling of which they have effaced the trace. 	Invoke the flashing 
clouds to water the neglected vestiges of•her tribe's presence, in these their reserved 
grounds, and excuse the insufficience of my tears, now exhausted (in weeping) before one 
• (a mistress Who, Though near, repelled me, and after one (a friend) who resolutely jour— 
neyed to a distant land. 	If travellers speak of me, they tell of eyes that are in tars 
and of a heart in pain. 	Restore to us the days (we passed in loving converse) at the sand— 
hill, days which we may hope for whenever we dare hope that thou (dearmaid! ) mayest 
grant us thy affection. 	Hadst thou known even the slightest of my sufferings, tlidu hadt 
restored to us the possession of thyself, that utmost object of our wishes. 	Nay, did the 
external aspect of my passion offer thee sufficient proof of the ardent tame concealed 
within my bosom, thou hadst relented after thy reproaches, loved after thy haired, and 
granted after thy refusal. 	Were I just to myself, I should save my heart from (the pain 
of) becoming like him who eeeketh and findeth not. 

This poem contains the following passage : 

I invoked the favours of the generous, but succeeded not; yet now, I return thanks 
for favours granted yet unasked. 	Strange it is, yet wonders are not rare, that speedy 
favours should find but tardy gratitude. 

In one of his pieces he says : 
• 

Stop in the midst of thy hatred and let thy reprOaches go no farther; be not like him 
who, when raised to power, plays the tyrant. 	I see you justify the falsest love, whilst 
near thee true love meets its death. 	If you followed justice in your decisions, why do 
you not follow the ancient path (of love)? 	In former times, men bent the bow to gain 
a livelihood, and that spear of mine (my stature now bent) was once straight and erect. 
The greyness which approached my locks has wronged me not, •if it permit that my lot 
be still (a mistress with) bright teeth and rosy lips (5). 	There was a closely-guarded 
maiden of rare beauty and seldom rivalled, chaste and fair as a statue; for her I 
burned with a passion which no reproach of mine could control, 	and 	respecting 
whom I questioned the ruined dwellings in the desert, but they returned no reply. 
Ask what are the feelings of her lover; his tears will- give thee the surest information ! 
but ask not whither roams his heart. 	For a time, it enabled me to endure my pains 
with patience, but it departed from me on the day in which the tribe of my beloved de- 
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parted from the plain in which they fed their' flocks. 	(That was) a departure which 
deprived me of consolation; and ever since, my patience journeyed towards the pro- 
vince of Najd, whilst I myself advanced into that of Tihama (6). 	(Therein was) a torture 
of-separation, dreadful as the strokes of Malik (the angel who guards hell), but under 
which, to my disgrace, I did not perish. 	0 my two friends 1 if you help me not to con- 
solation, you are no longer mine and I am no longer yours. 	You counselled me to be 
indifferent and to forget (her), but you mentioned not the way to indifference and for- 
getfulness. 	May the (spot where I passed my) days of love be watered by gushing clouds, 
rising in the horizon each time the rain clears off. 	(And yet we enjoyed) a life of which 
we stole the pleasures in despite of the jealous spy who, fatigued with waking, sunk the 
head to slumber. 

The poem from which this passage is taken is of a considerable length. 	The 
hd/iz Ibn Asakir (vol. II. p. 252) states, in his History of Damascus, that, in the 
year 507 (A.D. 1113-4), the following observation was repeated to him by Ain't 
1-Kasim Ali Ibn Ibrahim al-Alawi : "The emir Abil 'l-Fityan An Haiyils took 
" me by the hand when we were at Aleppo and said : ' You may give this verse 
" 4  on my authority as having been composed by Sharaf ad-Dawlat Muslim Ibn 
" ' Kuraish (7) : 

" ' Thou art he for whom eulogium is always ready (8), and whose veins flowed with 
«' generosity before they flowed with blood t' " 

This verse is the acme of eulogium. 	In the life of Abit Bakr Ibn as-Saigh 
(vol. /IL p. 133) we have given some verses rhyming in n, and mentioned that 
they are attributed to him, but they exist also in the collected poetical works of 
Ibn Haiyils : God best knows the truth in this matter.— In the year 472 (A. D. 
1079-80), the poet AV" Abd Allah Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Khaiyat (vol. I. 
p. 128) arrived at Aleppo and wrote the following lines to Abit 'l-Fityan (Ibn 
Haiyiis) who was then in that city : 

All I possess would not sell for a dirhem, and from my looks you may judge of my 
state. 	But I have still some honour left; that I never offered for sale, and where, where 
could I have found a purchaser (9) ? 

On this it was observed that, had he said, and thou art surely the purchaser, it 
had been better. 	Ibn Haiyas was born at Damascus on Saturday, the 29th of 
Safar, 8. H. 394 (December, A.D. 1003), and he died at Aleppo in the month of 
Shaabb, A. H. 473 (Jan.-Feb. A.D. 1080-1). 	He was the shaikh (preceptor) 
of the Ibn al-Khaiyat just mentioned.— The name ‘).'y: 	must be pronounced 

VOL. HI. 	 19 
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Haiyis ; among the poets of the West is an Ibn Habluls ( utr-,-) whose name is 
nearly similar, except that, instead of an i ( 	), it is written with a b (,..). 	I men- 
tion this, because these names have been often confounded, and I have fre-
quently met with persons who supposed that the western poet's name was Ibn 
Haiytis also, which is a mistake. 

(1) Gkanawi signifies descended from Ghani tbn Aasur, the progenitor of a family which formed a branch 
of the Kais Ghailhn Arabs. 

(2) This double title signifies: magnificence and sword of the empire. 	In Ibn al-Adim's History of Aleppo, 
the title of Nasr Ibn Mahmad is not given. 

(3) !Mild ,ad-din quotes a few extracts from the poems composed by different members of the Duwaida 
family, but furnishes no information respecting them.— (See Itharida, MS. 1414, fol. 129.) 

(4) Literally : All that difference _does not subsist between as. 
(5) I suspect that the text of this verse is corrupted, but not having the means of rectifying it with cer- 

tainty, I adopt the reading of my manuscripts, which is this, ,...5;1?. 01, ,..5:41., ri,M ,r,....;i41 ,t1, U., I 
,s.i.13t, 	 if:J1 ea ,...511z.. 	In the translation, I have endeavoured to render the idea expressed by these 

words. 
"(6) That is: My 	 The patience went one way and I went another. 	expressions ..),F." and 

riczo frequently 
occur in poetry. 

(7) Aba '1,11Iukirim Muslim, the son of Koraish, the son of Miran, the son of al-Mukallad, the son of 
al-111usaiyab, hereditary chief of the Okail Arabs, lord of MosuL NasIbln, Anbhr, Takrit, and other cities, had 
established his authority over the greater part of Syria, when he fell A. H. 478 (A. D. 1085) in combating the 
troops of Sulaiman Ilin Kutulmish the Seljukide. 	See Abd 1-14'ed3's Annals, years 453,458, 472, 477.--'The 
kdtib 'mid ad-din says; in his X harlda, that Alnl'I-Makarim Muslim Ibn Kuraish Ibn (Akhi) Kirwash, king of 
Syria, styled Sharaf ad-Dawlat (nobleness of the empire), Majd ad-din-(g tory of religion), the sultan of emirs 
and the sword of the commander of the faithful, was extremely generous and that lie granted the city of 
Mosul in fief "to Ibn Haiyks as a recompense for the eulogiums which that poet had bestowed upon him in 
his poems. 	Ibn Haiyao survived this favour only six months. 	Sharaf ad-Dawlat himself displayed gi:eat 
talents as a poet.*( MS. No. 1414, fol.129.) 

(8) Literally : In whose market eulogium stations. 
(9) See vol. I. page 130, note (2). 	 • 

AL-ABIWARDI THE POET. 

Abil 1—Muzaffar Muhammad Ibn Abi 1-AblAs Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn 
Abi '1-AblAs Ahmad Ibn . Ishak Ibn Abi 1-Abbas al-indin Muhammad Dm Abi 
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1-Fityan Ishak Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Abi MarfUa Mansiir Ibn Moawia al-Asghar (1) 
Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abi '1-Abbas Othman Ibn Anbasa al-Asghar Ibn Otba Ibn 
al-Ashraf Ibn Othman Ibn Anbasa (2) Ibn Abi Sofyan Ibn Sakhr Ibn Harb Ibn 
Omaiya Ibn Abd Shams Ibn Abd Manaf, a member of the Omaiyide family and 

" of the tribe of Kuraish, a descendant of Moawia (the less [al-Moawi] ) and a na-
tive of Abiward (al-Abiwardi), was a poet of great celebrity, an accomplished 
scholar, a transmitter of traditional information and a genealogist. 	The col-
lected works of this elegant poet are classed under various heads, such as the 
1rdkiydt (pieces relative to irak), the Najdiydt (pieces relative to Najd, pastoral 
pieces), the Wajdiydt (amatory pieces), etc. 	His learning as a genealogist was 
very extensive, and his authority is cited by the most exact and the most trust- 
worthy hdfizes. 	The haft Abil Fadl Muhammad Ibn Tahir al-Makdisi quotes 
his words more than once in his Ansdb (vol. III. p. 6). 	In that work, he says of 
him, under the article AL-Mom : " He was the paragon of the age in various 
" sciences, and we have quoted, in different parts of this book, a number of 
" observations made by him. 	He wrote himself down as a descendant of Moawia 
" (,...5_,U4ii ), and this verse of AbU '1-Ala al-Maarri might be applied to him with 
" the utmost propriety : 

" Though I came the last in time, I am able to produce what the ancients could not 
" furnish." 

Al-Makdisi quotes also some verses in which the poet vaunts his own re- 
nown, but these it is not necessary to insert. 	AbU Zakariya Ibn Manda (3) 
mentions him in the history of Ispahan and says : " He was an honour to the 
" raises, the most excellent of the empire (4), orthodox in his belief, exemplary 
" in his conduct, and versed in a number of sciences ; well acquainted with the 
4 4 genealogies of the Arabs, elegant in his language, skilled in the composition 
" of books, filled with intelligence, perfect in talents, the pearl of the epoch, 
" the paragon of the age, but elated with vanity, pride, and arrogance : when 

!" he prayed, he used to say : ' Almighty God ! make me king over the eastern 
6"  countries of the earth and the western thereof.' " 	The lulfiz Ibn as-Samani 
(vol. 11. p. '156) takes notice of him in the Ansdb, under the word akilodivi, and 
mentions him also in the Zail (supplement) ; he says : " (Al-Abiwardi) was sur- 
" ' named after Moawia al-Asghar (the less)"— the same whose name is given in 
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the genealogical list (at the head of this notice).—" He once addressed a memorial 
" to the Commander of the faithful, al-Mustazhir billah, and headed it with 
" these words : al-Klidim al-Malwi (your humble servant, the descendant of Moo- 
" tvict). 	The khalif, who disliked the use of a patronymic which indicated that 
" the bearer of it drew his descent from Omaiya, scratched out the m ( 7s) of al- 
"Modwi (,...5.514!) and sent back the memorial with the superscription changed 
" into al-Khddim al-Adwi (your humble servant, the howler)." 	As specimens of 
the beauties with which his poetry abounds, we may indicate the following 

passages : 

We ruled over the kingdoms of the earth, and to us their grandees submitted, some 
willingly, some through constraint (5). 	But, when the days of our proiperity attained 
their height, adversity seized us and seldom relaxed its hold. 	In our days of joy, (these 
kingdoms) smiled with pleasure at our happiness, but soon they wept with sympathy at 
our afflictions. 	We met our misfortunes with faces of ingenuous dignity, radiant with 
honour (6), and, when we thought of disclosing the wrongs which fortune made us suf—
fer, our modesty withheld us. 

Fortune treated me severely, but she knew not that I was proud of soul and that I 
despised the strokes of adversity ; whilst it showed me how calamities could assault 
(their victim), I let her see what patience was.. 

That maiden with -the slender waist ! I hearken not to him who blames me for loving 
her, and, when he depreciates her, I only love her the more. 	When she appears, I 
turn one eye towards her, and, with the other, I watch her jealous guardian. 	The de— 
lator is thus deceived, and knows not that my eye has got its full share of (the sight of 
the fair) Sulaima. 

He composed the following lines on Abil 'n-Najib Abd ar -Rahman Ibn Abd 
al-Jabbar al-MarAghi, a person who, by his talents, was one of the most 
eminent men of the time. 	This Abil 'n-Najib resided in the fortress of Hira (71 
and often employed, in his poetical compositions, the figure called luz4m ma /a 
yalzum (the submitting to unnecessary obligations) (8) : 

The verses of al—MarAghi, may God preserve you from them (9) ! are like his mind, 
the best parts of them are bad. 	In composing, he submits to unnecessary obligations, 
but he neglects those which are necessary. 

It was al-Abiwardi who composed the following piece : 

O beloved Omaima I if thou refusest me thy visits, grant that thy image come at night 
and visit me in my dreams. By Allah I neither calumny (10) nor absence can efface from 
the soul of thy adorer the impress of thy love. 
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I may here observe that Sibt Ikon at-Taawizi, a poet of whom notice shall be 
taken in this work, borrowed from the first of these verses the thought which 
he has thus expressed in one of his kasidas: 

If thou refusest, when awake, to grant me a salutation, order thy image to fleet by 
me and salute me in my slumbers. 	Promise to visit me in my dreams; then, perhaps, 
my eyes may yield to sleep, in the hopes of seeing thee. 

In one of his Najdiydts he says : 

We halted at Noman al-Arak (11) ; the dew-drops moistened our garments, and I 
passed the night suffering the pains of love whilst my fellow-travellers were sunk in 
sleep ; the fatigues of the night-journey and of the desert had overcome us all. I thought 

' 	of that charming maiden now so far away; and my flowing tears answered to the sum- 
mons of love. 	Her abode is still in the recesses of that valley; my heart knows it, 
though my eyes perceive it ngt ; I stopped near that dwelling, and my tears were mostly 
blood; my eyelids seemed to flow with blood (nonin) instead of my nose (12). 

A novel thought of his is that contained in a piece of verse descriptive of 
wine ; he says : 

Joy is its essence, and therefore the bubbles dance (upon its surface). 

In one of his kasidas he says : 

The age is corrupt, and all whom I chose for friends were either hypocrites who hoped 
for favours or flatterers who feared to offend. 	When I put them to the test, I found 
in them a sullen heart and a smiling countenance. 

This thought he took from a kasida of Abil Tammam's (vol. 1. p. 34.8), in 
which that poet elegantly says : 

If you wish to conceive the worst opinion of mankind, examine that multitude of hu-
man beings; he is not a friend who offers thee a smiling countenance, and conceals a 
sullen heart. 

These digressions have led us away from our subject. — Al-Ahiwardi com-
posed a great number of works, such as a History of Abiward and Nasa, a mukhtalil 
and mutdlif (dictionary of proper names, each of them, borne by more than one indivi-
dual), a tabakdt, or synoptical view, of all the sciences, a treatise on the.synonv-
mies occurring in the genealogies of the Arabs, and various philological treatises 
drawn up on an original plan. 	His life was virtuous and his conduct exemplary. 
He died of poison at Ispahan on the afternoon of Thursday, the 20th of the first 
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Rabi, A. H. 507 ( August, A. D. 1113 ), and the funeral prayer was said over 
him in the .Tdmi 1-Atik (the old mosque) of that city. — Abiwardi means native of 
Abiward, called also Abdward and Bdward, a village in Khorasan which has pro- 
duced many learned and eminent men. 	As-Samani says, in his Ansdb, under 
the word AL-KilFANI : " This relative adjective signifies belonging 	to Kilian, a 
,4 small village of Khorasan, at six parasangs from Abiward. 	It was built by 
" Abd Allah Ibn Tahir (vol. H. p. 49) and has produced a number of Tradi- 
" tionists and other eminent men, one of whom was the philologer AbA 1-IVIU. - 
4 4 zaffar Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Ktifani, better known by the appellation of 
4 6 al-Abiwardi the philologer." 

(1) From this genealogy we learn that there were two Moawtas in. the Omaiyide family ; 	one of them was 
styled al-Asghar (the less), to distinguish him from the khalif of the same name. 	It has been already ob- 
served ,vol. II. p. 372), that there were also two Omaiyas in the same family. 

(2) This Anbasa must have been brother to the khalif Moawla. 
(3) The life of Abtr Zakariyh Yahya Ibn Manda will be found in this work. 	That of his ancestor Muham- 

mad Ibn Manda has been given, page 7 of this volume, but there Ibn Khallikan seems to have been mis-
taken in attributing to the latter also a history of Ispahan. 

(4) This writer means to say that al-Abiwardi was one of the most distinguished amongst the persons em-
ployed in the civil service, (ruwasd, plural of rah), and that he bore the title of Afdal ad-Dawlat (the most 
excellent of the empire). 

(5) In these verses he speaks as a member of the Omaiyide family. 
(6) Radiant with honour; literally: the water of which ( faces) had nearly fallen in drops. 	See the mean- 

ing of the expression water of the face explained in vol. I. page 108. 	The same line offers another example 

of the various significations which the expression ,..5..t.. 1s31 tii)  can assume; it is here rendered by inge-
nuous honour. 

(7) The name of this place is written variously in the MSS. 	They give the following readings : O.,,A . , c.),.. 
and 4 j.:%F'. 	It is perhaps the Iltra of Naisaptir ; see vol. II. p. 674. 

(8) See vol. I. page 97, note. 
(9) I read &e.,... with the MS. 84, fonds Asselin. 

(10) Literally: calumniators. 
(11) Nomhn al-Irhk is the name of a valley or glen between Mekka and at-Taif. 
(12) This idea, so burlesque in the translation, does not present the same ludicrous image in the original 

text; the quibble on the word nomdn diverting the attention of the reader from its absurdity. 
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IBN ABI 'S-SAKR. 

Abti 1-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Omar, surnamed Ibn 
Abi 's-Sakr, was a native of Wasit and a doctor of the Shake sect. 	He studied 
jurisprudence under the shaikh Abil Ishak as-Shirazi (vol. I. p. 9), but, yielding 
to his predominant passion for the cultivation of literature and poetry, he became 
principally known as an amateur of the belles-lettres. 	I saw the diwdn of his 
poetical works at Damascus, in the Ashraflya library, which collection is pre—
served in the turba (or mausoleum) erected over the tomb of al-Malik al-Ashraf. 
It is situated to the north of the (edifice erected as an) addition to the Great Mosque 
(al-Jdmi 'l-Kabir) and called al-Kallasa. 	This diwdn consists of one volume. 
The author was extremely partial to the Shafite sect, and published on that 
subject a number of kasido generally known by the title of as-Shdfiya (the Sha- 
fian); he composed also some elegies on the death of the shaikh Abil Ishak. 	In 
the elegant precision of his style, the beauty of his penmanship, and the excel- 
lence of his poetry, he displayed talents of the very highest order. 	AbAl 'I- 
Maali 1-Haziri (vol. I. p. 563) mentions him in the Zina tad-Dahr, and quotes 
the following piece of his amongst others : 

Every favour which you may expect from men always encounters some obstacle; and 
I shall say, may God pardon me ( for doing so)1 but my words aie metaphoric, not literal : 
" I approve of nothing in the conduct of Satan, except his refusing to worship a cre- 
" ated being (1)." 

He gives also these verses which are still currently known : 

By the sacredness of love 1 no person can replace you ( in my heart); never, in your 
absence, have 1 turned my affections towards any other object 1 	I long for your pre- 
sence, and your image is sent to (visit my slumbers and thus) effect our meeting, but, alas ! 
I cannot close my eyes. 	I proposed to my companions this condition — that you, not 
they, should have my heart, and they agreed (to it). 	I spoke of you so often, that they 
said : " He is unwell ; " and I replied : " May that malady never leave me ! " 

Having.attained an advanced age and being obliged to sustain his feeble steps 
with a staff, he said : 

In every thing which you examined, you will perceive something extraordinary : 
when strong, I went on two legs, but now, being weak, I go on three. 
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To the idea expressed in the last verse, I have myself alluded in the following 
lines : 

0 thou who askest how I am, receive this summary answer : After possessing strength 
enough to split a rock, I now walk on three legs, and the best of them is the staff. 

To excuse himself for not rising to receive his friends, he composed these 
verses : 

An indisposition called eighty years hinders me from rising to receive my friends ; 
but when they reach an advanced age, they, will understand and accept my excuse. 

The following piece also was written by him in his old age : 

When I approached towards the unities of ninety, an age which none of my fathers 
ever reached, I knew full well that I should soon have other neighbours and another 
home (the dead and the tomb); so I turned towards God, repenting of my past life; God 
will never cast into the fire him who turns towards him. 

Having gone to pay a visit of consolation to a family which were mourning 
the death of a little child, the persons present nodded to each other, as if to say : 
" How strange that a man trembling with old age should survive, whilst this 
" child could not escape death ! " 	Perceiving their thoughts, he pronounced 
these lines : 

An aged shaikh entered where the youths were met to mourn the death of a little child, 
and you saw an objection against God's justice, because the infant died and the old man 
lived. 	But you may say to him who has lived one month and to him who has lived one 
thousand or an intermediate number : We must all come to this ! 

The following piece is by him : 

Meditatus est Ibn Abi 's-Sakr dixitque, agitate jam provecta : " Per Deum, nisi me lo- 
" tium quotidie mane exureret, oblitus essem mihi mentulam inter femora esse." 	- 

His poems abound in fine passages. 	He was born on the eve of Monday, 
the 13th of Zil 1-Kaada, A. H. 409 (March, A.D. 1019), and he died at Wasit 
on Thursday, the 14th of the first Jumada, A. H. 498 (February, A. D. 1105). 

(1) " And (remember) when we said unto the angels: Worship'Adam ; and they all worshipped him, except 
" Satan (Iblis), who said: Shall I worship him whom thou bast created of clay ?"— (Koran, surat 17, v. 63.) 
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IBN AL-IIABBARIYA, 
. 	. 

The shay' AbU Yala Muhammad Ibn Salih Ibn 11amza Ibn Muhammad Ibn r 
Isa Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Dawtid Ibn Isa Ibn 
Mtisa IBn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas al-IlAshimi (a member 
of the Hdshim family) al-Abbasi (descended from Ibn Abbds [vol. I. p. 89] ), gene-
rally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Habbariya and surnamed .Nizam ad-di❑  
(the maintainer of religion), was a native of Baghdad and a poet.of great talent 
and celebrity. 	Though animated with the best intentions (1:. , he had an evil 
tongue and so strong an inclination for satire that he hardly spared a single per- 
son. 	The katib !mad ad-din mentions him in the Kharida and says : "(He was 
" one) of Nizam al-Mulk's (vol. I. p. 413) poets, and his predominant styles of 
(i composition were the satirical, the humorous, and the obscene. 	Cast (as it- . 
" were) in the same mould as Ibn Hajjaj (vol. I. p. 4481, he trod in the same 
44  path and surpassed him in licentiousness, but those pieces.of his in which .de- 
4t cencv is respected are highly beautiful (2)." 	Attached to the service of Nizam 
al-Milk Abil Ali al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Ishak, the vizir of the sultan Alp Arslan 
and of "Malak Shah, that prince's son, he was treated by him with the utmost 
kindness and unceasing Beneficence. 	A spirit of hatred and jealousy having 
sprung up between Nizam al-Mulk and Taj al-Mulk Abi 1-Ghaniiim Ibn ba-
rest (3), a thing which usually happens with men high in office, the latter told 
Mil al-Habbariya to compose a satire on Ni6na al-Mulk, promising the poet his 
favour apd an ample recompense in case he consented: 	" But how," said Ihn 
al-Habfiariya, "tan I attack a man to whose kindness I am indebted for every 
" object I see in my house ? " — " I insist on your compliance," said Taj al- 
Mulk ; and the poet composed the following piece :  

Wonder not that Ibn I9bak. rules and that fate assists him ; (wonder not that) pros-
perity.flows pure for him and turbid for Abii 1-Ghanaim. , Fortune is like the wheel 

' • for raising water, it cannot be moved but by'oxen. 

• . 	. 
When these verses were communicated to Nizam al-Mulk, who was a native of 

Tils,.he merely observed that they contained an allusion to a common proverb : 
VOL.N. 	 20 
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The people of Tits are oxen (4), and not only abstained from punishing the poet, 
but overlooked his conduct and treated him with greater kindness than ever (5). 
This is cited as an instance of Nizam al-,Mulk's noble conduct and of hi; extreme 
indulgence. 	Notwithstanding•the extraordinary degree of favour shown to him 
by this Aizir, Ibn al-Habbariya had much to suffer from the malice of his pa-
tron's. pages and followers, (who detested him) from what they knew of his. evil 
tongue.. Their petulance became at length so excessive that he wrote the fol-
lowing lines to Nizam al-Mulk : 

. 	. 	 • 
Take refuge with NizAm al—Hadratain ar-Rida (6) when the sons of the age detest 

thee. 	Let his aspect cleanse thy eyes from the dust which makes them smart when 
worthless people overcome thee. 	Bear with the wild humours of his pages;" every rose 

• must have its thorn. 
. 	. 

Imad ad-din al-Ispahani says, in the Kharida, that the poet sent his son with 
these verses to the Nakib an-Nukaba Ali Ibn Tirad az-Zainabi, surnamed Nizam 
al-Hadratain Abel 1-11asan (7) . — By the same : 

' 	My countenance is too mgest for asking Tavours, and my means are yet more mo— 
dest. 	My real merits are but slight, and the emoluments they gain me are yet slighter. 

An original idea of his is that of a piece in which he refutes those who pre-
tend that a man can obtain the satisfaction of his .w'knts by travelling abroad ; 
he says : 

• . 
They said : " You remain at home and cannot .procure a livelihood, yet the man of 

" prudence can always gain wealth by travelling." 	I replied: " It is not every 
" journey which prospers; profit results from good fortune, not from the fatigues of 
" travel. 	How often has one journey been productive, Whilst another, under the same 
" circumstances, has been injurious and left nought to the covetous man but sadness 
" and disappointment. 	It is thug that the moon, in journeying, reaches to her full, 
" and that, deprived of her prosperity, she wanes away.", 

By the same : 

Leave off the details of your misery and sum them up (in these words): There is not 
in the world a man (worthy of the name). 	When the pawn on the chess-board becomes 
a queen, it seems just that.the queen should become a pawn (8).  

As a specimen of his humorous poetry, we niay give the following passages : 
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When Abil Said perceived that, for a whole year, I abstained• from wine, he said : 
" Tell me who was the shaikh by whom you were converted ;" and I replied : "That 
" shaikh was poverty.." 

I dreamt that my wife held me by the.ear, and that she wielded in her hand an ob—
ject of leather, crooked in shape, black in colour, but marked with spots, and shaped, 
towards the extremity, like a foot (9). . I awoke with the fright, and the nape of my 
neck was already quite red ; had my dream lasted,' I, a learned shaikh, should have 
lost my eyes.*  

By the same : 

The Thjian court (10) is a garden;, may its beauty last for.ever ! In that garden, an 
humble (poet) is the ring—dove ; its cooings are eulogies, and its collar rewards. 

By the same : 

Let her do as she pleases ; it is indifferent to me whether she shun (me) or accept 
(me). 	How often have we seen darker locks than her's turn grey (11). 

Ibn al-Habbariya's poetry abounds in beauties : he turned Kalila wa Ditnna 
into verse and gave.it under the title of Natdij al-Fitna (offspring of the intellect). 
In the life of a1-Bari ad-Dabbas (vol. I. p. 459), we have mentioned a piece of 
Ibn ar-Habbariya's, rhyming in d, with al-Bari's answer and an account of what 
passed betiveen them ; in our article on the vizir Fakhr ad-Dawlat Muhammad 
Ibn Jahir we shall mention an amusing adventure of the poet as-Sabik al- 
Maarri (12) with Ibn al-Habbariya. 	His, poetical works are very 'numerous and 
their ditudn (collection) forms from three to four volumes. 	One of his most 
original pieces of versification is a work in the style of Kalila wa Dimna and en- 
titled as-Sddih wal-Bdghim (the loud chanter and the low speaker). 	'The composi- 
tion 'of this book, which contains two thousand, verses in the rajaz measure, 
occupied the author ten years. 	It is an excellent production (13). 	He sent his 
son with it to the emir Abill-Hasan Sadaka Ibn Mansilr Ibn Dubais al-Asadi, 
lord of al-Hilla (vol. I. p. 634). 	It 'concludes with the following lines: 

Here is a fine book which astounds the intelligence; on it I spent ten years, from the 
time I first heard thy name. 	I composed it for thy sake ; the number of its verses is 
two thousand, all of them replete with meaning. 	Were anfpoet, versifier, or piose - 
writer to pass a life as long as that of Noah's in composing a single verse like those 
contained' in it, he would not be able to accomplish the task, for it is not every talker 
who can make'ireeses. 	I send it with my son, or rather with my heart's blood and liver; 
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for, in my opinion, thou art worthy of every favour. 	Confiding in thy kindness, he 
hastens towards thee, encountering great fatigues and a long journey. 	Had I been 
permitted, I should have gone myself with speed and delayed not, for honour and 
glory are exclusively thy heritage. 

. . 
Sadaka granted him an ample recompense in return for his work. 	According 

to Imad ad-din al-Ispabani, in his Kharfda, Ibn al-Habbariya died at Kirman, • 
A. II. 50'i. (A.D.-1110-1), where he had passed the latter days of his life after 
having resided for a time at Ispahan. 	As-Samani 'vol. II. p. 156) says that he 
died sutsequently to the year 490. -- Habbariya means a female descended from 
Habbdr ; this Habbar was Ibn al-Habbariya's grandfather by the mother's side. 
— Kirmdn, pronounced sometimes Karmdn, is a large province (wildya) contain- 
ing a number of cities and towns. 	It has produced many eminent men. 	One 
side of it is bounded by the sea and the other by Khorasan. 

• 

(1) Perhaps the words ....‘,.-WI 0....... should be rendered: In his compositions, the conceptions were fine. 
(2) The extracts which Intact ad-din gives of his poe:ry justify, to a certain degree. this eulogium. 
(3) Taj al-Mulk Aliti'l-Ghanaim al-Kummi was secretary and privy counsellor to Turkan Ehattin, the wife of 

Malak Shah and mother of the sultan Mahmild. 	ye succeeded to the viiirate on the death of Nizam al-Mulk. 
In Mirkhond's History of the Seljukides (ed. Vullers, Giessen 1838) will be found an mmHg of Nizam al- 
Mulk's fall and of the enmity which prevailed between him and Turkan ikhattin (princess of the Turks), the 
daughter of the khan of Turkestan.— (See also Abil 'I.Feda's Annals, rear 485, and lol. I. page 415 of this 
work.). 

(4) In English it would be said: are asses. 
(5) Intact ad-din says, in his Kharida, that, on this.occasion,Nizam al-Mulk clothed the poet in a robe of 

honour and bestowed on him five hundred pieces of gold. 
(6) These words prove that it was not of the pages of Nizam al-hulk that the poet had to complain, but of 

those in the service of Nizam al-Hadratain, a person noticed lower down. 
(7) The title of Shari,' was given not only to the descendants of Ali by Filtima,- the daughter of Muhammad, 

and by al-Hartaliya, but to the de.scendants of Hashim, Muhammad's great-grandfather. 	The sharlfs of each 
province were placed under the control of a naklb (ruler or magistrate), chosen by the government from 
among their own body. 	The Naklb an-Nukabel, or chief naklb, resided at Baghdad. 	Ali Ibn Tirad was 
appointed to this office A. H. 491 (A. D. 10978), on the death of his father. 	These two sharlfs drew their 
descent from Zairian, the daughter of Sulaiman Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibir al-Abbas (vol. I. p. 257), 	for 
which reason they bore the surname of az-Zainabi. 	It appears from the verses given by Ibn Khallikan and 
the observation made by Imad ad-din, that AIi 1bn Tirad bore the surname of ar-Itida and Nizam al-Hadratain. 
Sibt Ibn al-Jauzi informs us, in his Mirth ciz-Zanin, that Tirad, the father of Ali, was surnamed ZO'l-Sha- 
rafain (possessor of the double nobility) Shihab al-lradratain (flambeau of the two courts), 	which latter 
title may have been giver' him on account of his diplomatic services when employed by the court of the khalif 
as its agent at the court of the Selitik sultan. 	This conjecture receives some degrbe of probability from the 
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statement of the author of the :Wird', that Tirad was frequently sent by the khalif as ambassador to different 
sovereigns, and that he distinguished himself by his talents and probity. 	The title of Nizdm al-Hadratain 
(bond of union between the two courts) seems to have been given to his son for a similar reason. 	That of 
ar-Rida, by which Ali Ihn Tirad is designated in the verses mentioned by Ibn lihaIlikan, was borne by a 
number of sharlfs, and is the equivalent of Rida ad-din (accepted for piety). 	From the Kharlda (MS. 1147, 
foI.12, 15, 29), it would appear that Ali Mu Tirad held at one time the post of vizir, as we find there some 
poems addressed to him in that quality by the poets Hais Bais 	vol. I. p. 559) and Abet Ali :1 Faraj Ibn Mu- 
hammad Ibn al-Ukhwa al-Muwaddib. 	In the same work, fol. 35,under the article Abd Abd Allah- al-Bari Ibn 
ad-llabbas, a grammarian whose life is.giyen by Ibn Khallikin, vol. I. p. 469, we find a long extract.from a 
poem addressed by al-Bari (v. I. p.459) to Sharaf ad-din Ali Ibn Tirad. 

After this note was written, I found a notice on Ali Ibn Tirad in the Dual al Istamiya. MS. No. 893, fol. 
280. 	It is there stated that Abtt 1-Kasitn Ali Ibn Thad al-Abbasi was the first person to whom the khalif al- 
Muktafi (li amr illah) confided the post of vizir. 	After some time, a coolness took place between them, and 
Ibn Tirad fled for protection to the court of the sultan (Masad the Seljukide). 	By distributing the greater 
part of his fortune in presents to the sultan's wives and principal officers, he succeeded in obtaining alasnd's 
mediation in his favour, and  the khalif allowed him to return to Baghdad. 	Ittring the rest of his life, he 
remained unemployed, and being reduced to the utmost poverty, he died, recommending his children to the 
khalif's benevolence. 	Al-Muktafi fulfilled his desire and raised them to wealth. 	Ibn Tirad spent large 
sums in presents to the officers of the state, the men of learning, the strangers who arrived' at Baghdad, and 
the sharlfs descended from Ali Ibn Abi Talili. 

(8) The application of this last verse is by no means manifest. 	In the ICharlda and one of the MSS. of Ibn 
Ithallikan, it is placed before the other.  

(9) He dreamt that his wife was beating him with an embroidered boot. 
(10) He means the court of Taj al-Mulk Aba 1-Ghanaim. 
(11) In the original piece, of which a translation slightly disguised is here given, the affix in 1..,,Li might 

' 
embarrass the Arabic scholar. 	It must be referred to the word 	 understood, 

(12) Of this poet, who was a native of Maarra tan-Nombn, as his surname implies, Imitd ad-din says,in his 
Kharlda (MS: No. 1414, fol. 144), that Abet 'l:Yumn Sabik Om Abi MahzAl went to Irak during the adminis- 
tration of (the vizir) Ibn Jabir and there met Ibn al:Habbariya. 	He then gives some short extracts from his 
poetry without furnishing any further information respecting him. 

(13) There are several copies of this work in the Bildiotheque du Roi, (ancien fonds, No.1426, fonds St. 
Germain, No 569, and fonds Asselin, Nos.191, 698). 	Like Kalila and Dimna, it consists of apologues, fables, 
and moral maxims. 	In d'Herbelot's Bibliotheque orientate, under the word Harebaorill be found a passage 
in which that orientalist gives a description of the as-Sddih wa *1-B4ghim, from which may be perceived 
that he knew nothing of it except the title, and even that imperfectly. 	Hareba is alsb a false reading of the 

Arabic ./....) 	1.3s flabbdriya. 	He read it as if it had bren written L)  I.t . —In noticing this article of d'Herbelot's, 
I by no means wish to cast an imputation on his talents or deny the services he rendered to oriental literature : 
the Bibliotheque orientate is a very useful book, yet truth obliges me to state that not one of the indications 
given in it merits entire confidence unless it can be verified from other sources. 	A part of these errors he 
would probably have corrected, had he lived to superintend the printing of his work. 
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IBN AL-KAISARANI THE POET. 

Ain't Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr Ibn Saghir Ibn 12414 Ibn Nasr Ihn 
Daghir Ibn Muhammad Ibn Khalid Ibn Nasr Ibn Daghir Ibn Abd ar-Rahman Dm 
al-Muhadjir Ibn Khalid Ibn al-Walid al-Makhztni al-Kh'alidi al-Halabi (descended 
from KMlid of the family of Makhzilm, and native of Aleppo), surnamed Sharaf al- 
Maali (glory of high deeds) Odda tad-din (maintenance of religion), and generally 
known by the appellation of Ihn al-Kaisarani, 'was not only a poet of great talent 
and celebrity, but a philologer of the soundest learning. 	His genealogy, as here 
given, was dictated to me by one of his descendants. 	In the belles-lettres he 
had for masters Taufik Ibn Muhammad and Abu Abd Allah Ibn al-Khaiyat, the 
poet whose life we have already given (vol. I. p. 128). 	He displayed great ac- 
quirements in philology and astronomy. 	At Aleppo, he studied under the kha- 
tib Abit Tahir Hashim Ibn Ahmad al-Halabi and other masters. 	He himself 
gave lessons to the hcifiz Almil-Kasim Ibn Asakir (vol. II. p. 252) and the hdfi 
Abit Saad lbn as-Samani (vol. II. p. 156 ), both of whom mention him in their 
respective works. 	Abill-Maali 'l-Haziri (vol: I. p. 563), who also received les- 
sons from him, speaks of him in his work, the Afulah. 	Ibn Al-Kaisarani and Ibn 
Munir (vol. I. p.138) were• the two principal poets of Syria at that epoch, and 
their encounters gave rise to many curious arid amusing anecdoles. 	The latter 
was accused of attacking the character of Muhammad's companions and of being 
inclined to the Shiite doctrines ; this induced Ibn al-Kaisarani, who was told 
that Ibn Munir had directed his satire against him, to write him the following 
lines : 

Ibn Munir! in reviling me, you haye insulted a •man of learning whose rectitude of 
judgment was beneficial to mankind. 	But my heart is not oppressed for that ; I have 
before me an example in the Companions (1). 

A fine passage of his poetry is the following : 

How many nights did I pass sipping intoxicating draughts from the wine-cup and 
her lips ; thus mingling one delicious liquor with Another ! 	She defended not her mouth 
from my kisses; it was like a fortress without a guard (2). 
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When in Aleppo, I found the diwdn of his poetical works, all in his own 
handwriting ; and I extracted from it some passages, one of whiph was the fol-
lowing in braise of a preacher 

The bosom of the pulpit expands with pleasure to receive you. 	Tell me; does that 
(odour of sanctity) proceed from the preacher which it contains or from some sweet 
perfume with whith it is anointed. 

This alliteration is the perfection of beauty (3). 	I have since found these 
verses attributed to Abil '1-Kasim Zaid Ibn Abi '1-Fath Ahmad Ibn Obaid Ibn 
Fassal al:Ma-svazini, a native of Aleppo whose father was generally known by 
the appellation of al-nahir (the skilful): 	It is there said that Ibn al-Kaisarkii 
recited them to the khatib Ibn Hashim on the appointment of the latter to the 
office of preacher at Aleppo, and that they'were attributed to bin; for this reason. 
Having met with a different reading of the first verse, I give it here : 

The pulpit was proud of his honours, when you mounted it as a preacher. 
• 

The following is a piece of his in the amatory style (ghazal): 

At the foot of Mount Lebanon I possess a moon (a beauty) whose stations are (not in 
the zodiac but) in the hearts of men. 	The north wind bears me her salutation, and the 
south wind bears mine to her. 	Her qualities are unrivalled and rare; for beauty, in 
this world, is a rarity. 	I always remember the night when she said, on seeing my 
body worn away: " I pray they, tell me, youth, who caused Thy sickness?" and I re- 

, plied: " The person who can cure it." 

By the same : 

Dixerunt: Jam apparuit (lanugo in) gena ejus, attamen preectura ejus vacat (vel: et 
nondum ab eo avertisti amorem tuum); et dixi : Quin imo lanugo illius cujus imperium 
amo, v'exillum preefecti est. 

A charming kasida of Ibn al-Kaisarani's contains the following original idea : 

Here is the person who ravished sleep from her lovers ; dost thou not see her eyes 
filled with (the stolen) languor Col ? 

In composing this verse, he had in mind the eulogium addressed by al-Aluta-
nabbi (vol. I. p. 1 02 ) to Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Hamdan; that poet says : 
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Thou hast taken the lives of so many (enemies) that, couldst thou add their days to 
thine, thou wouldst acquire immortality and rejoice the world. 

., 	. 

Ibn at-KaisarAni frequently expreised himself highly satisfied with the follow-
ing verse from one of his own kasidas : 

I love a person before whom the moon fell prostrate in adoration ; seest thou not, on 
her face (disk) the marks left by the dust. 

Being present at a concert of (religious) music where there was an -excellent 
singer, he composed these lines on seeing the audience overcome with  a thrill of 
ecstatic delight : 

By Allah ! if lovers knew the just value of their souls, they would sacrifice them for 
thine, though they were dear to them and preciously guarded. 	When thou singest in 
their assemblies, thou art really the breath of the zephyr and they are the branches 
(which it agitates). 

My friend ' al-Fakhr (Fakhr ad-din) Ishak Ibn al-Mukhtass al-Irbili (native of 
irbela) recited to me a stanza of four verses (dubait), composed, by his own ac-
count, on seeing the cushions fall off the sofas at a concert of ,-religious) music, 
when the audience, some of whom were far advanced in the practices of my,s- . 	. 
ticism (5', fell into an ecstasy of delight : 

The herald of song entered unawares, at midnight, into the assembly of lovers who 
longed for the sight of God (6), and he was answered by sobs and burning sighs._ 	Had 
the rocks heard his strains, they had fallen prostrate with delight, why then should 
cotton and tattered (cushions) not do the same ? 

Ibn al-Kaisarani was born at A kka (Acre) in the year 478 (A. D. 1085-6), and 
he died at Damascus on the eve of Wednesday, the 21st of Shaaban; A. H. 548 
;November, A. D. 1153). 	The next morning, he was interred in the cemetery 
at the Faradis Gate---Khdlidi means descended from Khdlid Ibn al-Walid al-Makh- 
zilmi (7); 	so say the people of Ibn al-Kaisarani's family., but .the majority of 
historians and the learned in genealogy declare that the posterity of thiS Kbalid 
became extinct after a lapse of time. 	God best knows the truth ! — Kaisardni 
means belonging to Kaisariya (Ciesarea), a village.on the coast of Syria. 
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(1) Those verses occur also in the life of Ibil Munir, but not recollecting the circumstance from which they 
took rise, I gave an erroneous explanation of the second line 

(2). In Artibic,thugiir signifies both mouth and fortress; the poet quibbles on this double meaning. • 
(37 The alliteration to which our author alludes is the perfect consonance which exists between the last 

words of the two h,einistichs of the last verse : t.1-..5. 	andl..- 1.....z, 

(4) The Arabic word season, here rendered by languor, signifies also drowsiness. 
(5) Literally: owners of the hearts, 
(6) Literally : the circle of desire. 
(7) He means the celebrated Khhlid who commanded the Moslims on their first entrance into Syria. 

IBN AL-KIZANI. 
• 

Abet Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Thabit Ibn Faraj al-Kinani, a 
teacher of the Koran-readings, a philologer, .a :follower of the sect of as-Shari, a 
native of Egypt, surnamed also al Miami (the dealer in raw hides') and generally 
known by the appellation.  of • Ihn al-Kizani, was a poet of considerable reputa- 
tion and a pious devotee. 	There is an order (of dervishes) in Egypt called Kith- 
nites after him, and they place implicit faith in his sayings. 	'lie left a diwdn of 
poems, most of which inculcate. self-mortification ; I have never seen the book, 
but I heard one verse of his which pleased me much ; it is the following : 

Since passion befits the lover, so should kindness befit the beloved. 

His poetry Contains some very fine passages. 	He died at Old Cairo-on the eve 
of Tuesday, the 9th of the first Rath—some say in the month of Mitharram—. 
A. H. 562 (January, A. D. 1167), and he was interred in the Lesser Karafa, near 
the-mausoleum of the imika as-Shafi (vol. II. p. 569). 	His body was afterwards 
removed to the foot of mount Mukattam, and deposited near the cistern" which 
is called by the none of. Omm .Maudtid. 	The tomb erected over him there is a 
well-known object of pilgrimage; I have visited it myself more than once. — 
lazdni means a maker or seller of pitchers (kizdn) ; one of his ancestors fol-
lowed that trade. 

VOL. Iii. 	 '21 
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. 	. 
AL-ABLAH THE POET. 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Bakhtyar Ibn Abd Allah al-Muwallad, sur-
named al-Ablah, a celebrated poet, was a native of Baghdad and one of the best 
poets who flourished in these latter times. 	In his compositions he united ten- 
derness (of sentiment) to artifice (of style and expression), and the diwdn of his 
pcietical works is often to be found in the hands of readers. 	The kdtib 'mad ad- 
din mentions him in the Kharida and msays : " He is an ingenious youth and 
" wears the- military dress. 	His poetry is written in a strain of tender semi- 
" ment; it.delights by the artifice of its composition, ravishes by its excellence 
,, and pleases by the sweetness of its style; in tenderness it surpasses the morn- 
" ing zephyr, and in beauty the flowered silks of Tustur (1). 	His poetical 
" essays, though few in number, get all into wide circulation, and the musi- 
" cians sing his charming verses set to old airs ; they rush as eagerly to obtain 

his delightful poems as the bird, in: its circling flight, rushes down to the 
,g pure fountain." 	He then adds that, in the year 555 (A. D. 1160), al-Ablah 
recited to him, at Baghdad, the following passage of .a kasida as his own compo- 
sition : 	• 	• 

She whose visits give me life came to me when the darkness had (assumed) the tint of 
her hair. 	When she turned her head (2) (she seemed) a moon; and wrapped in the folds 
of her green mantle (she seemed) a willow brandli. 	I passed the night unsealing (3) the 
wine (of her lips), whilst I deceived the vigilance of spies and took her unawares. 0 how 
sweet that visit ! though short, it ended for ever (the pains I suffered from) her protracted 
cruelty. 	I sigh for that slender waist and for the refreshing coolness of those lips. 	I 
sigh for her who in beauty is a statue; we are all in the pagan troop of her adorers. 

A well-known verse of his is the following, taken from a brilliant kasida: 

None know what amorous passion is except him who suffers its torments; none know 
what love is except him who feels its pains. 

The following sentimental verses are taken from a passage of a kasida in which 
he praises his mistress : 

Leave me to my sufferings; let me undergo the pains of love 1 	0 how wide the differ- 
ence. between him whose heart is free and him whom beauty has made its captive ! 	1 
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swear that I heed not the reproaches (of my friends); they have only excited my im- 
patience from the time that passion first held my rein. 	(1 swear that the counsels of) 
censorious females shall not amendlme as long as I see gardens of beauty in the cheeks 
of the fair ! 	In me (the feelings of) consolation are•(vain/y) sought; love always lives 
(within me), but consolation is dead. 	0 thunder cloud ! if thou art unkind to the 
valley (where my beloved resided and refusest it thy refreshing showers), know, that often 
the clouds of our eyes have supplied it with the rains refused by thee. . No ! never shall 
I forget the hill where I met thee (my beloved!), nor the time I stationed at a spot 
which I envy to its jealous possessor. 	And that maid with the slender waist and lan- 
guishing eyes; how long have I preserved my love for her, yet it was lost upon Iter ! 
How long have I obeyed her, yet she never yielded to my wishes (4.) I 	She wounds the 
heart; of lovers with glances yet sharper than the point of the spear; her movefilents 
are full of grace. 	1 went astray in the darkness which her hair shed around, on the 
day of our separation, and was directed again by the brightness of her teeth (5). 	When 
she stands up, in her fair proportions, and gracefully bends her waist, the pliant branch 
of the willow blushes (to be vanquished). 	Dwellers in the valley of NomAn I it was after 

• your cheeks, and not after the king an-NomAn, that the anemonies were called shakdik 
an-Noindn (6). 	Taper lances in\ skilful hands wound not the heart so deeply as the bit-
terness of (her) disdain. 

This passage is taken froM a long kastda of which the eulogistic part is ex- 
cellent. 	All his poetry is of the same cast, and his transitions from the descrip- 
tion 	

. 
of the mistress to the praises of the patron are beautifully managed and 

have been rarely equalled. 	As an example of this, we may cite the kastda. which 
begins thus : 	 •  

I gathered crops of roses off those cheeks, and in clasping that waist, I embraced a 
willow branch. 

• • 
On coming to the transition, he says : 

And if I ever suffer the dispraise of (my beloved) Hind to ring in my ears, may I never 
repel the dispraise of Hind! may my eyes never find a way to shed tears of love I may 
I never pass the night in the bondage of love and passion I may I reveal the favours I 
have received, and may I return home manifesting ingratitude and 'coldness for the 

.bounties of Majd ad-din. 

Again, in another kas'ida, he says : 

There is no real love but mine for Laila ; there is no glory but that of Ibn ad-Da- . 
wanai (7). 

A lid again,.in another : 

I swear that in love I stand alone, and that Kamil ad-din stands alone in.beneficence I 
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To these might be added other examples. 	Ihn al-Jauzi(vol. I. pp. 4:39; 67.4.,') 
says;  in his History, that al-Abiah died at Baghdad in the month of the.  latter 
Jumada,• AAT. 579 (Sept.-Oct: A. D. 1 '183). 	Others place his death a year 
later. 	He was interred at the Abzer Gate, opposite to the (edifice called: .  at- 
Tdfiya.—Ahlah (simpleton) is a word so. well known that it is unnecessary to mark 
its pronunciation. 	He was called by this name because there was a shade of sim- 
plicity in his character, or, according to some, because he was extremely shrewd : 
ablah being one of those words which bear two opposite -significations. 	It is 
thus- that they call a negro Kdfar (camphor) (7):—Having conceived a friendship 
for a youth of Baghdad, he passed one day by his house, and taking advantage of 
a moment when no person was- present, he wrote on the door the following 
lines (the Ictitib Imad ad-din says 'that they were repeated to him by the author) : 

Thy dwelling, 0 full moon of the darkness ! is a paradise which alone ctn give delight 
to my soul. 	And in a tradition it is said that the greater part of the people of Paradise 
are the .simple. 

Ibn at-Taawizi, a poet whose life we shall give, satirized ahAblah in the 
grosiest terms, but though the piece is well versified, I shall abstain from 
inserting it, 

(1) "On fahrique it Tuster de belles dtotTes de soic. C'dtait des ateliers de cette ville que sortait l'Ctoire 
" destinde a couvrir In Ka'aba.":— (Geographie d'Edrisi, torn. I. p. 383.) 

(2) Literally: Her neck. 
(3) Literally : Manifesting. 
(4) Literally : I preserved her, and she destroyed me; I obeyed ber, and she disobeyed tne. 
(5) In this verse I -have developed the poet's idea to render it intelligible. 
(6) See vol. II. page 57. 
(7) One of the manuscripts gives the reading ad-Datveti. 
(8) With the Arabs .camphor is synonymous with whiteness. 

SIBT IBN 'AT-TAAWIZI. 
. . 

Abii 'I-Fath Muhammad Ibn Obaid Allah the kdtib, surnamed Ibn at-Taamizi, 
was a celebrated poet. His father., who was a mawla to the al-Muzaffar family (I :., 
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bore the name of Nashtikin, but the son changed it into Obaid Allah. 	The 
mother of Abet 1-Fath Muhammad was daughter to the holy ascetic, Aba Mu-
hammad al-Mubarak Ibn al-Mubarak Ibn Ali Ibn Nasr Ihn as-Sarraj al Jauhari, 
generally known by the surname of Ibn at-Taawizi and by the title of Jaina I 
ad-din (beattty of religion) (2). 	Having been brought up from his childhood by 
his maternal grandfather, and having passed his youth under'his care, he also 
was surnamed Ibn at-Taawiti. 	As a poet, Alml 1-Fath stood without a rival ; in 

his verses he combined correctness and sweetness of expression with tenderness 
and subtilty of thought. 	His pieces are charming and beautiful in the highest 
degree ; I do not think that, for two hundred vears before, any poet existed at 
all like him ; and let not the reader of this article blame q-ne when I say this, for 
opinions vary according. to the character of him who pronounces them, and it 
has been well said by a poet : Men's tastes differ as to. what they love. 	Ibn at-Taa- . 

.wizi was a kdtib (clerk) in the fief office (Diwein at-Makdtidt) at Baghdad. 	In the 
year 579 (A. D. 1183-4), towards the close of his life, he lost his sight, and in 
some of his later poems he laments that privation and regrets the happy days 
of his youth. 	Before he became blind, he collected his own works into a diwtin, 
drawn up in four sections and preceded by an ingenious introduction (khotba). 
—The pieces which he composed afterwards, he entitled az-Ztdddt (additions), 
and it therefore happens that these additions are-wanting in some copies of his 
diwdn. 	When he lost his sight he was inscribed as a pensioner in the (pension-) 
office, and obtained that his own name should be replaced on the register by 
those of his sons; but, some time after, he wrote the following lines to the inidin 
(khalif) an-Nasir li-din Illah, requesting a new pension for himself, to be conti-
nued as long as he lived : 

Khalif of God! you sustain the weight of religion, the world, and islamism ; you follow 
closely the regulations prescribed by the ancient imams, those laud-marks of sure guid- 
ance. 	Under thy reign, poverty and injustice have disappeared; sedition and heresy are 
seen no longer, and all the people tread in the paths of good policy, beneficence, and 
justice. 	flighty prince ! you at whose prohibition fortune ceases her tyranny—you who 
have bestowed On us favours double and fourfold ! my land is struck with sterility, and 
you alone can restore the impoverished possessor to plenty. 	I have a family; alas too 
numerous 1 which have consumed my means, and their appetite is yet unsated ; when 
they saw me in opulence, they assembled around me, and sat and hearkened to my 
wishes, but, long since, they broke every tie and turned away on finding me penni- 
less (3). 	They roam about me on every side, and, like scorpions, wherever they pass 
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they sting. 	Among them are children, boys, infants at the breast just able to creep, 
aged men, and youths full grown. 	From none of them, young or old, can I hope to 
derive advantage; they have throats leading to stomachs which receive a greater load 
than they can carry. 	Their paunches are wide and empty; their consuming appetite 
cannot be satisfied. 	With them, chewing is useless; 	the morsel which enters their 
mouth is swallowed without that ceremony. The story which I now relate concerns myself, 
and will amuse him who is well disposed and lends his ear.. I foolishly made over my 
pension to sons, of whom, as long as I live, I shall get no good. 	I examined what profit 
they might bring me, but I had not the talent of drawing profit from my sons. 	I said to 
them : "When I die, this is yours; " but they obeyed .me not, neither did they hearken 
to my wishes 	They stole all my money, before I could cast my eye upon it, or touch 
it with my hand. 	By Allah ! I did wrong and harmed myself, and they also have done 
wrong. 	But, if you wish to end our contestations, grant me a new•pension, wherewith 
to encounter and amplify my straitened means; and if you say that I have been made a 
dupe, know that the generous man is often duped. 	God forfend that my old pension 
should be erased from the registers of your office and cut off. 	Sign your consent to my 
demand,.for.my hopes are excited and those hopes are firm. 	Defer not your an,swer, 
for I am not to be put off,.even though you pushed me away with your own hands; put 
it in my power to swear that, to transport my pension to another, I shall never raise 
my hand nor put it (to paper).  

With what ingenuity he adduces, in these verses, the motives which should 
tendto the fulfilment of his desire ! were the piece recited to a rock, it would 
soften and bend it! 	So, the Commander of the faithful gave orders that lie 
should receive the pension. 	Having then obtained (as an equivalent for his 
monthly pay 	a quantity of bad flour, he addressed a versified complaint to the 
storekeeper Fakhr ad-din ; it begins thus : 

My lord Fakhr ad-din ! thou art prompt to deeds of generosity, when other men are 
averse and slow. 	God forbid that you should consent to my receiving an allowance 
like that of common door-porters and torch-bearers A). 	(They have given me) a sub- 
stance black as night, worth from a farthing to a kirdt (four pence) a bushel, altered by 
age and spoiled to an excessive degree. 	My offended senses are troubled (by it), my 
health impaired, and the humours of my constitution corrupted. 	Take charge of my 
cure; I submit to an able Hippocrates the malady of which I complain. 

Sharaf ad-din Abil Jaafar Ahmad Ihn Muhammad Ibn Said.Ibri Ibrahim at- 
Tamimi; generally known by the appglation of Ibn al-Baladi (5), was vizir to 
the intdat (khalif) al-Mustanjid billah and president of the council of state (wazir 
ad-Ditetin it-Aztz;,. 	He once removed.the directors of 'all the government offices 
from their places and committed them to prison; having then examined their 
accounts; he inflicted on them heavy fines, personal chastisements, and tortures. 
This occurrence inspired Ibn at-Taawizi with the following lines : 
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Traveller to Baghdad I avoid a city overflowed by the swollen waves of tyranny. 	I f 
you go to request a favour, return, for all the doors are shut again;t him who hopes. 
That place is no longer what it lately was when its hotels (6) were filled with solicitors, and 
when the heads of noble families, eminent scholars, and distinguished kdtibs resided 
within its walls. 	Time was then in its newness, and fortune in the bloom of its youth; 
talent and learning were richly rewarded by generous protectors. 	(That city) is now de- 
stroyed with its inhabitants; their mansions have been desolated by the existence of our 
lord the vizir. 	Baghdad offers nought to the living but the grave, with stones and earth 
to be cast upon their corpses. 	Some are condemned to perpetual imprisonment, where 
tortures ever renewed are heaped upon them. 	From thence no hopes- of return ; can we 
hope for the return of those who inhabit the tomb I 	The people are in desolation ; ties 
of blood and ties of friendship hold no longer. 	The father betrays the son, the wife 
the husband; relations and friends betray. 	The mediation of intercessors avails not; 
offenders obtain no respite to repent of their faults. 	They all seethe day of judg- 
ment arrived; and those who doubted of the resurrection have now become believers: 
the crowd is not wanting, nor the balance, nor the books of men's acts presented to 
view, nor the volumes opened, nor the call to reckoning; the inexorable guards exe-
cute the sentence upon mankind ; chains are there, clubs, and punishment, nay., all the 
threatened terrors of the day of judgment, but a merciful and compassionate being is 
not there. 

He composed the following lines on the same vizir : 

0 Lord ! hearken to our affliction, for thou canst remove it; (alas!) have we not come 
tg a time in which Abii Jaafar is vizir. 	 • 

Muhibb ad-din Ibn an-Najjar 'vol. I. p. 11) states, in his History of Baghdad, 
that on Monday, the 8th of the latter Rabi, A. Ile 566 (December, A. D. 1170„ 
the 'ham al-Mustanjid billah died and was succeeded by his son the imam al- 
Mustadi bi-amr illah. 	The next day, Tuesday, the new khalif held a sitting to 
receive the allegiance of his people. 	Immediately after, the mayor of the pa- 
lace, (Ustdd ad-Ddr) Adud ad-din Abil 1-Faraj (a person of whom wit shall again 
speak lower down,) came forth with Ibn af-Basti (7), and said to him : " The 
" khalif has given orders that. the law of talion shall have its course against this 
" man ; " pointing to the vizir. 	They instantly seized on Abil Jaafar and 
dragged him along the ground; after which they cut off his nose, one of his 
hands, one of his feet, and finally his head. 	The trunk and the severed mem- 
bers were then placed in (the concavity of) a shield and cast into the Tigris. 
This vizir, when in power, had cut off the nose of Ibn al-Basti's mother, 
and the hand and the foot of his brother, but that day Ibn al-Basti took 
his revenge i God preserve us from the evil consequences of our own deeds ! 
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—Sibs (8) Ibn at-Taawii was mawla to Adud ad-din Abil '1-Faraj Muhammad 
Ibn al-Mtizaffar, the same who treated the vizir Ibn al-Baladi in this manner, 
and he once wrote to his patron the following piece, requesting 'an allowance of 
barley for his horse : 

0 my patron I thou whose acts of kindness cannot be counted, and whose generosity 
is ample and abundant when the gifts bestowed by other men are rare! thou to whom 
we have recourse, and under whose shade we repose when fortune plays the tyrant ! I 
have a long story to tell of my old bay horse: I bought him without necessity, and be-
hold the consequence of indulging in superfluities : I thought he would have carried 
my travelling.furniture, but all my fine hopes were disappointed, and I never imagined, 
0 misery, that I should myself have to carry his heavy burden. 	A saddle is good to 
sit on, but it is a heavy object on my shoulders. 	His back is white like the owl's (9); 
his worth is neither great nor little; his qualities are not of the best, and his appear-
ance far 'from handsome; he is a hartin (10) and slow in his movements; he is not a 
racer, nor obedient to the bit ; neither does his rump nor his neck awaken admiration► 
in the beholder; when he steps out he stops short, but' when they g►ve him enough to 
eat, it is long before he stops. 	Straw and clean barley delight him, as' also clover 
and green fodder, but thou wilt see his teeth water at the sight of ikrish (11); he has 
only one good point—that of being a good feeder. 	Then.give him to-day whatever is at 
hand, and treat him as one of your own. 	Say not : "That is too little ; " a single straw 
is precious in his eye. 

I give these pieces because they. are greatly admired (12), but his kastdai con- 
taining the praises of his mistress and his patrons are of the utmost beauty. 	He 
composed a book called Kitdb•al-Hajaba wa 'l-Hijdb (on chamberlains and door-
curtains) (13); it fills about fifteen quires ."three hundred pages, and is ea scarce 
work. 	The author treats the subject at great length. 	Imad ad-din al-Ispahani 
mentions, in his Kharida, that when he passed into Syria and was attached to the 
service of the sultan Salah ad-din, Ibn at-Taawizi, with whom he had been ac-
quainted when in Irak, addressed to him an epistle with a kasida in which he 
requested from him a present of a furred pelisse.. 	,He gives a copy of the epistle, 
which ran as follows :. " (Thy humble servant).  has undertaken the task of (cele- 
" beating) thy generous acts, acts by no means a task for beneficence (like 
" thine ! '; '14) and he here offers thee his expectations as a present, and such a 

6  present! 	They consist in the obtaining of a Damascus furred pelisse, mag- 
" nificent, spotless, soft to the touch, an ornament to the wearer, made with 
" skins carefully dressed, sewn with care, long as thy longanimity, ample as thy 
"'beneficence, fair as thy deeds, large as thy heart, _spotless as thy honour, 
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" excellent as thy merit, embroidered like thy poetry and prose ; its exterior 
" (pleasing) like thy aspect, its interior (sound) like thy heart, adorning the 
" wearer, and embellishing the assemblies ; to serve as a cloak to thy hum- 
" ble servant and a lustre to thy glory, which God protect ! so that even he 
" who does not wear it may be grateful to thee, and he who does not put it 
" on may praise thee for it. 	The gloss of its fur may fade, but the impression 
" of gratitude which it produced will remain ; the skins may wear out, but our 
" thanks and praises shall be renewed. 	(Thy humble servant) has composed 
" some verses in which he has combined every species of ornament, and, though 
" the sending of them to you is like the sending of dates to Hajar (15), yet he 
46  presents them in the same manner as perfumes are offered to the perfumer 
" and as clothes are placed in the hands of the vender. 	(Thy servant) thus de- 
" posits his eulogium in its fitting place, and he brings the merit (of his produc- 
" tion) into conjunction with the meritorious, by composing this (kastda) in thy 

. " honour and confiding it to the safeguard of thy generosity." 	Imad ad-din 
then gives the kastda, which begins thus : 

I should sacrifice my father to preserve that person for whom, in my love, I pine 
with desire and passion. 

This piece is to be found in "his (Ibn at-Tadwizi's) diwdn. 	In reply to this 
kasida, Imad ad-din wrote another, rhyming in the same syllable ; they are both of 
great length. 	Before mentioning the epistle and the kasEdal  Imad ad-din speaks 
in these terms of the author : "A young man of talent, instruction, influence, 
" discretion, manliness, spirit, and honour, with whom I was united in the 
" bonds of friendship by the sincerity of our mutual sentiments, and who pos- 
" sessed in perfection all the means (of pleasing) which wit, ingenuity, and 
" intelligence can bestow." 	He then inserts the epistle with the kasida and its 
answer. 	I never saw any thing like this letter except one of which I shall 
speak in the life of Balla ad-din Ibn Shaddad, to whom Ibn Rhartif al-Maghribi 
indited an epistle of great originality, in which he asked him for a pelisse of 
dressed furs. — Ibn at-Thwizi was born on Friday, the 10th of Rajab, A. H. 
519 (August, A. D. 1125), and he died at Baghdad on the 2nd of Shawwal, 
A. H. 584 ( November, A. D. 1188 ) ; 	some say, 583. 	He was interred at the 
Abrez Gate. 	According to Ibn an-Najjar, in his History, the birth of Ibn at- 
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Taawizi took place on a Friday, and his death on Saturday, the 18th of Shaw- 
wal. —Tadtvizi means a writer of amulets ; tadwiz signifying amulets. 	It was 
under this surname that AM Muhammad al-Mubarak Ibn al-Mubarak Ibn 
as-Sarraj al-Baghdadi, the pious and holy ascetic already named towards the 
beginning of this article, was generally known. 	Ibn as-Samani (vol. II. p. 156), 
who mentions him in the Zail (supplement) and in the Ansdb, says : " Perhaps 
" his father dealt in charms and wrote amulets." 	Ibn as-Samani received 
from him some traditional information ; this writer says also : " I asked him 
44  where and when he was born, to which he replied : ' At al-Karkh (the suburb 
" ' of Baghdad), in the year 476 (A. D. 1083-4).' 	He died in the month of the 
" first Jumada, A. H. 553 (June, A. D. 1158), and was interred in the Shimizi 
" Cemetery. 	He recited to me the following lines as his own : 

" Let one object only (God) engage your thoughts, and chase all other cares. 	You 
" may thus happily obtain such 'knowledge as may render all human learning use—
" less." 

" He then informed me that these were the only verses he ever com- 
4 4 posed (16)."— Nushtikin is a foreign name borne by white slaves (manilAks). 
We have already stated, in the beginning of this article, that Nushtikin was a 
mamliik belonging to a descendant of al-Muzaffar, the son of Rats ar-Ruwasa. 
Ibn at-Taawizi being one of their mawlas, and much indebted to their kindness, 
composed a number of brilliant poems in their praise, and these he assembled 
in one of the four chapters into which his diwdn is divided. 

(1) See page 168 of this volume. 
(2) A short account of al-alubarak Ibn at-Taawlzi will be found at the end of this article. 
(3) The word kitd, the plural of kitda, signifies segments, pieces cut off a coin, to serve as small change. 
(4) The word .V.i.,.; (naffdt) means a preparer of combustibles with naphtha. 
(5) An account of the rise and fall of the vizir Ibn al-Baladi is to be found in the Duwal al-IsIdmiya (MS. 

No. 895, fol. 286); Ibn al-Athtr gives an account of his death in the Kdmil, year 565. 
(6) The signification of the word raba has explained in vol. I. page 347. 
(7) None of the historians whose works I have consulted speak of this person. 	One of the MSS. of Ibn 

Khallikan reads as-Sibti ( ,..5.;' ,-.)i) instead of al-Basti L:.:1). 
(8) Sibt (1.,....) signifies a daughter's son, a grandson by the female line. 
(9) This whiteness of the back resulted probably from its having been excoriated by the saddle. 
(10) The word haran has two meanings: when taken as a noun, it is the name of a famous race-horse(see 
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vol. II. page 519, note (2) ); and when employed as an adjective, it means a horse that suddenly stops 
short. 	It may be perceived that the poet meant to play upon this double signification. 

(11) Ikrish is the Arabic name of four or five different plants. Here it may perhaps designate triticum repens. 
See Sontheimer's Heil-uncl Nahrungsmittel von Ebn Baitar, b.11. s. 204. 

(12) The easy graceful style in which this last piece is written has disappeared in the translation. 
(13) The doorway leading into the saloon where a great man gives audience is closed by a curtain; a cham-

berlain (hdjib) posted there lifts up a corner of the curtain to let the. visitor enter.—As the titles of Arabic 
books rarely indicate the subjects of which they treat, this work of Ibn at-Taawizi's may not perhaps have any 
reference to chamberlains. 	Hajaba wa 'l-Hijdb may signify the keepers of secrets and the veils under which 
secrets are hidden. 

(14) In the Arabic text of this letter, the third person singular is employed in place of the second. 	This is 
a customary form of respect. 

(15) Hajar, a town of Arabia, in the province of Bahrain, was renowned for the abundance of its dates; 
whence the proverb : "Like him who carries dates to Hajar." 	It is equivalent to the English one of carrying 
coals to Newcastle. 

(16) Imkd ad.-din, who met al-Mubarak Ibn at-Takwlzi at Damascus subsequently to the year 540 (A. D. 
1146), says that he was a holy and virtuous shaikh, of an engaging aspect, agreeable in his manners, and 
pleasing in his discourse.— (If harida, MS. No. 1447, fol. 72 verso.) 

IBN AL-MUALLIM THE POET. 

Abit 1-Ghanaim Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Faris Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn 
al-Husain Ibn al-Kasim al-Wasiti (native of Wtlsit) al-Hurthi, surnamed Najm 
ad-din (star of religion), and generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Mu- 
allim (the son of the preceptor), was a highly celebrated poet. 	His pieces are so 
replete with pathetic sentiment and natural delicacy of thought, that they seem 
to melt with tenderness. 	He was one of those whose poems got into wide cir- 
culation, whose name acquired popularity, and whose verses procured them 
public esteem, wealth, and influence. 	The composition of verses formed the 
occupation of his life, and the epoch in which he lived encouraged him to per- 
severance. 	His poems are chiefly amatory, eulogistic, or miscellaneous : the style 
is easy and the thoughts are just. 	The greater part of his poetry is devoted to 
the description of love, desire, affection, and passion ; his verses seize the heart 
and possess a charm to which very few are insensible : people listen to them 
with pleasure and retain them in their mind ; they communicate them one to 
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another, preachers quote them in their exhortations, and the assemblies listen 
with delight. 	I heard some shaikhs of al-Bataih (1) say that Ibn al-Muallim's 
poetry derived its touching effect from a single circumstance, namely : that 
every kasida which he composed was immediately committed to memory by the 
dervishes (fakirs) belonging to the order which is called the Rifdite, after its 
founder the shaikh Ahmad Ibn ar-Rifai (vol. I. p. 1 52), and, as they sung these 
poems at their (religious) concerts for the purpose of exciting their minds to a 
state of mystic rapture, the blessed influence of their sighs passed into and per-. 
vaded his poetry. 	I found them all convinced of this as of a fact which left no 
doubt on their minds. 	(Be this as it may, 1 shall only observe) in a summary 
manner, that his poems resemble elegies, and that no man with the least spark 
of love in his bosom can hear them without yielding to their charm and feeling 
his passion revive. 	A mutual jealousy subsisted between Ibn al-Muallim and 
Ibn at-Taawizi (vol. ///. p. 164) ; this led the latter to satirize our poet in a 
piece of verse rhyming in j, which, however, we need not insert. 	Ibn al-Mu- 
allim composed a long kasida which opens thus : 

Bring back the camels which have hastened off with their fair burdens ; when the 
mansion is no longer inhabited, it ceases to be home. 	In that valley resided (a maid) 
from whose access you were debarred, and whose pliant waist laughed to scorn the 
willow-branch. 	She betrayed her inconstancy at (our) 'first assignation (by staying 
away); who now can engage the fulfilment of a second promise? 	How can we meet 
whilst (warriors) of her tribe, sons of combat and lions of battle, surround her? (war-
riors) who long have borne the spear, and whose hands, methinks, were only formed to 
wield the pliant lance. 	They have girded the bright swords, and nought is seen in the 
nomadic camp, but the Indian cimeter and the pike. 	If I turned away, 'twas to avoid 
the observation of foes, not from satiety or indifference. 	Inhabitants of Nomhn (2) ! 
where are the days we passed at Tuwaila ? (Tell me where!) inhabitants of Noman I 

In another poem he says : 

How often did I say : " Beware (the valley of) al-Akik, for its gazelles (maidens) are 
" wont to make its lions (warriors) their prey." 	But you chose to chase the tender 
fawns of HijAz, and fortune being adverse, you became their prey. 

He says again in another kasida : 

0 neighbours I the tears which flowed ( from my eyes were once plentiful and) worth-
less, but (separated as we now are) by the hands of absence, (they are exhausted and) pre- 
cious. 	Let us stop at the valley (where my beloved resided); stop there for an instant 
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short as that which is required to gird on a mantle or undo a camel's fetter. 	How often 
did I station there l Such moments I would cheaply purchase with my life; judge then 
if I would spare my wealth. 

In another kagda he says : 

(I swore) an oath by the refreshing moisture enclosed within the lips (of my beloved) 
and encircled with hidden pearls, that, when the camel-driver reached the hill from 
which al-Ozaib (3) could be seen, I should breathe my last. 	But who now will help 
me to expiate my oath? 	Had I not seen in that. valley the traces of my beloved Laila 
and (objects to awaken my slumbering) passion, I should not have returned here like one 
possessed. 

The motive which induced Ibn al-Muallim to compose the kagda (from which 
this last passage is extracted) was, that he, al-Ablah (vol. M. p. 162) and Ibn 
at-Taawizi (vol. M. p. 164) having read the exquisite kagda of Surr-Durr's 
(vol. II. p. 321) which begins with this verse : Is it thus that the love of all (my) 
companions is requited? Is such the general character of large-eyed gazelles (maidens)? 
and of which we shall again speak in the life of Amid' al-Mulk Muhammad, 
they were filled with admiration, and Ibn al-Muallim composed this poem in the 
same prosodiac measure; Ibn at-Taawizi wrote, on the same occasion, a brilliant 
kagda which he sent to the sultan Salah ad-din, who was then in Syria. 	It con- 
tains the praises of this prince and begins thus : 

If your habits, when in love, resemble mine, let us stop our camels at the two sand-
hills of Yabrin (TO. 

Al-Ablah also composed a kagda, but Ibn at-Taawizi's is the best of the three. 
It has been handed down that Ibn al-Muallim related as follows : " When in 
" Baghdad, I passed one day by the place where the shaikh Abet 'l-Faraj Ibn al- 
" Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96) used to hold his sittings for the purpose of delivering 
" pious exhortations; and, seeing a dense crowd assembled, I asked a person 
" there what had brought them together? 	He replied : ' It is the preacher Ibn 
" ' al-Jauzi who is holding a sitting.' 	Not being aware that he did so, I forced 
" my way forward till I could see and hear him. 	He was then preaching, and, 
" in the midst of his exhortations, he pronounced these words : 'And it has been 
" ' well said by Ibn al-Muallim : 

' The repetition of Thy name gives fresh pleasure to my ear ; and Thy name, oft 
' repeated, is charming to my sight.' 
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" I was greatly struck with the coincidence of my presence and this citation 
" of a verse from one of my own poems, but neither Ibn al-Jauzi nor any per- 
" son in the assembly knew that I was there." 	The verse of which he speaks 
belongs to one of his most celebrated kasidas. 	In another poem, Ibn al-Muallim 
says : 

My fortitude has been overcome by a person whom I dare not make known, and my 
heart's blood has been wantonly shed by one whom I dare not name. 	She was cruel, 
but my tongue had not power to reproach her; yet my heart had strength enough to 
suffer her tyranny. 

On the day when the battle of the Camel was fought near Basra, the engage-
ment had not yet begun, when (the khalif) Ali sent his cousin Abd Allah Ibn 
al-Abbas with a letter to Talha and az-Zubair, in which he endeavoured to dis- 
suade them from commencing hostilities. 	In giving Ibn al-Abbas the letter, he 
said : " Do not have any interview with Talha, for you will find him (headstrong) 
" as the bull which twists up its nose ; he will mount an unruly camel and say 
" it is perfectly broken (5); but meet az-Zubair, for he is of a more tractable 
" disposition, and say to him : ' Thy maternal cousin (6) sends thee this mes- 
" 4  sage : Thou hast known me in Hijaz and thou wilt not know me in Irak ; 
" 4  what has occurred to change the former feelings (7)?' " 	Ali was the first 
person who employed this expression, and Ibn al-Muallim inserted it in the 
following verse : 

They offered him their salutations at al-Jaze (8), and they turned their backs on 
him at al-Ghaur (9); what has occurred to change their former feelings? 

This verse is to be found in one of his long kasidas ; I took Ali's message from 
a work entitled Nahj al-Baldgha (the highway of eloquence) (10). 	It is needless to 
expatiate on the beauties (11) of Ibn al-Muallim's poetry, as his diwdn is well 
known and in general circulation. 	He was born on the eve of the 17th of the 
latter Jumada, A. H. 501 4February, A. D. 1108), and he died at al-Hurth on 
the Ath of Rajab, A. H. 592 (June, A.D. 1196).— Hurthi means belonging to al- 
Hurth, which is a village in the district of Nahr Jaafar, at ten parasangs from 
Wasit. 	It was his native place, and he continued to reside in it till his death. 
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(1) See vol. I. page 153. 
(2) See pages 135, 149, 163 of this volume. 
(3) Al-Ozaib is the name borne by a number of springs situated in different parts of the Arabian desert. 
(4) See page 129 of this volume. 
(5) Or: " He will engage in difficulties and say that they are easily got over." 
(6) Safiya, the mother of az-Zubair, and Abet Talib, the father of Ali, were brother and sister. 
(7) The words Ii..: 	le I.~c iv; signify literally : What has passed away of that which has commenced ? 

This proverbial expression is noticed by al-Maidhni, tom. II. p. 657 of Freytag's edition. 
(8) Al-Jazo (the valley); some valley in Arabia is here meant. 
(9) Al-Ghaur is the name given to the valley of the Jordan. 
(10) Nahj al-Baldgha (the highway of eloquence). 	This work is stated by some writers to have been com- 

piled by the shartfAbn 'I•Kasim Ali al-Murtada (v. H. p. 256), and that it consists of maxims and discourses 
uttered by Ali Ibn Abi TM ; but the general opinion is unfavorable to its authenticity. 	Some large com- 
mentaries have been composed to elucidate this work. 

(11) The word fawdid, here rendered by beauties, means: notes, useful hints. 

MUWAFFAK AD-DIN AL-IRBILI. 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yilsuf Ibn Muhammad Ibn Kaid al-Irbili 
(native of Arbela), surnamed Muwaffak ad-din (favoured in his religion), was 
brought up at Arbela, the native place of his family, but he was born at Bahrain, 
(whence his surname of al-Bahrdni). 	This celebrated poet, who bore also the 
highest reputation as a grammarian, displayed equal talents in all the various 
species of poetry ; he ranked with the most learned of the age in the sciences of 
prosody and rhyme; in poetical criticism be was one of the most acute, in dis-
tinguishing faults from beauties, one of the most skilful, and in testing poetical 
compositions, one of the most expert. 	Having acquired some knowledge of the 
sciences of the ancients (the Greeks), he drew up an explanation of (the difficul- 
ties offered by) the Book of Euclid. 	At Bahrain, when yet a boy, and before he 
had commenced his literary studies, he composed verses in imitation of the 
example offered by the Arabs of the desert. 	He was the master under whose 
tuition Abt‘ 1-Baralcat Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. 11. p. 556), the author of the 
History of Arbela, studied the sciences connected with the art of poetry, 
and finished his education. 	This writer speaks of him in his work and 
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says, after enumerating his merits : 	" Our shaikir Abu 'l-Haram Makki al- 
" Makisini the grammarian"—we shall give his life—" had recourse to him for 
" the solution of numerous grammatical difficulties, and obtained answers to 
" all the questions which he proposed to him." 	Muwaffak ad-din travelled to 
ShahrozUr and resided there for some time ; he then removed to Damascus and 
celebrated, in a long kasida, the praises of the sultan Sala) ad-din. 	He left a 
ditudn of good' poetry and of elegant epistles. 	As a poet, he ranked with those 

. of his contemporaries whom we have already noticed in this work. 	One of his 
productions is a kaseda composed in honour of Zain ad-din Abil 1-Muzaffar 
YUsuf Ibn Zain ad-din, the prince of Arbela, of whom some mention has been 
made in the life of his brother Muzaffar ad-din (vol. H. p. 536). 	This piece, 
which is remarkable for its length and excellence, opens with the following 
lines : 

The mansion at al-Ghada has long suffered from decay, and travellers stop to shed 
tears over its ruins. 	Its walls have mouldered away, and nought remains but the traces 
which time has only spared to efface them hereafter. 	There I spent many (happy) days ; 
but alas I they have passed away; the blessings of God be on those days and on that 
dwelling! 	The dark clouds of morning stopped over it and shed the contents of their 
bosom upon its naked soil ; weeping over these ruins in the absence of my tears ! may 
God recompense that service ! 	Say to those who resided here (1) : 	' The ties with 
" which I bound you hold no longer (2) ; and yet I loved you, for (in honour) you were 
" a tree whose summit no bird could reach. 	Every night that passed, a guard stood 
" around it, their lances moist with gore (3); and when a transgressor stretched his 
" hand towards its branches, that hand was severed (from the arm) before it touched 
" the fruit. 	But the duty (of defending your honour) was at length relaxed, so that it 
" seemed to the spectator an unprotected and an easy prize. 	The soil (of your glory) 
" is fruitful, but I approach not there in search of pasture, unless its reserved grounds 
" be of difficult access; God created me not to feed my flocks in a meadow easy of ap— 
" proach, where he may feed his flocks who will (4). 	When hope impelled me to 
", court your favours, despair stood before me and turned me away. 	My feelings to- 
" wards you are the last remains of that love which commenced with desire. 	Think 
" not that I shall return to you; experience has removed the bandage from my eyes. 
" Know that Zain ad-din has granted me a favour which precludes me from desiring 
" any other." 

His father was a native of Arbela and followed the profession of a merchant ; 
like the other merchants, he used to visit Bahrain and remain there for some 
time, procuring pearls from the diving-beds; it therefore happened that his son 
al-Muwaffak AbU Abd Allah was born in that place. 	The child was taken to 
Arbela, and, for the reason just given, the surname of al-Bahrani was bestowed 
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upon ft. 	Muwaffak ad-din al-Irbili died at Arbela on the eve of Sunday, the 
third of the latter Rabi, A. H. 585 (May, A. D. 1189), and was interred in 
the family cemetery, situated to the south of al-Bast. 	According to al-Mu- 
tarrizi, al-bast is a Persian word (best) arabicised, and signifies the spreading out 
of the water at the mouth of a river (5).—Bahrdni means belonging to al-Bahrain, 
which is a__-  small town near H3& (6). 	Al-Azhari (vol. III. p. 49) says that it . 	• 
received the name of al-Bahrain (the two seas) because (it lies near the sea, and 
because) a lake is situated near the villages of that place, at the entrances into 
(the region called) al-Ahsa. 	The villages of Hajar are ten parasangs distant from 
the Green Sea (the Persian Gulf). 	The lake is three miles in length and as 
many in breadth; its waters are. brackish ; they never dry up, but remain stag- 
nant. 	Abel Obaid (vol. II. p. 486) states that Abil Muhammad (Yahya) al-Ya- 
zidi (7) related the following anecdote : " (The khalif) al-Mandi asked me and 
t4 al-Kisai (vol. II. p. 237) why a native of al-Bahrain should be called a Bahrdni, 
ci whereas a person belonging to al-flisnain was designated as a Hisni (and not 
t4 as a Hisnani). 	To this al-Hisai replied that people disliked saying Hisndni on 
4t account of .(the disagreeable sound caused by) the proximity of the two n's; and 
" I answered for Bahrdni, that they preferred it to Bahri, because the meaning 
" 4 of the latter term might be mistaken, bearing, as it does, another significa- 
" tion, namely : ' belonging to the sea.' "L—Al-Bast is the bed of a broad river 
passing through Arbela ; the winter torrents and those of spring flow into it. 
It contains a great quantity of gravel. 

(1) Literally: to the neighbours. 
(2) Literally: are rotten in their strands. 	The strands of a rope are the smaller ropes of which it is com— 

posed. 	Ropes are generally made of three strands of twisted cords. 	The Arabic word is kiwa (,..5..0 ), the 
plural of kuwa (ts:0 ). 

(3) Literally: The points of their spears sweated death„ 
(4) Throughout this piece the poet employs, with a figurative signification, the pastoral terms employed by 

the nomadic Arabs. 	Feeding flocks, here signifies: obtaining riches or favours. 
(5) At the end of the article the author informs us what the Bast of Arbela is. 
(6) See page 171 of this volume. 
(7) His life will be found in this work. 
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IBN AD-DAHHAN AL-FARADI. 

Abel. Shujaa Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Shoaib, surnamed Fakhr ad-din (glory 
of religion), and generally known, by the appellation of Ibn ad-Dahhan (the son 
of the oilman), was a native of Baghdad, a calculator of inheritance-shares 
(faradi) (1), an arithmetician, and a •philologer. 	Having left Baghdad, he pro- 
ceeded to Mosul and attached himself to the vizir Jamal ad-din al-Ispahani (2); 
but he afterwards passed into the service of the sultan Salah ad-din, and was 
nominated by him director of the government office at Maiyafarikin. 	Being 
unable, in this post, to come to a good understanding with the governor of the 
city, he removed to Damascus arid obtained a very inadequate pension, by which 
he dragged on a miserable existence. 	In the year 586 (A. D. 1190), he went to 
Egypt, and subsequently returned to Damtscus,where he settled. 	He drew up, 
on the partition of inheritances, a number of works, containing tables, and, 
amongst other treatises, he composed a Gharib al-Hadith (unusual expressions 
occurring in the.Traditions), the contents of which fill sixteen small volumes. 	In 
this production he employed certain letters by means of which any word sought 
for could be found out. 	His pen was more eloquent than his tongue. 	He com- 
piled also a history and other works. 	-Abu 1-Barakat Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. II. 
page 556) mentions him in the history of Arbela, and counts him among the 
strangers who visited that city : "He was," says he, " a man of learning and 
" solid information ; he composed some good poetry." 	This historian then 
gives the verses composed by Ibn ad-Dahhan in praise of the shaikh Taj ad-din 
Abet 'l-Yumn Zaid Ibn al-Hasan al-Kindi (vol. I. p. 546). 	The kdtib Imad ad- 
din also speaks of him with high commendation in the Kharida, and gives some 
fine passages from his poetry. 	One of these pieces is the following, composed 
on the grammarian Abil Muhammad Said Din al-Mubarak Ibn ad-Dahhan, 
generally known by the surname of an-Nasih (the monitor), who had lost one of 
his eyes; we have already spoken of this person (vol. I. p. 574) : 

Ad-DahhAn is not far from having a son more deceitful (3) than himself in two ways. 
(' Tis like) one of the wonders of the sea, you may well relate it: (the son has) a single 
eye and a double face (4). 	.. 
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Another of the passages cited in the same work is the following, addressed to 
a person of rank on his recovery from sickness : 

The people made a vow that on the day of thy recovery they would hold a fast ; I 
alone vowed not to hold one, but to break it. 	For I knew that the day of thy recovery 
would be a festival; and on such days I disapprove of fasting even though done in 
consequence of a vow. 

He composed also some fine poems for recitation. 	He was well skilled in 
astronomy and in the use of astronomical tables. 	His death took place at al- 
Huila tas-Saifiya in the month of Safar, A. H. 590 (January-February, A. D. 
1194). 	He had set out from Damascus to perform the pilgrimage, and, in 
returning, he .took the road leading to Irak ; but, on arriving at al-Hilla, his 
camel fell under him, add a piece of the wood of the saddle struck him in the 
face and killed him on the spot. 	His stature was low, his face smooth, his 
beard long, thin; and white, inclining to yellow..— Some say that he bore the 
surname of Burhan ad-Din (proof of religion). — Having already spoken 'of al- 
Hilla (vol. I. p. 634), we need not repeat our observations. 

(1) See vol. I. p. 421. 
(2) The life of the vizir Jamal ad-din Abti Jaafar Muhammad al-IspahAni will be found in this volume. 
(3) There is here a play upon the words adhan and dahhdn. 
(4) I give the literal meaning of the Arabic text; but, why a single eye should be a mark of deceit and du-

plicity, I cannot conceive. 

IBN ONAIN. 

Abit'l-Mahasin Muhammad Ibn Nasr Ibn al-Husain Ibn Onain al-Ansari, sur-
named Sharaf ad-din (nobleness of religion), was born in Damascus, but his family 
belonged to Kith. 	With him closed the series of our great poets; Ms equal has 
never since appeared, and, towards the close of his life, he remained without a 
rival. 	In his poetical compositions, excellent as they are, he did not confine 
himself to one particular style ; on the contrary, he displayed his talents in all 
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the various branches of that art. 	His literary information was most extensive ; 
the greater part of the poetry composed by the Arabs of the desert was familiar 
to him, and, as I have been informed, he could repeat from memory the con- 
tents of Ibn Duraid's (vol. M. p. 38) philological work, the Jamhara. 	He 
had a strong passion for satire and took pleasure in attacking the reputation of 
others; a long kasida of his, to which he gave the title of Mikrad al-Adrild (the 
scissors to cut up reputations), is directed against some of the chief men at Da-
mascus. The recurrence of his invectives against individuals having obliged the 
sultan Salah ad-din to banish him from that city, he composed, on leaving it, 
the followindlines : 

Why have you banished an honest man who never eommitted a crime, who never 
stole ? Expel the muwazzin from your country, if all are to be expelled who speak the 

. 	truth (1). 

Ibn Onain travelled over various countries, such as Syria, Irttk, Mesopotamia, 
Adarbaijan, Khorasan, Ghazna, Khowarezm, and Transoxiana ; he next visited 
India, and afterwards passed into Yemen, which was then under the rule of 
Saif al-Isram Toghtikin Ibn Air% (vol. I. p. 655), the brother of the sultan 
Salah ad-din. 	After residing there for some time, he proceeded to Damascus 
by way of Hijaz and Egypt. 	From Damascus he made frequent excursions to 
other cities and returned home again. 	In the year 623 (A. D..1226) I saw him 
at Arbela, but did not obtain any thing from him (2); he had been sent there 
on a political mission by al-Malik al-Muazzam Sharaf ad-din Isa, the son of' al- 
Malik al-Aadil and sovereign of Damascus (vol. II. p. 428). 	He made but a 
short stay, and set out again. 	When in India, he wrote the following lines to 
his brother at Damascus : the second verse he borrowed from Abu '1-Ala '1- 
Maarri (vol. L p. 94), but this he was well entitled to do (if we take into consi-
deration his own talents) : 

Separated as we are, I forgive thy silence, for I know that thy letters could not find 
a bearer; and I pardon thy taif (3) its cruelty (in not visiting my slumbers), for, after 

. travelliqg all night, it was still separated from me by a journey of many days CO. 

How well that is expressed, •and with what elegance he introduces the verse 
of Abil '1-Ala ! 	The same thought recurs in different passages of his poetry ; 
thus, in a long kastda, he says : 
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0 zephyr that comest from Tall Rithit and the meadows of al-Hima ! how hast thou 
found thy way to India? 

He says also in a piece composed at Aden, a city in Yemen : 

O my friends 1 I ask not your taif to visit (my slumbers); for, alas ! how far is ad- 
Dailamiyat from Aden I 

Ad-Dailanziydt, Tall Rdhit, and al-Hinza are places situated in the plain gf Da- 
mascus. 	The verse in al-Maarri's poem, which precedes the one given here, 
runs as follows : 

I asked how far it was from al-Akik to al-Hima ? and I marvelled at the wide interval 
and the, journey's length. 

A1-Maarri borrowed this thought from Dibil Ibn Ali 1-Khuzai, the poet of 
whom we have already spoken (vot. 1. p. 507). 	Dibil composed a satire on the 
khalif al-Motasim billah, the son of Hawn ar-Rashid, and, search having been 
made for him, he fled from Irak to Egypt and took up his residence at Uswan 
(Syene), in the farthest extremity of that country. 	On this occasion he com-
posed the verses which follow : 

A man driven by his apprehensions to Uswan has not preserved the least trace of 
fortitude. 	I have fixed my abode in a spot which the eye cannot reach, and which the 
taif itself would be unable to attain, were it to undertake so fatiguing a journey. 

We have been here led away from our subject, but one word brought on 
another.—Subsequently to the death of the sultan Sarah ad-din, when al-Malik 
al-Aadil took possession of Damascus (5), Ibn Onain was absent on the jour-
ney which he undertook in consequence of his banishment; but (on learning 
the events which had _taken place), he directed his steps towards Damascus and 
wrote to al-Malik al-Aadil the hoick rhyming in r, wherein he requests per- 
mission to enter the city. 	In this poem he describes Damascus, relates the 
sufferings which he underwent in his peregrinations, and addresses a most 
touching appeal to that prince's commiseration. 	This piece, which is of the 
highest beauty, begins thus : 

Could it harm the taif of my friends, were it to undertake a nocturnal journey (and 
visit me)? 	Could it harm (my foes) were they to indulge me in sleep (6) ? 
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In the beginning of the poem he describes Damascus, its gardens, rivers, and 
the delightful spots in its vicinity; he then alludes to his banishment in these 
terms : 

I left it, but not willingly; I abandoned it, but not through hatred; and I journeyed 
forth, but not from choice. 	I seek an uncertain livelihood in distant lands; 	how 
strange that (under so prosperous a reign as thy father's) subsistence should not be ob— 
tained but by urgent prayers I 	I veil the face of my eulogiums, not to profane them ; 
and, disguising (my talents), I tuck up the (proud) train of my expectations. 

In the same piece he says, complaining of his sufferings during his absence 
from home : 

To thee I complain of the pains of absence ; time passed so slowly, that each of those 
days seemed to me a month ; my existence never brightens up, the traces of love are 
never effaced from my heart, and the hand of slumber never touches my eyelids. 	My- 
days are spent in an abode far from the luxuriant vegetation (of ➢amascus), and I pass 
the nights, debarred from access to the pure water (of its streams). 	Strange that all 
mankind should repose under the tutelary shade of these (princes), and that I alone 
should be an outcast in the desert ! 

This is a most beautiful kasida, and it surpasses, in my opinion, Abit Bakr 
Ibn Ammar al-Andalusi's (vol. III. p. 1 29) ka,sida in the same rhyme and mea7  
sure, which commences thus : 

Pass round the glass, for the zephyr has come. 

When al-Malik al-Aadil read Ibn Onain's poem, he authorised him to enter 
Damascus. 	On arriving there, the poet said : 

I satirised the grandees in Jillik (7), and I appalled the lower ranks by my invec- 
tives against the higher. 	Driven from it I was, but I returned despite them all. 

He displayed great acuteness in the composition and solution of enigmas, and, 
when I sent any to him by letter, he resolved them immediately and wrote me 
back an answer in verse, much finer than the question was. 	As he had no 
inducement for collecting his poetical works into a diwdn, he never undertook 
that task, so that now his pieces are found dispersed in the hands of different 
persons. 	A native of Damascus made a small collection of his poems, but this 
dievan does not contain the tenth part of what he composed, and we even per- 
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ceive in it some things which are not his. 	Ibn Onain was a man of great wit, 
gaiety, and humour. 	One of his kasidas, in which he speaks of his travels and 
Mentions his journey towards the East, contains the following admirable verse : 

I penetrate into (8) the heart of the East, as if I were searching in its recesses for 
the lustre of renown. 

But, in a word, his poetry abounds with beauties. 	In one of the months of 
the year 649 (A. D. 1251-2), being then in Cairo, I had a dream (9) in which I 
saw Ibn Onain holding a broad, red-coloured sheet of paper, on which were in- 
scribed about fifteen verses. 	"I composed these verses," said he, " for al- 
" Malik al-Muzaffar (vol. II. p. 391), the sovereign of Hamat." 	That prince 
was also dead at the time of which I am speaking. 	The assembly where we 
were seemed to be numerous, and he read the verses to us. 	One of them 
struck me greatly and I repeated it over and over in my dreams when I awoke, 
it was impressed on my memory and I give it here : 

• 
To recite verses is not laudable, unless he whose praises they extol be deserving. 

This verse is not to be found in his poems. In the life of Fakhr ad-din ar-Razi 
(vol. II. p. 654), we have spoken of him and his poem which rhymes in 1: we 
have also mentioned him in the life of Saif al-Islam (vol../. p.655). 	High favour 
was shown to him by different sovereigns, and he filled the post of vizir at Da-
mascus, towards th.e end of al-Malik al-Muazzam's reign and during the reign of 
al-Malik an-Nasir, that prince's son. 	On the accession of al-Malik al-Ashraf, 
he resigned his office, and, having retired to his house, he continued to reside 
there and never again occupied .a situation under government. 	His birth took 
place at Damascus on Monday, the 9th of Shaaban, A. H. 549 (October, A. D. 
1154), and he died in that city on Monday evening, the 20th of the first Rabi, 
A. H. 630 (January, A. D. 1233). 	The next morning, he was interred in the 
mosque founded by himself at Ard al-Mizza (the land of al-Mizza), which is a 
village at the gate of Damascus. 	Ibn ad-Dubaithi (vol. Ill. p. 104) states that 
he heard hint say : "We came originally from a place in Kilfa called Masjid 
" Bani 'n-Najjar (the mosque of the Najjdrides), and we drew our descent from 

the. Ansars." 	Subsequently to my copying this passage, I visited the tomb 
of Bilal, Muhammad's muwazzin (1 0), which is situated in the cemetery lying 
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outside that gate of Damascus which is called Bab as-Saghtr. 	On coming out of 
the chapel erected over the grave, I observed a large tomb near the door (or 
near the Gate), and, being informed that it was Ibn Onain's, I stopped and in—
voked on him the mercy of God. 

(1) When the muwazzin calls the people to prayer, he proclaims that there is but one God and that Mu- 
hammad is the apostle of God. 	It is to this the poet alludes. 

(2) The author means that he did not learn any of Ibn Onain's verses from that poet's own lips. 
(3) See vol. I. page xxxvi. 
(4) Literally: by stations. 
(5) The occupation of Damascus by al-Malik al-Abdil took place A. H. 592 (A. D. 1195). 
(6) The poet means : Could it harm my jealous foes were they to allow me to sleep, so that I might see the 

taif in my dreams. 
(7) Jillik was one of the names given to Damascus. 	See vol. I. page 195. 	 , 
(8) Literally : I split. 
(9) The belief of Moslims in dreams is well known. 
(10) BilM Ibn Rahn, an Abyssinian mawla to AM Bakr, embraced Islamism at an early period and fought 

in all Muhammad's battles. 	He was the only muwaxxin whom Muhammad ever employed to call the people 
to prayelf, and he accompanied him in all his expeditions and sojournings. 	MAI died at Damascus, towards 
A.H. 20 (A.D. 641), aged sixty-four years. 

AL-KAIM AL-OBAIDI. 

Abtl 1-Kasim Muhammad, called also Nizar, was the son of Abil Muhammad 
Obaid Allah, surnamed al-Mandi, the same who established an empire in Magh— 
rib. 	Abt11-Kasim bore the title of al-Kairn (the maintainer). 	We have already 
spoken of his father (vol. II. page 77), and of his son al-Mansilr Ismail (vol. I. 
page 218). 	Having been solemnly proclaimed by his father as the next suc- 
cessor to the throne of Ifrikiya and the adjoining country, his name was 
inscribed on all the official Papers and the umbrella (of state) was borne over 
his head. 	On the death of his father (A. H. 322, A. D. 934), the people re- 
newed to him their oath of allegiance. 	He had been twice sent by his father 
into Egypt; the first time, he set out on the 48th of Zit 1-Hijja, A. H. 301 
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(July, A. D. 914 ), and., having taken possession of Alexandria and al-Fai- 
yilm, he levied the land-tax (khardj) throughout the greater 	 art of Egypt and 
oppressed the people (1). 	In the second expedition, he reached Alexandria in 
the month of the first Rabi, A. H. 307 (August, A. D. 919), with a numerous 
army. 	The officer who governed there in the name of the imam (khalif) 
al-Muktadir having retired at his approach, al-Iraim took possession of the 
city and marched to al-Jiza with an immense body of troops. 	Intelligence of 
these events having reached .Baghdad, al-Muktadir provided Willis al-Khadim 
(the eunuch) with men and money, and sent him to repel the invader. 	Willis 
hastened by forced marches to Old Cairo, and found, on his arrival, that al- 
Kaim had obtained possession of al-Jiza, al-Ushmtinain and the greater part of 
as-Said (Upper Egypt). 	The two armies then met, and a number of desperate 
conflicts ensued ; but al-Kahn having lost a great portion of his men and horses 
by the plague and by famine, departed for Ifrikiva, and was pursued to some 
distance by the Egyptian army. 	He entered al-Mandiya on Tuesday, the 3rd 
of the month of Rajah, the same year (November, A.D. 919). 	It was under his 
reign that Abit Yazid Makhlad Ibn Kaidad the Kharijite revolted (against the 
Shiite dynasty). 	To give the particulars of this insurrection would lead us too 
far; and, besides, we have already related, in the life of al-Mansur (vol. I. page 
219), what happened to this rebel and how he died a prisoner (2). 	Al-Raim 
was born at Salamiya (vol. H. p. 79), in the month of Muharram, A. H. 280 . 
(March-April, A.D. 893), -- some say in 282, and others again in 277.—He was 
taken to Maghrib by his father, and he died on Sunday, the 13th of Shawwal, 
A . H. 334 (May, A.D. 946), at al-Mandiya,where Abil Yazid held him blockaded. 
Ismail, al-KAim's son, concealed his father's death lest the insurgent chief, who 
was then in the neighbourhood, besieging the city of StIsa, should learn the 
event and conceive fresh hopes of success. 	He therefore left all things as 
they 	were, 	and 	distributed 	donations 	and 	presents 	in 	abundance. 	He 
avoided also assuming the title of khalif, and headed his letters °with these 
words : From the emir Ismail, the designated successor to the command of the 
Moslims (3). 

(1) He was then obliged to evacuate Egypt by Muds the eunuch, who had been sent against him by the 
khalif al-Muktadir.—(Ibn Khalddn.) 

VOL. III. 	 21 
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(2) Ibn Khaldffn gives a full account of Abtt Yazid's revolt in his notice on the Fatimides, and again, in his 
History of the Berbers. 

(3) Literally:. The holdes of the covenant of the Moslims. 	That is: the person to whom the Moslims en— 
gaged their fealty -as successor to the throne. 

AL-MOTAMID IBN ABBAD. 

Al-Motamid ala 'llah (the supported by God) Abil 'l-Kasim Muhammad, the son 
of al-Motadid billah Abil Amr Abbad, the son of az-Zafir al-Muwaiyad billah 
Abti 1-Kasim Muhammad, kddi of Seville, the son.of Almi 1-Walid Ismail, the 
son of Kuraish, the son of Abbad, the son of Amr, the son of Aslam, the son 
of Amr, the son of Attaf, the son of Noaim, a member (by descent) of the trite 
of Lakhm (al-Lakhmi) and a descendant of an-Noman Ibn al-Mundir, the last 
king of al-Hira (1), was sovereign of Cordova, Seville, and the portion of the 
Spanish peninsula situated in the proximity of these two cities. 	It was of him 
and his father that a certain poet said : 

The sons of Abbtid, the progeny of the Mundirs (there is an origin I) have added 
fresh lustre to the renown of their ancestors. 	Glory has engendered no other offspring 
but these heroes ; the children of glory are few. 	' 	 • 

The authority which this dynasty acquired in Spain originated in the following 
manner :—Noaim and his son Attaf were the first of the family who passed from 
the East into Spain; they were natives of al-Arish, an ancient city which marks 
the point of separatiOn between Syria and Egypt, and is situated on the edge of 
the Syrian desert. 	(On their arrival in Spain) they settled at Tinnin, a village in 
that district of the province of Seville which is called Tushana (Tocina). 	Attaf left • 
issue, and one of his descendants, the kddi az-Zafir Muhammad Ibn Ismail, was 
the first of the family in that country who emerged from obscurity. 	Having risen 
to the post of kadi at Seville, he acted towards the people with such justice and 
moderation as drew on him the attention of every eye and the love of every 
heart. 	When the sovereign of Cordova, Yahya Ibn Ali Ibn Hammtid al-Ha- 
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sani, surnamed al:Motali, who was a prince of a tyrannical disposition, laid siege 
to Seville, the chief , men of that city went to the kddi Muhammad and said to 
him : " Seest thou not what this tyrant bath brought down upon us, and how 
" he hath destroyed the property of the people ? 	Arise then with us, and let 
" us go forth against him ; we will give thee the sovereignty over us and con- 
" cede to thee the supreme authority." 	lie accepted their proposal, and they 
sallied forth against Yahya. 	That prince, who was then intoxicated with wine, 
mounted on horseback to encounter them, and met with his death. 	The power 
of Muhammad Ibn Ismail being thus established, he took possession of Cor- 
dova and other places. 	The history of his proceedings with the pretended 
Hisham Ibn al-Hakam is well known : Hisham Ibn al-Hakam, the last .0maiyide 
sovereign of Spain, had allowed al-Mansiir Ibn Abi Aamir not only to acquire 
an absolute authority over him, but to exclude him from all communication 
with the public; no orders issued from the palace but such as were dictated by 
that minister; the prince was debarred from the exercise of power and deprived 
of all the attributes.of royalty, with the exception of the imperial title and the 
mention of his name in the kh?tbjipublic prayer) offered up from the pulpits. 
Nothing was then heard of him for-upwards of twenty years, and various changes 
had taken place when the kddi Muhammed was informed, some time after his 
accession and the reduction of the (neighbouring) cities under his rule, that 
Hisham Ibn al-Hakam was in a mosque at Kalat Rabah (Calatrava). 	He imme- 
diately

,--- 
sent for him, and having placed the supreme authority in his hands, he 

constituted himself the vizir of this (mock sovereign). 	Alluding to this circum- 
stance, the hdfiz Abil Muhammad Ibn Hazm az-Zahiri (vol. II. p. 267) says, in 
his Mica tal-Args: " I declare solemnly (2) that the like of such an event never 
" occurred: upwards of twenty years had elapsed since the death of Hishim Ibn 
" al-Hakam, surnamed al-Muwaiyad, when there appeared a man called Khalaf 
" al-Khadri (3), who gave himself out for that prince, and, being proclaimed 
“ sovereign, the public prayer was offered up in his name, at different periods, 
" from all the pulpits of Spain. 	He caused great bloodshed; armies encoun- 
" tered in battle on his account, and during more than twenty years (4) he per- 
" severed in his pretensions. 	The kddi Muhammad Ibn Ismail held the rank • 
" of vizir under him and possessed all the authority. 	Things continued in this 
" state till the false Hisham's death, when the kddi assumed the supreme 
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" power." 	(3luhammad Ibn Ismail) was versed in jurisprudence and literature; 
he possessed a perfect knowledge of the means by which empires are governed, 
and he continued to reign with absolute authority till his death. 	This event 
took place on Sunday, the 29th of the first Jumada, A. H. 433 (January, A. D. 
1042). 	He was interred in the citadel of Seville. 	Some say that he died to- 
wards the year 450; different dates also are assigned to his accession ; Imad ad-
din mentioning, in his Kharida, the year 414 (A. D. 1023-4), and others giving 
the year 424. 	God best knows the truth in all these statements! — On the 
death of Muhammad the kadi, his son Abil Amr Abbad, surnamed al-Motadid 
billah, succeeded to the throne. 	Speaking of this prince, Abill-Hasan Ali Ibn 
Bassam (vol. H. p. 304) says, in his Dakhira: "Then the authority passed to 
" /Mad, in the year 433; he at first -bore the surname of Fakhr ad-.Dawlat 
" (glory of the empire), and afterwards that of al-Motadid (5). 	He was the axle 
i c of the mill-stone of affliction (for his foes) and the utmost limit of torment : 
" think of a man whom neither high nor low could withstand, from whom 
" neither the near nor the distant could escape; a mighty prince who consoli- 
" dated the power which had been shaken, a lion who devoured the fawn whilst 
" it was reposing (6), a precipitate (politician) against •whom even the astu- 
" cious had to be on their guard, and a dastard of whom the bravest war- 
" riors stood in. awe ; misguided, he followed the right path ; obstinate, he 
" abandoned his resolutions; 	even when he spared, he assaulted, and the 
ic people (were his) partisans. 	Yet, with all this inconsistency of conduct (7), 
" he established his authority so that he extended his power, . enlarged his 

kingdom, multiplied his troops, and increased his means. 	Besides this, 
" he was gifted with a handsome face, a body perfect in its proportions, a 
" colossal stature, a 	liberal hand (8), 	penetration of intellect, 	presence of 

mind, and a veracity which did him honour. 	By these qualities he sur- 
" passed all his contemporaries; and moreover, before ambition led him to 
" aspire after power, he had looked into literature with a close glance and an 
" acute apprehension; . so that by his quick intelligence, he acquired an abun- 
" dant stock of information, noted down without serious study, without advan- 
" sing far into its depths, without extensive reading, and without indulging in 

• " the passion of collecting books. 	With these accomplishments, he derived 
" from his genius the talent of speaking in an ornate style. 	He-composed also 
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" pieces of verse remarkable for beauty, containing thoughts which the natural 
" turn of his disposition enabled him to attain, expressing perfectly well what 
" he wished to say, and displaying such excellence as caused them to be copied 
" by literary men. 	To these brilliant qualities he united a liberal disposition, 
" , wherein he rivalled the (copious) rain-clouds. 	The history of al-Motadid, in 
4, all his•actions and his various projects, is singular and striking. 	He was 
" addicted to women, of whom he had great numbers and of various races ; in 
" this indulgence he reached a limit which none of his contemporaries ever 
" attained, and, by its frequency and his natural vigour, he begot a numerous 
4l  progeny. 	It is said that he had about twenty sons and as many daughters." 
This writer gives some pieces composed by him, of which this is one : 

When the night was washing from its. eyes the collyrium (of darkness) with the water 
of morning, and the zephyr blew mildly, we drank an old (liquor, in colour) like gold, 
in perfume strong, and in body weak (9). 

In the life of Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ammar (vol. III. page 130), we have 
given some extracts from the two kasidas composed by that vizir in honour of 
al-Motadid (1.0); one of these poems rhymes in r and the other in m. Al-Motadid 
is thus described in a piece of verse composed by his son al-Motamid : 

A generous prince, bestowing thousands before the request is made, and who offers 
excuses, thinking his gifts too small. 	His hand is kissed by every mighty man, and 
were it not for its moisture (its liberality), we should say it is a rock. 

He continued in the glory of power and the enjoyment of pleasure, till he was 
attacked by a quinsy which soon carried him off. 	On perceiving his death draw 
near, he ordered a singer to be brought in, with the intention of drawing an 
omen from the first words of the piece which might be sung, and the singer 
commenced with this verse : 

We kill time, knowing that it will kill us; mix then the (wine) with the water of the 
cloud and give us to drink. 

From these words he drew a bad omen, and effectively, he only survived five 
days. 	His death took place at Seville, on Monday, the first of the latter Jumada, 
A. H. 461 (March, A.D. 1069), and he was interred there the next day. 	His son 
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al-Motamid ala 'llah Abil 1-Irasim Muhammad succeeded to the throne. 	Speak- 
ing of al-Motamid, AU 1-Hasan Ali Ibn al-Kattaa (vol. II. p. 265) says, in his 
Lumah al-Ilulah : " The most liberal, the most hospitable, the most munificent, 
" and the most powerful of all the princes who ruled in Spain. 	His court was 
" the halting place of travellers (11), the rendezvous' of poets, the point to- 
,t wards which all hopes were turned, and the haunt of men of talent; 'so much 
" so, that, at the door of no other contemporary prince were to be found so 
" many eminent poets and literary men as were assembled in his presence (12)." 
Ibn Bassam says, in the Dakhira : " Al-Motamid Ibn Allbad left some pieces of 
" verse (beautiful) as the bud when it opens to disclose the flower; and, had 
" the like, been composed by persons whb made of poetry a profession and a 
" merchandise, they would still have been considered as charming, admirable, 
" and singularly original." 	One of these pieces is the following : 

Thou hast often shunned me, though sometimes events induced thee to treat me 
kindly. 	The time of our separation seemed (dismal) as night, and the moments of our 
meeting (bright) as the moon. 

This idea bears some relation to that which a poet has expressed in the follow- 
ing verses of a poem : 

• 
The light of morning removed (the cover of darkness) off her face, and the mole of her 

cheek arose, imbued with moisture. 	The mole on her cheek seemed like the moment 
of (a mistress's) displeasure in the time of love. 

- Having resolved to send his concubines from Cordova to Seville, he set out 
with them and escorted them from night-fall till morning. 	He then bade them 
farewell and returned back, reciting some verses, two of which ran as follows : 

I travelled with them whilst the robe of night was of one uniform colour, but, when 
it appeared striped (by the rays of dawn), I stopped to say farewell, and my hand saluted 
them as the morning salutes the stars (13). 

This idea is highly beautiful. 	He said also on the subject of his bidding 
them farewell : 

Early in the morning, when I stopped to sa.y farewell, standards were waving in the 
court of the castle, and we wept blood, so that, by the shedding of red tears, our eyes 
appeared like wounds. 
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This is an imitation of the thought which a poet has thus expressed : 

I wept blood, so that a person said: "This youth is bleeding from the nose with the 
" lids of his eyes." 

A similar idea occurs also in a piece of al-Abiwardi's which we have already 
given (p. 149 of this volume). 	The following verses are by al-Motamid : 

Were the eyes of delators not fixed upon me, and did I not fear that the guards 
might tell, I should have made you a visit to retribute your cruelty (II), even were Ito 
creep on my face or walk on my head. 

He addressed the following lines from his palace at Cordova to his boon-com-
panions who had made a morning party at az-Zahra, inviting them to come and 
carouse with him that evening : 

On your account, the palace envied az-Zahra, and I swear by my existence and yours 
that it was not in the wrong ! 	At az-Zahri you rose as suns to light the day; appear 
near us as moons to light the night. 

This idea is novel and striking.—" Az-Zahra (15) is one of the most admirable 
" edifices in the world ; its erection was commenced in the beginning of the 
" year 325 (November,• A. D. 936) by Abill-Mutarrif Abd ar-Rahman, sur- 
" named an-Nasir, (the son of Muhammad, the son of Abd Allah,) who was 
t4 one of the Omaiyide sovereigns of Spain. 	It lies at the distance of four miles 
44 	3  and two-thirds from Cordova. 	Its length from east to west is two thousand 
" seven hundred cubits, and its breadth, from north to south (16), one thou- 
" sand five hundred cubits ; the number of its pillars is four thousand three 
" hundred, and it has upwards of fifteen thousand doors. 	An-Nr asir divided 
44  the revenue of the state into three portions ; one was given to the troops, 
,4 another deposited in the ife-asury, and the third spent on the construction of . 
" the Zahra. 	The taxes of Spain at that time amounted to five millions four 
" hundred and eighty thousand dinars, besides seven hundred and sixty-five 
" thousand dinars produced by the tolls (17). 	The Zahra is one of the most 
i4 colossal buildings erected by man, the most splendid and the most re- 
" nowned (18)." 	The preceding indications are taken from Ibn Bashkuwal's 
history Of Spain.—The celebrated poet Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Isa Ibn Mu- 
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hammad al-Lakhmi ad-Dani felt a natural partiality for the Abbad family in 
consequence of the patronage which he had received from al-Motamid (19); 
and he celebrated the praises of that prince in a number of beautiful pieces. 
In one of these poems, he mentions al-Motamid's four sons, namely : ar-Rashid 
Obaid Allah, ar-Radi Yazid, al-Maintin al-Fath, and al-Mtitamin. 	In this piece 
he says, with the utmost elegance : 

(He is) a helper in want, an assister in adversity; in armour, he appals; in silks, he 
excites admiration. 	(His are) beauty, beneficence, rank, and power ; 	(he is) 	like 
the noontide sun, the (refreshing) cloud, the lightning (which announces the genial rains) 
and the thunder (which threatens). 	With his blood he raised a monument of glory, and 
he enlarged that edifice by sons, mighty and resolute; four in number, like the tempe—
raments, combined to maintain in health the body of renown and the nobleness of 
ancient descent. 

Notwithstanding the illustrious deeds and the generosity of this family, it 
could not escape detraction : thus, Abti 'l-Hasan Jaafar Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Hajj 
al-Litrki (20) said of them : 

Mourn for the world and for the death of beneficence, since beneficence subsists not 
in the family of Abbad! I passed three months with them as a guest, yet never obtained 
a dinner; I then left them and received no provisions for my journey. 

At that time, Alphonso (VI.), the son of Ferdinand, the sovereign of Cas-
tile and king of the Spanish Franks, had become so powerful that the petty 
Moslim kings of that country were obliged to make peace with him and pay him 
tribute. 	He then took Toledo on Tuesday, the first of Safar, A. H. 478 (May, 
A. D. 1085), after an arduous siege. 	That city belonged to al-Kadir billah Ibn 
Zi 'n-Nun. 	In allusion to this event, the following verses were pronounced by 
Abil Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Faraj Ibn GhazhIn al-Yahsubi, generally 
known by the appellation of Ibn al-Assdl (Y—.11) at-Tulaitili, and of whom Ibn 
Bashkuwal speaks in his Silat (21) : 

Hasten the speed of your horses, inhabitants of Spain 1 none can dwell in quiet there 
unless by chance. 	The beads (fortresses) drop off from the ends of its necklace, and 
soon, I think, the necklace of the peninsula will be broken in the middle. 	He who 
resides near evil should not think himself secure from its attacks ; how could a man 
live in a basket of snakes ? 

Al-Motamid Ibn Abbad surpassed all the other kings in greatness of power 
and extent of empire, yet he also paid tribute to Alphonso. 	After the capture 
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of Toledo, the latter conceived hopes of getting that prince's kingdom into his 
possession, and therefore refused to receive the tribute. 	At the same time, he 
sent him a threatening message, ordering him to deliver up his fortresses ; on 
which condition, he might retain the open country as his own. 	These words 
provoked al-Motamid to such a degree, that he struck the ambassador and put 
to death all those who accompanied him. 	Alphonso had set out with the in— 
tention of besieging Cordova when he received intelligence of this event, and 
he immediately returned to Toledo that he might make every necessary prepa- 
ration for the siege (of Seville) (22). 	When the shaikhs of Islamism and its doc- 
tors were informed of his project, they assembled and said% " Behold how the 
" Moslim cities fall into the hands of the Franks whilst our sovereigns are en- 
" gaged in warring against each other ! 	If things continue in this state, the 
" Franks will subdue the entire country." 	They then went to the kddi Abd 
Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Adham, and conferred with him on the disasters 
which had befallen the Moslims and on the means by which they might be 
remedied. 	Every person had something to say, but it was finally resolved that 
they should write to Abet Yakith Yilsuf Ibn Tashifin, the king of the al-Mulath— 
thinzgn (23) and sovereign of Morocco, imploring his assistance. 	(We shall give 
the life of Ydsuf Ibn Tashifin.) 	The kddi then waited on al-Motamid and in- 
formed him of what had passed. 	Al—Motamid concurred with them on the ex— 
pediency of such an application, and told the kddi to bear the message himself 
to Yirsuf Ibn Tashifin. 	The kddi hesitated at first, but as the prince insisted, 
he retired, imploring of the Almighty that things might turn out well. 	Having 
written to the sovereign of Morocco, acquainting him with what had taken place, 
he despatched the letter by one of his slaves. 	When Yirsuf Ibn Tashifin received 
this communication, he set out in all haste for Ceuta ; and the kddi, with a 
numerous company, proceeded to the same place for the purpose of meeting 
that monarch and representing to him the situation of the Moslims. 	Ytisuf then 
gave orders that the army should be taken over to Algeziras, which is a city in 
the territory of Spain, whilst he himself remained at Ceuta, a city in the terri— 
tory of Morocco and lying opposite to Algeziras. 	He recalled from (the city of) 
Morocco the troops which he had left there, and when all were assembled, he 
sent them across to Spain, and followed with a body of ten thousand men. 	Al- 
Motamid, who had also assembled an army, went to meet him ; and the Moslims, 
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on hearing the news, hastened from every country for the purpose of combat- 
ing the infidels. 	On receiving intelligence of these events, Alphonso, who was 
then at Toledo, took the field with forty thousand horse, exclusive of the other 
troops which came to join him. 	He wrote also a long and threatening letter to 
Ytisuf Ibn Tashifin, who inscribed on the back of it these words : What will 
happen thou shalt seel and returned it. 	On reading the answer, Alphonso was 
filled with apprehension, and observed that this was a man of resolution. 	The 
two armies then advanced and met at a place called az-Zallaka, near the town of 
Batalyaus (Badajos), where they formed in line. 	The Moslims gained the vic- 
tory, and Alphonso fled with a few others, after witnessing the extermination of 
his troops. 	Some state that this engagement took place on a Friday, in one of 
the first ten days of the month of Ramadan, A.H. 1179, but the true date is the 
15th of Rajab of that year (26th October, A.D. 1086). 	This year was adopted 
in Spain as the commencement of a new era, and was called the year of az-Zal- 
laka. 	The battle of az-Zallaka is one of the most celebrated in history. 	Al- 
Motamid on that day displayed the greatest bravery, and numerous wounds in 
his face and body attested his undaunted courage. 	The beasts of burden and the 
arms of the enemy fell into the hands of the Moslims. 	The emir Yilsuf (Ibn 
Tdshifin) then returned to Africa, and al-Motamid to his kingdom. 	The ensuing 
year, Y,t1suf passed into Spain, and al-Motamid having gone to meet him, he laid 
siege to a fortress belonging to the Franks, but was unable to take it. 	Having 
resumed his march, he went across to Granada, and Abd Allah Ibn Buluggin, 
the lord of that city, came out to receive him. 	Abd Allah then re-entered 
Granada with the intention of sending the customary presents (to his power fill 
visitor), but Yilsuf penetrated perfidiously into the city, expelled Abd Allah, and 
proceeded to the palace, where he found an immense quantity of money and 
(military) stores. 	After this exploit he returned to Morocco, his mind deeply- 
impressed with the beauty of Spain, its magnificence, its edifices, its gardens, the 
rich productions of its soil, and those various (sources of) riches which did not 
exist in Morocco, a country inhabited by (rude) Berbers and wild uncivilised 
Arabs. 	The persons whom he admitted into his intimate society then began to 
extol Spain in his presence, to represent to him the facility with which he might 
obtain possession of so fine a country, and to irritate him against al-Motamid, by 
repeating things which, as they pretended, that prince had said. 	Visa's feel- 
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ings towards al-Motamid thus underwent a complete change, and he at length 
marched against him. 	On arriving at Ceuta, he sent his army across to Spain 
and placed it under the orders of Sir Ibn Abi Bakr al-Andalusi (24). 	This gene- 
ral (after achieving various conquests) reached Seville and besieged it vigorously. 
Al-Motamid, who was then in the city, displayed the greatest firmness and 
bravery, encountering every danger (25) with unheard-of courage. 	The inha- 
bitants, overcome with consternation and penetrated with terror, wandered (in 
despair) through the streets ; some escaped by swimming across the river, and 
others cast themselves down from the battlements of the walls. 	At length, on 
Sunday, the 20th of Rajab, A. H. 484 (Sept. A.D. 1094), the army of the emir 
Yfisuf burst into the city, spread devastation through every quarter, and deprived 
the people of all they possessed. 	The inhabitants, concealing their nudity with 
their hands, fled from their houses, and al-Motamid, with his family, were taken 
prisoners. 	He had already lost two of his sons; one of them, al-Minim, com- 
manded at Cordova as his father's lieutenant, but being besieged there (by the 
Almoravides), he was taken and executed. 	Ar-Radi, the other son, met with a 
similar fate at Ronda, a strong fortress in which he also commanded as his 
father's lieutenant. 	Al-Motamid composed a number of elegies on their death. 
This prince was no sooner made prisoner than they bound him in chains and 
embarked him with his family on board a ship. 	Ibn Khakan (vol. II. p. 455) 
says, in his Kaldid al-Ikiydn, on coming to this part of (al-Motantid's history) : 
" Then he and his family were borne off in the lofty (masted) coursers (of the sea), 
" enclosed therein as if they were dead; they for whom, but a short time before, 
46  a palace was not sufficiently ample, and by whose presence the age was filled 
46  with joy. 	The people assembled on the banks of the river, shedding tears 
" as the clouds of morning (shed rain), and (the exiles) departed with lamentations 
" to escort them, and the manifestation of general grief failed them not." 
Alluding to this event, AbU Bakr Muhammad Ibn Isa ad-Dani, generally known 
by the appellation of Ibn al-Labbana(26), expressed his feelings in a long kasida, 
which we need not insert, and which begins thus : 

The heavens shed tears, evening and morning, over the noble princes, the sons of 
Abbad. 

Describing the same event, the poet Abil Muhammad Abd al-Jabbar Ibn 
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Hamdis (vol. II. p. 160) composed a long piece of verse which contained these 
lines : 

When you left us and bore off in your hands generosity itself, whilst the mountains of 
your (power) were shaken to their basis (27), I raised my voice and exclaimed : The day 
of judgment has come! behold the firm mountains pass away (28) ! 

The idea of this last verse is taken from the following lines composed by Abd 
Allah Ibn al-Motazz (vol. II. p. 41) on the death of Abil '1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn 
Muhammad Ibn al-Furst (vol. II. p. 358) : 

The human race are now all on a level ; perfection is dead and the vicissitudes of 
time exclaim : Where are the (great) men (29) ? 	Behold Abu 1-AbbAs on his bier 1 arise 
and see how the mountains are removed from their places. 

• 
It has been said that Ibn al-Motazz recited these verses on the death of the 

vizir Abil 'I-Kasim Obaid Allah Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Wahb, and this statement I 
have since found confirmed.—Al-Motamid pronounced the following verses one 
day, whilst suffering from the weight and tightness of his chains : 

For the shade of my once triumphant banners I have received in exchange the igno- 
miny of fetters and the weight of chains. 	The irons which I once used were the pointed 
lance and the sharp, thin, and polished sword ; but both are now turned into rusty 
(chains), grasping my leg as lions grasp their prey. 

They then bore him to Visuf Ibn Tashifin, at Morocco, and that emir sent him 
to Aghmat and imprisoned him there for life. 	Ibn Khakan says : " Torn from 
" his country and stripped of his possessions, he was carried off in a ship and 
" deposited on the (African) shore as a corpse is deposited in its place of burial ; 
" the pulpits of his (states) and the throne (30) deplored his absence ; those who 
" once visited his table or his bed of sickness went near him no more; he re- 
" mained alone in his grief, uttering deep-drawn sighs and pouring forth tears 
" as a conduit pours forth water ; none were left to console him in his solitude, 
" and, instead of the bowers (which he once frequented), he now saw nought but 
" strangers (31). 	Deprived of consolation, hopeless of the approach (of friends), 
" debarred from the aspect of joy, he called to mind his native abodes, and that 
" thought made him long for home ; he saw in imagination the splendour of his 
" (court), and that image filled him with delight; his fancy showed him his 
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" dwelling desolate, the palace bewailing its (former) inhabitants, its heavens 
(extent) darkened by the absence of its full moons (beautiful women), the guards 

" and the companions of his evening hours no longer there."— His imprison-
ment inspired Abil Bakr ad-Dani (Ibn al-Labbdna) with the celebrated kasida 
which begins thus : 

Each thing has its appointed hour; each wish, a time for its fulfilment. 	Fortune has 
been immersed in the dye of the camelion, and the colours of its various states are 
always changing. 	We are chessmen in the hands of fortune, and sometimes the paw►► 
may check the king (32). Cast off the world and its inhabitants ; the earth is now tenant- 
less ; men (worthy of the name) are dead. 	Tell the creatures who still dwell on earth, 
that the treasure of the world, the exalted prince, is hidden at Aghmat. 

This is a Fong poem, containing about fifty verses. 	In the year 485 (A. D. 
1092) he (Ibn al-Labbdna) composed at Aghmat the following piece on al-Mota-
mid's imprisonment (33) : 

Smell this nosegay of salutations; by it I break the seal of that musk (condolence) from 
which thou hadst been precluded. 	Let me know indirectly, if thou canst not do it 
openly, that thou who gayest happiness canst yet taste of it thyself. 	When I think 
of those times which for thee passed over so brightly, the light of morning becomes 
darkness for me. 	I marvel how the milky way, on seeing thee, a sun, eclipsed, could 
ever rise again in the form of stars. 	Though our affliction for thy loss was great, we 
found thee a still greater affliction (for thy foes) : a spear rushing to the charge till it 
was shivered, a sword dealing its blows till it was broken. 	The gush of the rain-cloud 
pouring down its showers equals not (in abundance the gifts once bestowed by) Muhammad 
and his sons. 	A friend dear to my heart wept for the family of Abbad ; dearly I love 
him for these words: 	Perhaps a (ship) appearing in the horizon may bring them near 
" (to us); perhaps it may ! (34) 	When their morning (their presence) dawned upon us, 
" we praised (our diligence in) travelling (even) by night (to reach their court); but since we 
" have lost them, we travel in darkness. 	We once contemplated their park (empire) sur- 
" rounded with glory; but now that pasture-ground is barren, and that park is deserted. 
" Time hath clothed their dwelling with a raiment, the warp and woof of which are 
" formed by the rains (35). 	Their palaces are no longer inhabited; nought is seen 
" therein but the fallow (deer) walking around the statues (36) still erect. 	The echo 
" answers the screech-owl in those halls where the birds once sung responsive to the 
" voice of the musician. 	It is now as if no human being had ever resided there ; as if 
" ambassadors had never found therein a crowded court ; as if (hostile) troops had 
" never found there an army (to repel them)." 

In the same piece the poet says : 

On departing from thy kingdom, I wore the aspect of a wealthy man; but now, 
through grief for thee, I seem like one who has lost all. 	(What) a misfortune (was 
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yours) ! it cast clown the luminaries from their exalted sphere, and left not a mark to 
distinguish the region of beneficence. 	Oppressed by the narrowness of the earth, I 
think that I and it have been formed for each other as the bracelet is formed for the 
arm (37). 	I have lamented thee so that grief hath left me neither tears nor blood to 
weep thy loss withal. 	I shall persevere in that course, and, if I die, I shall leave my 
conduct as an example for other mourners. 	For thee the rain wept, the wind tore 
open its bosom, and the thunder uttered thy name in its moanings ; the lightning rent 
its robe, the day put on the raiment of mourning, and the stars of heaven formed an 
assembly to deplore thee. 	Thy son, the light of day, was bewildered with sorrow and 
swerved from its path; thy brother, the ocean, shrunk with indignation and swelled no 
more (38). 	Since thy departure, the full moon hath never stationed within a halo, 
and the noontide sun hath never been seen to smile. 	God ordained that thou shouldst 
be dismounted from a bay and towering (steed) and be embarked in a black and un-
lucky (vessel) 

In the following passage of the same poem, the poet alludes to the circum-
stance of al-Motamid's chains having fallen off : 

Thy chains melted away and thou wert loose; thy chains were then more compas- 
sionate towards the generous than they. 	I marvelled that the iron should soften whilst 
their hearts remained hard ; the iron was more conscious of reflexion than they were. 
He will deliver thee who delivered Joseph from the well ; he will protect thee who pro-
tected Jesus, the son of Mary. 

Ibn al-Labbana composed a number of detached pieces and long kasiclas, in 
which he lamented the (glorious) days of that family and the ruin of their power. 
These poems he collected in a small volume, to which he gave the title of Nazm 
as-Sulilk fi Waaz il-MulAk (the string of beads, being an admonition to kings). 	He 
visited al-Motamid at Aghmat with the intention of fulfilling a duty, not with 
the hope of obtaining a present, and it is stated that, when about to take leave, 
he received from the prince a present of twenty dinars and a piece of Baghdad 
cloth, accompanied with a note containing these lines : 

Receive these precious objects from the hand of a captive ; if you accept them, you 
will be truly grateful, for you accept (a trifle) from one who melts with shame to (offer) 
it, although poverty is his excuse. 

These verses are only a part of the piece. 	Abtl Bakr Ibn al-Labbana here 
says : I sent this present back to him, being aware of his poverty and knowing 
that he had nothing left. 	I wrote to him at the same time the following answer 
to his note : 
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Thou hast met with a man who knoweth what is honour; leave me then in the ideas 
I have formed of thee. 	May I renounce the love I bear thee, and which forms half my 
soul, if the mantle which covers me ever discloses an impostor ! 	May I never be deli- 
vered from misfortune if I wrong a captive. 	Thou art Jadima ; az-Zabbh deceived 
thee, and I shall not be less than Kasir (39). 	I journey forth, but not with mercenary 
views ; God preserve me from motives so disgraceful 1 	I know thy merit better than 
thou dost thyself ; I have often enjoyed its shade in the ardent heat (of affliction). 	Thou 
wheelest about squadrons of noble deeds in the field of generosity, and out of little thou 
bestowest much. 	I wonder how thou art left in the darkness (of despair),whilst beacons 
of light are set up to guide the needy traveller. 	Have patience ! thou shalt hereafter 
overwhelm me with joy, when the time returns for thee to mount the throne; thou shalt 
place me in an honorable rank, the morning of thy arrival at yonder palace. 	There 
thou shalt surpass Ibn Marwan in liberality, and I shall surpass Jarir (in talent) (40). 
Prepare to rise again ; the moon cloth not remain eclipsed for ever. 

One festival day, he received, in his prison, the visit of his daughters, who were 
then gaining a livelihood at Aghmat by spinning; one of them was even em-
ployed as a spinner by the daughter of a person who had been in the service 
of her father and commanded the police guards when he was on the throne. 
Seeing them dressed in old tattered clothes, his heart was rent (with grief) and 
he recited these verses : 

In former times festivals made thee rejoice, but now, a prisoner in AghmAt, a festival 
afflicts thee. 	Thou seest thy daughters hungry and in rags, spinning for hire and pen- 
nyless. 	They went forth to salute thee, with down—cast eyes and broken hearts; they 
walk barefoot in the mud, as if they had never trod (on floors strewed with) musk and 
camphor. 	Not a cheek (of theirs) but its surface complains of drought (misery), and is 
never watered but with sobs (and tears). 	Fortune was once obedient to thy orders ; now 
it has reduced thee to obey the commands of others. 	He who, after thee, lives rejoicing 
in the exercise of power, lives in the mere delusion of a dream. 

Whilst in this (miserable) state, " with fetters enclosing his legs in a lion's 
,4 grasp, encircling them as with the coils of black serpents, unable to stir his 
" limbs, shedding not a single tear unmixed with blood, he, who had seen him- 
,, self mounted on the pulpit and the throne, who (had lived) in the midst of 
" silks and gardens, with standards waving over him, whilst the assemblies were 
" enlightened by his presence" (44 ), he received the visit of his son Abii Hashim, 
and on perceiving him, he wept and recited these lines : 

O my chains I know ye not my resignation, and that I scorn your pity and compassion ? 
My blood hath been your drink; my flesh you have devoured; but do not break my 
hones. 	Abn Hashim sees me in your grasp, and broken-hearted, he turns away his 
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face. 	Pity a boy whose mind, troubled (by misfortune), feareth not to implore your 
mercy. 	Pity his little sisters, who, like him, have swallowed the poisonous and bitter 
draught (of misery). 	One of them can comprehend, in some degree (her situation), 
and I have sometimes feared that she would lose her sight from excessive weeping ; the 
other comprehends nothing, and only opens her mouth to take the breast. 

Whilst he was in this situation, a number of needy solicitors assembled in his 
room and assailed him with importunities. 	On this occasion, he pronounced 
the following lines : 

They ask a trifle from a prisoner; yet strange enough, I have greater cause to ask 
than they. 	Were it not for a feeling of shame and that hereditary pride (0) which im—
bues the inmost folds of my bosom, I should follow their example in begging. 

The poems composed by al-Motamid and those composed on him are very nu-
merous. — We have now passed our usual limits, but we were induced to 
lengthen this article because the like of so extraordinary a fate as his was never 
seen; our notice contains besides an account of his father and grandfather, and 
this contributed to extend it. 	Al-Motamid w4i born in the month of the first 
Rabi, A.. H. 431 (Nov.-Dec. A. D. 1039), in Baja (Beja), a city of Spain. 	He 
succeeded to the throne on the death of his father, in the year already men-
tioned (in page 189); he was deposed in the year which we have indicated (in 
page 195), and he died in prison at A ghmat, on the 11th of Shawwal — some 
say, of Zit 1-Hijja — A. H. 488 (October, A. D. 1095). 	At his interment, 
the crier called on the people to come to the funeral prayer about to be said 
over a stranger ; singular fate of a once mighty and powerful prince ! glory 
be to the Being whose existence, power, and might endure for ever ! 	A great 
number of the poets who had visited his court to celebrate his praises, and who 
had been generously rewarded by him, assembled round his grave, to weep and 
recite over it various long kasidas in which they lamented his death. 	One of 
them was Abil Bahr Abd as-Samad, his favorite poet, who then deplored his 
loss in a long and excellent kasida beginning thus : 

King of kings 1 canst thou still hear, so that I may call on thee ? or doth a fatal mis— 
fortune prevent thee from hearing? 	On quitting thy palace, in which I saw thee no 
longer as once I did on days of rejoicing, I came, in humble respect, to kiss this grave 
and make thy tomb the place of my recitation. 

On finishing, he kissed the grave, and rolled himself on the ground, and 
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soiled his face with dust; at this sight all the assembly burst into tears.— It is 
related that, after (al-Motamid's) overthrow, a person dreamt that he saw a 
man mount the pulpit in the mosque of Cordova, turn towards the people and 
recite the following lines : 

How often have the caravans halted with the camels in the court of their glory, when 
it surpassed all rivalry ! 	During a time, misfortune addressed them not, but, when it 
spoke, it caused them to shed tears of blood. 

Al-Motamid had a grandson, who, in the days of their power, bore the sur-
name of Fakhr ad-Dawlat (glory of the empire), which, with that dynasty, was an 
imperial title. 	This boy, who was remarkably well looking, took to the trade 
of a goldsmith, and Abil Bakr ad-Dani (Ibn al-Labbdna) having seen him one 
day blowing the fire by means of a hollow reed, composed a kasida in which he 
introduced the following passage : 

Great is our affliction for thee, 0 Fakhr al-Ola (glory of exaltation), and great the mis— 
fortune for one whose power was so great ! 	Time has placed around thy neck the tight 
collar of its vicissitudes ; yet how often didst thou place round ours the collar of thy 
beneficence 1 	Thy (imperial) collar has returned to the shop of him who forged it, and 
yet thou once dwelt in a palace like that of Tram (4.3). 	Thou wieldest goldsmith's tools 
in that hand which only knew beneficence, the sword, and the pen ; a hand which I have 
often seen thee hold out to be kissed, and then the Pleiades aspired to become 'a mouth 
Artisan ! thou for whom high rank formed a brilliant ornament and who once wast 
decked with sets of pearls ! the blowing of the trumpet (on the day of judgment) will cre-
ate a consternation equalled only by that which I felt on seeing thee blowing coals. When 
I saw thee thus employed, I wished that, before it, my eyes had been afflicted with 
blindness. When fortune degraded thee from thy rank, it did not degrade thee, neither 
did it diminish thy noble qualities. 	Shine in honour I shine as a star, if thou canst not 
as a moon; rise in honour as a hill, if thou canst not as a mountain! 	By Allah I were 
the stars just towards thee, they would eclipse their light, and were men's eyes faithful 
to thee, they would spend their tears. 	Thy story would make even the pearls weep, 
since they resemble thee in family, in words, and in smiles (4.4.). 

It is unnecessary to make further additions to this article.—Larki means be- 
longing to LiIrka (Lorca), a city in Spain. 	The author of the Kharicla mentions 
the poet al-LArki in that work, and states that he survived al-Motamid many 
years ; he gives also numerous specimens of his poetry.— Aghmdt is a town situ-
ated at a day's journey beyond Morocco; it has produced many men distin-
guished for learning.—As for Abil Bakr (Muhammad Ibn Isa ad-Ddni [native of 
Denial, surnamed) Ibn al-Labbha, none of the works which I have consulted 
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give the date of his death, and I never met with any person who knew it. 	I 
saw, however, in the &masa composed by AM 1-Hajjaj Visuf al-Baiyasi, a 
person of whom we shall again speak, that Ibn al-Labbana arrived at Majorca, 
towards the end of the month of Shaaban, A. H. 489 (August, A. D. 1096), and 
that he celebrated the praises of Mubashshar Ibn Sulaiman (45), sovereign of 
that island, in a piece of verse commencing thus : 

A king who, when arrayed with jewels, strikes thee with admiration by his splen—
dour, and whose magnificence gives fresh lustre to the qualities of the age in which he 
lives. 	 . 

Not finding any elegies of Ibu al-Labbana on the death of al-Motamid, I ima-
gined that he had died before that prince; I then found al-Baiyasi's statement, 
which, if true, proves the contrary. 

(1) For the history of the Lakhmides of al-Hira, see Pococke's Specimen Hist. Alr. p. 67, ed. 1806. 
(2) The MSS. read a9i.1,1 and 2:3,1...1, 	The true reading appears to be S...:9).Q..1; it is here governed in 

the accusative by the verb 	or 	I understood. ,......41...1 	,.....i 
I 

(3, One of the MSS. has 	I (al-Husri). ,...5 
(4) This number of years is too great and cannot be reconciled with the history of these events, as far as it 

is known .to us. 
(b) 41-411-otadid, or more correctly al-lifotadidbillah, signifies' one who recurs to the assistance of God. 
(6) We have here a fair specimen of lbn BassAm's extravagant and pretentious style. 
(7) Literally: Between handing up and sitting down. 
(8) Literally: Copiousness of fingers. 
(9) I believe that, with the Arabian poets, a weak-bodied wine means a pure transparent wine. 
(10) This is a mistake. 	The poems of which lbn Khallikhn speaks were composed in honour of al-Motamid. 
(11) Literally: The place where the baggage is taken off. 	 . 
(12) Literally : 'As were enclosed between the two ranks of servants in his hall. 
(13) Literally: And a matipal hand of mine saluted these stars;  
(14) I read 1,..c_....4,-? 	* In', 

(15) Zahrd is the feminine singular of the adjective azhar (bright, splendid). 
(16) Ibn KhallikAn's copyists have here committed a blunder which it is impossible to render into English. 

The passage, if translated into French, would run thus : Et sa largeur, du awl au midi, est, etc. 	They have 
written „,._,_,'),F)1 J1 al7iiil 	 .4, instead of ,.....i..731 2 al,i)1 v.... 

(17) The words of the original text are LI:51.-"....631 L3,....31. 
(18) Not a trace of the ZahrA can now be discovered. 
(19) Literally: Because al-Motamid was the person who drew him by the arm. 	In English, we should 

say: Who took him by the hand. 
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(20) Zd 1-WizAratain Abd 1-Hasan Jaafar 1bn Ibrahim Ibn al-Hajj al-Ldrki (native of Lorca), a distin-
guished poet and prose-writer, belonged to an eminent family some members of which rose to the rank of 
vizir. 	Addicted, in his youth, to wine and pleasure, he afterwards reformed his life and passed the remain- 
der of his days in ascetism and self-mortification.*(Bughyd. 	Haidid al-lkiydn.;—The date of his death is 
not given, but Ibn Khhkhn, the author of the latter work, cites a piece of verse composed by him in the year 
517 (A. D. 1123-4). 

(21) Abn Muhammad AM Allah Ibn Faraj 1bn Ghazltin al-Yahsubi, generally known by the appellation 
of Ibn al-Ammdl (31.633i), was a native of Toledo,a learned traditionist, a grammarian, a philologer, and a 
poet. 	He gave lectures on the interpretation of the Koran, and these assemblies were numerously attended. 
He led a retired life, and succeeded AM 'OValld al-Wakshi as kddi of Talavera. 	He -died A. H: 487 (A. D. 
1094), aged upwards of eighty years.—(Ibn Bashkuwal. in his Silat4 

(22) Or, if we take the words of the original in their literal sense : to provide besieging machines. 	The 
other meaning seems preferable, as he must have already possessed such machines when he set out to besiege 
Cordova. 

(23) This word signifies the Nib; wearers, and is frequently used to designate the Almoravides. The lit hdm 
is the piece of stuff worn by the inhabitants of the great African desert to protect their faces from the reflected 
heat of the sun. 	It covers the cheeks, the extremity of the nose, the mouth, and the chin. 	It is still in use, 
as may be seen from the plates of captain Lyon's travels. 

(24) Sir Ibis Abi Bakr belonged to the Berber tribe of Lamtfina. 	I do not know why Ibn Khallikhn calls 
him al-Andalusi (native of Spain). 

(25) Literally: Throwing himself upon death. 
(26) At the end of this article, Ibn Khallikhn gives a note on Ibn al-Labbhna. 	See also vol. II. p. 162. 
(27) This is an allusion to the third verse of the 81st sdrat of the Koran, where Muhammad mentions the 

signs which announce the approach of the day of judgment. 
(28) Sew vol.. II p. 161, where the same verses are given, but not. so  correctly rendered as here. 
(29) These verses also are incorrectly rendered in the same page of vol. II. 
(30) The word .Ac1 signifies boards, and is elegantly employed in Arabic, to designate the pulpit. 	To 

avoid tautology, I have employed the word throne. 
(31) Here Ibn Khallikhn has altered, for the worse,-  the tent of Ibn Khhkhn ; that writer says :'And' hi those 

dens (,t)...s.1<vii ...Z...‹...ti c.,7:4...,)) he saw nought but strangers( 
(32) The rhyme here obliges us to pronounce the word' shah as if it was written shat; this is 'a fault 

against the rules of versification. 
(33) In the Khartda, MS. No. 1375, fol. 183, the verses of this poem are given in another order, and part 

of them suppressed. 	The piece itself is very obscure, and f am by no means certain,  of Vaving rendered its 
meaning correctly in some parts. 

(34) Great doubts still remain on my mind respecting the meaning of the two verses which 1 have here 
attempted to translate. 

(35) That is:' the palace'and the grounds about it are furrowed and cross,  fintowed by torrents. 
(36) These must have been statues of animals, like the lions of the fountain in the court of the Alhambra. 
(37) The earth oppressing by its narrowness is a koranic expression to denbte intense grief. 	As the poet 

takes this• figurative expression in its literal sense, it is impossible to render his meaning clearly in another 
language. 

(38) The pOet calls the day' al-Motamid's son on.  accountl of its splendour, and the ocean his brother be-
cause its waters,  were as copious as his beneficence.  
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(39) See the anecdote to which the poet makes allusion in Pococke's Specimen. Hist. Ar. p. 68; Fleischer's 
Historia Anteislamica, p. 123; Hasmussen's Additamenta, p. 2; and Freytag's Afeidani, t. I. p. 424; espe-
cially the two last. 

(40) He means darts the poet, who was a favorite with the khalif Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan. 	See vol. I. 
page 297. 

(41) The phrase is borrowed from the notice on al-Motamid by Ibn Khaki. 
(42) Literally: Lakhmite pride. 	The Abbad family drew its descent from the progenitor of the tribe of 

Lakhm. 
(43) See an account of this fabulous city in Lane's translation of the Arabian Nights, vol. II. p. 342. 
(44) In the MS. the verse runs thus: L.....;:,:..., Wilt, Ws)  ,..441,-?. I .:%.0 t.:,:z. ) J.115::., .1b,..N..., 	 .C;1 

The poet here indicates the points in which the young prince resembled pearls ; first, by his family, who were 
the pearls of the age; secondly, by the elegance of his discourse, the expressions he made use of being the 
pearls of the language; and thirdly, by his teeth, which appeared, when he smiled, like two rows of pearls. 

(45) See Gayangos's History of the Mohammedan dynasties in Spain, vol. II. p 258, and Appendix, p. xlvii. 

• 

AL-MOTASIM IBN SUMADIH. 

AWL Yahya Muhammad Ibn Maan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Sumadih, 
surnamed al-Motasim at-Tujibi (1), was sovereign of al-Mariya (Almeria), Baj- _ 
jana ,(PfsMna), and as-Sumadihiya (2), cities in Spain. 	His grandfather Muham- 
mad - Ibn Ahmad Ibn Sumadih possessed the city and district of Washka (Huesca )  
in the days of al-Muwaiyad Hisham Ibn al-Hakam, the Omaiyide prince of whom 

a 
mention has been made in the life of al-Motamid Ibn Abbad (vol. III. page 187;. 
Being attacked and defeated by his cousin Mundir Ibn Yahya at-Tujibi, and 
unable to resist the numerous troops of his adversary, he took to flight, and, 
having abandoned Huesca, he remained without the smallest tie to connect 
him with that city. 	Muhammad Ibn Ahmad was endowed with judgment, 
acuteness, and eloquence, qualities in which none of the military chiefs of that 
time were his equals. 	His son Maan, the father of al-Motasim, married the 
daughter of Abd al-Aziz Ibn AEA Aamir, the sovereign of Valencia, who sub-
sequently, when Zuhair, his father's mawla who commanded at Almeria, lost his 
life, seized on that city, pretending that it belonged to a mawla of his family (3). 
This act excited the jealousy of Abill-Jaish.Mujahid Ibn Abd Allah 1-.Aainiri 
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(vol. I. p. 278), the sovereign of Denia, who immediately set out to invade the 
territory possessed by Abd al-Aziz whilst the latter was engaged in taking pos- 
session of the heritage which Zuheir had left. 	When Abd al-Aziz heard of 
Mujahid's march, he departed from Almeria in all haste with the intention of 
suing for peace, and left his son-in-law and vizir, Maanlbn Sumadib, to govern 
that city as his lieutenant. 	Maan betrayed the confidence placed in him and, 
having declared himself independent, succeeded in establishing his authority, 
notwithstanding the universal reprobation which this act excited amongst the 
provincial kings who then ruled in Spain. 	On his death, the kingdom passed 
into tW hands of his son al-Motasim. 	This prince, who had assumed one of 
the surnames special to khalifs, was distinguished for hospitality, liberality, and 
aversion to bloodshed; the hopes of the needy were turned towards him, every 
mouth'spoke his praise, visitors flocked to his court (4), and eminent poets, 
such as MAI Abd Allah Ibn al-Haddad and others, devoted their talents to his 
praise. 	Al-Motasim himself composed some good poetry, such as the following 
verses addressed by him in a letter to Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ammar al- 
Andalusi (vol. III. p.129), complaining of his conduct : 

My knowledge of the world and long experience has estranged me from mankind. 
Never did fortune show me a friend who pleased me on a first acquaintance, but in the 
end he gave me motives of complaint; and never did I expect a friend's assistance against 
misfortune, but I found him also an affliction. 

To this Ibn Ammar replied in a long piece of verse which it is unnecessary to 
reproduce. 	Another of al-Motasim's pieces is the following : 

0 thou whose absence hath afflicted my body with a sickness not to be cured but by 
thy return ! My eyes and sleep are engaged in a warfare to which the battles of 5iffin 
appear a trifle (5). 	Though vicissitudes of time keep us separated, the taif al-Khidl (6) 
may unite its 	 .  

It was from this passage that the kdtib Baha ad-din Zuhair Ibn Muhammad 
(vol. I. p. 542) look the idea expressed in the following verse of one of his 
poems :  

Since thy absence, my eyelids and slumber are at war. 

Al-Mot'amid left a great number of other pieces besides these. 	Some splen- 
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did kasidas were composed in his praise by nil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn 
Ahmad Ibn Khalaf Ibn Ahmad Ibn Othman Ibn Ibrahim, a native of Almeria, 
and generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Haddad al—Kaisi. 	One of 
these poems begins thus :. 

Hast thou then walked on the bank of this blessed valley? for the soil on which I tread 
. seems like Indian ambergris. 	In the perfume which thou hast left I recognise the sweet 

odour which floated around those (whom I loved), and the gales of passion again spring 
up within my bosom. 	In my nocturnal journey, their fire and their beacon were my 
guides and conductors, when the stars were extinguished. 	By some such cause, my 
camels were excited, my Arabian steeds neighed, and the slowest (in the Caravan) quick— 
ened its pace. 	Were they urged on by the same motive as I was? perhaps they took 
refuge in the ardour (which animated them) that they might escape from the fires of my 
heart. 	Slacken your speed, for this is the valley of (my beloved) Lubaina 1 this is the 
spot where I shall accomplish my wishes and quench the thirst which consumes me (7). 
Fair is the abode of Lubna's people ! fair the soil on which Lubna trod ! 	In that land 
was the hippodrome of my passionate desires ; there, the field in which I gave career to 
my imagination; there, my love took its beginning and received its end. 	Think not the 
maidens of that land (cruel and) ungrateful ; those were hearts indeed which their bosoms 
contained; under their azure veils (was sheltered) well-protected honour, guarded by 
the azure points of watchful spears. 	(There) the appearance of a handsome maiden 
rendered vain the (efforts of the lover in his) tedious task of (reducing his heart to) indif— 
ference, and all were converts to the religion of love. 	(There, maidens) fair and tall fill 
his bosom with desire; (maidens) large-eyed and chaste love the languor of his eyes. 	In 
the sporting—ground of (their) ringlets is a clear white (complexion), mixed'with a bright 
red to complete its beauty. Maiden, so prompt to wound with your treacherous glances ! 
so insensible to love! you stood in fear of God, but the glance of your eyes was a sin- 
ner. 	The lovers are pierced with wounds, but their blood is floods of tears, and their 
eyes are the wounds. 	How can I endure thy sharp glances striking me to the heart, 
when no hand can close the gash left by that fatal steel ? How can I expect to be cured 
of love? 	It is not all who suffer, from sickness that are cured. 

• 
From this the poet makes a transition to the praises. of his patron. 	It is a 

long-and high-sounding kasida. 	Abtl 1-Kasim al-Asaad Ibn Billita (8), another 
Spanish poet and one of the most eminent among thtm, celebrated al-Motasim's 
praises in a kasida rhyming in t (b ), which opened thus : 

	

At Rama (9 	I received the visits of a fawn (a maiden) which- at first had (been cruel 
and) attacked (me); when once tamed, I caught it on the bank of the river, but it since 

	

has tied away. 	The fruits which love produced in the bosoms of men were its pasture, 
not the odoriferous and acid shrubs of the desert. 

In this poem he says : 
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The black collyrium of darkness was dissolved by the tears of the dawn, and the 
morning light appeared like greyness in black hair. 	The darkness seemed. like a host 
of Negroes (Zenj) taking to flight and pursued by (tawny) Copts sent after them by the 
morn. 

In the same poem he introduces the following description of a cock : 

We might think that AnAshrewan had placed his crown on the animal's he'ad, and 
that the hand of Maria had suspended ear-rings to his ears (10). He has stolen the robe 
of the peacock, the handsomest part of his dress, and not content with that, he has 
stolen his mode of walking fromathe duck (11.). 

In the same poem he says : 

The curve of the ringlet on her cheek might be taken for a min (0), and the black 
mole on that cheek represents the point (12). In mien like a young page, she approached, 

• and darkness had inscribed a line of black on the perfumed seal of her mouth. 	She 
came moistening her toothpick in the coolness (humidity) of her mouth, after imbuing 
her comb with the musk of her hair. 	And I said, alluding to the (languor) of her 
eyes and the beauty bestowed upon her dark red lips : " 0 thou whose. glanses are 
" unsteady, but not from intoxication! when did the glances of thy eyes drink wine? 

I see the yellow toothpick (13) in thy red lips, and the green (dark) mustaches traced 
" with•musk (blackness). 	.Methinks thou bast kissed a rainbow and its colours have 
" been impressed upon thy dark lips." 

This poem contains the following eulogistic passage : 

(The rains fall in torrents) as if poured forth by (the beneficence of) Abii Yahya, the son 
of Maan, and as if his hand had taught the clouds to shower forth abundance. 	His 
lineage is composed of pearls and beads of gold, and renown bears it as a collar round 
her neck. 	When he marches forth, glory marches under his standard, and glory 
takes its station only where he sojourns. 	At night, he rears a pillar of fire to guide 
nocturnal travellers, and the camel, arriving unexpectedly, stumbles no more through 
the shades of darkness. 	I say to the caravans which seek the spot where the rains 
of generosity are wont to fall, when its riders have passed the desert which separated 
them from thee : " Do you seek a rival to Ibn Maan in glory ? He who lights a candle 
" in sunshine is much mistaken !" 

This is a long kasida, containing about ninety verses; he has displayed great 
skill in its versification when we consider the difficulties attending the peculiar 
rhyme which he adopted. 	When the emir Yilsuf Ibn Tashifin passed into 
Spain, the greater part of the provincial kings who still continued to reign 
in that country went to meet him, and al-Mdtasim was specially favoured with 
his intimacy; but, when al-Motamid (vol. III. p. 195) openly resisted Visuf, 
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whose mind had been turned against him, al-Motasim sided with the former and 
repudiated the authority of the African monarch. 	The emir YAsuf, on his 
return to Spain, resolved to dethrone and imprison them both, a circumstance 
to which Ibn Bassam (vol. II. p. 304) alludes in the following passage of his 
Dokhira : " Some secret must have existed between al-Motasim and God, or else 
" some meritorious act must have preceded his death, for, a few days only be- 
" fore the stroke of misfortune fell upon, him, he died in the exercise of power, 
" still possessing his native city and surrounded by his family and children. 
46  I have been informed by a person whose statement I can have no motive 
" to rejeet,*that Arwa, an aged concubine of al-Motasim's father, made him the 
‘‘ 6 following relation : 	' Truly, I was near him whilst he was giving his last 
44 4  injunctions, and he had almost lost the power of his hands and his tongue. 
" 4  The camp of the emir of the Moslims'—she meant YUsuf Ibn Tashifin—' was 
44 4  then so near that we might count his tents and hear the confused cries of 
666 the soldiers when any thing remarkable occurred. 	Al-Motasim then said : 
6 ,  6 ' There is no god but God ! we have been troubled in all things and even 
44 4 4  in dying.' 	On this tears came to my eyes, and I shall never 'filrget the 
44 4  look he gave me, as he turned up his eyes and repeated with a voice so 
" ' feeble as hardly to be heard : 

' Spare thy tears ! spend them not ! a time of long weeping awaits thee !" ' 

Muhammad Ibn AiyUb al-Ansari (14) composed a work in the year 568 (A. D. 
4172-3), for the sultan al-Malik au-Nasir Salah ad-Din (Saladin); it contains a 
notice on al-lVfotasim Ibn Surriadih, in which he says (after giving a sketch of his 
history, some passages of his poetry, an account of the siege he had to sustain, 
and mentioning his words: We have been troubled in all things and even in dying): 
" He died soon after, at Almeria, on Thursday, the 22nd of the first Rabi, A. H. 
" 484 (May, A. D. 1091), towards the•hour of sunrise, and was interred at the 
" Bab al-Khaukha (the loop-hole gate), in a mausoleum erected to receive him." 
Sumddih signifies strong.— Billita, the name of Abil 'l-Kasim al-Asaad's father, 
is a word of which I do not know the signification ; it belongs to the language of 
the Spanish Christians (Addjim) (15).— Of Tujibi we have already spoken (vol. I. 
p. 374).—Bayjdna (Pechina) is the name of a town in Spain.—Al-Mariya (Alme- 
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ria) has been already mentioned (vol. I. p. 43). —As-Surnddihiya was so named 
after the Surnadih of whom we have spoken.—Washka (Huesca) is a town in 
Spain. 

(1) A l-Motasim at• Tujibi signifies the Motasim of the tribe of Tujib; he vas so designated to distinguish 
him from the Abbaside khalif al-Motasim. 

(2) It appears from al-Makkari, who relates some anecdotes of Ibn Sumadih's generosity, that the Sumadi- 
hiya was a magnificent palace. 	See Gayangos' Mohammedan Dynasties in Spain, vol. I. p. 135. 	That gen- 
tleman writes the name Samddehiya, but the pronunciation here adopted is that given by Ibn Kliallikan. 

(3) See vol. II. Introduction, page ix. 
(4) Literally : And the caravans (or camels) were impelled unto his court. 
(5) The battle of Sifiin was fought between Ali and Moawia in A. H. 37. 	The two parties remained in the 

field eleven months, and ninety conflicts took place between them. 
(6) See vol. I. page xxxvi. 
(7) Literally: Certe (est) aquarium votorum meorum, et certe sum sitiens. 
(8) Al-Asaad Ibn_ Billita, a celebrated poet and a native of Cordova, died towards A. H. 440 (A.D. 1048-9). 

—(Bughya.) 
(9) See vol. I. page 200. 
(10) Maria, the mother of the Ghassanite prince al-Harith Ibn Abi Shamr, possessed a pair of ear-rings, each 

composed of a single pearl of immense value. 	See the proverbs on this subject Freytag's Maiddni, tom. I. 
p. 422, and Rasmussen's Additamenta, p. 52. 

(11) I am unable to assign any other meaning than this to the words 1131 .S..:41 ,..5.,.... ,s:z.. .. 
(12) In this piece he describes a youth who had the appearance of a young girl, and whom he pretended to 

take for one. 
(13) Toothpicks in the south of Europe are made of olive wood, which is yellow. 
(14) Hajji Khalifa attributes to this author a work entitled: teT)1...&ti 

(1.
...\,..4*.ji. 

(15) Bellido, in Spanish, signifies handsome; billdte means a billet or note. 

MUHAMMAD IBN TUMART. 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Tilmart al-Harghi, styled al- 
Mandi (1), the chief of the call (2) made in Maghrib in favour of Abd al-Milmin 
Ibn Ali (vol. 11. p. 182)—see some particulars respecting him in the life of the 
latter—was stated to be a descendant of al-Hasan, the son of Ali Ibn Abi Tan. 
I here copy textually a note which I found inscribed on the cover of the treatise 
on patronymics (Kitdb an-Nisab) attributed to as-Sharif al-Attbid, which note 
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is in the handwriting of some literary man of the present age : Muhammad 
(Ibn Tllmart was) the son of Abd Allah Ibn Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Hild Ibn Khalid 
Ibn Tammam Ibn Adnan Ibn Safwan Ibn Sofyan Ibn Jabir Ibn Yahya Ibn Ata Ibn 
Rahah Ibn Yasar lbn al-Abbas Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Abi 
Talib. 	God best knows how far this statement may be true (3). 	He belonged 
to Jabal as-Sils (the mountain of as-S4s) in the farthest part of Maghrib, and 
there he passed his early years. 	When a youth, he travelled to the East for 
the purpose of acquiring learning, and, on his arrival in Irak, he met Abil Ha- 
mid al-Ghazzali (vol. II. page 621), al-Kiya al-Harrasi 	(vol. II. page 229), 
at-Torthshi (vol. II. p. 665), and other masters. 	Having made the pilgrim- 
age, he remained, for a time, at Mekka, and attained a very fair knowledge of 
the law, the Traditions of Muhammad, and the fundamental principles of juris- 
prudence and religion (4). 	Pious and devout, he lived in squalid poverty, sub- 
sisting on the coarsest fare and attired in worn-out clothes; he generally went 
with downcast eyes ; smiling whenever he looked a person in the face, and ever 
manifesting his propensity for the practices of devotion. 	He carried with him 
no other worldly goods than a staff and a skin for holding water; his courage 
was great ; he spoke correctly the Arabic and the Maghrib (Berber) languages ; 
he blamed with extreme severity the conduct of those who offended the holy 
law, and not content with obeying God's commandments, he laboured to enforce 
their strict observance (5) ; an occupation in which he took such pleasure that 
he seemed to have been naturally formed for it, and he suffered with patience 
the vexations to which it exposed him. 	The ill usage which he incurred at 
Mekka by his zeal obliged him to pass into Egypt, and having expressed the 
highest disapprobation of the culpable proceedings which he witnessed there, 
the people treated him in the roughest manner, and the government drove him 
out of the country. 	When he saw himself in danger of personal,  violence and 
chastisement, his discourse became incoherent, and this circumstance was consi- 
dered as a proof of his insanity. 	On quitting Cairo, he proceeded to Alexandria 
and embarked for his native country. 	When in the East, he dreamed that he 
had drunk up the sea at two different times (6). 	He was no sooner on board 
the vessel than he began to reform the profane conduct of the crew, obliging 
them to say their prayers at the regular hours and to read (each time) a portion 
of the Koran. 	In this occupation he persevered till his arrival at.al-Mandiya. 
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Al-Mandiya, a city of Ifrikiya, was then, A. H. 505 (A. D. 1114-2), under the 
rule of the emir Yahya Ibn Tamim Ibn al-Moizz Ibn Walls as-Sunhaji. 	So I 
find it stated in the History of Kairawan ; I have mentioned, however, in the 
life of Tamim, Yahya's father (vol. I. p. 282), that it was under the latter's 
reign that Ibn Tiunart passed through Ifrikiya on his return from the East, and 
so also have I found it written. 	God best knows which of these accounts is 
right ; Ibn Thmart did not make two journeys to the East, so we cannot suppose 
that he returned twice, and if he came back in the year 505, as we have just 
mentioned, it must have been during the reign of the emir Yahya ; for Tamim, 
Yahya's father, died in 501, as we have already said in his life. 	I notice this 
contradiction, lest the reader should suppose that it escaped my attention. 	In 
the historical work drawn up in the form of annals by al-Kadi 'l-Akram Ibn al- 
Kifti, the vizir of Aleppo (vol. II. p. 494), we find the following passage : " In 
" this year,"—that is, towards the close of 511—" Muhammad Ibn Thmart left 
" Egypt in the dress of a jurisconsult, after having pursued his studies there 
" and in other countries, and he arrived at Bijaiya (Bugia)." 	God knows who 
is in the right (7)! 	On arriving at al-Mandiya, he took up his abode in a mosque 
built over vaulted chambers (8), and situated on the road-side ; there he used 
to sit at a window, watching those who passed by, and, whenever he perceived 
any thing reprehensible, such as musical instruments or vessels containing 
wine, he never failed to go down and break them. 	When the people of the city 
heard of his conduct, they went to see him and read over treatises on the prin- 
ciples of religion under his tuition. 	The emir Yahya being informed of these 
proceedings, assembled a number of jurisconsults, and caused Ibn Thmart to be 
brought before him. 	Struck with his appearance and discourse, the prince 
showed him the highest respect and requested the holy man to offer up a prayer 
in his favour. 	"May God direct thee," said Ibn Thmart, " for the welfare of 
" thy sbujects !" 	A few days after this, he departed from al-Mandiya and pro- 
ceeded to Bugia, where he passed some time in his usual occupation of reprov- 
ing acts contrary to religion. 	Being expelled the city, he went to Mallala, a 
village in the neighbourhood (9), and there met Abd al-W.1min Ibn Ali 'I- 
Kaisi (vol. II. p. 182). 	I have read in the work entitled : Kitdb al-Mughrib an 
Sirat Mul'lk il-Maghrib (10) that Muhammad Ibn Thmart had studied the Kitdb 
al-Jafr (44), a work containing one of those (mysterious) sciences with which the 
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People of the House (the descendants of Ah) alone are acquainted, and that he 
found therein the description of a man descended from the Prophet, who was to 
appear in a country of al-Maghrib al-Aksa called as-Sus, and invite the people to 
the service of God; that person was to dwell and be buried at a place the name 
of which was spelt with these letters, T, I, N,111, L; his authority was to be sup-
ported and established by a man of his disciples, the letters of whose names were 
A, B, D, M, U, M, N, and that this was to happen subsequently to the fifth cen- 
tury of the Hijra. 	God then put it into his head that he was the person destined 
for this undertaking, and that the time of its accomplishment was at hand ; 
therefore, wherever he passed, he made inquiries respecting the person who was 
to support his cause ; asking the name of every individual whom he saw and 
examining his appearance, for he had with him Abd al-Mamin's description. 
Journeying on his way, he passed by a youth answering the indications, and 
said : " What is thy name, my boy ?" 	The other replied : " Abd al-gamin." 
On hearing these words, he turned back to him and said : "God is great 1 thou 
" art the person whom I seek !" 	He then examined his features, and, finding 
them to correspond with the description he had with him, he said : " To what 
cc people dost thou belong ?" 	Abd al-Mamin answered : " To the litimiya."— 
" Whither art thou going ? "—" To the East."—" With what intention?"— 
" To acquire knowledge."—" Well !" said Ibn TUmart, " knowledge thou hast 
" found, and glory moreover, and renown; be my disciple and thou shalt obtain 
" them." 	Abd al-MUmin accepted his proposal, and Muhammad (Ibn Taman) 
then explained to him his project and confided to him his secret. 	He commu- 
nicated also his design to a man called Abd Allah al-Wansharisi, who had become 
his disciple, and he obtained his full consent to the undertaking. 	Al-Wansharisi 
had studied jurisprudence and learned the substance of various works (il 2) ; he 
was handsome in person, and spoke with elegance the language of the Arabs and 
that of the natives of Maghrib. 	As he and Muhammad Ibn TUmart were one 
day conversing on the means by which their project might be accomplished, the 
latter said to him : " My opinion is, that you conceal from the people your learn- 
" ing and eloquence, and that you manifest such incapacity, such incorrectness 
" of language, such mean abilities and such a want of talent as may render your 
l4  name notorious; we shall then represent as a miracle, when we require one, 
" the suddenness with which you quit your assumed character and become pos- 
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" sessed of learning and eloquence; then, every word you say will be believed." 
al-Wansharisi acted accordingly. 	Pduhammad (lbn 71niart) then got about him 
some Maghribins remarkable for bodily strength, but grossly ignorant ; prefer- 
ring such persons to men of intelligence and penetration. 	They were six in 
number, and, being accompanied by them and by al-Wansharisi, he set out for 
the farthest extremity of Maghrib. 	Abd al-MAmin then joined him, and the 
whole party took the road to Morocco. 	Abil '1-Hasan Ali, the sovereign of that 
city, was the son of Yitsuf lbn Tashifin, the same of whom we have spoken in 
the lives of al-MOtamid Ibn Abbad (vol. M. p. 193) and al-Motasim Ihn Sumit- 
dih (vol. ///. p.207). 	He was a powerful prince, mild, devout, just, and humble 
(before God), and he had then at his court a learned and pious native of Spain 
called Malik Ihn Wuhaib (vol. II. p. 265). 	Muhammad began, as usual, to 
express his disapprobation of what he witnessed, and even dared to reprimand 
the daughter of the king. 	The particulars of this last adventure are too long 
to be related here (13). 	The king, being informed of his conduct, and, learning 
that he talked of reforming the state, spoke to Malik Ibn Wuhaib on the sub-
ject, and received this reply : "We should be afraid of opening a door which 
" we shall find difficulty in shutting again ; we had best cite this fellow and his 
" companions before an assembly of jurisconsults belonging to the city, and 
" hear what they have to say." 	The king approved of his counsel and sent for 
Muhammad and his disciples, who were then sojourning in a ruined mosque 
outside the town. 	When they entered the hall of audience, the king said to his 
jurisconsults : "Ask this man what he wants with us," and Muhammad Ibn 
Aswad, the kddi of Almeria, obeyed and said : "What are those discourses which 
" thou art said to hold relative to the just and merciful king who is so submis- 
" sive to the (doctrines of) truth and who prefers being obedient towards God to 
" the following of his passions ?" 	To this Muhammad replied : " The dis- 
" courses spoken of I did hold, and I have yet more to make; as for thy words, 
" that the king prefers being obedient towards God to the following of his pas- 
" sions, and that he is submissive to the truth, the moment is now come to put 
" them to the test. 	It shall then be known, if he possess not the qualities you 
" mention, that he is led astray by the discourses and flattery which you address 
" to him, though you are well aware that their refutation is at hand. 	Hast 
" thou been informed, 0 ketch/ that wine is sold here publicly? that swine run 
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Gt  about in the midst of the Moslims ? that the property of the orphan is seized 
" upon ?" 	He proceeded in this manner with a long enumeration, and the 
king was so deeply affected that he shed tears and hung down his head with 
shame. 	The persons present perceived from the drift of this discourse that the 
speaker aspired to the possession of the kingdom, but, remarking that the king 
remained silent and had evidently been imposed on by Ibn Thmart's words, 
they abstained from making any reply. 	At length Malik Ibn Wuhaib, who 
could take great liberties with the king, addressed him in these terms : " 0 king! 
" I have an advice to give, which, if you accept it, will have the most satisfac- 
" tory results, whilst its rejection will expose you to great danger."—" Let me 
" hear it," said the king.—" I am afraid," said Ibn Wuhaib, " that this man 
" will do you harm, and my advice is that you imprison him and his compa- 
" nions and assign to them for their support the daily sum of one dinar. 	This 
" will secure you from his evil intentions ; and, if you refuse doing so, he will 
44  cost you all the money in your treasury, and your indulgence will have pro- 
" fitted you nothing."—The king approved the counsel, but his vizir said : 
" It would be shameful for you, after having wept at the exhortations of this 
" man, to treat him ill in the same sitting, and disgraceful for you who possess 
,t so great a kingdom to stand in dread of a man who does not possess where- 
" withal to appease his hunger." 	The king, whose pride was excited by these 
words, declared Ibn Tilmart's proceedings unworthy of attention, and dismissed 
him after asking his prayers. 	The author of the work entitled Kitdb al-Aiughrib 
fi Akhbdr Ahl il-Maghrib, says: "Ibn Tinart, whilst retiring from the king's 
" presence, kept his face turned towards him till he reached the door, and 
" ' some persons having said to him : "We see that thou showest respect 
" ' to the king in not turning thy back to him ;' he replied : 	' My intention 
" ' was to watch vanity as long as I could, until the time come that I may 
" ' change it.' "—On leaving the king's presence, Muhammad said to his com-
panions: "We cannot possibly remain at Morocco whilst Malik Ibn Wuhaib is 
" there ; he is capable of bringing our business again before the king, and sub- 
" jetting us to ill usage. 	But we have, in the city of Aghmat, a brother in God; 
" let us go to him, and his good advice and prayers shall not fail us." 	This 
man, whose name was Abd al-Hakk Ibn Ibrahim, was one of the doctors who 
acted as jurisconsults to the (Berbers of the) Masmilda tribes. 	They set out to 
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find him, and, having stopped at his house, Muhammad told him who they 
were, and informed him of their design and of what had passed between them 
and the king. 	Abd al-Hakk replied : " This place cannot protect you, but one 
" of the strongest holds in the neighbourhood is the town of Tin-Mall ; it lies 

•" in this mountain, at the distance of a day's journey. 	You may remain there 
" in retirement till all recollection of your proceedings has passed over." 
The mention of this name recalled to Ibn Tilmart's memory the name of the 
place which he had seen in the Jafr, and he immediately proceeded thither with 
his companions. 	When the inhabitants saw them arrive in that state and 
learned that they were students in pursuit of knowledge, they stood up to give 
them an honourable reception and a friendly welcome, lodging them in the best 
rooms of their dwellings. 	After their departure from Morocco, the king asked 
about them and learned with satisfaction that they had left the city : " We have 
tt escaped," said he, " the sin of putting them in prison." 	When the moun- 
taineers were told that Muhammad, he of whom they had already heard so much, 
was arrived among them, they came unto him from every deep valley (14), thinking 
that, in going to see him, they should obtain the divine favour. 	Every person 
that came, he took apart, and discovered to him his intention of revolting against 
the king; if the visitor promised to assist him, he admitted him into the number 
of his partisans; if he refused, he turned away from him. 	He sought particu- 
larly to gain over the young and inexperienced ; but, as the more prudent and 
intelligent advised them to avoid him, and warned them not to become his fol-
lowers lest they should incur the vengeance of the king, his efforts were useless. 
Whilst thus engaged, time passed away; he began to fear that death might sur-
prise him before the accomplishment of his purpose ; he dreaded lest an order 
from the king might oblige the people to deliver him up and abandon him. 
These considerations induced him to have recourse to stratagem in order to for-
ward the affair in which he had engaged them, and he laid a plan for pushing 
them to rebellion. 	Having remarked that some of their children had rosy 
cheeks and blue eyes, although the fathers were of a tawny complexion and 
black-eyed, he asked them the reason. 	They at first refused to answer, but 
yielding at length to his urgent request, they said : "We are subjects of this 
4 4  king, and pay him a tax (kharddj) ; therefore, every year, his mamhiks (15) 
,, come up to us (to receive it), and they lodge in our houses after turning 
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" us out ; there they remain alone with our women, .who, in consequence, bear 
" children of that complexion. 	This treatment we have no means of resisting." 

By Allah ! " exclaimed Muhammad, " death were preferable to a life such as 
“ that; how can you consent to such a disgrace, you who are the best swords- 
" men and spearsmen that God ever created ? " —" We do not consent tolt," • 
was the reply ; " it is done against our will." — " Well," said Muhammad, 
" answer me ; if a person offered to help you against your enemies, what would 
" you do ?" —" We would march before him even to our death ; who is he ?" 
" Your guest," replied Muhammad, meaning himself.—" We engage to hear 
i, and obey him," answered the people. 	From that moment, they treated him 
with extreme respect and bound themselves to him by pacts and engagements, 
so that his heart was tranquillised. 	He then said to them : " Prepare your arms 
" for the coming of these fellows, and, on their arrival, let them pursue their usual 
,, course ; leave them and the women together, serve them with wine, and when 
" they are drunk, let me know." 	When the mamlilks came, the people of the 
mountain treated them as Muhammad advised, and, the night having set in, they 
informed him of what had been done. 	He immediately ordered them to slay 
them all, and the first hour of the night had not passed over when they were 
exterminated. 	Only one mamla escaped ; he had gone out on some necessary 
occasion, and, hearing the cries of Allah akbar (God is great) and the noise of the 
attack, he fled without knowing which --w;ay he went, and succeeded in getting 
out of the mountain and reaching Morocco. 	When the king was informed of 
what had happened, he, repented of having suffered Muhammad to escape, and 
felt that the advice given him by Malik Ibn Wuhaib was the result of foresight 
and prudence. 	He immediately despatched an army large enough to fill up 
such a narrow pass as that of Tin-Nlall ; but Muhammad, convinced that troops 
would be sent against the insurgents, called some of the neighbouring (tribes) 
to his assistance and-posted the people of the mountain in the defiles of the 
valley and on the heights by which it was commanded. 	As the cavalry ad- 
vanced, showers of stones were poured down upon them from every side, and 
the defence was sustained in this manner from morning till night. 	The approach 
of darkness put an end to the combat, and the army returned to the king and 
acquainted him with what they had suffered. 	The king, perceiving his inabi- 
lity to subdue the rebels in their stronghold, turned his attention from them, 
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and Muhammad; who had foreseen this result, won the devoted attachment of 
the mountaineers. 	He then called al-Wansharisi and said to, him : "Now is the 
"'time to display thy talents all at once; that will serve us as a miraculous sign 
it whereby we shall gain the hearts of those who have not acknowledged our 
" authority." 	Having concerted together, it was agreed on that al-Wansharisi 
should say the morning prayer, and that, after having so long stammered out 
his ideas in a language full of barbarisms, he should say, in a clear and intelli-
gible voice : " I dreamt yesterday that two angels came down from heaven and 
" split open my heart and washed it, and filled it with science and wisdom and 
" tire Koran (4 6)." 	The next morning he did so ; and we shall only state, with- 
out entering into particulars, that even the most stubborn yielded, and all were 
struck with amazement at his learning by heart 'the Koran in a dream. 	Muham- 
mad then said to him : " Tell us quickly the heavenly news; are we destined fo 
" eternal happiness or everlasting misery ?" 	Al-Wansharisi replied : 'i Atfor 
" thee, thou art the Mandi, the maintainer (Mira) of the cause of God ; who- 
It  soever followeth thee shall• be saved, and whosoever resisteth thee shall pe-. 
" risk." 	He then said: " Present thy followers unto me, in order that I may 
" separate 'those who are destined for paradise from those who' are destined 
" for hell." 	He thus executed a stratagem by means of which all those who 
resisted Muhammad were to be put to death ; but the narration of these pro- 
ceedings would lead us too far (17). 	His object was, not toateave in the mountain 
a single adversary to Muhammad. 	When these people were slain, Muham- 
mad perceived that those among the survivors who had thus lost relations or 
(a pail of their) family were by no means satisfied ; he therefore assembled them 
and announced that the kingdom of the sovereign of Morocco would pass into 
their hands and that the wealth of the enemy would become their prey. 	On 
hearing these words, they were much rejoiced and they ceased to regret the 
loss of their relatives. 	The details of these events are ample, but they do not 
enter into our subject (18). 	We shall, only state, in a summary manner, that 
Muhammad never relaxed his efforts till he sent forth an army of ten thou-
sand men, horse and foot, with Abd al-Milmin, al-WanshariSi, and all his other 
disciples, whilst he remained in the mountain. 	These troops besieged Morocco . 
for the space of a month, but they then met with a most disgraceful defeat, and 
Abd al-Milmin .took to flight with the survivors. 	In this engagement, al-Wan- 
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sharisi lost his life. 	Muhammad was in the mountain when he received the 
news, and he died before his partisans returned (4 9); but, in his last moments, 
he enjoined the persons. present to inform them that victory and complete success 
awaited them ; wherefore they should not despond, but renew the fight ; God 
would enable their hands to achieve a signal triumph ; the vicissitudes of war 
were alternate ; his followers would be now strong and now weak, now nume-
rous and now few; their power was only commencing, whilst that of their 
enemies was drawing to a close. 	He continued a long series of injunctions in 
the same style, and then expired. 	This event took place A. H. 524 (A. D. 
1130). 	. He was buried in• the mountain, and his tomb is still a well—known 
object of pilgrimage. 	His followers designate this year as the adm al-Buhaira (20). 
He was born on the festival of Aashara (10th of Muharram), A. H. 485 (Feb. 
A. D. 1092). 	The first time he made his appearance to call the people to his 
cape was in the year 514 (A. D. 1120.) 	He was a man of middle size and 
slight form ; his • complexion was tawny, his head large, and his eye piercing. 
The author of the Kitdb al-Mughrib says respecting him : " The traces which he 
" has left acquaint thee with his history as plainly as if. thou sawest him with 
" thy eyes; his foot was on the earth, but his mind towered to the Pleiades ; his 
" soul preferred shedding the water of life (his own blood) to shedding the water 
' of the face (doing a degrading act). 	The Almoravites saw him with indiffer- 
" ence stop and settld'(in their country), and they allowed him to steal for.ward 
" as the dawn steals upon the darkness, and to leave the world filled with the 
" sound (of his renown). He laid the basis of an empire which would have obliged 
" Abit Muslim (vol. 1/. p. 100), had he seen it, to acknowledge the foresight of 
" its founder. 	He subsisted on what his sister earned by spinning : a biscuit 
" each day with a little butter or oil sufficed him, nor did he abandon this sim- 
" ple nourishment when he abounded in worldly wealth. 	Remarking, one day, 
" that the mines of his followers were turned towards the ample booty which 
" they, had obtained, he ordered all the spoil to be heaped together and burnt. 
" ' Whoever follows me,' said he, ' for worldly goods shall have nothing from 
" ' me but what he sees there, and whoever follows me for the recompense of 
"' the next world shall find his reward with God.' 	Though plain in his dress 
" and affable in his manners, he inspired a profound respect ; he was of difficult 
" access except for persons who came to complain of oppression, and he had a 
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,i man whose duty was to wait on him and give admittance to visitors." 	Ibn 
Tiimart left some poetty of which we may notice the following passage : 

When these people were far off, you lent them your assistance, and when they bade 
thee farewell, they left thee (with indifference). 	How often were you told to avoid (them), 
yet you would not take advice ; how often did you hear admonitions, yet you heeded 
them not. 	Whetstone (of others' wit)1 how long will you sharpen steel, and never re- 
ceive a cutting edge yourself ? 

He frequently repeated the following line : 

Strip tilself -  of the world (and its passions); for naked thou camest into the world. 

And he often quoted proverbially these verses of al-Mutanabbi : 

When you strive after glory much-desired, cease not to aspire until you reach the 
stars. 	In a mean and in a noble undertaking, the taste of death is quite the same. 

The two following passages of the same poet were often repeated by him : 

He who knows the times and mankind as well as I do, should quench without re- 
morse his lance's thirst for blood. 	He would meet no mercy from them if they got 
him in their power; to hurl destruction on Them is not then a crime. 

I become not one of them by living among them; sandy earth is .the mine in which 
gold ,,is found. 

Muhammad Ibn Titmart did not make any conquests ; he laid the foundations 
of the dynasty, organised and established it, but the conquests Evere achieved by 
Abd.al-Milmin.—Harghi means belonging to Hargha, which is a large tribe tf the 
Masmilda (Berbers), who occupy the mountain of as-Sils in the farthest extremity 
of Maghrib (24). 	They are considered as being descended from al-Hasan, the 
son of (the khalif) Ali Ibn Abi ralib (22); and it is said that they settled in that 
place when the country was subdued by Miisa Ibn Nastr.— Tittnart is a Berber 
name.--1- Wansharisi means belonging to Wansharis, a village of IfriLy6 a in the 
province of Baia  (23). — Of Tin-Mall mention has been already made (vol. II. 
p. 184). —In the life of Afid al-Miunin we have spoken of the fair. 
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(i) The meaning of this title is explained in vol. II..p. 578. 
(2) See vol. I. p. 468, and vol. II. p 594.  
(3) Ibn KhaldOn admits as correct a genealogy by which Ibn Thmart is made to descend from Ali Ibn Abi 

Talib by Suleiman, the brother of Idris, the progenitor of the Idrtsides. 	Though Ibn Tltmart belonged to the 
Berber tribe of Hargha, he was not a member of it by descent, but by a matrimonial alliance contracted by 
one of his ancestors. 	Ibn Khaldttn observes that this was also the case with some of the descendants of Idris. 

(4) Having examined the collection of treatises composed by Ibn TOmart, I can bear testimony to the cor- 
rectness with which his talents are here appreciated. 	These treatises form a small but closely-written volume, 
transcribed, as the post-scriptum informs us, in the month of Sheehan, A.H. 579 ( Nov.-Dec. A. D. 1183 ), 
fifty-five years after the author's death. 	This MS. is in the Bib. du Roi, supplement. 	The doctrines taught by 
al-Mandi bore a great resemblance to those of al-Ashari; like him, he' had recourse to tdwIl, or allegorical 
interpretation, in explaining certain verses of the Koran which, if taken in their literal sense, would have led 
to anthropomorphism, a belief which he accused the Almoravites of professing. 	His doctrines were orthodox, 
one single point excepted and which he borrowed from the Shiites; namely, that the true imam, or spiritual 
and temporal chief, of the Moslims was impeccable (mastlm). 	He particularly -insisted on the belief in the 
unity of God (tauhid), and for this reason he gave his disciples the name of al-Muwahhideln( professors of the 
unity). 	This denomination has given rise to the word Almohades of European writers. 

(5) Every Moslim is obliged by his religion to maintain, by his example and exhortations, the strict observ- 
ance of the law. 	He cannot employ" constraint to effect his purpose, that faculty being reserved for the kddi, 
the governor, and the police magistrate. 

(6) According to the most approved treatises on the oneirocritic science, a branch of knowledge still sedu- 
.lously cultivated by the Moslims, drinking up the sea means, the acquisition of a great empire. 

. (7) Ibn KhaldOn says tliat al-Mandi landed at Tripoli and proceeded to Bugia, which was then (A. H. 512) 
under the rule of al-Azlz On al-Mansdr, who expelled him from the city. 	It appears from the sequel of Ibn 
Khallikan's relation that he had previously visited al-Mandiya. 	An-Nuwairi says that Ibn Tamed arrived at 
al-Mandiya, from Tripoli, in the reign of Ali Ibn Yahya. 

(8) The meaning of the word moallak is thus explained by M. de Sacy in his Abd-A llatif, page 482. 
(9) According to Ibn Khaldtm, Mallala lay at the distance of a parasang (three miles) from Bugia. 
(10) This title signifies: the relator of extraordinary things concerning the history of the Icings of Magh-

rib. 'I suspect this to be the same work which is cited lower down under the title of Ritdb al-Maghrib, etc. 
(the relator of extraordinary things concerning the honorable characteristics of the people of Maghrib), and 
in which the historian and geographer Abti 1-Ilasen Ali Ibn Musa al-Gharnati (native of Granada), gene-
rally known by the appellation of Ibn Said, gives a series of biographical notices on the eminent men of 
Spain and North Africa. 	Ibn Said was born A. H. 	(A.D. 1214), and he died at Tunis A.H. 685 (A.D. 
1286-7). 	M. de Gayangos has inserted a note on Ibrt Said in the first volume of his Mohammedan Dynas- 
ties in Spain. 	Hajji Khallfa places Ibn Said's death in the year 673. 

(11) See vol. II. p. 184. 
(12) The word ,.....",:y means: To extract the essential part of a thing. 	It seems employed here to denote 

that he had no .,attained that degree of proficiency which would enable him to repeat from memory the entire 
contents of the works which he had studied; in fact, that he was still a mere scholar. 

(13) According to Ibn al-Athtr, the Almoravites, the rulers of Morocco at that period, differed from the 
other Moslims in one remarkable particular: the men wore a veil (lithdm) and their women wore none. 	Al- 
Mandi met the sister (not the daughter) of the king, taking a ride and accompanied by a numerous train of 
handsome female slaves, all mounted. 	The reformer was scandalised at this spectacle, and ordered them 
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to cover their faces; he and his companions even dared to strike their horses, in consequence of which the 
princess was thrown off. 	She complained of this to her brother, who .ordered al-Mandi to be brought before 
him.—The rest of the narration is given by Ibn Khallikin. 

(14) Koran, sftrat 22, verse 28. 
(15) These •marnInks were natives of Spain. 	The Almoravites, the Almohades, and the Merinides always kept 

in their capital a regiment of four or live thousand Christians. 
(16) In the latter part of this passage, the author has passed from the first to the third person. 	This is a neg- 

ligence readily pardoned by Arabian critics, as frequent examples of it are found in the Koran. 	They observe 
that, in such cases, the hilulya passes into ikhbdr, or, in other words, that the literal reproduction of a con- 
versation ox discourse passes into a mere account given of the same discourse. 	In the former case the speakers 
utter their sentiments in the first person, and, in the latter, they are made to speak in the third. 

(17) 1bn Tnmart having remarked that a number of profligate and wicked men inhabited the mountain, he 
assembled the chiefs of the tribes and ordered them to exhort such persons to amend their lives, and to take 
down the names of those who refused.. Having received these lists, Ibn Ttimart caused a second and a third 
warning to be given to the obstinate. 	He then selected out of,the lists the names of the persons whom he dis- 
liked, and gave them to aloWanshartsi, directing him to pass the tribes in review and to place those people 
on his left hand. 	This operation being terminated, al-Mandi said : " Behold a set of reprobates whom it is a 
" duty to put to death." 	The people hastened to execute this- sentence, each tribe slaying the individuals 
who belonged to it. 	That day was ever afterwards called : Yaum at-Tamylz (the day of the discrimination). 
—(Ibn al-Athtr, Kama at-T(111)4MA, year 514.) 

(18) The Arabic words are „La.) ,).•..N.,ca 1.3.4 ; an expression which is noticed in another part of this 
volume. 

(19) He died four moths after their defeat.—(Ibn Khalditin.) 
(20) An-Nuwairi informs us that, at the siege of Morocco, the Almohades, on finding themselves attacked by re 

superior numbers, retreated to the wall of a large garden called al-Buhaira (the pond), and, leaning their 
backs against it, they fought desperately till night put an end to the combat. 	"And this battle," adds the 
historian, "was called the battle of al-Buhaira, and the year of al-Buhaira (adm al-Buhaira)." 

(21) He means the chain of the Atlas which bounds the south and south-east frontiers of the kingdom of 
Morocco. 	 • 

(22) Thisis a manifest error; the Ilargha were a Berber .race, and consequently they could not have Sprung 
from an Arabian stock. 	Ibn Khaldnn observes that many of the indigenous tribes of North Africa sought, 
by means of false genealogies, to prove their descent from the Arabs. 

423) Wansharls is not a village, but a mountain; it lies, not in the province of Bugia, but in the province of 
Algidrs, to the south of Milyana. 

AL-IKHSHID. • 

. Abu Bakr Muhamthad, the son of AbU Muhammad Toghj, the sou of Juff, the 
son of Yaltikin, the son of FUran, the son of FUri, the son of the Makin of 
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Farghana, and lord of the throne of gold (1), was surnamed al-Iklishid. 	He 
drew his descent from the kings of Farghana and became sovereign of Egypt, 
Syria, and Hijaz. 	The word Tjhj is the equivalent of Abd ar-Rahman (the ser- 
vant of the Merciful). 	(The khalif) al-Motasim billah, the son of Hartfn ar-Rashid, 
drew into his service, from Farghana, a great number (of warriors), and, 
being informed of the courage and intrepidity which Juff and some others 
displayed in war, he sent for them and received them with the highest honour. 
They obtained from him the concession of certain fiefs (katdya) at Sarra man raa 
(,Samarra), and one of these grants is called the Katilya of Juff to the present 
day. 	Juff took up his residence there and became the father of a family. 	He 
died at Baghdad the night in which (the khalif) ak-Mutawakkil was murdered. 
This event occurred on the eve of Wednesday, the 3rd of thawwal, A. II. 247 
(December, A.D. 861). 	The sons of Juff then went abroad to seek their live- 
lihood, and Toghj entered into the service of Lillit, the page (ghuldm) of Ibn 
Mtn (vol. I. page 153); (the latter) wag at that time residing in Egypt, and had 
appointed (UM) as his lieutenant in that country. 	Toghj afterwards passed 
into the service of Ishak Ibn Kandaj (2) and remained with him till the death 

as 
of Ahmad Ibn Tian. 	A peace having been effected between Alm11-Jaish Khu- 
marawaih, the son of Ahmad Ibn Mini ;v. I. p. 498) and 'shalt Ibn Kandaj, the 
former noticed Toghj who was then in Ishak's suite, and being struck by his 
appearance, he took him from Ishak and gave him the Command of all his troops. 
He appointed him ,also governor of Damascus and Tiberias. 	On the death of 
Khutnarawaih, Toghj, who had always .remained with him, went to join al- 
Muktafi billah, and this (mark of respect) gave the khalif such satisfaction that 
he bestowed on him a pelisse of honour. 	Al-Abbas Ibn al-Hasan was then 
al-Muktafi's vizir ; accustomed to see all (the officers of the state) bend in humble 
submission to his will, he endeavoured to exact the same deference from Toghj ; 
finding, however, that his spirit scorned to brook such humiliation, he excited 
the khalif's anger against him, and succeeded in having him and his son, Abil 
Bakr Muhammad, cast into prison. 	Toghj died in confinement, but his son at 
length recovered his liberty and received a pelisse of honour. 	Burning to avenge 
the death of their father, Abil Bakr and Obaid Allah waited with unremitting 
vigilance for. an  opportunity of attacking the vizir, and they at length ob-
tained the satisfaction of seeing him fall by the hand of al-Husain Ibn Ham- 
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dan (vol. II. p. 360). 	Obaid Allah then, A. H. 296, went to join Ibn Abi 's- 
Saj, and Ain't Bakr. fled into Syria, where, during the space of a year, he 
remained a fugitive in the desert. 	Having then joined AIDA Manstir Tikin al- 
Khazari (governor of Egypt and Syria) (3), he became one of his most efficient 
supporters, and, being invested by him with the government of Amman and 
the mountains of as-Shark (4), he gained a great name by the expedition 
which he made to an-Nukaib (5). 	This was in the year 306 (A. D. 919); 
a large band had assembled to intercept the pilgrim-caravan, but Alai" Bakt. 
marched against them, slew some, took others prisoners, put the rest to flight, 
and delivered the caravan. 	"t. female attached to the palace of the khalif • • 
al-Muktadir billah, and known by the name of Ajtiz, happened to make the 
pilgrimage that year, and, on her return, she related to aI-Muktadir what she 
had witnessed of Abil Bakr's (intrepid conduct). 	This account induced the khalif 
to send him a pelisse of honour and increase his pay. 	Abt‘ Bakr remained with 
Tikin till the year 316 (A. D. 928-9), when he left him for a reason too long to 
be exposed here. 	He then proceeded to Ramla and received letters from (the 
khalif) al-Muktadir, constituting him governor of that city. 	He remained in 
this post till the year 318, when al-Muktadir sent him his nomination as go- 
vernor of Damascus. 	He continued at Damascus till the month of Ramadan, 
321 (August-September, A. D. 993), when al-Kahir billah appointed him go- 
vernor of Egypt. 	During thirty-two days, the prayer was offered up for him 
in Egypt (as governor), but he had not yet entered it, when al-Kahir nominated 
Abil 1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Kaighalagh governor of that province for the second 
time. 	This appointment took place on the 9th of - Shawwal, A. H. 321. 	Atoll 
Bakr Muhammad' al-Iklishid was restored to the government of Egypt by ar- 
Radi billah, the son of al-Muktadir, on the deposition of his uncle al-Kahir ; 
and he received from him besides, the command of Syria, Mesopotamia, al-Ha- 
ramain (Mekka and Medina) and other places. 	He entered Egypt on Wednesday, 
the.23rd of Ramadan, A. H. 323 (August, A. D. 935). 	It is said, however, by 
some, that, till thr.death of ar-Radi, in 329, he possessed only the government 
of Egypt ; Syria, Hijaz, and the other provinces having been then placed under 
his orders by al-Muttaki lillah, the brother and successor of ar-Radi. 	In the 
month of Ramadan, 327 (June-July, A. D. 939), ar-Radi granted to him the 
title of al-Ikhshid because he drew his descent from the kings of Farghana, a 
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circumstance which we have already noticed towards the commencement of 
this article. 	Ikkshid was the title borne by these sovereigps ; it signifies king 
of kings (6). 	It was thus they gave to the king of Persia the title of Kisra 
(Chosroes), to the king of the Turks that of Makin, to the king of the Romans 
that of Kaisar (Ccesar), to the king of Syria that of Heracl (iferactius), to the king 
of Yemen that of Tobba, to the king of Abvssina that of an-Najashi, etc. (7). 
Kaisar is a Frankish word, signifying : delivered by means of an incision (8). 
He was so called because his .mother died in childbirth, and he was extracted 
through an incision made in the womb. 	This was a circumstance in which 
he vaunted his pre-eminence over other king?, in as much as he had not -• 
been born of woman. 	His name was Oghustus (Augustus); he was the first 
king of the Rom_ans, and it is said that, in the forty-third year of his reign, 
the blessed 	 _ Messiah, Jesus the son of Mary (al-Masi/1 Isa Ibn.Maryam) was 
born. 	Others say that Jesus was born in the seventeenth year of his reign. 
Therefore it was that the kings of the Romans were called by the name of 
Kaisar. 	In the prayers offered up from the pulpits for Muhammad Ibn Toghj, 
he was designated by the title of al-lkhshid ; he thus became known by it 
and it served hiiii as a proper finame. 	AI-Ikhshid was a resolute prince, dis- 
playing great foresight in war, and a cjose attention to the prosperity of his em-
pire; he treated the military class with honour, and he governed with ability 
and justice. ' His bodily• strength was so great that be made use of a bow which 
none but himself could dravv. 	Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Hamadani (v. I. 
page 1105) says, in his lesser historical work entitled : 	OyAn as-Sian (sources o f  
history),.that his army consisted of four hundred thousand nien, that he was a 
coward, and had eight thousand mamlUks. 	Two thousand of them guarded 
him every night, and, when travelling, his eunuchs were posted around his tent ; 
-yet, not trusting to these precautions, he would go to the tents occupied by the 
tent-pitchers ( farrdshiyin ) and sleep there. 	He continued in his government 
and the enjoyment of good fortune till the year 334, when he died at Damascus, 
on the' fourth hour of Friday, the 21st of ZU 1-Ilijja (July,. A. D. 946). 	His 
corpse was borne to Jerusalem and interred in that city. 	Abal-Husain ar-Razi 
(vol. I. p. 100), says that he died A. H. 335 ; God knows best ! 	His birth took 
place on Monday, the 15th of Rajah, A. H. 268 (February, A. D. 882), at Bagh- 
dad, in the street leading to the KUfa Gate (Shirt bdb il-KAM). 	Kafir al-Ikhshidi 
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and Filtik al-Majnim were slaves of his : in the preceding part of this work 
(vol. H. pages 453 and 524) we have allotted a separate article to each of these 
two persons. 	On the death of al-Ikhshid, his ions Abil 1-Kasim Anfijilr and 
Abil 1-Hasan were taken. charge of by his servant Kaftir, who conscientiously dis- 
charged that duty. 	We need not mention here the dates of their birth and death, 
nor the length of their reign, as we have already given a brief indication of these 
points in the life of Kafilr ; we have also related the history of the latter up to 
the time of his death, and, after stating that the'military then placed Abil 1-Fa- 
waris Ahmad, the son of Ali, the son of al-Ikhshid on the 	we referred / 	 / 	throne, 

to the present article for the remainder of our observations: 	As Abil 1-Fawaris 
Ahmad was only eleven years of age, they established as his lieutenant in the 
administration of the state his father's cousin, Abil Muhammad al-Husain Ibki 
Obaid Allah Ibn Toghj Ibn Juff, the lord of Ramla in Syria and the same person 
whose praises were celebrated by al-Mutanabbi in the kasida which commences 
thus : 

• 
I should reproach myself were I conscious, when my companions blame (me for 

yielding to affliction), of all (the grief) I feel in the midst of these ruined dwellings (9). 

In the same piece, he enters into his subject by means of the following tran-
sition : 

• . 
When I attack the foe, I leave no resistance for (other) warriors to vanquish; when 

I utter (verses), I leave no maxim for (other) sages to adduce. 	If this be not the case, 
my poetic talent has'deceived me, and want of resolution has hindered me from (going 
fit honour to the merit of) Ibn Obaid Allah I . . 

The following pasSage from the same poem is really beautiful : 

I see at the foot of the region which extends from the Euphrates to Barka (10), a com—
bat in which the steeds trample on warriors' heads; I see lances wielded by princes 
whose hands artist have known the spear before they knew the bracelet (11). 	On every 
side, that troop is guarded against the foe by the swords of the sons of Toghj Ibn Juff, 
those gallant chieftains. 	'Tis they who nobly return to the charge in the tumult of 
battle, and yet more nobly do they return to acts of generosity ! 	'Tis they who grant a 
generous pardon to the guilty; 'tis they who pay the fine (of blood) for him who is 
amerced. 	Modest in their deportment, yet, when they encounter an adversary, they 
face, but not with modesty, the edge of the sword. 	Were lions not too vile, I should 
compare these heroes to them, but lions are creatures of an inferior class. 

VOL. III. 	 29 
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In the same piece he says : 

On reaching that noble prince I shook off all other men, as the traveller, on arriving, 
shakes from his bag the old Old dried remains of his provisions. 	Yet my joy could • 
hardly compensate my sorrow for having kept away from him during my past life. 

This is a long and brilliant kasida.—When this arrangement was effected, al- 
Husain Ibn Obaid Allah married Fatima, the daughter of his uncle al-Iklishid, 
and remained in -Syria, but his. name was mentioned in the prayer'' offered 
up from the pulpit, immediately after the name of Abil Fawaris Ahmad Ibn 
Ali. 	Matters continued in this state till Friday the thirteenth of Shaaban, 
A. H. 358 (July, A. D. 969), when the Magliribin army commanded by the 
Mid Jawhar ( vol. I. page 340 ), the general (of al-Jloizz), entered Old Cairo 
with flying colours and overthrew the lkhshidite dynasty after it had subsisted 
thirty-four years, ten months, and twenty-four days. 	Some time previously, 
(al-Husain) Ibn Obaid Allah had arrived there from Syria, having fled from the 
Karmats who had taken possession of that country. 	He went to the palace of 
his wife and cousin, Fatima, and assuming the exercise of sovereign authority, 
he arrested the Vizir Jaafar Ibn al-Furat (vol. I. p. 319), whom he put to the tor- 
ture and amerced in a large sum. 	He then departed for Syria, on the first of the 
latter Rabi, A. H. 358 (February, A. D. 969). 	Jaafar Ibn Fatah (vol. I. p. 327; 
having occupied Syria, into which country he had been dispatched by the . 
Mid Jawhar, as we have already related, he took Abil Muhammad (al-Husain) Ibn 
Obaid Allah prisoner and sent him with a number of Syrian emirs to Jawhar, 
who'had remained in Egypt. 	They, entered Old Cairo in the month of the firm 
Jumada, A.H. 359 (March-April, A.D. 970), and, as (al-Husain) Ibn Obaid Allah 
had tyrannised over the Egyptians during the time of his rule, -(the guards) kept 
their prisoners standing and exposed to public gaze, for the space'of five hours, 
much to the satisfaction of those who had to complain of their conduct. 	They 
were then brought into Jawhar's tent and placed among the other captives kept 
there in chains. 	On the seventeenth of the first Jumada, the lidid Jawhar dis- 
patched his son Jaafar to al-Moizz, with a quantity of presents too precious to 

be described, and he sent off with him the prisoners brought from Syria. 	They 
were put into a boat on the Nile whilstoJawhar stood by and looked on ; the boat 
upset, and (al-Husain) Ibn Obaid Allah cried out to him : "Do you mean to drown 
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" us ?" 	Jawhar offered some excuses and made a great show of pity for his un- 
fortunate prisoner. 	They were then removed into another boat, all of them 
bound in chains. 	This is the last information I could learn respecting al-IIu- 
sain. 	I have since found, in the historical work composed by al•Otaki (vol. I. 
p. 280), that al-Husain died on the eve of Friday, the 20th of Rajah, A. H. 371 
(January, A.D. 982), and that the funeral prayer was said over him in the cita- 
del of Cairo by al-Aziz Nizar, the son of al-Moizz. 	Al-Farghani states, in his 
history (12), that al-Husain was born in the year 312 (A. D. 924-5); he assigns 
also to his death the date which has been just given. 	According to the same 
author, AbU Fawaris Ahmad Ibn Ali died on the 13th of the first Rabi, A. H. 
377 (July, A. D. 987). 	Al-lkhshict, Toghj, Juff or Jaff, Yaltikin, FIrdn, Rri; 
such is the pronunciation of the names -:\•;;•zt1, el, „_..47, 0•:,-(;:14,.‘;)11,75 and ,Spi• 
The Tikin mentioned in this article was thrice governor of Egypt ; he died on 
Saturday, the 16th of the first Rabi, A. H. 324 (March, A: D. 933), whilst occu- 
pying that post for the third time. 	He was succeeded by Abil Bakr al-Ikhshid. 
The holfiz Ibn Asakir (vol. II. p. 252) gives a separate article on Ahmad Ibn 
Kaighalagh, in his History of Damascus :• speaking Qf his administration in 
Egypt, he says : " A warfare was carried on between him and Muhammad, the 
" son of Tikin, but he finally remained in the full possession of his authority, 
" Muhammad Ibn Toghj was then sent by the khalif ar-Radi as emir over Egypt, 
" and Ibn Kaighalagh resigned the command to him. 	Ahmad possessed abili- 
" ties as a scholar and a poet ; in one of his poems he says : 

" On rainy days, let not the goblet linger in thy hand (but pass it round); knowest 
" thou not that rain is an urgent cupbearer (13) ? 

" His brdtherlbrahim Ibn Kaighalagh died on the first of Zu 1-Kaada, A. H. 
" 303 (May, A. D. 916).". 	Ishak, the son of Ibrahim, was the governor of 
Tripoli who, when al-Mutanabbi visited that city on his journey from Ramlah 
to Antioch, endeavoured-to extort from the poet a kasida in his praise. 	Al-Mu-
tanabbi not only refused to gratify his wish, but attacked him in a satire com-
mencing thus : 

Men's hearts love a secret known to none but them, etc. 
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He then left him, and having afterwards learned his death in Jabala, he said : 

They told us Ishak was dead, and I said to them, etc. 

These two kasidas are to be found in his diwtin, for which reason I omit them. 
He composed also other satires against the same person. 

(1) The lord of the throne of gold, in Arabic: Sahib saris. ad-Daheb. 	D'Hgrbelot says that the throne of 
gold was the name given to a country or province situated near Lerbend, between the Black Sea and the Cas- 
pian. 	It was so called because the MarzubAn, or governor, enjoyed the privilege of sittingon a throne of 
gold. 	 • 

(2) Whilst the Zenj were attacking the dominions of the khalif on the southern side, Ibn Abi 's-SAj, the 
governor of Kinnisrin in the north of Syria, and Ishak Ibn KandAj, or Kandajlk, the governor of Mosul, took 
possession, the former of Syria, and the latter of Mesopotamia. 	These two chiefs tlien waged war against each 
other, and l'bn Kandaj acknowledged Khumarawaih for his sovereign. 	He subsequently turned his arms 
against the Egyptians, and during some bars a desperate struggle for power was maintained between four • 
parties: Khumarawaih, the khalif, Ibn Kandttj, and Ibn Abi 's-Saj. 	The details of their proceedings 	are 
given by Ibn al-Athir. 	, 

(3) Ibn Khallikan has a short notice on this person, towards the end of the present article. 	Alit; 1-Mahasin 
gives an account of his government in the Nujilni.  

(4) Amman and as-Sharat lie between the Dead Sea and Aila. 
(5) AnINukaib lies in the north-west.extremity of Arabia, between Maan and TabIlk, on the road of the 

pilgrims from Syria to illekka.—(Kardstd.) 
• (6) Abtt Mahasin adds: in the language of the Farghanians. 	 . 

(7) To this list may be added, on the authority of Abet 1-Mahasin in the Nujslm, year 320. 	Al-Isbalad 
(..),....(c....An, the title of the king of Tabaristan; Sal (jya), that of the king of Jurjan; al-Ifshin, that of 
the king of lishruslina; Sdmdn, that of the king of Samarkand, and Firaun, that of theting of Egypt in 
ancient times. 

(8) It is.impossible to render exactly the terse concision of the Arabic words a.;..c L'j..'...; Their literal trans- 
lation would be, it was split off from him, diffissum fuit ab eo, but these expressions are unintelligible. 	Pliny 
says: Primusque Cusarum a eceso matris utero dictus.—Hist. Nat. VII. 7, 9. 

(9) In translating these fragments I have followed the authority of the excellent commentary on al-Mutanabbi 
,preserved in the Bib. du Boi. 	In the MSS. of Ibn Khallikhn these verses are disfigured by errors resulting 
from the negligence or ignorance of copyists. 

(10) The word Barka signifies a stony soil: a number of places bore this name, one of them in the neigh- 
bourhood of the Euphrates. 

(ii) Bracelets were worn by chiefs and great men. 
(12) See vol. I. pages 155, 290. 
(13) This is a quibble; the verse signifies also : Knowest thou not that rain is an impetuous waterer ? 
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- 	 TOGHRULBEK AS-SALJUKI. 

Abil TAlib Mikayil Ibn Salja Ibn Dukak, surnamed Rukn ad-din Toghrulbek 
(Toghrulbek, the column of the faith), was the first monarch of the Seljuk dynasty. 
This people, before it established its domination over so many kingdoms, dwelt 
beyond the river (in Transoxiana) at a place twenty parasangs distant from Bokhara. 
They were Turks, and their numbers were immense ; they lived in complete in-
dependence, and, when armies too strong for them to resist were sent against 
them, they passed into the deserts and took refuge in the midst of the sands, 
where no one could approach them. 	Mahmtld Ibn Subuktikip, sultan of Kho- 
rasan, Ghazna; and that'country (we shall give his life), having crossed the 
river and entered Transoxiana, he found the leader of the Seljtikides to be a 
powerful chief, maintaining a numerous people in subjection (more) by wile and 
cunning (than by force); always moving from one region to another and making 
incursions into the neighbouring provinces. 	Having employed every means to 
gain his confidence and draw him (to the.camp),-he at length succeeded in circum-
venting him; and,. on the chieftain's arrival, he seized upon him and sent him 
offoto a castle, where he remained in confinement. 	Mahmild's insidious policy 
was then directed against his prisoner's partisans, and, having consulted the 
principal officers of his empire on the measures to be taken with regard to them, 
some gave their opinion that they should be drowned in the Jaihiln (the Oxus), 
whilst others advised him to cut off their thumbs and thus preclude then from 
the possibility of drawing the bow and wielding arms; various plans were pro-
posed, but they finally, agreed on the propriety of transporting them across the 
Jaihiln and dispersing them throughout the province of Khorasan, where they 
should be constrained to pay the tax (al-khartIK to government. 	This advice 
was adopted, and the Seljilkg continued for some time to hold a submissive 
and peaceful line of conduct. 	This encouraged the collectors of the revenue 
to'oppress them, to seize on their wealth and flocks, and to grind them down 
by their extortions and tyranny : the consequence was, that two thousand 
tents or (families) emigrated to Kirman. 	The emir Abti 1-Fawaris Balla ad- 
Dawlat, the son of Adud ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih, who then ruled over that 
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country, received them with kindness- and arrayed their chiefs in robes of ho-
nour ; he even resolved on taking them into his service, but ten days had scarcely 
elapsed when he died. 	The fugitives immediately hastened their departure 
through dread of the Dailamites who inhabited that country, and, having pro-
ceeded to Ispahan, which was then under the rule of Ala ad-Dawlat Abii Jaafar 
Ibn Kakiiyaia, they encamped outside the city. 	This prince wished to employ 
them in his service, but, having received a letter from the sultan Muhmtid, or-
dering him to attack them and seize on their property, he proceeded to obey, 
and a combat ensued which cost many lives to both parties. 	The survivors set 
out for Adarbaidjan, and those who had remained in Khorasan retired to a 
mountain near Khowarezm. 	The sultan Malimild sent an army against them 
which pursued them through these deserts during the space of pearly two years; 
he then took the field himself and followed them with unremitting activity till 
they were completely dispersed. 	On the death of Mahmild, his son and suc- 
cessor Masild found himself under the necessity of strengthening his-army, and 
wrote to the Seljaides in Adarbaijan, inviting them to come to his assistance. 
One thousand horsemen having joined him, he took them into his pay and led 
them towards Khorasan. 	At the request of his new allies, he wrote to the 
remnant of the Seljilkides whom his father had 	and, having obtained 
from them the promise of obedience, he granted them an amnesty, and Nin-
stated them, on their arrival, in all the privileges which his father had conceded 
to them at first. 	Masifd then passed into India to appease the troubles which 
had broken out there, and the SeljAkides took advantage of his absence to resume 
their disorderly conduct and ravage the country. 	During the course of these 
events, the history of which would lead us too far, the sultan Toghrulbek 
and this brother Dawild had remained in Transoxiana and encountered Malak 
Shah, the sovereign of Bukhara, where they lost a great number of their parti- 
sans in a desperate conflict. 	This defeat forced them to retire among their peo- 
ple in Khorasan and to write to Masild, imploririg mercy and requesting to be 
taken into his service. 	To this prayer Mastid replied by imprisoning their 
messengers and sending an army against the Seljas in Khorasan. 	A bloody 
battle ensued, subsequently to which they obtained their pardon on giving proofs 
of their complete subniission to his authority and engaging to conquer the pro- 
vince of Khowarezm. 	Masud having then tranquillised their hearts and set at 
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liberty the ambassadors sent from Transoxiana, they requested him to abate the 
rigour of the confinement in which their chief had lingered from the time of 
his arrestation by the sultan Mahmtid. 	In pursuance of their desire, Mastld 
caused the prisoner to be removed from the castle and taken, bound in chains, 
to Balkh. 	The captive prince then asked permission to write to his nephews, 
Toghrulbek and Dawild, and, having obtained Masad's consent, he opened a 
correspondence with these chiefs. 	The consequence was that Toghrulbek and 
Dawtid assembled all their people and marched with a large army into Khoraa. 
They had then contests, too numerous to be related, with the officers who 
commanded in that country and with the lieutenants whom Mast1c1 had esta- 
blished in its cities. 	The result of this expedition was a complete triumph for 
the Seljtaides. The first city of which they gained possession was Ths,—(or Rai, 
according to another statement,)—having effected its conquest in the year 429 
(A. D. 1037-8), and, in the month of Ramadan of the same year, they took 
Naisapilr, one of the capitals of Khorasan. 	The sultan Toghrulbek was the 
chief of this people, and to him alone pertained the sovereign authority. 	His 
brother DawiId, the conqueror of Balkh, was the father of Alp ArsIan, a prince 
whose life we shall give. 	At the commencement of their victorious career, (the 
two brothers) acknowledged the authority of Masiid, and offered up the prayer 
for him as their sovereign, but, when they had shared their widely extended 
conquests (they withheld this homage) and Masfid retired.into the province of 
Ghazna. 	Their power became so great that the imdm (khalif) al-Kaim biamr 
illah sent an embassy to them, and the person whom he selected for this mis- 
'sion was the kcidi Abti 1-Hasan Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Habib al-Mawardi, the 
author of the Hdwi (vol. II.'"). 224). 	(On this occasion, al-Aldwardi) exhorted them 
to fear God, to govern their subjects with justice and mildness, and to extend 
their beneficence to the people (4). 	Toghrulbek was mild and generous ; every 
day, at the regular hours, he said the five prayers with the congregation (in the 
mosque); he fasted every Monday and Thursday; he wrought numerous works of 
charity; he founded mosques, and he used to say : "I should be ashamed to ap- 
" pear before God, were I to build for myself a dwelling and not erect a mosque 
" beside it." 	The following is one of his honourable deeds, enregistered by 
history : He sent the sharif Nasir Ibn Ismail on an embassy to the queen of the 
Greeks (Theodora), who was an unbeliever ; and the shall asked her for permis- 
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sion to preside at the prayer of Friday in the mosque at Constantinople. 	Having 
obtained this authorisation, he said the prayer and pronounced the khotba in 
the name of the imdm al-Kaim. 	This circumstance gave great offence to the 
ambassador of al-Mustansir al-Obaidi, the sovereign of Egypt, who happened 
to be present, and it was one of the principal causes which led to the rupture 
between the Egyptians and the Greeks. —When Toghrulbek had effected his 
conquests and obtained possession of Irak and Baghdad, he sent to the imam • 
al-Kaim and asked his daughter in marriage. 	This demand caused the khalif 
great vexation.; and, as he wished it to be withdrawn, frequent messages passed 
between him and the sultan. 	This fact is mentioned in the Shalt,- (2) under 
the year 453 (A.D. 1061.) Finding it impossible to withhold his consent, al-Kaim 
yielded at ldst, and the marriage contract was ratified outside the gate of Tabriz. 
Toghrulbek then proceeded to Baghdad, in the year 455 (A.D. 1063), and, on his 
arrival, he sent.for his bride, (to whom) he transmitted a present of one hundred 
thousand dinars, to defray the expenses incurred by the removal of her fur- 
niture (haml al-kumdsh). 	On the eve of Monday, the 45th of Safar, she was 
borne in state to the royal palace, where her husband awaited her, and, having 
taken her seat on a throne covered with cloth of gold, she received his visit. 	On 
appearing before her, he kissed the ground, but did not remove the veil from 
her face in that intervieiv;• 'having then offered her a quantity of presents magni-
ficent beyond description, he kissed the ground again, remained for some time 
in a respectful posture, and retired, manifesting the utmost delight at his recep-
tion.— The events which marked the course of the Seljuk dynasty are very nu-
merous, and have occupied the attention of many historians (3); these writers 
have composed works on the subject, including evet"'detail, and my sole motive 
in giving the preceding sketch was, to point out the origin of their power and 
expose the real circumstances of their early history, for the satisfaction of those 
who might desire such information. — Toghrulbek died at Rai on Friday, the 
18th of Ramadan, A. H. 455 (September, A.D. 1063), aged seventy years. 	IIis 
body was carried to Marw and interred near the tomb of his brother Dawild. 
We shall have occasion to speak of Dawiid in the life of his son Alp Arslan. 
Ibn al-HamadAni (vol. T. p. 406, n. (3) ) says, in his history, that he was bu-
ried in a funeral chapel at Rai, and as-Samani (vol. II. p. 156) makes the same 
statement in that article of his Zail (or supplement) which he has devoted to the 
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life of the sultan Sinjar.— His vizir Muhammad Ibn Mans(ir al-Kunduri, a per-
son whose life shall he given (in this volume), relates that Toghrulbek once said : 
" When in Khorasan, I dreamed that I was raised up to heaven in a cloud which 
" prevented me from seeing, but I smelt a sweet perfume and I beard a 
" voice exclaim : ' Thou art near unto the throne of the Creator, may his power 
" ' be glorified ! ask what thou needest; it shall be granted.' 	On hearing these 
" words, I said within Myself : " I ask thee for length of life ;' and a voice an- 
" swered.: ' Thou shalt have seventy years.' 	I replied : ' 0 Lord ! that sufficeth 
" ' me not;' and it said.: ' For thee are seventy years.' " 	This anecdote is men- 
tioned by our shaikh Ibn al-Athir (v. II. p. 288), in his history. When Toghrulbek 
was tt the. point of death, he said : " I am like unto a sheep.; its legs were tied 
" that it might be shorn of its wool, and it thought that it was tied for slaughter; 
" it therefore struggled, and, when let loose, it rejoiced ; then, it was tied for 
" slaughter, and thinking that it was for the shearing of its wool, it 'remained 
" quiet anti was killed. 	Now, this 'sickness which hath come upon me is the 
" binding of my legs for slaughter." 	The daughter of al-Kaim remained with 
him about six months : she died on the sixth of Muharram, A. H. 496 (Oct. A.D. 
1102.) 	As Toghrulbek left no male children, his kingdoth devolved to his ne-.  
phew Alp Arslan.—T6ghrulbek is a Tiirkish compound name : • the Turks employ 
the word toghrul to designate a species of bird (falcon) well known in that coun-
try, and it is used also as a proper name for men; bek signifies commander (altar). 
—(Jailrdn) is the name of the great river which separates Khuwarezm and Kho-
rasan from Bokliara, Samarkand, and that country : all the region on fhe (Bok-
hdra) side of the river is called the country beyond the river (ma ward 'n-nahr) (4). 
It is one of those rivers of Paradise which are mentioned in the Tradition, where 
it is said that four rivers flow out of it; two of thent manifest, and two hidden ; 
the manifest being the Nile and the Euphrates, and the hidden, the Jaihtin and the 
Saihtin (4).—The Saildin is situated at a fifteen days' journey beyond the Jaihtin, 
near the country of the Turks. 	Though these river's are very large and wide, 
they freeze, over in winter, so that travellers can cross them with their beasts of 
burden ; they remain frozen about three months. 	These observations, though 
foreign to our purpose, have some connection with the article in which we are 
here engaged, and discourse will run into digressions : &sides, those readers 
who dwell in other countries and are ignorant of the position in which these 
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localities lie, will find in the remarks here given the information which they are 

naturally led to expect. 

(1) Imad ad din al-Ispahani speaks of two envoys; one called Abet Bakr at-T6si, and the other Abu Muham- 
mad Hibat Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Manatin. 	He does not notice the mission of al-Mawardi. 

(2) The Shudtlr ca-Okdd is ah historical work composed by Ab6 1-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi. 	His life will be 
found in vol. II. page 96 of this work.  

(3) The kdtib Imad ad-din al-Ispahani composed a work on the subject which was remodelled by al-Bun- 
cl&hi. 	See MSS. fonds St. Germain, No.327, and ancien fonds, No. 767. 	Ibn al-Athir gives copious inform- 
ation respecting them in his 11(21'14 and Mirkhond in his Rauda tas-Safd. 	This section of Mirkbond's work 
vas published, with a German translation, by professor Vullers, at Giessen, in 1838. 

(4) Transoxiana, a word of modern invention, is well adapted to express the meaning of Ma-ward jet-nahr. 
(5) In the Masdpth, IliS. of the Bib. du Roi, fonds Ducaurroi, No. 5, fol. 322, we read as follows : "The 

" Saihdn and the Jaihdn and the Euphrates and the Nile are all rivers of Paradise." 	I have not been able to 
discover, in al-Bukhari, the Tradition giyen here by Ibn Khallikan ; it is evidently founded on the 10th, 41th, 
13th, and 14th verses of the second chapter of Genesis. 

ALP ARSLAN AS-SALJUKI. 

Abil Shujaa Muhammad, the son of Tcheghribek Dawild, the son of Mikayil, 
the son of Saljak, the son of Dukak, surnamed Adud ad-Dawlat Alp Arslan (the 
artn of the empire, the hero lion), was the nephew of Toghrulbek. 	In the life of 
that sultan (p. 229 of this volume),we have mentioned some kets connected with 
the history of Dawad, Alp Arslan's father. 	When Toghrulbek was drawing 
near his end, he nominated as his successor Sulaiman, the son of Dawild and 
brother of Alp Arslan, having been led to make this choice by the influence of 
Sulaiman's mother, who was then with him. 	Sulaiman assumed.the supreme 
command, but, having to sustain a war with his brother Alp A rslay. and his 
uncle Shihab ad-Dawlat Kutulmish, who revolted against him, he was unable 
to establish his authority.. 	Alp Arslan having gained the victory, took posses- 
sion of the empire, and, become formidable by. his power, he increased his pos-
sessions by conquests which his uncle Toghrulbek had never been able to achieve. 
In his expedition to Syria, he l4d siege to Aleppo, which was at that time under 
the rule of MahmAd Ibn Nasr Ibn SMih Ibn Mirdas alilabi ; negotiations being 
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opened between the two parties, Alp Arslan declared that Mahmtid should come 
and tread on his carpet (do him homage), if he wished for peace. 114ahmtid therefore 
went by night with his mother to the tent of Alp Arslan, who received them with 
great kindness, arrayed them in robes of honour, sent them back to their city, and 
then decamped. 	Al-Mamilni (vol. H. p. 334) says in his History : "It is said 
" that neither in ancient nor in Islamic times, did any Turkish king, prior to 
" Alp Arslan, cross the Euphrates." 	On his return, he resolved to march into 
the country of the Turks, and, having assembled an army of at least two hun-
dred thousand horse, he threw a bridge across the Jaihim (Oxus) and spent a 
month in getting his troops over the river. 	He then followed, and, on the 6th 
of the first Rahi, A. H. 465 (Nov. A. D. 1072), he prepared a grand feast in a 
village .called Farabr, the citadel of which was situated on the bank of the Jai- 
him, acd commanded by an officer called Yilsuf al-lchuwarezmi. 	This person 
avas led the same day, bound with cords, into Alp Arslan's presence, and ac- 
cused of some misconduct relative to the citadel. 	When he was brought near, 
the monarch ordered four stakes to be driven into the ground and that the pri-
soner, after having been attached to them by the arms and legs, should be tor- 
tured and put to death. 	On hearing this sentence, Yilsuf exclaimed : "Is it for 
ti a man like me that such a punishment is reserved (I)? " 	Alp Arslan, being 
incensed at these words, seized his bow and, fitting an arrow to it, he ordered 
the prisoner to be unbound, meaning to display his skill in erchery, an ac- 
complishment in which he took great pride. 	Having missed his aim, he rose 
from the throne in which he was seated, but he stumbled on getting down and 
fell on his face ; Ytisuf instantly sprung forward and plunged a dagger into his 
side, but was immediately killed by an Armenian tent-pitcher, who struck him 
on the head with a hammer. 	Alp Arslan was carried to another tent, and, hav- 
ing sent for h% vizir Nizam al-Mulk (vol. I. p. 413), he gave him his dying in-
junctions and recommended him to his son Malak Shah, whom he designated as 
successor to the throne. 	He expired on Saturday, the tenth of the month above 
mentioned. 	He was born in the year 424 (A. D.1032-3). 	His reign lasted nine 
years and some months. 	His body was transported to Marw and interred near 
the tombs of his father Dawild and his uncle Toghrulbek. 	Although Baghdad 
was included in his empire, he never eptered nor saw that city'. 	It was he who 
built the mausoleum which covers the tomb of Abil Hanifa. 	He erected also a 
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college at Baghdad, on which he spent large sums. 	It is stated in the Zubda 
tat-Tawdrikh (2))  that he received his mortaj wound on Saturday, the 30th of 
the first Rabi, A. li. 465 (December, A. D. 1072), and that he survived three 
days; God knows best (whether this date is truer than the one given above). 	We 
have already spoken of his father (Dawitd) and mentioned that he was sovereign 
of Balkh ; he died in that city in the month of Rajah, A. H. 451 (August- 
September, A. D: 1059). 	His body was carried to Marw and interred there. 
Some say that Dawild died at Marw. 	According to another statement, he died 
in the month of Safar, A. H. 452 	(Mardi-April, A. D. 	1060), 	and was 
interred in the college which he had founded at Marw. 	We have already 
spoken of his son Tutush (vol. I. page 273).—Alp Arsldn is a Turkish word sig-
nifying the hero lion ; alp means hero, and arsldn, lion.—Shihab ad-Dawlai Kutul-
mish, the son of Israyil, the son of Salyik, was the father of Sulaiman 1bn Ku-
tulmish, the ancestor of the dynasty which governs Asia Minor (Ram) to this 
day. 	He possessed a number of fortresses and castles, such SE Guirdka (in Zd- 
bulistan), and others in Persian Irak. 	He revolted against his nephew Alp Arslan 
and encountered him in battle near Rai. 	When the conflict ended, Kutulmish 
was found dead, but the cause of his death remained unknown. 	This took place 
in the month of Muharram, A.H. 456 (January, A.D. 1064). 	It was said that 
he died of fright, and this circumstance gave great vexation to Alp Arslan. 

(1) Or, according to Ibn al-Athir and his epitoutizer Abd 'l-Feda : " Infamous wretch (ya mukhannath)! 
" is it for a man like me," etc. 

(2) (The cream of histories): 	Hajji Khalifa indicates three works bearing this title; all of them composed 
subsequently to the time of our author. 

— ---- - --- 

MUHAMMAD IBN MALAK SHAH AS-SALJUKI. 
• . 
AM Shujaa Muhammad, the son of Malak Shah, the son of Alp Arslan (see 

the preceding article), was surnamed Gliiath ad-din (succour of religion). 	We 
omit the remainder of his genealogy, as it has been already given- in the article 
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on his grandfather (page 234 of this volume). 	On the death of Malak Shah, the 
empire was divided between his three sons, Barkyartik (vol. I. p. 251), Sinjar 
(vol. I. p. 600), and Muhammad : the two latter were sons of the same mother, 
and little notice was taken of them whilst Barkyarilk reigned; the fact being 
that he was considered as sultan and they appeared to be only his subordinates. 
Dissensions having sprung up between Muhammad and Barkyarilk, the former 
proceeded to Baghdad with his brother Sinjar, and the imdm al-Mustazhir billah 
arrayed them in robes of honour. 	Muhammad had previortsly requested that 
the Commander of the faithful would grant a solemn reception to his brother 
Sinjar and himself. 	The khalif consented to his desire, and, having held a 
sitting to receive them in the Saloon of the Crown (kubbd tat-Tdj), in the pre-
sence of all his officers and their followers, he took his seat on the throne, with 
the Prophet's mantle on his shoulders, the turban on his head, the sceptre placed 
before him, and Saif ad-Dawlat Sadaka Ibn Mazyad (v. I. p. 634), the lord of al- 
Hilla, standing on the right of the throne. 	He then arrayed Muhammad in seven 
pelisses, according to the custom followed with respect to sultans, and, having 
put the collar round his neck, the crown on his head, and the bracelets on 
his arms, he knotted a standard for him with his own hand, suspended two 
swords from his shoulder, and presented him with five horses fully capon - 
soned. 	He clothed Sinjar in the same number of pelisses. 	The elistomary 
khotba was then said in the great mosque of Baghdad, and Muhammad was 
named in it as sultan : the khotba for. Barkyarilk had been suppressed for 
motives which it is needless to explain. 	Muhammad, Ibn Abd al-Malik al- 
Hamadani (vol. I. p. 405) states, in his History, . that this took place in A. H. 
495 (A. D. 1101-2). 	The author of the History of the Seljukides says that the 
khotba was said at Baghdad in Muhammad's name, for the first time, on the 
1 7th of Zill-Ilijja, A. H. 492 (November, A.D. 1099), and other Writers agree 
with him in this point. 	Al-Hamadani adds : A singular circumstance occurred : 
the preacher in the mosque of the palace (al-Kasr) at Baghdad, was saying.the 
khotba, and having come to the place in which. the prayer was made for the 
sultan Barkyartlk, he substituted unintentionally for this name the name of the 
sultan Muhammad. 	On this, the partisans of Barkyarak came forward and 
blamed bitterly the line of conduct held. by the court of Baghdad (ad-Diwdn al- 
Aziz}. 	The preacher was deprived of his place and his son nominated to suc- 
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teed him. 	A very few days after, the khotba was authorised to be said for the 
sultan Muhammad, and the occurrence itself proved 'to be an omen of the ho- 
nour which- he 'was .about to receive. 	Barkyara was unwell at the time, and 
had dclhe down to Wasit; but, having afterwards strengthened his 'authority and 
augmented his army, he gave battle to his brother, near Rai, and routed his 
troops. 	The history of these events would lead us, however, too far 	1). 
Muhammad was the bravest and boldest of the Seljuk sultans; he shone pre-
eminent by his valiant deeds, his virtuous conduct, his universal justice, his 
charity to the indigent and the orphan, his wars with the followers of im- 
pious doctrines, and his close attention to the welfare of his sulijects. 	Alytal- 
Barakat Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. II. p. 556) mentions, in his History of Arbela, 
that Muhammad arrived in that city on the 9th of the first Rabi, A. H. 498 
(November, 'A. D. 1104), and that he left it for Mosul on the 12th of the same 
month. 	He then adds that he found in a book the following passage : 	" The 
" imdin Aba Bairiki al-Ghazzali (vol. H. p. 621) said, in an address to the sul- 
" tan Muhammad, the son of Malak Shah : ' Sultan of the universe ! the chil- 
" 4  dren of Adam form two classes ; one of them heedless (of their salvation), 
" , who fix their eyes on the spectacle of worldly prosperity, who cling to the 
44 4  hope of a long life and who reflect not on the moment in which they shall 
64 6  breathe their last ; the other is the class of the.wise, who keep their eyes 
64  ' fixed on their dying hour, who reflect on what they shall become, on the 
" , manner in which they may quit the world in preserving their faith unal- 
" ' tered,. on the worldly goods which they shall take with them into their 
" , tombs, and on those which they shall leave behind them as an affliction and 
" ' a source of woe to their enemies.' "—On the death of Barkyarilk, the sultan 
Muhammad became sole master of the empire.; no rival remained to resist him, 
and his reign was a course of uninterrupted prosperity. 	He died, after a long 
illness, on Thursday, the 24th of Zit 'l-Hijja, A. H. 511 (April, A. D. 1118), at 
Ispfthan, aged thirty-seven years, four months, and six days. 	Ile was interred 
in the great college which he had founded in that city for the followers of the 
Hanifite sect. 	It surpasses every establishment Sf the same kind in Ispahan. 
When he lost all hopes of recovery, he sent for his son Mahmtld, and, having 
kissed him, they both wept together ; he then told him to go out and take his 
seat on the imperial throne and look into public affairs. 	On this, Mahmtid ob- 
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served that it was an unlucky day ; meaning that the stars had declared it such. 
" True," replied. Muhammad, " it is unhfcky for thy father, but lucky for thee, 
" since it makes thee a sultan." 	Mahmild then went out and took his seat on 
the throne, with the crown on his head and the bracelets on his arms:— None 
of the Seljuk kings left such a quantity of treasure, wealth, horses, and other 
valuable objects as he; it would 'be too long to make an enumeration of what he 
possessed. 	We shall give the life of his father.— The imam al-Muktafi li-amr 
illah married Fatima, the sultan Muhammad's daughter, in the year 531 (A. D. 
1136-7). 	The vizir Sharaf ad-din Abil 1-Kasim Ali Ibn Tirad az-Zainabi 
(vol.. III. p. 156) acted as his proxy on that occasion. 	Her brother Masild was 
present at the ratification of the contract. 	Three years later, she was con- 
ducted in pomp to the palace of the khalif. 	It is said that she could read and 
write. 	In political matters she displayed the justest views. 	She  inhabited (the 
palace called) Dergah Khatan (the hall of the princess), and she died within its 
walls, on Saturday, the 22nd of the latter Rabi, A. H. 542 (September, A. D. 
1147). 	She was interred at ar-Rusafa. 

(.0 See AM 1-Feda, Price's Retrospect, and Vuller's Mtrkhond. 

• 

AL-MALIK AD-AADILb  THE BROTHER. OF SALAH AD-DIN. 

Abil Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abi 's-Shukr Alyilb Ibn Shadi Ibn Marwan, sur-
named al-Malik al-Aadil Saif ad-din (the just king, the sword of religion), was bro- 
ther Co the sultan Sarah ad-din. 	We have already spoken of his father (vol. 1. 
page 243), and shall speak of his. brother in the letter Y. 	Al-Malik al-Aadil 
entered Egypt at the same time as his brother and bis uncle Asad ad-din -Silk-
kith (vol. I. page .626), and he used to relate that, when on the point of setting 
out, he wanted a wallet for the road and asked one from his father. 	"My 

" father gave me one," said he, " and addressed me thus : ' 0 Abil Bakr ! when 
" ' you get possession of Egypt, return it to me filled with gold.' 	On his arrival 
" in Egypt, he asked me for the wallet, on which I went and filled it with black 
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" dirhems (1), placing some pieces of gold on the top. 	I presented it to him, 
" and he at first thought it yvas gold,*but, on turning it down, the silver pieces 
'.' dropped out : ' Aft, AUL Bakr !' said he, ' thou bast learned from the Egyptians 
" ' bow to pass off false money.' " 	The sultan Sala ad-din having established 
his authority in Egypt, he left al-Malik al-Aadil as his lieutenant in that country 
on proceeding to Syria, 4nd he then applied to him for money when he had to 
pay his troops or defray other expenses. 	I saw in one of al-Kadi 'l-Fadil's (v. //. 
p. 111) epistles that, on one occasion, a delay having occurred in forwarding a 
convoy of specie, the sultan ordered Imad ad-din al-Ispahani to write to al-Malik 
al-Aadil, and insist on his sending it off immediately; he even went so far as to 
say: "Let him send us a convoy of our own money or else of his." When al-Malik 
al-Aadil received the letter and read this passage, he was highly displeased and 
wrote to al-radi 1-Fadil, complaining of' the sultan. 	On this, al-Vadi '1•Fadil 
drew up an answer to Imad ad-din's letter, and, in this document, he inserted 
the following passage : " As to his lordship's words : let him send us a convoy of 

our own money or else of his; they cannot be considered as the demand *of a 
" master for a necessary provision, but rather as the addition made by a secre- 
" tary in order to give a cadence to the phrase : how many the expressions which 
" are offensive ! how many the rude words which have served merely to dispel 

the languor of the pen and fill up the hiatus of discourse ! 	It was on your 
" humble servant that, fell the hurt produced by this pointed expression, 4 

which, 0 what a silencing effect escaped from the tongue of the pen ! 	Your 
" humble servant was present when those strokes of incitation were heard, and 
" (I swear) by the audacity of Imad ad-din, that the cry of the falcon gives au- 
" dacity to the kites (2). 	Adieu.:' 	When the sultan Salah ad-din took pos- 
session' of Aleppo, in the month of Safar,- A. II. 579 (May-June, A. D. 1183), .as 
we have already stated in our article on Imad ad-din Zinki (3), he gave (the go-
vernment of) that city to his son al-Malik az-Zahir Ghazi (vol. II. p. 443), but he 
afterwards took it from him and bestowed it on al-Malik al-Aadil, who proceeded 
thither the same year, and went up to the castle on Friday, the 22nd of Rama- 
dan. 	By a subsequent arrangement made with his brother Salah ad-din, al- 
Malik al-Aadil gave up the city to al-Malik az-Zahir Ghazi, and left the place on 
the eve of Saturday, the 24th of the first Bahl, A. II. 582 (June, A. D. 1186). 
He then 	received from the sultan the fortress of al-Karak, and he subse- 
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quently passed from the command of one province to that of another, not only 
during the lifetime of his brother, but after his death. 	The history of his pro- 
ceedings with al-Malik al-Afdal, al-Malik al-Aziz and al-Malik az-Zahir is so well 
known that we need not enter into details (4). 	It may suffice to state that he 
finally obtained possession of Egypt, and that, having made his entry into Cairo 
the 16th of the latter Rabi, A .11. 596 (February, A. D. 1200), he fully esta- 
blished his authority in that country. 	In the biographical notice on Dia ad-din 
Abil 'l-Fath Nasr Allah, generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Athir al- 
Jazari (5), which Abil 1-Barakat Ibn al-Mustaufi has inserted in his History of 
Arbela, we read as follows : " And I found in his (Did ad-din's) handwriting 
" that the khotba was said in Old and New Cairo for al-Malik al-Aadil Abil Bakr 
" Ibn Aiyilb, on Friday, the 21st of Shawwal, A. H. 596 (August, A. D. 1200), 
" and that it was said for him in Aleppo on Friday, the 11th of the. latter Ju- 
" mada, A. H. 598 (March, A. D. 1202;." 	Having obtained possession of 
Syria also and of as-Sharkiya (the East, Mesopotamia), success attended all his 
projects, and, in the year 612 (A. D. 1215-6), he became master of Yemen, to 
which country he dispatched (as governor) his grandson al-Malik al-Masild (the for-
tunate prince) Salah ad-din Abill-Muzaffar Yilsuf, the son of al-Malik al-Kamil, 
and generally known by the appellation of Atsis. 	His son al-Malik al-Auhad Najm 
ad-din (the unequalled prince, the star of the religion) Aiyilb governed as his lieute-
nant the city and districts of Maiyafarikin, and, in the year 604 (A. D. 1207-8), 
he took possession of Khalat (6) and Armenia. 	His kingdom then received a 
great extension. 	Al-Malik al-Aadil having assured the tranquil exercise of his 
power in all these states, divided them between his sons : al-Malik al-Kamil re-
ceived Egypt for his share, al-Malik al-Moazzam obtained Syria, al-Malik al- 
Ashraf got as-Sharkiya, and al-Malik al-A uhad retained the countries which we 
have already indicated. 	Al-Aadil was a powerful monarch, displaying great 
foresight and information, having well profited by the lessons of experience ; 
virtuous in his conduct, always animated with the best intentions and gifted 
with consummate prudence ; he was resolute in his undertakings, holy in his 
life, attentive to fulfil the duty of prayer at the regular hours, a friend to the 
professors of the orthodox belief and partial to the learned in the law. 	It is not 
therefore astonishing that Fakhr ad-din ar-Razi (vol. H. p. 652) should have 
composed and dedicated to this sovereign the ("metaphysical) work entitled Tdsis 
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at-Takclis (confirmatio sanetificationis), which he sent to him from Khorasan. 	We 
may conclude his history by stating that he was highly fortunate in every way : 
no other monarch ever left sons so illustrious, so brave, so learned, and so high-
minded as his: nations acknowledged their sway, and the finest kingdoms of the 
earth formed their empire. 	When the poet Ibn Onain celebrated the praises of 
al-Malik al—Aaclil in the kastela of which we have already given a fragment 
(p. 181 of this volume) and which rhymes in r, he introduced into it the following 
eulogium on that prince's sons: 	. 

He has sons, one of whom, in every land, leads an army against the foe ; each, by the 
brightness of his forehead, seems a moon, but, when in combat, a lion ; he presses for—
ward to the fight, but, when the bright (swords) dispel (the darkness of) the dust arid 
disclose to view the bright (maidens) of the (captured) harem, he retires. 	'Tis a family 
pure in origin, excellent in race, copious in liberality, pleasing to behold. 	Their steeds 
scorn to drink from a stream unless its waters be encrimsoned by the blood of battles. 
They hasten with delight to the fire of combat, but they are not capable of hastening to 
the fire of hospitality (7). 

How many the exquisite kagidas which poets- have composed on the members 
of this family! but I shall only notice the foregoing piece, because it applies to 
them all. 	The same poem contains the following passage in praise of al-Malik 
al-Aadil ; 	the author has displayed in it superior abilities : 

(He is) the just (al-addil), the king (al—malik), whose titles in every region ennoble 
the pulpits (from which they are proclaimed). 	In every land, his unsullied justice has 
formed a paradise watered by the heavenly stream of; his liberality. 	So just is he that 
the wolf passes the night in the torments of hunger, although the brown gazelle is be— 
fore his eyes. 	No believer in the direction (the true religion) can be troubled by a doubt 
respecting the excellence of Abii Bakr (8). 	He is a sword of which the surface has 
been polished by glory, and of which Me metal denotes the excellent temper (9). 	His 
praise is not borrowed (metaphoric), neither are the wonders (verses) of his prowess a 
forged narration. 	He is as far from former kings in merit as the Pleiades are above 
the earth. 	In his good qualities we find written all that books relate of Persian and 
Grecian kings. 	When the sagest minds are troubled with terror, the firmness of this 
king is only augmented. 	Strong of heart, his attacks and his intrepidity, in the tumult 
of battle, would appal the lions of as—Shara (10). 	(His is) the tongue which can almost 
declare what shall come to pass to-morrow, and that with a promptitude which dispenses 

. 	him from reflecting; (his) the prudence which surpasses and disconcerts the prudence 
of others ; his, the judgment and resolution which shame those of Alexander. 	His gene- 
rosity leads him to pardon the gravest offences, and his noble pride turns him from ob- 
scene discourse. 	You need not listen when the history of other kings ii read ; (hear 
his ;) in the belly of the wild ass is every sort of game (11). 
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It is certainly an exquisite poem, to say the least.of it.—When al-Malik al- 
Aadil had divided his states between his sons, he used to visit them, and kept 
thus removing from one kingdom to another.. 	His general practice was, to 
spend the summer in Syria on account of the fruit, the snow and the cool water 
which are readily procured in that country, and lie passed the winter in Egypt 
on account of its mild temperature in that season, and the absence of cold. 	He 
lived in all the enjoyments of life, and his appetite for food was most extraor-
dinary; it is said that he used to eat up a roast lamb at a meal, and, in the gra- 
tification of his passion for the sex, his indulgences were extreme. 	In a word, 
he was permitted to partake of all the pleasures this world can afford. 	His 
birth took place at Damascus, in the month of Muharram, A. H. 540 (June-July, 
A. D. /1145), or 538, by another account. 	He died on the seventh of the latter 
Jumada, A. H. 615 (August, A. D. 1218), at Aalikin. 	The next day, his 
body was transported to Damascus and interred in the Castle, whence it was 
afterwards removed to the college bearing his name, and deposited in the mau- 
soleum by the road-side. 	His tomb is the edifice which passengers remark 
through the trellis-work (Aich surrounds it). — Mikan is the name of. a village 
outside Damascus. 	The death of al-Malik al-Aadil occurred at the epoch of the 
landing of the Franks (the crusaders) in Syria. 	Their first operation being to 
march against him, he. set out to meet them and prsoceeded to the vicinity of 
Damascus, that he might equip his troops and make the other necessary prepa- 
rations, but, on. reaching Aalikin, he expired. 	The whole body of the invaders 
then abandoned their project against Syria and passed into Egypt. 	This brought 
on the celebrated war of Damietta. 	The date of this war is given in the life of 
Yahya Ibn MansUr, surnamed lbn al-Jarrah (12). —Atsis is a Turkish compound 
wo'rd signifying nameless: it is related that, as none of al-Malik al-Kamil's chil-
dren lived to grow up, a Turk who was present at his levee said, on the birth of 
al-Malik al-Masild : " People in our country have the custom of naming a child 
" Atsis when none of his brothers has survived." 	Al-Kamil then gave this 
name to his son. 	The people pronounce it Aksis, with a k (j), but the former 
is the right pronunciation ; so, at least, I have been informed. 	I have since 
found the precise date of the cession of Aleppo : Imad ad-din Zinki evacuated 
its castle on Thursday, the 22nd of Safar, and Salah ad-din occupied it on 
Monday, the 26th of the same month. 
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(i) rtlack dirhems means silver pieces of base alloy; 	the moneta nigra of the middle ages. 	Gold pieces 
alloyed with silver are called white dinars. 

(2) Here is the original text of this last passage : 	..:1..)..2..:!I 
Liai ii,:i 	.)1., 	11 	u....i.: i.,i_, 	,...5.;...31 ./...c.r.o.., 

It is so very obscUre and ambiguous, that I may probably have missed its real meaning. 	If the translation be 
correct, the idea meant to be conveyed is eqUivalent to the following: the imprudence of so eminent a man as 
Imad ad-din in employing such offensive terms towards us will encourage people of a much inferior rank to 
do the same.—It must be acknowledged that the whole passage is singularly difficult, though not more so 
than most of the other official papers drawn up by al-Kadi 1-gadil and Imad ad-din; they strove to outdo 
each other in fine writing, and, for the sake of far-fetched allusions, expressed in well-turned rhythmical 
phrases, they plunged into the lowest depths of galimatia and absurdity. 

(3) See vol. I. p. 542. 	In the fifth line of that page, correct the date 1182-and read 1183. 
(4) See vol. II. page 354. 
(5) His life is given by our author. 
(6) See Abet 'l-Fedh's Annals, year 604. 	 . 
:7) In the life of Ibn Ammar, page 131 of this volume, is a verse in which the same idea is expressed. 
(8) This verse applies equally to al-Malik al-Aadil, whose name was Ab6 Bakr, and to the first khalif. 
(9) Literally : et cujus indicat prcestans origo substantiam. 	We find frequent examples of 	such inversions. 

See de Sacy's Chrestomathie, tom. II. p. 399. 
(10) See vol. II. page 349, note t14). 	 . 
(11) That is: the flesh of the wild ass has the taste of every sort of gamb. 	It is a common proverb. 	See 

Freytag's Maidani, torn. IT. p. 316.  
(12) His life will be found in this work. 	Damietta was taken in A. It 616 (A. D. 1219). 

.. 	• 	 . 

AL-MALIK AL-KAMIL, THE SON OF AL-AADIL. 

Abil 'I.-Maali Muhammad, surnamed •al-Malik al-Kamil Nasir ad-din (the .per- 
feet prince, champion of the faith), was the son of al-Malik al-Aadil. 	We have 
already mentioned something of his history in the life of his father ; see the pre- 
ceding article. 	%Vhen the Franks (the crusaders) arrived at Damietta (1), -al- 
Malik al-Kamil had just assumed the supreme authority. 	'mad ad-din Ahniad 
Ibn al-Mashttlb (vol. 1. p. 162) and a great number of other grandees were then 
with him ; but they joined the party of al-Malik al-Faiz Sabik ad-din Ibrahim, 
the brother of al-Malik al-Kamil, in consequence of a plan concerted with the 
former of these princes. 	Though al-Kamil had discovered from some circum- 
stances of their conduct that they meant to depose him and confide the sultan-
ship to his brother, and though their intention had been divulged, he felt 
obliged to keep on good terms with them on account of the presence of an enemy 
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in the country, and he acted towards them with great longanimity, it being then 
impossible to have recourse to expostulation and discussion. 	He continued to 
pursue this line of conduct till the arrival of his brother al-Malik al-Moazzam, the 
lord of Damascus (v. II. p. 423); and, in a secret conference with this prince, he 
disclosed matters to him and designated Ibn al-Mashtilb as the ringleader of the 
band. 	Some days afterwards, al-Moazzam proceeded, unexpectedly, to Ibn al- 
Mask"Ib's tent and, having called him out, he expressed the desire of conversing 
with him in private. 	Ibn al-Mashttib immediately mounted on horseback and 
rode off with him, unaccompanied. 	Al-Moazzam had previously selected some 
men on whom he could rely and given them directions to follow. 	He then,en- 
tered into conversation with Ibn al-Mashtilb, and continued to keep his attention 
engaged, whilst he gradually drew him off from the camp. He then said :'"Imad 
" ad-din 1 this country is yours, but we wish you to give it up to us." 	Having 
then furnished .him with a sum for his necessary expenses, he told the detach-
ment (which had now come up) to take charge of him and conduct him across the 
desert. 	Ibn al-lVfashtilb, being alone and unable to resist, was obliged to submit. 
Al-IVIoazzam then returned to his brother and informed him of what.  had passed ; 
having then recourse to another stratagem in order to send al-Faiz out of the 
country, he despatched him off to Mosul for the purpose of bringing up reinforce-
ments from that city and Mesopotamia. Al-Faiz died o'n reaching the city of Sin*. 
These two individuals being thus removed out of the way, the generals who had 
conspired with them abandoned their projects and acknowledged, though much 
against their will, the authority of al-Malik al-Kamil. 	The Damietta business 
then came on, but this is a subject on which we need not expatiate. 	On ob- 
taining possession of Damietta, the Franks marched out with the intention of 
reaching Old and New Cairo, and they encamped at the extremity of the isle 
opposite to the main land on which Damietta is situated, the Moslims having 
already occupied the village of al-Mansiira, Iln the other side of the river. 	This 
river is the Ushmtlm (branch of the Nile). 	Almighty God, by his favour and 
generous bounty, granted the victory tic:the Moslims, and, on the eveof Friday, 
the seventh of Rajah, A. H. 618 (August, A.D. 4221), the Franks abandoned 
their position. 	A peace being concluded between the two parties, on the 11th 
of the same month, the enemy evacuated the country in the month of Shaaban 
of that year. 	They had passed forty months .and seventeen days in the land of 
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Islamism, part•of the time in Syria, and the rest in Egypt, but God averted their 
evil designs; praise be unto him for so doing ! 	For the particulars of this event, 
we refer the reader to our notice on Yahya Ibn Jarrah. --When al-Malik al- 
Kamil was delivered from the uneasiness which the presence of the Franks had 
given him, he round leisure to think of the emirs who had endeavoured to sub-
vert his authority; and, having expelled them from Egypt, he broke up and dis- 
persed their party. 	He then entered Cairo, and, having taken steps for restoring 
the prosperity of the country, he proceeded to the recovery of the taxes from all 
the quarters in which they were due. 	Al-Malik al-Kamil was a powerful mo- 
narch, and left an honourable reputation ; he loved the doctors of the law, and, • 
being a strict observer of the doctrines of the sunna, he adhered with zeal to the 
orthodox belief ; he liked the society of talented men ; in all his undertakings he 
evinced great foresight, never taking an unseasonable.  measure, and, avoiding 
equally the extremes of parsimony and prodigality. Every Thursday, a number 
of the learned went to pass the evening with him, and he took a share in their 
discussions, questioning them on the obscure points of the different sciences, as 
if he was one of themselves. 	He frequently quoted the following verses which 
he much admired : 

Before you were mistress of my heart, you never turned away from the sad and 
afflicted; and now that I am placed in a position which secures me ( from your charms), 
you hope (to reduce me again to bondage). 

• 
He founded at Cairo a school for Traditions (Mr hadith) and established a con-

siderable wakf (2) for its support; he built also a large dome over the tomb of 
as-Shafi, and, having interred his mother near that imam's grave, he went to an 

immense expense in leading to it the waters of the Nile by a canal of great 
length. 	When al-Malik an-Nasir Salah ad- din Dawild succeeded to the govern- 
ment of Syria on the death of his faller al-Malik al-Moazzam, (his uncle,) al-Malik 
al-Kamil, who was brother to the deceased prince, set out from Egypt with the 
intention of taking Damascus. 	Being joined by his brother al-Malik al-Ashcaf 
Muzaffar ad-din Musa, a prince whose life we shall give, they occupied Damas-
cus towards the beginning of Shaaban, A. H. 626 (June-July, A. D. 1229), after 
some proceedings too long to be related. 	Al-Kamil then gave Damascus up to 
his brother and received in return the cities of Harlin, Edessa, Sartij, ar-Rakka, 
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'and Ras Ain, in Mesopotamia. 	On the ninth of Ramadan, the same year, he 

set out to visit his new acquisitions, and, in the month of Shawwal, A. H. 626 
(Aug.-Sept. A.D. 1229), as I was passing through Harran, I found him esta- 
blished there with the Egyptian army. 	Jalal al-din Khowarezm Shah was at that 
time besieging Khalk, which city belonged to al-Malik al-Ashraf. 	A1-Kamil 
then returned to Egypt, and in the year 629 (A.D: 1231-2) he set out at the head 
of a large army and took Aamid, Hisn Kaifa, and other cities in the same part 
(of Mesopotamia) from al-Malik al-Masild Rukn ad-din Maudiid, the son of al- 
Malik as-Salih Abil 'l-Fath Mahmild, the son of NUr ad-din Muhammad, the 
son of Fakhr ad •din Kara Arslan, the son of Rukn ad-Dawlat Dawild, the son 
of Niir ad-Dawlat Sokman, the son of Ortok. We have already spoken of Ortok, 
the ancestor of this dynasty (vol. I. page 171). 	I learned from a native of 
Aamid, a well informed man, that Aamid was surrendered to al-Malik al-Kamil 
on the 19th of ZU 1-Hijja of that year \October, A. D. 1232). 	On the first day 
of Muharram, in the following year, al-Ka.tnil made his entry into Aamid.—Al- 
Malik al-Ashraf having died (in A. H. 635;  A. D. 1237), and designated for suc-
cessor  his brother al-Malik as-Salih Ismail, the son of al-Malik al-Aadil, (the other 
brother,) al-Malik al-Kathil took the field and occupied Damascus, after some 
encounters with as-Salih. 	He achieved this conquest on the 9th of the first 
Jumada, A. H. 635 (December, A.D. 1237), and permitted his rival to retain 
possession of the town and district of Baalbek, Bosra, the Ard as-Sawad (3), 
and other places in the same country. 	Having established his authority in as- 
Sharkiya (Mesopotamia), Aamid, and the neighbouring places, he left his son al- 
Malik as7Salih Najm ad-din AbU 1-Muzaffar Aiyilb to rule there as his lieute-
nant, and he appointed his youngest son, al-Malik al-Aadil Saif ad-din Abet 
Bakr, to govern Egypt in the same capacity.—We have already mentioned, in 
the life of al-Malik al-Aadil, that that prince sent to Yemen al-Malik al-MasUd, 
the eldest son of' al-Malik al-Kamil. 	Al-Mastid then occupied Mekka and united 
under his sway the provinces of Yemen and Hijaz.—He left Egypt for his des-
tination on Monday, the 17th of Ramadan, A. H. 611 (January, A. D. 1215) ; 
he entered Mekka on the third of ZU 'I-Kaada, the same year, and the khotba 
was then said there in his name; having performed the pilgrimage, he set out 
for Zabid and took possession of that capital the first of Muharram, A. H. 612 
(May, A.D. 1215). 	In the month of the latter Rabi, 620 (iNlay, A.D. 1223), he 
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took Mekka from the shartf Hasan Ibn Kitada al-Hasani "4). 	Thus was ex- 
tended the empire of al-Malik al-Kamil. 	I was informed by a person who heard 
the khotba pronounced at Mekka, on Friday, that the orator, on coming to the 
prayer for al-Malik al-Kamil, pronounced these words: " 'May the divine blessing 
" be on him who is) lord of Mekka and its pious inhabitants (5), of Yemen and 
" Zabid, of Egypt and Said, of Syria and its helloes, of Mesopotamia and• its 
" sons, the sultan of the two kiblas (Mekka and Jerusalem), the lord of the two 
" aldmas (6', the servant of the two holy and noble cities (Mekka and Medina, 
" Ain't 1-Maali Muhammad al-Malik al-Kamil Nasir ad-din (the perfect king, the 
" defender of the faith), the friend of the Commander of the faithful ! "— But 
these digressions lead us from our subject. 	In the year 633 (A.D. 1235-6, , I 
saw him (al-Malik al-Kdmil) at Damascus on his return from the East, after hav-
ing delivered the cities of that country from the hands.  of Ala ad-din Kaikobad 
Ibn Kaikhosrt Ibn Kilij Arlan Ibn Masud Ibn Kilij Arslan Ibn SulinmAn Hui 
Kutulmish Ibn Israyil. Ibn Saljilk Ibn Dukak, the Seljukide, lord of Asia Minor 
(Rtlrn). 	The history of this important event would lead us, however, too far. 
Al-Kamil had then in•his train upwards of ten kings, one of whom was his bro- 
ther al-Malik al-Ashraf. 	He continued in the height of power and authority 
till his death. 	Having fallen ill soon after he had taken possession of Damas- 
cus, he ceased riding out, and, during his indisposition, he frequently repeated 
the following lines : 

Tell me, my dear friends ! what may be the taste of sleep, for I am ill at ease (7). 

His sickness continuing, he died on the afternoon of Wednesday, the 21st of 
Rajab, A. H. 635 (March, A.D. 1238), and his corpse was interred the following 
day, in the citadel of Damascus. 	I was in that city at the time, and was present. 
at the cry raised in the great mosque of Damascus on the Saturday following; 
his death having been kept secret till then and not announced (the day before:! 
Friday, at the hour of public prayer (8). 	When the hour of prayer drew near, 
a herald stood up on the throne (9) which is before the pulpit, and, having im-
plored God's mercy on al-Malik al-Kamil, invoked the divine favour on his son 
al-Malik al-Aadil, lord of Egypt. 	I was there present, and the people uttered one 
general exclamation : they suspected that the king had died, hut they did not ac- 
quire the certitude of the fact till then. 	His brother's son, al-Malik al-Jawad 
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Muzaffar ad-din (the generous prInee, triumphant in his religion) 	Ytinus Ibn 
Shams ad-din MauchId Ibn al-Malik al-Aadil, ;vas then installed at Damascus as 
vice-gerent of the sultanship and lieutenant of al-Malik al-Aadil Ibn al-Malik 
al-Kamil, sovereign of Egypt. 	This nomination resulted from a unanimous 
decision taken by those emirs who happened to.be  present in Damascus.' 	A 
turba (mausoleum) was erected for the reception of the corpse, and this edifice 
communicates, by a trellissed window, with the great mosque. 	Al-Malik al- 
Aadil was born on the 25th of the first Rabi, A. H. 576 (August, A. D. 1180); 
so at least I have found it written in the handwriting of a person who had been 
engaged in historical researches. 	Al-Malik al-Masild, the son of al-Malik al- 
Aadil and sovereign of Yemen, died at Mekka on the 13th of the first Jumada, 
A.H. 626 (April, A.D. 1229); he was born A.H. 597 (A. D. 1200-1). 	There 
was then at Mekka a Kurd from the 'town of Arbela, a man of great holi-
ness and called the shaikh Sadik (or Siddik) Ibn Badr Ibn Djanah (10), who was 
making a devotional residence in the neighbourhood of the temple. 	When al- 
Malik al-Masild was on the point of death, he gave directions that none of his 
own money should be employed for the expenses of his funeral, and that his 
body should be delivered to the shaikh Sadik, to be buried by him as he thought 
proper. 	On Masild's death, the shaikh shrouded the corpse in a cloak (izdr) 
which he himself had worn for many years in his repeated pilgrimages and visits 
to the Omra (11), and had it buried as well as he could afford, giving it a poor 
man's funeral. 	Masild had also directed that no edifice should be raised over 
his grave and that he should be interred by the side of the cemetery near Mekka 
called al-Mala (12), in a tomb bearing the following inscription : " This is the 
" tomb of one who stands in need of the mercy of Almighty God, Ytisuf, the 
" son of Muhammad, the son of Abet Kakr, the son of Aiytib." 	A dome was 
afterwards erected over the grave by his freedman Sarim ad-din Kaimaz al-Ma- 
midi, who was afterwards governor of Cairo (13). 	When al-Malik al-Kamil was 
informed of what Sadik had done, he sent him a letter of thanks, and the shaikh 
said, on receiving it : " I do not deserve thanks for what I have done; a poor 
,, man asked me to take charge of him, 4nd I merely fulfilled a duty incumbent 
g, on every individual when I lent him my services and buried the dead." 	'It 
was then suggested to him, that he should write an answer to al-Malik al-Kamil, 
but he replied : "I have nothing to ask of him." 	Al-Kamil had told him to ask 
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for whatever he required, but the Shaikh did'not return an answer. 	All these 
circumstances were related to me.by an eye-witness, who was a person of strict 
veracity (14); but God knows best ! — Al-Malik al-Mdil, the son of al-Malik 
al-Kamil, continued to govern the empire till Friday, the 8th of Zil 'l-Kaada, 
A. II. 637 (June, A. D. 124.0), when his own emirs arrested him outside of 
Bilbais, and sent for his brother al-Malik as-Salih Najm ad-din Aiyilb. 	Pre-
viously to this, as-Salih had made an arrangement with al-Malik atil-Jawad, 
by -which he was to receive Damascus in exchange for Sink and Aana, and, 
in the beginning of the month of the latter Jumada, A. II. 636 (January, 
A. D. 1239), he went_ and took 'possession of Damascus. 	Some time after, 
al-Malik as,Salih Imad ad-din Ismail, uncle to al-Malik as-Salih Najm ad-din 
Aiyilb and lord of Baalbek, concerted a plan with al-Malik al-Mujahid Asad ad-
din Shirkilh, the son of Nasir ad-din Muhammad, the son of Asad ad-din Shir-
kith (vol. I. p. 627), lord of Emessa, for the purpose of seizing Damascus, and 
al-Malik as-Salih Najm ad-din Airib having left that city for Egypt, with the 
intention of dethroning his brother al-Malik al-Aadil, these two princes burst 
into Damascus with their troops. 	This event, which caused a profound sensa- 
tion, took place on Tuesday, the 27th of Safar, A. H. 637 (Sept. A.D. 1239', 
whilst Najm ad-din was stopping at Nablils. 	The soldiers of as-Salih Najm 
ad-din Aiya then returned home to their families in Damascus and left their 
chief at Naplils with'a few of his pages and followers. 	Al-Malik an-Nasir, the 
son of al Malik al-Muaizam, and lord of al-Karak, arrived there soon after, and, 
having arrested as-Salih on the eve of Saturday, the 22nd of the first Rabi, the 
same year, he sent him into confinement at Karak. 	On the eve of Saturday, 
however, the 27th of Ramadan following, he set his prisoner at liberty. 	The 
details of these events would be too long to relate (15:. 	As-Salih Najm ad-din 
and al-Malik an-Nasir Dawild having then united their forces at Millis, 	al- 
Malik al-Aadil was arrested, as has been already said. 	His emirs sent off imme- 
diately for al-Malik as-Salih Najm ad-din Aiyilb, and that prince, 	accompa- 
nied by al-Malik an-Nasir, having joined them, they entered Cairo on the second 
hour of Sunday, the 27th of Zill-Kaada, A.H. 637 (June, A.D. 1240). 	I was 
residing in Cairo at the time. 	His brother al-Malik • al-Aadil was placed in a 
litter and brought into. the city under a strong guard. 	They took him to the 
citadel, where he remained a prisoner in the imperial palace. 	Al-Malik al-Salih 
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then extended the sway of justice over all his subjects ; he treated the people 
with kindness, distributed alms, and repaired the mosques which had fallen into 
ruin. 	The history of his proceedings would Torm a long narration. 	On Mon- 
day, the 8th of the first Jumada , A.H. 643 (October, A.D. 1245), he took Da-
mascus from his uncle al-Malik as-Salih Ismail, but left him in possession of 
Baalbek. 	In the year 644, he returned to Syria and entered Damascus on the 
49th of 70. 'l-Kaada (March, A. D. 1247). 	He then went back to Egypt, but, 
in the year 646, he set out thither again, and, having arrived at Damascus in 
the beginning of the month of Shaaban (November, A. D. 1248), he sent an 
army to besiege Emessa, which city had been taken from its sovereign, al-Malik 
al-Ashraf, by al-Malik an-Nasir, lord of Aleppo. 	He returned to Egypt in the 
beginning of the year 647 (April-May, A.D. 4249), being unwell at the time, 
and he stopped at Ushmilm to await the coming of the Franks. 	This people 
arrived on Friday, the 20th of Safar, the same year (June, A. D. 1249), and, 
having occupied the land of Jiza (16) on Saturday, they took possession of 
Damietta and established themselves there, on Sunday, the third day. 	(This 
conquest they easily effected,) as the garrison and all the inhabitants had fled and 
abandoned it. 	Al-Malik as-Salih then left Ushmilm for al-Mansilra, and his 
illness was at its height when he arrived. 	He remained there till his death, 
which occurred on Monday, the 15th of Shaaban (November, A. D. 4249). 	His 
corpse was borne to the New Castle, in the Island (17), and deposited there in the 
mosque. 	During nearly three months, his death was kept secret, and the 
khotba continued, to be said in his name till the arrival of his son al-Malik al- 
Muazzam Ttlran Shah from Hisn Kaifa. 	This ,prince arrived at al-MansUra by 
the road which passes through the desert. 	It was only then that they published 
as-Salih's death and that the khotba was said in the name of his son. 	A mau- 
soleum was afterwards built close to the college which he had founded at 
Cairo, and his body was transported thither in the month of Rajab, A. H. 648. 
He was born on the 24th of the latter Jumada, A. H. 603 (January, A.D. 1207); 
so I saw it written in the handwriting of his father, but I found stated elsewhere 
that his birth took place on the eve of Thursday, the fifth of the latter Jumada, 
and a third account says : On the 4th of Muharram, A.H. 604.—Ward al-?1una 
(gratification of wishes), his mother, was a mulatto of .a: tawny complexion. —Al- 
Malik al-Aadil was born in the month of Zill-Hijja, A.H. 617 (Jan.-Feb. A.D. 
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1224.), at al-MansUra, where his father had stationed to observe the enemy in 
Damietta. 	He died in prison on Monday, the 12th of Shawwal, A.H. 64 5 (Feb. 
A.D. 1248), in the Castle of Cairo, and was interred in the mausoleum of Shams 
ad-Dawlat, situated outside the Gate of Succour (Bdb an-Nasr). — I indicate 
these events in a summary manner ; were I to enter into details, I should be led 
too far, particularly as my object is concision ; I may add, however, that I was 
present when the greater part of them took place.—Al-Aadil left a child, a little 
boy, called al-Malik al-Mughith ; he remained in the Castle till his cousin al- 
Malik al-Muazzam TUran Shah sent from al-MansUra where he had just arrived, 
and removed him from the Castle to as-Shaubek. On the catastrophe (18) which 
befel al-Mnazzam, the guardian of the fortress of al-Karak sent to as-Shaubek 
for al-Malik al-Mughith and remitted to him the possession of these two places 
and the neighbouring country. 	He is still reigning there (19). 	Ile continued 
in possession of that place till A.H. 661 (A.D. 1262-3), when al-Malik az-Zahir 
Rukn ad-din Bibars, having halted in al-Ghaur (the valley of the Jordan:, wrote 
to him to give up the fortress and promised to concede him great advantages as 
an equivalent. 	Having bound himself by oath (to act honorably), he induced al- 
Mughith to come to his camp at at-Thr (Tabor), in the province of al-Ghaur. 
It is said that Bibars purposely expressed the oath in equivocal terms, as he brad 
not the intention of fulfilling it: 	Immediately on al-Mughith's arrival, -he 
arrested him and sent him a prisoner to the Castle of the Mountain at Old Cairo. 
From that moment, nothing more was heard of him (20). 	He left a son called al- 
Aziz Fakhr ad-din Othman; this prince, who was then a mere boy, received an 
appointment as emir from al-Malik az-Zahir and continued in his service till 
the conquest of Antioch, in Ramadan, A.H. 666 (May-June, A.D. 1268). 	He 
subsequently left Syria and proceeded to Egypt; but, on his arrival, az-Zahir 
arrested him and sent him to the Castle of the Mountain, where he is still in 
confinement. 	Al-Malik al-Muazzam TUran Shah died on Monday, the 27th of 
Muharram, 648 (May, A.D. 1250). 

(1) For the events of this expedition, see Abet 1-Fecla ; Hamaker's Cornmentatio de expeditionibus adversus 
Dimyathum suseeptis and M. Reinaud's Extraits d'auteurs ardbes relatifs aux croisades. 

(2) See vol. I. page 49. 
(3) Phis Sawdd must not be confounded with the Sawad of Irak. 	According to the author of the liardsicl, 
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it is situated in the Balkh, the province to the south-east of the Jordan, and was called Sawdd (black) on 
account of the colour of its ktones. 

(4) Ibn Khald6n gives a notice on the Kitada family in his universal history; MS. No.2402 C, fol. 46 v. 
(5) This passage is in rhyming, prose, and it is for that reason, probably, that Ibn KhallikAn gives it. 
(6) See vol. II. page 341. 	Al-Malik al-Khmil had probably two aldmas, one as sultan of Egypt and the 

other as sultan of Syria, and the East. 
(7) Abu 1-111ahasin, who quotes this and other passages of Ibn Ithallikin in his notice on al-Malik al-KAmil, 

(Natant, year 615), reads the last words of this verse 	 ',_:............H 
L5

A.9 ( for I have forgotten it). 	This is pro- 

bably the true reading. 
(8) The reading which I adopt is iSUI 	 ',...:..J., :ii.cri-)1 	iiya 1,.O...1 r.fcN . 	Some of the MSS. offer it,?.  

'other readings which are manifestly false. 	 • 	• 
(9) Instead of c.}1,,s/ I (the throne) some of the MSS. have Ly1.?..,:ii I (the tabernacle). 
(10) The shaikh Sadik belonged to the tribe of the Humaidi Kurds. 	He died at Mekka, A. 	639 (A. D. 

1241-2) and Was interred in the Mala —(See note (12) ). 	Ar-Rhzi has inserted a short notice on Sadik in the.  
Biographical History of illekka. 	See MS. of the rib. du Roi, No. 721, fok 30 verso. 

(11) The Oinra is a small chapel at the distance of an hour and a half or two hours from Mekka. 	Every 
pilgrim is required to visit it.— See d'Ohsson's Tab. gin. de l'entii. oth. tom. III. p. 238, and Burckhardt's 
Travels in Arabia, vol. I. pages 176 and 322. 

(12) In the Illardsid at-Ittild and al-Azraki's description of Mekka, this name is written tsW I 	See 
Burckbardt's description of it in his Travels in Arabia, vol. I. p. 226. 	It now forms a quarter of the city. 

(13) Shrim ad-din Minim al-alasadi acted with great cruelty and tyranny when governor of Cairo. 	In the 
month of Ziel-Hijja, A.H. 664 (September, A.D. 1266), he was stabbed to the heart, in the court of justice, by 
a person who meant to assassinate the sultan's lieutenant, the emir lsz ad-din al-itkujalli.—(Al-Makrizi's IC hi-
tat, chapter entitled 1/4.5.)e....t.fl 41,...). 

(14) Literally: Who knew (the truth of) whet he said. 
415) See Ab6 'I-Feda's Ames, year 637. 

. (16) This Jiza is the tongue of land which lies opposite Damietta, between the eastern branch of ate Nile 
and the sea. 

(17) The author means the island of ar-Rauda, near Cairo. 	Al-Makrizi has a chapter on this island and its 
castle, in the Khitat. 	He agrees with Ibn Khallikhn in stating that the corpse of al-Malik as-Salih was de- 
posited there. 	The Castle ofthe island, called also MA tar-Rauda,Kalk tal-Illikyas (castle of the Nilometer), 
and al-Kalh tas-Salibiya, Was an immense fortified palace, embellished with colonades, plantations, and all 
the ornaments which art could bestow. 	It was founded by as-Salih and destroyed by the mamlnk sultans. 

(18) See Alitt 1-Fedi's Annals, year 648, tom. IV. pages 511 and 517. 
(19) What follows is evidently a subsequent addition, and is not to be found in most of the MSS. 	It was 

known, however, to al-IrAll, who gives an abridgment of it, in his hlirelt, year 635. 
(20) Ab61-Fed.1 gives a much more satisfactory account of al-Mugith's fall in his Annals, year 661. 
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IBN AZ-ZAIYAT THE VIZIR. 

Abil Jaafar Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Abi Hainza•Abban, generally 
known by the appellation of Ibn az-Zaiyat (son of the oilman), was vizir to al- 
Motasim. 	His grandfather, Abban, was a native of ad-Daskara (1), a village in 
the district of Jobbul, and carried oil from the environs of that place to Bagh-
dad; but his own aspiring soul raised him, as we shall see, from the obscurity of 

' a station so humble. 	His literary acquirements were of the most brilliant de- 
scription, and his talents of the highest order; 	he was an able philologer, an 
eloquent writer, and a learned grammarian. 	MaimAn Dm Hariin the kdtib re- 
lates that, when Abil Othman al-Mazini (vol. I. p. 261) arrived at Baghdad, in 
the reign of al-Motasim, his Pupils and the persons who attended his lectures 
entered into the depths of grammatical disquisition, and, when any doubtful 
point set them at variance, Abil °think' would tell them to send and consult the 
young kdtib, meaning the [Muhammad Ibn] Abd al-Malik here mentioned. 	This 
they did, and Alm"? Othman, to whom they communicated his answers, always 
acknowledged their correctness and coincided in opinion with him who made 
them. 	Dibil Ibn Ali 'l-Khuzai (vol. I. p. 507) makes mention of Ibn az-Zaiyat 
in hi classified list of the poets (Tabakdt 0-Shuward), and he is spoken of also bit 
Abil Abd Allah Harim Ibn al-Munaijim in his Kitdb al-Bdri. 	The latter writer, 
whose life will be found in this work, quotes also numerous fragments of his 
poetry. 	In the beginning of his career, Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik was one 
of the common kdtibs (or clerks) in the service of the state, and it happened that 
al-Motasim, having received a letter from one of his governors, ordered his vizir 
Ahniad Ihn Ammar Ibn Shadi (2) to read it aloud. 	In this letter the writer 
spoke of al-kald (forage), and al-Motasim asked Ibn Ammar what the word al- 
kala meant. 	The vizir replied that he did not know ; for he possessed, in fact, 
but a very slight acquaintance with philology. 	On this, al-Votasim exclaimed : 
" An illiterate khalif (is well fitted) with a low born vizir ! " 	Al-Motasim him- 
self possessed but little instruction in (reading arid) writing. 	He then ordered 
the attendants to bring in the first kdtib they could find in the antechamber, and 
Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik was introduced. 	" What is the meaning of al-. 
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" kald?" said the khalif. —"Al-kald," replied Ibn az-Zaiyat, " in its general 
" acceptation, signifies grass? if it is fresh, it is called al-khaki, and if dry, al- 
" hashish." 	He then enumerated the different sorts of herbage, and al-Motasim 
having thus discovered his merit,. raised him to the post of vizir, with full juri- 
dical and executive authority. 	We'have already mentioned, in the life of the 
kddi Ahmad Ibn Abi Duwad al-Iyadi (vol. I. p. 69), what passed between him 
and Ibn az-Zaiyat. 	AM Abd 'Allah al-Bimaristani relates that Abit Hafs al- 
Kirmani, the katib (or secretary) of Amr Ibn Masada (vol. II. p. 410), wrote the 
following note to Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik : "To come to our subject: 
" thou art one of those who water when they plant, and who edify the struc- 
" ture when they lay its foundations, so that the building raised on these foun- 
" dations is completed, and the fruit produced by these plantations affords an 

ample crop. 	But the edifice which thou bast erected in my love is now totter- 
" ing and on the brink of ruin ; the plantation which thou hast. formed in my 
" heart suffers from drought and is on the point of being parched up ; hasten 
" therefore to repair the edifice which thou hast founded, and to water what 
" thou bast planted." 	Al-Bimaristani adds that, having spoken of this letter to 
Abet Abd ar-Rahman al-Atawi, the latter immediately expressed the same 
thought in a verse which he designed as a eulogium on Muhammad, the son of 
Imran, the son of Mi‘sa, the son of Yahya, the son of Klialid, the son of Barmek ; 
I .must observe, however, that I have since found the ( first) three verses in 
(Ali Ibn Hamza) al-Ispahani's edition of Abtl Nuwas' poetical works (vol. 1. 
p. 392) : 

'The generous Barmekides learned beneficence and taught it to the human race ; 
when they planted, they watered, and they never destroyed the edifice which they 
founded ; when they conferred favours on mankind, they clothed their bounties in. a 
raiment which endured for ever. 	You once gave me to drink from the cup of your 
love; why do you now present me the cup of your cruelty? You allayed my apprehen-
sions by kindness ; know you not that your estrangement will arouse them ? 

The same idea is also expressed in (two verses which we have inserted in) the 
life of Abd al-Muhsin as-Silri (vol. II. p. 178).-z-Ibn az-Zaiyat composed some 
graceful poems, such as the following: 

Hearken to me, 0 men ! and abstain from casting glances at the fair. 	Although love 
begins by exciting joy, it has death for its end. 	My friends said to me : " Cease to 
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" watch the Pleiades; sleep, for the wing of night is turned black." 	And Preplied : 
" Has my.heart then so far recovered, that it can dil,finguish between night and morn-
" ing?" 

I found in the handwriting of (a person who was evidently) a man of instruc-
tion, the following piece which is there given as Ibn az-Zaiyat's : 

(She was) a tyrant as long as I knew her; an oppressor, yet may I never be delivered 
from her! 	She hopes for my love, yet she refuses when I ask. 	When my tears be- 
trayed the passion I concealed, she said: " Though he should weep all his life, with 
" tears of blood, I should not have compassion on him." 	How often did I control my 
angry feelings and suppress my indignation ! how often was I weary of life, and yet I 
never felt weary of love. 

The Khatib (vol. I. p. 75) relates, in his History of Baghdad, that Ibn az-Zai-
yat loved a slave-girl who was a professional musician, and his mind .was so 
greatly troublesd on learning that she had been sold to a native of Khorasan and 
taken away, that his friends feared for his reason. 	Ile then pronounced these 
lines : 

How long the nights of the afflicted lover! how long his watching of the Pleiades in 
the darkness ! What now remains for my garments to cover, in me who am consumed 
with passion, and whose body now appears as slender as the letter alif? 	When Jacob 
exclaimed : " Alas !" (ya asafa) (3) in his affliction, he did so for the length of the sorrow 
(al-asaf) which he had undergone. 	Let him who wishes to see a man who died of love, 
turn towards az-ZaiyAt and observe. 	 . 

In (Ibn al-Munajjim's) Kildb al-Bdri we find an elegy composed by Ibn az- 
Zaiyat on his slave-girl, who died leaving a son eight years old. 	He thus ex-, 
presses his sorrow for her loss : 

Who has seen the child deprived of his mother ? sleep is far from him and his eyes 
pour forth their tears. 	He sees every mother, but his own, sleeping, under the shades 
of night, beside her child; but he lies in his solitary bed, holding converse with the 
sorrows of a heart in.constant agitation. 	Suppose me able, in my strength of mind, to 
bear her loss with patience; yet who can give patience to a boy but eight years old? 
his force is weak; he knows not that patience is a merit (in the eyes of God), and he 
never can console me in my misery. 

	

Dm az-Zaiyat left a diwdn of elegantly written letters. 	Al-Bohtori has cele- 
brated his praises in the kasida rhyming in d, wherein he extols his penmanship 
and eloquence. 	Towards the end of this poem he says : 
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I see all mankind, the commanders and the commanded, united in thy praise. 	The 
learned appreciate thy talents in the sciences, and, on their word, the ignorant ac-
knowledge thy merit.  

Abit Tammam (vol. I. p. 348) and many other contemporary poets praised 
him in their verses. 	There exists a number of fragments by Ibrahim Ibn al- 
Abbas as-Stili (vol./. p.22) in which that writer attacks him ; such, for instance, 
as the following 

I had a brother near whom, when I reminded him (of my distress), I found the shelter 
of a chief, justly proud and lofty in his glory. 	But the vicissitudes of time passed be- 
tween me and him, and they left us, one a tyrant and the other an implorer of assist- 
ance. 	In counting on Muhammad as a support through life, I resembled him who 
sought to extinguish the fire by blowing on it 

Forced by the approach of affliction, I called on you to succour me;-  but in your 
hatred, you stirred up the fire of misfortune to consume me. 	In calling on you when 
danger threatens, I resemble the woman who begged assistance from tir  inhabitants 
of the tombs. 

I said to her, when she multiplied reproaches : " Alas I what can I do? my honour- 
" able feelings injure my success (4)." — " Where are then the noble princes?" said 
she —" Ask me not," I replied, " they are dead."—" How did that happen?"—" Be- 
" cause the khalif has taken an oilman for his vizir." 

Abu Jaafar, now in the height df power l.fear a reverse of fortune, and rein in, for a 
time, thy pride in its career. 	If you possess to-day the object of thy hopes, think that, 
to-morrow, my hopes may be crowned like thine. 

If, in visiting Muhammad, I sometimes met with a repulse, yet I have often avoided 
kim of my own accord. 	Am I not placed under an obligation to a man like Muham-
mad when he spares me the necessity of being grateful for his favours. 

Fortune hath procured thee wealth, and, once poor, thou art become rich. 	But 
. wealth hath disclosed the vile qualities which lay concealed under the robe of thy 

poverty. 

As-SAli attacks him in other passages besides these, but illustrious men have 
always been the object of praise and vituperation. 	Ibn az-Zaiyat composed a 
satire of ninety verses against the kddi Ahmad Ibn Abi Duwad, to which the 
latter replied by the two following lines : 

A satire of ninety verses is less to the purpose than its meaning condensed into a 
single verse : How'much the state requires a shower of rain to wash away that filthy stain 
of oil ! 

VOL. III. 	 33 
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The author of the Ikd (vol. I. p. 92) attributes these last verses to Ali Ibn al- 
Jahm (vol. II. p. 294), but the author of the Kitdb al-AglIdni gives them as Ibn 
Abi Duwad's. 	When Ibn az-Zaiyat heard of this epigram, he replied : 

You defiled the state with your pitch, and nothing could clean it till we rubbed it 
with our oil (5). 

To make this allusion intelligible, it is necessary to observe that ALA Dawild's 
grandfather sold pitch at-Basra. 	On the death of al-Motasim and the accession 
of his son al-Wathik Hariln, Ibn az-Zaiyat pronounced the following verses : 

When they returned after depositing the best of the dead in the best of tombs, I 
said : " God can never repair the misfortune which the people suffer in thy loss but 
" by giving them Harlin." 

Al-Wathi, in his father's lifetime, had conceived a violent hatred against 
Ibn az-Zaiyht, but, when he heard these verses, he confirmed him in the pos-
session of all the authority which he had exercised during the reign of al-•Mo- 
tasim. 	He had even sworn by a most solemn oath (6) that, on his accession, he 
would cast the vizir down from the height of his power ; but, having ordered 
the kdtibs, after he had assumed the supreme, command, to draw up a notice 
relative to the ceremonies to be observed at his inauguration, he was dissatis-
fied with the draughts which they submitted to his examination, and the only 
one which met his approval was that which Ibn az-Zaiyat wrote out subse- 
quently to their failure. 	This document he ordered to he adopted for the-mo- 
del of all the copies of the notice, and he proceeded to expiate the breach of his 
vow according to the legal formalities. 	"Money," said he, "can be replaced, 
,, and so can the sum given to redeem a broken vow, but we can have no equi- 
" valent for the empire or for such a man as Ibn az-Zaiyat." 	Al-Mutawakkil, 
the successor of al-Wathik, bore a violent rancour towards the vizir, and, on 
the fortieth day after his accession, he gratified his animosity by putting him 
under arrest and confiscating his propriety. 	The motive which led him to this 
act of vengeance was that, on the death of his brother, al-Wathik, Muhammad 
Ibn az-Zaiyat had proposed to raise the deceased khalif's son to the throne, 
whilst the kddi Ibn Abi Duwad recommended that al-Mutawakkil should be 
chosen. 	To accomplish his purpose, the kddi displayed the utmost activity, 
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and he carried his zeal so far that.he placed, with his own hands, the turban on 
al-Mutawakkil's head and the Prophet's mantle on his shoulders, after which, 
he kissed him on the forehead. 	Under the reign of al-Wathik, whenever al- 
Mutawakkil went to see the vizir, the latter received him with a frowning look, 
and accosted him in the rudest terms ; hoping, by this line of conduct, to 
ingratiate himself yet more with his sovereign. 	Al-Mutawakkil's hatred was 
excited by this treatment, and if, on his accession to power, he abstained for a 
time from venting his anger on Ibn az-Zaiyat, it was only to allay his apprehen- 
sions and prevent him from concealing his money. 	In order, therefore, to in- 
spire him with a false security, he chose him for vizir, whilst he complacently 
listened to the suggestions of the kddi Ibn Abi Duwad, who pushed him on to 
vengeance. 	When he at length arrested Ibn az-Zaiyat and put him to death in 
the manner which we shall relate lower down, he could only discover, of all his 
vizir's possessions, farms, and treasures, property to the value of one hundred 
thousand dinars. 	He then repented of what he had done, and finding no one 
capable of replacing him, he said to Ibn Abi Duwad : " You inspired me with 
" vain hopes, and incensed me against a man whom I shall never be able to 

replace." 	When Ibn az-Zaiyat was vizir, he caused a large lantern (7) to be 
framed of iron and fastened with nails, the sharp points of which projected in- 
wards, like needles. 	In this machine he used to torture the officers of the civil 
administration and the other persons from lie meant, to extort money : as often 
as the victim turned round 'or moved from the intensity of his sufferings, the 
nails entered into his body and put him to excruciating pain. 	Ibn az-Zaiyat 
was the first who ever imagined such an instrument of torture. 	When the suf- 
ferer cried out to him : " 0 vizir! have compassion on me!!" he used to an- 
swer : " Compassion is mere weakness of character." 	It happened however 
that, when he was himself imprisoned by al-Mutawakkil, that khalif ordered 
him to be chained in irons of thirty pounds weight and put into the same lan- 
tern. 	To his cry of : "0 Commander of the faithful ! have compassion on 
6  6  me ! " he answered in the words so often addressed by the vizir to other suf- 
ferers : " Compassion is mere weakness of character (8)." 	Whilst undergoing 
these torments, Ibn az-Zaiyat asked for ink and paper, and wrote as follows : 
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Such is the way of earthly things; from day to day, they fleet on and pass away as 
visions seen in sleep. 	Cease repining 1 such events are the vicissitudes which fortune 
transmits from man to man. 

These lines he sent to al-Mutawakkil, who was prevented by business from 
attending to them, but, the next morning, he read them and gave orders to 
deliver the vizir. 	When they came to take him out, they found him dead. 
This was in A. H. 233. 	He had passed forty days in the lantern. 	His arrest 
took place on the 8th of Safar, of that year ',September, A. D. 847). 	After his 
death, the following lines were found written with charcoal on the side of the 
lantern, in his own hand : 

Let him who knows where sleep is to be found, direct towards it one who longs for 
it; may God have mercy on the compassionate man who will lead sleep to my eyes I 
I wake, but he sleeps by whom I am despised. 

Ahmad al-Ahwal {vol. I. p. 20) relates as follows : " When Ibn az-Zaiyat was 
t4  arrested, I contrived to gain admittance, and, finding him heavily ironed, I 
" said : ' I am deeply grieved at what I see;' on which he pronounced these 
4 4 words : 

" Ask the dwellings of the tribe who changed their aspect and destroyed the traces 
" of their existence? 	'Tis Fortune; when she favours most, her favours turn to afflic— 
" tions. 	The world is like a fleeting shadow; let us praise God 1 'twas thus He predes— 
" tined it to be." 

When he was put:into the lantern, his slave said to him : "Thou art come, 
" my lord, to this, and hast not left a single man to speak thy praise." 	To 
this he answered : "Of what• use to the Barmekides was their beneficence?"— 
The slave replied : "It makes you think of them now." 	Ibn az-Zaiyat acknow- 
ledged the truth of his words. 

(1) The village of ad-Daskara was situated in the province of Baghdad. 
(2) " Ahmad Ibn Ammar Ibn Shadi, a native of al-Madar ()1i.eil, a town near Basra, see al•Idrlsi's Geo- 

" graphy), removed from that place to Basra, where he purchased large estates and augmented his fortune. 
" He followed the profession of a miller. 	Having gone up to Baghdad, his wealth became yet more ample, 
" and it is said that he gave away, every day, one hundred dinars (5) in alms. 	Having been described to al- 
" Motasim by al-Fadl Ibn Marwan (vol. II. p. 476) as a man of strict integrity, that khalif raised him to the 
" vizirate when he deposed al-Fadl. 	Ibn Ammar held this post for some time, but a letter having arrived to 
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" al-Motasim in which the writer spoke of the fertility of the country and mentioned that there was a great 
" abundance of kald, the khalif asked his vizir what the word meant. 	Ibn Ammar, being totally devoid of 
" the literary information requisite for a vizir, did not know what to say, and al-Motasim then ordered one 
" of his followers and favorites, Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik az-Zaiyht, to be brought in. 	Having pro- 
" posed to him the same question, Ibn az-Zaiyat replied : ' Herbage just sprouting up is called al-bakl ; when 
" ' it grows a little longer, it is called al-kald, and, when it is dry, 	they give it the name of al-hashish.' 
" On this, al-Motasim said to Ibn Ammar: 'Take you the inspection of the government offices, and this man 
" ' will read to me the letters which I receive.' 	He afterwards honorably dismissed Ibn Ammar from the 
" place of vizir, and conferred it on Ibn az-Zaiyat."—(Ad-Dual al-IsMmiya, MS. No. 895, fol. 218.) 

(3) Koran, surat 12, verse 84. 	 . 
(4) The poet's wife or mistress reproached him with not gaining money by celebrating the praises of the 

great, and he replied that his honorable feelings prevented him from extolling the unworthy. 
(5) These verses have been already given, with some variation, in the life of Ibn Abi Duwad; see vol. I. 

page 69. 
(6) According to the author of the ad-Dual al-Isldmiya, he vowed to make a pilgrimage to Mekka, to 

manumit all his slaves, and bestow large sums in alms, in case he did not wreak vengeance on Ibn az-Zaiyat. 
(7) The word is tannar : it appears from M. de Sacy's life of al-Hakim, Exposd de l'Histoire des Druzes, 

page ccuxv, that these lanterns were sometimes of enormous size. 
(8) The author of the ad-Dual al-IsIdmiya states positively that Ibn az-Zaiyat was tyrannical, overbearing, 

hard-hearted, and inhuman. 	He alludes also to the story of the lantern. 

IBN AL-AMID THE KATIB. 

Abfi '1-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Abi Abd Allah al-Husain Ibn Muhammad the 
kdtib, surnamed Ibn al-Amid (the son of al-Amid), was vizir to Rukn ad-Dawlat 
Abri Ali al-Hasan Ibn Buwaih ad-Dailami, the father of Aditd ad-Dawlat (vol. I. 
p. 407 and vol. II. p. 481). 	The title of al-Amid (the column) had been given to 
his father by the people of Khorasan, in attributing to this word an intensitive 
signification, according to their custom (1). 	His father was a man of merit and 
displayed considerable abilities as an epistolary writer and a philologer. 	Ibn 
al-Amid succeeded Abil Ali 'l-Kummi as vizir, in the year 328 {A. D. 939-40). 
He possessed a moderate degree of information in astronomy and the philoso:- 
phical sciences, but, in philology and epistolary composition he surpassed all 
his cofitemp2raries, and was (therefore) called the second Mix (vol. II. p. 405). 
(As a vizir) he exercised unbounded authority and great influence. 	Ibn Abbad 
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(vol. I. p. 212) received the surname of as-Sdhib (the companion) from the fact 
of his being the constant companion and follower of Ibn al-Amid. 	The abilities 
of Ibn al-Amid as an epistolary writer were of the highest order, and ath-Thaa-
libi (vol. II. p. 129) said, on this subject, in his Yatima, that epistolary writing 
began with Abd al-Han-lid (vol. I/. p.173) and finished with Ibn al-Amid. 	The 
Sdhib Ibn Abbad having made a journey to Baghdad, was asked by Ibn al-Amid, 
on his return, how he found that city : " Baghdad," replied the Sdhib, "holds 
" the same place amongst other cities as your lordship (al-ustdd) amongst other 
" men." 	It must be here observed that Ibn al-Amid was addressed by the title 
of al-usldd. 	This vizir was an able ruler and administered the empire with 
firmness and talent; the most celebrated poets repaired to his court from dis- 
tant countries and recited poems of the highest beauty in his praise. 	Abil 't- 
Taiyib al-Mutanabbi (vol. I. p. 102) went to see him at Arrajan and eulogized 
him in a number of kasidas, one of them beginning thus : 

Be patient or impatient under suffering, thy passion will still appear; thy. tears may 
flow or not, 'twill still be seen that thou art weeping. 

In this poem he manages the transition to his subject in the following 
manner : 

To Arjhn, my 'rapid steeds 1 such is my firm resolution, which leaves the spears (of all 
opposers) broken behind it. 	Had I acted as you (my slothful steeds) desired, your troop 
had never cloven the clouds of dust (but staid at home in idleness). 	Hasten to Abil '1— 
Fadl 1 to him whose aspect relieves me from my vow ! no ampler ocean is ever visited 
by man (2). 	The human race gave their opinion ( fatwa) that his aspect (would release me 
from the vow of visiting the ocean), and God forbid that I should be restrained or should 
abstain ( from its fulfilment)! 	I have formed a bracelet for the hand which first waves 
to announce Ibn al—Amid, and for the first servant who (at his sight) cries (with exulta—
tion) Allah Akbar (God is great) ! 

The same poem contains the following passage : 

Who will tell the Arabs of the desert that, on leaving them, 1 saw (in one man) Aris— 
totle and Alexander? 	They sacrificed for my table their camels ten months pregnant, 
but he gave me hospitality who sacrifices bags of gold for his guest. 	I then heard a 
deep student in the books of Ptolemy, who ruled with sovereign power, and who en—
joyed, with equal pleasure, the life of the desert and of the town ; (united in him) I met 
all the men of talent (of ancient days); God seems to have restored us their persons 
and their times; they were first drawn up in order, like sums for caltulation; then 
came the amount, because you (0 learned vizir ! ) came the last (3). 
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This is one of the most exquisite kastdas ever composed. 	Ent al-Hamadani 
says, in his OyAn as-Siar (4), that Ibn al-Amid rewarded the poet with three 
thousand dinars. In this piece, al-Mutanabbi gives but one r to Arrajan, although 
it should have two, according to al—Jauhari (vol. I. p. 22) in his Sandh, al-Ha-
zimi (vol. III. p. '11) in his Ma ittafak lafzil wa iftarak musammdhu (or synonyms), 
and Ibn al-Jawaliki (5) in his Mughrib. 	We have already spoken of this kasida 
in the life of Abu '1—Fadl Jaafar Ihn al-Furst (vol. I. p. 319), and mentioned that 
it was composed in honour of this vizir when the author was in Egypt; al-Mu-
tanabbi, however, being dissatisfied with his conduct, did not recite it to him, 
but, having gone to Fars, he changed it to the address of Ibn al-Amid. 	Abit 
Nasr Abd al-Aziz Ibn Nubata as-Saadi (vol. II. p. 138) went to see Ibn al-Amid 
at Rai, and praised him in a poem commencing thus : 

(I suffer from) the pains of desire and remembrance, from the ardour of burning 
sighs; deprived of sleep, tears gush from my eyes. 	Alas I how many anxious thoughts 
has my heart concealed ! 	The intoxication of youth has passed away, but its hurtful 
effects still remain : I am too old to gain the love of youthful maidens, and yet I cannot 
behold them with indifference. 	How happy were the nights and mornings in which I 
visited the court of ar-RusAfa (6), when my youth, inebriated with delight, swept the 
ground with its robe of pride. 	I then made my pilgrimage to the stone of as-Sa- 
rat (7) and my residence (8) in its shady bowers : the abodes of pleasure were my 
abodes, and the dwelling of joy was mine. 

In the same piece he says : 

Life has no longer any charms for me unless I spend it in passing the wine-cup 
around, whilst I encourage the musicians to emulate the strains of the turtle-dove; and 
then, let Ibn al-Amid appear, the torrent of his beneficence shames the rain-cloud and 
arrests its copious showers (9). 	The character of that generous prince is formed of 
the purest molten gold; his gifts flow copious as the ocean-waves, and his renown 
diffuses around the perfumes of the gilliflower and the anti-; he scatters his gifts like 
the conifits scattered at a marriage feast; he keeps so closely the secrets of a friend that 
his bosom is like the night in which no moon appears. 

In the same poem we remark also the following verses : 

Lofty enterprises are achieved by lofty minds, and to Abil '1-Fadl I sent on their noc-
turnal journey the inspirations of my heart. 

The poet waited vainly in expectation of a recompense for this piece, and he 
at length followed it up by another poem and then by a letter which, though 
he arrived at court in a most destitute condition, only served to confirm 
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Ibn al-Amid in his indifference. 	He finally succeeded in entering into the 
vizir's presence on a day in which he held a levee for the reception of the 
grandees and 	the chiefs of 	the civil administration ; 	posting himself then 
before him, he pointed at him and said : 	"0 rais I I have followed thee as 

closely as thy shadow ; I have abased myself before thee as humbly as 
" thy shoe, and I have swallowed the burning food of absence (from home) 
" in expectation of thy gift; yet, by Allah! I do not feel my disappointment, 
" but I dread the sneers of foes; people who gave me good advice, yet I dis- 
" trusted them ; who spoke me truly, yet I suspected their sincerity. 	With 
4 t what a face can I now meet them, and what pretext can I now oppose to 
" them? 	I have received for eulogium after eulogium, for prose after verse, 

nothing else but bitter regret and sickening misery. 	If success have a mark 
" to make it known, where is that mark and what is it? 	Those whom thou 
" enviest for the praises which they received were formed of the same clay as 
" thyself; those whom satire covered with dishonour were like thee; forward 
" then and surpass the highest of them in exaltation, the brightest of them in 

lustre, the noblest in station!" 	Astonished and confounded at this address, 
Ibn al-Amid remained silent with his eyes fixed on the ground; but at length, 
he raised up his head and replied : "Time is too short to permit thee to solicit 
" favours in a lengthened discourse, or to allow me to offer a long apology ; 
" and were we to accord to each other what we are led to bestow, we should 
ic only be obliged to recommence the same acts which give us mutual satisfac- 
" tion." 	On this, Ibn Nubata said: " 0 rais! these (verses) are the utterance of 
" a heart which hath long concealed its thoughts, and of a tongue which bath • • 
" been long silent ; and, moreover, the rich man who defers (his generosity) is a 
" despicable character." 	These words roused the anger of Ibn al-Amid, and 
he exclaimed : "By Allah! I did not deserve this reproach from any of God's 
" creatures; for even less than that I quarrelled with (my father) al-Amid, so 
" that we were led to mutual ill will (10) and unceasing discussion. 	But thou 
" art not one of those who have merited my favour and whose humours I may 
" support, neither art thou one of my dependents for whom I may have indul- 
" gence; nay, a part of that with which thou hast dinned my ears would pro- 
" yoke the spleen of the sage and overcome the firmest patience. 	And besides, 
" I did not invite thee hither by letter, I did not send for thee by a messenger, 
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" I did not ask thee to praise me, I did not impose on thee the task of extolling 
" me." 	To this, Ibn Nubata replied : " 'Tis true, 0 rats! thou didst not 
" invite me hither by letter, thou didst not send for me by a messenger, thou 
" didst not ask me to praise thee, and thou didst not impose on me the task 
" of extolling thee; but, in as much as thou wert seated in the midst of thy 
" court, surrounded with all thy splendour (as if) to say : 6  Let no one give 
46  ' me any other title than supreme chief, let no creature dispute my so- 
" 4 vereign orders, for I am the kdtib of Rukn ad-Dawlat, the head of the 
" 4  courtiers, the lord of the metropolis, the supporter of the.welfare of the 
" 4  kingdom,' that circumstance alone appeared to be for me a sufficient invi- 
" tation, 	although thou didst not invite me verbally." 	On hearing these 
words, Ibn al-Amid sprang from his seat in a passion and hastened into the 
vestibule of the palace whence he gained his chamber : the assembly broke up 
in confusion, and Ibn an-Nubata was heard to say as he was crossing the vesti-
bule : " By Allah ! it were better to eat dust and walk on burning coals than to 
" endure this; God's curse upon literature since patrons despise it and those 
" who cultivate it are its dupes ! " 	The next morning, when Ibn al-Amid's 
anger had passed over and his self-possession had returned, he caused search to 
be made for the poet with the intention of offering him excuses and removing 
from his mind the disagreeable impressions left by what had passed ; but none 
could discover whither he had gone (11, . 	The whole occurrence was a constant 
subject of regret for Ibn al-Amid, up to the time of his death. —I have since 
found-  this poem and the conversation at the vizir's levee attributed to a different 
person from Ibn Nubata, and on looking for the kastda in that poet's ditudn, I 
eorrld not find it. 	At a later period, on perusing Abtl Haiyan at-Tauhidi's Kitdb 
al-Wazirain (12), I found this poem attributed to Abil Muhammad Abd ar-Raz- 
zak Ibn al-Husain, a native of Baghdad, a philologer, a logician, and a poet, 

• generally known by the appellation of Ibn Abi 'th-thiyab, and that the dis- 
course• at the levee was held by Ibn Manlyah, a poet and a native of al-Karkh. 
—The kdtib Abil 'l-Faraj Ahmad Ibn Muhammad enjoyed great favour in the sight 
of his sovereign Rukn ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih and held a high rank in his esteem, 
hut he did not receive from Ibn al-Amid the respect to which he was entitled. 
At different times, he complained to him of his behaviour, but finding his re-
monstrances unsuccessful, he wrote to him these lines : 

VOL. III. 	 3e 
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What avail your riches if they render you arrogant to the poor? 	How often, when 
you came in; have we stood up, and, when we went in, you stirred as if to rise, but 
did not finish (the movement). 	When I withdrew, you never said: " Let his horse be 
" brought to the door;" as I said when you withdrew. 	If you possess science, what do 
you know which is not known by others. 	You are not mounted on the back of the em- 
pire, and we are not placed below thee, at its feet. 	We also held commandments like 
you and were deposed as you may be, but we were neither cringing nor proud. 	We 
are equal in all things. 	Persevere in a reason"Ale line of conduct, or else give up your 
place. 

The Sdhib Ibn Abbad composed a great • number of poems in praise of Ibn 
al-Amid, and, 'being in IspaOn when the latter went there on a visit, he wrote 
to him the following lines : 

They said: "Your (long expected) spring (13) has come."—" Good news!" I ex-
claimed, " if true; is it spring the brother of winter, or spring the brother of gene-
" rosity ? "— " 'Tis that spring," they replied, " whose gifts secure the indigent from 
" poverty."—" 'Tis then," said I, the rais Ibn al-Amid ?"—They answered : " Yes." 

Ibn al-Amid expressed his high admiration of the following verses : 

She came to the curtain of the door which was closed between us, and at which the 
slave-girls stood listening to my poetry, whilst their hearts were moved with the inspi- 
ration of my kasidas. 	And whenever she heard a tender thought, she heaved a sigh 
sufficient to burst her necklaces. 

Ibn al-Amid left some poetry, but the only piece of his which pleased me and 
seemed worthy of insertion, is the following, taken from' Ibn as-Sabi's (14) Kitdb 
al-Wuzard (book of viziss) : 

I remarked on my face a hair which still remained black, and my eyes took pleasure 
at the sight; and I said to the white hairs, when their aspect struck it with affright: 
" I conjure you to pity its loneliness. 	Seldom does a black female remain in a place 
" when her husband's other wife is a white." 

The emir Abil 'I-Fadl al-Mikali (15) gives the following verses as his in the 
Kitdb al-Muntahil : 

Choose your friends among strangers, and take not your near relations into favour ; 
relations are like scorpions or even more noxious. 

Ibn al-Amid died in the month of Safar, — some say,. of Muharram,—A. H. 
360 (December, A. D. 970), at Rai, but AU 1-Hasan Hilal Ibn al-Muhassin 
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Ibn Ibrahim as-Sabi states, in his Kitdb al-Wuzard, that he died A. H. 359. 	God 
knows best ! 	Abtil-Fadl Ibn al-Amid was visited alternately by attacks of gout 
and cholic; when one of these disorders left him, it delivered him over to the 
other. 	Being asked which of the two was the more painful, he answered : 
" When the gout attacks me, I feel as if I had in my joints a ravenous beast, 
" devouring me, mouthful by mouthful ; and when the cholic visits me, I 
CC  would willingly change it for the gout." 	It is said that, seeing one day a 
labourer in a garden eating bread, with onions and milk, and making a hearty 
meal, he exclaimed : 	" I wish I was like that labourer, able to eat my fill of 
" whatever I liked." 	I may here say, in the words of Ibrahim as-Sabi, Haas 
grandfather (vol. I. p. 31), in his Kitdb at-Tdji : "Such is the nature of pros- 
" perity; it is seldom free from trouble." 	I read, in a collection of anecdotes, 
that some time after the death of Ibn al-Amid, the Sahib Ibn Abbad passed by 
his door, and remarking that the vestibule, which used to be crowded with 
people, was completely empty, he recited these lines : 

Tell me, thou abode! why art thou covered with sadness? where is thy curtain? 
where are thy guardians? 	Where is he before whom adversity fled? 	He is now earth 
enclosed in earth. 	Say without fear or shame: "My master is dead, and sadness hath 
" overwhelmed me." 

I have since observed that al-Otbi, in his Kitdb al-Y.amani (16), attributes these 
words to Abu '1-Abbas ad-Dabbi (17) ; " but," says he, " some state that they 
" were composed by Abet Bakr al-Khowarezmi, on passing by the door of the 
" Sdhib Ibn Abbad." 	This cannot, however, be true, for al-Khowarezmi died 
before the Sdhib, as we have observed in his life (vol. III. p. 111).— Similar to 
this is an anecdote related by Ali Ibn Sulaiman : " I saw," says he, " the ruins 
,, of a large palace at Rai, of which nothing remained but the door-way, and 
,, on that was written : 

" Wonder at the vicissitudes of fortune, and be instructed; this dwelling is a striking 
" example of such changes : I once saw it filled with a crowd of princes, and lights 
" shining in every part of it : but solitude is now its only inhabitant : 0 how deso- 
" late the house when the master is gone !" 

On the death of Ibn al-Amid, his son Zit 1-Kifayatain (18) Alin '1-Fath Ali 
replaced him in the vizirate by the choice of their sovereign Rukn ad-Dawlat. 
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MI-Kifayatain was a prince of great authority, eminent for his abilities, talents, 
and beneficence : it was to him that al-Mutanabbi addressed the five lines rhym-
ing in d- which are to be found in that poet's diwdn, and form part of the eulo- 
gium composed by him on Ibn al-Amid. 	It is not necessary, however, to insert 
them. 	Ath-Thaalabi speaks of him in the Yatima, in the article on Ibn al-Amid, 
and he gives there the following note in which Zill-Kifayatain requests a friend 
to send him some wine without letting his father, Ibn al-Amid, perceive it : 
" May God prolong your lordship's existence ! 	I have hastened to pass this 
" night in enjoyment, as if to take advantage of the moment when the eye of 
44 adversity slumbers; I have seized on one of the opportunities which life 

offers, to form with my companions a part of the band of the Pleiades, and, if 
44  you do not aid us to maintain our rank in that choir by sending us some 
" wine, we shall be (sad) like the daughters of the hearse (19). 	Adieu." 	Atli- 
Thaalabi gives also some pieces of verse composed by the author of this letter. 
Abil 'l-Fath continued to fill the.office of vizir up to the death of Rukn ad-Dawlat 
(v. I. p. 407), and the accession of Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat, that prince's son. 	He was 
again chosen as vizir by the new monarch, but he held this post for a very short 
time. 	A profound jealousy subsisted between him and the Sdhib Ibn Abbad, 
and it is said that the latter was thetperson who turned Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat's 
heart against him. 	That prince began by expressing his disapproval of Zill-Ki- 
fayatain's conduct and testifying the aversion which he had conceived for him, 
till at length, in the year 366, he cast him into prison. 	There still exist some 
pieces composed by Zit 1-Kifayatain during his confinement, and in these, he 
describes his miserable situation. 	Ath-Thaalabi says that he lost all his wealth ;  
and that they tortured him by cutting off his nose and plucking his beard. 	An- 
other writer states that one of his hands was cut off also, and perceiving that his 
case was hopeless and escape impossible, even were he to surrender up all he 
possessed, he tore open the breast of his robe, and taking out of it a paper con-
taining a list of all the wealth and hidden treasures which he and his father had 
collected, he cast it into the fire. 	When he saw it entirely oonsumed, he said 
to the man who had him in custody : "Execute thy orders, for, by Allah ! not a 
44  single dirhem of our money shall fall into the hands of thy master." 	He was 
then put to the torture and kept in suffering till he died. 	His arrestation took 
place on Sunday, the 8th of the latter Rabi,_A. H. 366 (December, A. D. 976::. 
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He was born in 307 (A. D. 919-20). —At the time of the expedition, in the year 
355 (A. D. 966), when the Khorasanides returned from Rai after the rave 
event which occurred there., and when God had delivered (the country) from their 
perversity (p), the rats AbU '1-Fadl Ibn al-Amid commenced the construction of 
an immense wall around the palace of his sovereign. 	This induced the army 
inspector to observe that such an undertaking reminded him of the common 
saying: post crepitum ventris stringere podicem ; on which Ibn al-Amid replied: 
" And that also is useful to prevent another from escaping." 	This answer 
was considered excellent.—Ibn al-Amid was appointed to office A. H. 337 (A.D. 
9i8-9). 	In allusion to (the death of) AbU'l-Fath, one of his friends said : 

Family of al-Amid and family of Barmek ! what has befallen you? your friends are 
few, and your assisters intimidated. 	Fortune took you for its favourites, but it then 
thought fit (to change its mind); fortune is certainly deceitful and treacherous 1 

Abil 1-F.ath, the son of Ibn al-Amid had the Sahib Ibn Abbad for successor ; 
see the life of the latter (vol. I. p. 212). 	He frequently repeated the following 
lines, some time before he lost his life : 

Men entered the world before us, and they departed from it, leaving it to us; we so-
journed therein as they did, but we shall leave it to our successors. 

The following piece is attributed to Abil 'l-Fath, the son of Ibn al-Amid : 

The delators who watched my conduct asked me how I loved her? and I answered: 
" With a passion neither inadequate nor excessive." 	But did I not mistrust them, I 
should have spoken the truth and said : " My passion for her surpasses all that lovers 
" ever felt." 	How often have my brethren asked me why I was so sad? And I replied: 
" You see my malady, yet you ask me what is the matter !" 

Abil Haiyan 'Ali Ibn Muhammad at-Tauhidi, a native of Baghdad, composed a 
work entitled : Mathdlib al-Wazirain (the opprobriousness of the two vizirs) in which 
he inserted all the circumstances which could tend to the dishonour of Ibn al- 
Amid and the Sahib Ibn Abbad ; he attacked them violently in this production, 
enumerating their faults, stripping them of all the renown which they had ac-
quired by their talents and generosity, displaying the utmost prejudice against 
them and treating them with great injustice. 	This book is one of those which 
bring ill luck (21); no person ever had it in his possession without suffering a 
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reverse of fortune, as I myself have experienced, and as others, on whose words 
I can place reliance, have experienced• also. 	This AUL Haiyan was a man of 
talent and an author: he composed some works Or great repute, such as the 

Kitdb al-Imtind wa 1-Mawdziasa (aversion and attachment), in two volumes ; the 
Kitdb al-Basdir wa 'd-Dakhdir (guiding marks and treasures): the Kitdb as-Sadilc 
wa 's-Saddka (the friend and friendship), in one volume; the Kitdb al-Makdisdt (mu-
tual comparisons), in one volume; the Mathellib al- Wazirain, in one volume, etc. 
This writer was still alive in the year 400 (A. D. 1 009-1 0), as we learn from 
his own words in the Kitdb as-Sadik wa 's-Saddka. —I have not found the word 
Tauhidi noticed by any of the authors who have composed treatises on patrony-
mics, not even by as-Samani; but it is said that Abil Haiyan's father sold tauhld 
at Baghdad, and that this tauhid is a species of date produced in Irak. 	It is this 
signification which some commentators of al-Mutanabbi's poems assign to the 
following verse : 

They draw from my mouth draughts which are sweeter than the profession of God's 
unity (at—Tauhid). 

(1) rt is well known that the regular diminutive form fuail ( j...a.;) assumes, in some cases, an intensitive 
signification; thus omaid (a little column, a pilaster) may bear the signification of a large column. 	This 
circumstance induced me to suppose that the name of this vizir should be pronounced Omaid, and M. de Sacy 
was so deeply impressed with the same opinion that, in translating the passage to which the present note refers, 
he wrote : "II avait recu ce surnom d'apres l'usage on sont les habitans de Khorasan, d'employer les dimi- 
" nutifs comme un signe d'estime et de consideration." 	(Chrestomathie, torn. II, p. 58.) 	He then adds: 
" Ceci prouve qu'on dolt prononcer Omaid et non pas Amid." 	To this I reply that, in the Arabic text of 
this passage (which I have translated literally), the equivalent of the word diminutifs does not exist; and, to 
prove that the name should be pronounced Amid, not Omaid, I shall refer to the versified proverb : Epistolary 
writing commenced with Abd al-Harrild, and ended with Ibn al-Amid. 	I shall also refer to the diwdn of al— 
Mutanabbi; 	in all the manuscripts, the poems addressed to this vizir are entitled al-Amtdigett, with the 
vowel points clearly marked, and in these pieces, the word . 	is invariably pointed so as to be read at- 
Amid. 	M. de Sacy has therefore misunderstood the observation of Ibn Khallikan, but his error was almost 
inevitable, owing lo the vagueness of our author's expression. 	I believe Ibn Khallikan meant to say that 
the people of Khorasan give to the form fail ( Lhs6) an intensitive signification, and this we know is an irre- 
gularity. 	The commentators of the Koran, and all the grammarians who explain the words Bism illah ir- 
rahmdn it—ralarn (in the name of God, the merciful; the clement!) attribute to rahlm, in consequence of 
its form (fall),a much less comprehensive significatiop,than to the word rahmdn. It is therefore an established 
principle of Arabic grammar that the form fall expresses less than Man and some other forms. 	But it ap- 
pears that in Khorasan it was considered to express more and to be really the. intensitive form, and this is what 
our author intended to say.  
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(2) Humidity and generoiity are synonymous in Arabic poetry. 	To call a generous patron an ocean is the 
highest praise a poet can bestow. 

(3) In these verses he means to say that Ibn al-Amid united in himself the talents of all the great men of 
former times, and that he, coming last, represented the sum total of which they were the items. 

(4) The Oyttn as,-Siar appears, from the short account of it given by Hajji Khalifa, to be a collection of 
anecdotes or poems. 	He places al-Hamadani's death in 521 (A.D. 1127). 

(5) His life will be found in this work. 
(6) The poet probably means the town of Rusafa. 	See vol. I. p. 299. 
(7) As-Sarat has been already noticed in vol. I. p. 318. 	I know not what the poet means by the stone of 

as-Sarht, and which he visited as pilgrinis do the black stone of the Kaaba. 
(8) Residence; in the original itimdr (to perform the visit to the Qmra). 	See note (11), p.253 of this vol. 
(9) Literally: And then, when Ibn al-Amid appears, the showers of the rain-cloud cease. 
(10) The words ...i‘..c 	9 mean : a supper of hospitality for which the guest must wait long, before he 

gets it. 	Such a supper is a proof of the ill will of the host. 	In this phrase, the expression appears to be 
taken figuratively.  

(11) Literally: But it was as if he had sunk into the hearing and the sight of the earth; that is: as if he had 
sunk into the earth. 	Na.reasonable explanation has ever been given of this expression. 

(12) Ibn Khallikan speaks of this work at the end of the present article. 
(13) Spring ; in Arabic ar-Rabl. 	I suspect that the poet means io quibble on this word which is also em- 

ployed as a proper name. 
(14) The life of Hilal Ibn as-Sabi will be found in this work. 
(15) Ath-Thahlibi gives, in his Yatima, MS. No. 1370, fol. 479, a great number of passages, in prose and 

verse, composed by the emir Abi1 '1-Fadl Obeid Allah Ibn Ahmad al-Mikan, the most distinguished doll the 
members of the Mika' family. 	Two other' persons of the same family were eulogised by Ibn Duraid (see 
page 38 of this volume.  

(16) This passage occurs in the Yarnani, MS. fonds Asselin, folio 52 verso. 
(17) Abd '1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Ibrahim ad--Dabbi, a favorite of the Sdhib Ibn Abbad, acted as his lieute-

nant and succeeded him on. his death.—(Yatinta, No. 1370, fol. 307, whtre numerous passages of his prose 
writings and poetical compositions are given.) 

(18) This surname signifies: possessor af the double capacity. 	The author of the Yattnia;b1S. No. 1370, 
fol: 270, gives numerous extracts •from his Writings. 

(19) The daughte7s of- the hearse (Bandt Naash) is the name given by the Arabs to the constellation of 
Ursa Major. 

(20) " in the year 355, an army of more than ten thousand men marched from Khorasan against the 
" Greeks"—(who had penetrated into Mesopotamia and Syria, where they laid siege to Antioch; see Abu 'I- 
Feda's Annals) — "and reached Rai. 	On their arrival, Rukn ad-Dawlat furnished them with provisions in 
" abundance, but one day, those warriors mounted their houses, and proceeding to the dwellings of Rukn 
" ad-Dawlat's captains, they slew all the Dailamites whom they met and pillaged the palace of Abd 1-Fadl 
" Ibn al-Amid, the vizir of Rukn ad-Dawlat. 	Ibn al-Amid succeeded, however, •in defeating them and put- 
". ting them to flight. 	They retired by the Adarbaidjhn road, with the loss of fifteen hundred men, and, hay- 
" ing subsequently reached Mosul, they entered Syria and encountered the Greeks."— (Ad-Dahabi's Tdrikh 
al-Isldm, MS. No. 646, fol. 237.) 

(21) Such is the meaning of the word .).5.3,..s.°, in this case. 	It occurs also with a nearly similar significa- 

tion in Abd-Allabi f ; see M. de Sacy's translation of that work, p. 250. 
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• 
IBN MUKLA. 

Alia Ali Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Mukla, the celebrated kdtib, 
commenced his career as administrator and revenue-collector in one of the dis- 
tricts of Fars. 	He successively occupied various situations till he was at length 
appointed vizir by al-Muktadir billah, who invested him with this office on the 
16th of the first Rabi, A. H. 316 (May, A. D. 928). 	The same khalif arrested 
him on Wednesday, the 16th of the first Jumada, A. H. 318 (June, A. D. 930), 
and, having wrung from him a large sum of money, he banished him into the 
province of Fars. 	The imdm al-Kahir billah (al- illuktadir's successor ,  sent a 
messenger to bring him back from that country, and having chosen him for 
vizir, he appointed him to act as his lieutenant. 	On the morning of the Day of 
Sacrifice, A. H. 320 (December, A. D. 932), Ibn Mukla returned from Fars, and 
being invested with the pelisse of office, he continued to hold the post of vizir 
till the month of Shaaban in the following year. 	At that time, he withdrew 
into concealment on receiving information that the khalif suspected him of hav-
ing taken an active part in the revolt excited by Ali Ibn Balik (vol. H. p. 377). 
Ar-Radi Billah, who succeeded to the khalifate on the 6th of the first Jumada, 
A. H. 322 (April, A. D. 934), chose him for...vizir, three days after his accession. 
Al-Muzaffar Ibn Yaktlt, who had acquired the absolute direction of ar-Radi's 
affairs, conceived a dislike for the vizir Abil Ali and concerted a plot with the 
pages of the chambers (1) for the purpose of seizing on him when he entered 
the palace; assuring them that such a proceeding would meet with no opposi-
tion from the khalif and that it would in all probability give him great pleasure. 
It happened therefore that, when the vizir entered the vestibule of the palace, 
Ibn Yakin and the pages seized on him and sent him in to ar-Radi whom they 
acquainted with the circumstance; enumerating, at the same time, a number 
of crimes which they attributed to their prisoner and which forced them to take 
so decided a measure. 	The khalif returned an answer in •vhich he gave his ap- 
proval to their conduct. 	This occurred on Monday, the 16th of the first Ju- 
mada, A. H. 324 (April, A. D. 936). 	They then agreed that the .vizirship 
should be confided to Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Isa Ibn Dawild Ibn al-Jarrah (2), and 
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ar-Radi, in consequence; invested him with that office and delivered over to 
him Abil Ali Ibn Mukla. 	Abd ar-Rahman caused his prisoner to be scourged 
with whips, and having put him to the rack (3), and inflicted on him various 
other 'tortures, he extorted his signature to a promissory note of one million of 
dinars (4). 	Ibn Mukla subsequently obtained his liberty, and retired to his 
house, where he remained for some time Unemployed. 	Abil Bakr Muhammad 
Ibn Rail( having then revolted against the khalifate, and usurped the supreme 
authority, ar-Radi sent to the insurgent chief and propitiated his favour by en-
trusting him with the government of the empire and creating him amer al- 
umard (5). 	He granted him also the administration of the revenue (khardj) and 
of all the landed estates belonging to the khalifate, besides which, he caused the 
public prayer (khotba) to be said in his name from all the pulpits of the empire. 
Ibn Raik having thus attained the height of power and influence, exerted his au-
thority uncontrolled, and seized on the possessions and landed property of Ibn 
Mukla and his son Abil 'l-Husain. 	Ibn Mukla then waited on lb❑  Raik and his 
secretary, and requested, in the humblest manner, the restitution of his estates. 
Being unable to obtain any thing from them but vague promises, he decided 
on employing against Ibn Raik every possible means of intrigue, and wrote 
to the khalif advising his arrestation ; engaging, at the same time, in case his 
advice was followed and that he himself was appointed vizir, to force from Ibn 
Raik the sum of three millions of dinars. 	The letter containing this communi- 
cation was in the handwriting.of Ali Ibn Harlin al-Munajjim (vol. H. p. 313). 
Ar-Radi appeared inclined to give his consent to this proposal, and having then 
encouraged Ibn Mukla in his expectations, he entered into a correspondence 
with him, and numerous letters passed between them. 	Ibn Mukla finally ob- 
tained from ar-Radi the full assurance of his co-operation, and it was agreed on 
between them both that he should proceed secretly to the khalif's palace and.  
remain there till their plan was put in execution. 	The•last night of the month 
of Ramadan appeared to Ibn Mukla a propitious moment for quitting his house 
and riding to the palace, because the moon is then (concealed) under the rays of 
the sun, and such epochs are favorable for engaging in affairs requiring secresy. 
On arriving at the palace, he was detained in a chamber and refused admittance 
to ar-Radi. 	The next morning, the khalif sent a messenger to Ibn Raik, inform-
ing him of' what had occurred, and stating that this was a stratagem devised by 

vol.. III. 	 35 
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himself for the purpose of getting Ibn Mukla into his power. 	Frequent com- 
munications, in writing, then passed between them both, and, on the 1 lith of 
Shawwal, A. H. 326 (August, A. D. 938), ar-Radi made known to the public 
the designs of Mukla, and, drawing him from confinement, he confronted him 
with Ibn Raik's chamberlain and some of the military chiefs. 	As lbn Raik had 
expressed the wish that Ibn Mukla should be punished by the amputation of 
the hand with which he had written the horoscope (just mentioned), the decla-
rations of the persons present at this confrontation were no sooner terminated, 
than the (executioners) cut off his right hand and took him back to prison. 	Ar- 
R5di then repented of what had been done, and sent doctors to attend him and 
heal his wound. 	Such was the result of the imprecation which Abit 1-Hasan 
Muhammad Ibli Shanbild, the koran-reader, pronounced against Ibn Mukla, as 
we have already related (p. 17 of this vol.), and it was certainly an extraordinary 
coincidence. 	Abill-Hasan Thabit Ibn Sinn Ibn Thabit Ibn Kurra (v. I . p. 289), 
one of the physicians who attended him, relates as follows : " I went to see 
" him when he was in that state, and he asked me news of his son Alni '1-Hu- 
" sain ; I informed him that he was concealed in a place of safety, and these 
" words gave him great comfort. 	He then began to lament and weep for the 
" loss of his hand : ' With that hand,' said he, ' I laboured in the service of 
" ' the khalifs and twice transcribed the Koran.; yet they cut it off as if it had 
" ' been the hand of a thief !' 	I endeavoured to console him, saying that it 
" would be the last of his afflictions and that no other mutilation would befal 
" him. 	To this he replied by the following verse: 

" When a part of thee perisheth, weep for the loss of another part; for one part is 
" near unto another." 

• He at length recovered, and sent from his prison a message to ar-Radi, pro- 
mising him a large sum-and requesting to be appointed vizir ; he added that the 
amputation of his hand could be no obstacle to his nomination. 	He had con- 
trived, in fact, to write with a pen by fastening it to the stump of his arm. 
When Begkem at-Turki (vol. I. p. 431:', who was one of Ibn Raik's parti-
sans (6), approached Baghdad, Ibn Raik ordered the prisoner's tongue to be 
cut out. 	After a protracted confinement, Ibn Mukla was attacked by diarrhei, 
and having no person to attend him, he was forced to draw water from the well 
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for his own use; this he effected by seizing the rope successively with his left 
hand and his teeth. 	He composed some poems in which he described his mise- 
rable fate and deplored the loss of his hand; in these pieces, one of which we 
here give, he complained of the ingratitude which he had experienced in return 
for his fidelity : 

(To act thus) I was not weary of existence, but I trusted to their good faith and lost 
my right hand. 	To obtain worldly rank, I sold to them my, spiritual welfare, and 
they deprived me of one and of the other. 	I used all my efforts to preserve their lives, 
but mine they did not preserve. 	After the loss of my right hand, there is no pleasure 
in life; my right hand is gone! depart thou also, 0 my soul ! 

The following lines are attributed to him : 

I cringe not when pinched by misfortune, neither am I haughty when it spares me. 
I am fire when blown upon by the deep-drawn sighs of envy ; I am running water 
with my friends. 

It was rrom this passage that Sibt Ibn at-Taawizi (vol. 111. p. 164) borrowed 
the thought which he has thus expressed in one of his kasidas : 

Seek not to gain my love by (affected) scorn; I am stubborn when roughly used. 
Kindness finds me like limpid water; severity, like the hardest rock. 

It was of this vizir that a poet said : 

They say that dismissal from office is the infirmity (menstra) to which noble characters 
are subject ; may God curse it for a hateful thing•! but the vizir AM Ali is one of those 
who expect no longer such• an infirmity (7). 

According to ath-Thaalibi (vol. II. page 129), in his Yatima, the following 
verses were composed by Ibn Mukla : 

When I see a man in an exalted station mounted on the pinnacle of thoughtless 
pride, I say within myself: " Favours must be appreciated-at their just value; what a 
" service he has rendered me in taking that place (of danger) !" 

Ibn Mukla continued in this miserable state till his death, which took place 
on Sunday, the 10th of Shawwal, A. H. 328 (July, A.D. 940). 	His corpse .was 
buried in the prison where he died, but, after some. time, it was disinterred and 
delivered up to his family. 	He was born in Baghdad, on the afternoon of Thurs- 
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day, the 20th of Shawwal, Ar. H. 272 (March, A.D. 886). 	We have already men- 
tioned in the life of Ibn al-Bawwab (vol. H. p. 282), that it was he who derived the 
present system (of writing) from the written characters used by the people of 
KiIN and that he gave it its actual form : I mean to say, either he or his brother, 
because there exists a difference of opinion on this subject. 	I have observed also 
that Ibn al-Bawwab followed the path marked out by Ibn Mukla and amelio-
rated his system. — Ibn Mukla uttered some sayings which are still preserved 
and employed : such, for instance, are the following : " When I love, I risk 
" death ; and when I hate, I inflict it." 	"When pleased, I favour; when dis- 
" pleased, I punish."—"I like him who cultivates poetry for self-instruction, 
" not for lucre, and him who practises music for pleasure, not for gain." 	He has 
expressed a great number of fine ideas both in prose and verse. 	The poet Ibn 
ar-Rilmi (vol. II. page 297) eulogiged Ibn Mukla, and one of the ideas which 
he expressed respecting him is the following : 

If the pen be master of the sword (, the sword) before which the necks are humbled 
and to whose edge the nations are obedient ; (recollect) that death also, death yhich 
nought can resist, follows (from) words traced by the pen (of fate). 	'Tis thus that God 
hath decreed, from the time in which pens were first made; (he decreed) that swords, 
from the moment they received their edge, should be servants to the pen. 

Alit Abd Allah al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Mukla, the vizir's brother, was an ac- 
complished and eminent kdtib. 	It was really he who invented that handsome 
written character. 	His birth took place on Wednesday, at daybreak, the 30th 
of Ramadan, A. H. 278 (Januar.y, A. D. 892), and his death, in the month of 
the latter Rabi, A. H. 338 (October, A. D. 949).—As for Ibn Raik, the hdfiz Ibn 
AsAkir (vol. H. p. 252) states, in his History of Damascus, that he arrived there 
in the month of Zil '1-1Iijja, A. H. 327 (Sept.-Oct. A. D. 939), and that the imdm 
al-Muttaki appointed him governor of that city in the place of Badr Ibn Abd 
Allah al-Ikshidi, whom he dismissed from office. 	Ibn Raik then set out for 
Egypt and had an encounter with Muhammad Ibn Toghj (vol. III. p. 221), the 
sovereign of that country. 	Being defeated in this engagement, he returned to 
Damascus, whence  he proceeded to Baghdad. 	He lost his life at Mosul, A. H. 
330 (A. D. 941-2). 	It is said that he fell by the hand of Nasir ad-Dawlat al- 
Hasan Ibn Hamdan (vol. I. p. 404). 
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(1) The pages of the chambers (al-phillndn al-Ilujariya) formed a numerous body of youths who received 
their education at the court of the Abbaside khalifs and were afterwards employed in their service; see vol. II. 
p. 361. 	Under the Fatimides in Egypt, a similar institution existed, the members of which were designated 
under the title of the youths of the chambers (Subyeln al-Hujar); see vol. II. of this work; page 352 ; and, 
under the mamItik sultans, we perceive the existence of a seminary nearly identical, the as-Subytin al-Kuja-
riya ; see' M. de Sacy's Chrestomathie, t. I. p. 156.' An establishment of the same kind is that of the Itch 
Oghldns at Constantinople. 

(2) Speaking of this vizir, the author of the ad-Dual al-Isldmiya says: "When ar-Rkdi arrested Ibn Mokla, 
" he sent for Ali Ibn Isa Ibn al-Jarrhh and offered him the vizirship. 	Ali refused accepting, and recommended 
" his brother Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Isa to be chosen. 	The khalif followed his advice, but, in a short time, 
" affairs got embroiled and the new vizir offered his dismission. 	This led to his arrestation. 	During his ad- 
" ministration he did nothing worthy of remembrance." 

(3) The Arabic word taala, here rendered by rack, means suspension. 
(4) Between four and five hundred thousand pounds at the lowest computation. 
(5) Azar al-umard (emir over the emirs, or commander in chief); this post, the highest in the khalifate. 

was created for Ibn Rkik. 
(6) Ibn Khallikan, or his copyist, has committed a gross blunder here; he should have said: who was one of 

Ibn Mukla's partisans. 	Our author must certainly have meant to write: 	().)! j I (:)..4.:...).431 c.).., L..) , 
Lt...) 	 1 1-i., 	- 	I 	i a. and not 4.31,...) 	 t<-.5. 2 cinii yl L,"?.5 Ly?1 	c:y:..>;.:1 L../.., j  C 	• I.Y..) CT? .14  

(7) Koran, surht 65, verse 4.—The poet means to say that the vizir need never apprehend being deprived 
of his place; a very unfortunate prediction, as we have just seen. 

IBN BAKIYA THE VIZIR. 

Abil 't-Tahir Muhammad 'Ibn Muhammad Ibn Bakiya Ibn Ali, surname(' 
Nasir ad-Dawlat (assister of the empire) and vizir to Izz ad-Dawlat Bakhtyar (v. I. 
p. 250), the son of Moizz ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih, was an eminent rdis (1), a 
powerful vizir and a generous patron. 	We have already spoken of him in our 
notice on Izz ad-Dawlat and mentioned that the allowance of wax lights which 
this prince furnished to him was two thousand pounds weight every month ; 
now, 	wax lights being an object of little necessity, it may be conceived from 
this single circumstance h&w great must have been the quantity of things 
more essential and more requisite with which (the vizir) was provided. 	Jim Ba- 
kiya was a native of Awana (2), a place (in the province) of Baghdad. 	In the 
commencement of his career, he rose to be head-cook to Moizz ad-Dawlat, and 
then passed successively through other posts connected with the service of that 
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sovereign. 	On the death of his master and the accession of Izz ad-Dawlat, his 
situation became still, more prosperous, having merited the favour of the new 
monarch by. the zeal which he had displayed in the service of his father. 	Pos- 
sessing a pleasing address and a generous disposition, he advanced to more ele-
vated situations, and, on Monday, the 7th of Zil '1-Hijja, A. H. 362 (September, 
A.D. 973), he received from Izz ad-Dawlat his appointment to the place of vizir. 
At a later period, Izz ad-Dawlat was led to arrest him for reasons too long to be 
fully related : we may, however, state, in a summary manner, that Ibn Bakiya 

`pushed him to wage war against his cousin Adud ad-Dawlat (vol. //. p. 481), 
and, in the battle which ensued at al-Ahwaz, the troops of' Izz ad-Dawlat were 
defeated. 	The prince attributed this disaster to the counsels of his vizir. 	In 
allusion to this circumstance, Abil Ghassan, a physician of Basra, said : 

He remained fifty days at al-AhwAz, directing the empire to its ruin. 	He embarked 
in an affair which began by blindness, proceeded through misfortune, and ended in 
destruction . 

His arrest took place on Monday, the 16th of Zil 'l-Hijja, A. H. 366 (August, 
A. D. In), at Wasit. 	Being then deprived of his sight by the application of a 
red-hot plate of metal (3), he confined himself thenceforward to his house. 
When in the exercise of the vizirship, he grievously offended Adud ad-Dawlat i  
Ibn Buwaih by some sarcasms which came to that prince's ears; and particu- 
larly, in designating him by the name of Abii Bakr al-Ghudadi. 	This Abil Bakr 
was a man with blue eyes and a face mottled with red, who sold cat's meat (ghudad) 
at Baghdad and 'who resembled Adud ad-Dawlat very much. 	The vizir applied 
this nickname to him with the intention of gaining increased favour with his 
own sovereign, Izz ad-Dawlat, who bore a deep enmity to Adud ad-Dawlat, his 
cousin. 	When Adud ad-Dawlat took possession of Baghdad, on the death of 
Izz ad-Dawlat, he sent for Ibn Bakiya and caused him to be trampled to death 
by elephants, after which he gave orders that the body should be fastened on a 
cross and exposed to public view before the Adudian hospital (vol. II. p. 484) in 
that city. 	This happened on Friday, the 6th of Shawwal, A.H. 367 (May, A.D. 
978). 	Ibn al-Hamadani says, in his Oyiln as-Siar : 	" When Izz 	ad-Dawlat 
" Bakhtyar conferred the place of vizir on Ibn Bakiya, who had formerly been 
" 6  chief of the kitchen, the people said: min al-ghiddra ila' l-wizdra (from the dish 
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" to the vizirship), but all his defects were thrown into the shade by his genero- 
" sity. 	In the space of twenty days, he distributed twenty thousand robes of 
" honour."--" I saw him one night at a drinking party," says AU Ishak as- 
Sabi (vox. I. p. 34 ), " and every time he put on a new pelisse, he bestowed it on 
" one or other of the persons present, so that he gave away, in that sitting, up- 
" wards of two hundred pelisses. 	A female musician then said to him : ' Lord 
" ' of vizirs T. there must be wasps in these robes to prevent you from keeping 
" ' them on your body I' 	He laughed at this conceit, and ordered her a present 
l< of a casket of jewels." 	lbn Bakiya was the first vizir who ever bore two titles, 
the imdm (khalif) al-Muti lillah having given him that of an-Nasih (the sound 
adviser), and his son at-Tai that of Nasir ad-Dawlat. 	During the war which was 
carried on between the two cousins, Izz ad-Dawlat and Adud ad-Dawlat, the for-
mer seized on Ibn Bakiya and, having deprived him of sight, delivered him over 
to Adud ad-Dawlat. 	That prince caused him to be paraded about with a cloak 
(burnus) over his head, and then ordered him to be cast to the elephants. 	Those 
animals killed him, and his body was exposed on a cross at the gate called Bab 
at-Tak, near his own house. 	He bad passed his fiftieth year. 	On his cruci- 
fixion, • an adl (4) of Baghdad, called Abu 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn 
Yakilb al-Anbari, deplored his fate in the following lines : 

Exalted during life and after death, thou art, in truth, a prodigy ! the crowd standing 
around thee seems like those bands of visitors who courted thy liberality in the days of 
thy donations. 	Erect as thou art among them, thou appearest like a preacher, and 
they stand all erect, as if tcbpray. 	Thy arms are openly extended towards them, as 
thou wert wont to extend them when bestowing thy gifts. 	The bosom of the earth 
being too narrow, after thy death, to contain such glory as thine, they gave thee the sky 
for a tomb and the robe of the air for a winding sheet. 	Thy importance was so deeply 
impressed on people's minds that thou passest even now thy nights closely watched by 
faithful guards. 	By night, torches are lighted around thee, and such also was the case 
in the days of thy life. 	Thou art mounted on the steed which Zaid once rode in former 
years (5). 	Such an advantage all renounce, and far from thy fortune are the efforts 
of thy foes to change it. 	I never saw a tree, before this, enabled to embrace all that 
was generous. 	Thou wert hurtful to adversity (in warding of its strokes from others); 
it therefore sprang upon thee and thou bast fallen a victim to its wrath. 	"I'was thy cus- 
tom to heal the wounds inflicted by misfortune; it therefore turned against thee to take 
vengeance; and time converted thy beneficence towards us into a crime. 	Thou wort 
an emblem of happiness for mankind, but, on thy departure; they were scattered 14 
calamities. 	For thee my heart burneth with a hidden thirst which can only be assuaged 
by flowing tears. 	Were I able to perform my duty towards thee and acknowledge all 
my deep obligations, I should fill the earth with poems in thy praise and recite my lanien- 
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tations alternately with the cries of the female mourners : but I am forced to withhold 
myself from thee, lest I should be counted for a criminal. 	Thou hast not a tomb on 
which I need implore the blessed rains to fall; for thou art set up as a target to the 
impetuous gushing of the showers. 	On thee be the salutation of the All-Merciful I may 
his blessings never cease to descend upon thee, morning and evening I 

The body of Ibn Bakiya remained on the cross till the death of Adud ad-Daw-
lat ; it was then taken down and buried at the spot where it had been exposed. 
The following verses were recited on his death by Abil 1-Hasan al-Anbari, the 
author of the piece just given : 

They inflicted on thee no dishonour when they fixed thee on a cross; they only com- 
mitted a crime of which they afterwards repented. 	They then felt that they had acted 
wrong, and exposed to public view (one who was) a beacon of authority. 	They took 
thee down, and in interring thee, they buried a mountain (of noble qualities) ; and with 
that mountain they entombed noble worth and generosity. 	Though thou hast disap- 
peared, thy liberality remains unforgotten ; yet how many the dead who are thought 
of no longer I 	Mankind share the (duty of) repeating thy praises, as thou used, unceas- 
ingly, to share thy wealth amongst them. 

The hdliz Ibn Asakir (vol. II. p. 252) .says, in his History of Damascus, that 
Abu 1-Hasan, on composing the first of these elogies, copied it out and threw it 
into one of the streets of Baghdad. 	It fell into the hands of the literati, who 
passed it one to another, till Adud ad-Dawlat was at length informed of its 
existence, 	He caused it to be recited in his presence, and (struck with admira- 
tion at its beauty) he exclaimed : " 0 that I were the person crucified ; not he ! 
" let that man be brought to me." 	During a &whole year strict search was 
made for the author, and the Sahib Ibn Abbad (vol. I. p. 212), who was then 
at Rai, being informed of the circumstance, wrote out a letter of protection in 
favour of the poet. 	When Abil '1-Hasan heard of this, he went to the court of 
the Sdhib and was asked by him if it was he who had composed these verses ? 
He replied in the affirmative, on which the Sdhib expressed the desire to hear 
them from his own mouth. 	When AM 'l-Hasan came to the verse : I never saw 
a tree, before this, enabled to embrace all that was. generous, the Sdhib rose up and 
embraced him, kissing him on the lips; he then sent him to Adud ad-Dawlat. 
4)n appearing before .Adud ad-Dawlat, that prince said to him : " What motive 
" could have induced thee to compose an elegy on the death of my enemy ?" 
Abil 'l-Hasan replied : 	" Former obligations and favours granted king [since ; 
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" my heart therefore overflowed with sorrow, and I lamented his fate." 	There 
were wax lights burning, at the time, before the prince, and this led him to say 
to the poet : " Canst thou recollect any verses on wax lights ?" and to this the 
other answered by reciting the following lines : 

The wax lights, showing their ends tipped with fire, seem like the fingers of thy trem-
bling foes, humbly stretched forth to implore thy mercy (6). 

On heaiing these verses, Adud ad-Dawlat clothed him in a pelisse of honour 
and bestowed on him a horse and a bag of money.—So far Ibn Asakir.—I may 
here observe that the person to whom allusion is made in the verse: Thou art 
mounted on the steed which Zaid once rode in former years, was Ahil 'l-Hasan Zaid 
the son of Ali Zain al-Aabidin (vol. II. p. 209) Ibn al-Husain Ibn Ali lbn Abi 
Talib; he came forward in. A. H. 122 (A. D. 740), and summoned the people to 
espouse his cause. 	This occurred in the reign of Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik, 
and Yilsuf Ibn Omar ath-Thakifi, governor of the two Iraks, despatched al- 
Abbas al-Murri with an army against the insurgent chief. 	Zaid was struck 
by an arrow shot by one of Murri's soldiers, and he died of his wound. 	His 
body was fastened to a cross and set up in the Kunasa (7) of Kilfa, but his 
head was carried to the different cities of the empire and there exposed. 	Ibn 
Kani (vol. 1. p. 374) says : 	" This took place at Ktifa, in the month of Safar, 
" A. H. 121 (Jan.-Feb. A. D. 739)"—some say, in Safar, A. H. 122.—Zaid • 
was then forty-two years of age. 	(Hishdm) Ibn al-Kalbi mentions, in his Jam- 
hdra tan-Nisab, that Zaid Ibn Ali was struck by an arrow in the forehead, to- 
wards the close of the day, and that his partisans carried him off. 	They then 
sent for a surgeon, but, when the arrow was extracted, the patient breathed his 
last. 	Abu Omar al-Kindi (v./. p. 389) states, in his Kitdb Umard Misr (history of 
the emirs of Egypt), that, on Sunday, the 10th of the latter Jumada, A. H. 122 
(May, A.D. 740), Abban Ibn Abi '1-Abyad al-Anasi (8) arrived at Old Cairo, in 
the quality of khatib (preacher), bringing with him the head of Zaid Ibn Ali, 
and the people assembled at the mosque to hear him. 	It is this Zaid to whom 
the mausoleum is dedicated which is situated between Old. Cairo and Birka 
Karlin, near the Mosque of Ibn 'Mtn. 	It is said, I know not with what cer- 
tainty, that his head is interred there. 	Yahya, the son of Zaid, lost his life in 
the year 125 (A.D. 742-3); his history is well known (9). 	He was slain at Juz- 

• 
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,jan (in the neighbourhood of Balkh), by Salm Ibn A hwar al-Mazini. 	Some say 
that he fell by the hand of Jahm Ibn Safwan, the commander of the troops em-
ployed to guard the frontier (10).—All learned men agree that the like of this 
kasida was never composed.—Abil Tamman (vol. I. p. 348) has inserted in the 
poem which he composed in honour of al-Motasim, a passage relating to persons 
crucified. 	This piece was written by him on the crucifixion of Ifshin (14 
Khaidar Ibn KaiIs, that khalif's general in chief, and on that of Babek (12) and 
Mazyar (13), in the year 226 (A. D. 840-1). 	Their history is well known. 	We 
here give the passage from Abil Tammam's kasida : 

• 
The fever of my heart was cooled when Bilbek became the neighbour of Illilzplr ; 

he now makes the second with him under the vault of heaven, but he was not like the 
second of two, when they were both in the cave (0). 	They seem to have stood aside tha t 
they might conceal some secret news from the curious inquirer. 	Their clothing is 
black, and the hands of the samam (15) might be supposed to have woven for theni a 
vest of pitch. 	Morning and evening they ride on slender steeds, which were brought 
out for them from the stables of the carpenters. 	They stir not from their place, and 
yet the spectator might suppose them to be always on a journey. 

Alluding to Ifshin, in particular, he says : 

They gaze at him on the top of his tree, as if they were watching for the new moon 
on the night which ends the fast (of Ramadan). 

This kasida is remarkable for its high-sounding style.—Ifshin, for so this 
word must be pronounced, was the surname given to Khaidar ()-\) Ibn Kills. 
I have here fixed the orthography of Khaidar, because it is often read as if it 
were Haidar.—The Abil 1-Hasan lbn al-Anbari above mentioned composed the 
following lines on new beans : 

Studs of emeralds in cases of pearl, and enclosed in pods shaped like nail parings ; 
spring has arrayed them in a garment of two colours, white and green. 

The Khatlb (vol. I. p. 75) speaks of Ibn al-Anbari, in his History of Baghdad, 
and observes that he composed but little poetry. 

(1) The word rdis (chief) is usu illy employed by our author to designate a person holding a high rank in 
the civil administration. 
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,2) " Awana is a village on the Tigris, surrounded by trees and gardens. 	It lies at ten parasangs above 
" Baghdad, and is situated opposite to Akbara, from which it is separated by the river."—(Mardsid.) 

(3) Such is the meaning of the word 1...., 
(4) The adt i$ a sort of public notary; see vol.l. page 53. 
(5) In page 281, Ibn Khallik4n informs us who this Zaid was. 	 ... 
16) This simile is by no means obvious. 
(7) The author of the Maretsid mentions Kunasa as a well known place in KOfa. 	It perhaps received this 

name because the sweepings and rubbish of the city were deposited there. 
(8) AbO 'l-Abyad al-knasi was one of the Tait, and particularly renowned for the number of military expe- 

ditions in which he bore a share: 	He died A. H. 87 (A.D. 706.)—(Nitjant). —I can discover no information 
respecting his son Abbiin. 

(9) For a full history of Zaid and hissson Yaltya see the Cyan at-TawarIkh, MS. No. 638, 101.176, vol. HI. 
and an-Nuwairi, MS. No. 702, fol. 73 verso et seq. 	Yaliya, the son of Zaid, effected his escape into Khorasan 
on the death of his father, but was arrested there by the governor Nasr Mt Sal)* (vol. II. p. 104). 	He was 
subsequently liberated by order of the khalif Walld Ibn Yak!, but was massacred, with all his companions, 
by a body of troops which Nasr sent after him.—(Price's Retrospect, A. H. 124, 125.) 

(10) In Arabic: sdkib at-Ildmiya. 
(1) See vol. I. pp, 72 and 600, where his name is incorrectly transcribed Afshin. 
(12) See *d'Ilerbelot's Bib. Orient. under the word Babel:. 
(13) idazyiw Ibn. Karim Ibis Zaid, governor of Tabaristan, revolted against abalotasim, A. H. 224 (A. B. 

839), 	He was taken prisoner by Abd Allah Ibn 'Mir and put to death by order of the khalif.—(See Prices 
Retrospect, vol. II. p.146. 	Ibn al-Athir gives a long account of Mazyfir's revolt in his Annals.) 

(14) That is: He was not a holy man, favoured with the divine assistance, like Muhammad. 	The poet 
alludes to the passage of the Koran, stirat 9, verse 40, where it is said, speaking of the departure of Muham-
mad from Mekka and of his hiding in the cavern of mount Thaur with Abu Bakr: "If ye assist not the Pro- 
" phet, verily God will assist him, as he assisted him formerly, when the unbelievers drove him (out of 
" Naha), the second of two: when they were both in the cave." 	In the verse of Abd Tammam, the words 

Q. - 	of two the second) are equivalent to ‘,..)%;.ii 2.:Ic (as the second of two). t: r.;X (as 
(15) The samtInt is the 'btitning and poisonous wind which travellers generally call simoom. 	The true 

pronunciation of this word may be represented by smoom, pronouncing the diphthong in the English manner. 

FAKHR AL-MULK THE VIZIR, 	' 

Abil Ghalib Muhamthad Ibn Khalaf, surnamed Fakhr. al-Mulk (glory of the 
empire), was successively vizir to Baba. ad-Dawlat Abil Nasr, (the son of Adud 
ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih,) and to his son Sultan ad-Dawlat Abtl Shujaa Fanna- 
khrosrtl. 	With the exception of Abu '1-Fadl Ibn al-Amid (vol: III. p. 261) and 
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of the'Sdhib Ihn Abhad (vol. I. p. 212), Fakhr al-Mulk was certainly the greatest 
vizir ever employed in the service of the Baide dynasty. 	His family belonged 
to Wasit, and his father followed the profession of a money-changer. 	Possess- 
ing a large fortune, he gave an ample career to his generous disposition, and 
the accomplishments of his mind were equalled only by his beneficence. 	Poets 
of the highest reputation visited his court and extolled his merit in kasidas of 
exquisite beauty, and Abil Nasr Abd al-Aziz Ibn Nubata (vol. H. p. 1 38) cele-
brated his praises in some beautiful poems, one of which, rhyming in n, con-
tains the following passage : 

Every man who aspires to eminence has rivals, but Fakhr al-Mulk remains without an 
equal: alight at his residence and make known to him thy wishes, I engage their fulfil—
ment. 

I have been informed by a literary man that, after the publication of this 
kasida, a certain poet composed a piece of verse in honour of Fakhr al-hulk, and 
not receiving a recompense equal to his expectations, he went to Ibn Nubata and 
said : " It was you who encouraged me, and I should not have eulogised him, 
" had I not trusted to the engagement which you took (that my expectations 
" should be fulfilled). 	Pay me therefore the value of my kasida." 	Ibn Nubata 
satisfied, out of his own purse, the demand of the poet, and Fakhr al-bulk, on 
being informed of his generous conduct, sent him a large sum of money as a 
present. 	Another poet who sung the praises of this vizir was al-Mihyar Ibis 
Marzawaih, a kdtib whose life shall• be given (in this volume). 	He composed in 
his honour the kasida rhyming in r, which contains this passage : 

When my heart feels a slight relief ( from cares), I inquire if grief be dead and if joy 
have returned. to life, or if misfortune fears to assault me because I fled from it to the 
protection of Fakhr al—Mulk . 

The poems written in praise of Fakhr al-Hulk are very numerous. 	It was 
for this vizir that the accountant Abit Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan al-Kar-
khi (1) composed his treatise on algebra, entitled al-Fakhri (the Fakhrian), and 
his arithmetical work, the KO (sufficient).--I read in a certain compilation that 
an elderly man having presented to Fakhr al-Mulk a memorial in which he ac-
cused another person of a capital crime, the vizir perused it and wrote these 
words on the back of the paper : " Delation is vile, even though well founded ; 
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" and if you meant it as a counsel, your failure therein is greater than your suc- 
" cess. 	God forbid that (the accusation made by) a man dishonoured against a 
" respectable person should be received ! and were. you not protected by your 

" grey hairs, I would inflict on you the punishment which you invoke on others, 
" and thus prevent persons like you from acting in the same manner. 	Hide 
" this disgraceful (passion of calumny) and fear Him from whose knowledge no- 
" thing is hidden. 	Adieu."--- Abu Mansiir ath-Thaalibi (vol. IL p. 129; has 
inserted the following lines in his Yatima as the production of al-Ashraf, FAT' 
al-Mulk's son : 

The splendid train passed thy me, but I saw not there (him who in beauty was as) the 
moon among the stars. 	Say to the emir of the troops : " Tell me, sir! what hinders 
" the lord of beauty from riding out ?" 

Numerous anecdotes are related illustrative of Fakhr al-Mulk's noble charac- 
ter. 	He continued in the enjoyment of rank, power, and honours till he incur- 
red the displeasure of his sovereign, Sulthn ad-Dawlat, and, being imprisoned by 
his orders, he was executed some time after, at the foot of the mountain which 
is near al-Ahwaz. 	His death occurred on Saturday, the 27th of the first Rabi, 
A. H. 407 (September, A. D. '1017). 	His corpse was interred on the spot, but 
so carelessly, that it was torn up and devoured by dogs. 	His bones were then 
restored to the tomb, and, on the following year, they were removed, through the 
intercession of a friend, and buried in a funeral chapel which stands there. 
AM Abd Allah (Ahmad) Ibn al-Kadisi (vol. I. page 290) says, in his his-
tory of the vizirs (Akhbdr al-Wuzard): " The vizir Fakhr al-Mulk was guilty 
" of a negligence in the discharge of his duty, and he received a speedy 
" chastisement. 	One 	of his favourites 	had killed a man 	out of malice 
" and the wife of the person 	murdered 	applied to the vizir for redress. 
" He paid no attention to her complaint, and one night, as he went to pay 
" a devotional visit to the funeral chapel near the gate called Bab at-Tin, 
" ' she met him there, and said : 	' 0 Fakhr al-Mulk ! the request which I 
" ' addressed to you, imploring for vengeance, and to which you paid no 
" ' attention, that request I have referred to Almighty God, and I am now 
".' expecting the announcement of His decision!' 	The vizir being then called 
" into the sultan's tent, was arrested by his orders. 	'Now,' said he, 'there is 
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" ' no doubt but that God's decision has been pronounced on the woman's 
t4 c complaint.' 	When the sultan rose to retire, they led off the vizir, and 
'‘ conducted him to anothewtent after seizing on his wealth, treasures, and equi- 
‘‘ pages, and imprisoning his sons and companions. 	He was then executed on 
" the date" —above mentioned.—"His confiscated wealth amounted to six hun- 
" dred and thirty thousand dinars, besides a vast quantity of furniture. 	It is 
"even said that one million two hundred thousand dinars, in specie, were • 
" found in his possession." 	The sharif al-Murtada (vol. II. p. 256) composed 
an elegy on his death, but, as I neglected to make extracts from it, I am unable 
to quote any part of it here. 	May He be exalted, the Being subtle and all-know- 
ing, who worketh what he pleaseth ! — Fakhr gal-Mulk was born at Wasit on 
Thursday, the 22nd of the latter Rabi, A. H. 354 (April, A. D. 965). 

(1) Abil Bakr al-Karkhi was vizir to Balla ad-din and bore the surname of Fakr ad—din. 	His Fakhri is a 

full and highly valuable treatise.—(Hajji Khalifa.) 

FAKHR AD-DAWLAT IBN JAHIR THE VIZIR. 

Abli Nasr Muhammad Ibn Jahir, surnamed Fakhr ad-Dawlat (glory of 
the empire) Muwaiyad ad-din (strengthened in religion), was a member of the 
tribe of Thalaba and a native of Mosul. 	Gifted with judgment, intelligence, 
foresight, and aptitude for business, he left Mosul for reasons too long to 
be related, and obtained the place of director in chief (ndzir) in the board of 
public administration (diwdn) at Aleppo. 	Having lost this situation, he pro- 
ceeded to Aamid, where he remained some time unemployed, but he had at 
length sufficient interest to procure from the emir Nasr ad-Dawlat Ahmad Ibn 
Marwan al-Kurdi (vol. I. p. 4 57), lord of Maiyararikin and Dar Bakr, his nomi- 
nation to the post of vizir (4). 	He continued to govern with absolute authority 
till the death of his master Nasr ad-Dawlat and the accession of Nizam ad-din, 
that prince's son. 	Being then admitted into the favour of the new sovereign, 
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who treated him with the highest marks of honour, he brought the affairs of the 
empire into order and re-established the administration of the state on the same 
plan as it had been under the reign of Nasr ad-Davlat. 	Having subsequently 
conceived the project of removing to Baghdad, he directed his measures towards 
that object, and, opening a correspondence with the imdm (khalif) al-Kaim bi-mr 
illah, he never ceased intriguing and lavishing money till Ibn Tirad az-Zai-
nabi (2), the nakib an-nukabd, (3), came to him and entered into arrangements. 
The preliminaries being terminated to his entire satisfaction, he left the city 
with the (ostensible) intention of bidding farewell to his visitor, but (instead of 
returning) he continued his route towards Baghdad. 	(Nizam ad-din) Ibn Marwan 
immediately sent after him to bring him back, but his efforts were unsuccessful. 
On arriving at Baghdad, Fakhr ad-Dawlat replaced Abil 1-Ghanaim Ibn Wrest 
(v. III. p.156) in the vizirship, A. II. 454 (A. D.1062), and he continued to fill this 
office during the lifetime of al-Kaim. 	Under al-Muktadi bi-amr illah, al-Kaim's 
(grand-)son and successor, he 'remained in place two years longer, but, on the 
Day of Arafa (the 9th of Z4 'l-Higja), he was deposed by the khalif in pursuance 
of the counsels of the vizir Nizam al-Mulk (v.1. p. 413), and Ibn Direst was rein-
stated in the vacant place. —Amid ad-Dawlat Sharaf ad-din (column of the empire, 
nobleness of religion) Abtl Manstir Muhammad, the son of Fakhr ad-Dawlat, 
had acted as,  his father's lieutenant in the vizirship, but, on the removal of his 
parent from office, he went to the court of Nizam al-Mulk, the vizir of Malak 
Shah Ibn Alp Arslan the Seljiikide, and, having conciliated his favour, he con-
tinued with him in high credit, for some time, and then returned to Baghdad, 
where he occupied the place formerly held by his father. 	In the.  year 476 (A.D. 
1083-4), Fakhr ad-Dawlat accepted the invitation of the sultan Malak Shah and 
visited the court of that sovereign, where he received his nomination to the 
government of Diar Bak'', 	He proceeded to that province accompanied by 
the emir Ortuk Ibn Aksab (vol. I. p. 171), lord of Hulwan, and a numerous 
troop of Turkomans, Kurds, and emirs. 	Soon after his arrival, the city of 
Aamid fell into the power of his son Abu 'l-Kasim Zan  ar-Ruwasa (leader of the 
chiefs), 	after sustaining a severe siege, and three months later, he himself 
took the city of .Maiyararikin from Nasir ad-Dawlat Abil 1-Nluzaffar Mansur, 
the son of Nizam ad-din, and seized on the treasures of the Merwanide dynasty. 
This took place in the year 479 (A. D. 1086) (4). 	We may here notice a pre- 
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diction with which this event coincided in a singular manner. 	An astrologer 
went to Nasr ad-Dawlat Ibn Marwin and foretold to him, among other things, 
that a man of whom he hfd been the benefactor would attack the kingdom 
and take it from his (Nasr ad-Datclars) children. 	The prince, after some mo- 
ments' reflexion, raised his head, and, looking at Fakhr ad-Dawlat, he said : 
" If these words be true, this shaikh is the man !" 	He then turned towards him 
and recommended his children to his care. 	Things fell out as was foretold ; 
Fakhr ad-Dawlat having invaded the country and taken its cities, as we have 
already related, but the details would lead us too far (5). 	This vizir was a rdis 
of the greatest influence : his family produced a number of vizirs and rdises 
whose praises were celebrated by eminent poets. 	When Fakhr ad-Dawlat (Ibn 
Jahir) was raised to the vizirship, the poet Abu Mansell- Ali Ibn al-IIasan, gene-
rally known by the appellation of Surr Durr (vol. II. p. 321), addressed to him 
from W.asit the celebrated kasida which begins thus : 

To satisfy the longing of a heart which will never recover from the seductions (of 
love), and the longing of-a soul whose slightest wishes remain ungratified, we stopped 
in ranks at the (deserted) mansions,—dwellings which appeared like volumes cast on 
earth whilst we presented the aspect of their written lines. 	My friend then said, as 
the gazelle passed by : " Is that the object of thy love ?" and I replied : "One like to it; 
" but, if its neck and eyes resemble those of my beloved, it differs from her in the 
" back and in the breast." 	Strange that she should avoid a person with whom she 
is familiar, whilst the most timid of animals foregoes its fears and approaches near 
us ! 	But the gazelles of human race know well that lovers who visit them are the fal- 
cons (which they have to dread). 	Was it not sufficient for these dwellings that their 
suns (youths) have tormented our hearts? why then should their moons (maidens) have 
assisted to afflict'us? 	We turned away through fear of their females ; why then should 
their males call us to combat? 	By Allah! I know not whether, on the morning those 
females looked at us, their glances were arrows or cups (of intoxication) which they 
passed around ! If they were arrows, where was their rushing sound ? if wine(—cups), 
where was their joy ? 	0 my two companions ! permit me to approach the wine they 
offer, for before this, I was permitted to approach even to them (6). 	Suppose that 
they shun the lover whom they dread, what am I but the mere shadow (of a lover) which 
visits them (in their dreams). 	You two have told me that no paradise exists on earth; 
bat do I not here behold the large eyed maids of paradise seated upon the pillions 
of these camels? Think -not that my heart is free; my bosom is its prison, and there it 
remains a captive (unable to follow my beloved). 	"ris difficult for lovers to assuage 
their ardent thirst (7) when the source at which they try to quench it is the lips of the 
fair; 	Acacia-tree of these reserved grounds! tell me by what means you gained her 
favour so that you were kissed by her lips (8)? 

In the eulogistic part of the same poem, the poet says : 
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Thou bast restored to the body of the vizirship its soul (in occupying that post again), 
at a time when no hopes were entertained of its being ever raised to life and revived. 
For a season it remained in a state of impurity with another man, but now is the time 
of its cleanness and purity (9). 	It is but just that it should be given to him who deserved 
it, and that he who lent it should take it back again. 	When a handsome female is 
matched to a man beneath her, prudence recommends a divorce. 

The same poet recited to him the following poem on his restoration to the 
vizirship, in the month of Safar, A. H. 461 (December, A. D. 1068), by the 
khalif al-Muktadi. 	This was previous to the departure of (Ibn Jahir) for the 
court of the sultan Malak Shah : 

Justice has been rendered to (you who were) its source; and you, of all mankind, de- 
served it best. 	You were only like the sword, drawn from its scabbard to be sheathed 
again. 	The hand of its master brandished it to try its edge, and its brightness dis— 
pensed him from putting its sharpness to the test (10). 	How noble the post of vizir! it 
lost its efficacy as long as it remained confided to hands incompetent (11). 	From the 
moment you left it, it was impelled towards you with a desire strong as that of the 
aged man for the restoration of his youth. 	Men like you are exposed (to the strokes of) 
envy, but it is impossible to strike the thunderer in his cloud. 	Many desire that place, 
but who dare expel the lion from his den? 	The sire of many whelps rends with teeth 
and claws the man who presses him too closely in his covert. 	Hast thou ever seen or 
heard of one who arrays himself in the skin cast off by the serpent? (12). 

In the same piece we remark the following passage : 

On seeing the vizirship become his field (of action), they received the conviction that 
to his eagle alone belonged (the empire of) the air. 	The moon is expected to appear 
again after its disappearance, when the month is ended, and never do,men despair of 
the sun's rising again, although he may be enveloped in the shades of night. 	How 
sweet is home ! and sweeter yet for him who returns from a distant land I 	How often 
has a man's return conducted him to a perpetual sojourning.; so that, coming back, he 
remains at home for ever. 	Were pearls to draw near to the merchant, the diver would 
not prosper. 	Were pearls to remain for ever in their shells, they had never been va- 
lued as ornaments for crowns (13) 	No pearl of the sea, no coral can be had, but by 
traversing the dangers of its waters. 

This kasida being of great length, we shall confine ourselves to these extracts. 
In the life of Sabilr Ibn Ardashir (vol. I. p. 554), we have given three verses 
addressed to him by Aka Ishak as-Sabi (vol. I. page 31), in which he congra-
tulates him on his restoration to the vizirship; nothing of the kind has ever 
been composed to equal them. 	Another poet who celebrated the praises of 
Ibn Jai& was the general (al-kdid) Abil 'r-Rida al-Fadl Ibn Mansilr Ibn az-Zarif 

VOL. III. 	 37 
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al-nriki (native of Maiydfdriktn), who composed on him the celebrated piece of 
verse rhyming in h (t ). 	We give it here : 

0 you who speak in verse ! I gave you good counsel, but I am never so unfortunate 
as when I give advice : time has removed (from the world) all the generous men, and 
thereby hangs a tale long to relate. 	You extol for beauty and comeliness the 'ug— 
liest faces to be seen, and you seek for liberality in a man whose soul was formed in 
the mould of avarice; hence you lose your pains, for your praises are falsehoods. 	Spare 
your verses, for, in such attempts, I never saw the hopes of any man even by accident 
successful. 	If you doubt my words, prove me a liar by citing a single patron who has 
acted generously; with the exception of that vizir whose rule offers a series of noble 
acts to charm the ear of time. 

Fakhr ad-Dawlat (Ibn Tahir) was born at Mosul in the year 398 (A.D.1007-8); 
he died there in the month of Rajah—some say of Muharram—A.H. 483 (Sept. 
A. D. 1090), and was interred at Tall Tauba (vol. I. p. 406), a hill opposite to 
Mosul and separated from it by the river (Tigris). 	In the year 482 (A. D. 
1089-90), he returned to Dial' Rabia as viceroy to Malak Shah, and, in the month 
of Ramadan, he commenced his campaign by occupying Nasibin ; he subse- 
quently took possession of Mosul, Sinjar, ar-Rahaba, 	al-Khabilr, 	and 	Diai• 
Rabia, and prayers (the khotba) were then offered up for him, from .the pulpits, 
as lieutenant of the sultan. 	From that time, he continued to reside at Mosul 
till his death.—As for his son Amid ad-Dawlat (see page 287) he is spoken of in 
these terms by Muhammad Ibn A bd al-Malik al-Hamadani, in his historical 
work : 	" He acquired a wide renown _by his gravity, dignity; integrity, and 
" wisdom ; 	he served (in a civil capacity) under three khalifs, and acted as 
" vizir to two of them. 	The pensions which he enjoyed And the presents re- 
" ceived by him were immense. 	Nizam al-Mulk always spoke of him in terms 
gt of the highest respect, and looked upon him as a man of the greatest ability 
" and intelligence ; he took his advice on every affair of importance and pre- 
" ferred it to that of the most prudent and distinguished members of the coun- 
" cil. 	The chief defect to be found in him was his advanced age. 	His words, 
" of which he was very sparing, were treasured up in the memory (of his 

hearers), and a verbal application to him was equivalent to the accomplish- 
" went of the speaker's wishes. 	One of his.remarkable sayings was that which 
" he addressed to the son of the shaikh and inutin Abil, Nasr Ibn as:Sabbagh (the. 
" son of the dyer; vol. II. p. 16 1( : ' Study with assiduity, or you will beconae a 
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" 4  dyer (sabbdh) without (the necessity of deriving that epithet from) a father.' "— 
The vizir Nizam al-Mulk gave his daughter Zubaida in marriage to Ibn Jahir, 
who was at that time out of place, and this alliance procured his re-appoint- 
ment to the vizirship. 	In allusion to this circumstance, the shall Abil Yala 
Ibn al-Habbariya (vol. III. p. 153) composed the following lines : 

Say to the vizir without being deterred by the gravity of his aspect, though he ap-
pear grand and exalted in his station : " Were it not for the daughter of the shaikh, 

. 	" you had not been appointed vizir a second time; thank then the thing (14.; which cre— 
" ated thee lord-vizir." 

I read the following anecdote in the handwriting of Osama Ibn Munkid 
vol. I. p. 177), who states that the poet as Sabik Ibn Abi Maim)] al-Maarri 

(vol. NI. ,page 157), related as follows : 	"Having gone to Irak, I joined Ibn 
" al-Habbariya and he said to me one day : 4  Let us go and pay our respects 
" ' to the vizir Ibn Jahir.' 	This vizir had 	been just restored 	to 	power. 
" When we presented ourselves before him, Ibn al-Habbariya handed him 
" a small piece of paper. 	Ibn Jahir read its contents, and I perceived his 
" countenance change and express 	displeasure. 	We 	immediately left the 
" hall of audience, and I asked my companion what was in the paper? 	He 
44 replied that we could expect nothing better than to have our heads cut 
" off (15). 	These words filled me with trouble and apprehension : ' I am a 
64  4  stranger here,' said I; 	' I have kept your company for the last few days 
" 4, only, and yet you seek my death ! ' 	To this he merely replied : ' What has 
" ' happened has happened ! ' 	We then went to the door with the intention of 
" going out, but the porter prevented us, saying that he had received orders 
" to stop us. 	On this I exclaimed : ' I am a stranger here, from Syria, and the 
" ' vizir does not know me ; the person whom he wants is this man.' 	The por- 
" ter merely replied : ' It is useless to talk; thou shalt not go out.' 	I then 
" felt certain that my last hour was come. 	The company had nearly all de- 
' 4  parted when a page came to the door with a paper containing fifty dinars, and 
" said (in his master's name): 'We have already given thanks ; 	give thou also 
64  ' thanks.' 	(Ibn al-Habbdriya) then handed me ten of these dinars, and I asked 
' 4  him what was in the paper ? 	He replied by reciting to me"—the two verses 
just mentioned — " and I swore that I would keep company with him no 
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" longer." 	Amid ad-Dawlat (the son of Dm Jahir) left some poetry which ()ma 
ad-din) has inserted in the Kharlda, but it is by no means satisfactory. 	Ibn as- 
Samani (vol. H. p. 156) speaks of him in his Supplement, and a great number 
of contemporary poets have celebrated his praises. 	It was in his honour that 
Surr-Durr composed the celebrated kasida rhyming in ain, which begins thus : 

When the caravan took their leave, (we saw the object of thy love and) thy excuse (for 
loving) was evident; all the passions of our souls were borne off in those palanquins. 
Wherever their camels direct their course, thither thou turnest thy eyes ; dost thou set 
full moons ( fair maids) appear in every valley? 	In the caravan which departed from 
the grounds of the tribe is a gazelle (maiden) for whom my heart is a pasturage and my 
eyes a watering-place. 	From the regions of her beauty we are debarred access, and, 
to protect her from all eyes, a veil is her guardian. 	She mistook the nets (the ties of 
love) for huntreoes and yielded to fear; therefore she !Hoke every tie. 	The protector 
of her path knew not that, when discourse with her was forbidden, I spoke with my 
fingers, and that, when she sent her image to visit my couch and salute me.(in my 
dreams), I heard with my eyes. 

This is a long kasida of great brilliancy. 	The verse : She mistook the nets for 
huntresses, etc., bears some resemblance to the words of Ibn al-Khaminara, a 
Spanish poet : 

Ask news of sleep from these eyes which, for so long a time, knew it not ; it came 
seldom, and those nights were rare. 	When the bird of sleep thought my eyes a nest, 
it saw the eyelashes and yielded to fear, mistaking them for nets. 

As I have not been able to discover the date of Ibn al-Khammara's death, so as 
to determine the age in which he lived, I know not if one of these poets has go- 
pied the other. 	It may be, however, that both fell upon the same thought, and 
that neither of them borrowed it from the other. —Amid ad-Dawlat was deposed 
from the vizirship and imprisoned in the month of Ramadan, A. H. 492 (July- 
August, A. D. 1099), and he died, the same year, in the month of Shawwal. 
The poet Abil 1-Karam Ibn al-AllAf addressed to him the following lines : 

Without our eulogiums, the deeds of the good would not be distinguished from 
those of the bad. 	Thinkest thou, because thou art hidden from our eyes, that thou 
art sheltered from our tongues? 

His wife, the daughter of Nizam al-Mulk, died in the month of Shaaban, A.H. 
470 (February-March, A. D. 1078). 	Her marriage took place in the year 462 
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(1069-70). 	Surr-Durr composed on Zaim ar-Ruwasa Abet 1-Kasim, the son of 

Fakhr ad-Dawlat, the poem rhyming in har (L3) which commences thus 

'rears visit thy eyes by day, and sleeplessness by night; between them both, how can 
sight escape? 

It is an exquisite poem, full of originality and highly celebrated, but it is 
needless to lengthen this article by inserting it. 	Zaim ar-Ruwasa Abil 1-Kasim 
was appointed to the vizirship under the imdm (khalif) al-Mustazhir billah, in 
the month of Shaaban, A. H. 496 (May-June, A. D. 1103); he then received 
the surname of Nizam ad-din (support of religion).—The word ,:ric . must be pro-
nounced Jahir, as-Samani being mistaken when he says that it should be pro- 
nounced Juhair. 	They say of a man that he is jahir and that he displays 
the quality called jandra (16) when he has an agreeable countenance. 	They 
say also of a man's voice that it is faittr when it sounds clear and loud. 

i 1) " Fakhr ad-Dawlat Ab6 Nasr Muhammad lbn Muhammad Ibn Jahir was a native of Mosul. 	He entered 
" into the service of the concubine of Kirwash (vol. I. p. 455) and then into that of Baraka, the sister of Kir- 
" wash. 	He was sent by the latter with presents to the king of the Greeks, and, on his return, he passed 
" into the service of Kuraish Ibn Badran (vol. III. p. 1461. 	Discovering that his master had the intention of 
" casting him into prison, he took refuge under the protection of another member of the Okail family and 
" then passed to Aleppo, where he became vizir to Moizz ad-Dawlat Abil Thumhl Ibn Salih. 	He afterwards 
" removed to Malatiya, where he met Nasir (read Nasr) ad-Dawlat Ibn Marwan, who chose him for vizir."— 
(Ibn Khaldtan, MS. no d'entree 2402, fol.145.) 	 . 

(2) We must read Tirdd, or suppose that Ibn Tirhd was the family name. 	Ilan Tirad az-Zainabi did not 
obtain the place of nakib an-Nukabd till A. H 491 (vol. III. p. 136), whereas Fakhr al-Mulk received the visit 
here spoken of in the year 434. 

3) See note (7), page 156 of this volume. 
(4) Abti '1-Feda and Ibn Khalclan (MS. No. 2402, f. 145 versos place the fall of the Merwanide dynasty of 

Diar Bakr in the year 478. 
(51 Ibn Khaldttn, loc. laud., has consecrated a chapter to the Marwanides. 
(6) Literally: their curtains, or chambers. 
(7) Literally : It is difficult for bewildered beings, kept from water during five days, to drink at the source, 

etc. 	The epithets are here figurative ; being properly applied to camels. 
(8) The thorn of the acacia is used as a toothpick. 	 • 
9) This metaphorical language refers, in its primitive acceptation, to the periodical infirmity of females. 
10) Literally: from (:he effect produced by) its stroke. 
(11) I consider the expression as V 	W %.: .nr,  ..),•••1 	‘.wa as a very ungrammatical equivalent of 1._....,.• _5.31 

A.  .1 1 	ji 	AS, .. 	I . 	.) 	A ..";'1- 
(12) The Oct means : Behold in Ibn Jahir a man arrayed in terrors equal to those of the serpent.' 
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(13) Literally: Crowns had never been taken into their account. 
(14) The Arabic word here employed designates the female sexual organ. 
(15) Literally: The best moment (for us) strikes off my head and thipe. 
(16) The original text must be read thus: Yukdlu rajulon jahiron baiyinol-jandrati. 	This is an example 

of a philological formula which occurs frequently in lexicons and commentaries. 	The word (...,,._.: (baiyin) is 
an adjective agreeing with rajul, and must not be confounded with the preposition L.).,,..: (bain). 	The passage. 
literally rendered, would run thus! "thry say: a man evident of jahAra"- 	i.e. whose jandra is evident. 

A R-RUDRAWARI. 

Abil Shujaa Muhammad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn 
Ibrahim, surnamed Zahir ad-din (champion of religion) ar-RUdr4wari, was born 
at al-Ahwaz, but his family belonged to Rildrawar. 	Having 	studied juris- 
prudence under the shaikh AhU Ishak as-Shirazi (vol. I. page 9) and cultivated 
the belles-lettres, he was appointed vizir to the imam. (khalif) al-Muktadi bi-amr 
illah, on the deposition of Amid ad-Dawlat Ibn Jahir. 	We have spoken of this 
person w the life of his father Fakhr ad-Dawlat ; see the preceding article. 	Ar- 
Rildrawari's nomination took place in the year 4-76 (A. D. 1083-4), and he was 
dismissed from office on Thursday, the 19th of Safar, A. H. 484 (April, A. D. 
1091). 	Amid ad-Dawlat was then re-instated in the vizirship, 	When ar- • 
Rildrawari read the ordinance (tauki) of the khalif proclaiming his deposition, 
he recited the following verse : 

He entered into office without an enemy; he retired without a friend. 

The Friday following, he proceeded on foot from his house to the mosque, 
and the people flocked about him, offering up prayers for his welfare and all 
anxious to take him by the hand. 	In consequence of this occurrence, he re- 
ceived orders to remain at home and not to appear in public. 	Being then 
exiled to Rildrawar, the ancient seat of his family, he resided there for some 
time and, in the year 487 (A. D. 	1094), he undertook the pilgrimage to 
Mekka. 	On reaching the vicinity of ar-Rabada (1), the caravan which 	he 
accompanied was attacked by the Arabs of the desert, and not one of the travel- . 
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lers escaped except himself. 	Having performed the pilgrimage, he went to make 
a devotional residence in the City of the Apostle (Medina), and remained there 
till his death. 	He expired on the 15th of the latter Jumada, A. H. 488 (June, 
A. D. 1095), and was interred in the Baki cemetery, near the dome which covers 
the tomb of Ibrahim, the Prophet's son. 	He was born in the year 437 (A. D. 
1045-6). 	The killib Imad ad-din mentions him in the Kharida, and speaks of 
him in these terms : '' The age in which he lived was the happiest of ages, and 
" the time in which he existed the most prosperous of times. 	None of the vizirs 
" had ever displayed such zeal as he for the service of religion and the observ- 
" ance of the law. 	In all affairs connected with religion he was strict and severe, 
44  but, in temporal matters, easy and indulgent. 	Never did he incur the slightest 
" reprehension for remissness in his duty towards God." 	He then adds : " Ihn 
" al-Hamadani has spoken of him in the Muzaiyal (2) : i His days,' says he, 'were 
" ' the most fortunate of days for the two empires (3), the most happy for the 
44 6  people, the ntost complete for the security, prosperity, and welfare of the 
" ' country; no misfortune came to trouble those days, no terror to alloy them. 
" ' Under his administration, the khalifate recovered that respect and venera- 
" ' tion which it received in former times. 	As a penman and an orator, he was 
44  ' the most accomplished of men.' " 	The hafiz Ibn as-Samani says of him in 
his Supplement: "He drew his renown from a fund of. consummate Merit, vast 
" intelligence, dignified conduct, and unerring foresight. 	He left some poems 
" pervaded by a strain of natural tenderness. 	Adversity having given him a 
" moral lesson, he was deposed from the vizirship and obliged to confine him- 
" self to his house, but he subsequently removed from Baghdad and took up 
" his abode at Medina, in the neighbourhood and under the protection of the 
" Prophet's tomb. 	He remained in that city till his death. 	I went to visit his 
" tomb which is near that of Ibrahim, the son of our Prophet, in the Baki ce- 
" metery." 	Farther on, he says: " I have been informed by a person on whose 
" ward I can rely, that Abil Shulaa, on the approach of death and on the point 
" of departing from this world, was carried to the mosque of the Prophet, and 
" being. placed near the enclosure which surrounds the tomb, he wept and 
" said : ' 0 Prophet of God ! Almighty God has said : But if they, after they have 
" ' injured their own souls, come unto thee and ask pardon of God, and the Apostle 
" ' ask pardon for them, they shall surely find God easy to be reconciled and merci- 
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" ' ful (4). 	Now I have come unto thee acknowledging my faults and trans- 
" i gressions, 	and hoping for thy intercession.' 	He here wept again and 
" returned to his house. 	He died the same day." 	His poetical productions 
have been collected into a diwdn .and are very fine. 	Here are some extracts 
from it : 

I shall punish my eyes, heedless whether they shed tears or drop blood; and I shall 
forego the pleasure of sleep till it become for my eyelids a thing forbidden. 	My eyes 
cast me into the nets of temptation, and, had they not looked (on beauty), I should have 
remained a pious Moslim. 	They shed my blood (5), yet they shed not their tears ; 
'twas they which commenced (to transgress) and are therefore more culpable (than I). 

Though I love thee, I seem insensible, but this heart of mine is filled with pain and 
anguish. 	Think not that I have forgotten thee; a man may appear in health and yet 
be unwell. 

Mfist the best part of my life and yours pass away without our meeting ? that would 
be a severe infliction I but if deceitful fortune ever grant me your presence, then, de—
spite my poverty, I shall be happy. 

Ar-Rildrawari drew up a continuation to Abit Ali A hmad Ibn Muhammad 
Ibn Miskawaih's (vol. I. p. 464) Tajdrib al-Umam, the celebrated historical work 
which is in every body's hands. 	Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Hamadani says in his 
History: " Arrayed in piety, a supporter of religion, a patron and kind pro- 
" tector of pious men, a chastiser of perversity, he displayed virtues which 
" remind me of the equity of the just. 	He never went out of his house without 
" transcribing a portion of the Koran and reading part of that sacred volume ; 

he paid the legal alms-tax on all his real property, such as goods, estates, and 
" fiefs. 	He gave large charities in secret: having one day received a note men-

tioning that, in such a house, in the Street of the Pitch-seller (darb al-Kaiydr) 
" there was a woman with four orphan children, naked and hungry, he called 

for one of his followers and said : 	' Go clothe that family and give them to 
" ' eat.' 	He then took off his clothes, and having sworn not to put them on 
" nor warm himself till the messenger returned and informed him that his 
" orders had been executed, he waited, trembling with cold, till that person 
" came back. 	His charities were immense."— Bildrdwari means belonging to 
Ftildrdwar (j55;),)), a town in the neighbourhood of Hamadan. 
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(1) See vol. II. page 201. 
(2) The title of this work sufficiently implies that it was a continuation of some biographical or historical 

treatise. 	It is not noticed by Hajji Khalifa. 
(3) Probably the spiritual and temporal power of the khalifate. 
(4) Koran, sitrat 4, verse 67. 
(5) That is: my eyes exposed my heart to the wounds inflicted by beauty. 

• 

AL-AMID AL-KUNDURI. 

Abil Nasr Muhammad Ibn Mansur Ibn Muhammad, surnamed Amid al-hulk 
i column of the empire) al-Kunduri, was one of the most eminent men of the age 
for beneficence, liberality, acuteness of mind, and abilities as a kdtib. 	Having 
been chosen for vizir by the. Seljuk sultan Toghrtlilbek, he rose to the highest 
rank in the service of that monarch and administered the state with uncontrolled 
authority (1). 	Ile was the first who filled the place of vizir under this dynasty, 
and, had he no other merit (2) but that of his intimacy with the imam al-Hara-
main Abd al-Malik al-Juwaini (vol. II. page 120), the Shafite doctor and author 
of the Nihdya tal-Matlab (that alone would have sufficed for ,his reputation). 	It is 
as-Samani (vol. II. page '156) who mentions the fact in the notice on the imdm 
which he has inserted in his Supplement. 	After enlarging on the character of 
this doctor and noticing the journeys which he undertook to different countries, 
he says: " And, having gone to Baghdad, he became a companion of Abil Nasr 
" al-Amid al-Kunduri and accompanied him in.his (official) circuits through the 
t empire; he met also at his court the most eminent jurisconsults (of the country) 

" and attained great skill in controversy by the conflict (3) of his genius with 
" theirs in learned discussions. 	He then got into reputation." 	I must here 
observe that as-Samani's words are in contradiction with the statement of our 
shaikh Ibn al-Athir (vol. II. page 288), in his History. 	This writer says, under 
the year 456 (A. D. 1064): " The vizir (al-Amid al-Kunduri) displayed a violent 
" prejudice against the Shafite sect and frequently inveighed against the imdm 
,i as-Sha fi ; to such lengths was he carried by the spirit of party, that, having 
tc obtained permission from the sultan Alp Arslan to have curses pronounced 
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against the Rafidites (the Shiites) from the pulpits of Khorasan, he caused the 
" Asharites (vol. II. p. 227) to be included in the same malediction. 	This pro- 
" ceeding gave such scandal to the iindms of Khorasan, that some of them, in- 
" eluding AbU 1-Kasim al-Kushairi (vol. H. p. 152) and the Imam al-Haramain 
" al-Juwaini left the country. 	The latter then passed four years at Mekka, 
" teaching (jurisprudence) and giving opinions, as a mufti, on points of law. 	It 
" was for this reason that he received his surname (4). 	When Nizam al-Mulk 
" (vol. I. p. 413) came into power, he recalled the emigrants and treated them 
" with marked honour and kindness. 	It is said that, at alter period, al-Kun- 
" duri repented of his invectives against as-Shafi; if this be true, 'tis so much the 
" better for himself." 	The praises of Amid al-Mulk al-Kunduri were celebrated 
by ,  numerous poets who came tb visit his court, and the greatest masters of the 
age in the art of verse, such as Abil 'l-Hasan Ali 1-Bakharzi (vol. //. p. 323) and 
the rdis Abil MansUr Ali Surr-Durr (v. II. p. 32.1), extolled him in their poems. 
The latter composed in his honour the following kasida rhyming in n: 

Is this (disdain) the reward which all (my) rivals receive for their love? or rather, is 
this the nature of the large-eyed gazelles (maidens) ? 	Relate to me the history of those 
who fell victims to love; the afflicted live only in their sympathy for others' woes. 	You 
may conceal from me their fate through apprehension; but (every lover) knows the fate 
of the Ozrite and of Majniin (5). 	'Mounted on their camels—but let me avoid long 
comparison, yet I shall say that there were the charms which ravished every soul and 
every eye. 	Gracefully bending their taper waists, they said in sportive mood to the 
zephyr: "Does the willow bear branches as pliant as ours?" 	Behind those lips is a 
source of which the pebbles ave'pearls (teeth) hidden from view; is it hone)r .which is 
contained between them or rather intoxicating wine (6)? 	(Companion of my journey !) 
you cast your eyes to the right and left, over these paths, but even were you gifted 
with the sharp sight of Zarkzl. tal-Yamhma (7), (recollect that) she never saw a living 
cloud darting its lightnings over iirtin (8). 	You complain of the long and weary nights, 
but I am deprived of sleep by the shades which the dark locks and ringlets of my mis- 
tress spread around. 	A censor rebuked me for my passion, but 1 replied : "Be not 
" so prompt! those, tears are my own and so are my sighs. 	if they avail me not (to 
" gain her heart), what will avail me the vigour of youth and the intercession of my 
" twenty years ?" (Rut come, my heart ! ) be not cast down by the blame of thy censor ; 
thou art not the first which, though resolute, yielded to temptation. 	Can I require from 
strangers that they conform to my wishes, whilst my heart within my bosom obeys me 
not? 	My devotion to their gazelles (maidens) was not exacted from me; by what right 
then should they exact from me pledges (of fidelity)? 	For a moment 1 feared that my 
heart would fly and join them, but I forced it to give bail. 	I can support every afflic- 
tion except dishonour; contempt is the torture of noble minds. 	As grains of dust 
pain my eyes, so also does the sip/ht of men who, devoid (of virtue), notwithstanding 
their wealth and (the precepts of) religion, only resemble the human race in being 
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formed of a (yet more) fetid clay; whose looks are ill-omened and whose aspect defiles, 
so that, after seeing them, I must cleanse my eyes and exhaust all their waters to make 
them pure. 	If they count their treasures, there they surpass me; but if they enumerate 
their virtues, I am their superior. 	Let not the envious rejoice in the disappointment 
of my hopes ; the moon does not round its orb till it has appeared like a palm-leaf in 
thinness. 	Yet this noisy road ;of human life) speeds forward the camel (of my worldly 
course), and this ocean impels before it the ship laden (with my hopes). 	And, when 
the abode of Amid al-Mull(' is adorned by victory, we exclaim : "A happy omen !" 
When the resolution of that prince spurs on his generous steeds, they hasten forward 
with their brilliant riders of bold and lofty bearing. 	Seldom did I see the brightness of 
his forehead but mine compelled me to fall prostrate before him. 	Men's eyes perceive 
on his throne and on his saddle, the lion in his den, and the moon which dispels the 
darkness. 	His beneficence extends to all mankind, and he receives the thanks of the 
rich accompanied by the blessings of the poor. 	When they direct their attacks to- 
wards his (generosity), they exclaim (struck with his prompt liberality) : Are these sums 
given from his bounty or paid to us as a debt? 	Had he lived in ancient times, riches 
would have complained of his tyranny and appealed to. Karim (9). 	The treasures of 
his wealth are free to every man; then ask him only for the treasures of his learning. 
To obtain favours at his court, asking is superfluous, and the reward of services is 
never granted with regret. 	I swore to meet all the virtues, knowing well that, in see- 
ing him, I should fulfil my oath. 	He sways the state and abandons not his intentions 
through fear, neither does he exchange courage for feebleness. 	Like the sword, the 
marks of his splendour appear on his blade (exterior), and his sharpness in his well- 
protected edge (acuteness of mind). 	I call his glory to witness that the substance of his 
person is musk, whilst that of other men's is clay. 

He recited this kasida to Amid al-Mulk on the arrival of the latter at Irak, 
where he appeared on the throne of the vizirate and in the height of his exalted 
rank. 	I have given the whole of this excellent and exquisite poem, with the 
exception of three verses which did not please me. 	A number of poets have 
composed imitations of it in the same rhyme and measure, Ibn at-Taawlzi, 
(vol. III. p. 164) for instance, whose kasidd begins thus : 

If thy custom, when in love, resembles mine, stop thy camels at the two sand-hills of 
Yabrin (10). 

This poem, which displays extraordinary talent, was composed in praise of 
the sultan Salah ad-din, who was then in Syria, and the author sent" it to him 
from Irak. 	Did I not wish to avoid prolixity, I should give it here. 	(I have 
inserted it in my notice on Salah ad-din Yasuf Ibn Aiyilb, and there the reader 
will find it.) 	Ibn al-Muallim (vol. III. p. 171) imitated it also in a kasida begin- 

ning thus : 	
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Why does the camel-driver stop at Yabrin ? he whose heart is free from - the pains 
inflicted by large-eyed gazelles? 

This also is a good poem, and I have given a part of it in the life of the author. 
Al-Ablah (vol. III. page 162) also composed a piece in imitation of it ; but, on 
the whole, Ibn at-Tahvizi's is the only one which comes near it. 	These remarks 
have led us away from our subject, but discourse naturally runs into digressions 
which we cannot help inserting.—Amid al-Mulk continued in high power and 
credit during the reign of Toghrulbek; on the death of that sovereign, his ne-
phew and successor Alp Arslan confirmed the vizir in his post and conferred on 

him a higher rank and additional honours. 	Some time afterwards, this monarch 
resolved on contracting an alliance with Khowarezm Shah, 'and sent al-Amid 
to demand for him that prince's daughter in marriage. 	The vizir's enemies 
then spread the report that he had asked her hand for himself, and this news 
having reached his ears, he conceived so serious an apprehension of his master's 
displeasure, that he shaved off his beard and eradicated from his body every, 
attribute of manhood. 	By this act he saved his life. 	Some say that he was 
castrated by the sultan's orders. 	In allusion to this, Abel 'l-Hasan Ali 1-1361- 
harzi composed the following lines : 

They say that, in your absence, the sultan deprived that rampant stallion of every 
mark of virility. 	I replied : " Be.silent 1 he is now increased in virility since the re- 
" moval of his testicles. 	Every male scorns that any part of him should be called 
" female (11), and he therefore cut them away by the roots." 

This idea is singularly original. 	In the month of Muharram, A. II. 456 
(Dec.-Jan. A. D. 1063-4), Alp Arslan dismissed him from office, for motives too 
long to relate, and confided the vizirship to Nizam al-Mulk AbU Ali al-Hasan at- 
TUsi (vol. I. p. 413). 	He afterwards imprisoned Amid al-hulk in the palace of 
the governor (amid) of Khorasan, whence, at a later period, he was removed to 
Marw ar-Rild and confined in a house, a closet of which was allotted to his only 
daughter and the other members of his family. 	On discovering that his death 
had been resolved on, he went into the closet and, having bid a last farewell to 
his relatives, he took with him a shroud (which he kept ready prepared); he then 
locked the door of the closet, and having performed his ablutions and offered up 
a prayer of two rakas, he gave One hundred Naisapurian .dinars to the executioner 
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and said to him : "What I require of you is, that you shroud my corpse in this 
" cloth, which I washed in the (holy) waters of (the well) Zemzem, and that you 
t4 say to the vizir Nizam al-Mulk : You have acted wrong in teaching the Turks 
" to put to death their vizirs and the chiefs of the civil administration; he that 
" digs a pit shall fall into it; he that traces out and acts by an-evil line of con- 
" duct shall hear the sin of it and the sins of all those who follow his example." 
He then yielded with resignation to the sealed decree of God, and was executed 
on Sunday, the 96th of Zill-Hijja, A. H. 456 'December, A. D. 1064), being 
then aged upwards of forty years. 	In allusion to this event, the poet al-Ba-
kharzi composed the following lines in which he addresses Alp Arslan : 

Thy uncle took him into favour, and raising him to honours, he gave him a spacious 
residence in (the edifice of) the empire. 	Every prince in thy family did justice to his 
servants; (thy uncle) therefore bestowed on him prosperity, and thou bast bestowed on 
him paradise. 

It is worthy of remark that his testicles were buried in Khowarezm, his blood 
was shed at Marw ar-Rild, his body was interred at Kundur, his native village, 
his skull and brain at Naisapiir, and his genitals stuffed with straw and sent to 
Nizam al-Mulk, at Kirman, where they.were interred. 	What a lesson for those 
who are capable of reflexion, that a man who was the first rdis of his time should 
meet with such a fate! —Kunduri means belonging to Kundur, a village in Turai-
thith, a district in the neighbourhood of Naisapilr which has produced a num-
ber of eminent men, some of them remarkable for learning. 

(1) Literally: and to none of his colleagues (it pertained to bandy) words with him. 
(2) I read with one of the MSS 	 .1 I .i..... 	T Lii.;v5,0 	 ,. , 	4) 45. 	The corresponding member of the 	. 

":' 	- 	 ''' 
phrase is 61.6,31 ; it has disappeared from the teat in consequence of the additional observations inserted after- 
wards by the author, and which made him lose sight. of this word, which is indispensable. 

_ 
(3) Or more liter‘ly : by the rubbing s!...C...-?. 
(4) See vol.11. page 120. 
(3) By the Ozrite, he means the poet Jamil ; see vol. I. p. 331. 	Vor Majntln, see d'Herbelot's Bib. Orient. 

art. Megnoun, and M. de Sacy's Anthologie grammaticale, p. 150. 
(6) Literally: Are not the houses of the bee arranged within these lips, or else a shop for wine. 
(7) See M. de Sacy's Chrestomathie, tom. II. p. 446. 
(8) The poet here compares to flahes of lightning the glances shot from the eyes of his mistress. 	Jtrifin is a 

village outside Damascus. 	 • 
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(9) Karffn, the Korah of the Bible (Numb. xvi), possessed immense riches, if we are to believe the legend given 
in the Koran, surat 28, verse 76 et seq. 

(10) See Additions and Corrections. 

(11) C) t.,..i I (unthidni), the Arabic term for testicles, 	is 	the dual of untha, a word which signifies female. ,. 
The word untha is also of the feminine gender. 

THE VIZIR JAMAL AD-DIN AL-JAWAD AL-ISPAHANI. 

Abil Jaafar Muhammad Ihn•Ali Ibn Abi Mansilr al-Ispahani, surnamed Jamal 
ad-din (beauty of religion) and generally known by the appellation of al-Jawad 
(the bountiful), was vizir to the sovereign of Mosul. 	His grandfather .Abei Man- 
sin' was one of the persons employed in the hunting establishment of the sultan 
Malik Shah Ibn Alp Arslan as keepers of the onces. 	His father, Ali, received a 
good education, and being ambitious of distinction, he rose to several high 
offices in the state and contracted matrimonial alliances with families of the first 
rank. 	Jamal ad-din was educated under his parent's tuition, and, having ob- 
tained a situation in the service of the sultan Mahmild Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak 
Shah, as member of the military inspection office, he gave great satisfaction by 
his conduct and the abilities which he displayed in that post. 	When the atdbek 
Zinki Ibn Ak Sonkur (vol. I. p. 539) obtained the sovereignty of Mosul and 
the neighbouring country, he took Jamal ad-din into his service and ho- 
noured him with his particular favour. 	Having then proceeded with him to 
Mnsul, he conferred on him the government of Nasibin, and, in consequence of 
the able manner with which he filled the duties of this office, he augmented 
his jurisdiction by the addition of ar-Rahaba. 	Here the talents and integrity of 
-Jamal ad-din appeared conspicuous, and having been admitted inv the intimacy 
of his sovereign and received, into the number of his boon companions, he was 
appointed by him controller (musbarrif) of the entire principality and authorised 
to act with unlimited power. 	Dia ad-din Abil Said Bahram Ibn al-Khidr al-Ka- 
fratilthi, whom the atdbek Zinki had chosen for vizir in the year 528 (A. D. 
1133-4), having died in .office, on the fifth of Shaaban, A. H. 536 (March, 
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A. D. 1142), Abil 'r-Rida Ihn Sadaka was appointed to succeed hint,. and Jamal 
ad-din continued to• occupy his former posts (1). 	The amiable disposition of 
Jamal ad-din, and his conversation, equally elegant and amusing, gave such 
pleasure to the atdbek Zinki, that he admitted him into the number of his boon 
companions ; and in the latter part of his reign he confided to him the control- 
lership- of the administration (ishrdf diwdnih). 	Jamal ad-din thus acquired 
great. wealth, but, during the lifetime of Zinki, he neither displayed the genero-
sity and beneficence nor any other of the qualities ( for which he was afterwards 
distinguished). 	When the atdbek Zinki met with his death at the siege of Kalat 
Jaabar (A. H. 541, A. D. 1146), part of the troops attempted to slay the vizir 
and plunder his wealth; they attacked his tent and shot arrows against it, but 
were repulsed by some of the emirs who took his defence. 	Having then led the 
army back. to Mosul, he was confirmed in the vizirship by Saif ad-din Ghazi 
(vol. H. p. 440), the son of the atdbek Zinki, who entrusted to him and Zain ad- 
din Ali Ihn Baktikin the entire administration of the empire. 	Of Zain ad-din we 
have already spoken in the life of his son, Muzaffar ad-din, lord of Arbela (v.11. 
page 535). 	From that moment, the vizir displayed the generous dispositions of 
his heart ; he gave away with open hand, and he continued lavishing his wealth 
and spending immense sums till his reputation for beneficence was so univer-
sally established, that he became known by the name of Jamal ad-din the boun-
tiful (al-Jawdd) : a number of poets celebrated his praises, and one of them, 
Muhammad Ihn Nasr Ibn Saghir al-Kaisarani (vol. III. p. 158), went and re-
cited in his presence the celebrated kasida which begins by this verse : 

Blessings on those (fair) gazelles in the western borders of az-Zaura (2)•who quenched 
their thirst with the life's water of our hearts 1 

Amongst the numerous monuments which he left of his beneficence, we may 
mention the aqueduct by which water was brought from a great distance to 
Arafat during the days of the pilgrimage, the stairs leading from the foot to the 
summit of that mountain (3), the wall aroUnd Medina, and the reparations of the 
mosque of the Prophet. 	Every year he sent to Mekka and Medina money and 
clothing sufficient for the wants of the poor and destitute during the next twelve 
months : 	he had a special register-office for the persons to whom he granted 
pensions or who applied for pecuniary assistance. 	So various were his deeds 
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of beneficence that, during a famine which afflicted Mosul, he spent all he pos- 
sessed in alleviating the misery of the people. 	His iktd (grant from government) 
consisted in the tenth part of the produce of the soil, such being the usual allow- 
ance to vizirs under the Seljuk government. 	One of his intendants related that, 
having gone to see the vizir one day, he handed him his bakydr(4) and told him. to 
sell it and give the money to those who were in need. 	The intendant observed 
to him that he had only two bakydrs remaining, that and the one which was on his 
head, so that, if he wished to change his head-dress, he would not then have an- 
other to put on. 	To this the vizir replied : "The times are hard, as you see, and 
" perhaps I may not again find a moment so favorable as the present for doing an 
t4 act of charity; as for the bakydr, I can easily find something to supply its place." 
The intendant .  then withdrew and, having sold the bakydr, he distributed the 
money to the poor. 	A great number of similar anecdotes are related of Jamal 
ad-din. 	He continued in office till the death of his master Ghazi (in A. H. 544, 
A. D.4449), and, on the accession of that prince's brother, Kutb ad-din Maudad, 
he exerted great influence over the new sovereign. 	After some time, however, 
Maudild judged his ikt4s too great, and, being weary of the preponderance 
which he had acquired in the administration, he arrested him in the month of 
Rajah, A. H. 558 (May-June, A. D. 1163). 	In the history of Zain ad-din, lord 
of Arbela, will be found a short account of al-Jawad's arrestation and his impri- 
sonment in the citadel of Mosul (5). 	He died in confinement on one of the last 
ten days of Ramadim—same say, of Shaaban—A. H. 559 (August, A. D. 1164), 
and was interred at Mosul. 	When the funeral service was said over his corpse, 
crowds of poor persons,widows, and orphans attended the ceremony and made the 
air resound with their lamentations. 	The following year, his body was conveyed 
to Mekka and borne in procession around the Kaaba, after having been taken to 
the top of Mount Arafat on the night during which the pilgrims station there (6). 
Every day that they remained at Mekka, they carried his body round the Kaaba 
at different times. 	On the day of its arrival at that city, crowds assembled about 
it, weeping and lamenting. 	It is' said that the like of such a day was never wit- 
nessed at Mekka. 	There was a man appointed to accompany the corpse and 
proclaim the noble deeds and virtues of the deceased at every sacred spot which 
the pilgrims are accustomed to visit : when they arrived at the Kaaba, that man 
stood forward and said : 
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0 Kaaba of islamism1 he who cometh here to visit thee was a kaaba (centre) of bene- 
ficence. 	Thou art visited once a year, but not a day passed without his receiving visits 
( from the needy). 

The corpse was then borne to Medina and interred in the Baki cemetery, after 
having been brought into the city and carried, a number of times, around the 
enclosure of the Prophet's.  tomb. 	On this occasion the same person pronounced 
these lines: 

His bier was borne on men's shoulders, but how often did they hear his gifts I When 
he passes by the valley, its sands speak his praise, and when he passes by the assem- 
bled people, the widows bewail his loss. 	. 

These verses are taken from a kasida which shall be noticed in the life of Mu-
kallad Ibn Nasr Ibn .xlunkid as-Shaizari.—Jalal ad-din Abil 'l-Hasan Ali, the son 
of JamM ad-din al-Jawad, was an accomplished scholar, a man of merit, eloquent 
and liberal. 	I have seen the diwdn (collection) of his epistles, in which species 
of composition he has displayed great talent. 	This collection was made by Majd 
ad-din Abel 's-Saadat al-Mubarak, 	surnamed Ibn al-Athir al-Jazari (vol. II. 
page 551), the author of the Jdmi al-Osill. 	He entitled it : Kitdb al-Jawdhir wa 
'l-Ladli min al-Imld il-Maulawi 'l-Wazire'l-Jaldli (jewels and pearls from the dicta- 
tions of the lord vizir Jaldl ad-den). 	Majd ad-din commenced life as private secre, 

tary to Jalal ad-din, being employed to write down, under his dictation, the 
epistles and other productions of his mind. 	He alludes to this circumstance 
towards the beginning of the book, and praises him in the highest terms, extol- 
ling him above all preceding writers for the elegance of his style. 	He speaks 
also of an epistolary correspondeince carried on between Jalal ad-din and Hais- 
Bais (vol. I. page 559) ; some of these letters he gives, and I should insert part 
of them here were I not afraid of being led too far. 	I shall only notice one, be-
cause it is very short; it was composed by Hais-Bais in the name of a man 
greatly in delit : " (Thy) generosity is flourishing, thy renown wide-spread; to 
" succour against misfortune is the noblest support (of a generous man's reputa- 
" tion), and to assist the afflicted (his) richest treasure. Adieu." Jalal ad-din was 
vizir to Saif ad-din Ghazi (v. II. p.441), the son of Ruth ad-din Maudild. 	He died 
A . II. 574 (A. D. 1178-9) at Dunvaser, and his body was taken to Mosul and 
thence to Medina, where it was interred in the funeral chapel of his father Janial 

VOL. in. 	 - 	 39 
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ad-din al-Jawad.— Dunyaser is a city in Mesopotamia, between Nasibin and Ras 
Ain ; merchants resort thither from all quarters, as it is situated at a point where 
the roads of that country meet. 	Hence it derives its name ; Dunyaser being a 
Persian compound word altered from Dunyd Ser (the world's head); it being the 
custom of the Persians to place the consequent before the antecedent when in 
the relation of the genitive case.— Ser means head in Persian.—Kafratgthi means 
belonging to Kafratgtha (7), a village in 	Mesopotamia, between Ras Ain and 
Data. 

(1) It will appear from the sequel that Jamtll ad-din held the post of grand-vizir. 	See also vo1.11. p. 440. 
(2) A number of places in Arabia bear the name of az-Zawra (inilexa, incurval. 	It is also one of the 

names of the river Tigris, and is poetically used to designate the .city of Baghdad. 	. 
(3) These stairs are still in existence. 	See Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. II. p. 41. 
(4) Meninski gives, on the authority of Castell, the following explanation of this word, which lie indicates 

as Persian : Tapeti non villosi genus, nigrum, ex pilis camelinis. 	In the passage of Um Ithallikaii, it evi- 
dently denotes a sort of covering for the head; perhaps a shawl. 

(5) An account of Jamal ad.dtn al-jawad's fall will be found in ImAd ad-din al-Ispahani's History of the 
Atabeks ; MS 	of the Bib. du Roi, ancien fonds, No. 818, p. 266. 

(6) Station (wakfa) ; see Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. II. p. 46. 
(7) According to Ab6 1-Fedii, this name is pronounced Kafartiltha. 

THE KAT1B IMAD AD-DIN AL-ISPAHA.NI. 

Abil Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Safi 'd-din fibi '1-Faraj Muhammad Ibn Nails 
ad-din Abi 'r-Raja Hamid Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ali Ibn Mahmild 
Ibn Hibat Allah, known by the appellation of Aluh (1 \,, and surnamed Imad ad-
din (pillar of religion) al-Katib al-Ispahani . (the scribe of Ispandn), was distin- 
guished by the appellation of Ibn Akhi '1-Aziz (the nephew of Aztz ad-din). 	We 
have already spoken of his uncle (in our first volume, page 170), under the letter 
hamza. 	'mad ad-din al-Ispahani was a doctor of the Shafite sect; he studied the 
law, for some time, at the Nizdmiya college (vol. II. page 164) and mastered the 
science of polemic divinity and the various branches of polite literature. 	His 
poems and epistles are so well known that we need not enlarge on the subject. 
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Having passed his first years in Ispahan, he removed to Baghdad while yet a 
boy and took lessons in jurisprudence from the Shaikh Abet Mansur- Said Ibn 
Muhammad Ibn ar-Razzaz (2), a professor of the Nizdmiya college. 	He learned 
Traditions in the same city from Abil 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn Ilibat Allah Ibn Abd 
as-Salam, Abu MansUr Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn JirAn, Abli 1-Ma, 
karim.  al-Mtibarak 	Ibn Ali as-Samarkandi, Abit Bakr Ahmad 'Ibn Ali Ibn 
al-Ashkar, and other masters. 	Having resided there till he completed his 
education 	and attained a great proficiency in erudition, he courted the pa- 
tronage of the vizir Mn ad-din Yahya Ibn Hubaira (3), who was then at 
'Baghdad, and obtained from him the inspectorship (or  the administration in 
the province) of Basra: 	Some time after, he received his appointment to the 
same post in Wasit, 	and thenceforward he continued removing from one 
place to another. 	By the death of Aim ad-din (in A. H. 560, A. D. 1165), 
the band of his followers and of all connected with him was dissolved; some had 
to encounter the strokes of adversity, and Imad ad-din remained for a time 
in poverty and misery (4). 	He then proceeded to Damascus, where he arrived 
in the month of Shaaban, A. H. 562 (May-June, A. D: 1167), and obtained' 
an introduction to the kddi Kamal ad-din Abil 1-Fadl Muhammad Ibn as- 
ShahrozUri (vol. II. page 646) who, at that time, acted as chief magistrate and 
governor of the city in the name of the sultan al-Malik al-Aadil Ntir ad-din Abil 
'l-Kasim Mahmild (5), the son of the atdbek Zinki. 	Happening, then, to discuss 
a question of controversy in the presence of the kddi on a day in which he re-
ceived company, Imad ad-din was recognised by the grand emir Najm ad-din Abil 
Shukr AiyUb (vol. J. p. 243), the father of the sultan Salah ad-din, who had 
known his uncle al-Aziz from (the time of their residence at) the castle of Tikrit. 
From that moment, Najm ad-din treated him with the kindest attention and 
granted him such marks of honour as placed him on a rank with the most emi- 
nent and the most distinguished. 	Through his means, Imad ad-din became 
known to the sultan Salah ad-din, who was then at Damascus, and obtained an 
opportunity of celebrating the praises of that prince. 	Imad ad-din mentions 
all these particulars in his work entitled ar-Bark as-Shdmi, and he there gives 
the kasida which he composed in honour of Salah ad-din. 	The kddi Kamal ad- 
din then extolled his merit and capacity in the prtsence of the sultan NUr ad-din 
and recommended him as a person perfectly well qualified to draw up the state 
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correspondence (kitdba td1-Inshd). 	"I hesitated," says Imad ad-din, " engaging 
" in an occupation which lay completely out of my profession and for which I 
" had no previous experience;" but it is nevertheless certain that he possessed 
all the talents requisite for this office, only he had not yet put them in applica- 
tion. 	At first, he was afraid of undertaking the duties of such an Place, but he 
had no sooner commenced than every difficulty disappeared, and the ability with 
which he filled it remains well established by the originality of his productions. 
He drew up epistles equally well in Persian and in Arabic. 	A close and inti- 
mate friendship was then formed between him and Salah ad-din. 	Having risen 
into high .favour with Mr ad-din, he became the depoSitory of that prince's 
secrets, and was sent by him on a mission to the court of the imdm al-Mustanjid 

,at Baghdad. 	On his return, he was appointed by Nal' ad-din to a professorship 
in the college •now called after him al-lniddiya. 	This nomination took place in 
the month of Rajah, A.H. 567 :March, A. D. 1172'. 	The following year, \ M. 
ad-din conferred on him the presidency of the council of state (ishray ad-dilvdn). 
'mad ad-din's prosperity continued untroubled till the death of his sovereign 

• ,:21. H. 569, A. D. 1174) and the accession of his son al-Malik as-Salih Ismail. 
This prince, who was quite a boy, allowed himsetf to be circumvented and go-
verned by some individuals who bore a deep enmity to 'mad ad-din, and the 
latter was forced by their encroachments and threats to give up all his places 
and depart for Baghdad. 	On arriving at Mosul, he had a severe illness, and 
learning that the sultan Salah ad-din had left Egypt with the intention of occu-
pying Damascus, he renounced his project of visiting Irak and resolved on return- 

, ing to that city. 	Having left Mosul on the 4th of the first Jumada, A.H. 570 
)December, A.D. 'I '174), he took the road which leads across the desert, and 
arrived at Damascus on the eighth of the following month, whilst Salah ad- 
din was besieging Aleppo. 	He then set out to pay his respects to that prince 
who had already taken possession of Emessa since the month of Shaaban, 
and, being admitted into his presence, he recited to him a kasida in which 
he• vaunted his own merit. 	From that time, he continued to follow the court, 
journeying when the sultan journeyed and stopping when he stopped. 	A 
considerable period elapsed before he could obtain a situation, and, during 
that time, he attended the levees of Salah ad-din and recited eulogiums to him 
on every opportunity, alluding occasionally to their former friendship. 	Having 
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at length succeeded in entering the sultan's service, he became the secretary, and 
obtained the confidence, of his Master. 	The high favour which he now enjoyed 
placed him on a level with the most eminent men at court, and enabled him to 
assume the state and attributions of a vizir. 	As 'for al-Kadi 1-Fadil (vol. II. 
p. 114,', he was generally absent from court, being wholly engaged in directing 
the administration of Egypt, .whilst Imad ad-din, whom the sultan had now 
chosen as the depository of his most secret thoughts, never left the imperial 
presence, but accompanied his sovereign to Syria and the other provinces of 
the empire. 	It was he who composed the as-Sirr al-illaktam (6). 	He wrote 
also a number of useful works, such as the Kharida tal-Kasr wa Jarida tab- 
.4sr (the virgin of the palace and palm-branch of the age), designed by him as a con-
tinuation to Abil 1-Maali Saad al-Haziri's Zina tad-Dahr (vol. I. page 563), 
which work was meant as a continuation of al-Bi\kharzi's Dumya tal-Kasr (vol. II. 
p. 323), which was written as a continuation to ath-Thaalibi's Yatima tad-Dahr 
'vol. II. page '130). 	Ath-Thaalibi meant his work to serve as a continuation 
to Harem Ibn Ali 1-Munajjim's Kitdb al-Bdr i, : 	we shall give the life Of this 
author. 	The &arida of Imad ad-din contains an account of the poets who 
flourished 	between 	the 	years 500 (A. D. 1106) and 	572 (A. D. '1176) ; 	it 
includes, with the exception of a few obscure individuals, all the poets of Irak, 
Syria, Mesopotamia, Egypt, 	and Maghrib (7), and attests the great abilities 
of the author. 	It forms ten volumes (8). 	His work, al-Bark as-Shami (the 
Syrian Lightning), in seven volumes, is devoted to historical subjects. 	The 
author commences with the history of his own life and gives an account of 
his journey from Irak to Syria, and of what happened to him when in the ser- 
vice of the sultan Nar ad-din Mahmild. 	He then relates by what means he pro- 
cured his entry into the service of the sultan.Salah ad-din, and notices some of 
the conquests achieved in Syria. 	He entitled this useful book the Syrian Light- 
ning, because the hours he spent in those- days resembled the lightning flash in 
the pleasure which they gave (9) and the rapidity with which they passed away. 
His work, entitled al-Fath al-Kussi # 'l-Fath al-Kudsi (the Kossian (10) elucidation 
on the conquest of Jerusalem), forms two volumes and contains an account of the 
manner in which Jerusalem was taken (from the Crusaders) (11). 	His Sail alit. 
'z Zail (torrent after the train, or after the rain) was designed by him as a supple-
ment to the work which Ibn as-Samani (v. H. p.156) composed as a continuation 
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(or supplement, zail) to the Khatib's (vol. I. p. 75) Ilistory of Baghdad. 	So, at.  
least, I heard said, but, having met with the work, I found it to be a continua- 
tion of the Kharlda tal-Kasr. 	In his Nusra tal-Fitra wa Osra tal-Fetra (succour 
against languor and asylum for the human race (?) ), he relates the history of the 
SeIjilk dynasty (12). 	He left also a diwdn (collection) of epistles, and another of 
poems, in four' volumes. 	In these kasidas, he displays a lofty mind. 	Another 
diwdn of his, a small one, is composed entirely of couplets (dAbait). 	Numerous 
interesting letters and conversations passed between him and al-Kadi '1-Fadil : it 
is related that, meeting him one day on horseback, he said : "Proceed, and may 
" thy horse never stumble with thee (Sir fala. kaba bik al-Faras)! " to which the 
kddi replied: "May the glory of 'mad ad-din endure (Dam ala al-Imad)!" 
These phrases may be equally read backwards and forwards (13.—They were 
one day riding in the suite of -the sultan and their attention being attracted by 
the clouds of dust raised by the numerous horsemen and covering all the field, 
Imad ad-din recited to him extempore the following lines : 

The dust is raised by the hdrses' hoofs (as-sandbik); the sky is darkened by it, but it 
receives light from the brightness of thy presence (anara bihi as-sand bik). 	0 fortune ! 
spare' me Abd ar-Rahim (14), and I shall not fear the touch of thy fangs (massa ndbik). 

In these three verses he has hit on a beautiful play of words. — Al-Kadi '1- 
Fadil having set out from Egypt in the year 57t (A. D. 1178-9), to perform the 
'pilgrimage, he took shipping on his way, and Imad ad-din addressed him the 
following letter : " Happiness to the Hijr and to al-Hajiin (15) from the possessor 
" of caution and intelligence (46), from him whose glory reaches the stars and 
44 whose presence enlightens the darkness ! (Happiness) to the assembly at the 
" Kaall from (him who is) the pivot (kaab) of generosity, and to the sacred 
" offerings from one who points out the true path ! 	(Happiness) to the noble 
" station (of Abraham) from that noble presence, and to the hatim (17) 	from 
" him who breaketh the back of poverty. 	When he appears, he seems a 
44 pyramid in the, sacred territory, and a bird hovering around him who draws 
" the Zemzem waters (18); on sea, he is a sea (of generosity); on land, beneficence 
" itself. 	Koss has now returned to his Okaz (49), and Kais has come back with his 
".Traditionists. 	Admire a kaaba visited by one who is a kaaba (centre or source) 
" of bounty and munificence; (admire) a kibla (20) towards which advances one 
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66  who is the central point of (universal) favour and regard. 	Farewell." 	This 
note is composed with singular art and ingenuity, but the writer .is evidently 
mistaken when he speaks of Kais and his Traditionists ; he should have said Anas 
with his Traditionists in accordance with the well known saying : Anas (master, 
of the Traditionists (Anas al-Huffdz) (21). 	They were four brothers, each bear- 
ing a different surname. 	Their history I should give hei‘e were I not afraid of 

lengthening this notice and being led away from my subject '22). — On the 
death of the vizir Aim ad-din Ibn Hubaira, the government of the khalifate 'ad- 
diwdn al-adz, the majestic board) 	arrested a number of his followers and, 
amongst them, Imad ad-din, because he was then acting as his deputy at Wasit. 
In the month of Shaaban, A.H. 560 (June-July, A.D. 1165), ImAd ad-slin ad-
dressed from his prison a kasida, containing the following lines, to Imad ad-din 
Ibn Adud ad-diri Ibn Rais ar-Ruwasa, who was then acting as mayor of the pa-
lace (ustdd ad-ddr) to the khalif al-Mustanjid : 

Ask the imdm why his presence (23) withholds its favours from those who once en- 	. 
joyed his bounties? When the cloud withheld its showers (wali), did not his father, by 
his prayers, set them free? 

On hearing these lines, the khalif ordered him to be set at liberty. 	They 
contain an original thought and an allusion to the history of Omar Ibn al-Khat-
tab and al-Abbas, the son of Abd al-Muttalib and the uncle of the Prophet. 
Under the khalifate of Omar, a drought prevailed which threatened the earth 
with sterility, and he went out accompanied by people to pray for rain. 	Having 
taken his station, he pronounced these words : " Almighty God! when we suf- 
" fered from drought we used to solicit thy assistance through thy favour for 

our Prophet, but, to-day we implore it through thy favour for the uncle of 
our Prophet ; grant us rain." 	And rain was granted. 	The word wali, in 

the verses just given, signifies the rain which comes after the wasmi, or first 

	

rains of spring; it is called wali (follower) because it follows the wasmi; and the 	) 
wasmi is so called because it marks (wasama) the surface of the earth with plants. 
It is the adjective formed from wasm (mark). 	Al-Mutanabbi has employed both 
terms in the following verse : 

Will that gazelle (maiden) grant me the favour of a renewed affection, the first rains 
(wasmi) of whose kindness were never followed by a second shower (uritti)? 
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He means that her first visit was not followed by a second. — Imad ad-din 
continued to hold the place of secretary and maintain his high rank at court till 
the death of the sultan Salah ad-din (A. II. 589, A. D. 1193). 	This event re- 
duced him to ruin and deprived him of all his influence (24`.. Finding every 
door shut against him, he withdrew to his house and remained there, occupied 
in the composition of his works. 	He mentions something of this in the begin- 
ning of his al-Bark as-Shdmi. 	In the life of Ibn at-Taawizi (vol. ///. p. 164, we 
have noticed the epistle and kasida in which he requested from Imad ad-din the 
gift of a furred cloak, and we have spoken of the answer returned to both do- 
cuments. 	Imad ad-din was, born at Ispahan on Monday, the 2nd of the latter 
Jumada—some say of Shaaban—A. 11..549 (July, A. D. 1125), and he died at.  

Damascus, on Monday, the first of Ramadan, A.H. 597 (June, A. D. 1201). 	He 
was interred in the Cemetery of the Sufis, outside the gate called Bab an-Nasr. 
A person -  who held an eminent rank in the administration and who remained 
with him during his last illness, informed me that, whenever a visitor came to 
see him, Imad ad-din recited the following lines : 

I am a guest at thy dwelling; where, 0 where is the host? 	My acquaintances know 
me no longer, and those whom I knew are dead! 

	

Aluh is a Persian word signifying eagle; okdb, in Arabic. 	It is said that no 
male eagles exist ; all being females which are impregnated by a bird of another 
speci6. 	Some say that they are impregnated by the fox. 	This is certainly 
marvellous. 	Ibn Onain (vol. III. p.179) the poet has the following line in a sa- 
tire directed against a person called Ibn Sida :  

Thou art a mere eagle; we know who thy mother was, but none know who was thy 
father. 

This alludes to the opinion of which we have just spoken, but God alone 
knows whether it be true or false. 

(1) This appears to have been the family name. 	Its meaning is given by our author at the end of the 
article. 

(.2) Abet Mansftr Said lbn Muhammad ar-Ranitz (the rice-merchant), an imam and chief president of the 
shafite sect at Baghdad, studied jurisprudence under Abd Saad al-Mutavvalli (vol. If. page 90), Abit Bakr as- 
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sliailsi (vot..u. p. 625), Ab0 Hamill al-GhazzAli (vol. H. p. 621), Al-Kiyit al-flarrasi (vol. 11. p. 229), and Asaad 
al-Miliani (vol, I. p. 189). 	He was, for some time, professor in the Nizantiya College. 	Born A. H. 462 
A. D. 1069-70); died in Z6'I-Hijja, A II. 339 (May-June, A. D. 1145).—(Tabakdt as-Shdfigin.) 

(3) The life of the vizir Atm ad-din Ibn Hubaira is given by our author. 
(4) Literally : A miserable life and a waking eye.  
(5) His life will be found in this volume, 
(6) The work entitled as-Sirr ,  al-Maktiint (the hidden secret) treats of judicial astrology. 
,7) Iltighrib (the westi here designates North Africa, Spain, and Sicily. 
(8) An incomplete copy of this work, made up with volumes belonging to different sets, is preserved in the 

Bib. du Roi. 	See Nos. 1370, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1414, 1447, of the ancien fonds, and No. 363 of the fonds 
Asselin. 

(9;  Sec vol. I. p.464. 
(10) See vol. II. page 25, note (3). 
(11) Several copies of this work are preserved in the Bib. du Roi; a very old and well written one belongs 

to the fonds Asselin of the same library. 
(12) This work, of which a copy exists in the Bib. du Roi, fonds St. Germain, No. 327, is written in 'mad 

ad-din's swollen and extravagant style. 	Its tone has been softened by the imdm al-Fath Ibn Ali Ibn Mu-
hammad al Bundari al-Ispahani, who entitled his work: Zubda tal-Nusra wa Nukhba tal-Osra (cream of 
the Nusra and extract of the Osra . 	See MS of the Bib. du Roi, No.767 A. 

(13) In transcribing them, I have put in italics the vowels which are not represented in the Arabic writing. 
In the second, the first a of ala is an ain, which letter represents a strong gutteral ,a, 'e, i, o, or u. 

(14) This was al-Kiidi 'LFAdil's real name. 
(13) Hajiln is a hill near Mekka. 	The hijr is a semicircular area on the west side of the Kaaba, and tn- 

closeci by a wall called hatim. 	See Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. I. p. 252. 
(16) This piece derives its sole merit from the numerous quibbles and puns with which it is filled. 	Such 

futilities being of no interest to the ordinary reader, I abstain from indicating them and 	confine myself to 
the task of rendering intelligible haat' ad-din's obscurities of ,  style. 	 • 

(17) See note (13,. 	 . 	. 
(18) The text is doubtful here; I read ,y)  ei...., ek...,. 
(19) See vol. II. page 25, note (5). 	For Okdz see Additions and Corrections. 
(20) The Kaaba is the name of the temple at Mekka. 	For kibla see vol. I. page 37. 
(21) I have not been able to discover the origin of this saying. 
(22) Subject ; literally : from that to which we are near o)...k...6) L)._--L--)  to. 	This is equivalent to: the sub- 

ject, or occupation, in which we are engaged. 	The meaning of this term has escaped many orientalists, and 
some have most unwarrantably proposed to read o),..‘...4.1 in place of o,)..1,c..i. 	Nothing ran be more certain 
than the true reading and signification of this phrase, which is of frequent recurrence. 

(23) Presence ; literally, proximity. 
(24) Literally: And separated his joints. 

VOL. in. 	 40 
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ABU NASR AL-FARABI. 

Ahil Nasr Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Tarkhan Ibn Auzalagli al-Farabi 
the Turk, a celebrated physician and author of various works on logic, music, 
and other sciences, was the greatest philosopher among the Moslims. 	None of 
them ever reached in the philosophical sciences the same rank as he, and it was 
by the study of his writings and the imitation of his style that Avicena (vol. I. 
p. 440) attained proficiency and rendered his own works so useful. 	Al-Farabi 
passed his youth in Farah, the place of his birth, and then set out to travel. 
After 	various 	peregrinations, he visited Baghdad, 	where 	he 	arrived well 
acquainted with Turkish and some other languages, but wholly ignorant of 
Arabic. 	Having then commenced learning the latter language, he mastered it 
completely and devoted his mind to the philosophical sciences. 	On arriving at 
Baghdad, he found the celebrated philosopher Abet Bishr Matta.Ihn )(Anus (1), 
who was then far advanced in age, teaching logic in that city and possessing the 
vary highest reputation : every day crowds of pupils attended the lectures in 
which he explained Aristotle's treatise on that subject, 	and al-Farabi filled 
seventy volumes with the observationg which he wrote down from the lips of so 
able.a mastet. 	(Matta) stood unrivalled in that art; in his writings, he shone by 
precision of style and subtilty of elucidation, and he aimed at simplifying his 
meaning by developments and annotations. 	It was therefore said by an able 
logician that the abilities which Abll Nasr al-Farabi displayed in rendering 
the most abstract ideas intelligible and expressing them in the simplest words, 
could only be attributed to 	the tuition of 	Alm"' Bishr (Matta). 	Al-Farabi 
attended his lessons, and always took his station among the crowd of students 
who surrounded the learned professor. 	Having thus passed a considerable 
time, 	he removed to Harran, where he met Yithanna Ibn Khailan (2), a 
Christian and an able philosopher, from whom he learned some particular 
applications of the art of logic. 	He then returned to Baghdad and studied 
the philosophical sciences. 	Having mastered 	all 	Aristotle's works, he ac- 
quired a great facility in comprehending the ideas and the 	scope of that 
author's writings. 	It is related that the following note was found inscribed, 
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in 	Abil Nasr al-Farabi's 	handwriting, on a copy of 	Aristotle's treatise on 
the soul : 	" I have read over this book two hundred times." 	It is related 
also that he said : " I read over the philosopher Aristotle's Physics (3) forty 
" times, 	and I feel that I ought to read it over again." 	It is stated that, 
having been asked whether he or Aristotle was the more learned 	in this 
branch of science, he replied : " Had I lived in his time, I should have been the 
" first of his disciples." 	Abill-Kasim Said Ibn Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Said al, 
Kortubi mentions him in his Tabakdt, or classified list of philosophers (4), and 
says : " Al-Farabi, the philosopher of the Moslims in reality, learned the art of 
" logic from Yilhanna Ibn Khailan, who died at Madina tas-Salam (Baghdad) 
" in the reign of al-Muktadir ; he then excelled all the people of Islamism and 
" surpassed them by his real acquirements in that science ; he explained its oh- 
" seuritios, revealed its mysteries, facilitated its comprehension and furnished 
C6  every requisite for its intelligence, in works remarkable for precision of style 

and subtilty of elucidation ; noticing in them what al-Kindi (vol. I. page 355) 
" and others had neglected, such as the art of analysis (tahlfl) and the modes of 
" conveying instruction (5). 	In these t..eatises he elucidated in plain terms the 
44  flys main principles (6) of logic, indicating the manner of employing them 

with advantage and the operation of reasoning (soura tal-kiyds) in each of them. 
" His writings on this subject are therefore highly satisfactory and possess the 
" utmost merit. 	He afterwards composed a noble work in which he enumerated 
" the sciences and indicated the object of each ; this treatise, the like of which 
" had never before been composed and the plan of which had never been 
" adopted by any other author, is an indispensable guide to students in the sci- 
" ences." 	Ibn Mid then proceeds to mention some of his works and the sub- 
jects of which the? treat (7). 	Abil Nasr continued, at Baghdad, to labour in the 
acquisition of this science till he attained in it a conspicuous rank and surpassed 
all his contemporaries. 	It forms the subject of most of his works. 	He then 
set out for Damascus, but did not stop there, having. turned his steps towards 
Egypt. 	He mentions in his work, entitled as-Siydsa tal-Madaniya (administration 
of the city), that he commenced it at Baghdad and finished it in Egypt. 	Having 
then returned to Damascus, he settled there and met with a kind reception from 
the reigning sultan, Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Hamdan (vol. II. p. 334) (8). 	I read in 
a miscellany that, when AM. Nasr went to Saif ad-Da;lat's levee, which was a 
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point of union for all.  persons distinguished by their acquirements in any of the 
sciences, he appeared in his usual attire, which was that of the Turks (9). 	Saif 
ad-Dawlat having invited him to sit down, he said : "(Shall 1 sit down) where I 
ii am, or where thou art? " 	Saif ad-Dawlat replied : "Where thou art ; " on 
which Abil Nasr stepped over the shoulders of the persons (seated on the floor;, 
till he reached the prince's throne and sat down so close to him that he forced 
him out of his place (10). 	Saif ad-Dawlat had some mambas standing behind 
him, with whom he was accustomed to hold private communications in a parti- 
cular language known to very few persons. 	On this occasion, he said to them : 
" This shaikh has grossly offended against politeness; I shall now propose him 
" some questions, and, if he does not reply to them in a satisfactory manner, turn 
" him into ridicule." 	Abil Nasr immediately answered, in the same language : 
" Consider of it, 0 emir ! for every proceeding is appreciated according to its 
gi result." 	These words filled Saif ad-Dawlat with astonishment : " How !" said 
he, " you know this language ? "—" Yes ;" replied Abil Nasr, " I know upwards 
" of seventy (11)." 	From that moment, the prince conceived a high opinion 
of him. 	AM Nasr then began to converse with the learned men of the com- 
pany on all the different sciences, and he continued to harangue till he reicluced 
them to silence and had the whole discourse to himself. 	They had even com- 
menced writing down his (learned) observations when Saif ad-Dawlat dismissed 
them and remained alone with the philosopher. 	"Would you like to .eat any- 
" thing 2" said he.—"No."—" Or to drink ?"—" No."—" Or to hear (music)?" 
—" Yes." 	The prince then ordered some of the most eminent performers of 
instrumental music to be brought in, but not one of them could touch his in- 
strument without exciting Abil Nasr's disapprobation. 	" Have you any skill in 
" this art?" said Saif ad-Dawlat.--" I have," replied the other, and drawing a 
case from beneath his waistband, he opened it and produced a lute. 	Having 
tuned it, he began to play and cast all the company in a fit of laughter. 	He 
then undid the strings and, having tuned it in another manner, he played again 
and drew tears from their eyes. 	Mounting it a third time, in a different key, 
he played and set them all asleep, even the doorkeepers, on which he took the 
opportunity of retiring and left them in that state. 	It is stated that the instru- 
ment called the laintln (12) was of his invention and that he was the first who 
mounted it in its present.form. 	Al-Farabi led a solitary life and never went into 
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company ; during his residence at Damascus, he passed the greater part of his 
tune near the borders of some rivulet or in a shady garden; there he com- 
posed his works and received the visits of his pupils. 	He wrote most of his 
works on loose leaves and very few inquires, for which reason nearly all his pro-
ductions assume the form of detached chapters and notes; some of them exist 
only in fragments or unfinished. 	He was the most indifferent of men for the 
things of this world; lie never gave himself the least trouble to acquire a liveli- 
hood or possess a habitation. 	Saif ad-Dawlat settled on him a daily pension of 
four dirlPenas (two shillings and sixpence) out of the public treasury; this moderate 
sum being the amount to which al-Farabi had lilnited his demand. 	He conti- 
nued to live with the same frugality up to the moment of his death. 	He died 
at Damascus, A. H. 339 (A. D. 950-1), aged upwards of eighty years, and the 
funeral service was said over his body by Saif ad-Dawlat accompanied by four 
officers of the court. 	He was interred in the cemetery outside the gate called 
Bab as-Saghir. — Matta Ibn Yantis died at Baghdad under the khalifate of ar- 
Padi ; so, at least, it is stated by Ibn Said al-Kortubi, in his classified list (Taba- 
hat) of physicians (13). 	I found in a miscellany the following verses attributed 
to al-Farabi, but have no proof of their authenticity : 

Quit, 0 brother ! the place of the frivolous and frequent the place of heavenly truths. 
This (earthly) dwelling is not for us a lasting abode; no human being on earth can avert 
(the stroke of fate). 	This man envies that one, even for (things which endure) less than 
(the time for uttering) the shortest words. 	What are we but a drop of seed on which 
various fortunes have descended? fortunes always ready to depart! 	The circuit of the 
heavens is our fittest place; why therefore so much eagerness for ifs central point (the 
earth)?  

In the Kharida I found these verses attributed to the shaikh Muhammad Ibn 
Abd al-Malik al-Fariki, an inhabitant of Baghdad, whom Intact ad-din, the 
author of that work, says that he met on Friday the 18th of Rajah, A. H. 561 
(May, A. D. 1166), and that he died a few years later.— Auzalagh is a Turkish 
name.—Fdrdbi means belonging to Fdrdb, the modern Otrdr ())1, t); this city 
lies beyond as-Shash and near the city of Balasaghtln. 	All its inhabitants 
follow the doctrines of the imdm as-Shafi. 	It is one of the capital cities of the 
Turkish nation, and was called the Inner Farah (Fdrdb ad-Ddkhila) to distinguish 
it from the Outer Farah (Fdrdb al-Khdrija) which is situated on the border of the 
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province of Fars.—Baldsdghtlfn is a town on the Turkish frontier, beyond the 
river Saihnn (vol. III. p. 233), and lying near Kashghar. —Ialshghar is a large 
city, situated; it is said, within the limits of the Chinese empire (as-Sin). 

(1) Abtt Bishr Matta Ibn Ytinus (Matthew the son of Jonas), a Christian and a native of Baghdad, held a 
high reputation as a logician and as a teacher of that 'science. 	He died at Baghdad under the khalifate of 
ar-Radi, (A. H. 322-329, A.D. 934-941). 	He composed a commentary on the Isagoge of Porphyry and a num- 
ber of other works, the titles of which are given in az-Z0zeni's Tabakdt al-Hukamd, 	That author states 
that Abu Bishr once maintained a discussion with the grammarian Abti Said as-Sirafi (vol. I. p..377) in the 

presence of the vizii (Aba) 'l-Fadl Ibn al-Furat, surnamed Ibn Hinzilba (4,?1*, 31 sic.). 
(2) In the MS. of the Tabakdt al-Hukaind, this name is written 3S1...... (Jablad). 
(3) The Arabic title is as-Samtla at-Table, a literal translation of the Greek y,,-:xz 'oxpo ..-;t; (auscultatio 

physica).  
(4) Hajji Khalifa entitles this work Sawdn al-Hukm fi Tabakdt il-Hukamd. 	The author, Abft 1-Kasirn 

Said Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abd ar-Raliman Ibn Muhammad Ibn Said at•Taghlabi was born at Almeria in the year 
420 (A. D. 1029), but his family belonged to Cordova. 	He was appointed kddi of Toledo by al-Mamtm Yahya 
(Ibn Ismail) Ibn Z1 'n-Ntm, and he continued to fill this office till his death. 	This event occurred in the 
month of Shawwal, A. H. 462 (July-Aug. A. D. 1070).—(11m Dashkuwdl's Silat.) 	He composed also some 
other works noticed by al-Makkari. 	See Gayangos' Mohammedan Dynasties in Spain. 

(5) The original text has r?.) la AU-1 I; these words I have translated by mere conjecture. 	The same 

passage occurs in the life of al-Farabi, given by az-Zfizeni in his Tabakdt al-Hukamd, but there we read 
c.,..t.•.::)1 1̀,.=.)1. 
I 	-* 

(6) The MSS. read .31,...a,but the Tabakdt al-Hukamd has C.411. 	If the writer meant the five predica- 
bles, why did he not employ the word .11A.i) I ?  

(7) Az-Znzeni, or rather al-Kadi al-Akram Ibn al-Kifti, whose work he abridged,has given a life of al-Farabi 
in his Tabakdt al-Hukamd, which life is evidently extracted from that composed by the kddi Said al-Kor- 
tubi. 	The list of works alluded to by Ibn Khallikan fills more than a page in the Tabakdt. 

(8) Saif ad-Dawlat took possession of Damascus in the year 335 (A. D. 946-7). 
(9) According to az-ZAzeni, he wore the &aft dress. 
(10) Had Saif ad-Dawlat answered: Where I am, Abh Nasr would have sat down without quitting the place 

where he stood. 	Having designated that place by the words where I am, and Saif ad-Dawlat's by the words 
where thou art, he pretended that these terms had the same acceptation when uttered by the prince. 	To be 
logically exact, Sail ad-Dawlat's answer should have been: Sit down on the floor where thou art now 
standing. 

(11) I avow that I consider all this narration as a fiction. 
(12) The Ifdadn is a sort of dulcimer. 	Mr. Lane has given a 'figure of it in his Modern .Egyptians. 
(13) Az-Zitzeni makes the same statement. 
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ABU BAKR AR-RAZI (RHASES.) 

Ain't Bake Muhammad Ibn Zakariytt ar-Razi (native of Rai) was a celebrated 
physician. 	Ibn Juljul (1) says, in his History of the Physicians : "He (ar-Rdzi) 
" directed the hospital at Rai and afterwards, under the khalifate of al-Muktafi 
" (billah), the hospital at Baghdad. 	In his youth, he played on the lute and 
" cultivated vocal music, but, on reaching the age of manhood, he renounced 

these occupations, saying that music proceeding from between mustachoes 
" and a beard had no charms to recommend it. 	Having then applied himself 
" to the study of medicine and philosophy, he read the works on these subjects 
" with the attention of a man who seeks to follow the author's reasonings step 
" by step ; and he thus acquired a perfect acquaintance with the depths of these 
" sciences and appropriated to himself whatever truths were contained in the 
" treatises which he perused. 	He then commenced attending the sick and corn- 
" posed a great number of books on medicine." 	Another writer says : " He 
" was the ablest physician of that age and the most distinguished ; a perfect 
" master of the art of medicine, skilled in its practice and thoroughly grounded 
" in its principles and rules. 	Pupils travelled from distant countries to receive 
" the benefit of his tuition. 	He composed a number of useful works on medi- 
" cine, such as the Hdwi (comprehensive), a large treatise in about thirty volumes, 
" which remains a standard authority for physicians and to which they refer in 
tt every doubtful case. 	His JAW (collector) is also a large and useful work, and 
" his Kitdb al-Aktab (2) is a voluminous production." 	His abridged treatise on 
medicine, the Kitdb al-Mansdri, is a work of great repute, and though of small 
extent, is highly appreciated; in this treatise, he combines theory with practice 
and furnishes essential information for persons of all classes (3). 	He composed it 
for Abil StIlih Mansilr Ibn Nth Ibn Nasr Ibn Ismail Ibn Ahmad Ibn Asad Ibn 
Saman, one of the Samanide kings, and for this reason, he entitled his book 
al-IllansAri (the Mansurian). 	Besides these works, he composed many others, all 
of them indispensable (to physicians). 	One of his sayings was : "When you can 
" cure by a regimen, avoid having recourse to medicine ; and when you can 
" effect a cure with a simple medicine, avoid employing a compound one." 	He 
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said again : " With a learned physician and an obedient patient, sickness soon 
" disappears." 	And again : "Treat an incipient malady with remedies which 
" will not prostrate the strength." 	Till the end of his life, he continued at the 
head of his profession. 	He began the study of medicine at an advanced age, 
being then, it is said, upwards of forty years old. 	Towards the close of a long 
life; he lost his sight, and he died A. H. 311 (A. D. 923). 	He studied me- 
dicine under the physician Abir 1-1-lasan Ali Ibn Rabn at-Tabari (A), the author 
of the Firths al-Hikma and other useful works. 	At-Tabari was at first a Chris- 
tian (a Jew), but he subsequently embraced Islamism.—We have already (vol. I. 
p. 101) explained the meaning of the word Razi (native of Rai).— As for the 
Samanide kings, they were sultans of Transoxiana and Khorasan, and one of the 
best dynasties which ever ruled. 	The reigning monarch was styled the Sultan 
of Sultans, and this title came to be considered as the real name of the sovereign. 
They were distinguished by their justice, piety, and learning. 	This dynasty 
was overthrown by Mahmird Ibn Subuktikin, a sultan whose life we shall give 
(in this volume), 	The Samanides reigned during one hundred and two years, 
six months and ten days.—Abir Salih Mansur, the prince mentioned in this 
article, died in the month of Shawwal, A. H. 365 (June, A. D. 976); he was a 
boy when ar-Razi drew up the Mans4ri for his instruction.—Since writing the 
above, I have seen a copy of this avork bearing on the title-page an inscrip-
tion, stating that it was composed for and named after Abir Salih al-MSnsiir Ibn 
Ishak Ibn Ahmad Ibn Niffi, prince of Kirman and Khorasan, and a descendant 
of Bahram Kirsh (5). 	God knobs best which of these statements is true.— 
Ibn Juljul relates also, in his History, that ar-Razi composed for the same al- 
Mansell' a treatise establishing the certainty of alchemy, and set out from Bagh- 
dad to present it to him. 	Al-Mansiir testified great satisfaction on examining 
the work and, having rewarded the author with the sum of one thousand dinars, 
he said to him : "I wish you to put in practice what you have laid down in 
" this book."—" That is a task," replied ar-Razi, " for the execution of which 
" ample funds are necessary, as also various implements and aromatics of ge- 
" nuine quality ; and all this must be done according to the rules of art, so that 
" the whole operation is one of great difficulty." — " All the implements you 

require," said al-Mansiir, " shall be furnished to you, with every object neces- 
4 i  sary for the operation; so that you may put in practice the rules contained in 
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your book." 	Perceiving the prince in earnest, ar-Razi hesitated to undertake 
the task and declared his inability to perform it. 	On this, al-Manstir said : " I 
44  should never have thought a philosopher capable of deliberate falsehood in a 
t4 work represented by him as a scientific treatise, and which will engage people's 
" hearts in 4 labour frOm fvhich they can draw no advantage. 	I have given you 
CC one thousand dinars as a reward for this visit and the trouble which you . 
" have taken, but I shall assuredly punish you for committing a deliberate false- 
" hood (6)." 	He then struck him on the head with a whip and sent him off 
to Baghdad with a stock of provisions for the journey. 	That stroke caused a 
descent of humour into ar-Razi's eyes, but he would not permit them to be 
lanced, declaring that he had seen enough of the world.—Abil Muhammad Nilli 
Ibn Nasr, the father of (Mansilr), died in the month of the latter Rabi, A. H. 
343.(August, A. D. 954). 	Abit 1-Hasan Nasr Ihn Ismail, his grandfather, died 
in the month of Rajah, A. H. 3311 (March-April, A. D. 943), and his great-
grandfather Abti Ibrahim Ismail Ibn Ahmad, on the eve of Tuesday, the 14th of 
Safar, A. H. 295 (Nov. A. D. 907), at Bukhara : he was born, A. H. 234 (A. D. 
848-9), at Farghana. 	Abil Ibrahim wrote down Traditions, and honoured men 
of lea'rning. 	Ahmad Ibn Asad Ibn Saxnan died at Farghana in the year 250 
''A. D. 864). 	These observations are foreign to ottasubject, but we were led 
into them by the drift of this discourse: they furnish also some important 
information. 

(1) Abl) uawtid Sulaiman Ibn Hasshn, surnamed Ibn Juljul, was physician to Hisharn al-Muwaiyad billah, 
the Omaiyide sovereign of Spain. 	Ibn Abi Osaibla:s notice on thii physician will be found in, M. de Saey's 
Abd Allatif, p. 495. 

(2) In Arabic ,....A.L9V1-%,_,I.V.. 	The right pronunciation and the meaning of tiffs title are unknown 
40 me. 

(3) An article on Abel Bakr ar•Rhzi will. be• fount in M. IVOstenfeld's Geschichte der Arabischen Aerzte 
(history of the Arabian physicians). 	M. Reinaud has given a notice on ar-Rkzi in the Biographie Universelle. 

4) Abu '1-Masan Ali Ibn Rhbn at-Tabari, an able physician, belonged to a Jewish family and was a native 
of Tabaristhn. 	Having been forced by the troubled state of his native country to take refuge in Rai, he had 
there Abn Bakr ar-Rhzi for disciple. 	He then proceeded to Sarra-man-rba and composed his work entitled 
•Firdrts al-Hikma (garden of knowledge). 	This Production, though not voluminous, contains seventy dis— 
courses, which are subdivided into three hundred and sixty bodks. 	He had been secretary to Mazyar (v. /IL 
p. 283), and afterwards made his profession of Islamism to the khalif al—Motasim. 	He then proceeded to the 
court (of Baghdad) and became one of al-Mutawakkil's boon companions. 	The words Rabn ( cl y? ) ), 	Rabin 

VOL. III. 	 4" 
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(0...,.1)) and ar-:Rabb k•-;:d t) are names given by the Jews to the chief doctors of their law.— (Tdrikh al- 
Hukamel. pp. 195, 160.)--Rabn is therefore the equivalent of Rabbi. 	There can be no doubt respecting the 
orthography of this word, as the author of the dictionary here cited, places Rabn after Rizk Allah and before 
the chapter of names beginning with Z. 	In some Arabic MSS. this word is erroneously written Zain ( c... ).)*,). 

(5) In the MSS. the word Ktlsh is written c):!, 	or L.7./. 	Mirkhond and Abd 1-Feda write this name 
ty_,,,,:., Tchtlpin or Jtibin. 	Ibn Khallikan may have perhaps written z.t...;."5-. 

(6) Literally: For thy rendering licit falsehood ,__,:a J.ietr...- 3. 

iVIUHAMMAD IBN MUSA IBN SHAKIR. 

AU. Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn MUsa Ibn Stair was one of the three bro-
thers after whoin the art of engineering was called the contrivances of the sons of 
Musa (hial bani M4sa) : Muhathmad, Ahmad, and al-Hasan, these three brothers 
being celebrated for their - talents in that line. 	Animated with the noble ambi- 
tion of learning the sciences of the ancients and acquiring their books; they 
laboured to effect this olet and sent persons to bring them books from the 
country of the Greeks (1). 	By the-offer of ample rewards, they drew translators 
from distant countries, and they thus made known the marvels of science. 
Geometry, engineering, the movements (of the heavenly bodies) (2), music, and 
astrology were the principal subjects to which they turned their attention, but 
these were only a small number (of their acquirements). 	They composed on 
engineering an. original and Curious worjc, filled with the most extraordinary 
( facts); I met with a copy of it, in one volume, and found it to be an excellent and 
highly instructite production. 	A thing which they, the first in Islamic times 
brought from theory into practice (3) (was' the measurement of the earth) ; for, 
although astronomical observers in ancient times, anterior to the promulgation 
of Islamism, had executed the operation, yet no statement exists to prove that 
it had been attempted by any person of this religion, except by themselves (4). 
(The kharmf) al-Mamim had a strong predilection for the sciences of the An- 
cients and a great desire of putting their exactness to the test : 	having read 
in their productions, that the circumference of the globe is twenty-four thou- 
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sand miles, or eight thousand .parasangs, (three miles make a parasang,) and 
that, if one end of a cord were placed at any point on the surface of the earth 
and the cord passed round the earth till the tivo ends met, that cord would 
be twenty-four thousand miles long, he wished to prove the truth of this 
assertion and asked the sons of Musa what was their opinion. 	They replied 
that the fact was certain, and he then said : 	"I wish you to employ the 
4G  means indicated by the ancients, so that we may see whether it be correct 

C or not." 	. On this, they inquired iii what country a level plain could be found', 
and, being informed that the desert of Sinjtir was perfectly level, .as also the 
country about Kilfa, they,  took with them a number of persons on whose vera- 
city and skill in this art al-MAinan placedereliance, and set out for Sin*. 	On 
arriving in the plain just mentioned, they stopped at a spot 'where they took the 
altitude of the north pole by means of certain instruments, and drove a picket 
into the place where the observation was made. 	To this picket they fastened a 
long cord and walked directly towards the north, avoiding, as much as possible, 
any deviation to the right or to the left. 	When the cord was run out, they set 
up another picket, and tied to it a cord, after which they walked, towards the 
north as before. 	They continued the same operation till they came to a place 
where they observed the altitude of the pole and found it to surpass by one de- 
gree the altitude observed at the first station. 	Having already obtained the length 
of the intermediate space by means of the cords, they found the distance to be 

° sixty-six miles and two thirds. 	From this they learned that every degree of the 
zodiac (5)• corresponded to a space of sixty-six miles and two thirds on the sur- 
face of the earth. 	They then returned to the place where they had driven in the 
first picket, and; having fastened a cord to this picket, they went directly to-
wards the south, operating as they had previously'dode when going towards the 
north ; that is, setting up pickets and fastening cords. 	When the cords em-: . 
ployed in the operation directed towards the north were again run out, they 
took the altitude of the pole and found it one degree less than the altitude first 
observed. 	Their calculation was thus verified and (the remit of) their under- 
taking confirmed. 	Persons acquainted with astronomy will understand this at 
the first glance. 	It is well known that the number of degrees in the zodiac is 
three hundred and sixty; for the zodiac is divided into twelve signs, and each sign 
into thirty degrees. 	There are therefore three hundeed and sixty degrees in all, 
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and, if this sum be multiplied by sixty-six and two thirds, the number of miles 
in a.degree, we obtain twenty-four thousand miles, or eight thousand parasangs 
(for the circumference of the earth). 	This is certain and indubitably. 	When the 
sons of Musa returned to al-Mamiin and informed him of what they had done 
(he perceived that the result) corresponded with what he had read in tile books of 
the ancients relative to the deductions of that people, and, wishig to verify the 
fact elsewhere, he sent them to the land of KtIfa, where they operated as they 
had done at Sinjar. 	The two calculations agreeing, al-Mamiln acknowledged the 
truth of what the ancients had written on that subject...II-This is. the passage to 
which I referred in the life of Abil Bakr Muhammad 11m Yahya'as-Silli, where I 
said (vol. III. p. 73): Were I not apprehensive of extending this article to too great a 
length, I should render this evident.—The sons of Milsa were the authors of vari-
ous extraordinary inventions, some of which I should notice, did I not wish to 
avoid prolixity. 	Muhammad Ibn Milsa died in the month of the first Rabi, 
N. H. 259' (January, A.. D. 873). 

(1) Or: from Aria &nor (Bilad ar-linin). 

(2) The term harakdt is the equivalent of harakdt an-nujam. 
(3) Literally: from possibility into action. 
(4) The author has -here made a long phrase and forgotten to finish t. 	I have supplied the ellipse. 

t5) The author should have said : of the meridian or of a great circle of the sphere. 

. IBN SINAN AL-BATTANI (ALBATEGNIUS). 

Abet Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Jabir, Ibn Sinan, a native of Harran and an 
inhabitant of ar-Bakka, surnamed al-Battani, was a famous calculator and astro-
nomer, anti the author of (the astronomical work entitled) the Sabean Tables (az- 
Zij as- Sdbi). 	He executed many curious (astronomical) operations and made 
correct observations. 	His observations were commenced in the year 264 (A. D. 
877;8), and he continued them till the year 306 (A. D. 918-9). 	In the year 299 
(A. D. 911-2), he drew up this table of the fixed stars. 	He was the paragon of 
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the age in the art which he cultivated, 'and his operations furnish a proof of 
his great talents and extensive information. 	He died in the year 317 (A. D. 
929-30), at a place called Kasr al-Hadr (the fortress of al-Hap), on his return 
from Baghdad. 	I know not if he professed the doctrines of Islamism; his name, 
however, indicates that he was a Moslim (1). 	He made two editions of his 
Ztj, the second of whichis better than the first. 	His other works are: the Mari- 
fat Meldli 1-Burtlj (knowledge of the rising-places of the 	zodiacal signs) in the 
interval between the quarters of the sphere (2); a treatise on the quantity of 
the conjunctions (ft Mikddr il-Ittisdldt) (3), a treatise in which he explained the 
four quarters of the sphere; a treatise on the appreciation of the quantity of 
the conjunctions"; an explanation of Ptolemy's Quadripartitum (4), etc.— Battelni, 
or, according to Abil Muhammad Hibat Allah Ihn al-Akfani (5), Bittdni, means 
belonging to Battdn Or Bitti/n, a place in the province of Harran.—Al-Hadr is an 
ancient city near Tikrit, and situated in the desert between the Tigris and the 
Euphrates (6). 	As-Satirtm (o_violl I), the lord of al-Hadr, was besieged by 
Ardashir Ibn Babek, the first (Sasanide) king of Persia, who took the city and 
put him to death. 	Alluding to this event, Haritha Ibis Hajjaj, better known 
by the appellation of AM Duwttd al-Iyatli (7), said : 

I see that death has descended from al-Hadr upon the lord of its people, as—SatirAn. 
The vicissitudes of time have overthrown him, after his possessing a kingdom, prospe-
rity, and pearls hidden (front sight). 

Some attribute these verses to Hanzala Ibn Sharki. 	Adi Ibn Zaid•al-lbadi (8) 
also mentions this place in the following verse : 

And the brother of al-Hadr, when he built that plate, and when the Tigris and al- 
Khabfir (9) paid him tribute. 

The name of al-Iladr frequently occurs in poems. 	According to a statement 
repeated by Ibn Hisham (vol.II. p. 128) in his Sira tar-Basill, it was Saptir M. 
'l-Aktaf who besieged al-Hadr ; but this is an error.--SettifrAn is a Syrian word 
signifying king ; the real name of as-Satiriln was Daizan (0.;,-; -:.) Ibn Moawia. 
Daizan was au idol adored in the times of ignorance (anterior to the promulgation 
of Islamism), and its name was given to different men. 	As-Satirtabelonged to 
the tribe or Kudaa and was one of the provincial kings (p. 74 of this vol.) 	When 
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these princes met - with.the design of waging war against the other kings, they 
chose as-Satiriln for their chief on accottnt of. his power. 	Ardashir besieged 
him during four•rars without being able to subdue him. 	As-Satiran had a 
daughter of extreme beauty called Nadira (ii,..:;;;) the same of whom a poet said : 

Al-Hadr, al-Mirbaa, and the bank of ath—Tharthar (10) are deprived of the -pre— 
senee of Nadira. . 

The custom of the people there was, that, when a female had her periodical 
indisposition, they lodged her in the, suburb. 	Nadira, being unwell, was lodged 
in the suburb of al-Hadr, and, looking out one day, she saw Ardashir, who 
was a very handsome man, and fell' in love with.  him. 	She then sent to him, 
offering to open the fortress and admit him, provided he married her. 	Having 
made her conditions, (she .betrayed the city) and Ardashir fulfilled his promise. 
(Authors) differ as to the means which she pointed out to Ardashir, so that he 
was enabled to take the fortress. 	At-Tabari says that she directed him to a ta- 
lisman which was kept there : the people knew that he could not take the place 
till he found a grey pigeon, which, after its legs had been stained with 	the 
Inenstrua of a blue-eyed virgin, would alight, when let loose, on the wall of the 
fortress; the talisman would then fall and the fortress be taken. 	Ardashir did 
so, and devastated the fortress after giving it -up to pillage, and exterminating the 
inhabitants. 	He then departed with Nadira, and married her. It happened after- 
wards

.   
that, one night, as she was unable to sleep and turned from side to side in 

the bed, Sabin- (11) asked her what prevented her from sleeping? 	She replied : 
" I never yet, 	since the first moment of my existence, ' slept in .a rougher 
" bed than this; I feel something annoy me.". 	SAbUr ordered the bed to be 
changed, but she was unable to sleep, and the next morning she complained of 
her side. 	On examination, a myrtle leaf was found adhering to a fold of the 
skin, from which it had brought blood. 	Astonished at the circumstance, SabUr 
asked her if it was that which had kept her awake? 	She replied in the affirma- 
tive. 	"How then," said he, "did your father bring you up ? "---- " lle spread 
ti me a bed of satin, and clothed me in silk, and fed me with marrow, and cream, 
" and the honey of virgin bees, and he gave me pure wine to drink."—" The 
44  same return which you made your father for his kindness," replied Sabilr, 
t4 would be made much more readily to me!" 	He then ordered het to be tied 
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by the hair to the tail of a horse, which galloped off with her and killed her. 
The ruins of al-Hadr are still in existence with the remains of various edifices, 
but, since that time, it has never been inhabited.—This is a long narration, and 
I insert it only on account of its singularity. —I read in another historical work, 
that al-I3attani went to Baghdad, whence he set out again and died on his way, 
at the fortress of al-Hadr, in the year already. mentioned. 	Yakilt al-Hamawi 
says in his Illushiatik : " The fortress of al4ladr is in the neighbourhood of• Sw- 
" marra, the .city erected by al-Motasim." 	God knows best! 

• . 	• 
• (1) The ancestors of al-Battani were Sabeans. 	 . 

(2) In Arabic: ,...t.Q.4.1! els)  I 	..n_f 	1..4..t:',. 	This is perhaps a treatip.on the mode of calculating the hori- 
zontal amplitude of the signs of the Zodiac for every latitude. 

(3) This seems to be a treatise on the conjunctions and eclipses of the sun and moon. 
(4) The Arabic title is Arbd Makdldt (four discourses). 	This treatise on judicial astrology was first trans-

lated by Ibrahim Ibn as-Salt, whose translation was reviewed and corrected by Hunain Ibn Ishak. 
(5) Ibn KhalTikan speaks of al-Akfani in vol. I. p. 252 of this work. 	According to the author of the Nn-

jam, he died A. H. 523 (A. D. 1129). 
(6) In the Memoirs of the Geographical Society, vols. IX. and XI., will be found an account of th.e present 

state of al-Hadr. 	It was the capital of the celebratqd az-Zabba. 	See Rasmussen's Additammita ad hist. ar. p. 2. 
(7) Abou 	Douad ..)!.5 4.) 9: f, dont le veritable nom etait HariCha, fils de Hadjadj ....l..Q1 	,.! A. 	I.=. 

issu 	
‘:- • 	) 	• 	' 

issu d'Iyad fils de Nizar, etait un poete du temps du paganisme. La plupart et les meilleures de ses poesies 
sont des descriptions de chevaux. II eh regarde comme un rnodele en ce genre. Abou Douad etant chez Harith, 
Ills de Hemmam, l'un des chefs de la tribu deCheiban, perdit un fils de maladie. Harith, son bete, lui paya 
Ic prix du sang de ce fils etiki dit quo Wutes les fois qu'il perdrait un enfant, un chameau ou un autre ani-
mal, it lui en payerait le prix. Suivant Abou Obeida, Phew et le protecteur d'Abou Douad qui lui tint ce 
langage etait Cala His de Mama ilyadite. D'atles racontent que trois His d'Abou Douad want ete assassines 
par un certain Raki7a fils d'Amir.)....l.c. ‘.:).) Lii  de la tribu de Behra, le roi Moundhir Ibn Ma Assema, a la 
tour duquel Abou DO'uad,se ttouvait alors, lui paya 200 chameaux pour le prix du sang de chacun de ses !ifs. 

.31J  .S 	.)1 )tom. est devenu proverbiale pour designer un hate et un protec- Quoiqu'il en soft, l'expression de 	
.5, 	• 

teur genereux. Abou Douad qui etait grand connaisseur en chevaux, fut chirge par le roi Moundhir Ibn Ma 
Assema du soin de ses haras.—(A. Caussin de Perceval.) 

(8) See vol. I. page 189, note (9). 

;9) Al-KhttbAr, a river of illesopoCamia, falls into the Euphrates at al-Karkisiya. 
(10) The 'river ath-Tharthar passes near al-Hadr and falls into the Tigris. 
;11) The author meant to write Ardashir. 	He commits the same fault lower down. 

U 
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ABU 'L-WAFA AL-BUZJANI. 

Abil '1-Wara Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Yahya lbn Ismail Ibn al-Abbas 
al-Buzjani, the celebrated calculator, was one of the most distinguished masters 
in the science of geometry, and he deduced from it certain corollaries which had 
till then remained undiscovered. 	Our shaikh, the very learned Karnal ad-din 
Abil '1-Fath Milsa Ibn Iiimus (1), (may God be merciful to him!) was deeply -
skilled in that branch.of knowledge and he highly extolled Abil '1-Wafa's works, 
taking them as guides in most- Of his investigations and citing• the author's 
words as a conclusive authority. 	He possessed a number of Abil '1-Wafa's 
books. 	Abti '1-Wala composed a good and useful treatise on the manner of 
finding the length of the chords of arcs (fi Istikhrdj al-Autdr) (2). 	He was born 
on Wednesclaf, the first of Ramadan, A.H. 328 (June, A. D. 940), at 1311zjan, and 
he died A.H. 387 (A. D. 997) (3).—Buzjdn is a small town of Khorasan, between 
Herat and Naisapfir.—AbA '1-Wafa visited Irak in the year 348 (A.D. 959-60). 
I found the dtte of, his birth, as given above, in the Kildb al-Fihrest, by Abet '1- 
Faraj Ibn an-Nadim (vol. 1. p. 630), but that writer does not mention the year 
of his death. 	I therefore left it in blank when drawing, up this article, hoping . 
to find it later; as it was my main object in this work, as I have already said in 
the preface, to mark the dates on which distinguished individuals died. 	I after-
wards found the year of his death in the historical work of our shaikh Ibn al-. 
Athir (vol. Ir. p. 288), and I inserted it here. 	Upwards of twenty years elapsed 
from the time in which I commenced this biographical work before I discovered 
the dateof Abil 'I-Wafa's death. 

(1) His life will be found in this volume. 
V) The Bibliothegue du Roi possesses an almagest attributed to Abia 1—Wafii. 	In the Tdrikh al-liukamd 

we find the following list of his work the -11Iandzil (stations), a good arithmetical treatise ; an explanation 
of al—Khowarezini's treatise on algebra; an explanation of the work of Diophantus on algebra; an explanation 
of Ibn Yahya's work on algebra; the Illudkhil, or introduction to arithmetic; the Iiitdb al—Ildrdhin fi'l-Ka-
dilya fi ma stamalahu Diofantos fi kitabih (proofs of the rules employed by Diophantus in his work), 
the Sitdb Istikhrdj mablagh it-Saab bi—rnal mal wa ma yatarakkab mink° (the obtaining of the amount 
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of the cube- by a double multiplication, and of the other combinations effected by that operation), an alma-
gest, a treatise on the use of the sexagesimal table. 

(3) Abg=1-Wafil continued to reside in Baghdad till his death. 	He died in the month of Rajab, A. H. 388 
- (June-July, A.D. 998).—(Tdrihh al-Hukamd.) 

JAR ALLAH AZ-ZAMAKHSHARI. 

Abit 1-Kasim Mahnind Ibn Omar Ibn Muhammad Ibn Omar al-Khowarezmi 
az-Zaniakhshari, the great master (imdm) in the sciences of koranic interpreta-
tion, the Traditions, grammar, philology, and rhetoric, was incontrovertibly the 
first imdm, of the age in which he lived, and he attracted students from all quar- 
ters by his lessons in various branches of knowledge (1). 	He learned grammar 
from Abil Modar Manstir. 	Az-Zamakhshari was the author of those admirable 
works, the Kashshdf (revealer), a production the like of which had never before 
appeared on the interpretation of the Koran, the Muhdjdt b-al-Masdil in-Nahawiya 
(questions on points of grammar); the al-Mu frad wa 'l-Murakkab (the simple and com-
pound [expressions] ) in the Arabic language (2); the Fdik (surpassing), on the 
interpretation of the Traditions; the Adsds al-Baldgha (principles of eloquence), a 
philological work; the Rabi 'l-Abrdr (the vernal season of the just) (3); the Fug& 
al-Akhbdr (the signet-stones of histories) (4); the Mutashdbih Asaina 'r-Rulvdt (names 
of historical traditionists which are liable to be confounded with others); 	the an- 
Nasdih al-Kibdr (the great book of counsels); the art-Nasdih as-Sighdr (the lesser book 
of counsels); the Ddlla tan-Ndshid (the stray camel of the seeker); the ar-Rdid fl Ilm 
al-Fardid (tile instructor in the science of inheritance-shares); the Mufassal (drawn 
up in sections, [fasl] ), a treatise on grammar, which has occupied. numerous com-
mentators (5); the Anmildaj (specimen), a treatise on grammar (6); the al-Mufrad 
wa 'l-Muwallaf (simple and compound terms), a grammatical treatise ; the Ruils al- 
Masai' (leading questions), on jurisprudence ; an explanation of the verses cited 
in the grammar of Sibawaih (vol. II. p. 396); the Mustaksi (profound investigator), 
treating of the proverbs of the desert Arabs; the Samini al-Arabiya (the genius 
of the Arabic language); the Sawdir al-Amthdl (current proverbs); the Diwdn at- 
• Tamaththul (collection of similes) ; 	the Shakdik an-Nomdn (aneinonies, 	being a 

VOL. III. 	 42 
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treatise on the merits of [Abtl Hanifa] an-Noman); the Shaft 'l-Iyi min Kaldm as- 
Shall (the remedy of hesitation in speech, taken from the sayings of as-Shaft) ; 	the 
Kist& (balance), on prosody ; the Mejam al-Hudad (lexicon of definitions); the Min- 
haj (highway), 	a treatise on the fundarnenfaIs (of theology); 	the Mukaddama 
tal-Adab (introduction to philological scienies);_ a diwdn of epistles ; a diwdn of 
poetry ; the ar-Risala tan-Ndsiha (epistle .of  good advice); Amdli (dictations) on va- 
rious branches of science, etc. 	He commenced the composition of his Alufassal 
on the first of Ramadan, A. II. 513 (December, A. D. '1119), and he finished it on 
the first of Muharram, A. II. 515 (March, A. D. 1121). 	Previously to this, 
he had travelled to Mekka and resided there for some time, whence ,he derived 
the title of Jdr Allah (neighbour, or client of God), and he was designated by this 
appellation as by a proper name. 	I heard a certain shaikh say that az-Zamakh- 
shari had lost and of his feet, and that he walked with a crutch (7). 	He lost it 
in Khowarezin, where he happened to be travelling; having encountered on his 
way a heavy storm of snow joined to an intense frost, his foot fell off. 	He car- 
ried with him a certificate attested by a great number of persons who knew.  the 
fact to be true; this he did lest those who were not acquainted with the real 
nature of the accident which had befallen him, might suppose that his foot had 
been cut off in punishment of some crime. 	The snow and fros.t frequently affect 
the extremities of the body in those regions and cause them to fall off. 	This is 
particularly the case in Khlowirezrn, the cold. being excessive in that country. 
I myself have seen numbers who lost the extremities of their body from that 
very cause; therefore the persons who have never witnessed such things should 
not consider them as improbable. 	I 'tad in a historical work composed by a 
writer of later times, that, when az-Zamakhshari went to Baghdad, he had an in-
terview with the Hanilite doctor ad-Damaghani (8), who asked him how he lost his 
foot. To this question az-Zamakhshari replied : "Through an imprecation uttered 
."'by my mother: when a child, I caught a sparrow and tied a cord to its leg; it 

44 escaped, however, into a hole, and, in trying to draw it out, I pulled its foot 
4t off with the cord. 	My mother was so deeply grieved at this that she ex- 
" claimed : ' May God cut Off the foot of that wretch (9) as he has cut off the 
" ' foot of the sparrow !'' 	When I reached the age at which students set out on 
" their travels  I proceeded to Bokha.ra in pursuit of knowledge, and broke my 
" leg by a fall off the animal which I was riding. 	The results of this accident 
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" were so grave, that amputation became necessary." 	Almighty God best 
knows which of these statements is true! 	Az-Zamakhsliri publicly professed 
the doctrines of the Motazelites, and it is related that whenever he went to see 
any of -his acquaintances, he used to have himself announced by the door-keeper 
as Aber '1-Irasim the Motazelite. 	When he first.composed his Kashshaf, he com- 
menced the introduction of it with these words : Praise be unto God who hath 
efeated the Koran (1 0), and on being told that, if he let the passage stand so, 
the public would reject his book and no one would wish to procure it, he altered 
the phrase thus : Praise be unto God who hath placed (jaala) the Koran; the verb 
to place bearing, with them (the Motazelites), the signification of to create. 	The 
examination of this point would lead us, however, too far. 	In a great number 
of copies I have read : Praise be unto. Gad who hath sent down (anzala) the Koran, 
but this is a correction made by other persons, not by the author. 	The hdfiz 
Aber Tahir Ahmad as-Silafi (vol. I. p. 86) addressed a letter from Alexandria to 
az-Zamaklishari, who was then making a devotional residence at Mekka, request-
ing from him 'a licence to teach his works and that information which he had 
gathered from az-Zamakhshari's own lips. 	The latter returned an unsatisfac- 
tory reply, and, the following year, as-Silall wrote to him by a pilgrim, renew- 
ing his application, and requesting a licence in the most pressing manner. 	To- 
wards the conclusion of his letter, he said : "Let not (your reverence), and may 
" God continue to favour you, place me under the necessity of renewing my 
" application ; for the distance is great, and already, last year, you answered 
" in a manner which did not satisfy my wishes. 	In acceding to my request, 
" you will lay me under deep obligations (11)." 	1 shall here give a part of az7  
Zamaklishari's-reply, and were I not unwilling to lengthen this article, I would 
give both the request and the answer : "I, amongst the illustrious learned, am 
' like a dim star amongst the luminaries of the heavens; like a cloud devoid of 

water compared with the clouds of morning which cover the plains and the 
" hills with their fertilizing showers; like the race-horse distanced by his corn- 
" petitors ; like the kite among the nobler birds. 	To entitle a man the very 
" learned (alldma) is like placing the points on the aldrna (12). 	Learning is a 
" city which pone can enter but by knowledge acquired from books or oral 
" transmission : these are its two gates, and at either I should appear with a 
" very slight stock of accluillinents, and (in that place) my shadow (appearance) 
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ti would be even less than that of a pebble (in the plain). 	As for the knowledge 
" I have acquired from oral transmission, I derive it from a low and shallow 
" source (13), -and it is unsppported by the authority of men versed in erudition 
" or illustrious for .talent : as for the knowledge [have acquired from books, it is 
"'a mere pool, not deep enough to reach the mouth; a slight drop, insufficient 
" to .wet the lips." 	Further on he says, mentioning at the same time the 
pieces of poetry composed in his praise by poets and men of talent; 	pieces 
which it is unnecessary to reproduce : 	"Let not the words of such a one or 
" of such a one respecting me lead 	thee into delusion, for that proceeded 
" from their being deceived by the varnished exterior (of my reputation) and 
" from their ignorance of my foul interior; and perhaps they might have been 
" induced into error by the good services. which they saw me render to the 
" true believers, by my extreme condescension for those who sought instruc- 
" tion, by my disinterested conduct towards them, by the kindness and the 
" favours which I bestowed upon them, by my independent spirit which scorned 
" worldly cares, by my attending to my own concerns and avoiding to meddle 
" in those of others. 	I may have thus. appeared a great man in their eyes, and 
" they, being mistaken as to my real worth, attributed to me (virtues) which I 
" had not the slightest right to claim. 	In saying this, I do not mean to depre- 
" ciate my real merit and act according to the saying of al-Hasan al-Basri 
" (vol. I. p. 370) who observed, in allusion to AbU Bakr's addressing (the Mos— 
" liras) in these words : I have become your chief, but 1 am not the best of you (14), 
" that it was the duty of the true believer to depreciate his own merits. 	This 
" is by no means my case; I only tell the truth to one who inquires into my 
" character and my acquirements in oral and written learning,-who desires to 
" know the masters whom I met and under whom I studied, and to appreciate 
" the extent of my learning and the limits of my talent. 	I have therefore .ac;  
" quainted him with my real character, communicated to him the secret which 
" I kept concealed, displayed to him all my hidden defects, and told him of -my 
" origin and rise (15). 	The place of my birth is an obscure village in Khowa.- 
" rezm, called Zamakhshar ; and 1' heard my father, to whom God be merciffil ! 
" say : ' An Arab of the desert who happened to pass by, asked the name of this 
"' place and of its chief man; having received for answer, Zamakhshar and 
" ' ar-Riddd, he observed that there was no good' either in sharr (evil) or radd 
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4  " (repulse), and would not go- near it. 	I was born in the month of Rajah, 
" ' 467. 	To God all praise is due ; may the divine blessing be on Muhammad, 
" ' his family, and his companions (16) I ' "—Such was the termination of this 
certificate of licence in which az-Zamakshari mad& a long, expatiation without 
returning a positive answer to as-Silafi's request (47). 	I do not know whether he 
gave him a licence at a later period. 	In traditional information, one person only 
intervened between me and az-Zamakhshari : he had given a licence to Zainab, 
the daughter of as-Shari, and I received one froM her, as I have already men- 
tioned (vol. 1. p. 55'1). 	Amongst the verses of az-Zamakhshari which are in 
general circulation, we may notice the following: speaking of them, as-Samani 
(vol. II. p. 156), who mentions the author in his Supplement, says: " The fol- 
" lowing lines were dictated to mei from nemory, at Samarkand, by Ahmad 
" Ibn Mahnuld al-Khowarezmi, who stated that they had been recited to hip at 
" Khowarezm by az-Zamakhshari as his own :". 

Tell Soda that we want her not; and that she need not borrow (18) the large eyes of 
the gazelles (to tempt vs still). 	For we now bound our desires to one whose eyes are 
narrow, and God will reward those who bound their desires. 	She (whom I love) is 
fair (19) and scornful; but I have never yet found, in this world, pure enjoyment, un— 
mixed with pain. 	Never shall I forget the time when I courted her near the meadow, 
on the bank of the lake which received the waterfall: "Bring me a rose," said I, 
meaning the rose of her cheeks ; but she understood me not and answered : "Wait for 
" me; in the twinkling of an eye I will bring it."—" Nay," I replied, " I cannot wait." 
— " There is no rose here," said she, " except these cheeks." — " 'Tis well," said I, 
" what you have there will do."  

In an elegy bn the death of Abii Modar MansAr, the (grammarian) above-men-
tioned, he said : 

She said : " What pearls (tears) are those which fall in two lines from your eyes ? " 
I replied: "These are the pearls (maxims) with which Aba Modar filled my ears and 
" which now fall from my eyes."  

This is similar to the following, by the kadi Abtl Bakr al-Arrajani (vol. I. 
p. 134) : as they Were contemporaries, I am unable to say which of them bor-
rowed the thought from the other : 

I wept, only on hearing the news of their departure whispered to me by one who 
bade me adieu. 	Those (tears) are the pearls which they deposited in my ears, and which 
I now Aour forth from my eyes. 
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These verses are alien from a long and brilliant kasida. 	The following piece, 
attributed to al-Kadi '1-Fadil (vol. 11. p. 111), contains a similar idea : 

Bestow not on me a second glance; the first sufficed to repay my low. 	I have words 
of yours treasured in my heart; never shall I deny the treasure which love confided 
to my care. 	Receive now in drops from my eyes those treasures which you deposited 
in my ears. 

Amongst the passages by other poets which he cited in the Kashshdf, he intro-
duces the following, in his commentary on these words of the tdrat of the Cow : 
God is not ashamed to propose any parable whatsoever ; a gnat, or anoobject surpassing 
it (in littleness) (20): 

0 thou who seest the gnat spread, its wings in the darkness of the gloomy night, who 
observest the veins in its neck and the marrow in those slender bones,—pardon a ser—
vant who hath repented of the faults committed in his youth. 

A man of talent who recited these lines to me in Aleppo, told me that az-Za-
makhshari had given directions that they should be inscribed on his own tomb. 
The same person then recited to me the verses which follow, and informed me 
that the author designed them for his own epitaph : 

Almighty God! here, in the bosom of the earth, I have become thy guest; and the 
rights of the guest are acknowledged by every generous host. 	As a gift of hospitality 
bestow on me the pardon of my sins; the gift is great, but great is thy hospitality. . 

A friend of mine mentioned to me that he found the following lines inscribed, 
at Sawakin,on the tomb of Aziz ad-Dawlat Rihan, the prince of that island : 

Know, 0 men ! that death withheld- me from obtaining the object of my hopes. 	Let 
that man who hath the power of working (out his salvation), before the arrival of death, 
fear the Lord. 	I am not the only person brought to this state; all shall be brought to 

• the same state as mine. 

Az-Zamakhshari was born on Wednesday, the 27th of Rajah, A. II. 467 
'March, A.D. 1075), at Zamakhshar, and he died on the 9th of Zit '1-Hijja, A.H. 
538 (June, A. D. 1144), at Jur,Oniya, in Khowhrezm, subsequently to his 
return from Mekka. 	An elegy composed on his death contained the following 
line : 
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The land of Mekka drops tears from its eyes through grief for the departure of kir 
Allah Mahmild. 

Zamakhshar is a large village in Khowarezm. - Jurjaniya is the capital of Kho- 
warezm; 	Yakilt al-Hamawi says, in his Kitdb al-Buldan : " This city is called 
" Korktlitj in the language of the inhabitants, but this name has been araliicized 
" Into Jurjaniya. 	It is situatedon the bank of the Jailitin (Oxus)." 

(1) Literally: And the saddle-bags were tied (on to go) unto him on account of his branches (of science). 
(2) This is a very •vague title; it may signify: 1st, the simple and compound propositions; 2dLy, the simple 

and compound numerals (see de Sacy's grammar, 2nd ed. tom. I. p. 417); 3dly, the simple and compound 
proper names. 

(3) Some copies of this work ore in-the Bib-. du Boi. 	it is a large collection of anecdotes, classed according 
to .their subjects. 

(4) Probably historical facts which leave a lasting impression on the mind. 
(5) I have discovered two copies of this excellent grammatical treatise in the Bib. du Bei. 
(6) M. de Sacy has given an extract from the Anmittlaj in his Anthologie ,gramntaticale.. 
(7) Or perhaps: With a wooden leg. 	The word 0.1~ hits been already rendered by crutch, in the first 

volume of this work, page 547, but it does not occur in our dictionaries. 
(8) Abd Jeerer Muhammad Ilin Ali lbn Muhammad ad-Darnaghani, a juriseonsult of the Hanilite sect, acted 

for some sime as kddi of al-liarakh (the suburb of Baghdad). 	Having- resigned his office, be cast aside the 
tailasdn, or doctor's hood, and entered into the service of the khalif as chamberlain (hdjib). 	He was of a 
noble and generous character, and an able statesmen. 	He died A. H. 518-(A. D. 1124-3).—(1'ujam.) 

(9) The word _\n.))11; the superlative of i....o, is frequently employed with the sense of 'accursed wretch. 

The expression ,-N.As...31 b......,1, 4:..41 (uktd rdsu 'l-bald, cut off his accursed head) must be familiar to those 

who have visited the Barbary States.  
(10) According to the orthodox Moslim doctrine, the Koran is the uncreated word of God. 
(11) Literally: and to him (you) in return for that (may there be)'an ample recompense. 
(12) To understand this, it must berecollected that certain official papers must receive the sultan's (llama 

before they can be considered valid. 	The aldma consists in a short phrase or motto written in large charac- . 
ters on the document. 	As cash prince has a particular allma which 	never changes, every person knows it 
familiarly and can read it at first sight, even though the diacritical points, so essential in 4,rabic writing, be 
omitted, as is usually the case. 	Az-Zamakhshari here means to say that allanta (11W very learned) is as vain 
an addition to a man's wine as the points are to an altinta ; if the man be really learned, every one knows it. 
and the title is needless.—As-Silati had evidently styled him the very learned in the address of the letter, and 
this title az-Zainalthshari, with affected modesty,. disclaims. 	 . 

(13) Literally: it is recent in origin and inferior in authority. 	 . 	. 
(14) See Abd Bakr's address to the Moslims in Kosegarten's rabari, pars I. p. 21. 
(15) Literally : of my seed and of my tree. 
(16) M. Hamaker has given the text of Mt KW/filth's notice on az-Zamakhshari, with a Latin translation and 

learned notes, in his, Specimen Catalogi lliSS. Lugd. Bat. 	In some cases he 'appears to me to have adopted 
false readings, and the manner in which he has rendered this letter is by no means satisfactory. 
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(17) Ibn Khallikfin should have informed us what impression this singular letter left on as-Silati's mind. 
Az-Zamakhshari, in a tone of the deepest modesty, affects to disclaim eery title to learning and renown, 
whilst he very adroitly enumerates his own good qualities and cites all the poems composed in his honour. 
I suspect that this ironical production imposed equally upon the simplicity of as—Silafi and of our author. 

(18) The true reading is v„ 	L, 
(19) Here all the pronouns and adjectives which refer to the beloved are in the masculine gender. 
(20) Koran, stlrat 2, verse 24. 

ABU TALIB AL-KADI 1.-ISPAHAN1 

Abil Talib Mahmiid Ibii Ali Ibn Abi Talib Ibn. Abd Allah Ibn Abi 'r-Raja at- 
Tamimi al-Ispahani (a member of the tribe of Tamim and a native of Ispahan), 
generally knOwn by the appellation of al-Kadi and the author of a system of con-
troversy (vol. I. p. 237), studied jurisprudence under Muhammad Ibn Yahya 
the martyr (vol. II. p. 628). 	He excelled in controversy and composed on that 
art a taalika (1) which attested his eminent talent, his skill in the investigation 
of truth, and his superiority over nearly tll his rivals. 	This work, in which 
he combined the principles of) jurisprudence with (their) demonstration, became 
the text book of professors hi their lessons on controversy, and those who did 
not refer to it were only prevented from doing so by the inability of their mind 
to seize on its subtle reasonings. 	Great numbers studied with profit under his 
tuition, and he obtained the reputation of being a most .able doctor. 	He pos- 

- sessed the highest abilities as a preacher and was versed in many sciences. 	He 
iaught for some time at Ispahan, and died in the month of Sliawwhl, A. H. 585 
(Nov.-Dec. A. D. 1189). 

(1) See vol. II. p. 28. 
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MAHMLD IBN SUBUKTIKIN. 

Abil 1-Kasim Mahmild, the son of Nasir ad-Dawlat Abil Manstir Subuktikin, 
bore, at first, the surname of Saif ad-Dawlat (sword of the empire), but, on being 
nominated to the sultanate, after the death of his father, by the itnthrt (khalif) al- 
Kadir bilMh, he received from him the titles of Yamin ad-Dawlat (right hand of 
the empire) and Amin al-Milla (the trusty friend of the faith). , It was by these 
appellations that he continued to be known. 	His father Subuktikin arrived 
at Bukhara in the reign of Nith Ibn Mansur, one of those Samanide kings of 
whom we have spoken in the life of Abil Bakr Muhammad ar-Razi the physician 
:vol. III. p. 319), to which city he had accompanied AM Ishak Albtikin (1), in 
the quality of grand chamberlain. 	As he was the main director of all Albtikin's 
affairs, his intelligence and decision of character led the great officers of the 
empire to prognosticate his future elevation. 	When Abit Ishak went to replace 
his father as governor of Ghazna, the emir Subuktikin accompanied him as com- 
mander of his troops and grand chamberlain. 	AM Ishak died soon 4fier his 
arrival, and as none of his relations were capable of replacing him, the people 
felt the necessity of chosing a ruler. 	After some debates, they agreed to confer 
the command on Subuktikin, and, having engaged their fealty towards him, they 
acknowledged his authority. 	When his power was solidly established, he began 
to make hostile inroads on the frontiers of India, and he took a great'number of 
fortresses in that country. 	Numerous combats, too long to relate, were fought 
between him and the Hindoos, and a short period sufficed to increase the extent 
of his empire, form a mighty army, replenish his coffers, and fill every soul with 
the terror of his name. 	One of his conquests was .the territory of Bust, and 
amongst the prisoners who then fell into his power was Abil 'l-Fath Ali Ibn Mu-
hammad al-Busti, the poet of whom we have already spoken (vol. II. p. 314), and 
who was then secretary to Bai Tetz (2), the king of that country. 	Al-Busti en— 
tered into the service of Subuktikin and became his prime minister and confi- 
dent; but the history of these events would lead us too far. 	The emir Subuk- 
tikin at length fell sick at Balkh, to which city he had proceeded from Tits, 
and, feeling a longing desire of again seeing Ghazna, he set out for that place, 
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ill as he was, and died on the way, in the month of Shaaban, A. H. 387 (Aug.- 
Sept. A. D. 997). 	His'body was placed in a coffin and carried to Ghazna. 	A 
number of contemporary poets composed elegies on his death, and the follow-
ing lines were pronounced on the same subject by his kdtib Abil 1-Fatli al- 
Bib sti : 

On the death of Nhsir ad—din wa 'd-Dawlat (the champion of religion and of the state), 
I.said: " May the Lord receive him with honour 1 	The empire which he founded threat- ... 
" ens ruin ; it is thus, thus, that the day of judgment will arrive I " 

Some time after his death, a man of talent passed by the palace, and per-
ceiving it much dilapidated, he pronounced these lines : 

O.n thee, solitary dwelling! may God bestow his benediction ! thou hast unconsciously 
awakened in my bosom feelings of love long dormant. 	A month ago, I saw thee quite 
new; alas I I did not think that the vicissitudes of time could ruin these abodes within 
a month ! 

The emir Subuktikin nominated for successor his son Ismail.and recom- 
mended to his protection his other sons and the rest of his family. 	The grand 
chamberlains and the principal generals of the army having. embraced the cause 
of the new monarch and acknowledged his authority, he took his seat on the 
throne of the sultanate, issued his mandates and examined the state of the pub- 
lie treasury. 	Whilst Ismail was thus exercising his power at Ghazna, 	his 
brother9  the sultan Mahmild, wrote to him from Balkh in Khorasan, on receiv- 
ing

_ 
intelligence of his father's death. 	In this document, which was drawn up 

in a very conciliatory- style, he said : " My father appointed you his. successor 
and preferred you to myself, because I did not happen to be near him when 
he died; had I been there, he would not have been able to accomplish his 

" designs. 	It is therefore, our interest to share in his wealth as an inheritance 
" and that 'you remain at Ghazna, where you are, whilst I govern Khorasan. 
" In this agreement we shall find our mutual advantage and frustrate the hopes 
" of our enemies. 	On the contrary, if the public discover that dissensions 
" have. arisen between us, we shall incur the risk of losing our kingdom." 
Ismail refused acceding to this proposal, and, being of a weak and easy temper, 
he yielded to.the turbulence of the soldiery and emptied his treasuries to satisfy 
their exorbitant demands. 	Mahmtid then set out for Herat and wrote again to 
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his brother, but his efforts only served to augment Ismail's false security. 
Having succeeded in obtaining the support of his uncle Beghrajuk and of his 
brother. Abet 'l-Muzaffar Nasr Ibn Subuktikin, who was then governing the 
province of Bust and who hastened to obey his orders and follow him, he felt 
that with these' allies he could boldly undertake to attack his brother Ismail in 
Ghazna. 	Having laid siege to the city at the head of an immense army, he 
carried it after a severe conflict. 	Ismail, forced to take refuge in the citadel, 
appealed to the clemency of his brother Mahmild, and, having obtained his 
pardon, he surrendered at discretion and delivered up the keys of his treasures. 
The sultan Mahmiid then proceeded to Balkh after leaving some experienced 
officers as his lieutenants at Ghazna. 	Subsequently to this conquest, he'had a 
friendly interview with his brother Ismail, and said to him : " What would you 
" have done to me, 'had I fallen into your power ?" 	The captive prince being 
then excited by wine, good-naturedly replied : " I should have sent you to a 
i 

 
" castle and provided you abundantly with whatever'you required; with a dwell- 

" ing, pages, female slaves, and sufficient means for your support." 	Mahmild 
immediately resolved on treating him in the same manner; and, having sent him 
off to a fortress, he ordered the governor to furnish the prisoner with whatever 
he desired. 	When the sultan Mahmitd had fully established his authority, he 
encountered in battle and defeated some of the lieutenants whom the Samanide 
sultan of Transoxiana had established .in different parts of Khorasan. 	The pro- 
vince of Khowarezm was thus detached from the Samanide empire in the year 
389. (A. D. 999), and passed under the domination of Mahmild. 	His power 
being now consolidated, the imam (khalif') al-Kadir billah sent him the imperial 
robe and conferred on him the titles mentioned in the commencement of this 
article. 	Seated on the throne of the empire with the emirs of Khorastui drawn 
up in a double line before him to pay him homage and testify their respect, 
Mahmitd authorised them to sit down after having given public audience. 	He 
then engaged with them in friendly conversation and bestowed on each of them 
and on his pages, the officers Of his court, his favorites and his 'servants, an in- 
credible quantity of pelisses and valuable presents. 	All the authority paving 
passed into his hands, and the provinces of the empire being completely united 
under his sway, he imposed on himself the duty of making every year an  expe- 
dition into India. 	In the year 393 (A. D. 4002-3), he obtained possession of 
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Sijistan,without striking a blow; the generals and governors who commanded there ..... 	_ 	_.... 
having consented to acknowledge his authority. 	He still continued to pursue his 
conquests in India, and he carried his arms into regions which the banner of 
Islamism had never yet reached, and where no Aral nor verse of the Koran had 
ever been chanted before. 	Having purified that country from the filth of poly-
theism, he built in it numerous mosques and places of prayer; but the history 
A these proceedings would leach's too far. 	On achieving the conquest of India, 
he wrote to the court (ad-Diwdn al-Aziz) of Baghdad -a letter in which he enu-
merated the cities of that country which God had subdued by means of his 
arms, and mentioned that he -had. broken the idol called Stimedat : " According 
" to the Hindoos," said he, "this idol giveth life, inilicteth death, Worketh what 
" it willeth, and decideth what it pleaS'eth : if it feel inclined, it cureth every 
" malady, and it sometimes happens, to their eternal misery, that sick pilgrims on 
" visiting it are cured by the goodness of the air and by exercise; this increased' 
" their delusion, and crowds come to it on foot and on horseback from distant.  
" countries : if they obtain not the healing of their maladies, they attribute it to 
" their sins, and say : 4  He that does not serve him faithfully, meriteth not from 
" ' him an answer.' 	They believe in transmigration, and pretend that the 
" souls, on quitting the bodies, assemble near this idol, and are born again in 
" whatever bodies it pleaseth, 	They believe also that the ebb and flow of the 
" sea are the signs by which that element is enabled to testify its adoration. 
" In consequence of these opinions, they go in pilgrimage to it from distant 
" countries and from every deep valley (3); they offer it presents of the highest 
" value, and there is not in the countries of India and Sind, even in the farthest 
" borders and in those regions where a different religion is professed, a king or 
" a subject who hath not offered to this idol the most precious portion of his 
" wealth : hence, the wakfs (4) settled on it consist of ten thousand well-known 
" villages of those countries, and its treasury is filled with all kinds of riches. 

It is served by one thousand bramins ; three hundred barbers are there to 
"shave the heads and beards of the pilgrims on their arrival; three hundred 
" youths and five hundred females sing and dance at its gate, and each indivi- 
'' dual of these classes receives a fixed sum out of the wakfs settled on the idol." 
the Moslim army was separated from the fortress containing this false divinity 
by a desert of thirty days' journey, notorious for want of water and the diffi- 
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culty of its roads, which are always covered by the sands. . The sultan Mahmild 
having selected thirty thousand horsemen out of his numerous army and spent 
immense sums on their equipment, marched with them against the fortress. 
which they .found to be strongly fortified. 	After a siege of three days, they 
carried it and entered into the house of the idol. 	Around its throrle, they re- 
marked a great number of other idols, some of them in gold and- others orna- 
inenfed with every variety of precious stones. 	These, the Hindoos pretended to 
be the angels. 	The Moslims burned the idol, and fount in its ears upwards old-  
thirty rings. 	Mahmtid asked the people the meaning of those rings, and was, 
informed that each of them represented, one thousand years of adoration ; be-
lieving, as they did, in the eternity of the world, they pretended that their 
idol had been worshipped during more than thirty thousand years, and that a 
ring was placed in its ear at the expiration of each thousand years' worship. 
The details on this subject would lead us however too far. 	Our shaikh Ibn 
al-Athlr (vol. II. page 288) states in his History, under the year 414, that a 
king of one of the fortresses in India made him (Mahma ) a great number ...._ -  
of presents, one of which was a bird in the form of a dove, the 	eyes of 
which watered when poisoned food was served at table. 	This water, on flow- 
ing out, changed into stone, which, when rubbed and applied to the widest 
wounds, healed them up. — The learned Abil Nasr Muhammad Ibn Abd al- 
Jabhar al-Otbi composed on the life of Mahmtld a delebrated work, called al- 
Yamini (5). 	Toivards the commencement of this history he says ,6): 	" He 
" reigned over the East and its two extremities; over the bosom of the uni- 
" verse and its two arms, and that, for the purpose of ranging the fourth 
" climate, with the contiguous portions of the third and the fifth, under the 
" rule of his empire ;—of getting its ample kingdoms and extended states into 
" the grasp of his possession ;—of reducing its emirs and grandees with royal . 
" titles under his sway as tributaries; — of making them take refuge from 
" the strokes of fortune under the shade of his. empire and his government; 
t, -- of humbling the monarchs of the earth, before his might; — of filling them 
" with the dread of his majesty ;—of making them apprehend the suddenness 

of his attacks, though distant their abodes, and despite the. intervention of 
" mountains and valleys; —of forcing, the Hindoos to hide in the bosom of 
" the earth at the mention of his name; and of making them- shudder before 
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" the blasts coming• from his country; —for, from the time of his quitting the 
f " cradle and leaving the br.east, — from the moment that speech undid the 
" krpt of his tongue and that he could express his thoughts without the aid 
cc of signs, he had occupied his tongue with prayer and with the Koran, en- 
" flamed his soul with the love of the sword and the spear, extended his 
is ambition towards the highest aims, and fixed his wishes on the governing 
" Of the universe. 	With his companions, his sports were serious, hig toils 
" incessant ; grieving over that of which he had no knowledge till he knew 
" it well; sad before difficulties till he smoothed them by main force (7)."— 
The Imam al-Haramain (vol. H. p. 120) mentions, in his work entitled Mughfth 
al-Khalk fi Ikhtidr it-Ahakk (assister of God's creatures in the selection of What is 
fittest), that the sultan Mahmild followed the rite of the imdm Abil Hanifa, and, 
being zealously devoted to the science of the Traditions, the shaikhs used to teach 
them in his presence and explain to him their meaning when required. 	Per- 
ceiving that the greater part of those sayings agreed (in their prescriptions) with the 
doctrines of the imdm as-Shaft (v. II ..p. 569), he conceived doubts (respecting' the 
excellence of the rite which he professed) and convoked in Marw a meeting of Shafite 
and Hanefite jurisconsults for the purpose of obtaining their opinion on the rela- 
tive superiority of these two systems. 	The jurisconsults agreed that a prayer of 
two rakas should he said in the presence of the sultan, first according to the rite 
of as-Shafi and then according to the rite of Abil Hanifa, so that he might exa- 
mine and reflect, and choose that which was the better. 	These prayers were 
said by al-Kafral al-Marwazi (vol.. II. p. 26), who commenced by a complete pu-
rification and the fulfilment of all the conditions requisite (for the validity of the 
prayer), such as the purification, the sutra (8), and the turning towards the kibla ; 
he then proceeded with the main points (arkdn), the postures (hiydt), the conse-
crated•usages (sunan), the acts prescribed by decorum (addb), and those imposed 
as obligations (fardid), accomplishing them all fully and _ perfectly ; this being 
the only manner of prayer authorised by a-Shafi. 	He then commenced a prayer 
of two rakes according to the system of Abil Hanifa, and, having clothed him-
self in the curried skin of a dog (9), and daubed one fourth of his body pith 
an impure matter (10), he made an ablution with date wine (11), (being in the 
heart of summer and in the desert, he was soon surrounded by flies and gnats ;) 
this ablution being performed in the Contrary Way-(12), he turned towards the 
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!tibia and began the prayer without having manifested the intention of doing so 
whilst making the purification (13); he then pronounced 'the takbir in Persian, 
after which he read this-verse of the Koran in Persian : du bergek sebz (14) and 
stooped his head to"the ground twice, like a cock picking up corn (15), without 
leaving any interval between these motions and without making the prostration ; 
he next pronounced the profession of faith (tashahhud) and finished by breaking 
wind backwards (16), without even marking the intention of pronouncing the sa- 
lutation. 	"Such," said he, "0 sultan ! is Abu Hanifa's mode of prayer." 	The 
prince replied : " If it.he not so, I shall put you to death, for no religious man 
" would authorise such a prayer." 	The Hanifite doctors denied it to be their 
master's, on which al-Kaffal ordered Abil Hanifa's books to be brought in, and 
the sultan directed a Christian scribe to read aloud the system of each imam. 	It 
was then found that the mode of prayer as represented by al-Kaffal was really 
authorised by Ain't Hanifa ; and the sultan abandoned the Hanifite rite for that 
of as-Shafi. 	So far the Imam al-Haramain.— The sultan Rahmfid was distin- 
guished for his meritorious acts and the virtue of his conduct. 	His birth took 
place on the 9th of Muharram, A. H. 361 (November, A. D. 971), and he died 
in the month of the second Rabi•or on the 11th of Safar, A. H. 422 (April, 
A.D. 1031), at Ghazna. 	Some place his death in the year 421. 	His son Mu- 
hammad, whom he had designated for successor, then mounted the throne, 
and united in his favour the vows of all classes by a prodigal distribution of 
donations. 	When he had established his power, he received a letter from 
his brother Abil Said Masud, who happened to be absent when their father 
died and had then set out from NaisapUr. 	The courage of Mastid and his 
highly dignified bearing gained him the hearts of the people, and, as he pre-
tended that the imdm al-Kadir billah had invested him with the government 
of Khorasan and conferred on him the title of an-Nasir li-din illah (the cham-
pion of God's religion) with the pelisse, the collar, and the bracelets, he suc-
ceeded in forming a strong party, whilst his brother neglected the adminis- 
tration of the state and plunged into a life of pleasure. 	The troops having at 
length resolved on dethroning him and transferring the supreme authority to 
Mastic', they arrested Muhammad and imprisoned him in a fortress. 	The 
emir Masud, having thus obtained possession of the kingdom, had numerous 
encounters, too long to relate, with the Seljfikides. 	In the life of al-Motamid 
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Ibn Abbad we have related the dream concerning MasiId (17), and to that 
article-we refer the reader. 	He was slaiir in the year 430 (A. D. 1038-9) (18), 
and his empire fell into the possession of the SeljAkides. 	Of these events we 
have already given a sketch in the life of Toghrul Bek, the SeljAkide (vol. I//. 
page 229), and related Masild's conduct towards them, with the manner in 
which they conquered the empire. — The words du bergek sebz signify two 
[small] •green leaves, and this is the meaning of the word mudhammattini which 
(toeurs in the Komait,„_, • 

(1) Who was general of the armies of Khorasan, according to the historian al-Otbi, in his Yamlni. 
(2) Or Pai Ttlz according to the MS. of al-Otbi, fonds Ducaurroi. 
(3) Koran, sdrat 22, verse 28. 
(4) See vol. I. p. 49. 
(5) The Bib.du Roi possesses two ancient and excellent MSS. of the Yamini. 	It is with shreds and scraps 

of this work that Ibn Khallikan has composed the greater part of the present article. 
(6) See MS. fonds Asselin, fol. 5 verso. 	 • 
(7) This is not an unfair specimen of al-Otbi's inflated style. The whole book is written in the same strain. 
(8) The sutra means any thing put up before one engaged in prayer to prevent others from intruding on 

his devotions ; it may be a stone, a pillow, a spear, a sabre, a lamp, etc. 
(9) According to the Hanifite doctrine, the tanned skin of every animal, except the hog, is pure. — (See 

d'Ohsson's Tab. gin. de l'Emp. Oth. tom. II. p.32.) 
(10) The excrements of every, animal not fit for food invalidate the prayer, if they cover more than one 

fourth of the body, or of the dress, or of the oratory.----(Hanifite doctrine, in d'Ohsson, t. In p. 9.) 
(11) The expressed juice of every plant and fruit is impure, except the juice of the date (nabid), says Ab6 

Hanifa. 	This decision is founded on a tradition set forth in the Mishkdt al-Masdbth, translation of Matthews, 
vol. I. page 108. 

(12) The regular mode of making the ablution will be found in d'Ohsson, tom. II. p. 14. 
(13) .See on the niya or intention what d'Ohsson says in his Tab. gdn. t. II. p. 75. 
(14) These words mean two green leaves. 	They are a very inadequate translation of the word L:) :.:AUb...‘..., 

which alone forms the 64th verse of the 55th sdrat of the Koran. 	The final k of bergek I suppose to be the 
sign of the diminutive. In the Hanifite law-books, it is laid down that at least three verses of the Koran should 
be recited during the prayer. 	Perhaps Abd Hanifa may have said that three words of it sufficed. 	The Sha.- 
fites do not admit the validity of the prayer in which the passages of the Koran are pronounced in any other 
language than Arabic. 

(15) This is however condemned by Muhammad (see Matthews' Mishkat, vol. I. p.186) and by the Hennes 
themselves (see d'Ohsson, t. II. p.89). 

(16) Had the prayer not been already finished, this alone would have rendered it invalid.—In the Nazm al- 
Juman, a treatise on the Hanifite sect by Ibn Dakmhk, MS. of the Bib. du Roi, No.741, fol.136, will be found 
a refutation of this anecdote. 	The author attributes to the Shafites the ridiculous form of prayer which 
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gave such scandal to the sultan, who, says he, was induced by their unfair conduct to become a Hanifite. 
He mentions there that YamIn ad—Dawlat composed a treatise on Hanifite jurisprudence, entitled .Fitdb 
at-Tafrld, a work which bears a high reputation in Ghaztia,India, and Sind. 	Ibn Dakmales refutation does 
not appear to me conclusive. 	The MS. in question is written in the hand of the author. 

(17) This anecdote is Snot to be found in any of our MSS. 
(18, In 432, according to Abet 1-Fed.l. 
k1O) Illudhammardni signifies two garden's of a dark green colour. 

MAHAIUD- THE SELJUKIDE. 

Abet 1-Kasim Mahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak Shah Ibn Alp Arslan as- 
Saljilki, surnamed Mngliith. ad—din (assister of religion), was one of the most illus- 
trious monarchs of the Seljuk dynasty. 	We have already spoken of his father 
(p. 236 of this vol.) and some of his, relatives, and, in the. sequel, we shall notice 
his grandfather and other members of the same family. 	In the life of al-Aziz 
(Aziz ad—din) Abil Nasr Ahmad Ibn Hamid al-Ispahani (vol. I. p.170), the uncle 
of the kdtib Imad ad-din (vol. Ill. p. 306), we have indicated some circumstances 
of his history. 	Abill-Kasim Mahmild obtained the sultanate on the death of 
his father, and,.on Friday, the 23rd of Muharram, A. H. 512 (May, A.D. '1118), 
in the khalifate of al-Mustazhir billah, prayers were offered up for him in the 
city of Baghdad, according to the custom of that court in its proceedings with 
the SeljAk monarchs. 	He was then at the age of puberty, full of liveliness and 
intelligence, and well versed in Arabic ; he knew by heart a great quantity of 
poetry and proverbs ; in history and biography he displayed considerable ac-
quirements and he manifested a strong predilection for men of -learning and 
virtue. 	The poet Hais-Bais (vol. I. p. 559) went from Irak for the purpose of 
seeing him, and celebrated his praises in the well-known kaseda rhyming in d, 
which begins thus : 

Unsaddle the camels, now emaciated and submissive to the rein, and let them feed; 
long has been thy nocturnal march, and the deserts complain under the heavy tread of 
thy caravan. 	0 you who travel by night I fear no longer sterility or danger; (here) the 
shrubs are tender and the sultan is Mahmild. 	By the awe which he inspires, extremes 
are united; and, in the narrow path leading to the fountain, the sheep and the wolf 
walk together.  
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For this long and brilliant poem he received from the sultan an ample recom- 
pense. 	Mahmild married successively the two daughters of his uncle, the sultan.  
Sinjar. (vol. I. p. 600), as we have already mentioned in the life of al-Aziz al-Is- 
pahani. 	Towards the end of his reign, the empire was much 'enfeebled and its 
revenues were so greatly reduced that, one day, being unable to furnish the 
necessary funds to the brewer, he ordered some of the (empty) treasure-chests 
to be given him, that he might sell them and purchase what he required. 	A 
short time before his death, MahmAd went to Baghdad, and on his return, he 
fell sick on the way. 	His malady having increased.  in violence, he died on 
Thursday, the• 15th of Sliawwal, A. H. 525 (September, A. D. 1 4 34). 	Ibn al- 
Azrak al-Fariki (vol. III. p. 364) states, in his History, that he died on the 1 5th 
of Shawwal, A. H. 524, at the gate of Ispahan. 	,He was buried in that city 
and had for successor his brother Toghrul Bek. 	This prince, died A. H. 527, 
and his brother MasAd succeeded to the throne. 	We shall give his life. 	Mu- 
hammad Shah, the son of Mahnuad Ibn Muhammad, was the same who besieged 
Baghdad with Zain ad-din Abil 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn Baktikin, the prince of Arbela, 
in the year 552 (A. D. 1157), or 5'53, according to the statement made by our 
shaikh HAI al-Athir (vol. II. p. 288), in 'his lesser historical work, entitled al- 
Attibeki (1). 	Muhammad Shah died in the month of ZA 1-11ijja, A.H. 554 (Dec: 
Jan. A. D. 4 1 59-60). 	We have marked the date. of Zain ad•din's death in our 
article on his son Mtrzaffar ad-din, prince.of Arbela (vol. II.T. 535). 	Muham- 
mad Shah died outside the walls of Hamadan ; he was born in the month of 
the latter Rabi, A. II. 522 (April, A. D. 1 4 28). 

(1) This is a history of the Aiabeks of Mosul. 

AL-MALIK AL-AADIL NUR AD-DIN. 

Abu 1-Kasim MahmOd, surnamed al-Malik al-Aadil (the just prince) Nor ad-
din (light of religion), was the son of Iniad ad-din Zinki (vol. I. p. 539), the son 
of ak-Sunkur (vol. I. p. 225). 	On the death of his father at the siege of Kalat 
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Jaabar, he was serving under his orders, and Salah ad-din Muhammad Ibn 
Aivith al-Yaghisani, having then passed into his service, he marched with the 
Syrian army to Aleppo and occupied that city the same year, whilst his bro- 
ther 	Saif ad-din 	Ghazi (vol. H. page 440) took possession of the city and 
province of Mosul. 	On the third of Safar, A. H. 549 (April, A. D. 1154), 
Ntir ad-din laid siege to Damascus, which was then under the rule of Mujir 
ad-din Abel Said Abek, the son of Jamal ail-din Muhammad, the son of Taj 
al-Mulilk Mai, the son of Zabir ad-din Toghtikin, the atdbek of the prince 
Dukak (1), the son of Tutush, and on Sunday, the 9th of the same month, 
he occupied the city and gave Emessa to Mujir ad-din Abek in exchange. 	He 
subsequently deprived Abek of Emessa and bestowed on him the town of 
BAlis. 	Abek removed thither, 	and after residing there for some time, he 
proceeded to Baghdad, in the reign of the imam al-Muktafi (li-amr illah), 
and obtained from that khalif a pension for his support. 	The atdbek Muin 
ad-din (Aner) Ibn Abd Allah was an enfranchised slave of Toghtikin, Abek's 
great-grandfather. 	Nt1r ad-din then subdued the other cities of Syria, such 
as Hamat and Baalbek, of which he re-edified the walls, and he occupied the 
the places intervening between those two cagitals and Manbej. 	He took also a 
number of fortresses on the frontiers of Asia Minor, such as Marash and Ba-
hasna, the former in the month of Zill-Kaada, A. H. 568 (June-July, A. D.1173), 
and the latter in Zti 1-Hijja of the same year (July-Aug.). 	Towards the end of 
the mouth of Ramadan, A. H. 559 (August, A.D. 1164), he reduced Harim, in 
the country (under the domination) of the Franks and took besides upwards of 
fifty fortresses, amongst which were Azaz and Batas. 	He then sent Asad ad- 
din Shirka (vol. I. p. 626) three times into Egypt, and in the third, the sultan 
Sala' ad-din was established as lieutenant in that country, and had Ntur ad-din's 
name struck on the coinage and pronounced in the public prayer (khotba). 
Of this event we need not enter into further particulars, as we give ,a fuller 
account of it in our notice on the sultan Salah ad-din. 	Nilr ad-din was a just 
monarch, pious and devout, a strict observer of the law, partial to virtuous 
men, a firm champion in the cause of God, and indefatigable in works of charity. 
He built colleges in all the great cities of Syria, such as Damascus, Aleppo, Ha-
mat, Emessa, Baalbek, Manbej, and ar-Rahaba, as we have already stated in 
the life of Sharaf ad-din Ibn Abi Usriln (vol. II. p. 33) : in Mosul he erected 
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the mosque (called, after him) al-Jami an-Nilri ; in Hamat, another, the same 
which stands on the bank of the Orontes ; in Edessa, another; in Manbej, an-
other; and in Damascus, an hospital and a Tradition school (ddr al-Hadith). 
His merits, monuments, and glorious deed's surpass description. 	On account of 
the proximity of their respective states, a number of letters and conferences 
passed between him and Abil 'l-Hasan Sinan Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Muhammad, 
surnamed Rashid ad-din, lord of the Ismailian fortresses, chief of the Batinites 
of Syria, and the person from whom the Sinanian sect took its name. 	At one 
time, Mr ad-din was under the necessity of writing him a threatening letter, to 
which he received the following answer, in verse and prose : 

" 0 you who threaten us with the stroke of the sword ! may my power never rise 
" again if once overthrown by thee! 	A pigeon dares to threaten the hawk! the hyenas 
" of the desert are roused against the lions ! 	You stop the mouth of the serpent with 
" your finger; let the pain which has befallen thy finger suffice thee. 

" We have examined your letter in sum and in detail, and have appreciated in 
" word and in deed the dangers with which it threatens us. 	Admire the fly 
" buzzing in the ear of the elephant! and the gnat which is counted as an em- 
" blem (of littleness) (2) ! 	Already, before you, other people have held a similar . 
" discourse, but we hurled destruction upon them, and they had none to assist 
" -them ! 	Do you mean to oppose the truth and uphold falsehood? 	They who 
" act perversely shall know- the fate which awaits them ! 	As for thf words, 
" that thou wilt cut off my head and tear my fortresses from the firm moon- 
" tains which sustain them, know that these are delusive thoughts, vain in-- 
" ginations ; for the substance is not destroyed by the destruction of its acci- 
" dents, neither is the soul dissolved by the maladies of the body. 	How wide 
" the difference between strong and weak, between noble and vile ! 	But, to 
" return to things external and sensible from things internal and intellectual, we 
" shall say that we have an example in the blessed Prophet, by whom were 
" pronounced these words : 	' Never was a prophet afflicted as I have been ; ' 
" and you well know what befel his race, his family, and followers. 	Circum- 
" stances have not changed ; things are not altered ; and praise be unto God in 
" the beginning and the end! inasmuch as we are the oppressed, not the op- 
" pressors; the offended, not the offenders; but, when the truth cometh, false- 
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44  hood disappears, for falsehood fleeteth away ! 	You well know our external 
" state, the character of our men, the sort of food for which they long, 
" and for which they offer themselves to the abyss of death. 	Say : wish then 

for death if you speak true. 	But they will never wish for it on account of what 
" their hands have already wrought, and God well knoweth the perverse (3). 	In a 
44  common and current proverb it is said : Is a goose to be threatened with (being 
" cast into) the river? 	Prepare therefore a tunic against misfortune and a cloak 

against affliction; for evils of thy own doing shall prevail against thee ; thou 
" shalt feel convinced that they proceeded from thyself, and that thou wert like 
" the animal .which scraped with its hoof till it found its death (4), and like 

`4  him who cut off his nose with .his own hand. 	To effect this will not be difli- 
" cult for God." 	I transcribed this epistle from a copy in the handwriting of 
al-Kadi 1-Fadil (vol. Il..p. 111), but, in another copy of the same document, I 
fOund the following additional passage : "When thou Last read this our letter, 
" expect to see us and be prepared ; read also the commencement of the Bee and 
" the end of Sdd (5)." 	(Note.) The truth is that this letter was addressed to 
the sultan Salah ad-din Ibn Yilsuf Ibn Aiyith.—In other copies, I found the 
following verse joined to those given above 

Let men beware of an event dreadful by its terrors, an event which I never heard 
that any dare await. 

Another time, when a coldness arose between them, Sink' wrote him the fol- 
lowing lines : 

• 
By our means you obtained this empire, so that your house was rooted in it, and its 

coluthns were exalted; yet you shoot at us an arrow fashioned by ourselves; it grew in 
• our own plantations, and with us it received its point. 

Of Mr ad-din's conduct we shall only say, that it was adorned by many meri- 
torious deeds. 	His birth took place on Sunday, the 17th ,of Shawwal, A.H. 511 
(February, A. D. 1118), at the hour of sunrise, and he died of a quinsy, on 
Wednesday, the 11th of Shawwal, A. H. 569 (May, A. D. 1174), in the citadel of 
Damascus. 	His physicians "advised blood-letting, but he refused, and such was 
the awe which he inspired, that none dared .to expostulate with him. 	He was 
buried in the .apartment of the citadel which served him as a sitting-room and 
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a bed-chamber. 	His corpse was . subsequently removed to the mausoleum 
erected in the college which he had founded near the entrance of the Siik. al- 
Khawwasin (the bazar of the workers in palm-leaves). 	I heard a number of the 
Damascus people say that prayers offered up at his tomb received their ful- 
filment, and having wished to prove the fact, I found it to be true. 	Our shaikh 
Izz ad-din AU. 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn al-Athir (vol. II. p. 288) says, in his great his-
torical work, the Kdmil, under the year 558, that Ntlr ad-din having encamped, 
that year, in al-Bukaiya (the little plain) at the foot of Hisn al-Akrad (6), with 
the intention of besieging that fortress and then marching against Tripoli, a 
great number of Franks assembled and attacked him one day, unexpectedly, 
without giving the Moslims sufficient time to prepare for the encounter. 	His 
troops weiT put to flight, but he succeeded in making his escape. 	This combat 
is generally designated as the Combat of al-Bukaiya. 	Having halted at the lake 
of Kadas, near Emessa, at the distance of about four parasangs from the Franks, 
he sent to Aleppo and other cities for large sums of money, which enabled him 
to recruit his army. 	He then returned against the enemy and fully avenged his 
defeat. 	One of his companions having, at that time, observed to him that he 
might advantageously apply to his own use, under the present circumstances, 
the numerous pensions, alms, and gifts, allowed to the jurisconsults, the stlfis, 
and the koran-readers, he flew into a violent passion, and said : " By Allah! I 
" expect assistance from them and no others ! It is through the feeble among you 
" that you receive sustenance and aid (7). 	How--  could I possibly suspend the 
" donations given to people who combat for me with arrows which miss not 
" the mark, even when I am sleeping in my bed? and, that for the purpose of 
" bestowing them on persons who combat for me with arrows which sometimes 
" strike and sometimes miss ! 	Those people have a right to a share out of the 
tc public treasury ; how then could I legally transfer that share to others ?" 
NtIr ad-din was of a tawny complexion, a lofty stature, and a handsome coun- 
tenance; he had no hair on any part of his face except the chin. 	He had desig- 
nated as successor his son al-Malik as-Salih Imad ad-din Ismail, a boy eleven 
years old, who in consequence succeeded to the supreme authority on his death, 
and removed from Damascus to Aleppo. 	He entered the citadel of that place on 
Friday, the first of Muharram, A H. 570 (Aug. A.D. I I 74), and the sultan Salah 
ad-din then left Egypt and occupied Damascus and the other cities gf Syria. 
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Al -Malik as-Salih retained Aleppo only, and he continued to reside there till 
his death. 	This event took place on Friday, the 25th of the first Jumada, A. II. 
577 (October, A.D. 1181). 	It is said that he had not yet attained his twentieth 
year. 	his illness commenced on the 9th of Rajab, and,' on the first day of the 
first Jumada, he was attacked by a pain in the bowels. 	His death created a 
profound sensation and general regret, on account of his beneficence and his 
virtues. 	He was interred in the Station (al-Malidm), within the citadel, but his 
body was afterwards removed to the ribdt (monastery) bearing his name and situ- 
ated at the foot of the citadel. 	This ribdt bears a high reputation in Aleppo.— 
Mujir ad-din Abek died, A. H. 564• (A. D. 1168-9), in Baghdad, and was inter-
red in his own house; so I found it written among some rough notes in my o'sVn 
handwriting; but God knows if the indication be correct. 	He was born at 
Baalbek on Friday, the 8th of Shaaban, A. H. 534 (March, A.D. 1140). 

(1) Such is the correct pronunciation of this name, which has been incorrectly transcribed Dakdk in the 
life of Tutush. 	See vol. I. pp. 273 and 274. 

(2) Koran, s6rat.2, verse 24. 	 • 
(3) Koran, stirat 2, verses 87, 88. 	Thewords;five lines higher up, but when truth cometh, etc., are taken 

from the same book, sprat 17, verse 83. 
(4) An Arab caught a gazelle and sought an instrument to kill it. 	The animal, in struggling, scraped up 

the sand with its foot and laid bare a knife; with this the Arab put it to death. 	See Freytag's Maidani, 
torn.H. p. 359. 

(5) The Bee, the 16th shrat of the Koran, begins thus: " The sentence of God will surely come to be exe- 
" cuted!" and Sad, the 38th s6rat, concludes with these words: "And ye shall surely know what is delivered 
'therein to be true, after a season." 

(6) Hisn al-Akrad (the Castle of the Kurds) was situated on a peak of Mount Lebanon, half way between 
Tripoli and Emessa. 

(7) This is one of Muhammad's sayings. 	D'Ohsson has quoted it in his Tab. gen. de l'Emp. 0th., t. II., 
page 242. 

MARWAN IBN ABI HAFSA. 

Abil 's-Simt, or Abtl 1-Hindam, Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa Sulaiman Ibn Yahya 
Ibn Abi Hafsa Yazid, a celebrated poet, was • the grandson of AU Hafsa, a 
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mawla of Marwan Ibn al-Hakam Ibn Abi 1-Aasi the Omaiyide. 	Abit Hafsa's 
master granted him his freedom on the Day of the House (1), to recompense him 
for the courage which he displayed on that occasion. 	It is said that Abil Hafsa 
was a Jewish physician, and that he made his profession of Islamism to Othman 
Ibn Allan, or., by another account, to Marwan Ibn al-Hakam. 	The people of 
Medina say, however, that he was a mawla to as-Samiliel Ibn Aadiya, the Jew 
so famous for his good faith, and whose conduct with respect to Amro 1-Kais 
Ibn Hujr, the well-known poet, acquired him such celebrity (2). 	They state 
also that Abu Hafsa was made prisoner, when a boy, at the capture of Istakhar, 
and that Othman Ibn Allan, who purchased him, gave him as a present to Mar- 
wan Ibn al-Hakam. 	Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa, the .poet of whom we are about to 
speak, was a native of al-Yamama (in Arabia). 	Having proceeded to Baghdad, 
he celebrated the praises of (the khalifs) al-Mandi and Harlin ar-Rashid, and he 
conciliated the favour of the latter by satirizing the descendants of Ali. 	He was 
a good poet, and ranked with the first and the ablest masters in that art. 	Abu 
1-Abbas.  Abd Allah Ibn al-Motazz (vol. II.. p. 41) mentions him in the Tabakdt 
as-Shuward and says : " The best pitce uttered by Marwan is his brilliant ka— 
" sida rhyming in 1 (al-Ldmiya), composed by him in honour of Maan Zaida as- 
" Shaibani (3) ; by this production he surpassed all the poets of his time. 	It 
" is said that he received from Maan, in recompense, a very large sum, of 
" which the amount is not specified, and that none of the former poets ever 
" gained so much by their art as he. 	On one occasion, he was presented, by 
gl  a certain khalif, with three hundred .thousand pieces of silver for a single 
" verse." 	His kasida, the Ldmiya, contains upwards of sixty verses, and, were 
it not so long, I should insert it here. 	I cannot, however, omit the following 
extract from the eulogistic portion of the poem : 

In the day of battle, the sons of Matar (4) are like lions (protecting) their whelpsiin 
the valley of Khaffan (5). 	'Tis they who defend their clients, and their clients (live as 
secure from danger) as if they were lodged among the stars. 	(Maan) avoids pronouncing 
the word ' no;' when he is asked a favour, ' no' seems to be for him a word forbidden. 
We confound his conduct in the day of battle with his conduct in the day of benefi-
cence (6), so that we know not which is the fairer : is it the day of his overflowing be-
neficence? is it the day of his prowess ? Nay, each of them is brilliant and glorious I 
Noble princes they are in islamic times; and their oldest progenitors had no rivals in 
the ancient days of paganism. 	They are the people who execute when they promise, 

' who answer when called on, and who give in abundance when they bestow. 	The 
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bravest warriors cannot achieve such deeds as theirs (7), even though they displayed 
the greatest firmness under the vicissitudes of fortune. 	Three (chiefs they are) whose 
foreheads are equal to the mountains (in majesty), and whose prudence would outweigh 
them. 

This is certainly lawful magic (8), exquisite both in style and -thought ! he 
really deserves to be ranked not only above the poets his contemporaries, but 
above many others besides. 	His eulogiums on Maan, and the elegies which he 
composed on his death, abound with striking ideas. 	Of these pieces we shall 
give specimens in the life of Maan. 	Ibn al-Motazz states also that the following 
anecdote was related by Shurahil, the son of Maan: "I met Yahya Ibn Khalid 
" the Barniekide, on the road to Mekka, whither he was going to perform the 
" pilgrimage with the kddi AM Yilsuf al-Hanafi(9). He was borne in a kubba(I 0), 
" being seated in one side of it, and Abil Yilsuf in the other. 	I was riding by 
" the side of the kubba when a well-dressed Arab of the tribe of Asad came for- 
'" ward and recited to Yahya a piece of verse. 	One line of the poem excited 
46  Yahya's animadversion, and he exclaimed : 'Did I not forbid thee, Irian! to 
" 4  employ a verse such as that?' 	He then added : ' 0 brother of the sons of 
" ' Asad ! when thou utterest verses, let them be like the verses of him who 
" ' said : In the day of battle, the sons of Matar, etc., repeating the Ldmiya just 
" ' mentioned. 	The kddi AM Yilsuf expressed great admiration on hearing 
" ' the verses, and said to Yahya : 4  Tell me, AM 1-Fadl, who was the author of 
" ' that piece.' 	Yahya replied : 'It was composed by Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa 
" 4  in praise of the father of the youth now riding by the side of our kubba.' 	I 
" was then mounted on a spirited horse which belonged to me, and AM Yitsuf 
" gazed at me and said : ' Who art thou, young man? May God favour thee and 
" ' prolong thy life 4. ' 	I -replied : 'I am Shurahil, the son of Maan Ibn Zaida 
" ' as-Shaibani; 	And I declare, by Allah ! that I never felt such pleasure 
" and satisfaction as at that moment."—It is related that a son of Marwan Ibn 
Hafsa went to visit Shurahil, the son of Maan, and recited to him these lines : 

Shurahil, son of Maan (11), son of Zaidal most generous of men, Arabs or foreigners! 
Thy father gave mine wealth enough for his subsistence; give me as much as thy father 
gave to mine.. 	My father never stopped in a country where thy father was, but he re— 

• ceived from him a talent of gold. 

ShurAhil immediately bestowed on him a talent of gold.—An anecdote similar 
VOL. III. 	 45 
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to the foregoing is related of AbA Mulaika jarwal Ibn Ails, generally known by 
the appellation of al-Hutaiya (vol. I. p. 209): this celebrated poet having been 
imprisoned by (the khalif) Omar Ibn al-Khattab for the virulence of his tongue 
and his propensity to satire, he addressed the following lines to Omar from the 
place of his confinement : 

What wilt thou say to the famished nestlings in the parched and barren ZU Marakh(12). 
Thou hast cast their purveyor into a dungeon; have pity! and the blessing of God be 
upon thee, 0 Omar! Thou art the inielm to whom the people, on the death of its mas-
ter, confided the keys of authority (13). When they raised thee to that post, it was not for 
thy own advantage, but for theirs. 

Omar then set him free, on condition that he would abstain from satire, and 
al-Hutaiya said to him : " Commander of the faithful ! give me a lette'r for Al- 
" kama Ibn Olatha, since thou hast hindered me from gaining a livelihood by 
gt  my verses."—Alkama, a man celebrated for his beneficenc.e, was then residing 
in the• province of Hauran : Ibn al-Kalbi (14) says, in his Jamhara tan-Nisab : 
" Alkama was the son of Olatha Ibn AAf Ibn Bahia Ibn Jaafar Ibn Kilab Ibn 
" -Bahia Ibn Aamir Ibn Sasaa Ibn Moawia Ibn Bakr Ibn Hawazin. 	His ancestor 
" Rabia Ibn Jaafar was surnamed al-Ahwas (narrow eye) on account of the 
44 smallness of his eyes. 	Alkama had been appointed governor of Hamill by 

Omar (15), and he died there."—Omar refused to grant al-Hutaiya's request, 
but a person having said to him : " Commander of the faithful! it can do you 
" no harm to give him a letter ; Alkama is not one of your provincial govern- 
" ors, that you should fear to incur censure (16). 	Consider that this is a 
" Moslim who requests a recommendation from you to Alkama." 	Omar hav- 
ing then written a letter conformable to al-Hutaiya's wishes, the poet set off 
with it, but found, on his arrival, that Alkama was dead, and met the people 
returning from the funeral. 	Seeing Alkama's son among them, he went up to 
him and recited these lines : 

0 how excellent that man of the family of Jaafar in HatirAn whom yestereven death 
entangled in its toils! Whilst thou livest, I shall not be weary of my life; wert thou to 
die, life were joyless for me; and, if I meet thee in good health, a few days only sepa-
rate me from.riches. 

Alkarria's son here said to him : " How much dost thou think that my father 
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4i would have given thee, hadst thou found him alive?"—" One hundred female 
LC  camels," replied the poet, "each of them followed by a young one." 	The 
other bestowed on him the expected present. 	I found the two last verses in the 
ditvan of Ziad Ibn Moawia Ibn Jabir, surnamed •an-Nabigha ad-Dubyani (17); 
they occur in an elegy composed by him on the death of an-Noman Ibn Abi Sha-
mir al-Ghassani (18). —The adventures of Ibn Abi Hafsa and the anecdotes• told 
of him are very numerous, but it is needless to dilate on the subject. 	His birth 
took place in the year 105 (A. D. 7234), and his death in A. H. 181 (A. D. 797) 
—some say, 182—at Baghdad. 	He was interred in the cemetery of Nasr Ibn 
Malik al-Khuzai.—His grandson, Marwan al-Asghar (the younger) Abil 's-Simt 
the son of Abil 'l-Juntib, the son of Marwan al-Akbar (the elder), him of whom we 
have just, spoken, was one of the most celebrated and eminent poets of his time. 
Al-Mubarrad (v. III. p. 31), in his Kdmil, gives a short notice on Abd ar-Rahman, 
the son of Hassan Ibn Thabit (19), in which he says : "It is related that Abd 
" ar-Raliman, having been stung by a wasp, went crying to his father, who 
" asked what was the matter. 	He replied: ' I have been stung by a flying 
" ' thing, dressed, as it were, in a double cloak of striped. cloth.'—'By Allah?' 
,t exclaimed the father, ' thou bast there pronounced a verse (20).' " — He 
then adds : "The family which had the greatest skill in poetry was that of 
" Hassan, for it produced six persons, in succession, all of them poets ; these 
,, were : Said, his father Abd ar-Rahman, his father Hassan, his father Thabit, 
" his father al-Mundir, and his father Hizam. 	After them came the family 
44  of Abil Hafsa, the members of which inherited a talent for poetry, from father 
" to son. 	Yahya, the son of Abil Hafsa (the elder), was surnamed Abil Jamil ; 
" his mother, 	Tahya, was the daughter of Maimin, or, according to an- 
" other statement, of an-Nabigha al-Jaadi (vol. I. p. 456); and to this circum- 
" stance is attributed the transmission of a faculty for poetry into the family of 
" Abti Hafsa. 	All these persons could touch the point of their nose with their 
" tongue, and this denotes a talent for speaking with elegance and precision." 
God knows how far that may be true I 

. 	. 
(1) By the Day of the House (Yaum ad-Ddr) is meant the day in which the khalif Othmttn was murdered. 

He had shut himself up in his house and sustained a siege of fifty or sixty days, but the insurgents finally 
broke in and put him to death. 	Marwan Ibn al-Hakam, with al-Hasan and al-Husain, the sons of Ali, assisted 
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by a body of-slaves, fought in OthmAn's defence, but their efforts were unavailing. 	The injudicious counsels 
of Marwan, who had great influence over Oilman, were the cause of this revolt. 	 • 

(2) See Rasmusseit's .4dd,itamenta ad Hist. Ai. p. 14; Abill-Fedil, Hist. Al-dais:arnica, p. 1354  and Frei—
tag's Maidani, t. II. p. 828. 

(3) His life will be found in this volume. 
(4) Matar was one of Maan's ancestors. 
(5) Khaffan, a place near Knfa, was noted for being infested by lions. 
(6) literally: his two days are so like each other that we confound them. 
(7) Literally: the doers cannot do their deeds. 
(8) Poetry is called by the Arabs lawful magic. 
t9) Ills life is given in,  this work. 
(10) The vehicle here called a Kubba (dome, cupola, alcove) consisted apparently of two seats, one on each 

side of a camel, and both seats under the same canopy.  

(11) In this verse we must read t ".?  J..,...1;',. to obtain the measure. 

(12) Literally : to the nestlings witg red crops in the waterless and treeless Z 	Marakh. 
(13) Literally: of prohibitions. 
(14) The life of this celebrated genealogist is .given by our author. 
(18) This is in direct contradiction with what follows, unless we suppose his nomination to have taken place 

subsequently to the anecdote here related. 
(16) Rigid Moslims might have blamed him for .causing.Alkama to spend the public money on al-Hutaiya. 
17) For a notice on this ancient poet, see M. de Sacy's Chrestomathie, t.II. p. 412. 
(18) This is the twenty-fifth person in Pococke's list of the Gliassanite kings. 	The poem of an-Nabigha to 

which these verses belong is to be found in the Diwdn- of time Six Poets. 	It is there given as an elegy on the 
death of anrNomfin Ibn abllarith Ibis Abi Shamir al-Gbassani. 

(19) Hassan Ibis Thabit was one of the poets who espoused the cause of Muhammad. His son Abd ar-Raliman 
lived under Moawla, and used to address complimentary poems to Ramla, the daughter of that khalif. 	Ahd 
al.-Rahman was inferior in talent to his father. 

(20) The Arabic words uttered by the child do not appear to form a verse, as they cannot be scanned by any 
metrical scale. 

MUSLIM IBN AL-HAJJAJ. 

Abet 1-Husain Muslim Ibn al-Hajjaj Ibn Muslim Ibn Ward Ibn-lidsad (1) 
al-Kushairi, a native of Naisapilr and the author of the SaMh (2), was a most 
eminent helfiz and a highly distinguished traditionist. 	He travelled (in pursuit 
of learning) to Hijaz, Irak, Syria, and Egypt, and heard Traditions delivered by 
Yahya Ibn Yahya an-Naisapilri (3), Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (vol. 1.. p: 44), Ishak Ibn 
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Rahwaih (vol. I. p. 180), Abd Allah Ibn Maslama al-Kaanabi (vol. II. p . 19), 
and other great masters. 	He visited Baghdad more than once, and the people 
of that city delivered Traditions on his authority. 	He went there for the last 
time in the year 259 (A. D. 872-3). 	A t-Tirmidi (vol. II. p. 679) was one of 
those who taught Traditions on his authority; and, as a trustworthy Tradition- 
ist, he bore the highest character. 	Muhammad Ibn al-Masarkhasi states that 
he heard Muslim Ibn al-Hajjaj say : " I drew up this authentic musnad (4) (al- 
" Musnad as-Sahih) out of three hundred thousand Traditions (which I) heard 
" (with my own ears)." 	" There is not under the expanse of heaven," said 
the hdfiz Abu Ali an-Naisapari (5), " a more authentic work on the science 
of Traditions than that of Muslim." 	Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi (vol. 1. page 47) 
mentions 	that Muslim defended al-Bukhari (vol. 1I. p. 594) so strenuously 
that the intimacy between himself and Muhammad Ibn Yahya ad-Duhli (6) 
was broken off. 	The hdfiz Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn YakUb (7) relates 
(this event) thus : " When al-Bukhari was residing at Naisapar, Muslim went 
" frequently to see him : a misintelligence then arose between Muhammad ibn 
" Yahya and al-Bukhari on the subject of the pronunciation (of the Koran) (8), 
" and Muhammad caused a proclamation to be made against his adversary, for- 
" bidding the people to frequent his society. 	This persecution forced al-Bu- 
" khari to quit Naisapar, and every person avoided him, except Muslim, who 
" continued his visits as before. 	Muhammad Ibn Yahya being then informed 
" that Muslim Ibn al-Hajjaj had always adhered to the opinion of al-Bukhari 
" and did so still, notwithstanding the censures which he had incurred on that 
"'account in Hijaz and Irak, he said, one day, at the close of his lesson : 'Who- 
" ' ever holds the pronunciation (of the Koran) to be created, I forbid that per- 
" ' son to attend my lessons.' 	Muslim immediately passed his cloak (ridd) over 
" his turban, and standing up in the midst of the assembly, he left the room. 
" Having then collected all the notes which 'he had taken at Muhammad Ibn 
" Yahya's lessons, he loaded some camels with them and sent them to the lat- 
" ter's door. 	This confirmed the misunderstanding which subsisted between 
" them, and Muslim ceased to visit him." 	Muslim died at Naisapar, on Sun- 
day evening, and was interred at Nasrabad, outside Naisapar, on Monday, -the 
25th—some say the 24th—of Rajah, A. H. 261 (May, A.D. 875), aged fifty-five 
years. 	So I found it written in some book, but I never met with his age or the 
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date of. his birth specified by any of the hdfizes; though they all agree that he 
was born subsequently to the year 200. 	Our sheikh Taki ad-din Abil Amr 
Othman, generally known by the appellation of Ibn as-Salhh (vol. 11. p. 188), 
used to mention the date of his birth, which, 	 o the best of my recollection, 
was in the year 202. 	I have since examined.Ibn as-Salah's statement and find 
the date to be 206 (A. D. 821-2); he gives it after the Kitdb Olaind it-Amselr (his-
tory of the doctors of the great cities), a work composed by the hdkim lbn al-Bali 
an-Naisapiiri (vol. II. p. 681). 	I met with the book from which he took this 
indication, and obtained the very copy which he made use of; it had belonged 
to him, and was sold,with his other property, after his death. 	It then fell into my 
possession. 	Here is what the author says: "Muslim Ibn al-Hajjaj an-Naisapari 
" died on.  the 25th of Rajah, A.H. 261, aged fifty-five years." 	His birth must 
have therefore taken place in 206. — We have already explained the word 
Kushairi in our article on Abd al-Karim al-Kushairi (vol. II. p.155), the author 
of the Epistle, and need not, therefore, repeat our words.7--As for the Muham-
mad Ibn .Yahya, mentioned above, his names were Abtl Abd Allah Muhammad 
Ibn Yahya Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Khalid Ibn Faris Ibn Duwaib ad-Duhli an-Naisa- 

• .. pilri (belonging to the tribe of Duhl, native of Naisdpilr). 	He was highly distin- 
guished as a hdfiz, and Traditions were given on his authority by al-Bukhari, 
Muslim, Abit Rawild (vol. I. page 589), at-Tirmidi, and Ibn Maja al-Kazwini 
(vol.II. p.680). 	He was a sure and trustworthy Traditionist. 	The coolness 
which subsisted between him and al-BukhAri originated from the following 
circumstance : when the latter arrived at Naisapiir, Muhammad Ibn Yahya 
quarrelled with him about the creation of the pronunciation. 	As al-Bu- 
khari had already learned Traditions from him, he could not avoid giving them 
on his authority; this he does in about thirty places of his book, in the chap-
ters on fasting, medicine, burials, and enfranchisement, but without giving his 
name in full ; he merely says : 1 was told by Muhammad, or by Muhammad the 
son of Abd Allah, thus naming him after his grandfather, or by Muhammad the 
son of Kheilid, after his great-grandfather. 	Muhammad Ibn Yahya died, A. H. 
252 (A. D. 886), some say, 257 or 258. 
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i.) One of the MSS. reads Kttshdd and another lInshydr. 
. 	(2) The Salah (true, authentic) is a title by which is designated each of the six great collections of Tradi- 
tions. 	To distinguish them, the name of the author is added after the word Sahih. 

(3) Abd Zakariya Yahya Ibn Yahya Ibn Bakr al-Hanzali at-Tamimi, a native of Naisapfir, distinguished for 
hi 	piety and mortified life, was considered as the first Traditionist and hdfiz of that age in Khorasan. 	He 
died A. H. 226 (A.D. 840-1).-L(An-Nujdm az-Zdhira; Mirdt az-Zantdn.) 

(4) The meaning of the word musnad is explained in vol. I. p. 182. 	 . 
(5) The Traditionist Abil Ali al-Husain Ibn Ali an-Naisapdri bore a high reputation for learning and piety. 

He inhabited Baghdad and died in the month of the first Jumada, A. H. 341 (Oct. A.D. 9521. aged sixty-four 
years.—(Tabandt al-Hufftlz.)  

(6) A notice on this person is given by our author at the end of the present article. 
(7) The hdfiz Abd Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yakilb as-Shaibani, a native of Naisapfir and an able Tradi-

tionist, died A. H. 344 (A.D. 935-6), aged ninety-four years.—(Huffdz.) 
(8) The orthodox Muslims consider the Koran to be untreated, and the eternal word of God. 	This opinion 

has been expressed by some of their doctors in the following manner: " The Koran is one of the eternal attri- 
" butes of His essence; 	it is untreated, and consists neither of letters nor of vocal sounds." 	These last 
words arc evidently directed against an opinion held by certain theologians, such as Muhammad Ibn Yahya, 
who declared that whoever pretends the Koran to be created is an infidel, and whoever pretends that the act 
of pronouncing the Koran is a created act, is also an infidel. 	Al-Bukhari taught that the pronunciation 
of the Koran (meaning its utterance by the organs of speech) is created, because, said he, it is an act of God's 
creature, and such acts are created (not eternal). 	In a work advocating the Asharite principle of giving a 
figurative interpretation to such passages of the Koran as would lead to anthropomorphism if taken literally, 
the author, Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Muallim, has a long discussion on the foregoing question. 	His 
work is entitled Najm al Mubtadi wa Haim al-Hotadi. 	See MS. of the Bib. du Roi, fonds St. Germain, 
No. 85. 	It may be here observed that this MS. has been corrected by the author. 	The question of the pro- 
nunciation of the Koran is technically called masila tal-lafz. 

KUTB AD-DIN. AN-NAISAPURI. 

Abill-Maali Masild Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mastid Ibn Tahir an-Naisaptiri. at- 

Turaithithi, a doctor of the Shafite sect and surnamed Kutb ad-din (axis of reli-
gion), studied jurisprudence at Naisaptir and at Marw; under the first masters 
in these cities. 	He learned Traditions from a number of teachers and had the 
advantage of seeing the ustdd (master) Abtl Nasr al-Kushairi (vol. II. p. 454). 
He gave lessons in the Nizdmiya college of Naisaptir as substitute of Abil 'I- 
Maali 1-Jilwaini (vol. II. p. 120), under whose father (vol. II. p. 27) he had 
studied the Koran and polite literature. 	Having visited Baghdad, he delivered 
pious exhortations there; and discussed, with great ability, various questions 
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of jurisprudence. 	In the year 540 (A. D. 1145-6), he went to Damascus and 
preached there with great effect; he taught also in the Mujdhidiya college, and 
afterwards, in the western corner (1) of the great mosque, on the death of the 
doctor ALA 'l-Fath Nasr Allah al-Missisi (2). 	The hdfiz Ibn Asakir (vol. II. 
p. 252) mentions him in the History of Damascus. 	Having then proceeded to 
Aleppo, Kutb ad-din professed for some time in the two colleges founded there 
by NtIr ad-din Mahmild (vol. II. page 346) and Asad ad-din Shirkilh (vol. I. 
p. 626). 	He subsequently went to profess at Hamadan, whence he returned to 
Damascus and resumed his lessons in the Western Corner. 	He delivered Tra- 
ditions also and became president of the Shaate community.. 	He was conspi- 
cuous for learning, virtue, and piety. 	His summary of jurisprudence, 	the 
Hddi (director) is a useful treatise, and every maxim which it contains has served 
as the basis of a legal-decision. 	He drew up for the sultan Salah ad-din an akida 
(creed) containing every necessary information on religious matters, aind this 
work (the sultan) taught his children, so that it was impressed on their youthful 
minds. 	Baha ad-din Ibn Shaddad (3) says in his life of that prince (4) : "I saw 
" him"—meaning the sultan -- -" holding the book whilst his children repeated 
" to him the contents from memory." 	Kutb ad-din was a man of great humi- 
lity, careless in his dress, and a despiser of ceremony. 	His birth took place on 
the 13th of Rajah, A. H. 505 (January, A.D. 1112), arid he died at Damascus 
on the 30th of Ramadan, A. H. 578 (January, A.D. 1183;. 	The funeral prayer 
was said over him on the Day of the Festival (the 1st of the following month), 
which fell on a Friday. 	He was interred in the cemetery established by himself 
at the west* end of Damakus, near the Still Cemetery. 	I visited his tomb more 
than once. 	His father belonged to Turaithith. 	Of this place we have already 
spoken in the life of Amid al-Mulk al-Kunduri (vol. III. p. 297); it is situated 
in the district of Naisapetr. 	One of his disciples mentioned that he heard 
the shaikh Kutb ad-din recite these verses as the composition of some• other 
person : 	' 	• 	 . 

They say that love is a fire in the bosom; they lie 1 fire blazes and is extinguished. 
Love is a firebrand touched by moisture; it dieth not, neither doth it blaze up. 

(1) In Arabic, az-Zdwiya al-Gharbiya. 	These words should perhaps be rendered by the western cloister, 
(2) AIM 'l—Fath Nasr Allah Ibn Muhammad lbn Abd al-Kawi al-Misslsi (native of illisslsa), a descendant of 
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al-Asbari (vol. II. p. 227) and a follower of his doctrines, was born A.11.448 (A.D. 1056). 	"Ile was a juris- 
" consult of the highest authority,"says Ibn as-Samini(voL H. p. 156), "versed in dogmatic and scholastic 
" theology, pious, virtuous, intelligent, and condescending. 	He studied under the great shaikks of Syria." 
Amongst his masters was al-Khatlb al-Baghdadi (vol. I. p. 75). 	Ile travelled to Baghdad, Ispahbn, and al-An- 
bbr, after which he settled at Damascus and professed in the Ghazzbliya College (founded by .al-Gitazzdli 
[vol. 11. p. 621) ). 	Some wakfs (vol. I. p.49) were founded by him for pious uses, and he carefully avoided 
frequenting men in power. 	He died at Damascus,in the month of the first Babl, A.D. 542 (August, A.D. 
1147), and was interred at the Lesser Gate (al-134b as-Saghtr).—(Tabaktit as-Sh4figin.) 

(3) His life will be found in this work. 
(4) See Schulten!s Vita et res geste Saladlni, p. 4. 

THE SHARIF ABU JAAFAR AL-BAYADI. 

The shartf Abil Jaafar Mastld al-Bayadi was the son of Abd al-Aziz Ibn 
a1-114uhassin Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Abd ar-Razzak; so I found the genealogy of 
this celebrated poet written out in the handwriting of a very accurate helfiz ; 
but, at the head of his collected poetical works, I perceive it set forth as fol-
lows : Abil Jaafar Masild Ibn al-Muhassin lbn Abd al-Wahhab Ibn Abd al- 
Aziz Ibn Abd Allah -Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali 
Ibn, Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas (vol. I. p. 89) Ibn Abd al-Muttalib Ibn Hashim, 
member of the tribe of Kuraish and of the family of Hishim. 	This sharti was 
one of the good poets of later times, and his poetical works, which form a small 
volume, overflow with tender sentiment. 	His ditan contains very few eulo- 
gistic pieces. 	One of the best poems in it is the kasicia rhyming in k (d) which 
begins thus : 

If thy tears flowed not on the departure of the caravan, notwithstanding the passion 
which filled thy heart, such conduct in thee was sheer dissimulation. 	Retain not the 
water of thy eyelids, 0 thou whom they have smitten with love I that water is for thy 
wounds a balm. 	Avoid the company of the censorious; their intentions are not pure, 
although they reprove with seeming compassion. 	Blessings on the days which are past; 
those days of which the branches flourished in a foliage (of pleasure)„when eyes were 
our narcissus—flowers (1), cheeks our blowing roses, and lips the cup from which we 
sipped intoxication. 	At the Zaura of al-IriVit (2) we then held frequent marts, and there 
its delights found a rapid sale. If my eyes weep blood through my longing for that time, 
(wonder not!) a time such as that may well be longed for. 	Those youths by whose aspect 
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alone the taste of such love (3) is rendered sweet, bear in their hands lances (slender as 
their bodies and tipped with .points (of steel blue as) their eyes. 	They spread ravage 
through all hearts with their glances, and their captives can never hope for freedom. 
For them tears are sweet, and they torment their captive till his eyes overflow. 'Tis said 
that they have vowed to shed my blood, as the fittest libation for the day on which we 
separate. 

The following piece of his used to be sung to music : 

How has the herbage of love been parched up (in my heart), although watered by my 
eyes ? 	If men can be freed from the bondage of love, behold me its captive ! 	If 
beauty be bound to do charity, let it behold in me a beggar. 

,By the same author : 

0 happy night when the full moon (the beloved) embraced me without fear or appre-
hension, till the morning dawned ! her words were pearls, and their brilliancy replaced 
the light of the stars; her face replaced the moon. 	Whilst I allowed my ears and 
eyes to revel in her charms, behold 1 I received warning that daybreak had come. 	The 
only fault of that (night) was its shortness; but what fault could it have more hateful? 
To render it longer I would have furnished it with darkness even out of the dark spot 
of my heart and the pupil of my eye. 

In this last verse the poet had in view the following, by Abti '1-Ala al-Maarri 
(vol. I. p. 94): 

He would wish that the darkness' of night was prolonged for himself, by the addition 
of the black of his heart and 	his eye. 

The rest of his poetry is in the same syle. 	We have quoted two verses of al- 
Bayadi's in the life of Surr-Durr (vol. II. p. 322). 	He died at Baghdad on Tues- 
day, the 16th of Zil 1-Kaada, A. H. 468 (June, A. D. 1076), and was buried in 
the cemetery at the Abrez Gate. 	He was called al-Bayddi (the man in white), be- 
cause one of his ancestors appeared in a white dress at the levee of a khalif, 
where the rest of the company, who were all Abbasides, were dressed in (the 
family colour) black. 	The khalif asked who was the man in white? and the name 
stuck to him so closely, that by it he became generally known. 	Ibn al-Jauzi 
(vol. II. p. 96) says, in his Kitdb al-Alkdb (book of surnames) that the person to 
whom this happened was Muhammad Ibn Isa Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah 
Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Abd al-Muttalib ; and I read in the 
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handwriting of Osama Ibn Munkid (vol. I. p. 177) that the khalif who asked 
the question was ar-Radi billah. 	God best knows who is in the right ! 

(1) See vol. I. Introduction, page xxxvi. 
(2) The poet means Baghdad. 
(3) Of such love; literally: amoris pulchronnu. 	From verses such as these we may appreciate the cor— 

ruption which pervaded Moslim civilisation; and a kddi, a custos mortsm, to quote them with admiration! 

MASUD AS-SALJUKI. 

Abil '1-Fath Masild Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak Shah Ibn Alp Arslan as-Sal-
kiki, Surnamed Ghiath ad-din (defence of the faith), was one of the most illus- 
trious of the Seljuk kings. 	We have already spoken of his father (vol. III. 
page 236), of his brother Mahmiid (vol. W. page 345), and of other persons 
belonging to the same family. 	In the year 505 (A. D. 1114-2), Mastid was 
entrusted by his father to the care of the emir Maudad Ibn Altatikin, whom 
he appointed lord of Mosul on condition of bringing up the young prince. 
Maudtid being 	slain, two years later, at Damascus, 1Vlasild was confided by 
his father to the emir Kk-Sunkur al-Bursoki <vol' I. page 227), and sub- 
sequently, to lash Bek, atabek of Mosul. 	His brother Mahmild having suc- 
ceeded to the throne on the death of their father, 	Ash Bek encouraged 
his ward to revolt against the new monarch and aspire to the sultanship; 
nor did he remit his efforts till he induced Mastic' to levy a large body of 
troops and march against his brother. 	The two armies encountered near Ha- 
madan, in the month of the first Rabi, A. H. 544 (June, A.D. 1420), and Mah- 
mild gained the victory. 	In this engagement, the ustdd Abel Ismail at-Toghrai 
(vol. I. page 462) lost his life. 	After some vicissitudes, fortune at length de- 
clared for Masild, and he obtained the sultanship in the year 528 (A.D. 1433-4). 
On arriving in Baghdad, he chose for vizir Sharaf ad-din Anilshrewan Ibn Kha-
lid al-Kashani (see the life of al-Hariri (vol. .11.p. 490] ), who had served the kha- 
lif al-Mustarshid in the same capacity. 	Masild was just, affable, and high; 
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minded; he shared his empire among his partisans, and retained nothing for 
himself but the mere title of sultan ; yet, with all his condescension, none ever 
dared to resist his power without incurring a defeat. 	He put to death not only 
a great number of the most powerful emirs, but also the khalifs al-Mustarshid 
and ar-Rashid. 	Previously to his accession, Mastid had been on ill terms with 
al-Mustarshid, and he had no sooner mounted the throne, than the lieutenants 
whom he established in Irak commenced encroachments on the possessions of 
that khalif. 	The breach was thus widened between them, and al-Mustarshid at 
length equipped an army and took the field. 	Masild, who was then at Hamadan, 
assembled a large body of troops and marched against him. 	The two armies 
met near Hamadan, but that of the khalif was defeated, and he himself with the 
principal officers of his court were taken prisoners. 	The sultan led his captive 
in triumph through the cities of Adarbaijan, and al-Mustarshid finally lost his 
life, near Maragha, in the manner we have related; see our notice on Dubais Ibn 
Sadaka (vol. I. p. 506). 	Masild deposed also the khalif ar-Rashid and appointed 
al-Muktafi to succeed him. 	This event is well known- (1). 	He then gave him- 
self up to pleasure and indulged his passion for wine, being confident that the 
fortune which had hitherto attended him would always be subservient to his will; 
but, being attacked by vomiting fits and mental derangement, he expired at Hama-
dan, on the 11th of the latter Jumada, A. H. 547 (Sept., A . D. 1152); or, accord- 
ing to some, on Wednesday, the 29th day of that month. 	He was interred in the 
college built by the eunuch (al-khddim) Jamal ad-din Ikbal. 	Ibn al-Azrak al- 
Fariki says, in his History, that he saw the sultan Masild in Baghdad, A. H. 
547 (2), and that he then set out for Hamadan and died outside the walls of 
that city. 	His corpse was borne to Ispahan. 	We have spoken of this sultan in 
the life of Dubais Ibn Sadaka, lord of al-Hilla. 	He was born on Friday, the 
third of Zti 'l-Kaada, A. H. 502 (June, A.D. 1109). 	On his accession to the 
sultanship, he had to sustain a conflict with his uncle Sinjar, and, on Friday, 
the 12th of Safar, A. H. 527 (Dec. A.D. 1132) he obtained that his name should 
be inserted, after that of his uncle, in the public prayer (khotba) offered up at 
Baghdad. 

(1) See Aid 1—Fecla's Annals, year 830. 
(2) From this we learn that Ibn al-Azrak al-FAriki, the author of the history of Maiyafarikin, was living in 

A. H. 547 (A. D. 1152). 
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MASUD IBN MAUDUD. 

AbU 'l-Fath, surnamed also Abil 1-Muzaffar, MasUcl, the atdbek and lord of 
Mosul, was the son of Kutb ad-din Maudad, the son of Imad ad-din Zinki, the 
son of Ak Sunkur. 	He bore the title of Izz ad-din (glory of religion). 	We have 
already spoken of his grandfather (vol. I. p. 539), his great-grandfather (vol. I. 
p. 225), his son NUr ad-din Arslan Shill (voi. I. p.174), and other members of 
the family. 	Farther on, we shall give a notice on his father. 	When his father 
Maudad died, Ghazi (vol. II. p. 441), the eldest son, succeeded to the throne. 
His other sons were Mastid and Imad ad-din Zinki, lord of Sinjar (vol. I. p. 541'. 
Izz ad-din Masiid held the post of commander in chief of the troops, in the 
lifetime of his brother Ghazi. 	When the sultan Salah ad-din left Egypt, on the 
death of al-Malik al-Aadil NUr ad-din Mahmild (vol. III. page 346), and laid siege 
to Aleppo after occupying Damascus, Ghazi was filled with apprehension : he 
felt that the power of the sultan had now become immense and that he would 
acquire the sovereign authority, were he allowed to take possession of Syria. 
He therefore equipped a large army, and, having placed it under the orders of his 
brother Izz ad-din Mas6d, he sent it to combat Salah ad-din and expel him from► 
the country. 	When this intelligence reached Sala) ad-din, he set out from (be- 
fore) Aleppo on the first of Rajab, A. H. 570 (Jan. A. D. 1175, and proceeded 
to Emessa. 	He then took the citadel of Emessa, having already occupied the city 
itself, on the first of the first Jumada of that year (Nov.), when marching from 
Damascus to Aleppo. 	Izz ad-din MastId then arrived at Aleppo for the ostensi- 
ble purpose of giving assistance to his cousin al-Malik as-Salih Ismail, the son 
of NUr ad-din, who was then lord of that city, but his real motive was to pre- 
vent Salah ad-din from extending his domination over the whole country. 	Hav- 
ing been joined by the troops of Aleppo, Izz ad-din continued his march, at the 
head of a numerous army, and reached Kuran Hamat,.where Salah ad-din had 
already advanced to meet him. 	As the latter wished his adversaries to de- 
mand peace, he wrote to them but received an answer in the negative. 	They 
imagined that they might obtain, by risking a battle, the principal object which 
they had in view, but fate leads to things which none can foresee. 	Both parties 
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having come to an engagement, the army of Izz ad-din was defeated, and a num-
ber of his principal officers were taken prisoners, but afterwards received their 
liberty from the sultan. 	This celebrated encounter took place on Sunday, the 
19th of Ramadan (April, A. D. 1175). 	Having routed his enemies, the sultan 
marched against Aleppo and encamped, for the second time, under its walls. 
Al-Malik as-Salih Ismail then obtained peace, on condition of leaving to Salah 
ad-din the towns of al-Maarra, Kafrtab, and Barin. 	Salah ad-din then raised 
the siege. 	The history of these events would lead us too far, but the re- 
mainder of Izz ad-din's proceedings will be found related in the life of his 
brother Saif ad-din Ghazi. 	On the death of the prince just named, Izz ad-din 
succeeded to the throne. 	(In the year. 577 [A. D. 1181] ) al-Malik as-Salih 
Ismail, who was then on the point of death, bequeathed the kingdom of 
Aleppo to his cousin Izz ad-din MasiId, and caused the emirs and soldiers to 
swear allegiance to that prince. 	When this intelligence reached Izz ad-din, 
he hastened to Aleppo, lest Sarah ad-din should occupy it before him. 	Having 
arrived there on the 20th of Shaaban, A. H. 577 (end of October, A. D. 
1181), he went up to the castle and took possession of all the treasures and 
valuable objects deposited in that 	edifice. 	On the fifth of Shawwal, 	the 
same year, he married the mother of al-Malik as-Salih, and remained in 
the city till the 16th of than month. 	Finding then his inability to retain the 
command of Syria and Mosul, apprehensive also of the dangers to which he 
was exposed by the vicinity of Salah ad-din, and fatigued by the obsessions 
of the emirs whose exorbitant demands for additional pay he was unable to 
satisfy, he departed from Aleppo, leaving there his son Muzaffar ad-din, and 
Muzaffar ad-din, the son of Zain ad-din, lord of Arbela (vol. H. p. 535). 	Izz 
ad-din, who was then entirely controlled by Mujahid ad-din Mink az-Zaini 
(vol. II. p. 510), proceeded to ar-Rakka, where he was received by his brother 
Imad ad-din Zinki, lord of Sinjar. 	Having agreed with him on exchanging the 
government of Aleppo for that of Sinjar, a mutual oath was taken to that effect, 
and each sent agents to receive possession of their new acquisitions. 	On the 
13th of Muharram, A.H. 578 (May, A.D. 1182), Imad ad-din entered the castle 
of Aleppo. 	Previously to this, a treaty of peace had been concluded between Izz 
ad-din, his cousin (al-Malik) as-Salih and (the sultan) Salah ad-din, by the inter- 
vention of Kilij Arslan, the sovereign of ar-Rilm (Asia Minor). 	The sultan 
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Salah ad-din then set out for Egypt, after leaving his nephew Izz ad-din Far-
rakh-Shah, the son of Shahanshah, to govern Damascus in his absence; but, 
on 	learning the death of al-Malik as-Salih and the arrangements which had 
subsequently taken place, he returned to Syria and entered Damascus on the 
17th of Safar, A. 11. 578 (June, A. D. 1182). 	Being then informed that Izz 
ad-din Masud had sent an ambassador to the Franks, and that the object of this 
mission was to induce them to march against himself, he broke the treaty, and, 
indignant at the treason which he had thus discovered, he resolved on march- 
ing against Aleppo and Mosul. 	Imad ad-din, the lord of Aleppo, had no sooner 
received intelligence of the preparations made by Salah ad-din, than he sent. 
to warn his brother, the governor of Mosul, and request from him a rein- 
forcement. 	The sultan Salah ad-din having left Damascus, halted under the 
walls of Aleppo on the 12th of the first Jumada, A. H. 578 (September, A. D. 
1182); but, after occupying this position during three days, he departed on 
the 21st of the same month. 	Soon after this, it happened that the lord of Har-
ran, Muzaffar ad-din (the son of Zain ad-din, lord of Arbela), who was then in 
the service of the sovereign of Mosul, and apprehended violence from Izz ad-
din 1VIasild, lord of Mosul, and from Mujahid ad-din Kaimaz az-Zaini, crossed the 
Euphrates and placed himself under the protection of Salah ad-din. The sultan, 
to whom he represented the facility with which he might subdue Mesopotamia, 
resolved on invading that province, and having passed the Euphrates, he took 
the cities of Edessa, ar-Rakka, Nasibin, and Saritj. 	He then appointed a resi- 
dent agent in the province of al-KhabAr and conceded it in fief ; after which, he 
set out with -the intention of laying siege to Mosul, and encamped under its 
walls, on Thursday, the 11th of Rajab, 578 (November, A. D. 1182). 	After 
some days, he perceived that no result could be obtained from besieging so large 
a city, and that the only means of taking it was to reduce the fortresses in its 
environs and in the neighbouring districts, and thus weaken the garrison in 
lapse of time. 	He in consequence departed, and having taken position against 
Sinjar on the 16th of Shaaban, the same year, he occupied the city on the 2nd 
of Ramadan (December) and gave it to his nephew al-Malik al-Muzaffar Taki 
ad-din Omar (vol. II. p. 391). 	Not to enter into long details; we shall merely 
state. that he returned to Syria, and reached Harran in the commencement of 
Zit 1-Kaada, the same year. 	Towards the beginning of the month pf the first 
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Rabi, A. H. 581 (June, A. D. 1185), be appeared again before Mosul and laid 
siege to the city. 	The mother of Izz ad-din MasiId, accompanied by the daugh- 
ter of Nar ad-din Arslin Shah and a number of females belonging to the A ta-
bek family, then went forth and requested him to enter into a treaty and con- 
sent to a peace. 	The sultan, imagining that Izz ad-din had sent the princess on 
this mission because he had not the means of defending the city, refused com-
pliance and sent her back disappointed, offering at the same time pretexts to 
excuse his conduct. 	But of this he had afterwards reason to repent, for the 
people of Mosul being indignant at his rejecting the prayer of Izz ad-din's mo-
ther and of the females who accompanied her, strained every nerve to make a 
vigorous defence. 	He continued to besiege the city till he learned the death of 
Shah Armen Nasir ad-din Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Sokman al-Kutbi, lord 
of Khalat, and the accession of that prince's mamlilk, Bektimor, to the supreme 
authority. 	This officer, finding himself exposed to the ambition of the neigh- 
bouring princes, and discovering that they had resolved to attack him, sent to 
Salah ad-din, offering to deliver the city into his hands on condition of receiv- 
ing a suitable return. 	The death of Shah Armen took place on Thursday, the 
9th of the latter Rabi, A. H. 581 (July, A. D. 1185), and, on the 20th of the 
same month, the sultan departed from Mosul and directed his march towards 
Khalat. 	Muzaffar ad-din, afterwards lord of Arbela, but then lord of Harran, 
accompanied the vanguard with Nasir ad-din Muhammad, the son of Asad ad-din 
Shirka and cousin of Salah ad-din. 	Having halted at a village called at-Ta- 
wana, and situated in the neighbourhood of Khalat, they sent envoys to Bekti- 
mor for the purpose of settling the conditions of the treaty. 	When the envoys 
arrived, Shams ad-din Behlewan Ibn lldukuz (1), lord of Adarbaijan, Arran, and 
Persian Irak, had already approached, with the design of besieging the city, but 
Bektimor having caused him to be informed that he would deliver up Khalat to 
the sultan if he (Behlewdn) did not withdraw his troops, the latter complied, and 
made peace on receiving Bektimor's daughter in marriage. 	Bektimor then sent 
to the sultan, retracting his promise of delivering up Khalat and offering some 
excuses. 	The sultan was then laying siege to Maiyararikin and had attacked it 
with great vigour. 	Kutb ad-din 11 Ghazi fbn Albi Ibn Kertash Ibn Ghazi Ibn 
Ortok, the lord of this city, had left it, on dying, to his son Husam ad-din Billuk 
Arslan, a mere boy; and this circumstance had encouraged Salah ad-din to un- 
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dertake its siege. 	On the 29th of the first Jumada (August, A.H. 1185), he suc- 
ceeded, by means of a stratagem, in deciding the garrison to capitulate and sur- 
render the place. 	Having then given up the hope of getting Khalat into his 
possession, he returned to Mosul for the third time, and encamped at some dis- 
tance from it, at a place called Kafr Zammar. 	Ile remained there a considerable 
time, and the weather being intensely hot, he was attacked by a malady which 
brought him to the verge of death, and, on the first of Shawwal (December), 
he decamped for Harran. 	When Izz ad-din MasiId heard of the sultan's illness 
and learned that his heart was inclined to clement measures, he profited by so 
favorable an opportunity and despatched to Harran the kddi Baha ad-din Ibn 
Shaddad, a person whose life we shall give, accompanied by Baha ad-din ar- 
Rabib. 	On their arrival, they asked for and obtained peace ; the sultan himself, 
who had now recovered, ratifying the treaty by an oath. 	This took place on 
the 9th of Zit 'l-Hijja (March, A.D. 1186), and Salah ad-din never swerved from 
that engagement as long as he lived. 	Izz ad-din Masild being delivered from 
his apprehensions by the departure of the sultan from Syria, continued to enjoy 
peace and tranquillity till his death. 	He died of diarrhea on the 27th of Shaa- 
ban, A.H. 589 (August, A.D. 1493). 	A large college was founded and endowed 
by him at Mosul for doctors of the Shafite and Hanifite sects. 	He was interred 
in a mausoleum erected within the walls of this establishment. 	I have seen the 
college and mausoleum, and was greatly struck with their beauty. 	Opposite to 
this college, and separated from it by a large open space, stands the college 
founded by his son Mir ad-din Arslan Shah. 	On the death of Izz ad-din Mastic', 
his son NtIr ad-din Arslan Shah (vol. I. p.,474) succeeded to the throne. 	Nilr 
ad-din had two sons, al-Malik al-Kahir Izz ad-din Abil 'I-Fath Masiid and al-Malik 
al-Mansur Imad ad-din Zinki. 	When on the point of death, he divided his 
states between them and gave to al-Malik al-Kahir, who was the elder, the 
city and province of Mosul; the younger, Imad ad-din, received Shilsh, al-Akr, 
and the neighbouring districts. 	Al-Malik al-Kahir was born at Mosul in the year 
590 (A. D. 1194), and he died there, suddenly, on the eve of Monday, the 26th of 
the latter Rabl, A. H. 615 (July, A. D. 1218). 	He also had erected a college 
and was interred within its precincts. 	As for Imad ad-din, he took possession 
of Kala tal-Imadiya, on the death of his brother al-Malik al-Kahir, but it was 
subsequently taken from him. 	It is one of the finest fortresses in Jabal al-Hak- 
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kariya, a mountain in the territory of Mosul. 	He took also and lost a number 
of other castles in the vicinity. 	Having married the daughter of Muzaffar ad- 
din, lord of Arbela, he removed to that city and resided there for some time. 
As we dwelt in his neighbourhood, I remarked that he was an extremely hand- 
some man. 	Muzaffar ad-din then arrested him for a motive too long to explain 
here, and sent him to al-Malik al-Ashraf, the son of al-Malik al-Aadil, at Sin*. 
We shall again speak of al-Ashraf. 	Having received his liberty from this prince, 
he returned to Arbela and obtained from Muzaffar ad-din the city and district of 
Shahrozilr in exchange for al-Akr. 	He removed thither and made it his resi- 
dence during the rest of his life. 	He died A. H. 630 (A. D. 1232-3), leaving a 
son who succeeded to his power, but died soon after.— Behlewan Ibn Ildukuz 
died towards the end of Zil 'l-Hijja, A. H. 581 (March, A. D. 1186), at Nak- 
jawan, and was interred in that city. 	He had been atdbek (guardian) to the 
Seljilk sultan Arstan Shah Ibn Toghrulbek Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak Shah as- 
Salytki. 	About a month after the death of Ildukuz, Behlewan's father (A. H. 571, 
A. D. 1175), Arstan Shah died at Hamadan and was interred there. 	Unit, 
(another) son of Ildukuz, lost his life in the beginning of Shaaban, A. H. 587 
(Aug. A.D. 1191); he was a powerful prince. 

(1) I follow the orthography of the autog. MS. of AUL 1-Fedies Annals. 	The MSS. of Ibn lihallikan have 

..",:01 in place of }Sid!. 

MUTARRIF IBN MAZIN AS-SANANI. 

Abii Aiyilb Mutarrif Ibn Mazin, a member, by adoption, of the tribe of 
Kinana, or of the tribe of Kais, according to another statement, was a native 
of Sanaa in Yemen and held the post of kddi in that city. 	He delivered Tradi- 
tions on the authority of Abd al-Malik Ibn Abd al-Aziz Ibn Juraij (vol. H. p. 116) 
and a great number of other masters. 	The imam as-Shafi (vol. II. p. 569')  and 
many other doctors cited Traditions on his authority. 	His exactitude as a Tra- 
ditionist has been contested, and it is related that Yahya Ibn Main (1) having 
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been asked respecting his character, replied : "He is a liar." 	An-Nasai (vol. I. 
p. 58) declares positively that Mutarrif Ibn Mazin was not trustworthy, and as- 
Saadi (2) said : " Mutarrif Ibn Mazin as-Sanani's Traditions should be received 
" with caution till his authorities be put to the test." 	Abti Hatim Muhammad 
Ibn Haiyan al-Busti relates as follows : " Mutarrif Ibn Arkin al-Kinani, kddi of 
" Yemen, delivered Traditions on the authority of Mamar (vol. I. p. xxiv) and Ibn 
" Juraij ; as-Shafi and the people of Irak cited Traditions on his authority ; but 
" he used to relate Traditions which he never heard delivered, and repeat (as be- 
" ing consigned to paper) information which had never been written down, and that 
" information he gave on the authority of persons whom he never saw. 	It is not 
" therefore allowable for any but persons of special merit to relate Traditions 
" on his authority; and even then, they should adduce them with great cau- 
" tion." — "Mutarrif Ibn Mazin," says Hajib Ibn Sulaiman, "was kddi of 
" Sanaa and a man of holy life." 	He then relates that Mutarrif declared a 
man justified who, having been constrained to swear that he would commit a 
scandalous deed, had acted according to his oath. 	AV]. Ahmad Abd Allah Ibn 
Adi 'l-Jurjani quotes some Traditions as given by Mutarrif Ibn Mazin, and adds : 
" He delivered also some other Traditions, known only to himself, and never 
" communicated to the persons who have handed clown Traditions on his autho- 
" rity ; and I never remarked a suspicious text in any of his relations." 	Abh. 
Bakr Ahmad Ibn al-Husain al-Baihaki says : " Abil Said informed us that 
" Abel Abbas (3) told him that he had heard ar-Rabi (vol. I. p. 519) mention 
" that as-Shafi said : 	' Amongst the judges established in different regions, 
" ' there were some who made witnesses swear by the Koran ; and that, in my 
"' opinion, is approvable. 	Mutarrif Ibn Mazin told me, on an authority 
" ' which I do not recollect, that Ibn az-Zubair (4) ordered witnesses to be 
" ' sworn on the Koran.' " 	Another doctor relates as follows : " As-Shafi 
" said : 6  I saw Mutarrif at Sanaa, and he swore witnesses on the Koran;' " and 
a third doctor says : " As-Shafi declared that he saw Ibn Mazin, who was kd,di of 

" Sanaa, swear witnesses on the Koran in order to corroborate their oath." 
Mutarrif died at ar-Rakka, or at Manbej, by another account, towards the close 
of the khalifate of Harlin ar-Rashid. 	That sovereign died on the eve of Satur- 
day, the 3rd of the latter Jumada, A. H. 193 (March, A. D. 809), at Tits, and 
he commenced his reign on Friday, the 16th of the first Rabi, A.H. 170 (Sept. 
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A.D. 786). 	Though this Mutarrif does not rank with those celebrated indivi-
duals whom it was necessary for me to notice, I have been induced to do so be-
cause the shaikh Abtl Isla as-Shirazi (vol. I. p. 9) says, in the Muhaddab, chap-
ter on oaths, section on claims, paragraph on corroborating the oath: " And, if 
" he make the person swear by the sacred volume and its contents, we know 
" that as-Shafi related, on the authority of Mutarrif, that Ibn az-Zubair swore 
" 4 persons on the Koran, ' and,' said as-Shafi, 'I saw Mutarrif at Sanaa swear- 
" ' ing persons on the Koran, which is approvable.' " 	Now, I remarked tha t 
jurisconsults inquired who this Mutarrif could be, and so little was known of 
him, that our master Imad ad-din Abu 1-Majd Ismail Ibn Abi 1-Barakat Ibn 
Hibat Allah Ibn Abi 'r-Rida Ibn Batish al-Mausili (vol. I. page 187), the Shafite 
doctor, made the following gross mistake concerning him in the work which he 
composed on the proper names of men mentioned in the Muhaddab and on the 
unusual terms which occur in that work : "Mutarrif Ibn Abd Allah Ibn as- 
" Shikhkhir," says he, "died subsequently to the year 87," meaning of the 
Hijra. 	There, by Allah ! is a wonder : a person who died at that period, 
how could he possibly have been seen by as-Shafi, who was born A. H. 150, 
sixty-three years after Mutarrif Ibn as-Shikhkhir's death ? 	I know not what 
could have led him into this mistake (5), and had he not mentioned the date, 
people might have said : 	" He thought that as-Shafi met with him."— I 
had brought down my article thus far when I found, in the Annals of 'Abel '1- 
Husain Abd al-Baki Ibn Kani (vol. I. page 374), that Mutarrif Ibn Mazin died 
in the year 191 (A. D. 806-7), which agrees with our statement that his death 
took place towards the end of the khalifate of Harim ar-Rashid.— For the 
first part of this article, as here given, I was indebted to the kindness of the 
shaikh and hdflz Zaki ad-din Abil Muhammad Abd al-Azim al-IVIundiri (vol. 1. 
p.- 89); may God prolong his days for our advantage!—The Mutarrif mentioned 
by Imad ad-din Ibn Batish, bore the surname of Abu Abd Allah; he was a j uris-
consult and the son of Abd Allah Ibn as-Shikhkhir IbnAtlf Ibn Kaab Ibn Wafdan 
Ibri Harish Ibn Kaab Ibn Rabia Ibn Aamir Ibn Sasaa I bn Moawia Ibn Bakr Ibn 
Mansin. Ibn Ikrima Ibn Khasafa Ibn Kais Ibn Ghailan Ibn Modar Ibn Nizar Ibn 
Maadd Ibn Adnan al-Harishi. 	His father Abd Allah was one of the Prophet's 
companions. 	Mutarrif (Ibn Abd Allah) was one of the most devout and pious of 
men ; it is related that, in a dispute with an adversary, in the mosque of' Basra, 
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he raised up his hands and exclaimed : "Almighty God! I beg of thee that thou 
" deliver me from this man before he rise from his place! " 	He had not 
finished speaking when the man fell dead to the ground. 	Mutarrif was taken 
before the kddi, but that officer said : " He did not kill him ; he only prayed 
" against him, and God answered his prayer." 	From that time, people stood 
in awe of his imprecations. 	He died A. H. 87 (A. D. 706), but other dates are 
given, and Ibn Kalil says, 95 (A. D. 713-4). 	God best knows the truth ! 

(1) His life will be found in this work. 
(2) In Meursinge's Soiutii liber de Interpretibus Iforani, I find, under the No.101, an Abil Sulaiman Mu-

hammad Ibn Abd Allah as—Saadi, a doctor of the Shafite sect and one of al—Mahamili's mot. I. p. 56) pupils. 
There was also a hd/lz of high authority who bore this surname and who is probably the person meant in this 
article. 	His names were Abil Abd ar-Rahman Abd Allah Ibn Mahnnad as—Saadi al•Marwazi ;native of Marw). 
He died A. H. 302 (A. D. 914-5).— (Tab. al-Huffdz.) 

(3) I am unable to discover whom the author meant to designate by these surnames. 
(4) Perhaps Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair is meant. 
(5) The reason is very simple; Ibn Mash confounded the hdfiz Aba Abd Allah Mutarrif Ibn Abd Allah 

as-Shikhkhlri al-Aamiri, a learned, pious, and trustworthy traditionist of Basra, who died A. H. 95 	 A.D.; 
713-4), with Mutarrif Ibn Wain, kddi of Sanaa. 	I perceive that lower down Mu Khallikan gives the same 
solution of the difficulty. 

KUTB AD-DIN AL-MARWAZI. 

Abil Mans& al-Muzaffar Ibn Abi 1-Husain Ardashir Ibn Abi Manstir al- 
Abb5di, surnamed Kuth ad-din (axis of religion), and distinguished by the title 
of al-Amir, was a preacher and a native of Marw (Illarivazi ). 	As a preacher 
and an exhorter to piety, he displayed great abilities and expressed his thoughts 
in elegant terms. 	This talent he continued to cultivate from his early youth 
till an advanced age, and he excelled in it to such a degree that his merit became 
proverbial. 	He thus came to be considered as the paragon of the age, and his 
surpassing merit was universally attested. 	Having gone to Baghdad, he resided 
there nearly three years, and, during that time, he held regular sittings at which 
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he preached. 	His character gained him the love of all classes, and the imdm 
(khalif) al-Muktafi li amr illah took him into particular favour. 	Being then sent 
from Baghdad on a mission to the court of the sultan Sinjar Ibn Malak Shah the 
Seljaide (vol. I. p. 600), he proceeded to Khorasan, and, on his return, he was 
despatched on another mission to Klitlzistan. 	He died at Askar Mukram on 
Monday, the 30th of the latter Rabi, A. H. 547 (August, A. D. 1152). 	His 
corpse was carried to Baghdad and buried within the enclosure which surrounds 
the grave of the holy shaikh al-Junaid Ibn Muhammad (vol. 1. p.338), in the Shit- 
nizi cemetery. 	He was born in Ramadan, A. H. 491 (August, A. D. 1098). 
He learned a great quantity of Traditions at Naisaptir from Abil Ali Nasr Allah 
Ibn Ahmad Ibn Othman al-Khushnami, Abti Abd Allah Ismail, the son of the 
hdfiz Abd al-Ghafir al-Farisi (vol. II. p. 170), and other masters. 	Some Tradi- 
tions were given on his authority by the hdfiz Abil Saad as-Samani (v. II. p.156), 
who speaks of him in these terms : "The Traditions which he heard are all ge- 
" nuine, but his religious principles were mistrusted. 	I saw something in his 
" conduct which gave me doubts, and I met with a treatise, in his own hand- 
" writing, wherein he essays to prove that it is lawful to drink wine ; God 
44 pardon him and forgive us all!" 	His father Abil 1-Husain was also known 
by the appellation of al-Amir ; he preached with elegance and led an exemplary 
life. 	His death occurred between the years 490 and 500 (A. D. 1097-1107).— 
Abbddi means belonging to Sinj Abbdd, a large village in the vicinity of Marw. 
In the province of Marw also is another large village called Sinj, the native place 
of the jurisconsult Abil Ali as-Sinji (vol. I. p. 419). 	These two villages are 
quite distinct and must not be confounded; a number of masters in this branch 
of knowledge (the derivation of patronymics) have already given a similar caution. 

MUWAFFAK AD-DIN MUZAFFAR. THE POET. 

Abit'l4zz Muzaffar Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Jamaa Ibn Ali Ibn Shami (1) Ibn Ahmad 
Ibn Nahid Ibn Abd ar-Razzak al-Ailani, surnamed Muwaffak ad-din (favoured 
in his religion), was a member of the Hanbalite sect, a native of Egypt, an able 
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philologer, prosodian, and poet. 	He composed a short treatise on prosody, 
which testifies, by its excellence, the acute intelligence of the author, and he 
left a diwdn of charming poetry. 	He was a blind man, and in one of his 
pieces, he says : 

" You are in love," said they, "and yet you are blind ! You love a dark-eyed nymph 
" with rosy lips, yet you never saw the charms of her person ; you cannot then say that 
" they captivated your imagination. Her image never fleeted around you in your dreams ; 
" it never approached your couch; whence then has it sent, invisible to you, an arrow 
" into your heart ? 	By what means have you been enabled to describe her beauty in 
" prose and verse ?" 	I replied : " In love I am like Moses ; I feel and am silent (2): I 
" love through the medium of my ears, though I never saw the person of her whom you 
" name." 

As one thing brings on another, these verses remind me of the following 
piece, composed also by a blind man : 

A maiden said to her companions : " How strange a being is that blind man ! can he 
" love an object which he never saw ? " 	With tears gushing from my eyes, I replied : 
" Though my eyes never saw her person, yet her image is enshrined within my heart." 

This thought is similar to that which Muhaddab ad-din Omar Ibn Muham-
mad, generally known by the appellation of Ibn as-Shihna, a philologer and 
poet of some celebrity, who was a native of Mosul, inserted in a long koida 
composed by him in praise of the sultan Sala' ad-din Yosuf Ibn Airlb. 	The 
verse to which we allude is the following : 

I am a man who loved you on hearing of your virtues; the ear, like the eye, is sen-
sible to love. 

The author took this thought from a verse of the poet Bashshar Ibn Burd 
(vol. I. page 254), who said : 

0 my friends 1 my ear is in love with a person of that tribe; the ear is sometimes en-
amoured previous to the eyes. 

The vizir Safi ad-din AI& Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Ali, who was generally 
known by the surname of Ibn Shukr (vol. I. p. 196), had set out from Syria 
with the intention of returning to Egypt, and his friends went forth to meet 
him as far as the station of Khashabi (3), near al-Abbasa (4); and Muzaffar, the 
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subject of this article, wrote to him the following lines to excuse himself from 
not having gone forth like the others : 

They said : " We are hastening to al-Khashabi (5), that we who are his pensioners, 
" may meet the vizir ; yet you, blind man 1 do not set out." 	I replied : " I stay behind 
" not through fear-of fatigue, but because my heart burns, in desolation for his ab-
" sence, and I dread lest that fire and•al-Khashabi may come together (6)." 

This is a trite idea, but the manner in which it is here employed renews its 
beauty. 	One of his disciples told me that a person said to Muzaffar : " I saw 
" in one of Abil '1-Ala al-Maarri's (vol. I. p. 94) compositions the following 
,, passage  : ,.,,- jl.. JI W.‘",•• 	 j I 	 JI 	1....):3U 	I ......,. 	y! 	, 	Is .\.o . 2 vi..!  1., eelM -t...(=A..61 i'  	0 	• 	• 	c.:, 	0 
" J-51 : 1 -xtc,  y;‘,i:' uA •-tf,-h. V -St&t.  (:),) 	,5-c Ii-, c• ,--," ..),-' and I wish to 	know 
44  what is the measure and whether it be one verse only or more than one ; I 
" should also like to he informed if the verses terminate in the same rhyme or 
" 4 not." 	Muzaffar reflected for some time and returned a satisfactory an- 
swer. 	On hearing these words, I said to the relator of the anecdote : " Wait 
" a moment till I examine the passage and don't tell me Muzaffar's answer." 
I then perceived that it was a branch of the raja: measure, that the verses ter-
minated in a consonant not followed by a vowel, that the passage consisted of 
four verses rhyming in 1, and that it was versified in a manner which prosodians 
admit of. 	Persons unacquainted with the science of prosody would not perceive 
that the words form verses, because the separation between them falls on letters 
which are united to those that follow. 	To render this evident, it is necessary to 
give the verses here in their proper form : 

J I 	-3  —ii...J 61.11 	m-C.,1 _.... 	 ,..b.,..C. LY 	e.)L. 
- Ji 1...j...,:... j I 	Lit 01 ,_,..I.  
‘.1...W ‘...)?,) I.?, ..z....c 	I a..fc, 	,L.,.)....,-; ,..5.0.  j 

"May God favour thee ! thou must come to—day to our solitary abode, so that we 
" may renew our acquaintance with thee, 0 ornament of friends! for it is not a man 
" like thee that would change or neglect an old friendship." 

Prosodians quote these verses as a puzzle, not as a form of versification usually 
employed. 	Having discovered the solution of the difficulty, I submitted it to 
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that person, and he replied : 	" Such was also the answer given by Muzaffar 
" the blind.'!— The following anecdote was related by the shaikh Zaki ad-din 
Abil Muhammad Abd al-Azim Ibn Abd al-Kawi al-Mundiri, the Egyptian Tra-
ditionist (v./. p. 89) : " The learned Muwaffak ad-din Muzaffar, the blind poet 
" of Egypt, told me that having gone to visit al-Kadi 's-Said Ibn Sala al-Mulk" 
—I shall give the life of this person ; his real name was Hibat Allah,, 4 4  the 
" latter said to him : Learned scholar ! 'I have composed the first hemistich of 
" ' a verse, but cannot finish it, although it has occupied my mind for some 
" ' days.' 	Muzaffar asked to hear what he had composed, and the other recited 
AS follows :  

" (Bayodu izari min sawddi izdrihi.) 	The whiteness of my beard proceeds from the 
" blackness of her ringlets. 

" On hearing these words, Muzaffar replied that he had found their coin- 
" pletion, and recited as follows : 

" (Kamd jalla ndri fihi min jullandrihi) even as the flame with which I burn for her 
" acquired its intensity from her pomegranate—flower (her rosy cheeks). 

" As-Said approved of the addition and commenced another verse on the same 
44  model, but Muzaffar said to himself : ' I must rise and be off, or else he will make 
" 4  the entire piece at the expense of my wits.' " 	Those anecdotes have drawn us 
from our subject, but one word brings on another.—Muzaffar was born at Old 
Cairo, on the 24th of the latter Jumada, A. H. 544 (Oct. A. D. 4149), and he 
died on Saturday morning, the 9th of Muharram, A. H. 623 (Jan. A. D. 1226). 
He was interred the next day, at the foot of Mount Mukattam.— Aildni means 
belonging to Kais Aildn, or Kais the son of Aildn (7), Ibn Modar Ibn Nizar Ibn 
Maadd Ibn Adnan. 	Those who call him. Kais Aildn do not agree. as to the signi- 
fication of Aildn ; some say that it was the name of a horse belonging to Kais, 
who was therefore called the Kais of Aildn ; others say that it was the name of 
his dog, whilst others again tell us that Ailan was a man who brought up Kais 
in his childhood. 	According to those who make this statement, Kais was named 
Kais. Aildn because there was a person contemporary with him who bore the 
name of Kais Ktibba (the Kais of Kubba), which .Kubba was a horse that he 
possessed : therefore each of them was called after an object belonging to him, 
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in order to distinguish him from the other. 	God knows best! 	Some state that 
Kais Allan's real name was an-Nhs, and that. he was the brother of al-Yas, one of 
the Prophet's ancestors. 

(1) In one of the MSS. this name is written Sdmi. 
(2) Literally : I am Mosaic in love, by silence and comprehension —I find nothing in the Koran to w inch 

this can allude: it may perhaps refer to some anecdote respecting Mdsa al-Kazim, an imdrn whose life will be 
found in this volume. 

(3) Al-Khashahi was situated on the road leading from Cairo to Syria, at the distance of three stations from 
FostAt.—(Mardsid).,  

(4) The town of AbbIsa (see v. I. p.500) lay at 15 parasangs from Cairo, on the road to Syria.—Wardsi.l. 
(5) Here in the original Arabic is a fault against prosody. 	The poet pronounced al-Khashabi, whereas 

the true pronunciation, according to the Mardsid, is al-Khashabiyi. 
(6) Khashab, in Arabic, signifies wood. 
(7) I may add that some genealogists write Ghaildn in place of Aiithi. 

MOAD IBN MUSLIM AL-11A11.11.A . 

Alm). Muslim Moad Ibn Muslim al-Harrit, a grammarian of Kida, was ►nawla 
to Muhammad Ibn Kaah al-Karazi (1). 	Al-Kisai (vol. II. page 237) studied 
koran-reading under him and delivered some Traditions on his authority. 	Nu- 
merous anecdotes are told of his (al-Harra's) readings. 	lie composed a great 
number of grammatical treatises, none of which were ever published. 	He pro- 
fessed Shiite doctrines, and left sonic poetry, such as grammarians may com- 
pose. 	The advanced age to which he lived fixed the attention of his contempo- 
raries; he had great-grandchildren, but all his descendants died before him. 
A secretary of his relates as follows : • " When I was in the service of "Woad 
" Ibn Muslim, a man one 'day asked him his age. 	He replied : sixty-three 
" years. 	Two years later, the same person repeated his question and received 
" the same answer. • On this, I said to Moad : ' I have been with thee for the 
" 'last one and twenty years, and every time thou hast been asked thy age, 
" ' thou repliest, sixty-three .years.' 	To this observation he merely answered : 
" 'Wert thou to be with me one and twenty years more, thou wouldst never 
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" ' hear from me any other answer (2).' " 	It is related by Othman Ibn Abi 
Shaiba (3) that he saw Moad Ibn Muslim and remarked that his teeth had 
been secured with gold fastenings, on account of his advanced age. 	Speaking 
ing of him, the celebrated poet AU. 's-Sari Sahl Ibn Abi Glialib al-Khazraji (4) 
said : 

Mond Ibn Muslim is a man to whose existence no limit has been fixed. 	Time has 
grown hoary with age, yet the raiment of Moad's life is still new. 	Tell Mond, when 
you meet him, that eternity is vexed to see him live so long. 	0 first-born of Eve I how 
long will thou live? how long, 0 Lobad! wilt thou proudly sweep along in the robe 
of life (5)? 	The tent of Adam has fallen to ruin, but thou remainest like one of its 
pickets. 	When thou hearest that the ravens are dead (of old age), thou mayest then 
inquire what headache and weakness of sight may be; thou stalkest about like an ostrich 
in thy double cloak, and art as active as fire. 	Thou wert a companion of Noah's; and, 
when grown an aged man whose sons had children, you broke in the mule of Zil 1-Kar- 
nain. 	Go on then and leave us ; death shall be thy end, though eternity sustain the 
column of thy existence. 

As for the words, How long, 0 Lobad, etc., we may state that Lobad was the 
last of the eagles of Lokman Ibn Aad. 	This Lokman was sent by his people 
the Aadites, of whom God hath spoken in his Holy Book (6), that he might 
pray for rain in the sacred territory of Mekka. 	When the Aadites perished, 
Lokman was given the choice of living as long as seven dun heifers or as long 
as seven eagles (7), each of which, when it died, was to be succeeded by another. 
He chose the eagles, and, having taken a young one as it came out of the shell, 
he reared it and it lived for eighty years. 	On the death of the sixth eagle, he 
took a seventh, called Lobad. 	When Lobad grew old and unable to fly, Lokman 
used to say to him : "Rise (and depart), 0 Lobad!" 	On the death of Lobad, 
Lokman died also. 	The Arabs (of the desert) make frequent allusions to Lobad 
in their poems : it is thus that an-Nabigha ad-Duhyani (8) says : 

That abode has become desolate and its inhabitants have removed: it was destroyed 
by that agent (time) which destroyed Lobad. 

Let us return to our subject. 	Moad pronounced the following lines on the 
death of his sons and grandchildren : 

What can he hope for in life who has consumed, of his past existence, ninety years? 
The ties which bOund him to them (his children) are dissolved, and time has forced him 
to swallow the bitterest of woes. 	Yet he must drink of the same pond (death) as they 
have done, even were his life prolonged yet more. 
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An intimate friendship subsisted between Moad and al-Kumait Ibn Zaid (9), 
the celebrated poet : Muhammad Ibn Sahl, the person who published by oral 
transmission the poems of al-Kumait, relates as follows : At-Tirimmah (10) the 
poet went to Khalid Ibn Abd. Allah al-Kasri (vol. I. p. 484), who was then at 
Wasit, and recited to him a poem which he had composed in his praise. 	Khalid 
ordered him a present of thirty thousand dirhems, and arrayed him in two 
mantles of figured silk and of inestimable value. 	When al-Kumait heard of the 
circumstance, he resolved on going to Khalid with a poem composed in his praise, 
but Moad Ibn Muslim al-Harra said to him : " Do not: you are by no means like 
44 at-Tirimmah ; he is the son of Khalid's uncle, and other differences exist 
" between you : you are a Modarite, and Khalid is a Yemenite strongly preju- 
" diced against the descendants of Modar ; you are a Shiite and he is a partisan 
44 of the Omaiyides ; you are a native of Irak and he is a Syrian." 	Al-Kumait 
refused to take his advice and persevered in the intention of visiting Khalid. When 
he arrived ; the Yemenites said to Khalid : " Al-Kumait has come, he who at- 
" tacked us in his kasida which rhymes in n, and in it glorified his people at our 

4 expense." 	Khalid, in consequence, cast him into prison, observing that it. was 
right to do so with a man who molested people by satirical attacks. 	Al-Moad 
learned with regret what had happened, and pronounced the following lines : 

I gave you good advice, but counsels which thwart the inclinations of him to whom 
they are addressed, are seldom well received. 	You acted against an advice in which 
you would have found your welfare, and of a sudden, between you and your hopes, 
misfortune intervened. 	The contrary of your expectations occurred to cross you, and 
brought with it a long share of affliction. 

When al-Kumait heard these lines, he wrote the following verse to Moad : 

You appear to me like one who adds water to the ocean ; who makes a trade of 
bearing sand to the sands of Yabrin (11). 

To this he added : " The judgment has fallen upon me ; what resource is now 
" left ?" 	Moad advised him to try and escape from prison, because Khalid 
would assuredly put him to death ; he in consequence disguised himself in the 
clothes of his wife, who came to him regularly with food, and, passing himself 
off for her, he left the prison and took refuge with Maslama Ibn Abd al-Malik (12), 
whose protection he implored and to whom he addressed the following lines : 
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I passed through (the gate) to reach you, as the arrow of Ibn Mukbil passed through 
(the target) (13,  ; (escaping thus) from contention and constraint. I wore the dress of a 
female, but aderneath I bore a determined heart, (prompt to act,) like the sword 
drawn from the scabbard (14). 

It was thus that he escaped from Khalid. 	Moad being asked the date of his 
birth, replied that he was, born in the reign of Yazid Ibn A bd al-Malik, or in that 
of Abd al-Malik. 	Now, Yazid succeeded to the khalifate on the death of Omar 
Ibn Abd al-Aziz, in the month of Rajah, A.H. 101 (Jan.-Feb. A.D. 720), and he 
died in the month of Shnaban, A. H. 105 (January, A. D. 724) : his father Abd 
al-Malik succeeded .to the khalifate on the death of his father Marwan, in the 
month of Ramadan, A. H. 65 (April-May, A. D. 685), and he died in the month 
of Shawwal, A. H. 86 (Sept.-Oct. A. D. 705). 	Moad's birth lies therefore be- 
tween these limits : he died A.H. '190 (A.D. 805-6), or, according to some, in the 
year the Barmekides were overthrown, namely, A. H. 187 (A. D. 803), and this 
statement is the more correct. 	He was surnamed Abii Muslim, but, having got 
a son whom he called Ali, he assumed the surname of Abil Ali.—Harrd, with a 
long final a, means a dealer in the cloth of flerdt.—The poet Abit 's-Sari, author 
of the piece of verse quoted in this article, was brought up in Sijistan ; he pre-
tended to have been suckled by the genii (Jinn) and to have been incorporated in 
that class of beings. 	He composed a work on the genii, their government, genea- 
logy, and poetry, and he pretended that he had made them take the oath of fide- 
lity to al-Amin, the son of Baran ar-Rashid, as successor to the throne. 	This 
obtained for him the favour of Harim ar-Rashid, al-Amin, and Zubaida, al-Amin's 
mother, and, by his interest with them, he gained considerable wealth. 	He left 
some good poetry which he gave as having been uttered by genii, demons (sha- 
yatin), and sadli (female demons). 	Ar-Rashid once said to him : "If thou rawest. 
" what thou bast described, thou, hast seen wonders; if not, thou hast composed 
" an instructive piece of- literature." 	His whole history is a series of mar-
vellous and strange anecdotes. 

(1) Al-Karazi ( ....51}JI) means a dealer in karaz; karaz is the name given to the leaves of the satam 

tree, a material used in tanning. 	According to the MS. of the Nujcm, No. 659, Muhammad Ibn Kaab al- 
Kortubi (native of Cordova L47iiII), for so the name is erroneously written, died A. H. 117 (A. D. 735) or 

A. H. 120. 	The author of this work neglects informing us who this person was. 
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(2) Muhammad commenced his pretended mission at forty and died at sixty-three, the age after which, ac- 
cording to the Moslims, the mental faculties begin to decline: 	Ibn Muslim had therefore a motive for not 
making himself older. 	 a  

(3) The hafiz Othman Ibn Abi Shaiba, a native of Kafa, died A.H. 239 (A.D. 853-4). 	He composed a com- 
mentary on the Koran, and a musnad, or collection of Traditions. 	Thirty thousand persons are stated to have 
attended his lessons.- (Mirdt az-Jandn.) 

(4) Our author speaks of this poet at the end of the present article. 
t5) A little lower down, the author tells us who, or rather what, Lobad was. 
6) Koran, seirat 31, verse 11. 
,7) The word nasr signifies eagle and vulture. 
(8) M. de Sacy has given a notice on an:Nabigha ad-Dubyani in his Chresiomathie, tom. II. p. 410. 
(9) Coumait, fils de Zayd, issu d'Adnan par Acad Ibis Khozayma, poete tres-distingue, dont le prenom etait 

Abou 1-Moustahill J.. 	.o') _1,1, florissait sous les Omeyyades et mourut avant l'avenement des Abbassides, 
auxquels it etait tres-attaché. Ses poesies composees en l'honneur de la famine de Hachem. et nominees pour 
cette raison Ildehemiyydt, sont comptees parmi ses oeuvres les plus remarquables. Pendant toute sa vie, it ne 
cessa de celebrer la gloire des poetes issus d'Adnan et de faire la guerre aux poetes de la race de Callan, excepte 
cependant a Tirimmah, dont it etait l'ami intime, malgre la difference de leur origine et de leurs opinions poli-
tiques, religieuses et litteraires. Coumait habitait Coufa, on it tint quelque temps une ecole d'enfants. II a fait 
beaucoup de vers a la louange d'Abban, fils de Walid 	 1 ..q.,3! Ly., c)1.A, de la tribu de Badjila. 
Coumait etait ne a l'epoque de la mort de Hossayn, fils d'Aly, en l'annee 61 de l'hegire. II mourut sous le kha- 
lifat de Merwan Ibn Mohammed (Merwan II), en l'annee 	126. Il fut enterre dans un lieu voisin de Coufa, 
nomme Mekrdn 0 ! (...,' q  ui est devenu depuis le cimetiere des Benou Acad.— (Aghani III. 463-471). — .7- 
A. Caussin de Perceval. 

(10) Tirimmah tl.,1)..laM fils de Hakim, issu de Cahtan par Tay, est un des bons poetes du premier siècle 

de l'islamisme. Il avait ete eleve a Damns; it alla ensuite a Coufa avec les troupes syriennes, et s'etablit en 
cette ville. II embrassa la secte des Azdreka. II a fait des vers a la louange de Khaled, fils d'Abdallah el Kasry. 
Il frequentait le poete Rouba 	.i...1.5.)  et surtout le poete Coumait, Ills de Zayd, avec lequel it etait intimement 

lie. Tirimmah avait les prenoms de L.....1c y l et dei.i.j ..„) 1. — (Aghani III, 66.)—A. Caussin de Perceval. 
(11) See Additions and Corrections. 
(12) The emir Maslama, son of the khalif Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan, died A.H. 122 (A.D. 739-40).—(Nujfim .1 
(13) This proverbial expression, the origin of which I do not recollect, is not noticed by al-Maidani. 
(14) Literally: resembling the drawing of the blade. 

AL-MOAFA IBN ZAKARIYA. 

The kddi Abil. 'l-Faraj al-Moafa Ibn Zakariya Ibn Yahya Ihn Humaid Ibn 
Hammad Ibn Dawild an-Nahrawani, surnamed Ibn Tarara al-Jariri, was a juris- 
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consult, a philologer, a poet, a learned scholar, versed in every branch of sci- 
ence. 	He held the post of kddi in that quarter of Baghdad called Bab at-Tali, 
exercising the functions of that place as deputy to the kddi Ibn Sabr. 	Traditions 
were delivered by him on the authority of some eminent masters, such as Abil 
'l-Kasim al-Baghawi (vol. I. p. 323), Abti Bakr Ibn Abi Dawnd (vol. I. p. 590), 
Yahya Ibn Said (vol. II. p. 597); Abu Said al-Adawi, and Abil Hamid Muhammad 
Ihn Hartin al-Hadrami. 	One of the teachers from whom he received his philo-
logical information was Abti Abd Allah Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad Ibn Arafa Ibn 
Niftawaih (vol. I. page 26), and (traditional information) was transmitted from 
him to later students by AU. 'l-Kasim al-Azhari, the kddi Abu 't-Taiyib at- 
Tabari (vol. II. page 597) doctor of the Shafite sect, Ahmad Ibn Ali ath-Thauri, 
Ahmad Ibn Omar Ibn Rauh, and others. 	Ahmad Ibn Omar Ibn Rauh relates as 
follows : Abil 'l-Faraj al-Moafa went to the house of a certain rais (1), and found 
a number of the literati and philologers assembled there. 	They asked him 
what branch of science he felt inclined to discuss with them, and" he addressed 
the rais in these terms: " Your library contains treatises on all. the branches of 
" knowledge and of literature; will you be pleased to send your boy there and 
" let him open the door and bring us the first book he lays his hand on ; you 
" will then examine the subject of which it treats, and that subject we shall 
" discuss." 	" This," says Ibn Rauh, " proves that Abn.'l-Faraj was acquainted 
" with all the sciences."— Abil Muhammad al-Baki, (2) used to say : " When 
" the kddi Abu .1-Faraj is present, we have with us all the sciences." 	He said 
also : " Were a man to devise one third of his property to the most learned of. 
" men, it should be delivered over to Abil 'l-Faraj al-Moafa." 	Al-Moafa was a 
sure and trustworthy transmitter of traditional information. 	He composed some 
good poetry, and the following piece is given as his by Abet 't-Taiyib at-Tabari : 

Ask him who envies meif he knows to whom knowledge does wrong.. 	It does wrong 
to God in his acts, because that person is not pleased at what God bath bestowed upon 
me. 	God 'lath therefore punished him in giving me an increase (of knowledge) and 
excluding him from every path by which knowledge might be reached. 

The shaikh Abu Ishak as-Shirazi (vol. I. p. 9) mentions him with commen-
dation in the Tabakdt al-Fukand, and then adds these words : " Abtl Ali 'd-Da- 
‘ wildi (3), the kddi of our city, states that . the following verses were recited 

" to him by AbA 1-Faraj as his own : 
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" Shall I seek to obtain light from the cloud, or water from the mirage? 	I ask of 
" vile fortune to lavish on me its favours, and I am sated with the fruit of bitterness. 
" I expect that my desires may meet the best of men in the worst of ages (4•)." 

The following piece is by al-Moafa : 

The Lord of the universe is bound to provide for me ; why then should I submit 
myself as a slave to the world? 	Before I was created, he who formed me, may his 
name be glorified I fixed my share of adversity and prosperity. 	When rich, liberality 
and beneficence are my companions ; when poor, my companion is meekness. 	As I am 
unable to repel the favours of God, so is all my intelligence unable to attract them. 

It is stated that he composed these lines in imitation of the following by Ali 
Ihn al-Jahm (vol. II. p. 294): 

Be assured that idleness is not always hurtful, and that application is not always 
useful. 	Since the provision God has allotted you will reach you equally soon, be you 
at home or abroad, enjoy the pleasure of repose. 

A singular coincidence (of names) is thus related by Abil Abd Allah al-Hu-
maidi (p. 1 of this volume), in his. al-Jamo bain as-Sahihain: he there says : I read 
the following anecdote in the handwriting of Alai 'l-Faraj al-Moafa Ibn Zaka-
riya an-Nahrawani : " I made the pilgrimage one year, and, being at Mina on 
" one of the three days which follow the Day of the Sacrifice, I heard a person 
" call out : 'Ho ! Abill-Farajl' I said to myself : He perhaps means me ; but 
" then I reflected that many persons bore the surname of Abu 'l-Faraj, and 
" that some other individual might be meant.. When the man found that no 
" one answered him, he called out again : 6  Ho!.  Abil 1-Faraj al-Moafa!' 	I was 
" on the point of answering when I reflected that there might exist another man 
" named al-Moafa and surnamed Abti Faraj ; so I said nothing, and the same 
" person shouted out a third time : ' Ho ! Abil 'l-Faraj al-Moafa Ibn Zakariya an- 
" Nahrawani! ' 	Oh ! said I to myself, there can be no doubt but that he calls 
" me; he mentions my name, my surname, the name of my father, and the 
" name of the town to which I belong; I therefore answered : ' Here I am ; what.  
" 4  do you want?' 	He replied : ' You' are perhaps from an-Nahrawan in the 
" ' East?' 	I answered that I was, on which he observed that the Nahrawan 
" which he meant lay in the West. 	I was much struck,with all these coin- 
" cidences and I learned that there was a place in Maghrib called an-Nahrawan, 
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